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I. - Summary of the Month. 

J.AJnLUy '9S7 

Q . 
- with January began a period of preparation for the numeroua Important 

meetings sc~duled for the spring of 1927. There was one plenary meeting-that 
of- the Advisory Committee on T~ffic in Op.ium-and .a .certain number. of corafe. 
rences Of experts, mainly on qulst1ons touching the actiVIty of the Techrucal Orea· 
nisatip. 

1he Health Organisation, at the request Qf several national health adminil· 
trations, uDdertook to publish a special bulletin on the prevalence and character 

(1) J'or clocummtatioo oo tile lnlCJ'IIaliGDal Eoooomic ~ - J101P1 • liDCI 3 ol • CDYG' '-"•G'• ---·). • 
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. ·d · It also inaugurated the ~t of its intJnatio~i conti 
of the Influenza ep1 emiC. r 
nuation course• in public health. 1 · . aJ• 
~ The question of the foundation, organisation and. work of An nterna~1~n 

O(fj as dl.scussed at a meeting of representatives of museums. Meetings 
Mu1eum ce w · In 11 1 Co 
of tho bibliographical 1ub·committeea of the Committee on te ectua -opera· 
tion took place towards the end of the month. 

Draft conventions for the execution of arbitral awards pronou?ced abroad and 

tt Cted w1'th double taxation were prepared by comm1ttees of experts. on rna crs connc . . . . 
The question of travelling document~ for per~on~ without nat10nahty was exammed 
by a 1pecial committee of the Trans1t Orgamsat10n. . 

Among the communications received figured a report from the Pres1de?t of 
the Stra.itR Commission on naval forces in the Black Sea and the twenty-eighth 
quarterly report of the Saar Governing Commission. . 

The French and Turkish Governments submitted to the Permanent Court . 
of International'Justice a question in connection with the collision of the steamships 
"Boz·Kourt" and "Lotus". • 

• 

11. - The Permanent Court of International· justice (1). 

I. - THB CHINB&B-BBLOIAN DISPUTE 

• • 
Upon recc:ipt of the Belgian Government's request for the indication, peiuinig 

delivery of judgment by the Court, of the measures of protection to be taken for 
the preservation of rights which might ultimately be recognised as belonging to 
Belgium or her nationals, the President of the Court informed the Parties on De· 
ce.mber 20th, 1926, that, until further notice, he ~ld not comply with this requett 
since the documents already filed had not sati~ld~him that the circumstancr 
the case "required" (Statute, Artirle 41) the indi tion of such measures. 

However, having received, on January 4th, 19 7, the Case filed by the Bel n 
Government in this suit and also, amongst other documents, annexed to this e, 
the report of the Commission on Extra· Territoriality in China instituted by th.$:;,. 
Washington Conference of 1921·1922, the"President, on January 8th, made an 
Order indicating measures of protection. 

ln accordance with this Order, the aim of the measures indicated in this cases 
is to prevent the prejudice of any rights guaranteed to Belgians by the Chinese-Bel· 
gian Treaty of 1865, in addition to those resulting from non·treaty law, in so far 
as the violation of such rights could not be made good by compensation in some • 
material form : the two countries involved in the dispute have indeed accepted the 
Court's jurisdiction as compulsory in all or any of the classes of legal disputes 
mentionned in Article 36 of its Statute including disputes concerning the repa
ration to be made for the breach of an international obligation. 

In these circumstances, the President has confined himself to indicating 
measures of protection designed to safeguard Belgians from any personal vio~~ 
o~ duress, and ~s regards thei~ property, f~om any. action calculated to inv )/e 
direct damage, smce compensation cannot With certainty be awarded by an jn er· 
national court for damages belonging to this category. Lastly, wtth reg~ to 
judicial safeguards, the President has indicated that, should Belgians be concerned 
in legal proceedings pending before Chinese auth6.jties, such proceedings are only 
to be heard before the modern courts and in accordance with the mod~ code$ 
rocently drawn up in China. } 

The Ord~r in question was imm~diat~ly communicated to the two Parties and 
to the Counc1l of the League of Nations 10. accordance with the Statute: 
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SLme days later, tbe Agent of tbe Belgiau Govemmut before the Court in 
tlais Case wormed the Registrar that the Help Government and the ChiDe~~ 

oGoverilment bad by mutual agreement decided to reopen negotiations with a vie~ 
to tbe conclusio~ of a treaty which would supersede that of 1865. In order to faci· 
litate these negotiations and to meet the wish expressed by the Chinete Government, 
the Belgian Government would be &lad if, by application of Article 33 of the Rulea 
of Court, the time allowed to the Chinese Government for the filing of its Counter· 
Cue could be extended. On January zoth, the Acting President, in compliauce 
with this request, fixed May 25th, 1927, aa the date of expiration of this time which 
ori&inally expired on March 16t}l next; the remaining time-limits were also extended 
by ten weeks. The Case will, nevertheless, be ready for htarin& by the Court at 
its next ordinary session which opens on June 15th. 

In the communication by which this decision was conveyed to the two Govern· 
Ineats concerned, their attention waa drawn to the fllCt that it involves a com:s· 
poruliDg extension of the period during which the meuurea of protection indicated 
in the Praident's Order of January 8th will be applicable . 

.a.. - Tw1 " LoTua " CAU 

On January 4th, the Minister for Frauce and the Char)e d'Afair11 of Turkey 
at The Hague tiled with the Registry of tho Permanent Court of International 
Justice the Special Agreement, signed on October nth last, between the Govern· 
ment of the French Republic and the Governmat of the Turkiah Republic, for 
the submission to the Permanent Court of International J111tiee of the quutloa 
of jurisdiction having arisen between them as a result of the collision, on Aucuat 
2nd, 1926, of the steamen "Boz·Kourt" and "Lotua". 

~ 

In the caac now before it the Court wiU have to aive judcznent oa the two 
~owing points : ·' 

i! 
1) Has Turkey, contrary to .A.rticle 15 of the Convention of LaUI&Jiat of July 

:l4th, 1933, reapecting conditiona of residence and buaineu and juriadictioa, acwel 
_in conflict with the principlea of international law, and it 10, wut principia
by inatitutiJJg, foUowing the colliaion which occurred on Aucuat 2nd, 1936, on tiM 
high seas between the French steamer "Lotus" and the Turkiah ateamer "Boz. 
Kourt" and upon the arrival of the French ateamer at Conatantinople- as well 
as against the Captain of the Turkiah steamship-joint criminal proc:ccdinp in 
punuanco of Turkish law against M. Desmona, officer of the watch on board the 
"Lotus" at the time of the eoUision, in consequence of the lou of the "Boz.Kourt" 
haviJJg involved the death of eight Turkiah sailon and paaaengen' 

2) Should the reply ~ in the affirmative, what pecuniary reparation is due to 
M, Desmona provided, according to the principlea of international law, rtparation 
should be made in similar cases? 

~Notices of the Special Agreement have been made in conformity with the rulea 
ill force. In accordance with,lhe obligation impoeed on it by the Statute, whenever 
the construction ·of a convention to which States other than thote concerned in the 
casl are ~es is in question, the Registnr bae notified the Special Agreement to 
the States, other than France and Turkey, which have ntitied the Convention 
signed at Lausanne and mendned above. 

ifae time-limits for the writtea Jll'ocedure have been fixed 10 as to enai* the 
Cout/ to deal with the alair at its ant ordinary taaion, that ia to uy, in June acst. 
On this oc:casion, a Turkish national judge, daicoatcd by the Turkish Govenuaeot, 
namely, Felzi-Daim Bey, Fint President of the Civil Court of Stamboul, will, in 
~rdance with the Court Statute, sit with tlle ordiaary memben. 

,. 
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The French caae will be presented by Profeuor Baad~vant, whilst His ~1-
M h d "'··at B..v Miniater of Juatice of the Turkish Government, will act Ieney a ou ....., -n · 

~ .. agent for that Government. 

l. - AC:CIPTANCB OP THB OPTIONAL CLAUSS RBGARDIJIIG 

THB CouRT's JURISDICTIOJII 

The acceptance by Auatria of the compulsory jurisdiction of the ~urt ":'as 
renewed for a period of ten yeara on January 12th, _1927. The decla~t1o~, w~ch 
will take effect u from the date of the filing of the mstrument of ratification 1s as 

follow• : 
On behalf of the Republic of A01tria and subject to ratification, the under· 

1igned hereby recognizes as compulsory, ipso facto and without. any special 
convention, in relation to any other Member of the League of Nat1ons or State 
accepting the same obligation, that is. to say on condition of. reciprocity, the 
jurisdiction of the Court, purely and simply, for a further penod of ten years 
from the date of deposit of the instrument of ratification. 

Geneva, January uth, 1927. 

Emerich PPLOGL. 

+. - TaBATIBII or CoMCJLIATIOJII, AaaiTitATIOJII AJIID JUDICIAL SsTTLEMEJIIT 

COMCLUDID BY SWITZBRLAJIID 

The Swias Minister at the Hague has informed the Registry of the Court of the 
entry into force of the following treaties : 

1) The treaty of conciliation and arbitration between Switzerland and Poland 
dated March 7th, 1925, came into effect on July u.th, 1926. 

2) The treaty of conciliation concluded betw~en Switzerland and Norway on 
August 21St, 1925, came into effect on July 8th, 1926. r 

Furthermore, the Swiss Legation at the Hague has communicated to the Regil, 
for information, the text of the message by which the Swiss Federal Council 
recommended the Federal Assembly to approve- the treaty of conciliation an~ 
judicial settlement concluded on April 20th, 1926, between Switzerland and Spain. 

III. - Organisation of the exercise of the Council's 
Right of Investigation (1). 

The Netherlands Government has informed the Secretary-General that it has 
nominated Colonel W. J. C. Sehuurman to the post of President of the Commission 
of Investigation in Bulgaria. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions . .., 
I xnaMA noMAL ExoAGBliU!JIITs 

a) Rtpllliola. ~ 

Among the treaties registered in January figured a Treaty of Friendshi~ con· 
eluded between Chili and Turkey (Rome, january 30th, 1926). It was regi!H:ered 
at the request of the Chiliu Government. 

(1) Soe JI...U,. S ,.,, Vol. VI, No. ,., p. OOJ6. 



b) AdAuisru, RMi,trllf!U, ,., 

,The Swiss Government deposited with the League in January ita instrumedt 
of ratification of the Convention for the Simplification of Customs Formallti• (Ge 
neva, November 3rd, 1923). 

The British Government acceded, on behalf of the Protectorate of Uganda, 
to the Conventions on the Development of Hydraulic Power affecting more than 
one State and the Transmission in Transit of Electric Power. 

The Austrian Government deposited its instrument of ratification of the Con· 
ventions on the Development of Hydraulic Power affecting more than on State, 
the Transmission in Tranlit of Electric Power, and the International Rqime of 
Railways. It acceded to the Convention on the International Regime of Maritimr 
Ports. 

V. - Technical Orpnilationa. 

I. - TRI HIALTH 010AHIUTIOJI 

a) SP«W IKflNntU s..nm ... 
In view of the spread of influenza in varioua countries, and requuta for infor· 

mation from European and oversea Health Administrations (Au1tralia, the United 
States, etc.), the Epidemiological Intelligence Service baa undertaken to publi-h 
a special bulletin on the prevalence :md character of the pre1ent epidemic. 

The Health Administrations of the various countries have been telegraphically 
invited to communicate to the 'League Health Section all the necessary Information 
~~ the preparation of the bullo:tin, which has been published twice a week 1ince 

JCnuary rrth. 
The Health Section allo iss~a a wireleu communiqu~, which the Trans·Ocean 

Wireless Service has co111ented to broadcast from the Nauen Station. The broad· 
casting taka place in English at 12.20 and 11 p. m. (Central European time), on a 
wave-length of r8,ooo metres. The first communiqu~ wu broadcaat on January 
rsth. 

The January bulletins published information from Au1tria, Germany, Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy, Nonray, Sweden, Switzerland, Czecho. 
slovakia, Bulgaria, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Japan, Latvia, 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, the Kingdom of the Serhs, Croats and 
Slovenes, Spain, United States, India, Irish Free State, Lithuania and the Union 
of Socialist Soviet Republics. 

b) /~ Ctnltif111111itna CtJW• iK P,blil Hullll. 

The International Continuation Course in Public Health orpnised by the Paril 
Institute of Hygiene by arrugement with the Health Orpnilation, in retpoDH to 
req~~ests from several Public Health Administrations, was opened at Paris on Ja
nuary 17th, 1927. 

' This course, which represqlts a new type of interchange, is divided into two 
periods of six weeks each. TJie first includel a course of lectures by public health 
and J1ledical experts from various countriel and a ICria of visits to public health 
insti~tions in and near Paris. The purpote of thele lectures is to review the recent 
progress in the different sciences underlying public health, particularly phy•iolOCY, 
b~chemistry, immunology and biometrics. The course allo includes a Mria of 
lectures on those aspects of public health administration which are of particular 
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~ h resent time such as public health nursing, school hyaiene 
importance at t e P · ' . 
hos ita! and dispensary administration, and health msura~ce. . ' 

p · d · d oted to the practical study-m countnes selected by . " The second per1o JS ev . r 
· · · f health institutions providing the most useful expenence for the partlCJpants-o 

the exercise of their calling. . . . 
This course is attended by medical officers of the Heal_th A_dmmJ~tratlons of 

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvm, L1~huama, Luxem· 

b P Poland Roumania the Serb-Croat-Slovene Kmgdom and the urg, araguay, , , 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

c) Confnente of Health Expnts on Infant Welfare (1
). 

The second session of the Conference of Health Experts on Infant Welfare 
convened by the Health Organisation was held in Paris from January 17th to January 
20th. It was attended by the following experts : 

Dame Janet CAMPBELL .. 
Dr. TALIAFERRO CLARK .. 
Professor A. CoLLETT .. 
Professor R. DfBRf . . 
Professor E. GoRTER. 
Professor E. NoBEL . 
Professor E. RoTT. . 

(Great Britain) 
(United States of America) 
(Norway) 
(France) 
(The Nether'ands) 
(Austria) 
(Germany) 

The Conference examined the results of preliminary enquiries made by its 
members with a view to investigating infant mortality in the various countries, and 
made specific recommendations as to the methoqs and scope of the proposed 
enquiry. 

It was decided to begin the study of the medical, public health and social ca~ 
of all infant deaths and dead births in two rural and two urban districts of Austria, 
France, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and Norway. . The enquiry 
in each district will bear. upon a period of twelve months, beginning early in 1927, 

The decisions of the Conference of Health Experts in Infant Welfare will be 
submitted for approval to the Health Committee in February 1927 . 

.z., - TRB EcoNOMIC AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION 

a) Execution of Artntral awards pronounced abroad. 

A Committee of legal experts convened by the Council met at Geneva from 
January 27th to January 29th to consider the possibility of framing a draft inter· 
national agreement for the execution of arbitral awards made abroad. This agree· 
ment would complete the Protocol of 1923 concerning arbitration clauses in com· 
mercia! con tracts (1). 

Under the terms of the Protocol, which has been,oigned by twenty-seven States 
an4 ratified by twelve, the Contracting Parties undertake to recognise the val~ity 
of arbitration agreements, but only to ensure the execution of arbitral awards if 
these have been pronounced in their own territory. In many countries long and 
coatly prooeedings are essential for the carrying out' of an award given in the terri· 
tory of another Contracting Party, just as in the territory of any other f~eign 
State. 1 

(1) See Mtmlloly Su,.,.,, Vol. VI. No. 10, p. •so. 
(s) Set M-"1) S--,., Vol. VI, No. 9o p. 2oS. 
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Tlae ilc:onomic Committee, therefore, extended the field of its investipflbu<= 
and considered the possibility of taking fresh international action for the purpose 

• of providing for the execution of arbitral awards made abroad. 
• The first meeting of the Committee enabled experts of seven different countries 

to have a general discussion on all aspects of the question. They came to the con
clusion that the number and complex;ty of the problems raised would make it 
necessary for them to hold a further session. 

In the interval between the two sessions, each of the members of the Committee 
will draw up, either on the problem as a whole or on special points arising out of the 
preliminary discussion, proposals which will serve as a basis of discussion for the 
next session. 

The meeting was attended by the following experts : M. Basdevant, Professor 
of Law, Paris; Professor Dionisio Anzilotti, Professor of International Law at Rome 
University, judge of the Permanent Court of International Justice; Professor 
Vaclav Hora, Professor at Prague University; Dr. Volkmar, Ministerial Adviser 
at the Ministry of Justice, Berlin; Dr. Gustav Walker, President of the Cour d1 COfft· 
pensation, Professor at Vienna University; Mr. Benjamin H. Conner, Barrister and 
President of the American Chamber of Commerce in France; Mr. H. Claughton 
Scott, K. C. M. Ren~ Arnaud, represented the International Chamber of Com· 

~ 

merce. 

b) Doubl1 Taution and Ta% Evt!Sion. 

The Committee of E."'tperts on Double Taxation and Tax Evasion met at Geneva 
from January 5th to January 12th. The meeting was attended by the following 
members (mostly senior officials of the fiscal administration of their countries) : 

M. Takashi Aoki (Japanese), M. Hans Blau (Swiss), Dr. Gino Bolaffi (Italian
replacing M. d'Aroma), M. Borduge (French), M. Clavier (Belgian), M. Sinninghe 
Damste (Netherlands), Dr. :Oorn (German), Dr. Salvador Oria (Argentine), Sir 

,...Percy Thompson (British), Dr. van der Waals (Dutch East Indies), Professor Stefan 
·Zaleski (Polish). ' 

The International Chamber of Commerce sent a delegation composed of M. Ro· 
bert Julliard and M. Jean Duchenois to follow the work of the Committee. 

The Committee examined on first reading three draft international con· 
ventions, prepared by its sub-committees, concerning : a) double taxation, 
b) administrative assistance in matters of taxation, e) judicial assistance in the 
collection of taxes, It requested two sub-commiteets (1) to prepare a preliminary 
draft convention for the prevention of double taxation in the matter of succession 
duties, and (2) to examine the desirability of establishing a: permanent international 
organisation for questions of taxation. 

At its next session, which will take place in April, the Committee hopes to be 
able to complete the drafting of these four conventions and to embody its detailed 
observations in a general report. It also hopes to formulate at the same time defi· 
nite proposals as to the action to be taken as the outcome of its work, with special 
reference to the possibility of setting up a permanent organisation. 

3. - ColllJIIU'NICATJO'NI AJIID TaA'NIJT 

Identity Documents for Persons Without Nationality . 
• 

The Committee of Experts appointed tostudy the question of identity documents 
foVpersons without nationality met at Geneva from January 12th to January 13th. 

This Committee was set up to give effect to a recommendation of the Passport 
Conference of May 1926, based on a proposal of the German Government. IiJ:I! 
Conference considered it desirable that certain facilities for travelling sho4~~ 
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, . / ' ted to pereons without nationality and requested the League to prepar", with 
~assistance of experts of the States most nearly concern~d, a draft arr~nge~ent 
based upon the principle of the introduction of an internationally recogmsed 1den-, 

dty document. . . • . 
The Committee recognised, in the first place, that the 1dent1ty document m 

question, being designed to facilitate travelling, would in reality be a passport. 
In the second place, having examined the question of the persons to whom such 
a passport might be issued, it came to the conclusion th_at the pro_blem_ would have 
to be dealt with not only in its bearing upor. persons Without nationality, but also 
from the point of view of persons of doubtful nationality. 

Far from contemplating the introduction of an international system of pro
tection the Committee considered that its sole object should be to agree upon a 

' travelling document that might be issued and accepted by the greatest possible 
number of countries. Tho this end, it adopted Draft Recommendation and a Draft 
Arrangement providing for the establishment of a passport for persons not in pos· 
session of a national one. Both documents will be submitted at the next Session 
of the Committee for Communications and Transit. 

The Draft Arrangement does not in any way affect laws and regulations go· 
verning conditions of residence and establishment in the territories of the various 
countries. It provides for the adoption by the High Contracting Parties of a uni· 
form type of passport, to be issued by the authorities of the country of residence to 
persons, without a national passport, in particular, to persons without nationality, 
to persons of doubtful nationality, and to those who, although in possession of a 
nationality, are unable to obtain a national passport, or have reasons, recognised 
as valid by the authorities of their country of residence, for not applying for such 
passport. 

The passport proposed by the Committee would, certain special features excep
ted, be on the same lines as the international type recommended by the May Con
ference. It would mention the return journey, be valid for one year with possi· 
bility of prolongation, and be good for all countries or for groups including as many
countries as possible. 

The meeting was attended by the following Members : 

M. A. PoLITis, Technical Adviser to the Greek Legation in Paris, Member of the 
Committee for Communications and Transit (Chaiman); 

M. H. REINHARDT, Former Ministerial Adviser, Member of the Committee for 
Communications and Transit (Austria); 

M. L. DE Go:u:ORY·LAIML, Councillor in the Hungarian Foreign Ministry; 
M. J. KRAUSE, Councillor in the German Ministry of Home Affairs; 
M. J. MALHOMME, Chief of Division in the Consular Department of the Polish Fo 

reign Ministry; 
M. DE NAVAILLES, Assistant-Director in the French Foreign Ministry; 
M. Stan EMANOIL, Assistant-Director of the Roumanian Police. 

4. - INTBLLBCTUAL Co<i>PBRATION 

,. 

Meeting of Museum Representatives. 

A Committee of Museum Representatives met at Geneva on January 14th and 
~th to draw up pr?posals for the organis~tion and pro~ramme of the International 
u~eum Offic:, wh1ch the League has decided to found m connection with the Irii:er

nattonal Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. 

T~e chair was taken by M. Jules Destree (Belgian) Chairman of the Sub
Couumttee for Arts and Letters. There were also present : 
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M. Daud·Bovy, President of the Commission federale des Beaux· Arts (Switzer· 
land). 

• M. Capart, ~hief Curator of the Musee du Cinquantenaire,.Brussels. • 
M. Friedlaender, Director of the Prints Collection, Berlin (Kupferstich·Kabinett 

im Neuen Museum); 
M. Guiffrey, Curator of Paintings at the Louvre, Paris; 
M. Rossi, Inspector-General of Fine Arts, Italy; 
M. Sotomayor, Director of the Prado Museum, Madrid; 
M. Verne, Director of the National Museums of France. 

The Director of the British Museum and the Director of the National Museum 
of Antiquities in Bucarest, who had also been invited, were unable to attend the meet· 
ing. The Institute of Intellectual Co-operation was represented by Mlle. Maillard, 
of the Art Section. 

The Committee took note of the work of the Committee of Representa· 
tives of Chalcographical Institutes which met in Geneva last October and reached 
an agreement with regard to the exchange and sale of prints produced by the chal· 
cographical Institutes and the organisation of joint exhibitions of such prints. 
The Institutes concerned have made arrangements for the first joint exhibitions 
to open on April 15th in Rome, Paris and Madrid. Other exhibitions will follow, 
and it is' expected that one of them will be held at G~neva in September. 

The Committee considered that an agreement of a similar kind might be 
concluded by museums possessing cast-workshops. In this connection, it proceeded 
to an exchange of views with regard to the questions to be studied by the Inter· 
national Museum Office. 

The question of catalogues was also examined. The Committee invited the 
Office to study the possibility of compiling Museum catalogues on the lines of guides, 
summary catalogues and scientific catalogues, and to examine whether it would be 
possible for catalogues of public•sales of works of art to be compiled on certain lines 
which would increase their value from the point of view of the history of art. 

The Committee recommended that the Office should draw up a catalogue of 
dismembered works of art (i.e. parts of which may be found in different museums) 
and publish certain museographical data on arts and archeology (architecture and 
internal organisation of museums). 

It considered that the work of the Office should also bear upon the exchange 
between museums of information and documents, the deposit of works of art and 
mutual assistance between museums. 

The. question of summoning a meeting of experts to examine means of deve· 
loping the educational role of museums was also examined. The Committee 
considered that, if possible, the meeting should be attended by an American expert 
who could explain the results obtained in his country, where steps in this direction 
had been taken earlier than in Europe. 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

TwEHTY-EIGHTH RBPoJT or THE SAAI GovBR'NI'NG CoMMISSIO'N 

• 
The Governing Commission of the Saar Territory has addressed to the Secrc· 

tary·General its twenty·eighth qparterly report, which describes the situation in the 
Territory and the administrative work of the Commission during the last three 
months of 1926. 

1 he principal passages may be summarised as follows : 

1) EcoNOMIC AND SoCIAL SITUATION. - The report contains statistical tableR 
giving a definite idea of the economic and social situation in the Territory. Although 
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f · ble the Commission feels some apprehension,"owing 
the returns shown are avoura ' t t d t d 
to the fact that the rapid appreciation of the franc has to some e~ _en es roye 

b tw the economic conditions and the export necessities of the Ter"' 
the balance e een 

ritory. · b f II · th · f The Commission has done all in its power to brmg a out a a m e pnce o 
absolutely necessary articles of consumption. 

z) PoLITICAL SITUATION. - Eight draft decrees were exan1ined at the autumn 
session of the Advisory Council. The term of office of the members of that body 
and of the members of the Technical Council were renewed for one year by the 

Governing Commission. 

3) ADMINISTRATION. - The administrative work of the Commission shows the 

following main features : 

a) Special grants to officials. - On this subject negotiations took place at Trevcs, 
towards the end of November 1926, between representatives of the German Govern
ment and of the Governing Commission. _ A decision was reached to the effect 
(1) that the Governing Commission should grant all officials in its service one extra
ordinary subsidy of 740 to 1840 francs, (2) that the German Government should 
refund to the Commission the sums distributed among German officials in the service 
of the latter. It was further agreed that the Commission might reduce its payments 
to the Pension Fund by one third of the sum specified above, the reduction applying 
exclusively to payments in respect of German officials in its service. 

This special subsidy is granted to all Saar officials in order to put an end, 
once and for all, to the various claims made against the German Government and the 
Governing Commission. 

b) Customs questions. - The Governing Commission has taken steps to 
facilitate the settlement of some rather complicated questions which have arisen 
between the Saar inhabitants and the French Customs Administration. One of 
these, the import duty on luxury wares, will shortly be solved by legislative mea· 
sures. Under the new regulations, goods subject to the luxury tax under French 
law enter the Saar Territory duty free (except for the turnover tax), unless subject 
to the luxury tax under Saar law. 

On November roth, 1926, the French and German Governments concluded 
an arrangement adapting the Saar Customs regime to the situation created by the 
signature of the Steel Trust. This arrangement provides the Saar finishing industry 
with certain facilities as regards the duty-free export of its products to Germany 
in exchange for the duty-free import into the Saar Territory of certain products 
and machines. 

c) Mortgages on a gold basis. - To comply with a desire expressed by Saar 
economic circles, the Governing Commission, on the recommendation of the Advisory 
Council, has prepared a decree authorising the registration of mortgages and their 
establishment on a gold basis. It is expected that this measure will exercice a 
favourable influence upon the estate market and the building industry . .. 

d) Labour Questions. - During the last quarter, conflicts regarding wages 
resulted in seven strikes, involving 1304 workers. 

The number of unemployed had increased to 2,297 by the end of December. 

e) Education. - The Governing Commission has founded seven scholarships 
t~ enable teachers t? attend the course of lectures on international question~; orga
rused by Professor Z1mmern at Geneva: I~ has also published, for teachers, a general 
pamph~et on the work of the League, 1ts history, the principles on which it is based 
and suitable methods of instruction in these subjects in public schools. This pam: 
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• 
phlet has been distributed to all teachers; together with a circular recommending 

• them. to give instruction to children on the existence and principles of the League 
and, tn general, to keep these matters in mind in their work of education. • 

f) Public As.mtance. - The Welfare Department has distributed to war-disabled 
without means of subsistence 636,000 francs over and above their regular pensions 
and subsidies. The Governing Commission has granted all war victims a sum to 
compensate the fluctuations in exchange which took place at the moment of the 
payment of their pensions. A sum of 3,440,000 francs, voted for this purpose, was 
almost entirely distributed in December. . 

g) Food Inspection. - The Food Inspection Office opened in October, 1926, 
has to discharge the following duties : the inspection of imported milk, fat and 
butter; the bacteriological, serological, histological and chemical examination of 
these foodstuffs; the inspection of the markets, shops and premises of industrial 
and commercial enterprises manufacturing or selling foodstuffs of any kind. 

h) Agriculture. - Notwithstanding the abundant rainfall of the last three 
months, it was possible duly to terminate the harvest labours and autumn sowing. 
As regard crops, bread cereals, fruit and potatoes were not as abundant as had been 
expected. Sugar beets and vegetables were satisfactory. 

VII. - Political Questions. 

CoxlllUNicAnoM nolll ,-Hs PaBSIDDIT oP THB STRAITS Co!llMISSION 

The President of the Straits Commission has adressed to the Secretary-General 
a memorandum received from the Government of the Union of Socialist Soviet 
Republics on the composition of its naval forces in the Black Sea. He states that 
the memorandum does not contain information regarding reserve naval forces or 
naval aircraft. 

The Secretary General, in accordance with the decision of the Cpuncil of Sep· 
tember 10th, 1925, has forwarded this note to States Members of the League, the 
United States, the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics and Turkey. ' 

• • • 
Under Article IS of the Straits Convention annexed to the Lausanne Convention, 

the Straits Commission carries out its functions under the auspices of the League, 
to which it reports annually, furnishing all information which may be useful in the 
interests of commerce and navigation. Article 2 of the same Convention stipulates 
that the Commission shall furnish certain information with regard to naval forces 
and naval aircraft in the Black Sea . 

• 
VIII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

"TaAPPIC 1M OPIUIIl 

Ninth Session oj the Advisory Comm,ttee. 

The ninth session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic on Opium and other 
Dangerous Drugs opened on January 17th at Geneva. The agenda included the 
consideration of the annual reports of Governments on measures taken to 



dru s and the practical results of such medsures; the examina
c~mbat the abu_s~ of "t~ reaard to the ratification of the Opium Agreement and 
twn of the pos1t10n WI b · · · ffi · f t d • . · . d t dy f the question of Jlhc1t tra c m ree por s an 
€onventwn ot 1925, an a s u 0 

zones. . b 11 
The Committee elected as Chairman S1r John Camp e 

as Vice-Chairman Dr. Carriere (Switzerland}. 

(India) and re-elected 

There were further present 

Membt!rs: 
Dr. Anselmino (Germany), Dr. Cuellar (Bolivia}, Sir.Malcolm Dclevingne (Great 

Britain\ M. Stefano Cavazzoni (Italy}, M. Naotake Sato (Japan}, M. W. G. van 
Wettu~ (Netherlands}, M. Ferreira (Portugal}, M. Constantin Fotitch (Serb-Croat: 
Slovene Kingdom}, Prince Charoon (Siam). 

Observer : 

Mr. Stanley Woodward (United States). 

Assessor : 

M. Henri Brenier. 

The Committee decided that its meetings should be public. A full account 
of the session will be given in the February number of the Monthly Summary. 

IX. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

ColllllliTTEB OF Passs ExPERTS 

Meeting of Journalists. 

A meeting of journalists, dealing with international affairs, and obliged by 
their profession to travel frequently or to live abroad, took place at Geneva from 
January 24th to 26th. 

The journalists attending the meeting had been selected from the members 
of the International Association of Journalists Accredited to the League of Nations, 
the object of the meeting being to enable the Secretary-General to obtain informa
tion with regard to the technical problems interesting this category of journalists. 

At the end of the meeting the journalists drew up a report embodying recom
mendations and suggestions concerning the exercise of their calling in foreign parts 
and the facilities they considered it necessary to obtain in order to carry out their 
task. 

This report will be communicated to the foreign press associations for their 
observations and will then be forwarded, together with the comments received, 
to the Committee of Press Experts to be convened later. 

The journalists attending the meeting were M. Br.rnhard (German), chairman; 
M. Caprin (Italian), M. Chrzanowski (Polish), M. de Franch (Spanish}, Mr. Chal
linor james (British), M. Jullien (French), M. Roigt (Argentine), and Mr. P. Scott 
Mowrer (American). 

X. - Forthcoming Events. 

February 21st : Meeting of the C01nmittec of Experts on Budgets of National 
Defence, Paris. 
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• 
February 21st : Meeting of the Special Committee on the Jurisdiction of the 

European Commission of the Danube, Geneva. 
February 21St : Interchange of Public Health Officers, London. • 
February 24th : Meeting of the Legal Contrnittee of the Transit Organisation, 

Geneva. 
February 25th : Meeting of the Permanent Committee on Inland Navigation, 

Geneva. 
February 25th : 
February 28th : 

Meeting of the Economic Committee, Rome. 
Meeting .of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Commu· 

nications and Transit, Geneva. 
February 28th : Meeting of the Committee on the Establishment of a Centre of 

March 2nd 
March 7th 
March 14th 
March 14th 

March 14th 

March 16th 

March 21st 

March 22nd 

March 25th 

March 28th 

Documentation (Transit Organisation), Geneva. 
Meeting of the Financial Committee, Geneva. 
Forty-Fourth Session of the Council, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Council Committee on Disarmament, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Special Commission on the Private Manufacture of 

Arms, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Committee of Statistical Experts to consider pro· 

posals for the revision of the International Lsit of Causes of 
Death, Geneva. 

Meeting of Sub-Commission B of the Preparatory Commission for 
the Disarmament Conference, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament 
Conference, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codifi
cation of International Law, Geneva. 

: Final Conference of the British Interchange of Public Health Offi
cers, GenClll'a. 

Meeting of the Committee of Jurists on the Enforcement of Arbi
tral Awards, Geneva. 

XI.- Lea~e Organisations and Commissions 

LIST OF MBllliiiS 

THE ASSEMBLY 

(CODSists of nOt more than three representatives of each Statr Member of the League.) 

THE COUNCIL 

(Consists of the representatives of the British Empire, FraD«, Germany, Italy aud Japu. who are permanent 
members, and those of niDe other States elected by the Assembly as laid dowD in the new "~ ~ with. tiJ:e 
electioD of the nine non-permanent Memben of the Council", thm term of oftice, and the conditiODI of ~e-ebgibi-
lity") ('). 

Belgium. . . . 
British Empire. 
Chile .. 
China .. 
Colombia 

• 
Membership in I9Z7-

(t) Ste Mrmtllly s,,.,nry•, Vol. VI, No. 9- Jl- 232. 

M. v ANDEilVELDE 
Sir Austen CHAMBERLAIN 
M. VILLEGAS 
M. CHAO-HSIN-CHU 
M. URRUTIA 



Czechoslovakia. 
France . 
Germany 
Italy .. 
Japan .. 
Netherlands . 
Poland .. 
Roumania. 
Salvador. 

l.f 

• 

M. BENES 
M. BRIAND 
M. STRESEMANN 
M. SciALOJA 
Viscount IsHII 
M. VAN KARNEBEEK 
M. ZALESKI 
M. TITULESCO 
M. GuERRERO 

Secretarial of the Council and the Assembly. 

Secretary· General : Sir James Eric DRUMMOND. 

(''The Secretary·GenerBl shall act in that capacity at all meetings of the Assembly and the Council". Art. 6 

of the Covenant.) 

THE PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE 

(The Judges ate elected by the Assembly and the Council for a period ol nine yeatS. The President and 
the Vice-President are elected by the Court for a term of three YeatS·) 

Judges .• 

M. HuBER (President) . 
M. LoDER (former President) 
M. WEISS (Vice-President) . 
Lord FINLAY . 
M. NYHOLM .... . 
Mr. MooRE .... . 
M. DE BusTAMANTE . 
M. ALTAMIRA . 
M. 0DA ..... . 
M. ANZILOTTI. . . . 
M. Epitacio DA SILVA PESSOA 

Deputy· '}ud ges : 

M. YOVANOVITCH 
M. BEICHMANN . . . 
M. NEGULESCO . . . 
M. WANG CHUNG Hoi. 

Registrar : 

M. HAMMARSKJIILD 

Deputy-Registrar : 

M. RUEGGER ..... 

i 

(Swiss) 
(Dutch) 
(French) 
(British) 
(Danish) 
(American) 
(Cuban) 
(Spanish) 
(Japanese) 
(Italian) 
(Brazilian) 

(Serbian) 
(Norwegian) 
{Roumanian) 
(Chinese) 

(Swedish) 

(Swiss) 

COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
CODIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

eo.mcJ~tituted in accordance with a resolution of the Fifth Assembly. The members are appointed by the 

M. HAIUCARSKJIILD (Chairman), Governor of Upsala (Sweden); 
Professor DIENA (Vice-Chairman), professor of international law at the University 

of Pavia (Italy); 
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Professor BRIERLY, professor of international law at the University of Oxford 
(Great Britain); 

• M. FROMAGEpT, Legal Adviser to the French Ministry for Foreign Affairs (Franc~; 
Dr. Gustave GuERRERO, Minister of Salvador in Paris (Salvador); . 
Dr. Bernard C. J. LoDER, former member of the Supreme Court of the Netherlands; 

judge and former President of the Permanent Court of International Jus· 
tice (Netherlands); 

. Dr. BARBOZA DE MAGALHAES, professor of law at the University of Lisbon, former 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Justice and Education (Portugal); 

Dr. Adalbert MASTNY, Minister of Czechoslovakia in Rome, President of the Czc· 
choslovak: branch of the International Law Association (Czechoslovakia); 

M. MATSUDA, Doctor of Law, Minister of Japan in Rome (Japan); 
M. Simon RuNDSTEIN, Barrister, former Legal Adviser to the Ministry for Foreign 

Affairs, founder of the Polish Association of International Law (Poland); 
Professor Walter ScaOCKING, professor of law ar the Higher School of Commercial 

Science, Berlin (Germany); 
Dr. Jose Leon SuAREz, Dean of the Faculty of Political Sciences of the University 

of Buenos Aires (Argentine); 
Professor Charles DE VISSCHER, professor of law at the University of Ghent, legal 

adviser to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs (Belgium); • · 
Dr. WANG·CHUNG·Hm, Deputy Judge at the Permanent Court of International 

Justice (China); 
Mr. George W. WICKERSHAM, former Attorney-General of the United States, 

member of the Committee of International Law of the American Bar 
Associarion, President of the American Law Institute (United States); 

M. Cristobal BoTELLA, former professor of the Faculty of Law at the University 
of Madrid, President of the Franco-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal and 
Legal Adviser to the .French Embassy in Paris (Spain); 

Sir Muhamed RAFIQUE, expert in Moslem Law (India). 

THE PERMANENT ADVISORY COMMISSION ON NAVAL 
MILITARY AND AIR QUESTIONS 

(Constituted by a Council Resolution of May 9th. 1920, punuant to Article IX of the Covenant. The memben 
are appointed by and ate representatives of their Governments. The Presidents of the Military, Naval and Air Sub
CoiDIIlissioDs are oeleeted by rotation of the nations represented on the CommiMion for perlnds of oix montha. The 
President of the Plenary Commission is eleetod at eaeb session by and from the Presidents of tho Sub-Commissiono. 
This list includes a number of the regular memben of the different delq:ations who have frequmtly takon the place 
of memben of the Commission~ 

Members and Assista11ts. 

Lt.-General Baron DE CEUNINCK . . . . . 
Colonel H. A. C. TEMPERLEY, C.M.G., D.S.O 
Rear-Admiral AuBREY C. H. SMITH, C.B., M.V.O. 
Commander M. A. HAWES . . . . . . . . . . 
Group Captain W. F. MACNEECE, O.B.E., D.S.O., 

D.F.C. . . . • . . . . . . . 
Squadron-Leader F. P. DoN ... 
Brigadier-General M. Y AO SIKIOU. 
Colonel A. BoRRERO. . . . . 
General Vladimir KLECANDA . 
Lt.-Colonel A. EuAs. . . 
Colonel Sylvester BLAHA. 
Colonel REQUIN. . . . 
Major LuciEN. . . . . 
Vice-Admiral JEHENNE . 

. . 

(Belgium) 
(British Empire) 
(British Empire) 
(British Empire) 

(British Empire) 
(British Empire) 
(China) 
(Columbia) 
(Czechoslovakia) 
(Czechoslovakia) 
(Czecholsovakia) 
(France) 
(France) 
(France) 



Commander DELEUZE · · · · 
Lt.-Colonel H. E. MouCHARD . 
Lt-Colonel F. voN BoETTICHER 
Lt.-Colonel F. DOMLEIN . . . 

J6 -

. Rear-Admiral Baron VON FREYBURG EISENBERG. 
Commander R. F. GADOW._ . 
Captain A. BAEUMKER. . . . . . . . · . . · 
Major M. ScHINDLER. . . . . . . . . · . . · 
Brig.-Gencral DE MARINIS STENDARDO DI RICI· 

GLIANO .... • • · · -
Vice-Admiral Baron AcTON. . . . . 
Commander Don F. RusPOLI. . . . 
Commander CuGIA DI SANT 'ORSOLA 
Lt.-Colonel PELLEGRINI 
Captain GIBERTI . . . 
Brig.-General SHIODEN. 
Lieut.-Colonel SoNOBE. 
Commander SoGAWA. 
Captain T. HoRI . . . 
Lieutenant M v AZAKI. . 
General C. VAN TuiNEN . 
Rear-Admiral H. G. SuRIE . 
Lieut.-Commander D. VREEDE . 
General DuMITREsco. . . . . . 
Colonel L. RADULESCO. . . . . 

(France) 
(France) 
(Germany) 
(Germany) 
(Germany) 
(Germany) 
(Germany) 
(Germany) 

(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Japan) 
(Japan) 
(Japan) 
(Japan) 
(Japan) 
(Netherlands) 
(Netherlands) 
(Nether lands) 
(Roumania) 
(Roumania) 

(Tiu Govtrmumts •I Chile, Polarul and Salr>ador have not yet &IJtllftllmiealed the names •I theirreprestfllalivts.) 

PREPARATORY COMMISSION FOR THE DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE 

(Constituted in virtue of a Re5olution ol the Sixth Assembly to direct and coordinate preparatory work for 
the Disarmement Conference.) 

M. LOUDON (Chairman) . . 
M. F. PEREZ ...... . 
M. Louis DE BROUCKERE . 
M. D. BouRoFF. . 
M. E. VILLEGAS. . 
M. CHAo-HsrN-CHu 
M. URRUTIA .• 
M. F. VEVERKA. . 
M. R. HoLSTI. . . 
M. •PAUL·BONCOUR. 
Count BERNSTORFF 
Viscount CECIL oF CHELWOOD 
General DE MARINIS. 
M. N. SATO ... 
M. MARKOVITCH. . . 

Le Jonkheer LouDON 
M. DEBSKI ... 
M. P. CoMNENE. 
M. GUERRERO. 
M. COBIAN .. 
M. HENNINGS. 
Hon. Hugh S. GtBSON. 

(Netherlands) 
(Argentine) 
(Belgium) 
(Bulgaria) 
(Chile) 

•(China) 
(Colombia) 
(Czechoslovakia) 
(Finland) 
(France) 
(Germany) 
(Great Britain) 
(Italy) 
(Japan) 
Kingdom of the Serbs, 

Croats and Slovrnes 
(Netherlands) 
(Poland) 
(Roumania) 
(Salvador) 
(Spain) 
(Sweden) 
United States of Arne· 

rica) 
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Joi11t CommissUm. 

Chairman : M. F. VEvERKA. 

Experts of the Economic Committee : 

Mr. J. J. WILLS 
(replacing Sir Hubert LLEWELLYN SMITH). 

M. J. BARBOZA CARNEIRO; 

Experts of 1M Financial Committee : 

M. F. MAURO 
(replacing M. BIANCHINI). 

M. POSPISIL. 

Ex[Jirts of the Transit Committee : 

M. KROLLER. 
M. ScHon. 

• 

Workers' Group of the Governing Body: of the lnlernatiotlal Labout' OJ/iee: 

,M. joUHAUX. 
M. 0UDEGEEST. 

Empl01ers' Group of the Governing Body of the Jnternatio11al Labour Office : 

M. VANEK 
(replacing M. I-l~JDAC). 

M. OERSTED. 

Experts appointed under ths Council rssolutio11 of Mardi z8th_, 1926 (1). 

s. E. M. SATO . • . 0 

M. von MoELLENDORFF 0 0 

(Japan) 
(Germany) 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL COMMISSION 

(Appointed by the Council,oin ,.._._with aRC ._.,detiaa ol the &n.els Fi..ucial CGafereooe, 1920. 

M. Gustave AnoR, Chairman of the Commission (Swiss) 

I. Fina1~eial CommiUee. 

M. PosPISil., Governor of the Czechoslovak Na· 
tional Bank (Chairman) . . . 0 o • • • (Czechoslovakj 

M. L. Duno1s, President of the Swiss Banking 
Corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . (Swiss) 

Comm. BIANCHIN~ Director·General of the Ita· 
lian Bank Association . . . . . 

0 

• • • • (Italian) 
Sir 0. E. NIEKEYEK, K. C. B., Controller of Fi· 

0 

nance, British Treasury • . . . . . . (British) 
M. FIGUERAS, Director of the Bank of Bilbao • . 0 (Spanish) 
M. JANsSEN, former Financial Minister. • . . . (Belgian) 
M. MELCHIOR, Director ofWarburg'sBank, Ham· 

burg • . . . . . , . • . . . • . . . • (German) 

(1) SeeM~ s_,., Vol. VI, No. 3o p. 54· 

MOIITJII.Y aUIDIA&Y 



M. c. E. TER MEULEN, . . . . . . . . . . . 
M. ]. PARJ(ENTIER, Hon. Director General at the 

French Ministry of Finance. . · · · · · 

Substitute : 

Comte DE CHALENDAR, Inspector of Finances. 
M. AoKI, Japanese Financial Delegation, Lon·, 

don. · · · · 
Sir Henry STRAKOSCH, K. B. E. . . . . . . · 
M. Carlos ToRNQUIST . . . . . . . . . . . . 
M. Marcus WALLENBERG, Vice-President of the 

Stockholm Enskilda Bank . 
Sir Basel BLACKETT, K. C. B. . . . . . . . 

II. The Ecot10mic Committee. 

Professor E. NECULCEA, Chairman . . • 
M. ]. BRUNET, Envoy Extraordinary Minister 

Plenipotentiary . . . . . . . . . . . . 
At c. A. B. CAMPION . . . . . . . . . . . . 

M. ]. BARBOZA CARNEIRO, Commercial Attache 
to the Brazilian Embassy in London. . • 

M. ]. DvoRACEK, former Minister of Commerce, 
Director of the Zivnostcnska Bank at 
Prague. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Substitute : 

Dr. IBL, Councillor of Legation, Czechoslovak 
Foreign Ministry. , 

M. Henri HEER, former President of the Swiss 
Cooperative Society for the Promotion of 
Foreign Trade. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

M. A. jENSEN, Chief of the Department of Sta· 
tistics at the Danish Ministry of Finance. 

M. s. MATS'UYAMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Substitute : 

M. UsAMI, Japanese League of Nations Bu· 
reau. 

Dr. PIRELLI. • • • • 0 • • • • • 

Substitute : 

M. Ill NoLA, Director General at the Italian 
Ministry of Commerce. 

Dr. Richard ScHOLLER, Chief of Section in, the 

(Dutch) 

(French) 

(Japanese) 
(South African) 
(Argentine) 

(Swedish) 
(India) 

(Roumanian) 

(Belgian) 
{Australian) 

(Brazilian) 

(Czechoslovak) 

(Swiss) 

(Danish) 
(Japanese) 

(Italian) 

Austrian Foreign Ministry . . . . . . . {Austrian) 
M. SEaRuvs, Director of Commercial Agreements 

at the French Ministry of Commerce • . . (Franch) 
Sir Hubert LLEWELLYN SMITH, G. C. B., Econo· 

mic Adviser to the British Government. • (British) 
Dr. Ernest TRENDELENBURG, Under Secretary of 

State in the German Ministry of Economics. (German) 
M. A. WIENIAWSKI, President of the Bank of 

Commerce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Polish) 
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COMMITTEES IN RELATION WITH THE FINANCIAL COMMITTEE 

Committee of Govn'nment Expn'ts on DOflbu Taxation. 

M. ALVAREZ FEo • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Professor P. D'AROMA, Assistant Director·General 

of tie Direct Taxation Department. . . . 

(Venezuelan) 

M. J. BLAu, Director of the Federal Taxation 
Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

M. BoaouGE, Director·General of Direct Taxa· 
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 

(Italian) 

(Swiss) 

(French) 
(Belgian) M. CLAVIER, Director·General of Direct Taxation. 

M. SIN!:~ lNG HE· DAKSTE, Director· General of 
Taxee, Customs and Excises . · . . . . (Netherlands). 

· SubstiiiiU for colonial Qwstions : • 

Dr. VAN DER WAALS, Director in the Colonial De· 
partment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Dr. H. DoRN, Director in the Finance Ministry. 
M. TAKASHI AOKI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
M. s. 0RIA. • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 

(Netherlands) 
(German) 
(Japanese) 
(Argentine) 

Sir Percy THOMPSON, vice·chairman of the Board 
of Inland Revenue. · 

M. Stefan ZALEsKI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(British) 
(Polish) 

SUB-COMMITTE~ OF THE ECONOMIC COMMITTEE 

·Sub-Committee for the Equitable Treatment of Commerce. 

Sir Hubert LLEWELLYN SKJTH, Chairman. (British) 
M. BRUNET. . . . . . (Belgian) 
M. BARBOZA CARNEIRO (Brazilian) 
M. DvoRACEK. . (Czechoalovak) 
M. MATSUYAIIA. (Japanese) 
Dr. PIRELLJ. . (Italian) 
M. SnRuvs. . . (French) 

Sub·Committee for the Coofmation of the League of Nations and the Internali11nal 
Statistical Instiltlte. 

M. DVORACEK. . . . 
M. A. jENSEN. . . . . . . . . 
Professor NECULCEA. . . . . . 
Sir Hubert LLEWELLYN SMITH • 

• 

(Czechoslovak) 
(Danish) 
(Roumanian) 
(British) 

Mixetl Committe on Economic Crises. 

M. HEn (Chairman) . · .. 
M. BRUNET .. 
M. DVORACEK . 
Dr. PIRELLJ • . 
M. SEitRUYS . . 

.. 

Sir Hubert LLEWELLYJf S•JTH . 
M. WIENJAWSIU . . . . . . . 

' 
(Swiss) 

(Belgian) I 
(Czechoslovak) 

(Italian) ~ 
(French) 
(British) 
(Polish) 

Members 
of the 

Economic 
Committee. 
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• 

M. Duoo1s .. · · · 
Sir Otto NIEMEYER · 
M. JANSSEN .... 

; (Swiss) 
(British) 
(Belgian) 

Metftbers 
of the 

Financial 
Committee. 

M. M. LAzARD, Chairman of the French Asso· 
ciation for the Suppression of Uncm· 
ploymcnt . . . . . . . . . · . · · 

M. E. MAHAIM, Professor at Liege University. 

French) 
(Belgian) 

Experts 
selected 
by the 

Interna· 
tiona) M. F.. SJOSTRAND, representative of Swedish 

Government to the J ntcrnational Labour ... 
Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

M. WAGEMANN, Professor at Berlin University. 

Swe.disb) 
(German) 

Labour 
Orga-

nisation. 

Sub-Committee on False Customs Declarations. 

M. SERRUYS (President) . . . . 
Sir Hubert LLEWELLYN S!IIITH . 
M. D1 NoLA .... . 
M. jENSEN ..... . 
M. Barboza CARNEIRO . 
M. BRUNET ..... . 

•. 

(France) 
(Great-Britain) 
(Italy) 
(Denmark) 
(Brazil) 
(Belgium) 

Preparat01'y Committee on Statistics. 

M. DELATOUR, Director-General, Caisse des De· 
pots et Consignations . . . . . . . . . 

M. Lucien MARCH, Director of French Statistics. 
Mr. A. W. Fwx, C. B., of the Board of Trade. . 
Dr. B. HANOSEK, Ministry of Agriculture . . . 
Dr. JuuN, Secretary-General of the Ministry of 

Industry and Labour 
1\1. A. jENSEN . . . 
Professor N~::cuLCEA. 
Sir Henry REw. . . 
1\1. SIMIAND, . . . . 
Professor V. STUART, President of the Central 

Statistical Commission. 
Professor E. WuRZBlTRGER . 
Dr. MATAJA ....... . 
Professor l{ICCI . . . . . . 
Dr. METHORST, International Statistical Insti· 

tule ............. · 
Mr. A. LovEDAY, League of Nations. . . 
Dr. PRIBRAM, International Labour Ollicc . 

(French) 
(French) 
(British) 
(Czechoslovak) 

(Belgian) 
(Danish) 
(Roumanian) 
(British) 
(French) 

(Dutch) 
(German) 
(Austrian) 
(Italian) 

(Dutch) 
(British) 
(Austrian) 

THE FINANCIAL RECONSTRUCTION OF AUSTRIA 
,, 

a) Conmuttee of Control of the Guara1:teeiug Stales for the Austrian Loa1t. 

(Constitutod iD accordance with the second Re<:oostruction Protocol, Geneva, October 4th, 1922. The mcmbe, 
of the: Committee are nominated by their Govemmenls.) 

J\1. :Mario ALBERTI, Director o[ the Crcdito Ita· 
liano, Milan (Chairman) . . . . . . . . 

Dr. Roos, Director of the Zemska Bank, Prague. 
M. ANDERSE~, of the Danish Ministry of Finance 
M, DE LA HUERTA . 

• 0 •• 0 •••• 0 • 

(Italy) 
(Czechoslovakia) 
(Denmark) 
(Spain) 
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M. DINICHERT, Minister Plenipotentiary . 
M. jANSSEN, former Financial Minister . 

· Count J. G. WGERBIELKE, Delegate to the Swe· 
dish Comptoir de Ia Dette Publique. . . 

Sir 0. NJEKEYBR • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 
M. R. J. H. PATIJN, Minister Plenipotentiary 

Joqkhcet W. F. VAN LENNEP, Substitute. 
M. SEvooux, Minister Plenipotentiary. • . . . 

.. 
b) Trusu1s for 1M Loan. 

(Appointed by the Council.) 

M. Marcus WALLENBERG.. . . . . • . 
M. jANSSEN. . . . . . . . . . • . . 
Mr. jAY, of MoRGAN, HARJES & CO . 

(Switzerla,nd) 
(Belgium) 

(Sweden) 
(Great Britain) 

(Netherlands) 
(France) . 

(Swedish) 
(Belgian) 
(American) 

c) Member of Financial Committee appointed to administer the balance of the loan. 

M. L. DuBois. . . . (Swiss) 

Agent at Vimna. 

M. RosT VAN ToNNJNGBN ••....• (Netherlands) 

THE FINANCIAl. RECONSTRUCTION OF HUNGARY 

a) Commitue of Control. 

(Appointed by 1\le Repuatm (Ammjpjon .) 

M. CAVAZZONI (Chairman) • . • . . • 
M. G. DJOURITCH (Vice·Chairman) . 

Mr. B. A. KEMBALL CooK . 
M. BouNIOLS . . 
M. E. NECULCEA 
Dr. V. PosPISIL. 

b) Trusues for 1M Loan. 

(Appointed by the O.anc:il.) 

M. BIANCHINI. . 
Sir Henry STRAK~H. 
M. c. E. TER MEULEN 

(Italy) 
(Serb·Croat·Siovcne 

Kingdom) 
(Great Britain) 
(France) 
(Roumania) 
(Czechoslovakia) 

(Italian) 
(South African) 
(Dutch) 

c) Member of Financial Commitue administering 1M loan balance. 

M. TEK MEULEN. . . . • • • • . . . • • (Netherlands) 

Agent at Vimna. 

Mr. R. TYLER. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (American) 
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GREEK REFUGEES SETTLEMENT COMMISSION 
Tho membeiS are nominated 

(Constituted under the Greek Refugees Protocol, Geneva, September •9th. I923· 

by t11e Council of the League.) 

Mr Charles EDDY (Chairman) · · • · · · 
Sir. John Hope SIMPSON (Vice-Chairman). · 

THE DANZIG LOAN 

Trustee : 

M. TER MEULEN. . . . . . . . . . • • 0 •• 

(American) 
(British) 

(Netherlands) 

SETTLEMENT OF BULGARIAN REFUGEES 

a) Commissiontr of the League of Nations at Sofia. 

(Appointed by the Council.) 

M. CHARRON .. • •• 0 •••••• 

b) Trustees for the Loan. 

(Appointed by the Council.) 

M. BIANCHINI. . 
M. WALLENBERG. . . . 
Sir Hubert LAWRENCE. 

(French) 

(Italian) 
(Swedish) 
(British) 

PREPARATORY COMMITTE~ FOR THE CIRAOLO SCHEME 

(Appointed by the Council under a Resolution of the Fifth Aso;embly.) 

Chairman: • 

Senator Giovanni CIRAOLO, Deputy Delegate for Italy at the Fifth and Sixth As· 
semblies, former President of the Italian Red Cross. 

Chairman of Meetings : 

H. E. M. Fernandez v MEDINA, Uruguayan Minister at Madrid, Rapporteur for the 
Ciraolo Scheme to the Fifth and Sixth Assemblies. 

Members: 

M. Georges WERNER, Professor of Law at the University of Geneva, Membe~ of 
the International Red Cross Committee. 

Colonel Ernest P. BICKNELL, Acting Director-General of the League of Red Cross 
Societies, Vice-President of the American Red Cross and its representative 
in Europe during the war (with the right to sit alternatively on the Com
mittee). 

Mr. Algernon MAUDSLAY, C. B. E., Member of the C~uncil of the British Red Cross 
' Member of the Anglo-Belgian Refugee Commission in 1914. 

M. P. G. LAURIN, Director-General of the Statens LivfrOsakeringanstalt, Stockholm, 
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Baron CARTON DE WIART, Director of La Soci~te Generale de Belgique, delegate 
of the Belgian Government to the Commission for Relief in Bclaium , 
during the war 1914-1918. Substitute : Senator FRAN~ois, Treasurer• 
in-Chief of the Belgian Red Cross. 

Lieut-colonel DRAUDT, Vice-President of the German Red Cross. 
Senator Maurice SARRAUT, Member of the French delegation to the Fifth Assem

bly. Substitute : M. Rene CASSIN, Professor of Law at the University 
of Lille, substitute member of the French delegation to the Fifth and Sixth 
Assemblies. 

M. Andre MATER, Advocate at the Court of Appeal,. Paris, Technical Adviser to 
the French Delegation ;at the Fifth and Sixth Assemblies. 

COMMITTEE ON ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES 

(Appointed by tbe Council in accordance witb a decision of tbe First Asstmbly, for the purpose of dmwing 
up a definite scheme for tbe allocation of the expens<s of tbe League.) 

M. RtvEILLAUD, Chairman. . 
M. J. A. BARBOZA CARNEIRC1. 
Mr. F. PHILLIPS. . . . 
Signor SoLERI. . . . . 
Sir Henry STRAKOSCH . 
M. Herluf ZAHLE . . . 
M. Bogdan MARKOVITCH . 

(French) 
(Brazilian) 
(British 
(Italian) 
(South African) 
(Danish) 
(Jugoslavian) 

ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE FOR COMMUNICATIONS 
• AND TRANSIT 

(Constituted at tbe request of the Fint Asstmbly by the General Conference on Communirntions and Tmruoit 
c:onvenved by tbe League at Barcelona in March 1921. The Committee consists of one membor nominated by each 
of tbe Statea Jlembors permanently represented on tbe Council and of other membors nominated by States )Iembo,.. 
not so represented, cboaen by tbe General Conference, tbe selection having regard. as far"" poosible, to technical inte
rest and geogmpbical representation. The membors hold office for two yean.) 

Chairman: 

M.A. DE AGUERO v BETHANCOURT(appointed by the Government of Cuba). Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Berlin and Vienna. 

Vice-Chairmen : 

M. G. PoPEsco (appointed by the Government of Roumania). Engineer, Professor 
at the Polytechnic School, Bucharest. 

M. A. STIEVENARD (appointed by the Governement of Belgium). Inspector of 
Belgian Railways. 

M. F. AMUNATEGUI (appointed by the Government of Chile). Engineer of Bridges 
· and Roads; Secretary-General of the Mixed Courts of Arbitration. 

Mr. J. G. BALDWIN (appoint&d by the Government of Great Britain). Represen· 
tative of Great Britain on the International River Commissions . • M. G. BROCKMANN v ABARZUZA (appointed by the Government of Spain). Ins· 
pector-General of Roads, Canals and Ports; President of the Council of 
Public Works. 

M. G. DoBKEVICIUS (appointed by the Government of Lithuania). Consulting En
gineer; former Councillor of Legation. 

M. Silvain DREYFUS (appointed by the Government of France). Vice-President of 
the General Council of Roads and Bridges and of the High Council of 
Public Works; member of the Central Commission for Rhine Navigation. 



G. GuERRERO (appointed by the Government of Salvador).. Envoy Extraor· 
M. d' d Minister Plenipotentiary in France and Switzerland. 

mary an · E · 
0 

H G (appointed by the Government of China). Rallway ngmeer. 
,,f. UANG· AN . . p . 

Technical Secretary at the Chinese Legation m ans. 
M. A. PoLITIS (appointed by the Government of Greece). FGormerGdirector of the 

Greek railways. Technical Representative of the reek overnment at 

Paris. 
M. H. REINHARDT (appointed by the Government of Austria). Former Ministerial 

Councillor. 
M. G. SINIGALIA (appointed by thcr Government of Italy). Former Chief Inspector 

of the Italian State Railways; member of the Central Commission for Rhine 

Navigation. 
M. G. SMITH (appointed by the Government of Norway). Former Director-General 

of Ports in Norway. 
M. N. SATO (appointed by the Government of Japan). Envoy Extraordinary and 

Minister Plenipotentiary; Director of the Japanese League of Nations 

r. Office at Paris. 
M. F. J. URRUTIA (appointed by the Government of Colombia)."",- Envoy Extraor· 

dinary anB Minister Plenipotentiary in Switzerland. ~~· 
M. B. WINIARSKI (appointed by the Government of Poland). · Professor of Law 

at the University of Poznan. f, 
One member to be appointed by the German Government. 'r2 
One member to be appointed by the Government of Venezuela. 

A. Permanent Committees. 

1. Permanent Committee for Ports and Maritime Navigation. 

Chairman : Sir Norman HILL, Bart. 

a) Committee for Ports : 

M. SMITH (Chairman}. 
Mr. BALDWIN. 
M. BROCKMANN. 
M. STIEVENARD. 
M. B. FERNANDEZ Y MEDINA, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of Uruguay in Spain; former Chairman of the Ports Committee of the 
Second General Conference on Communications and Transit. 

M. G. INGIANNI, Director-General of the Italian Mercantile Marine. 
Dr. LAHR, Ministerial Councillor in the German Ministry of Economics. 
M. P. H. WATIER, Director of Navigable Waterways and Maritime Ports in the 

French Ministry of Public Works. 

b) Committee for Maritime Navigation. 

M. DE AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT (Chairman). 
M. PoPEsco. 
M. SATO. 
Sir Alan ANDERSON, Vice-President of the Chamber of Shipping of the United 

Kingdom, London. 
M. G. BRETON, Vice-President and Director-General of the "Chargeurs Reunis". 
M. D. BIANCARDI, former Expert AdviSer to the Italian Delegation in the Ports 

Committee of the Second General Conference. 
M. A. G. ~~OLLER, Member of the Council of the Economic Department of the 

Mm1stry for Foreign Affairs at The Hague. 



II. Permanent Committee for lt1land Navigatio11 . 

• 
M. Silvain DREYFUS (Chairman). 
M. BALDWIN. 
M. DOBKEVICIUS. 
M. POPESCO. 
H. E. M. RossETTI. 
M. REINHARDT. 
M. STIEVENARD. 
M. WINIARSKI. 
M. TSANG-Ou, former Chinese delegate to the Barcelona Conference. 
A German Member. 

III. Permanent Committee for TratiSport by Rail. 

M. SINIGALIA (Chairman). 
M. AMUNATEGUI. 
M. BROCKMANN. 
M. 0UANG·HANG. 
M. PoLITIS. 
Sir Francis DENT, former Chairman of the Railways Committee of the Second 

General Conference on Communications and Transit; ex-Managing-Di
rector of the South Eastern and Chatham Railway. 

M. SCHWOB, Director-General of Railways at the French Ministry of Public Works. 
M. R. HEROLD, Director of the Railway Division of the Federal Department of Posts 

and Railways at Berne. 
Dr. Otokar LANKAS, Director at the Ministry of Railways at Prague. 
M. P. WoLF, Director of the German State Railways. 

IV. Permanent Committee on Electric Questions. 

M. DOBKEVICIUS (Chairman). 
M. BROCKMANN. 
M. POLITIS. 
M. P. BIGNAMI, Engineer; former Pndcr-Secretary of State (Italy). 
M. J. CHUARD, Engineer; Director of the "Banque pour Entreprises clcctriqucs" 

at Zurich. 
Dr. R. HAAS, Director of the "Rheinische Kraftwerke" at Rhcinfelden, Germany. 
M. F. W. HANSEN, Director-General of Hydraulic Power and Canals in Sweden. 
M. MAGNIER, Director of Hydraulic Power and Distribution of Electric Energy in 

the French Ministry of Public Works. 

V. Permanent Committee of Enquiry on Road Traffic. 

M. STIEVENARD (Chairmant 
M. •AMuNATEGUI. 
M. REINHARDT. 
M. 0. BILFELDT, Head of Section at the Ministry of Justice of Denmark. 
M. E. CHAIX, President of the "Conseil Central du Tourisme international", Paris. 
M. CRESPI, Vice-President of the International Federation of Automobile Clubs, 

President of the Automobile Club of Milan. 
M. E. DELAQUIS, Head of the Police Division at the Federal Department of Justice 

• 
and Police, Berne. 
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• .F f the Roads Department, Ministry of Transport, London. 
Mr. P. C. RANKCL!h~· fo Inspector of Railways Tramways and Automobiles of the 
M. E. MELLIN!, JC ' • 

Kingdom of Italy. . . . 
• ., p M' · ter1'al Councillor at the Ministry of CommumcatJons of the Reich. 
l'f FLUG, JniS • • Th M: G. F. ScHONFELD, Administrator at the Department of Commumcat10ns, e 

Hague. 
M. WALCHENAER, Inspector·General of Mines at the Ministry !or Public Works, 

Paris. 

M. URRUTIA (Chairman). 
M. GuERRERO. 

VI. Legal Committee. 

M. WINIARSKI. 
Mr. W. E. BECKETT, Assistant Legal Adviser, Foreign Office, London. 
Jonkheer W. J. M. VAN EYSINGA, Professor at the University of Leyden. 
M. Rene MAYER, Maitre de requHe au Conseil d'Etat, Secretary-General of the 

"Conseil Superieur des Chemins de fer", Paris. 
M. J. HosTIE, former Legal Adviser to the Belgian Department of Marine; Secre· 

tary-General of the Central Commission !or Rhine Navigation. 
Dr. Scie ToN·FA, of the Chinese Legation, at Paris. 

Mr. BALDWIN (Chairman). 
M. Silvain DREYFUS. 
M. GuERRERO. 
M. 0UANG·HANG. 
M. STIEVENARD. 
M. SATO. 

VII. Budget Sub-Committee. 

B. Temporary Committees. 

I. Committee of Experts on Telegraphic Questions. 

M. B. FERNANDEz Y MEDINA, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
of Uruguay in Spain, Chairman. 

M. ARENDT, Ministerial Councillor in the German Ministry of Posts. 
M. H. L. ETIENNE, Director of the International Telegraphic Union. 
M. G. GNEME, Head of Division in the Telegraphic Department of the Italian 

Ministry of Communications. 
Mr. LouDoN, Head of Division 'in the General Post Office of Great Britain; 
M. BoULANGER, Director of the Telegraphic Communications in the French Depart· 

ment of Posts and Telegraphs. 

II. Technical Committee for Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts. 

M. P. H. WATIER, Director of Navigable Waterways lind Maritime Ports, Ministry 
of Public Works, France. Member of the Permanent Committee on Ports 

' and Maritime Navigation, Chairman. 
Admiral A. BELLENI, of the Italian Admiralty. 
M.P. VAN BRAAK VAN VLoTEN, Director of the TcchnicalLighthouscService, the 

Netherlands. 
M. E. HI.GG, Director·General of the Royal Administration of Pilotage, Lighthouses 

and Buoys, Sweden. 
M. S. !NoMA, Secretary at the Ministry of Transport, Councillor to the Japanese 

League of Nations Office. 
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Admital L. LANGLOIS, former Director-General and Chief of the Chilian Naval 
General Staff . 

• M. G. MEYER, Ministerial Councillor of the Navigable \Vatcrways Section m the 
German Federal Ministry of Communications. ' 

Captain M. NoRTON, Director of the Portuguese Lighthouse Service. 
Commander RAZICOTSICAS, Greece. 
M. A. DE RouviLLE, Chief Engineer for Bridges and Roads, and for the French 

Central Lighthouse and Buoyage Service. 
Baron G. WREDE, Director-General of the Finnish Naval Administration. 

For tJu International Hydrographic Bureau. 

Vice-Admiral NIBLACK, President of the Directing Committee of the Bureau. 

III. Techt1ical Committee for 1Haritime To11nage Measuremmt. 

Dr. LAHR, Ministerial Councillor, German Ministry of Economics (Chairman). 
M. ABE, representing the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, in London. 
M. L. AALL, Chief Tonnage Surveyor in Norway. 
M. G. BRETON, Vice-President and Director of the "Chargeurs Reunis". 
M. A. VAN DRIEL, Advisory Naval Architect to the Netherlands Navigation Ins· 

pection Service. 
M. P. A. LINDBLAD, Chief Tonnage Surveyor and Chief Inspector to the Central 

Administration of Trade and Industry in Sweden. 
M. A. PALANCA, Naval Architect, Representative of the Navigazione Generalc 

ltaliana, Genoa. 
M. SMORGONSKY, Naval Architect, Chief of the Maritime Department in the Central 

Bureau of the Registry of the U. S. S. R. 

IV. Committee on Private Law in Inland Navigation. 

M. B. WINIARSKI, Member of the Permanent Committee on Inland Navigation, 
Chairman. 

M. J. HosTIE, Member of the Legal Committee of the Advisory and Technical 
Committee. 

M. H. DE jARMAY, Director of the Royal Hungarian fluvial and maritime naviga· 
tion company. 

M. N. B. MALININE, Legal Adviser to the General Board of River Navigation of 
the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics. 

M. P. CHARGUERAUD·HARTMANN, Secretary of the International Oder Commission, 
Legal Adviser to the Ministry of Marine in Paris. 

Professor M. MITTELSTEIN, President of the Court of Appeal at Hamburg. 
M. NAUTA, Barrister at Rotterdam. 
M. D. SITENSKY, Legal Adviser to the Ministry of Commerce of Czechoslovakia • 

• .. 
V. Committee on Competition between Railways and Waterways. 

Professor E. F. HECKSCHER, Professor of Political Economy at the Commercial 
University, Stockholm, Chairman. 

M. EBERHARDT, Under-Secretary of State in the Ministry of Railways, Warsaw. 
Mr. C. DILLON, Technical Delegate of Great Britain to the International Danube 

Commission. 
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VI. Committee on Combined Transport. 

lfl. Umberto BaoccA, Director-General of the Italian Maritime Services Company, 

Rome. 
Dr. 0. LANKAS, Director at the Ministry of Railways at Prague. 
M. Anton MENS, Director of Freight Service of the firm of M. H. Muller and Co., 

Rotterdam. 
M. Henri NIEMACK, Ministerial Counc!llor at the Reichsverkehrsministerium, Ber· 

lin. 
M. RIPERT, Professor at the Faculty of Law of Paris. . 
Jonkheer VAN DEN BERCH VAN HEEMSTEDE, Secretary-General of the InternatiOnal 

Air Traffic Association, The Hague. 
M. Gaston LEVERVE, Secretary-General of the International Railway Union, Paris. 
Mr. Walter Leslie RuNCIMAN, of Runciman. and Company, Shipowners, London, 

representing the International Chamber of Commerce. 

VII. Committee of Experts appointed to study the question of identity documents 

for persons without nationality. 

M. A. PoLITis, Member of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communi· 
cations and Transit, Chairman. 

~L H. REINHARDT, Member of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Commu· 
nications and Transit. 

M. DE GoM6RY·LAIML, Ministerial Councillor, Director of the Passport and Travel 
Section at the Royal Hungarian Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 

M. ]. KRAUSE, Regierungsrat at the German Ministry of the Interior. 
M. L. MALHOMME, Chief of Division in the Consular Department of the Polish 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 
M. E. DE NAVAILLES, Deputy Director at the French Ministry for Foreign AtTairs. 
M. Stan EMANOIL, Deputy-Director of Public Safety in Roumania. 

VIII. Committee of Experts for Cards for Emigrants in Transit. 

:\f. Henri DE RoovER (Belgium), Chief of Emigration Service at the Belgian Ministry 
for Foreign Affairs, Chairman. 

Professor Torquato GIANNINI, Emigration Commissioner at Rome (replaced by 
M. LABRIOLA). 

M. ]. KRAUSE, Regierungsrat at the German Ministry of the Interior. 
Mr. Wm. BAIRD, Assistant European Passenger Manager, Canadian Pacific Rail· 

way, London. 
M. L. MALHOMME (Poland), Chief of Division in the Consular Department of the 

Polish Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 

HEALTH COMMITTE 

The man<!ate of the Health Committee having expired at the end of1926, sixteen memben have recently been 
el~ lor a pen"'! of three ye&!S ~enciog on January 1, 1927. In accordance with the Rule!l of Procedure, these 
cooa•t of ~e Pre.1dent of ';be <:ommmee of the Ofia I~ 4' Hygihle Publi4ue and nine membe!S chosen by 
t:,~t!ft, together w1th 11x membe.. appointed by the Council of the League after consultation with the Healtb 

lttee. Four Assesso!S may abo be appointed by the Council nn the nomination of the Health Committee. 

Dr. Th. MADSEN, Director of the State Serum Ins· 
titute, Copenhagen. . . . . . . . . . . . . (Danish) 



M. 0. VBLOHE, Secretary General of the Ministry 
of the Interior and of Health, Brussels. . . 

Dr. Araoz ALFARO, President of the National 
Health Department, Buenos Ayres. . . . . 

Professor Uon BERNARD, Professor of Hygiene 
in the Faculty of Medicine, Paris . . . . . 

Sir George BucHANAN, Senior Medical Officer of 
the Ministry of Health. London . . . . . . 

Dr. H. CARRIERE, Director of the Federal Public 
Health Service, Berne. . . . . . . . • . . 

Dr. Carlos CHAGAS, Director of the Oswaldo Cru:t 
Institute, Rio de Janeiro; Director General of 
Public Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Dr. Witwold CaoozKO, Former Minister of 
Health; Director of the State School of Hy· 
giene, Warsaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Surgeon General H. S. CuMMING, Chief of the 
United States Health Service, Washington .. 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. GRAHAM, Public Health 
Commissioner with the Government of 
India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Dr. C. HAMEL, President of the "Reichsgesund· 
h "t t" B 1· e1 sam , er m. . . . • . . . . . . . . 

Dr. N. M. J. JITTA, President of the Public Health 
Council of the Netherlands . . . . . . . . 

Dr. A. LuTRARio, Former Director General of 
Public Health, Ministry of the Interior, Rome. 

Professor Ricardo JoRqE, Director General of Pu· 
blic Health, Lisbon. . . . . . . . 

Dr. L. RAYNAUD, Inspector General of the Pu· 
blic Health Service of Algeria. . . . . . . 

Dr. M. TsuRUMI, Representative of the Health 
Services of Japan. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(Belgian) 

(Argentine) 

(French) 

(British) 

(Swiss) 

(Brazilian) 

(Polish) 

(United States) 

(Indian) 

(German) 

(Netherlands) 

(Italian) 

(Portuguese) 

(French) 

(Japanese) 

COMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION 

(Appointed in attardance with a molution af the Second A'llf!fllbly.) 

Mnnbers: 

M. H. A. LoRENTZ, Professor of Physics at Leyden 
University (Chairman). . . . . . . . . . . (Dutch) 

Professor G. A. MuRRAY, Professor of Greek at 
Oxford University (Vice-Chairman). . . . . (British) 

M• K. BoNNEVIE, Professor of Zoology at Oslo 
University • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . (Norwegian) 

Sir J. C. BosE, Founder and Director of the Bose 
Research Institute, Calcutta. . . . . . . . (Indian) 

M. J. CASARES, Publicist, Member of the Royal 
Spanish Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . (Spanish) 

M. A. DE CASTRO, Professor of Clinical Medicine 
and former Director of the Medical Faculty 
of the University of Rio de Janeiro. . . . . (Brazilian) 

Mme CURIE·SKLODOWSKA, Professor of Physics at 
the UJ!iversity of Paris. . . . . . . . . . (Polish\ 
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M. ). DzsTdE, forlller Minister of Seienee aae 
Arts. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

M. A. EINSTEIN, Professor of Physics at Berlin 

Unlveraity . . . . . . · · · · • · · · · · 
M. L. LuGoNES, Director of the National Library 

of the Professors of Buenos Aires. . . . . . 
M. R. A. MILLIKAN, Director of the Norman 

Bridge Laboratory of the Californian Inati· 
tute of Technology • . . . . . . . . . . . 

M. PAINLI!:Vi, Member of the lnstitut de !"ranee, 
former Prime Minister . . . . . . . . . . 

M. G. DE REYNOLD, Professor of French Litera· 
rature at Berne University. . . . . . . . . 

M. Rocco, Professor at the Faculty of Law of the 
University of Rome. . . . . . . . . . . • 

C orreSfHnllknts : 

M. A. DorscH 
M. RAcoVJTZA 
M. KALAB ••• 

M. Hoo-Tsi .. 
The Venerable Henry John CoDY. 
M. A. SERGIO DE SouzA. . . . . 

Sub-Commitue /Df' University Relations. 

Memb"s : 

M. DE CASTRO .. 
Mr. MILLIKAN .. 
Mr. Gilbert MuRRAY. 
M. DE REYNOLD. 

Associate M emb"s : 

'M. CASTILLEJO. . . . . . . . . 
Mr. VERNON KELLOG. . . . . . 
M. VON GoTTL·OrTLILIENFELD .. 
M. Th. 0DHNER. . . . 
M. THAJIIN ..... . 
M. Oscar DE HALECKJ . 

Sub-Committee /Df' Biblior-aphy. 

Mmab"s : 

M. LoRENTZ ... 
M'- BoNNEVIE. 
Sir J. C. BosE 
M•• CURIE .. 
M. EINSTEIN . 
M. PAINLEVt. 

Associate M embn-s : 

. ' . 

(Belgian) 

(German) 

(Argentine) 

(American) 

(French) 

(Swiu) 

(Italian) 

(Austrian) 
(Roumanian) 
(Czechoslovak) 
(Chinese) 
(Canadian) 
(Portuguese) 

(Brazilian) 
(American) 
(British) 
(Swiss) 

(Spanish) 
(American) 
(German) 
(Swedish} 
(Fraench} 
(Pole) 

(Dutch) 
(Norwegian) 
(Indian) 
(Polish) 
(German) 
(French) 

(Swiss) M. GODET ... 
M. S<:KllAJIII .. .. (AJntric:an) 
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.M. KROss ..... . 
M. RoLAND·MARCEL. 

M~mbers. 

M. DasnJiE. . 
M. DK REYNOLD. . . 
Mr. Gilbert MuRRAY. 
M. LUGONJ:S. . 
M. CASARES .. 

Associau Mm&bers: · 

M. Paul VALERY. . 
M. WEINGARTNER . 
M. }ELINElt. . . 
M"• VACARESCO. 
M. FocrLLON . . 
M. To&scA ... 
M. BAVD·Bovv .. 
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Sub-CommittH on IntelUctruJl Rights. 

Mm&bers : 

M. DESTREE .. 
M. CASARES. 
M. Rocco .. 

Substitute M m&bers : 

M. RuFFINI. 

... 

M. OsTERTAG . . . . 
M. Marcel PLAISANT. 
M. KNOPH .. . 
M. MAURETTE ... . 

(Germu) 
(French) 

(Belgian) 
(Swiss) 
(British) 
(Areentine) 
(Spanish) 

(French) 
(Austrian) 
(Czechoslovak) 
(Roumanian) 
(French) 
{Italian) 
(Swi11) 

(Belgian) 
(Spanish) 
(Italian) 

(Italian) 
(Swiss) 
(French) 
(Norwegian) 

·(Representative of the 
B. I. T.) 

Sub-CommitUe o/ E:xperts for the Instruction tJ/ C"ildrm Ml4 YtJUng Peopk in the 
Aims oj the League. 

Professor Gilbert MuRRAY (British), l b f th C 't 
MD ~ (Bl' ) mem eno e ommrtee 

. ESTR&E e g1an , 1 11 al Co . 
M C (s . h) on nte ectu operation; 

. ASARES pams , · . 
M. ScHELLBERG (German), Adviser to the Prussian Ministry of Education; 
M. Arturo CoRREA (Chil.ian), Professor at Santiago Univenity; 

.M. Luis A. BARALT (Cuban), Professor and author of works on teaching; 
M. Peter MuNCH {Dane), author of several school history books, delegate of 

Denmark to the League Assembly; 
Mm• DREYFUS-BARNEY (French), vice-chairman of the Peace Section of the 

International Council of Women, liaison officer for the joint Committee of Inter· 
national Organisation and the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation; 

Mr. S. N. CHATURVEDI (Indian), LicentiateofTeaching (Allahabad Univenity); 
M. Giuseppe GALLAVR.ESJ (Italian), Professor of History at Milan 'Univ.nity 

and author of works on history, member of the Milan School Board; 



M. Nno•• (Japaneee), Professor at Tokio .University, member of the Japanese 

Academy; S h I th M' . M. Knntznco (Roumanian), Director of Secondary c oo ~ at e m1stry 

of Education; · . . 
M. BoGDAN GAVRJLOVITCH (Serbian), former Rector of Belgrade Uruvers1ty. 

THE PERMANENT MANDATES COMMISSION. 

(CGGstituted in accordance with Paragmpb 9 oi Article XXII oi the Covenant, to receive and examine the 
11111aa1 ftPOrll of the Mandatory Powen and to advise the Council on all matters relating to the obaemmce of the 
Jlalldata. Appointed u expe1t11 ODd Dot u Goven1111mt repmeDtatives.) 

Members: 

M. FREIRE o'ANDRADE, former Foreign Minis-
ter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

M. BEAU, former Ambassador ....... . 
Sir Frederick D. LuGARD, G. C. M. G., C. B . 

D. S. 0., former Governor of Nigeria . . . 
M. Pierre 0RTS, Minister plenipotentiary. . . 
M. L. PALACIOS, Professor at Madrid University. 
M. D. VAN REES, former Vice-Chairman of the 

Council of the Dutch East Indies . . . . . 
Marquis A. THEODOLI, Chairman, former Under

Secretary of State at the Colonial Ministry. 
Mme A. BuGGE· WICKSELL, Doctor of Laws. . . 
M. H. CHIYUKI YAMANAKA, former Councillor of 

Legation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
M. William RAPPARD, Vice-Rector of Geneva 

University (extraordinary member). . • . . 

(Portuguese) 
(French) 

(British) 
(Belgian) 
(Spanish) 

(Dutch) 

(Italian) 
(Swedish) 

(Japanese) 

(Swiss) 

Representative of the International Labour Office. 

Mr. GRIMSHAW. 

SUPERVISORY COMMISSION 

(Appalnted by the Council in accorduce with a decioion of the Second Assembly for the purpoee o1 supervising 
the haDclal warldDg ol the Leaaue and adYioing the Assembly ODd the Council on such financial aDd administrativ<> 
matten as they may refer to it.) 

Members: 

Dr. Stefan Osusxv, Chai,.,.an . . . . . 
M. Luis WADDINGTON . . . . . . . . . 
Lord MESTON OF AGRA (Vice-Chairman). 
M. Jean RtvEILLAUD. • . . . . . . . 
Dr. J. A. NEDERBRAGT (Rapporteur) . 

Deputy Members : 

Dr. C. PARRA·PEREz. 
M. HERLUF UHLE .. 

.AMditor of LlagtU Accounts : 

M. A. CERESA. 
• • • • • • • 0 • • • • 

D'1'fdy AMditor : 

(Czechoslovakia) 
(Chile) 
(India) 
(France) 
(Netherlands). 

(Venezuela) 
(Denmark} 

(Italy) 

Dr. F. VIVALDI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Italy) 
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• 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRAFFIC IN OPIUM 

(~ted by the Coun~ iD ~ with a resolutioa of tbe Aaembly, December 1sth, 1910> for tbo pw_. 
pose of IIOCIUIII£. t!'e fullest ~ c:aopera~ betftell tbe vuiaaa """"tries iD naud to the Opium COIIveDtioa 
of 1912, llld IIIIIStillg and adYISIIIC tbe Council m dealillg with uy qoestioa wbich may arise iD tbia CGUOCtiall.) 

Membws: 

M. BouaGois. • . • . • . . . . . . . . 
Sir John CAMPBELL, C. S. 1., 0. B. E .. I. C. S. 
M. CAVAZZONI. . . . . . . . . 
His Highness Prince CBAROON . 
H. E. M. CHAO·HSIN CHU ... 
Dr. Manuel CuELLAR. . . . . . 
Sir MALCOM DELEVINGNE, K. C. B. 
H. E. M. BARTOLOIIEU FERREIRA. 
Dr. ANSELMINO . . . . . 
M. SATO ....... . 
.M. w. G. VAN WETTUII . 
M. FoTITCH .. 

Dr. CARRd:RE. 
Mr. Stanley WooDWARD. 

(Appoint<d by his Govemmmt to attend iD an 11110flicial capacity.) 

Assessors : 

M. BRENIER (French), 
Colonel Arthur WooDs (American). 

(France) 
(India) 
(Italy) 
(Siam) 
(China) 
(Bolivia) 
(Great Britain) 
(Portugal) 
(Germany) 
(Japan) 
(Netherlands) 
(Kingdom of the Serbs, 

Croats and Slovenes) 
(Switzerland) 
(United States of Ame· 

rica) 

ADVISORY COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION 

AND WELFARE OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

(Reconstituted iD 1925. UDdel a Resolutioa of the Ydtb Assembly, iD ercler to iDclucle child wellue work.) 

Members appointed by Governments: 

Count CARTON DE WIART .. 
Dr. EsTRID HEIN . . . . . 
s. w. HARRIS Esq., c. B., M. v. 0 .. 
Don Pedro SANGRO v Ros DE OLANO (Chair· 

man) .. .... . 
Miss ABBOTT . . . . . . . . . 
s. E. M. REGNAULT. . . . . . 
Marquis PAULUOCI DE CALBOLI. 
(Not yet appointed). 
M. Stanislas PosNtlt. 
M. CUINTU .... 
Dr. Paulina LuiSI. . 

(Belgium) 
(Denmark) 
(Bristih Empire) 

(Spain) 
(United States) 
(France) 
(Italy) 
(Japan) 
(Poland) 
(Roumania) 
(Uruguay) 

Assessors for Tralfic in Women and Children CommiUee. 

Miss BAKER, International Bureau for Suppression of Traffic in Women and Cbil· 

dren. 
M•• AVRIL DE SAINTE·CRoix, Women's lntematioaal"Organisations. 
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M•• DE MoNTENACH, Association catholique il}ternationale des reuvres de \Jrotec· 

tion de Ia jeune fille. . . . 
M•• CuacHoo·SECRETAN, Federation des Uruons Nat10nales des Am1es de hi· 
' jeune 1ille. . . 
s. CoHEN Esq., Jewish Association for the Protection of Guls and Women. 
·M. VAaLEz, Liaison Officer with the International Labour office. 

Assessors for Child Welfare Committee, 

M. Henri RoLLET, Association Internationale pour Ia Protection de l'Enfance. 
Dr. HuMBERT, League of Red Cross Societies. 
Dame Katharine FvttsE, International Organisation of Boy Scouts and Girl Guides. 
Miss Eglantine ]EBB, Union intemationale de Secours aux enfants. 
Miss Eleanor RATHBONE, Women's international organisations. 
Mr. BAscoM joHNSON. 
Miss Julia LATHROP, National Conference of Social Work. 
M. Ismael VALDES, Pan American Union. 
Min Charlotte WHITTON, Social Service Council of Canada and Canadian Council 

of Child Welfare. 
:aP Buaxuux, International Federation of Trade Unions. 
Prof. Leon BaRNARD, Health Organisation of the League of Nations. 
ll. DE RsYNOLD, Intellectual Cooperation Committee. 
M. joHNSTON, International Labour Office. 

Special Body of Experts appointed by the Council with a view to an enquiry 
into the traffic in women and childrm. 

Princesse Cristina BANDINI. 
M. Isidore MAus. 
M. Alfred DE MEUTON. 
Colonel William SNow (Citairman). 
Mr. S. W. H41tlllS, C. B., M. V. 0. 
Dr. Paulina Luisi. 
:M. LE Luc. 
M. SuzuKI. 

COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED BY THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

Saar Basin Governing Commission. 

<C-tita .. u.Mr tile Tzaty of Versailles. Tbe _.,ber.; ue appointed umually.) 

M. KOSSMANN. 
M. LAMBERT .. 
M. Moaizll . . . . 
Mr. G. W. STEPHENS 
M. VaaJtNSitY. . . . 

(President) . . 
. . . . . . 

< 

(Sarre) 
(Belgian) 
(French) 
(Canadian) 
(Czechoslovak) 

Hirll Ctm~Mi$siontr of the Leape of Natioxs in Da1Uig. 

(AI'P"iMed uMa Aniclo.aea a( tbe Tnaty af V..UU...) 

!)r, vu HAMaL. , • • , . , , , . . , . • , (Dutch} 
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High Com1Jnssumer of tM. LeagtU of Natums ftll' RI/Mg1u. 

(Appointed 'by the Cotmc:il.) 

Dr. NANSEN .•.. . . . . . . . . . . . (Norwegian) 

'OTHER COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED BY THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
UNDER INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND TREATIES 

President of the Upper Silesian Mixed Commission. 

(Appaiated by the Council under, the Gaman-Polish CclaWDtiao OD Upper Silesia (Article 564) alllay IS. 
1912.) 

M. F~lix CALO.NDER . . . . • . • • . • . . (Swiss) 

President of the Upper Silena Arlntrllll Tribuul. 

tAn . ..,. 11y • e-d1 Ulller the Gen.a·hlilh a..-tito .. Vppr lilla. (~ H 111 *' 1s. 
19••·> 

M. G. KAECXENBEECK. , • • • . • , • . . • , (Belgian) 

Greco· Bulgarian Emigration Com mission. 

(Two members, inclwline the Pftsid011t. nominated by the Cotmc:il. in acamlaDce with the Gnco-llulpriaa 
Recipnx:al EmigmtiOD ConYCntioa of Novemhu 27, 1919. Article 8.) 

Colonel A. C. CoRFE. . . 
• Colonel J. DE REYNIER .. 

(New· Zealander) 
(Swits) 

Greco· Twkisch Exchange of Populations Commission. 

(Three ~~~e~~~bers. includigg the Pr.ident, nominated by the Council in acamlaDce with the Greco-Turllilll 
Exchuge of PopalatiODS ConventioD of JanU&Jy 3"· 1923.) 

M. H. HoLSTAD. . . . . . . 
General MANRIQUE DE LARA . 
M. K. M. WIDDING . . . . . 

(Norwegian) 
(Spanish) 
(Danish) 

Commissioner of the League of Nations ftll' 1M Execution of the Provisions of 

Article IO'J of the Treaty of Lausanne. 

(N-in·ted by ... Cotmcil.) 

M. H. STABLO. . . • . . . • . • • • • . . . (French) 

Danulw Hydraulic System Commission. 

(The Olairmu il appointed "' the Coancil.) 

M. Carlo RosSETTI, Chairman. . . . . . . • • • (Italian) 
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TO THE SECRETARIAT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

GENEVA 

Tenders are invited for the supply of steel filing cabinets. 

Closing date: March 16th, 1927. 

• . 

Particulars may be obtained from the Secretariat of the League of 
Nations, Geneva. 

Howard R. HusTON, 

Chief of Establishment Office . 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 

Considerable actrv1ty in the technical domain was the maur feature of I he 
Le~ue's work in February. There were three important mt:etings of the Tcdmi<:al 
Otfknisations-of the Health Committee, the Economic Committee and the Com
mitllee on Communications and Transit. Of these meetings, the first and third 
were preceded by short sessions of various expert sub-committees. 

Special studies of questions relating to disarmament were made by experts on 
civil aviation and on national defence expenditure, meeting respectively in Brusscl; 
and Paris. The question of measures to prevent war under Article II of the Cove
nant was examined by a small committee meeting in London. 

The Italian and Albanian Governments deposited for registration the Treaty 
of Friendship and Security concluded between them on November .27th, f926; 
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· G t deposited a Treaty of Conciliation and Judicial Settlement and the Sw1ss overnmen . . b · • h 
b S "t*rland and Spain. A commumcatJOn from the pnbs concluded etween WI • • d d · •- ... 
· th Council on British policy in Chma was rece1ve an c1rcu ... te~ JepresentatJve on e 

to the States Members of the League. 

11. - The Permanent Court of International justice ('). 

'· - THB CHINBSB-BBLGIAN DISPUTB 

By a communication addressed to the Registrar, the Agents fo~ the B_el~ian 
Government in this case announced on February Jrd, 1927, that the Chmese Mm1ster 
for Foreign Affairs had stated that his Government was prepared provisionally 
to apply to Belgium a certain specified treatment, and that the Belgian Minister 
at Peking had accepted this proposal on behalf of the Belgian Government. In 
consequence of the agreement thus reached, the Belgian Agents asked the President 
of the Court to revoke the Order of January 8th (1), and indicated that a decision 
to this effect, which would also be in accordance with the wishes of the ·Chinese 
Government, would be calculated to facilitate the negotiations proceeding between 
the two Governments. 

The agreemtnt referred to in the communication of the Agents of the Belgian 
Government provided for the following treatment : 

1) adequate protection will be granted to Belgian subjects, including mis· 
sions, and to their property and vessels, in accordance with the rules of interna
tional law; 

2) the customs tariff at present applied to other countries will also be ap• 
plied to marchandise imported into China from Belgium or exported from China 
to Belgium; 

3) civil and criminal sui-ts in which Belgian nationals are implicated will 
be heard by the modern Courts only, with the right of appeal, Belgian subjects 
being authorised to obtain the assistance of advocates and interpreters ofBelgian 
or other nationality, duly approved by the Courts. 

The President of the Court, in an Order made on February ISth, stated in the 
first place that, according to the communication received from the Agents of the 
Belgian Government, the Treaty of 1865 must be considered as having temporarily 
ceased to be operative in so far as those rights accruing to Belgium under that 
Treaty were concerned which the Order of January 8th had been intended to pre· 
serve. He added that this held good, whatever the tenor of the final judgment 
to be given in the case might be, and from whatever standpoint the legal character 
of the communication above mentioned should be regarded, that was to say, whe· 
ther it should be regarded as notice of a real agreement between the parties given 
by one only of them, or as a unilateral declaration by the 'Belgian Government 
amending the original submissions of that Governement. Observing in the next 
place that, under these conditions, the new fact thus brought to the Court's ktlh.
ledge, had removed the circumstances which previously had required the indicr.ticm 
of _measures of protection, and that, in this case, there were no other circumstances 
pomting to the indication of such measures, the President declared that the Order 
of January 8th ceased to be operative. 

The suit remains on the list for the Court's next Ordinary Session. 

(1) AnOde p<epared Oil tho basis ol information furnished by the Re&istry o1 the Court. 
(>) S.. MOIIIA!y So-.y, Vol. VII, Nu. '• p. •· 
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a. - Txs • LoTUs • CAsB (') 

According to the Court's Statute (Article 35), the conditions under which it 
is open to States not Members of the League or mentioned in the Annex to the 
C~~enant are to be laid down by the Council of the League, subject to certain pro· 
VISIODS. 

Accordingly, the Council, on May 17th, 1922, adopted a resolution to the effecl; 
that the States in question must. before appearing before the Court, deposit with 
the Registry of the Court a declaration by which they accept, either in general or 
for a specific case, the jurisdiction of the Court in accordance with the Covenant 
(Article 13) and with the terms and subject to the conditions of the Statute and 
Rules of the Court. This resolution now forms an annex to Article 35, paragraph :z 
of the Revised Rules of Court. 

In accordance with the various stipulations, the Turkish Charge d'Affaires at 
the Hague has filed with the Registry the following declaration : 

"The undersigned, being duly empowered by the Government of the Turkish 
Republic, hereby declares, in accordance with the terms of paragraph 2 of Ar· 
ticle 35 of the Rules of the Permanent Court of International Justice, that he 
accepts, on behalf of that Government, the aforesaid Court's jurisdiction for 
the dispute which has arisen between the Governm~nt ot the J'urki11h RepuWij: 
and the Government of the French Republic as a result of the collision which 
occurred on August 2nd, 1926, between the steamships "Boz·Kourt" and 
"Lotus", which dispute has formed the subject of the Special Agreement signed 
by the delegates of the two Governments on October 12th, 1926, and filed on 
their behaU with the Registry of the Court on January 4th, 1927. 

"Done at The Hague, January 24th, 1927. 

• (Signed} MEHMED EssAD, 

Charge d'Affaires of the Turkiah 
Republic at The Hague." 

In conformity with the above mentioned Council Resolution, the Registrar has 
.sent certified true copies of this Declaration to all States entitled to appear before 
the Court and to the Secretary-General of the League. 

3. - CoMPBTEMCB oF THB EuaoPBAN CoMMISsioN OF THE DAMUBB 

TQc: RoiUllanian G<U'o~~rnment having asked for an extension of at least a month, 
of the time allowed (•) for the filing of written statements by Governments inte· 
J'ested in this case, and the British Government, with which the French Government 
has associated itself, having also asked for an extension of this time the PresideQt 
of the Court decided to grant these requests, and to fix a new time limit, expiring 
on ,4\pril 6th, 1927. 

The question remains on the list for the Court's next Ordinary Session. 
The views of the British Government on the questions put to the Court will 

be J*esented by Sir Douglas Hogg, Attorney-General; Mr. T. ]. Barnes, Solicitor 
·to th~ Board of Trade, will act as Agent of the British Government for the purpo"' 
·of the case. 

4. - Txs Caoazow CASs (IMDJIJliiiTIBS) 

The Perm!Ulent Court of Jnternational justice has just received from the Ger· 

(1) See Monlhly Smnlllllr)', Vol. VII, N•. '• P· 3· 
(:) See Mtmtltly Sunntlll?)', Vol. VI, No. u, p. 3/fl· 
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man Government a fresh application instituting proceedings against the Polish 
Government in regard to the case known as the case of the Chorzow factory (1). 

" This Application is based on the judgment given by the Court on May 25th, 
1926, in the Germano·Polish case concerning the taking over by the Polish Gpvern· 
ment of the nitrate factory situated at Chorzow in Polish Upper Silesia, as also 
upon certain clauses of the Convention concerning the partition of that province 
between Germany and Poland. Relying, first, on the fact that the Court in its 
judgment has declared that the Polish Government's attitude towards the German 
undertakings to which the factory belonged, was not in conformity with the pro· 
visions of the Geneva Convention and, second, on the fact that the diplomatic 
negotiations undertaken with a view to determining, by arrangement, the reparation 
for the prejudice sustained by the above-mentioned undertakings as a result of 
the attitude adopted by the Polish Government, have failed, the German Govern· 
ment submits that the Polish Government should pay to the undertakings concerned 
-the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke and the Bayerische Stickstoffwerke Compa· 
nics-indemnities totalling about 75 million gold marks. 

The time limits in the new case have been fixed by the President of the Court 
so as to enable the latter to deal with it, should nothing unforeseen occur, at its 
next Ordinary Session. 

The German Government has appointed as its Agent for this case, Professor 
Erich Kaufmann of Bonn. 

III. - The Reduction of Armaments 

Questions in connection with disarmament were studied during the month be 
three committees-namely, the committees on Civil Aviation, on National Defency 
Budgets and on Article II of the Covenant. 

The first and second of these committees were appointed as a result of sugges· 
tions made by Sub-Commission A (Military, Naval and Air Questions) of the Pre· 
paratory Commission for the Disarmament Conference and the Joint Commission. 
The third committee was set up by the Council Committee on Disarmament. The 
reports of the first two committees will .be submitted to Sub-Committee B (Eco· 
nomic Questions) of the Preparatory Commission, that of the Committee on Article II 
to the Council Committee. 

r. - MBBTIJCO o• THB CoMIIliTTBB o• ExPERTS ox CIVIL AvrAnox 

This Committee, which met in Brussels from February 7th to February 12th, 
was called upon to examine the economic consequences to civil aviation which 
might be entailed by various systems of limitation of air armaments. 

The Committee decided to base its examination of this question on the prin· 
ciple that, in any limitation of air armaments, it was essential to avoid hampering 
the development of civil aviation. 

Civil aviation, it stated, must in itself be regarded as one of the most imp•tant 
factors of civilisation, and it was desirable that its free development should JlOt be 
hampered by any consideration unconnected with the importance which that deve· 
lopment possessed from the point of view of scientific, economic and social progress 
and of the improvement of international communications. 

In each of the various systems of limitation examined the Committee disco· 
vered economic disadvantages which, it considered, would hamper the development 
of civil aviation. 

(a) See MMIIIaly S"mmary, Vol. VI, No. 5, p. 1o6. 
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For example, a system of limitation of civil and military aviation as a whole 
would entail e~t~mat~s ~f the normal requirements of the different countries with. 
reference to ctvll avtatJon and, consequently, estimates of future possibilities as 
regards those requirements. In view of the difficulty of forecasting developments 
in civil aviation, whose evolution is governed by a large body of interdependent 
scientific, economic, industrial and other factors, both complex and impossible to 
foresee, the use of this method could only be contemplated for agreements of very 
short duration. This, in the opinion of the Committee, would entail unfortunate 
consequences, since it would tend to create a state of instability such as would 
drive capital away from civil aviation undertakings. 

For similar reasons, the Committee was of opinion that a "combined" method, 
applying to all military and civil aviation-a system linking up civil and military 
aviation and providing for the exchange between States of information as to their 
normal requirements as regards civil aviation-would entail unfavourable economic 
consequences. It was noted that certain experts were of the opinion that such 
exchange of information might encourage competition by prematurely revealing 
the economic and technical aims of civil aviation undertakings. 

The Committee, however, while maintaining that civil aviation, once fully 
developed, would be one of the most important means of bringing the peoples 
nearer together, recognised at the same time that its development in some coun
tries had hitherto been closely bound up, both technically and administratively, 
with the requirements and development of military aviation. 

It therefore recommended that every effort should be made to establish a 
definite distinction between civil and military aviation; in this way civil machines 
would be able to give a maximum economic return and become less and less useful 
for military purposes. Its development moreover would no longer be subordinated 
to military requirements. To t:Jtis end the Committee submitted a certain number 
of suggestions bearing upon the organisation of civil aviation enterprises, the special 
features of the material, the training of personnel, etc., terminating its report with 
the following remark : 

"At the present time civil aviation in most cases has become national in cha
racter. It would seem desirable to encourage•the conclusion of economic agree
ments between civil aviation undertakings in the different countries." 

• • • 

The meeting was attended by M. de Brouckere, Chairman (Belgium); M. E. Al
lard (Belgium; Lieutenant-Colonel I. A. E. Edwards (British E!Jlpire); M. W. Fisch 
(Germany); M. F. Camerman (France); M. A. Locatelli (Italy); General N. Shioden 
(Japan); M. A. Plesman (Netherlands); M. R. Adamowicz (Poland); M. G. Rujinski 
(Roumania); M. L. Hogberg (Sweden); M. H. F. Guggenheim (United States of 
America). 

z.. - MBBTDIG oF THB Co.IIUlJTTBE OF ExPuTs ox NATJOKAL DBFBKIB BuooETI 

A Committee of Budget Experts met in Paris, from February 21st to February 
26th, to examine certain questions in connection with national defence expendi
ture and, in particular, the possibility of drawing up a model statement of such 
expenditure. 

This Committee was constituted on the proposal of the Joint Commission 
whose opinion it was that the establishment of a model statement of national 
defence expenditure might make it possible to introduce in a Disarmament Com.•en
tion-in addition to direct numerical limitation of effectives and material-the 
principle of the limitation of defence expenditure, and would afford a means of 



keeping a watch upon the due observance of the Convention, and this with a mini· 
,mum of inteference in the domestic affairs of a country. • 

At its first session, the Committee of Budget Experts proceeded to a prelimi· 
nary exchange of views on the preparation of the model statement in question 
and on the following points : -

The definition of defence expenditure; 
The items which might be limited (with particular regard to appropria

tions for new constructions and renewal of material); 
The method of accounting for stocks; 
The possibility of carrying forward unexpended balances of appropria· 

tions for material in respect of any financial year to the succeeding year; 
The special position of non-industrial countries which purchase their mate• 

rial at definite periods; 
The selection of certain "key items" and possible eventualities calling for 

revision of the figures agreed upon. 
It then drew up a general list of items of national defence expenditure, and 

requested the British, Finnish, French, German, Italian and Japanese experts to 
continue to study the question. 

The meeting was attended by the following experts : 
Lieutenant-Colonel Elias, of the National Defence Ministry (Czechoslovak); 

Captain Hori (Japanese); M. Boris Ivanoff (Bulgarian), Chief of the Budget Section 
of the Financial Ministry; M. Jacomet (French), Military Comptroller; General 
Danilo Kalafatovitch (Serbian); Mr. G. H. S. Pinsent (British), Treasury Chambers; 
M. Prenen (Belgian), Inspector-General at the National Defence Ministry; M. Risto 
Ryli (Finnish), Director of the Bank of Finland; General Manuel Velis (Chilian), 
Chief of the Chilian Military Mission in Europe; Dr. Worbs (German), of the German 
Financial Ministry; Colonel Fulvio Zugaro (Italial!), of the Italian War Ministry. 

3.- MBBTING oP THE CoMMITTEE oN ARTICLE XI oP THE CovENANT 

A special committee-M. de Brouckere, Lord Cecil and M. Titulesco-met 
in London from February 15th to February 17th to study the practical possibility 
of measures for the prevention of war being taken by the Council under Article XI 
of the Covenant. It drew up a report which will be considered by the Committee 
of the Council in March. • 

At the December meeting of the Council (1) several members uttered a warning 
against any attempt to draw up fixed rules for the Council's action in cases of 
emergency. The special committee, accordingly, made it clear that it would 
neither attempt to draw up such rules nor to give an interpretation of ArtiCle XI. It 
confined itself to a statement of such measures as the Council might take, varying 
with the circumstance of the case, and based in the main on resolutions of the 
Assembly and the Council and on precedents furnished in the course of the various 
disputes already dealt with by the Council. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENTS 

a) Registration. 

Among the treaties and international agreements registered in February 
figure : 

(•) S.. M6tlll!ly Sum-,, Vol. VI, No. 12, p. 295. 
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. The ltalo-Albanian Treaty of Friendship and Security (Tirana, November 27, 
1926) and a Note relating thereto (Durazzo, December 5, 1926), presented for regi,.. 
tration by the Italian and Albanian Governments; 

A Treaty of Conciliation an,d Judicial Settlement (Madrid, April 20, 1926) 
concluded between Spain and Switzerland, presented for registration by the Swiss 
Government; 

A Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, with a Protocol concern
ing jurisdiction applicable to Norwegian subjects in the Kingdom of Siam (Oslo, 
July 16, 1926), concluded between Norway and Siam, presented for registration 
by the Norwegian Government; 

A Declaration concerning the reciprocal recognition of tonnage certificates 
issued in Belgium and Estonia (Brussels, September 28, 1 926), presented for regis· 
tration by Estonia; and 

Commercial Conventions between Italy and Poland, Austria and Poland, Spain 
and Hungary, Italy and Latvia, and a provisional commercial arrangement be· 
tween Bulgaria and Poland. 

b) Ratifications. 

The Government of Monaco has deposited the instrument of its ratification of 
the Protocol on Arbitration Clauses in Commercial Contracts (Geneva, September 
14, 1923). 

The Czechoslovak Government has deposited the instrument ot its ratifica· 
tion of the Convention for the Simplification of Customs Formalities (Geneva, 
November 3, 1923). 

V. - Technical Organisations. 

l. - THB HBALTH 0RGANIIATION 

Ninth Session of the Health Commillee. 

The ninth session of the Health Committee, held at Geneva from February 14th 
to 18th was the first meetina of the newly constituted Committee, which is com· ' ~ 
posed as follows : 

President : 

Dr. Th. Madsen (Danish), Director of the State Serum Institute. 

Vice-hesidents : 

Professor Bernhard Nocht (German), Rector of the University and Director 
of the Institute of Tropical Hygiene and Medicine at Hamburg; 

Mr. M. Tsurumi (representing the Japanese Health Services); 
\f. 0. Velghe (Belgian), Director-General of the Health Service. 

Members: 

Dr. Araoz Alfaro (Argentine), President of the National Health Department; 
Dr. Uon Bernard (French), Professor of Hygiene at the Paris University; 
Sir G. Buchanan (British), Senior Medical Officer of Health, Ministry of Health; 
Dr. J. Cantacuzene (Roumanian), Professor of Bacteriology and Director of 

the Bucharest Institute of F.xperimental Medicine; 
Dr. H. Carriere (Swiss), Director of the Federal Health Service; 
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Dr. Carlos Chagas (Brazilian), Director of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute of Medical 
Research; 

Dr. W. Chodzko (Polish), Director of the State School of Hygiene; 
Surgeon-General H. S. Cumming, Director of the llnited States Public Health 

Service; 
Dr. J. Drummond Graham (India), Lieutenant-Colonel of the Indian Medical 

Service, Commissioner for Public Health for the Government of India; 
Geheimrat Dr. Hamel (German), President of the Reichsgesundheitsamt; 
Dr. N. M. ]. Jitta (Dutch), President of the Board of Health; 

sity; 

Professor R. Jorge (Portuguese), Director-General of Public Health; 
Dr. Lutrario (Italian), Former Director-General of the Health Administration; 
Dr. Donato Ottolenghi (Italian), Professor of Hygiene at Bologna University; 
Dr. Gustavo Pittaluga (Spanish), Professor of Parasitology at Madrid Univer· 

Dr. L. Raynaud (French), Inspector-General of the Algerian Health Service. 
The Committee asked the Council for authority to appoint three expert asses· 

sors, proposing : -
Dr. J. H. L. Cumpston (Australian), Director·General of Public Health for the 

Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne; 
Dr. Alice Hamilton (American), Professor of Industrial Hygiene at Harvard 

University; 
Professor C. E. A. Winslow (American), President of the American Public 

Health Association, Professor of Sanitary Biology and Bacteriology, Yale Univer· 
sity. 

Techr£ical Commissions. - The Committee passed in review the various com· 
missions and conferences of experts dealing with difierent branches of its activities. 
It decided to maintain the Malaria and Permanent Standards Commissions as at 
present constituted; to postpone action in regard to the Cancer Commission because 
of the absem:e of its Chairman, Sir George Buchanan, who is at present in the Far 
East; to maintain the Expert Commissions as now constituted, namely, the Expert 
Commission on Child Welfare, the Expert Commission on Sleeping Sickness and 
Tuberculosis in Equatorial Africa and the Commission of Statisticians; to consti· 
tute an Expert Commission on Health Insurance; and to ask the Chairmen of the 
Public Health Instruction, Smallpox and Vaccination, Opium, Tuberculosis, Far 
Eastern and Anthrax Mixed Commissions to act as rapporteurs on these subjects 
in the Health Committee. The Opium Commission has termii?ated its task and 
the Commissions on Public Health Instruction and Smallpox and Vaccination are 
approaching the end of theirs. The Health Committee virtually amalgamated the 
Far Eastern Commission with the Advisory Council of the Singapore Bureau, which 
was constituted a technical commission of the Health Committee. 

Co·operation with the Office international d' Hygiene publique. - The Com· 
mittee discussed a draft proposal on the co·ordination of its work and that of the 
Committee of the Office international d'Hygiene publique, in view of the provisions 
of the new Sanitary Convention of 1926 permitting the Office to discharge certain 
of the duties entrusted to it by the Convention through the agency of reg:onal 
bureaux of the League (the Japanese Government signed the Convention only on 
condition that the Singapore Bureau should undertake these functions in the Far 
East). The Committee adopted the terms of a provisional draft agreement pro· 
viding for co-operation between the Health Committee and the Committee of the 
Off~ee international, as well as for the assumption of certain duties under the Con· 
vention (reception, transmission and dissemination of information) by the regional 
bureaux of the Health Organisation and in particular by the Singapore Bureau. 
T.he terms of this agreement will be further discussed in April by the Committee of 
the Office international. 
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. The Budget and increase of Work. - The Committee approved the budget 
est1mates for 1927-28 and took note "of the large credits necessary for liaison purl 
poses, including interchanges in Latin America and the Far East, and the fact 
that the budget of the Health Organisation was fully pledged for its present acti· 
vities." The Committee further noted that "certain credits had been set aside by 
the Assembly for purposes of collaboration of the League of Nations with Latin 
America" and decided "to draw the attention of the Assembly to the necessity of 
allocating credits to the Health Organisation in addition to the amount of its stabi· 
lised budget should the Assembly entrust to the Health Organisation new activi· 
ties in Latin America and the Far East". 

Interchanges. - In view of the success of the International Public Health 
courses for medical officers organised as an experiment at the Paris Faculty of 
Medicine, the Committee decided, if possible, to repeat the course next year, and 
to arrange similar courses in Berlin and London for German-speaking and English· 
speaking Health Officers, to start at the beginning of the academic year 1927·28. 

It expressed its appreciation of the action of the Government of India and of 
the local governments of India in welcoming the proposed interchange of Public 
Health Officers in India to be held toward the end of the year, at the time of the 
Seventh Congress of the Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine, meeting in 
Calcutta in December, 1917, and of the action of the competent authorities of the 
German Federal State Governments in arranging for an interchange of public 
health officers in Germany, beginning in September, 1927. 

The Japanese member informed the Committee of a proposal for an inter· 
change of Port Medical Officers in Far Eastern countries based on the experience 
gained during the course of similar interchange!! in the Mediterrant:an, Baltic and 
North Sea ports. • 

Special facilities will be given to Public Health Oft'tccrs selected by their Health 
Departments to make an individual study of specified subjects, in particular to 
those of the Latin-American sanitary administrations. 

Health Insurance and Public Health Service. - The Health Committee con· 
sidered the results of the preliminary survey on the rdation of health insurance 
to public health services, undertaken at the instigation of the Czechoslovak dele· 
gation to the SiY.th Assembly in September, 1925. The survey has brought out 
the fact that at present a great many health insurance organisations are engaged in 
one form or another of preventive medicine, health education or public hygiene, 
but that this work has often been undertaken with little or no correlation with that 
of other public health agencies. Duplication of work appears in dispensary and 
laboratory services, etc. It is obvious that the introduction of a well-coneidered 
system would allow of better utilisation of all available facilities. To this end. 
before a programme of prevention in the larger sense is decided on in any country, 
a critical survey would help to ascertain what facilities were available to the insured 
through the instrumentality of the various public health and medical agencies. 

The Health Committee accordingly decided to appoint a Committee of Experts, 
half of whom should represent public health administrations and be chosen by 
itself~ while the other half, representing sickness insurance organisations, should 
be chosen by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office. A mixed 
secretariat composed of members of the Health Section of the League Secretariat 
and members of the Social Assurance Service of the International Labour Office, 
under the direction of the Chief of the Research Division of the International 
Labour Office and the Medical Director of the Health Committee, is to serve this 
Commission, whose purpose it will be to study the possibility of co-operation 
between Public Health Services and insurance organisations from the point of 

view of prevention. 

tiOWTdl. Y S'D'tUlAA Y 



Cllild WtlfaTe. - The Committee considered and approved the report of the 
~nd session of the Conference of Health Experts on Infant welfare held in Paris 
in January, 1927 (1). 

In pursuance of a resolution of the Health Committee at its last session to 
invite experts from South American countries to participate in the studies proposed 
by the Conference, the co·operation of Professor Morquio of Monte Video, Professor 
Figueira of Rio de Janeiro, and Professor Arsez Alfaro of Buenos Ayres had been 
obtained. Professor Alfaro, who has also been elected member of the Health 
Committee, attended this session, and he and his colleagues are kept in touch 
with the proposals of the European members of the Child Welfare Conference. 
With the approval of the Uruguayan Government, a meeting of these Latin American 
experts will be held at Monte Video in June next. The President of the Health 
Committee, Dr. Madsen, and the Medical Director, Dr. Rajchman, will attend this 
meeting. 

E%emptions under tM I925 Opium · ConventiotJ. - The Health Committee 
examined the replies received from various governments in response to the enquiry 
as to the names of preparations containing narcotics, to which, in their opinion, 
the provisions of the International Opium Convention of 1925 should not apply . 

. Under Article 8 of this Convention, the Health Committee of the League, after 
submitting the question for advice and report to the Committee of the Office Inter· 
national d' Hygilne publique, is to inform the Council whether any given preparation 
should be included in, or exempt from the operation of the provisions of the Con· 
vention. Various substances have been proposed for exemption, and one or two 
for inclusion by a number of countries. The Health Committee passed the lists 
submitted to the Committee of the Office International d' Hygime publique for their 
advice. 

lnf'unusa Epidemic. - The Committee reviewed and approved the measures 
taken to collect and disseminate information concerning the influenza epidemic (•). 

The Health Services of Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Spain and 
the United States have telegraphically r~quested the continuance of the information 
service for influenza. The Singapore Bureau has been asked to continue to supply 
information to the Australian Health Service as requested by the latter. 

The Health Committee decided that as much detailed information as possible 
should be collected on the epidemic, while It is still available, and the Health Sec· 
tion has asked all the European Health Services to prepare a general report as soon 
as the epidemic is at an end in their respective countries. It is hoped that the 
information thus collected may prove useful in the organisation of preventive mea· 
sures against future epidemics. 

The Health Committee expressed its sati.sfaction with regard to the develop· 
ment of the work of its Eastern Bureau of Epidemiological Intelligence at Singa· 
pore. A steadily increasing number of ports are in regular communication with 
the Bureau, the system of distributing epidemic news by wireless is increasing, and 
the regular bulletins and publications are being more and more widely use~, A 
number of admi<1istrations have expressed their sense of the value of the Bureau's 
work, and the number of special enquiries is increasing. 

The Health Committee, taking account of the report of the second session of 
the Advisory Council of the Singapore Bureau held at Singapore in January, 
decided that the Bureau was in a position to undertake the functions of the Office 

(1) See MMIItly Su,_,, Vol. VI, No. 10, p,' •so IIDd Vol. VII, No. 1, p. 6. 
~> See MMIItly s,_.,, Vol. vn, No. '• p. 5· 
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lnte:natio~al d'Hyginu publique concerning the collection, n:ception, and dissemi· 
n~t10n of Information under the new Sanitary Convention of 1926, that the Com· 
m1ttee of the Office had suggested it should undertake. A lettn is being sent to 
the Governments concerned asking them if they will undertakl- to transmit the 
notifications of information required through the Singapore Bureau. 

The Health Committee further expressed its satisfaction at the decision of the 
recent Sanitary Conference of the Pacific, at Melbourne in December, that, if a 
sub-centre were set up for epidemiological information for the Australo-Pacitic zone 
at Melbourne, it would find it of advantage to remain in continuous contact with 
the Singapore office and to communicate all information and notifications that it 
might receive in virtue of the Convention through this office. 

Lastly, the Health Committee accepted the suggestion of the Ad\isory Council, 
that a special Committee of experts on plague should be constituted to undertake 
research work into the question of plague prevention. The Health Committee 
expressed its belief that research work of this sort would form a valuable part of 
the work of the Bureau, which would profit greatly by the elo.istence of Committees 
of Experts such as that proposed by the Advisory Council. 

Malaria Commission. - The President of the Commission, Dr. Lutrario, 
announced that he would not be able to submit the ofticial text or the Commission's 
report at 'the present session, but hoped to do so in April. He drew the attention 
of the Committee to the great interest aroused in various countries by the courses 
in malariology which had been held at Hamburg, London and Paris. These courses 
were started by the Health Committee on the advice of its Malaria Commission, 
since the survey of malaria in Europe and around the Mediterranean basin undertaken 
by that Commission showed that the need was felt in many countries for a corps 
of traiaed malariologists to ~ndertake the work of combating malaria that had 
become so necessary after the war. The Health Committee therefore organised a 
general course in malariology for specialists or doctors who wished to specialise in 
this branch, and ultimately to become malaria officials in the Health Administra· 
tion of their respective countries. 

The Health Committee took note of the publication just issued by the Health 
Section describing the nature of this course and giving the full programme. The 
course is divided into a theoretical stage, taking place in an institute and accom· 
panied by laboratory work, and a practical stage, consisting of a period of active 
work under competent guidance in an area where malaria is being combated. 

The first part of the course is given at the London School of Hygiene and Tro• 
pica! Medicine, under the direction of Dr. A. Balfour; at the Laboratory for Para· 
sitology of the Faculty of Medicine at Paris University, under the direction of Pro· 
fessor Brumpt; and at the Institute for Marine and Tropical Diseases at Hambur~:, 
under the direction of Professor B. Necht. The course, organised by the directors 
in their respective institutes, will last for about a month, namely, in London from 
April 25th to June 13th, in Hamburg from May 9th to June nth, and in Paris 
from June 7th to July 13th. 

The second part of the course will enable participants to familiarise themselves 
uncfer competent direction both with the day·to-day practical work of a mala
riologist, and with measures for destroying larvae and the breeding grounds of 
mosquitoes. In choosing places for the second part of the course, the Health 
Committee has secured the assistance of various members of its Malaria Commission 
or of Health Administrations which are well organised for lighting malaria. The 
latter have kiadly consented to allow the participants in the course to take part 
in the laboratory work performed at their different stations. The second stage 
will take part in various parts of Italy, Spain and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes. 



.&. - THB EcoNOMic AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION 

Meeting of the Economic Committee. 

The twenty-first session of the Economic Committee began in Rome on 
February 25. The agenda included the following questions: simplification of customs 
formalities, false customs declarations, the execution of arbitral awards made abroad, 
legislation on bills of exchange, and problems in connection with unemployment. 

The Economic Committee is composed as follows : M. E. Neculcea, Chairman 
(Roumanian); M. Brunet (Belgian); Mr. C. A. B. Campion (Australian); M. J. Bar
bola Carneiro (Brazilian); M. J. Dvoracek (Czech); M. Henri Heer (Swiss); M. Adol
phe Jensen (Dane); M. S. Matsuyama (Japanese); M.A. Pirelli (Italian); M. Richard 
Schuller (Austrian); M. D. Serruys (French); Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smithf(English); 
M. Ernst Trendelenburg (German); M. Wieniawski (Polish). 

As the Committee was still in session at the beginning of March, the account 
of the meeting will be given in the next number. 

3. - CoM.M.UNICAnoNs AND TRANSIT 

a) Tenth Session of the Advisory Committee. 

The tenth session of the Committee on Communications and Transit opened 
at Geneva on February 28th under the chairmanship of M. de Aguero y Bethancourt. 
The agenda included the preparation of the Third General Conference on Communi
cations and Transit, whicl, will be held at Geneva in August; the examination 
of the reports of the various committees of the Transit Organisation (the Committee 
on Transport by Rail, the Committee on Electric Questions, the Committee on Ports 
and Maritime Navigation and the Committee on Inland Navigation); the question 
of transit cards for emigrants and identity papers for persons without a national 
passport; the examination of reports submitted by members having attended as 
delegates certain international congresses, such as the Paris Road Congress, the 
Navigation Congress at Cairo, and the Congress on Life-Saving at Amsterdam. 

The meeting was preceded by short sessions of various special committees of 
the Transit Organisation. A full account of theses meetings, as of that of the Ple
nary Committee, will be published in the next number. 

b) Ports and Maritime Navigation. 

The Committee for Ports and Maritime Navigation held its third session in 
London from February Jrd to February 5th, under the chairmanship of Sir Norman 
Hill. Its agenda comprised the following questions : tonnage measurement in 
maritime navigation; buoyage and lighting of coasts; combined transports; treat
ment of masters and crews in ports; creation of a central information office for trans
port questions. 

Maritime Tonnage Measurement (1). - The Committee contemplated an inves
tigation of this problem on very broad lines. It was, however, of the opinion that 
it would be advisable, in the first place, to examine ways and means of securing 
a naore satisfactory co-operation of the administrations concer011d with a view to 
the application of existing methods and regulations. Such co-operation, the need 
of which is I'QOre especially felt in the maritime countries of Continental Europe, 

(1) See MOftllrly s,.-y, VoL VI, No. 10, p. •53-
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could only be provided for by correspondence between the compdent authorities. 
. The Committee also considered the possible effects of a change in the regulw· 

tlons and methods so far as the dues payable in ports were concerned. 

Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts (1). - The Committee considered a report 
submitted by the Technical Committee for Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts, and 
decided to communicate it to the Governments of all maritime countries. The 
Technical Committee recommended certain measures aiming at the establishment 
of uniform regulations fo~ luminous signals, port signals and buoys. It also sug· 
gested that an international conference be summoned in the autumn of 1927 to 
discuss this question. 

The Committee for Ports and Maritime Navigation was, however, of the opi· 
nion that this would be somewhat premature. It would be necessary, it considered, 
to await any observations which the Governments concerned might make, in order 
to enable the Committee on Communications and Transit to take such measures as 
might usefully further either a general international agreement or regional agree· 
ments between Governments. 

Combined Tra7!sports (•). - According to information received, the Committee 
noted that, for the moment, there did not seem to be a general demand in trade 
circles for the introduction of a general system of combined transport with single 
documents for maritime and other modes of transport. It also noted that the 
diversity of the conditions affecting the various kinds of traffic made it desirable 
that the organisation of combined transport in specific cases and the preparation 
of the necessary agreements should be left to the authorities most nearly concerned. 

In the Committee's opinion, the best way of providing for satisfactory CO·opera· 
tion between maritime and other means of transport, was to investigate what 
improvements could be made 'in the operation of the various kinds of transport, 
and particularly in the use of maritime ports, in accordance with the principles 
of uniformity and equality which had inspired the various conventions prepared 
by the Organisation for Communications and Transit. 

Establishment of a Centre of Information. - The Committee considered the 
possibility of establishing at Geneva a centre of information concerning ports and 
maritime navigation. This scheme was one of a series of proposals concerning the 
Organisation for Communications and Transit as a whole and, as such, will be dis· 
cussed at the next General Conference, which will be held in Geneva in August. 
The Committee meanwhile drew up a list of the subjects upon which States will 
be invited to furnish information. 

Treatment of Masters and Crews in Ports. - The Committee came to the con· 
elusion that the attention of Governments should be drawn to the necessity, in the 
interests of international trade, of giving captains and crews in ports all reasonable 
facilities for going ashore, so long as the general legislatio~;~ concerning police regu· 
lations, emigration, etc. were complied with. 

VI. - Administrative Questions . 
• 

Taz SAAa 

Resignation of the Chairman of the Governing Commission. 

The Chairman of the Governing Commission of the Saar Territory, Mr. George 
W. Stephens (Canadian), has informed the Secretary-General of his resignation from 
the Commission, to take effect as from March 31st, 1927. 

(1) See MDIIIItly Summary, Vol. VI, No. 8, p. 181. 
(2) See MDIIIItly Summary, Vol. VI. No. 12, p. 307· 



Mr. Stephens was formerly Chairman of the Montreal Harbour Board. In 
September, 1923, the Council appointed him member of the Governing Commission 
of the Saar territory. He was at first in charge of the Department of Finance and 
Food Supply. As Chairman, to which post he was appointed in March, 1926, 
Mr. Stephens was in charge of the Departments of Foreign and Home Affairs. 

The question of the appointment of the Chairman and members of the Govern· 
ing Commission will be discussed by the Council in March. 

VII. - Political Questions. 

THE SITUATION IN CHINA 

a) Statement of British Policy in China. 

On February 8th, the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs communicated 
for the information of members of the League a statement of British Policy in China. 

The Statement recalled that, since 1922, the British policy in China had been 
based on the letter and spirit of the Washington Agreements-namely, that the 
future policy of the Treaty Powers should be guided by certain general principles 
designed to safeguard the integrity and independence of China and to promote her 
political and economic development and the rehabilitation of her finances. 

The British Government still adhered to this policy, as regards general principles. 
Its complete success, however, depended on co-operation between the Powers 
concerned and a single central Government in China, and subsequent events had 
modified the hypothesis on which it was based. The Foreign Secretary then set 
forth the circumstances which had led to his Government's decision, as a precau· 
tionary measure, to send to China such troops as might be necessary to protect 
the British community in Sanghai, adding that the composition of this force was 
in itself a guarantee that it could only be used for the defensive purposes for which 
it was exclusively intended. 

This was only one aspect of the British Government's policy in China. That 
Government had declared its readiness to negotiate on Treaty revision as soon 
as the Chinese themselves had constituted a Government with authority to nego· 
tiate. It had meanwhile formulated unilateral measures implying an immediate 
and radical modification of the Treaty position, which it might, under certain 
conditions, be possible to take. 

The statement emphasised that the policy of his Government, as defined above, 
was a development, .not a departure from that inaugurated at Washington, and 
concluded a~ follows : 

"In any case His Majesty's Government have felt it right to make this 
communication to the League of Nations so that its members may have 
before them a full statement of His Majesty's Government's policy in China 
and may understand how completely it is in accord with both the letter and 
the spirit of the Covenant. His Majesty's Government deeply regret that 
there does not appear to be any way in which the assistance of the League 
in the settlement of the difficulties in China can be sought at present. But, 
if any opportunity should arise of invoking the good offices of the League, 
His Majesty's Government will gladly avail themselves of it." 

b) Communication from the Chinese Representative . 

. The Chinese representative on the Council, acting on the instructions of the 
Ch1~ese Foreign Office, has communicated to the Secretary-General, for his infor
mation, a copy of the note of the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs to the British 
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Minister at Peking, dated January 31st, concerning the despatch of British troops 
to Chinese territory. , 

. In reply to the Secretary-General's enquiry, whether the Chinese Government 
Wishe~ this note to be circulated to the Members of the League, the Chinese repre· 
sentatlve stated that the communication was for the information of the Secretary
General, to be kept in the official records of the Secretariat. He added, that the 
Chinese Foreign Office reserved its right to reply to the British Government's sta· 
tement regarding its policy in China. 

VIII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

1. - NINTH SsssioN or THB Aov1soaY CoMMITns oN TaAPPIC IN OPIUM 

AND OTHER DANGEROUS Dauos 

The Ninth Session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and other 
Dangerous Drugs was held at Geneva, from January 17th to February 3rd, under 
the chairmanship of Sir John Campbell (India). 

The Bolivian and Italian delegates, M. Cuellar and M. Cavazzoni, took part 
in the work of the Committee for the first time (1). 

General Report of the Secretariat on the situation as regards the opium tmd drug 
traf!U. - The Committee considered the report submitted hy the Secretariat on 
the general situation as regards the drug traffic. 

The position in Central and South American countries appeared to the Com· 
mittee to merit special attention. Many of these States had not sent in annual 
reports, and as the Committe'; attached considerable interest to information from 
these parts of the American Continent, it requested the Council to invite these 
countries to forward regular annual statements. 

The Committee noted that, owing to their geographical situation, certain Euro· 
pean countries, such as Estonia and Lithuania, played an important part in the 
transit of drugs. It accordingly decided to ask the Estonian and Lithuanian 
Governments for detailed information as to their laws and regulations with regard 
to the import, export and transit of drugs. 

The Committee noted with satisfaction that some progress had been made 
towards preventing the insurance of oversea consignments of opium and drugs 
destined for illicit purposes. In certain countries insurance companies inserted 
a special clause covering their responsibility. 

Examination of the Annual Reports of Governmmts. - On the occasion of the 
examination of the annual reports the members of the Committee made statements 
as to the policy adopted by their Governments in the anti-drug campaign. This 
examination revealed the continued existence of an extensive clandestine traff.c, 
despite a progressive improvement of measures of supervision, resulting in a consi· 
derable number of seizures. The efficacy of such measures was diminished by the 
fact that the system of import and export certificates was not universally accepted 
and applied. The Committee accordingly emphasised once more the necessity of 
a g~neral and effective enforcement of this system, which it considered as one of 
the most powerful weapons in the fight against the illicit trade. 

The Clandestine Trade. - The Committee considered the list of the seizures of 
drugs reported to the League for seven months of 1926. The transactions recorded 
bore upon very large quantities and the Committee considered that they revealed 
the "appalling extent and the very widespread ramifications of the traffic". Enor· 
mous quantities .of drugs were, it noted, sent to China by post. 

(r) See MDffthly Summary, Vol. Vll, Nn. r. 
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The Committee decided to draw the attention of Governments to these cir· 

cumstances, and urged as the most valuable single step, which could at present 
be taken, the immediate ratification and the rigid enforcement by all nations of 
the Geneva Convention of 1925. 

Export of Opium from the PerStan Gulf. - This question came before the Com· 
mittee at its preceding session, when it suggested that Powers with vessels trading 
in the Persian Gulf should adopt measures for the supervision of opium consign· 
ments despatched under their flags, and thus aid in the campaign against the 
illicit traffic. The Committee was subsequently informed that certain aspects 
of this question would be examined by the Committee for Ports and Maritime 
Navigation. 

RIJiification of the GennJa Conv.mtion. - The Committee suggested that the 
Council should remind the States Members of the League that this Convention 
would come into force only, after ratification by at least seven of the States repre· 
sented on the Council, including at least two Permanent Members. Up to the date 
of the meeting the Convention had been ratified by only one Permanent Member 
of the Council. 

On this occasion the Committee drew the attention of the Council to the delay 
in the ~oming into force of the Convention and to the obstacles which the campaign 
against the illicit traffic would continue to encounter so long as the authority was 
withheld which it would gain under the Convention. 

Free Ports and Zones. - The Committee suggested that the various Govern· 
ments concerned should be asked for detailed information concerning the free ports 
and zones in their territories and the laws and regulations on drug traffic in force 
in such areas. It wished to know, in particular, whether these areas were subject 
to the same laws and regulations-as far as the drug traffic is concerned-as terri· 
tories governed by a national customs regime. 

Proposal of the British Representatwe. - The Committee adopted a draft reso· 
lution submitted by Sir Malcolm Delevingne (Great Britain), emphasising the dif· 
ficulty of discovering from whom the traffickers obtained supplies and the neces· 
sity of having this information in order to eradicate the illicit traffic. The Com· 
mittee accordingly proposed that a systematic and searching enquiry should be 
undertaken by the Governments of all countries which manufactured or imported 
drugs, with a view to discovering from whom and by what methods traffickers 
procured their supplies. It recommended that, over and above other penalties 
incurred under the laws in force, any manufacturer, importer or dealer found to 
be knowingly supplying drugs for other than medical or scientific purposes should 
be prohibited from manufacturing, importing or dealing in any of these drugs for 
the future. . 

Resolution submitted by the Italian Representative. - The Committee discussed 
a proposal of the Italian representative, M. Cavazzoni, to the effect that the Council 
should summon an extraordinary meeting of the Committee to study (1) measures 
for the limitation and rationing of the drug manufacture, (2) the question of smug· 

" gling, its causes and measures for its suppression. With regard to the first point, 
the Committee felt that it would not be advisable to re-open a discussion on a ques· 
tion examined by the Opium Conference so soon after its meeting. 

In the ct>urse of the discussion, however, it became clear that a majority of 
the members were either in favour of or would not oppose the calling of an extraor· 
dinary mectin' of the Committee to discuss the question of the illicit traffic gener;;~lly, 
provided that the discussion at such a meeting were limited to measures which 
fell within the scope of the Hague Convention or of the Geneva Convention of 
1925. The Committee left this matter to the appreciation of the Council. 
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The special Body of Experts (1) appointed by the Council to investigate tile 
extent of the traffic in women and i:hildren and the efficacy of the measures taken 
against it met at yeneva from .February 7th to February 18th. 

This body, whose constitution was due to a proposal submitted to the Traffic 
in Women and Children Committee by Miss Grace Abbott, Chief of the Children's 
Bureau in the United States Department of Labour, drew up and unanimously 
adopted a general report on the results of its two years' investigation, which had 
taken place under the direction of Mr. Bascombe Johnson (American). The report 
will be discussed by the Council in March. 

The meeting was attended by Dr. William Snow, Chairman (Aml·rican); 
Donna Cristina Bandini (Italian), M. Isidore Maus (Belgian), M. de Mcuron (Swiss), 
Mr. S. W. Harris (British); M. le Luc (French) and M. Siuzuki (Japanese). Dr. Pau· 
lina Luisi (Uruguayan) was unable to attend. 

IX. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

MasnMo o• THB SuPaavJsoav CoAAIISIOM 

The Supervisory Commission held a short meeting at Geneva on February 16th 
and 17th. There were present Lord Meston of Agra (India), M. Nederbragt (Nether· 
lands), M. Osusky (Czechoslovakia) and M. Waddington (Chile). 

The Commission constituted its general committee, electing as chairman 
M. Osusky, as vice· chairman' Lord Meston, and as rapporteur M. Nedcrbragt. It 
then considered various questions concerning the finances of the League and the 
administration of the Secretariat, the International Labour Office and the Perma· 
nent Court of International Justice, which had been referred to it by the Asscmt..ly, 
the Council and the Secretary-General. 

X. - Forthcoming Events. 

March 16th : Meeting of Sub-Commission B of the Preparatory Commission for 
the Disarmament Conference, Geneva. 

March 21st : Meeting of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Confe· 
renee, Geneva. 

March 22nd : Meeting of the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codifica· 
tion of International Law, Geneva. 

March 23rd Meeting of a Sub-Commission of the Sub-Committee of Experts 
for the Instruction of Youth in the Aims of the League, Paris. 

March 25th Meeting of the Jury of Architects on Plans for a new Assembly 
Hall and Secretariat Offices, Geneva. 

1\-l!t.rch 28th Meeting of the Committee of Jurists on the Enforcement of Arbitral 
Awards, Geneva. 

April 4th Final Conference of the Interchange of Public Health Ofliccrs in 

April ~th 
April 4th 

Great Britain, Geneva. 
Meeting of Experts in Double Taxation and Fiscal Evasion, London. 
Meeting of Experts in Bibliography, Paris. 

(t) See MMIIlrly Su,.,.,, VoL Ill, No. 4, p. 92· 
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April 25th 
April 25th 
April 27th 
April 30th 
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Meeting of the Committee of Experts for the Coordination of L'1bra· 
ri es, Paris. 

International Conference on Rabies, Paris. 
: Meeting of the Traffic in Women and Children Committee, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Supervisory Commission, Geneva: 
: Meeting of the Child Welfare Committee, Geneva, 

XI. - Publications of the League of Nations. 

•· - Docu.lllB)ITS FOR THE I)ITERNATIONAL EcoNOMIC CoNFERENCE 

a) &port of the Trade Barriers Committee of the Internatioual 

Chamber of Commerce. 

At the request of the Preparatory Committee for the International Economic 
Conference the International Chamber of Commerce has prepared a report on trade 
barriers which has been included in the material for the Conference. 

The report is divided into the seven following chapters : 

Treatment of Foreigners and Legal and Social Discriminations; 
Obstructions to Transportation; 
Prohibitions or Importation and Exportation (Free Movement of Raw Mate· 

rials-Export Duties); 
Customs (Technical Questions); 
International Industrial Ententes; 
Financial Difficulties, Price and Credit Problems; 
International Convention for the constitution of a Permanent Conference on 

Tariff and Trade Questions. 

b) Estimates of Worki11g Population in I9JI and I94I. 

As part of the preparatory material for the International Economic Confe· 
renee, Professor A. D. Bowley, D. Sc., F. B. A., has written a Memorandum giving 
estimates of the working populations of a series of countries in 1931 and 1941. 

c) Methods of Economic Rapprochement. 

At the invitation of the Preparatory Committee for the International Economic 
Conference, Mr. Eugene Grossmann, Professor of Political Economy at Zurich 
University, has written a memorandum entitled "Methods of Economic Rappro· 
chement", in which he draws a parallel between economic rapprochement by 
political methods and international economic rapprochement by agreements among 
producers. 

To so-called political methods of economic rapprochement-commercial trea· 
ties, preferential systems and customs unions-Professor Grossman prefers economic 
rapprochement by means of agreements between the producers of the various 
countries. One of the most important advantages of such agreements is the rapi· 
dity with which they can be put into practice. Government delegates are obliged 
to safeguard a number of economic and political interests, whereas the represen· 
tatives of private industry are able to focus their effort on the question at issue, 
namely the regulation and improvement of any given industrial activity. 

He observe~ that the advantages of this system, far .from being merely of an 
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econolnic character, may have a political bearing, that is they may result in the 
pacification of public opinion in the States concerned. ' 

After setting forth the advantages of the system, the author enumerates itl 
disadvanta~es. All industries do not lend themselves readily to the organisation 
of productiOn and sale. The nature of the goods and the mentality of producers 
and consumers may render difficult the organisation of cartels. The formation of 
an international cartel may be contrary to the fiscal interests of States or the interests 
of important transport undertakings. 

The author is nevertheless of the opinion that the advantages of the cartel 
outweigh its disadvantages. He recommends : 

(I) The systematic constitution of as large a number as possiblo of interna· 
tiona! cartels_- for agriculture the International Institute at Rome, for industry 
the InternatiOnal Chamber of Commerce and the League Economic Committee 
might deal with these questions. 

(2) The fixing by the cartels of the shares of the industries of each country 
and the organisation of specialised production. 

(3) Reduction of customs dues in countries where cartels work by means 
of a central fund organised by industrial concerns in order to refund to exporters 
the cost of freight and customs on all international consignments authorised by 
the cartel. The central fund would procure the necessary funds by subscrip· 
tions levied on the national cartels. 

The author does not consider that the creation of numerous international 
cartels would threaten the interests of consumers. U, nevertheless, this were the I. 
case the League of Nations might be called upon to examine measures to eliminate).! 
abuses noted. ·' 

2., - SETTLEMENT OF ARMENIAN RBPUOBIS 

The League Secretariat has published a volume containing all the papers 
connected with a scheme for settling Armenian Refugees in the Republic of Erivan, 
which has been investigated under the auspices of the League during the past 
two years. 

The principal documents are a report by Dr. Nansen, who visited Armenia 
with a committee of experts and drew up the original plans for irrigating land for 
settlement, and reports by a special Settlement Commission appointed by the 
Council in 1925 and its technical experts, who spent several months in the country. 
These reports not only give in great detail the technical irrigation scheme, its costs 
and possibilities, but also general information as to the financial and economic 
situation in Armenia. 

In order to launch the scheme a sum of about I '/. million pounds sterling 
is necessary. Owing to conditions prevailing in the Union of Socialist Soviet 
Republics, to which Armenia is affiliated, it is not possible to obtain this money 
by means of a public loan of the kind with which the League has hitherto been 
associated. The League has therefore limited its association with the scheme to 
stating that if the money required to finance the operation is forthcoming from 
pri~te organisations or individuals or otherwise, it would undertake, on certain 
conditions, the responsibility of supervising the due expenditure of the money 
within the conditions of the scheme. 

The documents shew that a scheme has been prepared which, in the words of Sir 
Murdoch MacDonald, the technical authority on the Settlement Commission, is 
commercially possible; he states that the charges of the debt and such charges 
as might be necessary to amortise the capital within a reasonable period of years 
could be met without difficulty. · 
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LEAGUE ORGANISATIONS AND COMMISSIONS (See Vol. VII, No. 1) 

• 

!'AGE 24. 

b) Committle for MaritirM Nt~vigation. 

Add to the list of the Members of this Committee : 

MT. M. BtllfeT, Presillent of 1M ShiportmeTs Association of Hambzu-g. 

PAGE 27. 

IV. Committee on Private lAw in Inland Naviglllion. 

Add to the list of the Members of this Committee : 

H. E.· MT. C. Rosutti, pyesitlent of tiN Committee on.Privtlle lAw of the 
Central Commission for Rhine Navigl.llion. 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 

MARCH 192.7 

The forty· fourth session of the Council was the principal League event in March, 
It was preceded and followed by numerous meetings of League committees, in parti 
cular, the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference, the Committee 
for Communications and Transit and the Committee for the Progressive Codifi. 
cation of International Law. 

The Council sat from March 7th· to March· I zth, the German representative, "' ~ . ·~ ..... 
Dr. Stresemann, acting as President for the first time. The other members repre· 
sented were Belgium (M .. Vandervelde), the British Empire (Sir Austen Chamber· 
lain), Chile (M. Villegas), China (M. Chao·Hsin·Chu), C.olombia (M. Urrutia), Czecho· 
slovakia (Dr. Benes), France (M. Briand), Italy (M. Scialoja), Japan (Viscount Ishii), 
the Netherlands (M. Doude van Trootswyk), Poland (M. Zaleski), Roumania (M. Titu· 
lesco), and Salvador (M. Guerrero). The Council also included, for the discussion 
of certain questions, representatives of the Union of South Africa, Australia, Bul· 
garia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Persia, and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes. Certain of the meetings were attended by the President of Danzig Senate, 
Dr. Sahm; the Chairman of the Saar Governing Commission, Mr. Stephens; the 
League High Commissioner at Danzig,,Dr. van Hamel; the Chairman of the Greek 
Refugee Settlement Commission, Mr. -,Eddy; the Chairman of the Special Body 
of Enquiry into the Traffic in Women, Colonel Snow; the Chairman of the Financial 

·Committee, Dr. Pospisil; the League Commissioner at Sofia, M. Charron; theJ..eague 
representative at Budapest, Mr. Royall Tyler; and the Vice-Chairman of the Per· 
manent Mandates Commission, M. van Rees. 

A special feature of this session was the oppor~unity it afforded of reviewing 
the progress of the League's work of social and financial reconstruction, in connec
tion with the beginning of a new and decisive phase in various branches of this 
work, such as the settlement of Bulgarian and Greek refugees, the Estonian banking 
and currency reform, the financial restoration of Danzig, and the preparation of the 
Economic Conference, the third General Conference on Communications and Transit 
and a Conference for the abolition of import and export restrictions. The Council 
also considered a request from the Roumanian Government, based on Article XI 
of the Covenant, a petition concerning the German minority in Polish Upper Silesia 
and proposals from the Saar Governing Commission regarding the maintenance 
of freedom of transit and transport over the Saar railroads. 

The Committee for Communications and Transit, which sat from February 28th 
to March 5th, drew up the programme of the third General Transit Conference, 
which is scheduled for August 23rd, and continued its examination of the question 
of identity papers for persons without nationality and that of transit cards for 
emigrants. 

The committee of jurists studying the question of the execution of arbitral 
awards made abroad held its second session. 

The Committee for the Progressive Codification of International Law met for 
the third time. It decided to recommend that the Council should summon one 
or more conferences with a view to the settlement by international agreement &f a 
certain number of questions which the Committee considered ripe for solution by 
this Ulethod. 

On the subject of disarmament there were meetings of the Committee of the 
Council studying the question of measures for the prevention of war, to be taken 
by the Council in virtue of Article XI of the Covenant; of the Special Commission 
for the Supervision of the Private Manufacture of Arms; and of the Preparatory 
Commisaion for the Disarmament Conference and its Sub-Commission B (Economic 
Questions}, 
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The President of Czechoslovakia, Dr. Masaryk, visited the League Secretariat 
on March II th. 

II. - The Pennanent Court o! International Justice (1) 

•· - PRoTocoL oF SIGNATURE or THB Couar STATUTE 

RATIFICATIOM BY GaaJIIANY (') 

Dr. Stresemann, the German Foreign Minister and Representative on the Council 
of the League, deposited with the Secretariat on March 11th, the instrument of 
ratification by the Government of the Reich of the Protocol of Signature attached 
to the Court Statute. 

2.. - AccEPTANCE OP THE OPTIONAL CLAUSE REGARDING 

THB CouRT's coJIItuLsoay JURISDICTIOJII 

Acceptanu by Finland. - The acceptance of Finland of the compulaory 
jurisdiction of the Court was renewed, for a period of ten years, on March 3rd, 
1927. The declaration, which takes effect as from April 6th, 1927, and which hu 
already been approved by the Finnish Chamber of Representatives, is u follows : 

On behalf of the Government of the Finnish Republic, and as from April 6th, 
1927~ I recognise as compulsory, ipso /Mlo, and without special agreement, in 
relation to any other Member or State accepting the same obligation, that is to 
say, on condition of reciprocity, the jurisdiction of the Court, purely and simply, 
for a period of ten years. 

R ERICH. 

Acceptance by Austria (3). The instrument ratifying the renewal of Austria 
by acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court waa depo11ited on 
March 13th, 1927. 

3. - INPOitJIIATION RELATING TO INTEitNATIONAL AGIII!EJIIBNTS 

AFFECTING THE JURISDICTION OF THE COURT 

By a decision taken in 1923 the'
1 
Permanent Court of :International Justice 

instructed its Registrar to publish a collection of clauses of international treaties, 
conventions and agreements governing the Court's jurisdiction. At the same time, 
the Court asked the Registrar to obtain official information as to the poaition in 
regard to signatures and ratifications of conventions containing clauaes of thia 
nature, and for this purpose, to apply to the competent authorities of the variout 
signatory States. 

In pursuance of this decision, the Governments of States Members of the League 
were requested, through the Secretary-General, to indicate any clauses of interna
tional conventions or agreements of which the Registry could have no knowledge 
or which mig.ht have escaped its notice. A number of Governments complied with 
this 111:quest and due note was taken of the information furnished by them in the 
first edition of " Extracts from International Agreements affecting the jurisdiction 
of the Permanent Court of International Justice", which was published on May 15th, 
1923 (Series D., No. 3 of the Court's publications). The necessity of publishing 
a new edition became evident in 1924, as the number of relevant clauses had consi-

(1) This article has been prepared with the aid ef infennati.., fumish,·d ~)' the Regi,try ef tloe Court. 
(2) See Ml1llllrly SUfllfflllry, Vol. VI. No. 12, p. 293· 
(3) See M11111/tJy s..,.,, Vol. VII, Ne. '· p. 4· 
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derably i!lcreased, and several Governments had submitted observations in regard 
to the first edition. 

, After the publication in June 1924 ot this edition (Series D. No. 4) which was 
duly transmitted to the various States admitted to :appear before the Court, the 
Registry issued from time to time addenda, first in the form of separate brochures, 
and then in the form of a special chapter inserted in the Court's Annual Report. 

Having regard to the ever increasing number of clauses conferring upon the 
Permanent Court of International Justice jurisdiction for the settlement of disputes 
of various kinds, the Court instructed the Registrar to prepare a third edition of the 
collection in question, brought up to date. This volume (Series D., No. 5), the 
preparation of which was completed towards the end of 1926, has already been trans· 
mitted to the various Governments. Although this volume is based on strictly 
official information, both as regards the actual existence of the clauses affecting 
the Court's activities, and as regards the text of these clauses, and the position in 
regard to their signature and ratification, it cannot pretend to be absolutely complete 
or correct. 

The Registrar, therefore, has cornmunicated once more with all Governments 
concerned, requesting them to furnish him, if possible, regularly with the texts 
of new agreements concluded which contain clauses affecting the Court's activities 
and with any data, such as signatures, ratifications, etc. of existing agreements or 
conventions which would enable the collection in question to be kept thoroughly 
up to date. In doing so, the Registrar has called attention to the fact that the 
suggested procedure would be in conformity with the provisions contained, with 
regard to the communication of arbitration clauses to the Permanent Court of Arbi· 
tration, in the Hague Convention of 1907 for the pacific settlement of international 
disputes. 

4. - THE CHORZOW INDEMNITIES CASE(') 

The German Government has informed the Court that it has appointed 
M. Rabel, Professor of Law, as its National Judge (Article 31 of the Statute of the 
Court) to sit on the Bench for the hearing of this case. 

III. The Reduction of Armaments. 

The question of the limitation and reduction of armaments was studied in 
March, in its various aspects, by the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament 
Conference and the Special Commission of the Supervision of the Private Manufac· 
ture of Arms. The meeting of the Preparatory Commission was preceded by that 
of its Sub-Commission B (Economic Questions). 

The Committee of the Council considered a report submitted by the Committee 
for the study of Article XI of the Covenant. 

I. - SUPERVISION OF THE PRIVATE MANUFACTURE OF ARMS 

<. 

The special Commission on the Supervision of the Private Manufacture of 
Arms met on March 14th, at Geneva, to consider a draft convention prepared by a 
committee composed of M. Cobian, M. Guani and M. Veverka (•). It elected Count 
Bernstorfl (Germany) as chairman and M. Guerrero (Salvador) as vice-chairman. 

On this occasion, Mr. Hugh Gibson (United States) gave a general outline of 

(1) See MOfiiiUy s_,, Vol. VII, No. 2, p. 37· 
(o) See MOfii]Uy S-,., Vol. VI, No. 8, p. 178. 
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his Government's policy as regards the private manufacture of arms. The United 
States, he said, in pursuance of its long·established policy of support of all practical, 
measures tending to preserve peace, lighten the burdens of armament and remove 
the causes of war, was disposed to enter into a suitable international agreement 
providing for the publication of statistics covering the production, both govern· 
mental and private, of anns and ammunition. This point of view had been set 
forth by the Hon. Theodore Burton during the discussion of the Arms Traffic 
Convention at Geneva. 

After an exchange of views between M. Titulesco (Roumania), M. Sato (Japan), 
M. Guerrero (Salvador), M. Sokal (Poland), M. de Brouckere (Belgium), General 
de Marinis (Italy), M. Paul·Boncour (France), Lord Cecil (British Empire), M. Chao· 
Chin·Chu (China), Mr. Gibson (United States) and M. Veverka (Czechoslovakia), 
the Commission decided to set up a Sub-Commission composed of the Chairman, 
the vice-chairman, M. Gibson, General de Marinis, M. Veverka, M. Sato and 
M. de Brouckere. 

The members of the Commission were invited to submit their observations on 
the preliminary draft Convention to this sub-commission, which will be convened 
by the chairman. 

• • • 
The Council, on March 8th, requested the Commission to examine the question 

of the date for which an International Conference on the Supervision of the Private 
Manufacture of War Material might be convened. 

2.. - MaBTiliG oF SuB-CoMMrssroM B 

Sub-Commission B (Economic Question) met at Geneva on March r6th and 
17th to take note of the work of the committees of experts on civil aviation and on 
national defence expenditure (1). 

The reports of both committees were forwarded to the Preparatory Commission 
for the Disarmament Conference, as Sub-Commission B was not called upon to 
take any decision in this connection. 

Work of the experts on national defence lnulgets. - The special Committee 
appointed by the Committee of Experts on National Defence Expenditure to pre· 
pare a report, has been studying the following questions : definition of defence expen· 
diture; the classification of items of defence expenditure and methods of accounting 
for stocks ; limitation of certain categories of key items ; the diversity of methods 
of budget-accounting; the carrying forward of credits, in particular in the case of 
non-industrial countries, and the revision of the figures agreed upon. 

A certain number of questions relating to the definite form of the model 
statement of national defence expenditure were reserved for later, the Committee 
having decided to hold a second meeting in June. 

The Committee is composed of M. Worbs (Germany), Mr. Pinsent (British 
Empire), M. Ryti (Finland), M. Jacomet (France), M. Zugaro (Italy), and M. Hori 

(JapjD). 

3. - MEETJMO OF THE PREPARATORY CoMMISSIOM POR 

THE DrsARMAMEMT CoMPEaEMCII 

The Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference met at Geneva 
on March 21st, with M. Loudon (Netherlands) in the chair. 

(t) See Monllrly Sr~mmary. Vol. VII, No. 2, p. 39 et 40. 
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With a view to facilitating the work of the Commission and providing a basis 
ita dmeussiona, Lord Cecil (British Empire) and M. Paui·Boncour (France) each 
deposited a draft convention on the limitation of military, naval and air disarma· 
menta. The Commission, after a general discussion, instructed its bureau to pre· 
pare a synoptic analysis of the various chapters of the drafts. The object of this 
work is, by comparing the texts, to bring out more clearly the similarities and dissi· 
milarities of the two draft conventions, and thus to facilitate the work of the Com· 
mission. 

An account of the work of the Commission, which at the end of March had 
begun its examination in first reading of the synoptic tables, will be given in the 
next number. 

4. - MEETING oF THE CoMMITTEE OF THE CouNCIL 

The Council Committee on Disarmament met at Geneva on March 14th and 
15th to consider the draft recommendations prepared by M. de Brouckere, Lord 
Cecil and M. Titulesco (1) on measures for the prevention of war und~r Article XI 
of the Covenant. 

The Committee completed and adopted the recommendations which it will 
submit to the Council in June. 

There were present at the meeting M. de Brouck~re {Belgium); Lord Cecil 
(British Empire); M. Valdes Mendeville (Chile); M. Chao·Chin·Chu (China); M. Urru· 
tia (Colombia); M. Benes (Czechoslovakia); M. Paul·Boncour (France); M. Goep· 
pert (Germany), Chairman; M. Scialoja (Italy); M. Sa to (Japan); M. Doude van 
Troostwyk (Netherlands); M. Sokal (Poland); M. Titulesco (Roumania); M. Guerrero 
(Salvador). 

5. - RAPID W outxo oF THE LsAGUE OaoANs IN CASs Ol' EMsRGENCY 

On the report of Dr. Benes (Czechoslovakia), the Council decided on March 8th 
to include on the agenda of the next Assembly the proposal made last December 
by the Committee of the Council, that the Assembly be invited to adopt a general 
resolution affirming the principle of the obligation incumbent upon States Members 
of the League to facilitate by every means in their power the meeting of the Council 
in case of emergency ("). 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

I. - h'ITERNATIO'NAL ENGAGEMENTS 

a) Rati{icGtion of Agreements 11nd Conventions concluded under 

the Auspices of the League. 

The Council considered on March 8th the first report of the Secretary·Gefteral 
on the position as regards the ratification of agreements and conventions concluded 
under the auspices of the League. 

It decided, at the suggestion of the Rapporteur, M. Zaleski (Poland), to call the 
attention of the Assembly to the growth in recent years of a new practice regarding 
aceeuion to conventions which are open for accession after the date for signature 

~r)) ;."be !"port will be publi>~d in the MomlrJy Summary after approval by tho Council. 
2 • • MJtlrJy Summary, Vol. VI, No. 12• p. "9S· 
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• has passed. Whereas formerly such accession was given by a single instrument 
finally accepting the terms of the convention, it is now sometimes the case that 
the_ acceding State deposits an instrument of accession which is subject to ratiji.
cahon and does not become finally bound by the convention until it ratifies the 
accession so given. 

Ratifications. - The IQ.temational Slavery Convention (Geneva, September 
25th, 1926) has been ratified by Bulgaria. The Convention for the Suppression 
of the Traffic in Obscene Publications (Geneva, September 12th, 1923) has been 
ratified by Poland. 

The Agrement concerning the Suppression of the Trade in and consumption 
of prepared opium, adopted by the first Opium Conference (Geneva, February nth, 
1925) has been ratified by the Netherlands. 

b) Rtgistration. 

Among the treaties and international agreements registered in March figure : 
A Treaty of Non-Aggression and exchange of notes between Lithuania and the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Moscow, Septembre 28th, 1926), presented for 
registration by the Lithuanian Government .. 

Three Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes between 
Norway and Sweden, Norway and Denmark, Norway and Finland. 

A Treaty of Guarantee and Protocol (Bucarest, March 26th, 1926) between 
Roumania and Poland. 

Two Conventions between Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia (Sofia, May 15th, 1926) 
on extradition and legal assistance in criminal, civil and commercial matters, pre· 
sented for registration by the Bulgarian Government; 

And a Treaty of Commerce and special Protocol (Madrid July 29th, 1925) 
between Spain and Czechoslovakia, presented for registration by the Czechoslovak 
Government. 

• •• 

Four Agreements between American States, concluded at the Fifth Pan· 
American Conference (Santiago, Chile, 1923) and ratified by the United States have 
been communicated by that Government to the Secretariat of the League of 
Nations. They concern the pacific settlement of disputes between American States, 
the publicity of customs documents, the protection of trade marks and patents 
and the unification of nomenclature in the classification of wares. 

c) Form of Treatits ntgotialltl undtf' the Aus,nces of the Leap. 

' At the Council meeting of March gth, Sir Austen Chamberlain (British Empire), 
speaking on behalf of the expressed the hope that, in future, treatiea concluded 
under the auspices of the League might conform to the general practice followed 
in the case of other treaties and be drawn up as agreements between Heads of 
Sta-tes. He added that he made this statement at the express desire of the Govern
ments represented at the Imperial Conference of last autumn. 

It was the practice, he said, for League treaties to be made in the form of 
treaties between States-a form which had appeared for the first time in the 

fu~of~~~ . 
The reversion to the older type was suggested because, as shown by the diSCus-

sions at the Imperial Conference, this would facilitate acceptance of League treaties 
by the Governments of the British Empire. 

The Council took note of this statement. 
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.a.. - Paooasss1vs CoDIFICATION OF INTBRNATIONAL LAw 

• 
The Third Session of the Committee of E:ltperts for the Progressive Codification 

of International Law opened at Geneva on March 22nd, with Mr. Hammarskjold 
(Sweden) in the Chair. 

On the agenda figured the examination of replies received from twenty-six 
Governments, including the United States, on questions and reports submitted by 
the Committee for their opinion and the examination of a list of questions studied 
by sub-committees, on the subject of which the Governments had not yet been 
consulted. These questions are : The communication of judicial and other acts 
in criminal matters, conflicts of laws as regards domicile, the legal status and func· 
tions of consuls, the most-favoured-nation clause, the classification of diplomatic 
agents, the competence of courts in regard to foreign States, the nationality of com· 
mercia! corporations, the legal personality of foreign commercial corporations, and 
limitation. 

The meeting was attended by Mr. Hammarskjold (Swedish), Chairman ; 
M. Diena (Italian), Vice-Chairman; Mr. Me Nair (British), M. Fromageot (French); 
M. Guerrero (Salvador) ; M. Loder (Netherlands), M. Magalhaes (Portugese) ; 
M. Rundstein (Polish), M. Schucking (German), Mr. Wickersham (United States). 

An account of the Session will be given in the next number. 

3.- MBTHoo OF ELBCTION oF THB NoN-PsaMANBNT MEMBERS oF THE CouNCIL 

The question of the single transferable vote and proportional representation 
in connexion with the problem of the election of the non-permanent members of 
the Council was examined by the Council on March 7th on the basis of memoranda 
from the Norwegian Government {1). 

On the report of Viscount Ishii (Japan) the Council decided to communicate 
to the Members of the League the memoranda of the Norwegian Government as 
well as any reports that might_be received from other Members of the League. 

4. - LBGAL PosmoN OF STATES WHICH DO NOT .PAY THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO THB LBAGUB 

The legal position of States which do not pay their contributions to the League 
was considered by the Council on March· gth, when it decided, on the proposal of 
the Roumanian representative, to communicate to the Eighth Assembly a confiden· 
tial report prepared on the subject by the Secretary-General. 

M. Titulesco said that he had considered this memorandum and come to the 
conclusion that the obligation to pay contributions fell under the sanction contained 
in Articlf 16 of the Covenant. The execution of the obligation of assistance as 
provided by the Covenant could not be assured if the Institution through which 
this obligation was realised should find itself placed, owing to non-payment of co!M'i· 
butions, in a difficult situation as regards the carrying out of its functions. On the 
other hand, he added, the obligation to pay contributions was not one of those 
whose mere non-execution would automatically entail expulsion from the League. 
For this, failure in payment would have to be accompanied by circumstances of 
fact ehowing the intention not to carry out the obligation arising feom the Covenant. 

(•) See JIMII!ly S--,, Vol. VI, No. u, p. •98· • 



V. - Technical Organisations. 

I. - THE HBALTH ORGANISATION 

Work of the Health Committee. 

The work of the Committee at its ninth Session(') was approved by the Council 
on March 7th, on the report of Viscount Ishii (Japan). 

The Council confirmed the appointment of the assessors nominated by the 
Committee; it thanked the German Government for the arrangements it had made 
for broadcasting the League's weekly influenza bulletin through the Nauen wire· 
less station; and expressed its appreciation of the action of the International Health 
Board of the Rockefeller Foundation in prolonging for seven years the agreements 
regarding the Epidemiological Intelligence Service. 

The rapporteur drew attention to the fact that the holder of the first exchange 
professorship between japan, Europe and America was a Japanese professor of 
public health, who was giving a series of lectures in Europe and America. The 
technical liaison with Latin America was developing. A Conference on Infantile 
Mortality was to be held at Montevideo early in June, to which several Latin Arne· 
rican experts were invited. 

The Colombian representative, M. Urrutia, after expressing his best wishes for 
the success of the Conference, suggested that Latin America might be represented 
among the experts participating in the work of the Health Committee. 

The British representative, Sir Austen Chamberlain, drew the attention of the 
Council to the necessity of affording adequate representation to women on the Health 
Committee and of taking into account the contribution which women could make 
to the solution of the problems before the Committee. The Czechoslovak represen· 
tative seconded this observation. 

The Council decided to draw the attention of the Health Committee to the points 
raised by the Colombian and British representatives. 

z.. - THE EcoNOMIC AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION 

a) The International Economic Conference. 

On the proposal of Dr. Stresemann (Germany), the Council, on March lOth, 
decided to make a few additional appointments to the International Economic Con· 
ference, and thus secure the assistance of representatives of certain international 
organisations which had already cooperated in the preparatory work. 

In December, when making arrangements for the convening of the Conference, 
the Council had reserved its right to make a limited number of fresh appointments 
in order to ensure that the composition of the Conference would shew an even 
balance among all the interests involved. 

•It accordingly decided to appoint the President of the Governing Body of the 
International Labour Office and the President of the International Institute of 
Agriculture; five members nominated _by the Intern~tional.Chamber of Commerce; 
a member nominated by the International Cooperat1ve Alhance; and three women 
to be nominated by the President of the Conference after consulting the appropriate 
International Women's Organisations. 

(1) See MonlhJy s,.mmary, Vol. VII, No. 2, p. 4'· 
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The Council also authorised the President of the Conferenc~ to secure~ if neces-

h · tance of members of League Technical Organisations, provided they ,ary, t e ass1s • h 
had not already been app9inted by their Governments, and of any ot er experts on 

particular questions. 

b) Work of the Economic Committee. 

The Economic Committee held its twenty-first session in Rome, from February 
zsth to March 2nd. The Chairman of the Committee, M. Pirelli, having been 
prevented by illness from attending the meeting, Sir Hubert Uewellyn Smith took 

his place. 
The agenda included the following questions ~ 
Abolition of import and export prohibitions and restrictions ; application 

of the Convention for the simplification of customs formalities ; treatment of 
foreigners; false customs declarations; execution of arbitral awards; bills of exchange; 
and unification of economic statistics. 

Abolition of import and export prohibitions and restrictions. - The Committee 
considered the question of the convocation of a Conference for the Abolition of 
Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions as contemplated by the Council 
at.its September (1926) meeting (1). It suggested that the Council should fix the 
date of this meeting for next October or November. 

Application of the Convention on Customs Formalities. - The Committee noted 
with satisfaction that, since last September, this Convention had been ratified by 
seven of the signatories (Norway, France, Morocco, Tunis, Bulgaria, Switzerland 
and Czechoslovakia), bringing to twenty-four the total number of ratifications, not 
including one accession. 

Considerable progress in the simplification of formalities was noted by the Com
mittee in the course of its examination of the reports communicated by States to 
the Secretary-General, in virtue of Article 9 of the Convention, on measures taken 
to give effect to the Convention. 

The Committee also noted that the provisions of the Convention were being 
more and more used as a basis for the settlement of similar questions in bila· 
teral treaties, which had been found to embody in a large measure not only the 
principles of the Convention, but also, in many cases, the very wording of its clauses. 
The Committee contemplated the possibility of shortly begining preparatory studies 
to give effect to the recommendations annexed to Article 14 of the Convention 
(prompt examination of luggage, warehouse regulations, storage dues). 

Treatment of Foreigners (2). - In June, 1925, the Council expressed the desire 
to be informed whether, and to what extent the States Members of the League had 
been able to give effect to the recommendations of the Economic Committee (June, 
1923) with regard to the treatment of foreign persons and organisations duly autho· 
rised by law to pursue their occupations in the territory of any State. Ten States 
replied to this enquiry by forwarding their observations to the Secretary-General. 

The Committee came to the conclusion that the replies were not suffici111.tly 
numerous to form the basis of a report to the Council and decided to await further 
information. 

False Customs Declarations (8). - In a report to the Seventh Assembly the Com
mittee had examined the question of the repression of false customs declarations 

' 
(1) See MM!Ilrly s,_,., Vol. VI, No. 9o p. oo8. 
(o) See MM!Ilrly s,_,., VgJ. V, No. 6, p. 153· 
(3) See M.,QJy s,_,., Vc'll. VI, No. 9• p. •09· 
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concluding that it would be desirable to enlarge the scope of its investigation so as 
to include fraudulent declarations, made in the course of commercial transactions_ 
to the prejudice of bodies or persons or administrations other than customs autho· 
rities. One of the reasons for this conclusion was that the Committee had ascer· 
tained that the law of some countries did not always regard as a punishable offence 
a false declaration to the prejudice of a foreign country. 

Nevertheless, before proceeding to a wider enquiry, the Committee thought 
it better to await the results of the Economic Conference. It proposed in the interval 
to invite the opinion of certain experts on the juridical and technical aspects of the 
question. 

Execution of Arbitral Awards. - The Committee took note of the preliminary 
report of the jurists who met at Geneva in January 1927 (1). 

Bills of Exchange (2). - The Committee considered the report of the Committee 
of experts studying the difficulties encountered by bankers and merchants in daily 
business as a result of the divergences between the laws of different countries on 
bills of exchange. 

The Committee endorsed the view of the experts that any efforts undertaken 
should be primarily directed towards an attempt to assimilate or harmonise the 
laws of countries belonging to the Continental Group. In its opinion, such a result, 
once achieved, would be a first step towards closer harmony between the Conti· . 
nental and Anglo-Saxon systems. 

On the basis of the results already obtained, the Committee proposed, with 
the approval of the Council, to convene another meeting of experts, the majority 
of whom should be jurists, to draft the necessary texts for an international agree· 
ment, in the form either of a convention or of recommendations for action by the 
national legislatures. 

Unification of Economic Statistics (1). - As a result of its joint work with the Inter· 
national Institute of Statistics, the Economic Committee considered that steps 
should be taken to bring to the notice of the various Governments the importance 
of adopting uniform methods in compiling economic statistics and of ascertaining 
to what extent each Government was prepared to apply the principles recommended. 
The Committee accordingly suggested that a conference, to which all Governments 
should be invited to send official statisticians, should be convened in 1928, adding 
that, if this recommendation were approved by the Council, it would submit later 
concrete proposals for the agenda. 

• • • 
The report of the Economic Committee was considered by the Council on March 

1 Ith. On the proposal of Mr. Stresemann (Germany), it was provisionally decided 
to convene for November 14th, 1927, 'l conference on the abolition of export and 
import prohibitions, and to summon in 1928 a conference of official statisticians with 
a view to the adoption of uniform methods for the establishment of economic sta· 

tistics . 

... Execution of arbitral Awards made abroad. - The second session of the Com· 
mittee of Jurists appointed by the Council to frame a draft international agreement 
on the execution of arbitral awards made abroad began at Geneva on March 28th. 

There were present M. Badevant, professor of Law in Paris; M. Anzilotti, 
professor of international law at Rome University, Judge o~ the_ Permanent Court 
of International Justice; M. Hora, professor at Prague Uruvers1ty; Dr. Volkmar, 

(1) See Mtmlltly Su""""'Y, Vol. VII, No. 1, p. 6. 
(•) See MDfllllly Su,, Vol. VI, No. u, p. 300· 
(3) See MOIIIIdy SU""""'Y, Vol. IV, No. 2, p. 40· 
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R · rat legal adviser to the Ministry of Justice, Berlin; Dr. Walker, Presi· 
eg~erungs ' · · H C b 't P dent of the Cow iU Compensation, Vienna; Mr. BenJarrun . onner, arns er, re· 

iJdent of the American Chamber of Commerce in France, and Mr. Claughton Scott. 
M. Ren.! Arnaud, representative of the International Chamber of Commerce, 

attended the meetings. 
An account of the session will be given in the next number. 

c) Wiwk of the Financial Committe11. 

The forty·fourth session of the Financial Committee was held at Geneva, from 
March 2nd to March 9th. 

The agenda included the questions of the settlement of Greek and Bulgarian 
refugees, the financial restoration of Danzig, the Estonian banking reform, and the 
utilisation of the balance of the Hungarian loan (see special chapters on these ques· 
tions). The Committee also dealt with the question of double taxation and tax 
evasion (1) and the collection and publication of monetary and banking laws. 

The work of the Committee in connection with the latter questions was exa· 
mined by the Council on March 10th, the Chinese representative acting as rapporteur. 

The Committee, on the initiative of M. Bianchini (Italian), had expressed the 
opinion that the Secretariat should collect the monetary and banking laws of the 
world, deferring its views as to the publication of this material until better able to 
judge the work and expense involved. 

The financial position of Dansig. - The financial position of the Free City of 
Danzig was thoroughly examined in March by the Financial Committee and the 
Council. The President of the Senate of the Free City, Dr. Sahm, the League High 
Commissioner, Dr. van Hamel, and the Chairma'\ of the Financial Committee, 
Dr. Pospisil, were present at the debates. 

The principle of the issue of a loan by the Free City under the auspices of the 
League had been approved by the Council in December, subject to the Financial 
Committee's being satisfied that certain conditions had been fulfilled (1). At its 
March meeting the Council was able to note that, as a result of the work of the Fi· 
~cia! Committee, the more important of these conditions -:- in particular those 
concerning the Polish·Danzig Customs Agreement and the tobacco monopoly -
might be considered as having been fulfilled. It accordingly expressed its hope that 
the remaining formalities would be promptly carried out, in order that the Free City 
Loan might be issued in the near future. The Financial Committee considered that 
the Danzig loan should not exceed 40 million gulden, to be used for the consolida· 
tion of the floating debt, payments to the Conference of Ambassadors and the Repa· 
rations Committee, and building of houses. 

As regards a separate loan which the Danzig Harbour Board proposed to issue, 
the Committee saw no objection to this mc;asure, provided it took place after the 
issue of the loan of the Free City. The Council approved its report. 

The President of the Danzig Senate, Dr. Sahm, said that, if negotiations, which 
had failed at Danzig, had been crowned with success at Geneva, this was due in the 
first place to the efforts of the Financial Committee, whose report he accepted on 
behalf of the Free City. • 

The League High Commissioner, Dr. Van Hamel, expressed the hope that the 
work of the Financial Committee would contribute to the definite consolidation of 
the financial position of the Free City. The work which remained depended on the 
continuous collaboration of the Danzig and Polish Governments, a collaboration 
which would be still more necessary in the practical application of the agreements 
which had been concluded. 

(1) See Mllfllhly s.._,, Vol. VII, No. 1, p. 7· 
(o) See MIIIIIJJly S-,., Vol. VI, No. u, p. 30•· 
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The Polish Commissioner, M. Strasburger, paid a tribute to the work of the 

Financial Committee. His country, he said, had done its utmost to further the 
financial re~abilitation of Danzig, which was one of the most important factors ill 
the cconomtc development of Poland, as was shewn by the increase of traffic in 
Danzig Harbour. 

The Chairman of the Financial Committee, Dr. Pospisil, expressed his satisfac· 
tion that the various obstacles to the loan had been removed, and the hope that the 
remaining formalities would be accomplished as soon as possible. 

The President of the Council, Dr. Stresemann, drew special attention to the 
League's work in the social, economic and financial fields. Those nations, he said, 
which had fought against each other in the world war, were now united in a 
common effort for the general good. Hand in hand with its work in the social and 
humanitarian field, the League had accomplished an important technival task of 
economic reconstruction. On behalf of the Council, he thanked all those who had 
helped in this work. 

Municipal Loan of I925. - On March nth, the Council, on the report of 
M. Villegas (Chile), decided to seek the opinion of the Financial Committee with 
regard to a request from the Danzig Senate to use part of the proceeds of the 
Danzig Municipal Loan of 1925 for objects other than those laid down in the pro· 
gramme of expenditure approved by the Council. 

Banking and Currency Refnrm in Estonia. - The question of the Estonian 
banking and currency reform was discussed by the Council on March Ioth, when, 
on the report of M. Vandervelde (Belgium), it noted a report of the Financial Com· 
mittee on the subject. 

The issue, under the auspices of the League, of an Estonian State loan had 
been approved by the Council·in December. Certain preliminary conditions had 
been stipulated, in particular, the drafting of a law for the reorganisation of the 
Bank of Issue, the transfer to that Bank of the State Note Issue, and a currency law. 

These laws have now been drafted and their text approved by a special Sub· 
Committee of the Financial Committee cooperating with the Estonian Government 
experts. The Financial Committee has accordingly authorised its Chairman to 
approve the conditions of the loan, in accordance with the Protocol signed by the 
Estonian Government. 

On the recommendation of the Financial Committee and on the nomination 
of the Council, the Estonian Government appointed as Adviser to the Estonian 
Bank of Issue Sir Walter Williamson, K.C.M.G. (British), who had been acting 
since May as Adviser to the Estonian Finance Ministry. This appointment is 
provided for in the Protocol. 

Settlement of Bulgarian &fugees. - The question of the settlement of Bulgarian 
refugees was considered by the Council on March 10th in the form of reports from 
the League Commissioner in Sofia and the Financial Committee. The Council 
included for the purpose of the discussion the Bulgarian representative, M. Molloff, 
the Greek representative, M. Dendramis, and the Serb·Croat·Slovene representative, 
M. Yovanovitch. The Chairman of the Financial Committee, Dr. Pospisil, the 
Lea~;ue Commissioner, M. Charron, and the Director of the settlement work, 
M. Sarafoff, were present at the meeting. 

The Council adopted the reports of the Financial Committee, noting that of 
the League Commissioner, which showed that satisfactory pro~ress had been made 
during the past three months. 

The Refugee Settlement Law voted on December 9th had been promulgated 
on December 14th. The loan authorised by the Council had been simultaneously 
issued in London and New York on December 21st, and had been a complete success. 
The new Statutes of the National Bank had come into force on January Ist, 1927. 
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' 
I tl t Ian had been established including a census of families A genera set emen P ~ . . 

· d f J' f the definition of the relief to be g1ven m specific cases, a statement m nee o re 1e, . . a: the amount of )and available, the preparatory work .requ1red (surveymg, clear· 
ing, deforestation, draining of marshes, etc.), and estimates of the costs under 

each of these items. 
As regards Bulgaria's financial situation, the ~ouncil n~ted th~t a:rangem~nts 

had been made regularly to furnish the Financ1al Comm1ttee w1th mformat10n. 

On the subject of the settlement of refugees in frontier districts of Bulgaria, 
the League Commissioner made certain proposals which were approved by the Finan· 
cia! Committee and embodied in its report. 

The Greek representative, M. Dendramis, noted that, for practical reasons, the 
Financial Committee had taken in this connection a decision which did not entirely 
meet the suggestions put forward by his Government. While thi~ decision could 
not for the moment modify his Government's point of view, he wtshed to declare 
on its behalf, that it would be the first to rejoice if it were proved that its apprehen· 
sions were unfounded. The Roumanian and Serb·Croat-Slovene representatives 
associated themselves with this statement. 

The Director of the Refugees Department, M. Sarafoff, and the League Com· 
missioner, M. Charron, speaking in turn, described the organisation of the settle· 
ment work and the general plan which had been prepared. On this occasion, 
M. Sarafoff paid a special tribute to the generous help given by the Pope, the League 
of Red Cross Societies and various missions. 

Settlement of Greek Refugees. - The progress of the settlement work for Greek 
refugees was examined in March by the Financial Committee and the Council includ· 
ing the Greek representative, M. Dendramis. The Chairman of the Greek Refugee 
Settlement Commission, Mr. Charles B. Eddy (American), and the former Vice· 
Chairman, Sir John Campbell (British), attended the meetings. 

The thirteenth report of the Commission, which covers the last three months 
of 1926, contains the usual statement of the financial position (budget, recovery 
of advances, etc.) and deals in some detail with the work of agricultural settlement, 
the constructive part of which is concluded. 

The refugees are now engaged in cereal, vine, tobacco, cotton, hemp, and red· 
pepper growing, market-gardening, silkworm-breding and bee-keeping. Experi· 
mental and demonstration fields, nurseries and stud farms have been established in 
Macedonia, and are proving of great value. 

The Financial Committee, in connection with an article of the Greek Refugee 
Settlement Protocol, whereby the Greek Government undertook "to make every 
effort to secure as soon as possible complete equilibrium between the ordinary 
receipts and the expenses of the State", requested the Secretariat to collect as com· 
plete information as possible on the budget situation before next June. It added : 

This information is desirable in any case in connection with the article of 
the Protocol quoted above; but in view of the statement of the Settlement Com
mission that the work of establishment cannot be satisfactorily completed without 
an additional loan, the Committee thinks it may be well to add, though no appli
catio? for such an additional loan has been made by the Greek Government, 
that tf such an application should be made, it would be absolutely indispensable 
that the Committee should have complete information of a kind which will•give 
them a clear picture of the whole situation. 

. The Greek representative, at the Council meeting of March roth, stated that 
h1s Government was doing its utmost to put the country on a sound financial basis; 
the Finance Minister would very shortly introduce his budget, and on that occasion 
would make a complete and clear statement of the financial situation of the country. 
These ~xplanations, he felt sure, would be regarded as satisfactory by the Financial 
CoiJUJUttee. 



the Council, on the report of M. Vandervelde (Belgium), endorsed the conclu
sions of the Financial Committee. 

Balance of the Hungarian Loan. - On the recommendation of the Financi;l 
Committee, the Council authorised the allocation of a further 50 million gold crowns 
~rom the balanc~ of the Hungarian loan for productive investment in 1927-1928, 
m accordance with a programme submitted by the Hungarian Government. For 
the purposes of the discussion, the Council included representatives of the Hungarian 
and Serb-Croat-Siovene Governments. The League representative in Budapest 
Mr. Royall Tyler {American), was also present.. ' 

3. - CoMMUNJcAnoNs AND TRANSIT 

a) Tenth Session of the Committee. 

The Committee on Communications and Transit met at Geneva from February 
28th to March 5th under the Chairmanship of M. de Aguero y Bethancourt (Cuba). 

The Committee considered the reports of its various Committees and drew 
up the programme of the Third General Conference on Communications and Transit, 
which will take place in August. 

Identity PapeYs f01' PeYsons without Nationality {1). - This question was referred 
to the Com!P-ittee by a resolution of the Passport Conference held last May at Geneva. 

After noting a report prepared by a committee of experts, containing a draft 
arrangement and agreement, the Committee came to the conclusion that the preli
minary studies were so far advanced that an international conference might usefully 
be convened. 

The Committee emphasised that it had dealt with the question from a purely 
humanitarian and technical point of view. The number of persons who would 
be affected by a solution of the problem was considerable, especially in Europe. 
The disadvantages of the present situation were such as to render a solution desir
able. 

The Committee accordingly proposed that the Council should either convene 
an international conference for the end of this year, or add the question to the 
agenda of the Third General Conference on Communications and Transit, to meet 
during the summer. 

It considered that a conference of Government representatives would be best 
qualified to appreciate the scope of the questions it proposed to settle. 

Transit Cards for Emigrants (2
). - The Committee noted the report of the special 

committee studying the question of the replacement of consular visas for emigrants 
by transit cards issued by navigation companies. 

This question was taken up as a result of a recommendation of the Passport 
Conference with a view to the simplification of the formalities attendant upon the 
issue of visas and identity papers for emigrants travelling from Europe to oversea 
countries. 

, The Committee decided to communicate the report to the Governments con· 
cemed for the observations. 

' 

Communications alfecting the League in Cases of EmeYgency. - The Committee 
decided to communicate to all administrations concerned, for their observations, 
its report to the Council in December on communications by rail, air, wire and wire· 

(1) See Mtmtlrly Summary, Vol. VII, No, t, p. 7· 
(2) See Mtmtlrly s_,, Vol. VI, No. 12, p. 307-
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I ff t . the League in cases of emergency. It requested the InternatiOnal ess, a ec mg . . . . 
Air Navigation Commission to consider means for the IdentificatiOn of a1~craft 
ClJilployed under the general plan approved by the Council for the above-mentwned 

communications. 
Taking account of the possibility of a general crisis, more particularly in the 

period immediately preceding mobilisation and the actu~l period of mobilisat_i~n, 
the Committee considered that the taking over wholly or m part by the authontles 
of the means of communication might, in many cases, disorganise communications 
affecting the League, unless these could be ensured by special methods independent 
of national systems of communications. 

The Committee accordingly agreed. with the Council as regards the establish
ment of a wireless station at Geneva for the use of the League, and decided to under
take with expert assistance, the necessary preparatory studies. It instructed the 
Secretariat to examine the possibility of making or improving a landing ground 
for aircraft; the said landing ground would be in the neighbourhood of the seat 
of the League, and in time of emergency would share in the extra-territoriality to 
which the League was entitled. It was also of opinion that the question of putting 
aircraft at the disposal of the League should be examined. 

The Committee took note of the information already collected on telephone 
communications between the seat of the League and various capitals, and instructed 
the Secretariat to continue this enquiry. 

Systematic Collection and Distribution of Information relating to Communica
tions and Transit. - The Committee, acting on the suggestion of the Seventh Assem
bly, considered the question of the organisation of a regular service for the collec
tion and distribution of general information on communications and transit, and 
decided to ask the Third General Conference what action should be taken in this 
connection. 

The Committee had consulted its special committees and prepared a programme 
in which it endeavoured to give as complete as possible a survey of information 
which might be of interest to the League and increase its efficiency. For this 
purpose, it drawn up a provisional list for each class of transport of the various 
kinds of documents and information which seemed of value. This information 
would relate exclusively to international legal relations, general conditions of orga
nisation, the economic position of transport and the development of means of commu
nication. The Committee drew attention to the fact that the information required 
was already contained in published documents, but was widely scattered. All 
that would therefore be necessary would be to prepare a list of documents with the 
competent authorities. 

Convocation of the Third General Conference on Communications and Transit. 
- The Committee decided to propose that the Council should summon the Third 
General Conference on Communications and Transit to meet in August with the 
following agenda : 

(I) Report of the Committee on the work accomplished since the last Confe
rence (November, 1923); 

(2) Report of the Secretary-General of the League on the measures taken for 
the carrying out of the decisions of previous Conferences; , 

(3) Systematic collection and distribution of information connected with Com
munications and Transit; 

(4) Revision of the Rules of Organisation and the Rules of Procedure adopted 
at the Barcelona Conference· • 

(S) Renewal of the composition of the Advisory and Technical Committee for 
Communications and Transit, the mandate of its members expiring in November 
1927. 

In order to avoid expenses on the part of the Governments concerned, the 



Committee recommended that the Conference should meet just before the next 
Assembly. 

0 

Revision of the Rules of the Organisation for Communications and Tran.rit. 
After noting the report of its Legal Committee, the Committee decided to propose 
that the Conference should revise the Rules of the Organisation for Communications 
and Transit in ~e light of the experience gained. It also prepared draft amend· 
ments to the Rules of procedure of the General Conferences. 

The Committee adopted the reports of its Committees on Transport by Rail, 
Electric Questions, Ports and Maritime Navigation and Combined Transports and 
noted the reports submitted by members delegated during the year as its represen· 
tatives at international congresses. 

Decisions of the Council. - The Council, on the report of M. Guerrero (Sal· 
vador) approved the agenda of the Third General Conference on Communications 
and Transit, and convened the meeting for August 2Jrd 1927 at Geneva. It decided 
to include in the agenda the question of identity papers for persons without natio· 
nality. 

On this occasion, the rapporteur stated that the settlement of the latter ques· 
tions could not in any way affect decisions which the Council might have to take 
as a result of the extension of the Nansen passport system. The Italian represen· 
tative, M. Scialoja, thought that, in view of the reservations made by certain 
members of the Committee -which would doubtless be endorsed by their Govern· 
ments-it might be advisable before the General Conference to consult the various 
Governments and to prepare the material for the Conference in the light of their 
replies. 

The rapporteur assured M;· Scialoja that the President of the Conference would 
take these observations into consideration when preparing the material. 

b) The Maramarosi·Tarsasag Railways (1). 

The friendly settlement of the affair of the Maramarosi· Tarsasay Railways was 
noted by the Council on March 8th, on the report of M. Guerrero (Salvador). It 
was accordingly decided to withdraw this question from the agenda of the March 
session and to examine it in June only if specific difficulties in the application of the 
agreements concluded were subsequently notified. 

c) Execution of Article IO'J of the Treaty of Lausanne. 

On the proposal of the representative of Salvador, the Council renewe~ ~or a 
further period of one year the appointment of M. Stablo (~rench) as. Commrssroner 
of the League of Nations for the supervision of the execution of Article 107 of the 

Treaty of Lausanne ('). 

4. htTBLLBCTUAL CooPBRATIO'N A'ND I'NTBII'NATIO'NAL O~tOA'NISAno•s 

a) Institute for the Unification of Private Law. 

The composition of the Governing body of the Inte~national Institute for the 
Unification of Private Law was considered by the Council on March 12th. 

(1) See Mrmllrly s...........,, Vol. VI, No. u, p. 3o8. 
(a) See Mrmllrly s...........,, Vol. VI. Ne. ,3. p. 6r. 
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In order to meet the Iee-itimate desire of various States to be represented, the 
<;ouncil, on the proposal of M. Scialoja, rapporteur, amended the statute of ~he 
Institute raising to fourteen the maximum number of the members of the Governmg 

' . 
Body not including the President. 

The President of the Governing Body isM. Vittorio Scialoja. Of the fourteen 
members the twelve following were appointed by the Council : M. ADATCI (Japan), 
M. Amb;oise Colin (France), M. Jules Destree (Belgium), M. Felhandes (Brazil), 
Sir Cecil Hurst (British Empire), M. Loder (Netherlands), M. Rocco (Italy), M. Rabel 
(Germany), M. Rundstein (Poland), M. Titulesco (Rumania), M. Unden (Sweden), 
and M. Villegas (Chile). 

A Spanish member will be appointed by the President of the Council after con
sulting the Spanish Government; the Council reserved its right to appoint a four
teenth member at its next session. 

The International Institute was founded by the Italian Government for the 
purpose of s\udying means of harmonising and co-ordinating private law in diffe
rent States or groups of States, and gradually to prepare the way for the adoption 
by the different States of a uniform legislation. 

The seat of the Institute will be the Villa Aldobrandini in Rome, where arrange· 
ments are so far advanced that the Institute will shortly be inaugurated. 

b) Education of Youth in tJu Aims of_ tJu League. 

A special sub·cominittee of the Sub-Cominittee· of Experts for the Education 
of Youth in the Aims of the League met in Paris, fr~m March 23rd to March 25th, 
at the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. 

The sub-committee examined the reports made by international associations 
on the recommendations put forward at the August meeting of the plenary Sub· 
Committee (1) and decided to propose certain modifications and additions to the 
original text. 

At a meeting arranged betwe~n members of the sub-committee and delegates 
of the Comiti d'E11tente des Grandes Organisations Inmnationaks, the chairman of 
the sub-committee, M. Destree, expressed his appreciation of the important work 
of the associations in furthering international cooperation. 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

1. - DANZIG 

a) Payment by tJu League of Expenses in connection 
with tJu Post of High Commissioner. 

On March 7th the Council considered a proposal of the League High Commis· 
sioner at Dantzig to the effect that expenses in connection with his post should be 
paid by the League and not, as hitherto, in equal shares by the Government~ of 
Poland and Danzig. 

This question came before the Council last December and was by it referred 
to the Supervisory Commission. That body, considering that the expenses of all 
League Commissioners appointed for a fixed period were charged to the States 
concerned, was of opinion that it would not be desirable to modify this system in 
the case of the League Commissioner at Danzig. 

(1) S.. Mtm~llly SrmtnltW)I, Vol. VI, No. 8, p. 182. 



The ~ouncil endorsed this opinion in the presence of Dr. Sahm, President of 
the Danztg Senate, and M. van Hamel, League Hiih Commissioner at Danzig. 

0 

b) Storage and Transport of War Material in the Territory of the Free City. 

A request falm the League High Commissioner for instructions as to the pro· 
cedu~e to be follo;'ed in regard to applications for permission to convey through 
Danztg w~r matenal consigned to a country other than Poland was examined by 
the Counc!l and referred to the Permanent Advisory Commission on Military Naval 
and Air Questions on March 7th. ' 

.. This request was based on a decision of the Council dated June 23, 1921, prohi· 
bttmg the storage and transport in Danzig of war material unless the consent of 
the Council had been obtained. 

The High Commissioner stated that from time to time he received.,.pplications 
for permits to convey through Danzig material of this kind and that it had been 
customary for his predecessors, acting as the Council's representatives, to judge 
of the expediency of granting such permits. 

Pending its final decision, the Council, on the report of M. Villegas (Chile), 
authorised the High Commissioner provisionally to issue the requisite permits. 

2.. -TaB Sua 

a) Freedom of Transport and Transit over the Saar Raillroads. 

The question of freedom of transport and transit over the Saar railroads was 
discussed and settled by the Council on March 12th, in the presence of Mr. G. W. Ste· 
phens (Canadian), Chairman of the Saar Governing Commission. 

This question was discussed by the Council a year ago, in March, 1926, in 
connection with the execution by the Commission of the Saar gendarmerie pro· 
gramme. On that occasion the Commission informed the Council that the execu· 
tion of the programme would be completely terminated in a few weeks' time and 
that the French Government was about to proceed, at the Commission's request, 
to the progressive withdrawal of the troops stationed in the Territory. 

The Council was of the opinion that, pending the complete withdrawal of the 
troops, the Commission should submit proposals on the measures it proposed to 
take in view of its recognised duty of ensuring, in all cases, freedom of transport and 
transit over the Saar railroads. 

In May, 1926, the Commission submitted its first report, which contained the 
proposals of the majority of the Commission, accompanied by the opinions expressed 
by the minority (two members of the Commission). The Council postponed its 
examination of the report, asking for a second statement in December, 1926. 

In accordance with this request, the Governing Commission submitted a fresh 
report, which was adopted by four votes, one of the members being unable to agree 
to all the points in it. 

•1n this document the Commission proposed the following measures, which, it 
stated, were intended solely for the protection and security of transport and transit 
over the Saar railroads : 

1. The maintenance of the present Railway Committee, which would continue 
to perform the duties which had so far devolved upon it, namely :-to ensure the 
discipline and policing of military transports using the Saar railways; to organise 
transports of troops and military material over the railways, etc. This Committee, 
which is composed of officers and technical officials would be maintained within its 
present limits and would not include more than a hundred persons. · 
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2. A "Saar Railways Defence Force" would be stationed in the Saar, the compo· 
sition of which could be international and for the furnishin~ of which t~e Gover~ing 
eommission would enter into negotiations with the Occupymg Powers m the Rhme· 
land. This force would be organised for the sole purpose of securing the protection 
of transit and transport over the Saar Railways, and would not have the right to 
interfere in the maintenance of order or the protection of persons and property. 
It would be distinguished by a special badge, which each of its.members would 
wear when on duty, and would number eight hundred .. 

3· The Railway Committee, the Defence Force and two battalions stationed 
outside the Saar Territory would be at the disposal of the Governing Commission, 
whenever the latter deemed necessary to request their intervention to ensure the 
protection of the Saar Railways. 

The Commission emphasised in its report that the organisation and mainte· 
nance of the Railway Committee and the Defence Force must impose no financial 
burden or hpusing difficulties on the Saar Territory. It considered moreover that, 
after the putting into force of this organisation, there would be no further obstacle 
to the evacuation of the garrison forces by the French Government, as contemplated 
by the Council in March, 1926. 

• •• 

The Council's examination of this report with a view to a final settlement of the 
question gave rise to a prolonged debate in which took part the Chairman of the 
Governing Commission, Mr. Stephens, the rapporteur, M. Scialoja, and the German, 
French, Belgian and British representatives. 

The Chairman of the Governing Commission explained the proposals contained 
in the report. The members of the Commission had, he said, endeavoured by con· 
ciliation and goodwill to reach a fair solution of the problem and one constituting 
an advantage for the Saar inhabitants. He then drew attention to the international 
importance which, in his opinion, attached to the question, and urged the Council, 
in the interests of European peace and of Saar contentment, not to postpone its 
solution. 

The German representative, Dr. Stresemann, said that he shared Mr. Stephen's 
opinion as to the necessity of not postponing a settlement. He then traced the 
development of the question from its origin, in the Saar Annex to the Treaty of 
Versailles, to its present stage as defined in previous resolutions of the Council, 
making objections of principle and legal reservations regarding the creation of a 
Railway Defence Corps. He was nevertheless prepared, in order to reach a prac· 
tical and final solution, to agnee to the establishment of a special force, provided 
that a date were fixed for the withdrawal of the troops stationed in the Saar, that 
the numbers of the special force should be kept within reasonable limits, that its 
international and non-military character were assured and that it should only be 
called into action in exceptional cases. 

The French representative, M. Briand, said that he preferred to abstain from 
any discussion of the legal aspects of the subject. He could not, however, agree 
with the point of view of the German representative. He drew attention to the 
fact that the Council, when called upon to take a decision, had invariably enllea· 
voured ro reinforce the authority of its mandatories, and not to do anything which 
might complicate their task. 

The Council itself had, by its resolution of March, 1926, set forth the respon· 
sibility of the Governing Commission with regard to the question under discussion; 
and the Governing Commission had submitted a report which its members had 
adopted unanimously with one abstention. 

M. Briand then declared that, in reason of the extent and density of the Saar 
railway system, the local gendarmerie would, in his opinion, not be sufficient {or 
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the performance of duties for which the Commission had recommended the orga
nisation of a special defence force. He drew the attention of the Council to the 
responsibility which it would incur in the event of serious disturbances, and to th8 
necessity of marking, as on previous occasions, its entire confidence in the Com
mission, which had a particularly delicate duty to perform in the midst of an ardent, 
and sometimes excitable population. M. Briand added, moreover, that, except as 
regards the strength and composition of the defence Force, he did not see any 
very great difference between the proposals of the German representative and those 
of the Governing Commission. He therefore urged the Council to adopt the con· 
elusions of the latter, on the understanding that the arrangement suggested should 
be carried out in three months' time, and that both the Railway Committee and the 
Defence Force should be organisations with an exceptional character. 

In reply, Dr. Stresemann declared that it was his earnest desire that the regime 
approved by the Council should win the assent of, and be supported by the Saar 
population. He added that he would waive his claim for the settlement of the legal 
points involved and would merely propose that the new organisation should only 
take action in exceptional cases and that a final date should be fixed for the with· 
drawal of the French troops. It was an understood thing that the Governing 
Commission must command the Council's entire confidence. 

The British representative observed that the Council was very near agreement, 
the French representative having acceded to two of the specific demands put for· 
ward by the German representative with regard to the Commission's report. He 
was advised that this solution was in perfect accord with the Treaty of Versailles, 
provided that both the Railway Committee and the Defence Force were under the 
orders of the Governing Commission - which was itseU responsible to the Council. 

He then explained why, in his opinion, the Defence Force could not be interna· 
tionally recruited, and concluded that the Council would assume a certain respon· 
bibility if it refused to grant tt1e Commission the greatly reduced number which it 
had finally proposed. 

The rapporteur, M. Scialoja, proposed that the Chairman of the Governing 
Commission should be heard on certain points, in particular, as regards the strength 
of the Defence Force. 

Mr. Stephens paid a tribute to the Saar population. The Saar inhabitants 
were, he said, an orderly, proud and patriotic people, and the Governing Commis
sion in its contact with this people during seven years had proven to the world that 
such a unique experiment in governing had only been possible through the mutual 
respect created in the Saar territory by a prudent administration and by an exem· 

plary people. 
AJ> regards the strength of the Defence Force, Mr. Stephens reminded the 

Council that the number proposed was the result of a compromise. Without consul· 
tation with his colleagues, it would be impossible for him to reduce it. The figure 
of Boo would surely be a maximum, that the Commission migth reduce, if it found 
that a smaller number would furnish the required security. He recalled that the 
Commission had specifically defined the duties of the Defence Force as concerned 
with the security of transpcrt and transit over the Saar railroads; these forces would 
not be used for the maintenance of order generally in the Saar. 

The Belgian representative, M. Vandervelde, expressed his sat_isfactio~ that 
the Council had discussed this question in public, and that the var1ous pomts of 
view had been so far reconciled as to enable the Council to take a decision. 

On the proposal of the President, the rapporteur then submitted a draft reso· 

lution which was unanimously adopted. 
B~ this resolution, the Council took note of the report of the Governing Com· 

mission and stipulated : 
{I) that the organisation proposed by the Governing ~ommission should 

be put into effect within a maximum delay of. three mon!hs. and ther~or~ the 
troops stationed in the Territory of the Saar be WJthdrawn Within that per1od, 
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(2) that the Railway Commission and th? ~ilway Defence F~rce should 

be under the orders of the Governing CommiSsion and be responsible to the 
Governing Commission; . . 

(J) that the Railway Defence Force should only take action affectmg the 
population under exceptional circumstances, and 

(4) that the strength of Boo represented a maximum, which the Governing 
Commission was entitled to reduce without being obliged previously to refer the 
matter to the Council. 

On behalf of the Council, the rapporteur congratulated the Governing Commis· 
sion and its Chairman. 

b) Appointment of the Chairman and Members of the Goonning Commission. 

On the same date, the Council appointed the Members of the Governing Com· 
mission. 

The rapporteur, M. Scialoja (Italy) expressed the regret of the Council at the 
resignatioft of the Chairman of the Commission, Mr. Stephens, and thanked him for 
the services he had rendered the League. He added that, pending the appointment 
of his successor, Mr. Stephens had consented to -continue in office for the time being, 
but not later than the June Council session. 

The following members were then appointed for one year as from April 1st, 
1927 : M. Kossmann (Saar), M. Lambert (Belgium), M. Morize (French) and 
M. Vezensky (Czechoslovak). 

Mr. Stephens will remain in office until the appointment of the fifth member 
of the Commission. This appointment will be made by the President of the Council 
if, after consultation with the other members of the Council, his choice is unani· 
mously approved. The member thus selected will succeed to the chairmanship. 

The German representative expressed his satisf'action at Mr. Stephens' decision 
to continue temporarily in office. He observed that, of the list approved by the 
Council, one of the Members, M. Lambert, had been in office for seven years. The 
Council had previously expressed the view that the term of office of a member 
should not exceed five years. Dr. Stresemann added that no criticism was directed 
against M. Lambert, who had fulfilled his duties most satisfactorily; it was merely 
a question of giving other countries an opportunity to take part in the work of the 
Commission. He asked that the Council should take his observation into consi· 
deration, when next appointing the Commission. 

3. - MANDATES 

The report of the Permanent Mandates Commission on the work of its tenth 
session was examined by the Council, including South African and Australian 
representatives, in the presence of the vice-chairman of the Commission, M. van 
Rees. The question of procedure in regard to petitioners (1) was also discussed. 
The report of the Commission may be summarised as follows : 

- I. REPORT OF THE COMMISSION (I) 

a) Observations of the Commission on Annual Reports. 

Territories under A Mandate. 

Iraq. - At ~ts. f1rst e;xamin~tion of re~orts of the Mandatory Power concerning 
Iraq, the CommiSSion paid special attention to the fundamental provisions of the 

(I) See MOIIIJUy Su.........,., Vol. VI. No. 9o p. 215. 
(2) See M0t1doly S.._,, Vol. VJ. No. 11, p. •74• 
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Organic Law adopted by the Constituent Assembly· of Iraq and to the practical 
application of the clauses of the Anglo-Iraq Treaty of Alliance and the agreements 
by which it is supplemented. On this occasion the accredited representative c~ 
the Mandatory explained the guiding principles of the policy pursued by the Bri
tish Government, which he summarised in the words "Iraq governed for Iraqi and 
by Iraqi, helped by small numbers of British advisers and inspectors". 

In accordance with the Council's recommendation of March, 1926, the Com
mission examined measures taken by the British Government for the administra
tion of the Kurdish districts, provisions to ensure freedom of trade and the paci· 
fication and protection of all sections of the population and measures to facilitate 
trade with Turkey. 

The Commission noted that the Iraq Government, in agreement with the 
British High Commissioner, had pursued the policy recommended by the Mosul 
Commission (1). An amnesty had been proclaimed subsequent to the treaty concluded 
between Great Britain, Iraq and Turkey. The inhabitants who had declared them· 
selves in favour of Turkey had not been molested in any way, and the agitation 
noted by the Mosul Commission had subsided. The Commission's attention was 
drawn to the fact that Articles 13 and 16 of the Organic Law proclaimed freedom 
of conscience and authorised the various communities to establish schools where 
instruction was given in their own language. It considered nevertheless that the 
position of the Assyrians - a point raised by the Mosul Commission - was not 
yet quite clear. The Commission finally took note of the conclusion of a transit 
convention between Iraq and Syria and of the promulgation of a "Tribal Disputes 
Law" for the prevention of blood feuds and the settlement of quarrels in a manner 
understood and accepted by the Sheiks and their people. It heard the views of 
the High Commissioner in regard to the determination of Crown Lands. 

The Commission asked the Mandatory for additional information in its next 
report on public finance, labo~r and education. It expressed the hope that the 
final delimitation of the frontier between Iraq and Syria might be undertaken 
without undue delay. 

Syria and Lebanon. - The Commission took note of the final report of the 
French Government for 1925, and of various reports on the investigations insti
tuted by the French Government with regard to the causes of the Syrian revolt, 
the responsibility for the events of 1925, and certain political, administrative and 
military acts reported to the League, which had occurred during the period 1920-

1926. 
These documents, as the Commission observed, were the work of well-known 

persons, who had guaranteed the accuracy of the facts reported and the reliability 
of all the positive conclusions therein contained. This, in the opinion of the Com
mission, lent particular weight to the conclusions. 

In its report the Commission stated that it had been favourably impressed by 
the conscientious manner in which the enquiries had been conducted, and hy the 
special care taken to exhaust every means of investigation and enable the reader 
of the reports to form an opinion as to the soundness of the methods employed to 
discover the truth. It considered that "no enquiry carried out by officials of the 
Mandatory Power could have furnished fuller guarantees of impartiality". 

11The political and administrative events preceding the Jebel Druse rebellion had 
already been examined by the Commission at its meeting in Rome. It accordingly 
confined itself to noting that both the facts established by the investigation and 
the final report of the Mandatory for 1925 confirmed several of the opinions expressed 
at its preceding session, and it expressed the hope that in June, 1927, when examin
ing the next annual report on the administration of Syria, "it would be able to 

(1) See Mlllllloly Sum"""Y• Vol. V, N<>. u, P· 324· 



record the tranquillising effect of the policy of the Mandatory Power under the 
direction of the new High Commissioner in Syria and Lebanon". 
~ On the other hand, the Commission paid special attention to reports o~ the 
enquiry regarding the suppression of the rebellion. These documents, the mfor· 
mation furnished bv the Mandatory Power and the explanations given by the accre· 
dited representativ~ enabled the Commission to form a general opinion as to the 
alleaations contained in the various petitions, without, however, making any defi· .. 
nitive pronouncement on individual cases. 

The Commission came to the conclusion that there was "no reason to affirm 
that the suppression of the revolt was carried out in an abnormal manner or was 
accompanied by reprehensible excuses. If there had been acts of harshness, it 
added, if there had been distressing incidents, if there had been innocent victims, 
these facts were unfortunately such as usually occur in the course of all forcible mea
sures of this kind". The hope was expressed that such measures would never 
again be necessary and that a lasting state of peace would profnptly be established. 

The Commission, finally, noted that the 1925 report contained information on 
almost all technical points previously mentioned. It asked for supplementary 
information in the next report on legislative tests, public finance, the representa· 
tive councils and administrative staff. 

The Commission expressed the hope that it might be possible in the near future 
to proceed to the final delineation of the frontier between Syria and Iraq. 

T errilories under B M andale. 

British Cameroons. -- The Commission noted with particular interest the mea· 
sures contemplated for the improvement of native agricultural methods and, in 
general, for ensuring the well·being of the natives nf the mandated territory. It 
expressed its satisfaction that the British and French authorities were in close 
cooperation on the northern frontier for the purpose of stamping out the slave 
trade. . 

It asked for additional information on health conditions among labourers 
employed in plantations, on mission schools and on the child welfare work of the 
African health visitors. 

Togoland. - The Commission noted that the quantity of spirits imported into 
the Gold Coast had increased considerably of recent years. The accredited repre· 
sentative stated, however, that the bulk of the alcohol imported was consumed in 
the Gold Coast, a very small quantity being consumed in Togoland. 

The Commission requested the Mandatory Power to give in its next report 
statistics regarding the number of labourers employed by Government departments 
and private enterprises and information on the public health service the consti-
tution of native tribunals, and public finance. ' 

Te"ilories under C M andale. 

We~tern Samoa. - The Commission noted with satisfaction the contiq.ued 
prospenty ~f t~e Is_lands. It asked for additional information with regard to native 
labo?r regUlatiOns m the various districts, education, public health, land tenure and 
pubhc finance. 

Pacific Islands under Japanese Mandate. - The Commission asked the Man· 
~atory f~r certain information regardiog public finance and the methods employed 
~ ksecunng the. necessary labour for the maintenance of village sanitation and the 
up eep of pubhc roads. 
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b) Observations ojthe accredited representatives. , 
The accredited representatives of the British and New Zealand Governments 

communicated their comments with regard to the observations of the Permanent 
Mandates Commission on Togoland, the Cameroons and Western Samoa. 

c) Observations on petitions. 

The Commission considered a certain number of petitions concerning Syria and 
Lebanon. 

Syria and Lebanon. - The Commission drew attention to the fact that of the , 
very large number of petitions sent in, only one came directly from the mandated 
territory. Complaints regarding the administration of the mandatory Power usually 
reached the League through persons living outside Syria. The Commission consi· 
dered that this practice was highly regs-ettable, since it was prejudicial not only 
to the interests of the population, but also to the satisfactory working of the man· 
date system. If the inhabitants of the mandated territories desirous of lodging 
a petition with the League applied direct to the representatives of the mandatory 
Power, their complaints could be more speedily considered by the local authorities 
and by the Commission itself. 

As regards the numerous petitions concerning Syria and Lebanon, the Com· 
mission considered that those of a general nature and complaints concerning the 
various aspects of the policy of the Mandatory (1920-1925) had received their 
answer in its report on its Rome session. The examination of several complaints 
regarding the policy of the mandatory Power after the arrival of M. de jouvenel 
in Syria was postponed until next session of the Commission, while petitions con· 
cerning certain incidents between 1920 and 1925, and measures of repression in 
1925/26 were dealt with at its October session. 

Most of the facts alleged in these petitions had already been the object of 
enquiries, the conclusions of which had been communicated to the Commission by 
the mandatory Power. In many cases the latter disputed the accuracy of the aile· 
gations of the petitioners, in others it stated that the facts complained of were 
inevitable in the given circumstances. The Commission noted that the Mandatory 
imputed a large number of atrocities, including tires over large areas, to the insur· 
gents. 

The Commission, with certain reservations regarding the use of Armenian and 
Circassian auxiliaries and measures such as air bombardment, burning and destruc· 
tion of villages and collective tines, came to the conclusion that nothing justified it 
in supposing that the operations of repression were carried out with an avoidable and 
hence reprehensible severity. The distressing accidents of which certain inhabi· 
tants of the Mandated territories might have been the innocent victims were, in 
its opinion, particularly regrettable, as affecting a population administered in the 
name of the League. It expressed its hope that if, contrary to its expectations, 
it again proved necessary to take military measures, the military authorities of the 
Mandatory Power would always bear in mind the particularly delicate character 
of tlteir mission. The representative of the Mandatory having stated that it was 
possible for every inhabitant to bring his complaints against native official before 
an administrative or judicial tribunal, the Commission expressed the hope that 
"the policy followed in Syria would always be such as to convince all the inhabi· 
tants that their legitimate interests would in every case receive prompt and effec· 
tive protection from the authorities". It expressed its satisfaction at learning 
that the High Commission intended to give its special attention to this matter, 
"whose importance from the point of view of the prompt and complete pacification 
of the country could not be exaggerated", 
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d t ·t1" ns submitted by the Lebanese Committee of Paris, concerning As regar s pe I o . . . . . 
d . · f option for Lebanese nat10nahty, and by certam mhabttants of $he con tt10ns o . . . . 

Al d ·ng the northern frontier of Syna, the Commission was, m general, eppo regar 1 • 
of the opinion that the explanations of the mandatory Power were satisfactory. 

South West Africa. - The Commission had before it a petition from a hotel 
• rietor at Windhoek protesting against the Liquor License Proclamation (1920) 

prop • . . h" · · 
and the Indemnity Act (1920) promulgated m the terntory. As t IS petitio~ v;as 
not founded on any provision of the Covenant or of the mandate, the CommiSSion 
decided that it could not take it into consideration. 

d) General Questions. 

Definition of terms concerning the Liquor Traffic. - The definition of certain 
terms in the B and C Mandates concerning the liquor traffic was undertaken by the 
Commission at the request of the Council (.'). 

After carefully examining the observations of the Mandatory Powers on the 
subject, the Commission recommended the following interpretations : 

The expression "spirituous liquors" used in the B Mandates and in the above· 
mentioned Convention shall be taken to mean : 

(a) All distilled beverages, 
(b) All fermented beverages to which distilled products have been added so 

as to contain over 20 degrees of pure alcohol by weight. 
The expression "trade spirits of every kind", used in Article 2 of the Convention 

of St. Germain, shall be taken to mean "cheap spirits utilised as articles of trade 
or barter with the natives". 

In the C Mandates, the expression "intoxicativ.g beverages" should be taken 
to mean "any beverage containing more than 3 degrees of pure alcohol by weight". 

Agreements concerning the Boundary between South West Africa and Angola. -
The Commission had repeatedly emphasised the necessity of settling the question 
of the frontier between the mandated territory of South West Africa and the Por· 
tuguese Colony of Angola. At its October Session it noted with satisfaction that 
agreements had been concluded bn the subject between the Government of the 
Union of South Africa and the Portuguese Government. On the same occasion, 
it drew the attention of the Council to the second paragraph of the preamble to the 
first of these agreements, which reads : 

And whereas under a mandate issued by the Council of the League.of Nations 
in pursuance of Article 22 of the Treaty of Versailles, the Government of the 
Union of South Africa, subject to the terms of the said mandate, possesses sove
reignty over the Territory of South West Africa (hereinafter referred to as the 
Territory) lately under the sovereignty of Germany. 

And expressed its doubt whther the expression "possesses soverignty", 
eve~ when limited as in the above passage, could be held correctly to define, 
havmg regard to the terms of the Covenant, the relations between the manda
tory Power and the territory placed under its mandate. 

Frontier between Syria and Transiordan. - The Commission expressed its hope 
tha~ an underst~nding would be reached between the mandatory authoriti~s of 
Syna and TransJordan for the supervision of their common frontier. 

2. DECISIONS OF THE COUNCIL 

The Council took note of the report of the Commission. It instructed the 
Secretary-General to forward to the Mandatory Powers the observations of the 

(<) 5tc Mtmlloly s-,, Vol. VI, No. 6, p. '47· 
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Commission on the annual reports and it~ 'recommendations as to the definition of 
certain terms regarding the liquor traffic ... It further instructed him to express t11 
the South African and Portuguese Governments its satisfaction at the conclusions 
of agreements concerning the boundary between South West Africa and to forward 
for the information of the Mandatory Power concerned the observations of the 
Commission with regard to the expression "possesses sovereignty" (1). 

As regards the petitions examined by the Commission the Council decided to 
forward to the Mandatories the observations of the Commission and to communi· 
cate to the petitioners, for their information, the conclusions of the Commission. 

The Council moreover took note of a report by the Netherlands representative 
and the observations of the Mandatory Powers on the hearing of petitioners in 
certain cases. The Mandatory Powers were all opposed to this procedure, which 
in their opinion would be inconsistent with the very nature of the mandate system. 

In this connection, the rapporteur recalled that the procedure for handling 
petitions had been instituted by the Council in order that the Commission might 
have further means of obtaining information on conditions in the mandated terri· 
tories. It would not, however, be desirable to seek to attain this object by means 
which might alter the character of the Commission. 

Should the latter desire further information on any particular points in con· 
nection with a petition it could always apply to the Mandatory Power, which would 
certainly accede to its request. If, in any special case, circumstances showed that 
it was impossible for all the necessary information to be procured in this way the 
Council could decide on such exceptional procedure as might seem appropriate and 
necessary. 

The Council endorsed this opinion and decided that their was no occasion to 
modify the procedure at present in force. 

3· POSTPONEMENT OF THE DEPOSIT OF THE ORGANIC LAW FOR SYRIA AND THE LEBANON 

At the Council Meeting of March I 2th, the French representative made the 
following statement with regard to the Organic Law the Mandatory Power, by the 
terms .of the Mandate, is called upon to frame for Syria and the Lehanon : 

• 

The Mandatory Power has endeavoured in the first place to promote agree· 
ment among the populations concerned and to reconcile their conflicting de.ires 
as regards their Statute. The diversity of the communities inhabiting these 
territories, their conflicting rights, interests ans wishes, and the desire expressed 
by several 0£ them for an autonomous political regime rendered this task extre· 
mely difficult, especially after the events which so profoundly disturbed the 
peace and threatened public security. 

For these reasons the framing of the Organic Law has not yet progressed 
beyond the stage at which it was found possible to bring into harmony the inte· 
rests of the previously constituted autonomous States. A provisional Statute, 
therefore has been drawn up for each of those districts in which a sufficient 
measure 'of agreement has been reached among the various groups of inbabi· 
tants . 

..... The Mandatory Power is actively pursuing its endeavours to reconcile 
the interests and wishes of these populations. It hopes that the work of pacifi· 
cation and restoration of order, which has progressed considerably since its last 
communication to the Council, will facilitate its task and enable it to carry out 
as soon as possible the recommendation embodied in Article I of the Mandate . 

VII. - The Protection of Minorities in Upper Silesia 

One minority question figured on the Council agenda in the form of an appeal 
from the Deutscher Volksbund of Polish Silesia. This appeal, which concerned the 

(1) See Above 
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· f ta1·n number of children from the German primary minority schools exclusiOn o a cer . 
· 1- h s·1 · had in accordance with the terms of the Germano·Pohsh Conven· m Po 1s 1 es1a, , . 
f. U Silesia been forwarded to the Secretary-General by the Pohsh oon on pper • 
Government, together with the observations of th~ latter. . . 

The members of the Council had already rece1ved the vanous matenal on the 
subject. On March 8th, the Council heard a p~eli~inary statement by its rap· 

t M Urrutia (Colombia) recalling the prmc1pal features of the case : an por eur, . • . . . . 
administrative enquiry by the Pohsh authontJes; the concluswns of the Volksbund ,· 
the opinion of the President of the Upper Silesian. Mixed Com~ission; and the 
observations of the Polish Government. The Council requested 1ts rapporteur to 
study the question with the assistance of the Netherla_nds and _Italian representatives. 

At a public meeting, on March 12th, M. Urrutia submitted, on behalf of the 
Committee constituted on March 8th, a draft resolution which was adopted by the 
Council. On this occasion, statements were made by the German and Polish 

representatives. 
The following is a brief analysis of the question as viewed by the Council, of 

the Council's final resolution and of the declarations of the German and Polish 
representatives. 

The entries for the German minority schools for the school year 1926/27 num· 
bered roughly 8650. The Polish School authorities, considering that there had 
been an abuse of the right of application-due either to ignorance or to pressure
ordered an administrative enquiry. The persona responsible for the education of 
the children had to state the mother-tongue of the children and again to declare 
whether they desired to enter their children for the German minority school or the 
Polish majority school. 

As a result of the enquiry, the Polish authorities cancelled for various reasons, 
the majority of the entries for the German minority schools. In most cases this 
measure was based either on the conclusion that the" children entered did not belong 
to the German minority, or on the fact that the persons responsible for their educa· 
tion had not complied with the summons to attend the enquiry. 

The Deutscher Volksbund thereupon addressed to the Polish Minorities Office 
a petition protesting against these measures and demanding that the children in 
question should be immediately admitted to the German minority schools. 

This petition was referred to the President of the Upper Silesian Mixed Com· 
mission, who gave an opinion to the effect that the institution of a general hearing 
of persons who had entered children for"the German schools, in order to verify 
their statements, was not justified under the Germano· Polish Convention, and that 
certain entries had been wrongfully cancelled. He further stated that, in his opi· 
nion, the question whether a child should attend a minority school depended solely 
upon the wishes of the person legally responsible for the child's education. From 
the educational standpoint he considered it a mistake to send to a German school 
children who did not understand German. This was contrary to the interests both 
of the children and of the schools. This problem, the solution of which seemed 
desirable, could only be solved by an agreement, outside the scope of the Conven· 
tion, between the competent authorities and the Deutscher Volksbund. 

After considering the opinion given by the President of the Mixed Commission 
the Prefect of Silesia stated that he saw no possibility of complying with it in full, 
but that he nevertheless held it his duty to accede to the legitimate claims o'i" the 
German minority in Polish Upper Silesia in respect of educational facilities, and 
was prepared to discuss matters with the interested parties, with a view to affording 
them satisfac~ion within the limits compatible with the letter and the spirit of the 
~ermano·Pohsh Convention, and with his primary duty of safeguarding the supreme 
mterests of the State and of the population as a whole. 

This statement did not satisfy the Deutscher Volksbund. It accordingly 
add_ressed to the Council an appeal which was forwarded and accompanied by obser· 
vatlons by the Polish Government. 



• 
The Polish Government agreed that the Germano·Polish Convention laid down 

that the statements of the person legally responsible for the education of a child, 
in respect of its language, should not be disputed. It was nevertheless of the ' 
opinion that the control of the truth of such statements was not contrary to the 
Convention; that the automatic application of the terms of the Convention might 
lead to an "abuse of right" at the expense of the child, who, not knowing the Ian· 
guage in which the teaching took place, would be unable to make any progress 
with its studies; and that the enquiry conducted by the Polish authorities had 
shown that such control was absolutely necessary. The Polish Government added 
that it had no intention of introducing this procedure as a permanent system, and 
that it was fully prepared to consider in a sympathetic spirit any other method 
which would guarantee the efficacy of such control. It further observed that, 
according to the Germano·Polish Convention, the minority schools were intended 
exclusively for the minority. The Polish Government stated finally that it would 
be glad if the difficulties which had arisen with regard to schools in Polish Upper 
Silesia could be removed by means of an agreement taking into consideration, 
first, the needs of the minority inhabiting that territory in conformity with the 
provisions of the Geneva Convention, and secondly, the necessity of getting rid 
of all abuses by the strict application of the principle that the sole object of the 
provisions for the protection of the minorities was the protection of those mino· 
rities. 

The report which the Colombian representative submitted in his own name 
and in that of his two colleagues, contained in the form of a draft resolution an 
arrangement settling both the general question-whose main features are described 
above-and certain specific cases concerning three minority schools on the subject 
of which the Deutscher Volksbund had appealed to the League. 

Under this arrangement the Council noted the Polish Government's statement 
to the effect that children had been admitted to the minority schools whose mother· 
tongue, according to the declarations made by the persons legally responsible for 
their education during the enquiry held in the summer of 1926, was German. It 
directed the Polish Government's attention to the great importance of not insisting 
upon the measures taken by its local authorities to exclude from the minority 
schools children whose parents did not comply with the invitation to appear at the 
enquiry; and children whose mother-tongue was stated at the time of the enquiry 
to be both German and Polish. The Council expressed its opinion that it was inexpe· 
client to admit to minority schools children who spoke only Polish, and instituted 
a system of enquiry into the concrete cases which appeared doubtful to the Polish 
local school authorities. The object of the enquiry will be to ascertain whether or 
not the child speaks the "school" language used in the minority school so that it 
can usefully attend that school. The enquiry will be under the supervision of the 
President of the Upper Silesian Mbc:ed Commission, assisted by a Swiss national, 
expert in educational matters. The Council further specified that the arrangement 
should be regarded as an exceptional measure designed to meet a de facto situation 
not covered by the Germano-Polish Convention, and should not be interpreted as 
in any way modifying the provisions of that Convention. · 

The German representative, Dr. Stresemann, said that the resolution left the 
legal question open; the Convention laid down explicitly that the st~tem~nt~ of 
the childrens' parents might be neither verified nor contested ~nd, ~o h~s thmkmg, 
the President of the Mixed Commission had defined the legal s1tuat10n m an abso· 
Jutelv accurate manner. If the German Government made no objection to the 
repo;t notwithstanding the legal position, it was because, as emphasised in the 
resolution the solution in the present case was to be regarded only as an excep· 

' . . 
tiona! measure and applicable only to an exceptional SituatiOn. 

The Polish representative, M. Zaleski, stated that ~he Polish ~overnme?t h_ad 
never contested any provision of the Geneva ConventiOn regardmg ~he mmonty 
schools and that the reason why it had adopted the measures wh1ch gave rise 

' 



to the request made by the representatives of the Ger111an fllinority in Polish Upper 
Silesia was solely because it found itself bound to put an end to numerous abuses 

' which had occured in this matter. 
On behalf of the Council, the President congratulated the rapporteur, M. Urru· 

tia, an his colleagues, the Netherlands and Italian representatives. 

VIII. - Political Questions. 

t. - GR&co-BuLOARJAN Rnuoaas : ExECUTION oF THB CouNCIL 

RICOMMBNDATION OF 0BCBMBBR 14-TH, 192.5 (') 

This question was dealt with by the Council on March nth, when it noted on 
the report of Sir Austen Chamberlain that some 4,000 new declarations had been 
received by the Mixed Commission, affecting 13,000 Bulgarians desirous of taking 
advantage of the Convention on Voluntary Emigration between Bulgaria and Greece 
signed at Neuilly·sur·Seine on November 27th, 1919. The lists were now closed 
and the execution of this recommendation of the Council brought to an end. 

As regards the other recommendation concerning the liquidation of the pro· 
perty of the refugees in the two countries, tables of progress during the past year 
had been prepared. On December 31st, 1925, 70 claims had been liquidated; on 
December 31st, 1926, this number had increased to 2,481; and on Fe.bruary 22nd, 
1927, the number was 3,157. The total number of claims was probably about 40,000. 

The Council, on the recommendation of its rapporteur, expressed its apprecia· 
tion of the readiness of the two Governments to supply it with information, and 
stated that it would be glad to receive a further report of progress at its next session. 

2.. - RaouEsT oF THE RouMANIAN GovERNMENT 

UNDER ARTICLE xr OF THE CovENANT 

On February 24th the Roumanian Government addressed to the Council a 
request, baied on Article XI, paragraph 2, of the Covenant, to be heard in support 
of a recent decision to the effect that the Roumanian member of the Roumanian 
and Hungarian Mixed Arbitral Tribunal should no longer sit for the discussion of 
agrarian questions introduced by Hungarian nationals. 

On March 8th the Council heard detailed statements on the subject by 
the Roumanian representative, M. Titulesr.o, and the Hungarian representative, 
M. Gajzago. 

In consideration of the importance and complicated nature of the question, 
the Council requested Sir Austen Chamberlain (British Empire), assisted by Viscount 
Ishii (Japan) and M. Villegas (Chile) to make a through study of the matter and 
report at its next session. 

3. - APP.:>INTI'lENT oF THE PRESIDENT oF T,,E GERMAN-POLISH 

MIXED ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL 

To comply with a request from the German and Polish Governments regarding 
the appointment of the President of the German-Polish Mixed Arbitral Tribunal 
in accordance with the terms of the first paragraph of the Annex of Article 304 
of the Treaty of Versailles, the Council nominated for this post M. Paul Lachenal 
(Swias), Preaident of the Grand Council of the Republic and Canton of Geneva. 



• 
The reference of this matter to the Council was due to the fact that the two 

Governments concerned had so far been unable to agree as to the choice of a succes
sor t,p the former Presideat, who had resigned on January ut, 1927. ' 

IX. -- Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

'· - TRAFfiC IM OPJU/11 

The question of the traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs came before 
the Council in the form of reports from the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium 
and the Commission of Enquiry on Opium Procution in Persia. 

Report of tM Advisory Committee. - The report of the Advisory Committee 
was examined and at the suggestion of the rapporteur, M. Zaleski (Poland), the 
necessary executive measures were taken with regard to the resolutions passed 
at its ninth session. 

As regards the proposal of the Italian delegate to the Committee, that an extra
ordinary session should be summoned to discuss the question of the illicit traffic, 
the Council authorised the Chairman of the Committee to call such a session imme
diately after next Assembly, should circumstances warrant such action. 

On this occasion, M. Scialoja (Italy) said that his country had repeatedly given 
proof of its interest in the international campaign against the illicit traffic. Consi
derable quantities of drugs passed through Italy, and the recent seizures in Italian 
ports showed the untiring activity of the Italian authorities. It was with the object 
of instituting a thorough investigation of the problem of smuggling, its causes and 
remedies, that the Italian suggestion had been made. 

M. Doude van Troostwijk (Netherlands) observed that the Advisory Committee 
on Traffic in Opium had proposed to confine discussion at the extraordinary session 
to questions coming within the scope of the Hague (1912) a,d Geneva Convention~ 
(1925). He associated himself with this proposal which had been endorsed by the 
rapporteur. 

The question of the ratification of the Geneva Opium Convention being one 
of the most important features of the Committee's report, the Council approval a 
proposal to the effect that representatives of those of its members which had not 
yet ratified the Convention, should do their utmost to secure ratification as soon 
as possible; and that the same question should be brought to the attention of 
other Members of the League which had not ratified or adhered to it. 

The Czechoslovak, French and Polish representatives informed the Council 
that their Parliaments were about to ratify, or had ratified, the Convention, and 
that the instruments would shortly be deposited with the League Secretariat. 
The Italian and Netherlands representatives stated that measures were being 
taken with a view to ratification. 

In connection with observations made by the Chinese representative with 
regard to the source of the information on I!ICizures of drugs received from his country, 
the eouncil expressed the hope that such information might in future be officially 
transmitted by the Chinese Government. 

Opium Productio11 in Persia. - On the proposal of its rapporteur, the Council 
decided to place this question on the agenda of next Assembly, and to circulate to 
States Members of the League, to the parties to the Opium Conventions and to the 
Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium, the report of the Commiseion of Enquiry 
on Opium Production in Persia, together with the observations of the Persian 
GovernMent. 
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Statements on the opium policy of the Persian Government were ~ade by ~he 
Persian representative, Mustafa Gholi Khan Kemal Hedajat, and h1s techmcal 
adviser Colonel McCormack (American). • 

Th~ Persian Government, the latter, was prepared in principle to accept the 
recommendations of the Commission, with the reservation that, after the plan had 
been in effect for three years, the position would be reconsidered in the light of the 
economic and financial situation of Persia and the efforts made by other producing 
and manufacturing countries to curtail their output. 

As regards the replacement of the opium poppy by other crops, the two most 
important factors to be considered were time and cost. Five or six .ye~s would 
elapse before production was fairly under way, and the cost of the substitutiOn could 
barely be estimated with any accuracy, important irrigation and transport works 

being necessary. 
The Government proposed to exempt from taxation land diverted from opium 

production, and to grant loans to cultivators reducing the area reserved for poppy· 
growing. 

It also contemplated introducing the import certificate syste.m subject to cer· 
tain conditions. 

Appointment of Assessors to the Advisory Committee. ~ On the proposal of 
M. Zaleski (Poland), the Council renewed for one year the appointment of M. Henri 
Brenier (French) and Colonel Arthur Woods, former police commissioner in New 
York, as assessors to the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium. It appointed 
Mr. L. A. Lyall assessor for questions concerning the Far East. 

2.. - TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN (') 

The report of the Special Body of Experts studying the extent of the traffic in 
women and children was considered by the Council on March gth, the Rapporteur, 
Sir Austen Chamberlain, briefly summarising its main features. 

The report, he said, was presented in two parts, the first giving a concise account 
of the facts disclosed by the enquiry and a statement of the conclusions based upon 
them, the second a more detailed statement of evidence derived from various sources 
and arranged according to countries. 

There were two main sources of information. The first source was official. 
Valuable information had been obtained by means of the replies sent by Govern· 
ments in answer to the specially framed questionnaire; and much other valuable 
information had been given to the investigators on the spot in conversation with 
Government officials and others. The other main source of information was from 
persons connected with this traffic. The report stated that no fewer than 6,500 
persons were interviewed, about 5,000 of whom were connected with commercialised 
prostitution. The Experts stated in their report. 

We do not suggest that the statements made to the investigators by mem· 
hers of the underworld were in all cases accurate in every detail, but so far as 
was practicable they have been checked by corroborative evidence, and care· has 
been taken not to use any material the truth of which did not appear to be 
established. It is believed therefore that this report presents a consei'Wtive 
account of the character and the distribution of the traffic as it exists at pre· 
sent. 

No names were given in the report; the persons consulted whose statements 
were quoted were indicated by cipher. 

The Experts pointed out that many of the cities and countries were mentioned 
by name in the report because it seemed to them impossible to give any useful 

(r) S.. MOflllrly Summary, Vol. VII, No.2, p. sr. 
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• 
account of the result of their enquiries without adopting this course; but they added : 

We wish to make it clear that when countri~ are referred to by name it~ 
not intended to si'llgle out any particular country or to suggest any criticism 
w~ate~er of its au~horities. All nations alike are equally desirous of stamping out 
th1s evd, but the Circumstances of some countries undoubtedly make the task more 
diffi~ult than it is for others. The possibility of further action must depend on 
findmg the weak points in existing international machinery and in trying to 
strengthen it by effective co·operation. 

The concluding chapter of Part I, the Rapporteur said, contained a useful 
summary of the evidence placed before the Experts. The had come to the conclu· 
sion that there was still a substantial traffic in women but owing to the precau· 

• • • 
tions taken by Governments in pursuance of international conventions and other· 
wise, it appeared to have assumed a somewhat different character. At one time 
the procuration of innocent girls for prostitution in foreign countries was only too 
common. There seemed reason to believe that most of the women now taken 
abroad were prostitutes in their own country, though the traffic was by no means 
only in prostitutes. The Rapporteur noted that increased vigilance on the part 
of the authorities concerned was directly attributed to the work done by the League 
of Nations. At the end of Chapter 9 of Part I the Experts discussed certain 
remedies for the serious state of things disclosed by their investigation. 

The Chairman of the Body of Experts, Dr. William Snow (American), who 
was present at the meeting, gave certain explanations with regard to the report. 
He laid particular emphasis on the fact, disclosed by the enquiry, that the concerted 
efforts of Governments had greatly hampered the development of the traffic, and 
paid a tribute to the assistance received from the Governments and officials of the 
countries included in the investigation. 

The Council, at the suggestion of its Rapporteur, authorised the immediate 
publication of the first part of the report. The second part it decided to send to the 
various Governments for their observations. The entire report will be referred to 
the Traffic in Women and Children Committee-Part I for any action it may 
recommend, Part II for information. 

It was decided to address a letter of thanks to Dr. William Snow, Chairman of 
the Experts; to each of the Experts; to Mr. Bascom Johnson, who was in charge 
of the investigations; and to the American Bureau of Social Hygiene, which had 
contributed the funds for the enquiry. 

3. - APPOINTMENT OF THB PRESIDBNT OF THB CONFBRBMCB FOR THB FOUNDATION 

OF AM IMTBRJIATJOMAL RBLIBP UNION 

On the proposal of the Italian Representative, M. Scialoja, the Council decided 
to appoint a German national as President of the Conference for the Foundation 
of an International Relief Union summoned for July 4th, 1927, and requested its 
President to proceed to this nomination in agreement with his colleagues. 

• X. - Miscellaneous Questions . 

t, - VISIT or:~PIIBSIDBMT MAsARYJt TO THB LEAGUE SscRBTAaJAT 

The President of Czechoslovakia, Dr. Masaryk, attended a meeting of the 
Council in the morning of March 11th. 

In the afternoon, Dr. Masaryk, accompanied by his Foreign Minister, Dr. ~~nes, 
the Czechoslovak Minister in Berne, M. Veverka, and the Czechoslovak MIDISter 
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· Lo d M J .Masaryk ·returned to the Secretariat, where he wu received by the Ill n on, . . , . 
S t -General assisted by the Deputy Secretary-General, the Under Secretaries· 

ecreary ' H ''dhS · General, and the Directors and Chiefs of Section. e t~en v1s1te t e ecretanat, 
in particular the Treaty Department, accompanied by M. Avenol, Deputy Secrtftary· 

General. 
The Czechoslovak officials of the Secretariat were presented to the President 

before his departure. 

2.. - CoNPERENc£ or Puss ExPERTS (') 

On March 8th, the Council, on the proposal of M. Vandervelde (Belgium), 
decided to convene a conference of press experts to meet on August 24th at Geneva. 
Effect was thus given to the proposal submitted by the Chilian delegate, M. Yanez, 
to the Asselllbly of 1925. 

The Chilian representative on the Council, M. Villegas, expressed his satisfac· 
tion at this decision. 

At a later meeting the Council appointed Lord Burnham, proprietor of the 
"Daily Telegraph" to the presidency of the Conference. 

l. - APPOIN'rMEMT OF AM UNDER SBCRBTAitY•GBMBRAL 

The Secretary-General has appointed Marquis Paulucci di Calboli Barone, 
former chief of cabinet in the Italian Foreign Ministry, to succeed M. Attolico as 
Under Secretary·General of the League of Nations. The Council approved this 
appointment and, on the same occasion, thanked M. Attolico for the services he 
had rendered the League. 

M. Attolico, who has been appointed Italian Ambassador to Brazil, was a mem• 
ber of the Secretariat since the beginning, holding successively the posts of Director 
of the Transit Section (1919), Director of the Disarmament Section (1920), High 
Commissioner at Danzig (1920·1921), and succeeding in 1921 to M. Anzilotti as 
Under Secretary-General. In the latter capacity, M. Attolico was in charge of the 
Secretariat stafi administration and internal services. 

Before entering the Secretariat, M. Attolico held various important offices. 
He was professor of political economy at Foggia and a member of the Emigration 
Commission in Rome. During the war he was a member of various Inter-Allied 
Commissions, and, at the Peace Conference, economic adviser to the Italian Dele· 
gation. 

4. -THE LaAoua BurLDING CoMPETITION 

EsamiMtion ofiM Duign.s. - The Jury of Architects for the League Building 
Competition met at Geneva on March 25th under the chairmanship of M. Horta 
(Belgium) to examine the designs submitted. The competition, it will be rec:alled, 
was open to architects of all States Members of the League. 

The session began with the unpacking of the designs, which at the date of open· 
ing numbered about 375- According to the rules of competition, this operation 
took place under the supervision and direction of the Jury. In order to have luffi· 
cient space for the exhibition of the plans, each of which consisted of a considerable 
number of designs, arrangements had been made by the Secretariat to adapt for 
the purpose the Batintent Electoral of the City of Geneva. 

The Jury will probably sit for three weeks or a month. The exhibition of the 
designs will be open to the public as soon as the prizes have been awarded. 

(r) See MOIIillly s-,., Vol. VII, No. r, p. '"· 
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XI.,,... Forthcoming Events . 
• 

April 2oth : Meeting of the Malaria Commission, Paris. 
April 25t.h : International Conference on Rabjes, Paris. 
April 25th: Meeting of the Traffic in Women and Children Committee, Geneva. 
April 25th : Meeting of the Permanent Committee on Road Traffic, Vienna. 
April 27th : Meeting of the Supervisory Commiuion, Geneva. 
April 30th : Meeting of the Child Welfare Committee, Geneva. 
May 2nd : Meeting of the Mixed Committee on Economic Crises, Geneva. 
May 4th : International Economic Conference, Geneva. 
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FILM 

OF THE LEAGUE ()F NATIONS. 

!Price 1 110 Swi11 France.t 
L 

The cinematograph film of the Seventh Assembly is about 300 metres in lenrth and 
contain~ the followi111 views : 

1. Geneva, seat of the Learue of Nation•: 

•) General view of the town; 
b) Harbour and Fountain; 
e) Rousseau's Island and Mont Blanc Bridge; 
d) Quai Wilson, with Secretariat of the League of Nations in background. 

2. Secretariat of the Lea1ue of Nations. 

!· Sir Eric DaUJIIIOND, Secretary-General of the Lequc of Nations, 

4. A meetin1 of the Council of the League. 

5· One of the J.eawue's Committees holdiiiJ a meeting in the Secretariat &arden. 

6. Salle de Ia RUormation, acene of the annual Assembly of the League, 

1· Assembly of the League of Nations in plenary meeting. 

8, M. Bzns (Czechoslovakia), Acting Preeident of the Council, opening the Seventh As· 
sembly of the League of Nations on September 6th, 1926. 

p. M. NINTCHITCB (Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom), President of the Seventh Assembly. 

IO, M. NINTCBITCB addressing the Assembly immediately after hi• election, September 6th, 
Ip:Z6. 

It. The A11embly voting for the admission of Germany, at ita historie meeting on Septem· 
ber 8tll. 

u. Text of the telegram aent to the German Goverament by the Seeretary-Geoeral of the 
League immediately after the voting. 

13, Anival of the German Deleption at Geneva. 

14. German newspaper vendor~, 

15. The German delegation, headed by Herr Stresemann, enterin1 the Assembly Hall on 
September lOth, 1926, 

16, Herr s ..... IIAKK addreBSing the AISembly, 

17. M. BaiAKD, replyin1 to Herr Stresemann'a apeech. 

18, The Allembly applaudint M. Briand. 

19- ital on duty at the entrance to the Allembly Hall. 

20, Cinematograph operator~ and photo1raphera at work. 

21. Delegatea leaviq the Hall after the meetina. 

:n. Crowd waitiq to see the Delqates leaving the Hall. 

• 

Al8ociatio01 for the League of Nations, and others who may be interested in this film, 
are requested to apply for all information to M. E. Charr~re, Information Section Secretariat 
of the League of Nations, Geneva. The &lm is delivered within 10 daya frorr: the reeeipt 
of the orda. 

• 
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The principal League event in April was the meeting of the Preparatory Com· 
mission for the Disarmament Conference, which, after a session lasting more than 
a month, drew up in first reading a text showing the points upon which agreement 
had been reached, those in regard to which opinions differed, and the reservations 
formulated by various delegations. The Special Commission on the private manu· 
facture of arms was also unable to agree upon a single text, but drew up for the 
Council a draft convention with alternate texts, 
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The experts on dquble taxation-llll.d ta~ e~asion met in Lo~on in the b~ginning 
of the month. They drew up four •ft b1later:~ cogventlons-two on double 
taxation and two on tax evaion. A special comnU.tt~ of juris~s .Iso prepared a 
draft international agreement for the enforcement. !h foreign arbitral awards in 
commercial matters. 

There were meetings of the Committee of Experts on the progressive codifi· 
cation of international law, of the Advisory Commission on the Protection and 
Welfare of Children and Young People, of the Maritime Tonnage and Road 
Traffic Committees, and of committees on the coordination of bibliography and 
libraries. 

II. - The Permanent Court of International justice . 

•• - TKE CHORZOW CASE (INDEMNITIES) (') 

The Polish Government has informed the Court that it intends to raise a preli· 
minary objection to the Court's jurisdiction in the new proceedings instituted against 
it by the German Government in connection with the dispute concerning the 
damages which that Government claims is due by Poland to the Oberschlesische 
Stickstoffwerke and Bayerische Stickstoffwerke Companies. In accordance with 
Article 38, paragraph J, of the revised Rules of Court, the President of the Court 
has fixed the time within which the German Government may submit in writing 
its observations and conclusions in regard to the objection taken, which has been 
placed on the list for the next ordinary se&sion. 

Availing itself of the right conferred upon it by Article JI of the Court's Statute, 
the Polish Government has appointed M. Louis Ehrlich, professor of international 
law at the University of Lw6w, to sit as judge ad hoc in the case in question. 

According to a communication made by the Polish Legation at the Hague, 
Dr. Thadee Sobolewski has been appointed as Polish agent for the case. 

2.. - THE JuaJSDJCTJoa OF THB EuaoPEAN CoMMISSION oF THB DANUBE (•) 

The President, complying with a request of the Roumanian Government for 
a further extension of the time allowed for the submission of written statements by 
the Governments in connection with this question, has decided to extend this time 
until April 12th. On that date, the British, French and Roumanian Governments 
had availed themselves of the opportunity afforded to States especially interested 
in the question to submit written memoranda on the points referred to the Court 
for advisory opinion. 

The Government of the French Republic has appointed Professor Basdevant, 
Assistant Legal Adviser to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, to furnish the Court 
with all information in regard to the question, whilst the Roumanian Legation at 
the Hague has announced that M. G. Contzesco, Minister Plenipotentiary, delegate 
for the International Commissions of the Danube, will act as Roumanian agent in 
this question. 

3. - INPORMATION CONCUNING rNTIIIINATIONAL AGRBJIAIINTS 

oovBRNrNG TKa CouaT'a JURISDICTION 

• 

In reply to the requests addressed to them by the Registrar of the Court, 
with a view to enabling him to complete and keep up to date the collectioA of cl4utes 

•) (o) See M...a.q s ..... _,. Vol. VII, No. a, p. 37· 
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f '· o treaties and international agreements governing the Court's jurisdiction ('), 
several Governments hav~dy supplied the Regiatry with certain data-accom• 
panied in some eases by th text of international conventions. The letter, dated ' 
April 2oth, of the NetherlaJ\ds Foreign Minister deals in a comprehensive manner 
with the various suggestions made by the Registrar on this subject and contains the 
following passages amongst others; "In accordance with your wish I shall send you 
regularly the text of any new agreements concluded by the Netherlands Govern· 
ment and containing any clauses concerning the jurisdiction of the Court. I have 
no objection to the text of treaties being communicated to you even before their 
coming into force. Similarly, I shall not fail to keep you informed from time to 
time regarding changes which may subsequently occur with regard to such agree· 
ments and in particular regarding the ratification of signed convention". 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"For the moment, the Netherlands Government does not happen to be the 

depository of any collective conventions conferring jurisdiction upon the Court 
in regard to certain pointl, but should circumstances alter, I will bear in mind your 
request in regard to this matter". 

The reply of the Department for Foreign A!fairs of the Austrian }o'ederal Chan· 
eery, dated April 15th, 1927, is couched in similar terms. 

Ill. - The Reduction of Armaments. 

1. - THIRD SsssroN or THB PasPARATORT CoMMISSION roa 

THI Dr&AIIJilAl'lBMT Coxrsuxca (') 

The Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference met at Geneva 
from March 21St to April 26th, under the chairmanship of M. Loudon (Netherlands). 
It held thirty-nine meetings, which were all public. 

This session was entirely devoted to an examination of two draft conventions, 
submitted by the British and the French delegations. These texts had been pre· 
pared in orde• to facilitate the establishment of a single text to serve as a basis for 
the discussions of the future Disarmament Conference. 

In his opening speech the Chairman drew attention to the dillicultics of the 
problem and to the necessity of approaching the question of the reduction and 
limitation of armaments in a spirit of collaboration, conciliation and even compro· 
mise. The task of the Commission, he said, was to achieve positive results, esta· 
blish general agreements, furnish the groundwork of a convention, and, if possible, 
draw up the text of a draft convention which would simplify the work of the General 

Conference. 
To facilitate tha debate the Bureau of the Commission prepared a synoptic 

J • 

table of the provisiolli of the British and French drafts, "Shewing the points of simi· 
Iarity and dissimilarity between them. This analysis formed the starting·point of 
the discussions of the Commission. 

After a general debate, in the course of which the delegations explained the 
views of their Governments, the Commission began its study of the various forms 
of lim\tation for military, naval and air armaments, proposed in the British and 
French drafts and by other delegations. 

The Commission endeavoured to draw up a text which could serve as a basis 
for discussion at the second reading (1). Owiag to the djfficulties inherent in the 
problem, it did not succeed in establishing a single text fo~ ~I the points discu~ed, 
and confined itself to indicating the points on which unanuruty had been obtamed, 

(•) See M1111lhly Sum~, Vol VII, No. '• P· 4· 
(2) See M1111lhly Somt""")', Vol. VII, No. J, P· 59· 
l3) See ADDu to this number, p. •OS· 
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as well as the reservations submitted by the various delegations on certain' specific 
points. Where it was not possible to establish a unan_r1ous text, the Commissi<7n 

\ gave the different proposals submitted. , It was genf:lly under~tood that ~hese 
texts were not intended to outline the att1tude adoptea by the vanous delegatwns, 
and that, for information on this subject, reference should be made to the Minutes. 

The text drawn up by the Commission is, above all, a document for study, to 
serve as a basis for future work. It is divided into five chapters, dealing with 
Elfectives; Material; Budgetary Expenditure; Chemical Warfare, and Miscellaneous 
Provisions, and is preceded by an introduction explaining the circumstances in 
which it was established. 

At the close of the session the Commission decided to forward its conclusions 
to the Council, and to meet later on-probably in November-to discuss in second 
reading the text drawn up. 

The Chairman, M. Loudon, observed that, for the first time in the history of 
the world, the problem of the limitation of armaments had been approached as a 
whole and by practical methods. He recalled that the sole duty of the Commission 
was to prepare the work of a Conference for the reduction and limitation of arma· 
menta as provided for in Article VIII of the Covenant. "What is essential", he 
said, "is that, having cleared the ground and accomplished our first stage, we 
should meet again as soon as the ideas expressed here have ripened, Governments 
have had time for reflection, and the more intelligent section of public opinion has 
pronounced its verdict." 

z.. - SUPEIIVISIO:N OF THB PRIVATB MA:NUFACTUIIB OF AIIMS 

The special Commission appointed by the Council to prepare a preliminary 
draft convention on the supervision of the private manufacture of arms met at 
Geneva on April 25th, under the chairmanship of Count Bernstorlf (Germany), to 
consider the work of the sub-commission set up at its preceding session (1). 

This sub-commission had held a short meeting at Geneva in April with instruc· 
tions to prepare, as a basis of discussion for the Commission, a new text taking into 
consideration the amendments proposed by the Belgian, British, Italian, Japanese 
and Netherlands delegations. 

The Commission noted that its sub-commission had been unable to submit a 
single text owing to fundamental differences of opinion in regard to the very prin· 
ciple of supervision, certain delegations aiming at the supervision of the private 
manufacture alone, others contending that such supervision should be reinforced 
by publicity on state manufacture as well. 

In these circumstances, the Commission decided to forward to the Council a 
preliminarly draft of the alternate texts compiled by its sub·commissil'ln, and to 
draw attention to the close connection between this question and that of disarma· 
ment in general. It further recommended that the Council should pursue its study 
of the question of the private manufacture of arms on parallel lines to the work of 
the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference. It abstained from 
expressing an opinion as to the date of a conference on the private manufacture of 
arms. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. •• 

1. - I:NTBII:NATIO:NAL ENGAGBMB:NTS 

a) Registration. 

Among the treaties and international agreements registered in April figure 

(1) See Mtn11Joly Swmnary, Vol. VII, No. 3o p. 58. 
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· ~ties of arbitration and conciliation between Austria and Sweden (May :z8th, 
~26) and Denmark and roland (April 23 rd, 1926), presented for registration by 
the Swedish and Danish ~ernments respectively; 

Commercial arrangeme~ts and agreements between Denmark and Turkev 
Greece and the Netherlands and Greece and Egypt; . ' 

An agreement (November ut, 1926) between Hungary and Roumania, with 
an Annex and Protocol of Signature, concerning the Arad Csanad Railway (1), 
presented for regi~tration by the Hungarian Government; 

A Treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation between Italy and Siam 
(Rome, May 9th, 1926), with a Protocol concerning the judicial regime to be applied 
to Italian subjects in Siam, presented for registration by the Italian Government. 

A Protocol modifying the Convention between E~tonia and Latvia (Riga), 
October 19th, 1920) concerning their frontier and the rights of citizens rrsiding in 
the frontier zones, and the Supplementary Convention concerning frontier questions 
concluded at Tallinn on November ISt, 1923, with an exchange of notrs relating 
thereto (Tallinn, February 23rd, 1927), presented for registration by the .Estonian 
Government. 

b) Ratificati011. 

The instrument of ratification of the Convention for the Suppressing of the 
Traffic in Obscene Publications (Geneva, September 12th, 1923), was depositrcl by 
the Czechoslovak Government on April I I th . 

.2.. - Taz PaooaBSSIVB ConiPICAnox or htTnMATIONAL LAw (•) 

The third annual session of the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Cocli· 
fication of International Law w~ held at Geneva from March 22nd to April 2nd 
with M. HammarskjOld (Sweden) in the chair. · 

The work of the Committee during this session may be summarised as follows : 
I. The Committee considered replies from about thirty Governments to que~· 

tionnaires submitted to them for their opinion on the following subjects : conflict 
of laws in the matter of nationality, territorial waters, diplomatic privileges and 
immunities, the responsibility of States for damages done in their territorie~ to the 
person or property of foreigners, the procedure of international conference~ and 
procedure for the conclusion and drafting of Treaties, suppression of piracy, and the 
exploitation of the products of the sea. 

In its report to the Council the Committee, considering that thc~e question were 
ripe for regulation in the near future by international agreement, recommenrled 
that one' or more conferences should be convened. It drew up a spcd:1l report 
on the procedure which might be adopted in preparing such conferences. 

2. The Committee decided to address to Governments, for their observations, 
questionnaires on the following subjects, referred at its preceding session to its 
sub-committees : communication of judicial and extra-judicial acts and letters 
rogatory in penal matters, the legal position and functiollll of consuls, the revision 
of the classification of diplomatic agents, and the competence of Courts in regard 
to foreign States. 

T.he Netherlands Government having placed on the agenda of future conferenceR 
on international private law the question of the nationality of commercial corpora· 
tions and that of the recognition of the legal personality of foreign commercial cor· 
porations, the Committee decided not to issue questionnaires, but to submit to the 
Council special reports on these two subjects. A report on the question of the most· 
favoured-nation clause was communicated to Governments for information. 

(1) See Mllffi/Uy Suwnary, Vol. VI, No. 12, p. 3c8. 
(•) See Mllffi/Uy Su_,., Vol. VIL No. 3o p. 62. 
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3. The examination of three othot questions was, for various reasons, p~tponed 
until the next session of the Committee, namely : the~al status of private n~ 
profit making international associations and private in. rna tiona! foundations, the 

1 conflict of laws on the matter of domicile, and the ap \ication in international law 
of the conception of prescription. 

Before referring further questions to its sub-committees, the Committee 
expressed the desire to learn what action would be taken by the Council as a re~ult 
of its work. 

At the request of the Council, the Committee drew up an opinion concerning 
the admissibility of reservations when signing international general conventions. 

The date of the next session will be fixed later. 

V. - Technical Organisations. 

1. - THE HEALTH ORGANISATION 

a) Meeting of the Joint Commission on Health Insurance 
and Public Health Administration. 

A joint Commission of Experts set up by the Health Committee in February, 
1927 (1), met in Geneva on April I Ith and 12th to consider the most effective methods 
of collaboration between Health Insurance Organisations and the Public Health 
Services in the field of preventive medicine. 

Half the members of the Commission represented the Public Health Services 
and were nominated by the League Health Committee; the other half, representing 
Health Insurance Organisations, were selected by the Governing Body of the Inter· 
national Labour Office. There were present : .. 

Members nominated by the Health Committee of the League of Nations: 

Chairman : Sir Georges Newman, chief Medical Officer, British Ministry 
of Health; 

Dr. E. Bellencontre, President of the Association gbrbale des Mldecins de 
France; 

Dr. C. Hamel, President or the Reichsgesundheitsamt; 
Dr. A. Foramitti, Deputy Director of the Federal Public Health Service 

of Austria; 
Professor Kitashima, Chairman of the Council of the Japanese Medical 

Association; 
Dr. ]. Kuhn, Editor-in-chief of the U geskrift for Lagtr. 

Members nominated by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office : 

Dr. A. Grieser, Director in the Ministry of Labour (Germany); 
M. A. Jauniaux, Senator, Secretary-General of the Union nationale des 

FUbations de mutualitl socialistes (Belgium); 
M. L. Olivier, Member of the Executive Committee of the Fldbation 

nationale de la MutualiM (France); " 
M. K. Osiowsky, Director of the Central Union of Health Insurance Funds 

(Poland); 
Mr. E. Potts, Honorary Secretary of the National Association of Insurance 

Committees (Great Britain); 
Dr. L. Winter, former Minister for Social Welfare, Vice-President of the 

Central Union of Health Insurance Funds (Czechoslovakia). 

h) See Mflfllllly Sum,..,, Vol. VII, No. •· p. 43· 
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~er an exchange of views on the general principles of preventive medicine 
•th particular reference ~ two of its aspects-Public Health and Health Insurance 
-the Commission decided'\that further co·operatiob and co-ordination were desir· 
able between Public Health and Social Insurance in this connection, and recommend· 
ed that surveys should be made in selected countries of certain aspects of both 
these services, such enquiries to be supervised by memben of the Commission. It 
also recommended that certain subjects should be specially studied, namely : 

I. Education of the insured in hygiene, 
2. Protection of maternity, infancy and the child of pre-school age, 
J. Prevention of tuberculosis, 
4. Prevention of venereal diseases, 
5. Protection of the child of school age. 

and referred to sub-committees composed as follows : 

Education of the insured in Hygiene . • 
Protection of Maternity, Infancy and 

the Child of Pre-school age.. . . 
Prevention of Tuberculosis. . . . 

Prevention of Venereal Disease-s .. 
Protection of the Child of School age. 

Dr. Hamel, M. L. Olivier. 

Dr. A. Foramitti, Dr. L. Winter. 
Dr. Hamel, Professor Kitashima, 

M. A. Jauniaux, M. Osiowski. 
Dr. E. Bellencontre, Dr. Grieser. 
Dr. Kuhn, Mr. E. Potts. 

These recommendations were embodied in a report and forwarded to the League 
Health Committee and the Governing Body of the International Labour Office. 

b) Inttrchange of Medical Officm of Health. 

The final Conference of an interchange of medical officers, which began in 
Great Britain on February 21St, was held in Geneva on April 14th. It was attended 
by medical officers from Belgium, China, Czecho~lovakia, Germany, Italy, Lithuania, 
Poland, Rumania, the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes and Sweden. 

c) Sletping Sickness in central Africa. 

The Spanish Government has informed the Secretary-General of its decision 
to contribute 5000 pesetas towards the expenses of the Sleeping Sickness Commis
sion in 1927. 

The Council had in December expressed the desire that Governments which 
had assisted the Commission financially in 1926 would continue to do so, in order 
to enable it to continue its work for a further period of six months. 

The British, Belgian, French, Italian, Portuguese and Sudan Governments 
have also agreed to continue to contribute the towards the expenses of the Com· 
mission. 

.a. - Tas EcloHoMrc AJfD FIJfAJICJAL OaoAJfJIAnOJf 

• 
a) Doubk tuation and las tfltJSion (1). 

The Committee of Experts on Double Taxation and Tax Evasion met in Lon
don from April 6th to April 12th to examine the possibility of preparing draft con· 
ventions based on the resolutions adopted in February 1925 (1

). 

(I) See MMflltly Srmurrary, Vol. VII, No r, p. 7· 
(o) See MMflltly _ S..-y, Vol. V, No • ._ p. 41 

,] 
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Four dralt conventions were drawn up-two on double taxation (for the pre· 
r 

vention of double tax~tion ln direct impersonal or person~ taxes, and in successiow 
duties) arid two ·on tax evasion (on administrative assistlnce in matters of taxation 
and judicial assistance in the collection of taxes). ' 

The Committee discussed the question whether these conventions should be 
<:ollective or bilateral. It considered that, although it would certainly be desirable 
that States should conclude collective conventions or a single convention ambodying 
all the others it did not feel justified in recommending the adoption of this course. , ' . 
In its report to the Financial Committee, the Committee gave the following reasons 
for this conclusion : 

In the matter of double taxation in particular, the fiscal systems of the 
various countries are so fundamentally different that it seems at present practi· 
cally impossible to draft a collective convention, unless it were worded in such 
general terms as to be of no practical value. In the matter of tax evasion also 
although unanimity would not seem to be unattainable there is no doubt that 
the accession of all countries to a single Convention could only be obtained as 
the result of prolonged and delicate negotiations, while there is no reason to 
delay the putting into force of bilateral conventions which would immediately 
satisfy the legitimate interests of the tax-payers as well as those of the Con· 
tracting States. 

For this reason, the Committee preferred to draw up standard bilateral con· 
ventions, considering that, if these texts were used by Governments, a certain 
measure of uniformity would be introduced in internation:1l fiscal law and, at a 
later stage, a system of general conventions might be established which would make 
possible the unification and codification of the rules previously laid down. 

The Committee drew attention to the difficulties inherent in the two-fold pro· 
blem submitted to it. Double taxation, it recalled, affected mainly undertakings 
and persons exercising their trade or profession in S!(Veral countries or deriving their 
income from countries other than the one in which they resided. It imposed on 
such taxpayers burdens which, in many cases seemed truly excessive, if not in toler· 
able. It tended to paralyse their activity and to discourage initiative, and thus 
constituted a serious obstacle to the development of international relations and 
world production. 

At the same time, any excessive taxation, by its very burden, brought in its 
train tax evasion; the suppression of double taxation was therefore closely connected 
with the measures for the systematic prevention or checking of such evasion. The 
Committee concluded that it was for this twofold purpose that efforts would have 
to be made to secure international cooperation with a view to making it possible to 
put a stop to an evil which had become especially acute owing to the increase in 
the fiscal burdens consequent upon the war; the measures advocated by the experts 
could not fail to bring about a reduction in, and a better distribution of such bur· 
dens. 

The Committee endeavoured to reach complete agreement on all essential 
points. II\ view of the diversity of fiscal systems, of the different economic inter· 
ests and the divergent conceptions both in regard to theory and to practice obtain· 
ing in the various countries, unanimous agreement could not be reached in regard 
to all the questions which had to be dealt with. Points on which complete unders· 
tanding could not be arrived at were left for negotiation and decision to any ~ates 
seeking to conclude bilateral treaties. 

In order to arrive at practical results with the least possible delay and at the 
same time not to exceed its instructions, the Committee refrained from examining 
in detail several co-related questions of international law, such as the doctrine of 
reciprocity, the treatment of foreign nationals, and the principle of the most-fa· 
voured nation in their relation to the problem of double taxation. 

' The Committee was of opinion, however, that these problems should be sub· 
mitted to a detailed examination from the financial, economic and legal points of 
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view. · It considered moreover, that the fiscal laws throughout tbe world would 
undergo a gradual evolution and that this would~in the future, maJce lt.possible to 
simplify the measures re;:.,mmended and even to unify fiscal legislation.· • 

In order to make systfmatic and continuous international co-operation possible 
in this field,. the Committee suggested that a permanent organisation for ta."-cation 
questions should be set up under the auspices of t!le,League. 

The principal task of this body would be to hasten the solution of the problems 
of double taxation and administrative and judicial assistance. It might, in parti· 
cular, give its attention to the following points : 

(1) Periodical investigations and reports on the general situation in regard to 
these problems; 

(2) The preparation of model bilateral conventions or collective conventions 
and revised texts thereof; 

(3) The preparation of any other international measures calculated to elimi· 
nate double taxation and to secure a more equitable distribution of fiscal burdens; 

{4) Comparison of fiscal systems; 
• • (S) PreparatiOn of general Conferences. 

The task of the Committee of Experts came to an end with the submission of 
the four above-mentioned draft conventions. The experts were nevertheless of 
opinion that the completion of those Conventions by no means solved the pro· 
blems of double taxation and administrative and judicial assistance, nor would 
even the approval of the Conventions by a general Conference have that result. 
The preliminary work done and the texts which have been established were only 
the first step. 

The Committee was composed :1s follows : 

Argentine: 
Belgium: 

Cuchoslovakia : 

France: 

Germany: 
Great Britain : 
Italy : 

Japall : 

Netherlands : 

Poland: 

• 
Switzerlaud : 
U11ited Statts of 

America: · 

M. Julian ENCISO, Councillor of Legation, Geneva. 
M. Ch. CLAVJ.I:R, Director-General of Direct Taxation and Land 

Survey in the Ministry of Finance. 
Dr. Bohumil VLASAK, Minister Plenipotentiary, Head of Depart· 

ment in the Ministry of Finance. ' 
M. BoaoUGE, Councillor of State, Director-General of Taxation 

and Registration, Ministry of Finance. 
Dr. Herbert DoRN, Director in the Ministry of Finance. 
Sir Percy THoMPSON, Vice-President, Board of Inland Revenue. 
Professor Pasquale d'AROMA, Vice-governor of the Bank of Italy; 

late Director General in the Ministry of Finance. 
Assistant : Dr. Gino BoLAPFI, Head of Section in the Ministry of 

Finance, Department of Direct Taxation. 
Mr. Takashi AoKI, Representative in London of the Bank of Japan. 
Assistant : TA KEUCHJ, Japanese Delegation to the Reparation 

Commission. 
Dr. ]. H. R. SINNINGHE DAMSTE, Director-General of Taxation. 
For Colonial questions : • 
Dr. Vander WAALS, Director in the Colonial Department. 
Professor Stefan ZALESKI, Professor of Political Economy at the 

University at Posen. 
Assistant {for questions of succession duty) : M. Edouard WERNER, 

Head of Department, Ministry of Finance. 
Dr. Hans BLAU, Director of the Federal Taxation Department. 
Professor Thomas S. ADAMS, President of the American Economic 

Association, fomer Economic Adviser to the U. S. A. Treasury 
Department, Professor at Yale University. 

Assistants : 
Mr. Mitchell B. CAROLL, Chief Tax Section, Department of Com· 

merce. 
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r;.:' 
Miss Annabel MArrHEWS, Attorney, attached to the Board of 

Inland Revenue, Treasury Department.· 

(Tho memben of tho Committee, although nominated by their respective 
Governments, acted only in expert capacity.) 

The International Chamber of Commerce was represented in an advisory capa· 
city by Sir Algernon Firth, ex-President of the Association of British Chambers of 
Commerce, member for Great Britain .on the Double Taxation Committee of the 
International Chamber of Commerce, Chairman of the Committee on Double Taxa
tion of the British National Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce. 

b) Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1). 

At a meeting held at Geneva from March 28th to April 4th, the Committee 
of legal experts studying the question of an international agreement for the enfor· 
cement of foreign arbitral awards in' commercial matters drew up a draft protocol 
designed to complete that of September 24th, 1923. 

The latter Protocol did not provide for the execution of all arbitral awards 
made in virtue of a compromise or arbitration clause, but only for the enforcement 
by the Contracting Parties of awards made in their Territories. 

The new Protocol, which will be open only to signatories of the Protocol of 
1923, provides that the Contracting Parties shall recognise the validity and, 
subject to certain conditions including the submission of specified documents, 
ensure the execution, of arbitral awards made in the territories of other Contrac· 
ting Parties. The rules for the coming into force of the Protocol, adhesions and 
denunciations are similar to those for the Protocol of 1923. 

This draft, which is calculated to render appr:eciable services to business cir· 
cles, is designed to facilitate the prompt enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 
It is hoped that this new Protocol may be the means of securing the ratification 
by States which the above mentioned omission has so far prevented from doing so. 

3. - CoAAU'NICATtOMS AND TRANSIT 

a) Road Traflie. 

The fourth Session of the Permanent Committee on Road Traffic was held 
in Vienna, from April 25th to April 28th, at the Ministry of Commerce and Commu· 
nicatioos. There were present : 

M. Stievenard (Belgium), Chairman; M. Biefeldt, ·of the Danish Ministry of 
justice; M. Chaix, President of the Conseil central du tourisme international (Paris); 
M. Delaqu&, Head of the Police Division at the Swiss Federal Department of Justice 
and Police; Mr. Franklin of the Roads Department of the British Transport Minis· 
try; M. Metlini, Chief Inspector of Railways, Tramways and Automobiles (Italy); 
M. Pflug, of the German Ministry of Communications; M. Reinhardt (Austria); 
M. Schocmfeld, Administrator at the Netherlands W aterstaat (2) Ministry~ and 
M. Walchenaer, Inspector-General of Mines at the French Ministry of Public Works. 

The Committee took note of the results of the diplomatic Conference held in 
April 1926 in Paris, information having been received that up to the present Spain 
and Egypt had ratified the international Motor Traffic Convention. 

tr) Set Jlf>NIAly s--y, VoL VII, No. 5o p. 64. 

(•) The Watenla&t Ministry deals with all quesli0111 c:onceroiDg rivem, drkes, etc. 
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""'· As reprds the question of the unification of road trdic regulations in tho various 
countries, the Committee was of the opinion that, In the interests of aafety, th~: 
endeavo1111 made with a view to the unification of the "rule of the road" shoullt 
be supported. It considensd that sueh unification might be realited in a not too 
distant future, as far as continental Europe waa eoneerned, &fld adopted a remlu• 
tion recommending the general adoption of rit:ht·hand traftic as the RlOit expedient 
and feasible solution of the problem in EuropeaD Statea, thi1 rule having already 
been applied by the majority of these States. 

The Committee also examined the question of road ei&ni'ls, noting that it did 
not seem necessary to increase the number of danger signals contemplated in the 
Paril Convention of 1926. This Convention provides that •icns u10d to indicate 
danger passages shall be of a triangular form, and ~he Committoo contidorod it 
extremely deairable that this form ahould not be uaed for otbtr 1i1Da11. 

It was recommended that signs shewing the specdllmit allowed Oil c;ort&iP 
roads ahould be rectangular with a minimum ~ide length Oil 6o ceptimotref, For 
all other road traffic signals, the Committee suggested that dilcs of a minimum dia• 
meter of tio centimetrea should be uud. 

The Committee also etudied the question of urban traffic; •.ilnal• ud d~I!UIIflld 
the varioue aystems in fo~ as regards •ignala to be given by traffic polic;e. 

The Technical Committee for Maritime Tonnage Measurement held Ita ftnt 
session in London from April 5th to April 8th. The meeting was attended by Cap• 
tain L. Aall, Principal Tonnage Surveyor in the Norwt~iaa fini.IJ4UI Ministry; 
Mr. F. W. Bickle, Principal Tonnage Surveyor at the Board of Trade (London); 
M. van Dr!el, Consulting Engineer to the Netherlands Navigation Inspection Ser· 
vice; and M. Rottmann, chief adviser to the German Tonnage Sertiee. 

The Committee considered all questions relating to eroea tonnage except thote 
concerning open shelte:r·deck vessels and open aupel"l!tructures. These two points 
will be examined when the Committee meets ~ain in )11ly, at which moJDent it 
will also btlf:in to st11dy net tonnage problems. 

a) ClltWdiufton •I !Mr.US. 

The Committee ol Experts appointed by the Coml»ittfe oo lJJtellectuaJ Coope· 
rat:ioD to •tudy the question of the coor-dination of libraries met in rarit on April 7th. 
Several of tbe most important librarietl of the world were represented at this meetine 
by their directon;, for instance, the JJibliotldfJVI N atif1114l~ by M. RoJa.pd Miircel; 
the Bodleian Library by Dr. Cowley; the Library of Congress (WashinitOD) by 
Mr. Dawson Johnston; the PR¥sian National \Library by M. Kruss, and the: Swiss 
National Library by M. Godet. Mr. Bishop atwnded the meetj~ in the capiicity 
of observer, on .behalf of the Amerialn Library Association. 

The object of this meeting was to enable intellectual. worker• to util,iee tbe 
reaoW.ces of foreign or distant librarit:~~. It not infreq11ently bappem tl)at iDtel· 
lec;t~ workers eithu do not dispote of eufficient iniormatipn as to the works 
contained in such librariet, or are prevented for various reasons from makipg use 
of them. 

The experts proposed that the wtitute ol lntellec;tuiil Cooper~io.n ahouJd 
organise an International Coordination Service, wbo11e firJt duty W!luld be to bJiPJ 
about the creation in each country of a National Library Coordination Service, 
such as already exists in the United States, Germ~y and, more recently, in France. 
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The International Service, assisted by the National Services, would endeavtt;'r to 
facilitate loans and exchanges between the libraries of the various countries, pro· 
mote the organisation of an Information Service (libraries, copies and photographs) 
in all libraries which do not already possess one, and,. finally, direct intellectual 
workers to the libraries containing the most suitable material for their studies. 
More than four hundred libraries have already responded to the appeal of the lnsti· 
tute and have expressed their willingness to cooperate in the proposed organisation. 

b) Coordination of the Bibliography of Biological Sciences. 

A meeting of experts for the coordination of the bibliography of biological 
sciences was held on April 7th and 8th in Paris, at the Institute of Intellectual 
Cooperation. Mademoiselle Bonnevie, Member of the Committee on Intellectual 
Cooperation, took the Chair. 

The experts examined the present situation as regards bibliography in this 
field, together with the measures which might be taken to facilitate research work 
in general biology, zoology, botany, systematic zoology ad botany, physiology, 
anatomy, embryology, micro-biology, parasitology and genetics. 

The work of the experts will be followed by an enquiry among authoritative 
circles in the various countries. The Institute of Intellectual Cooperation will then 
be in a position to enter into relations with persons interested in the different 
branches and to summon a fresh meeting in order to organise the .proposed coordi· 
nation by means of an agreement between reviews dealing with biological sciences. 

c) Meeting of representatives of International Students' Organisations (1). 

The second session of the Committee of Representatives of International Stu· 
dents' Organisations was held at Geneva from Aprj.! 11th to April 13th, under the 
chairmanship of M. de Reynold, professor at Berne University and member of the 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation. 

This Committee, it will be recalled, was convened for the first time in 1926, 
under the auspices of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation for the purpose 
of ensuring the coordination and a more rational division of the work of the inter· 
national students' organisations. 

At this session the Committee discussed a proposal regarding the creation of a 
central international office. It decided that, for the time being, this office should 
be set up in connection with the International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation 
and that it should include one delegate from each of the international students' 
organisations. 

Reports from the International Confederation of Students on travelling faci· 
lities and an international identity card for students and the question of the equiva· 
lcnce of degrees and studies were also examined. As regards the latter question, 
the material collected by the International Federation of University Women and 
the International Confederation of Students' will be completed by these organisations 
and the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. The Committee will resume its 
examination of this question at a future session. 

The Committee noted various reports on the methods of mutual assistance em· 
ployed by students' organisations, and instructed the International St~o~dent 

Service to submit at a later meeting a complete report on the results achieved in this 
domain. It also considered the possibility of founding a sanatorium for students. 

As regards the question of the excess of supply over demand as far as intellectual 
labour is concerned and that of unemployment among holders of University Degrees, 
the Committee recommended that the International Labour Office should persist 
in its endeavours to solve these problems. 
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The organisations represented at the meeting were : the Intl'rnational Uni
versity Federation for the League of Nations, the World Union of Jewish Students, 
the International Federation of University Women, the International Student 
Service, the World Student Christian Federation, "Pax Romana", the International 
Students' Confederation and the Auslandsalfll iW tkutschm Shulmtschaft (in an 
advisory capacity). The International Labour Office was represented by Mr. G. A. 
Johnston and the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation by Professor Zimmern and 
M. F. Micheli. 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

STouoa AMD TuMIPOaT or W Aa MAnatAL 111 THI TaauTon 
or THB Faaa CITY or DAMZIO 

The Permanent Advisory Commission on Military, Naval and Air Questions 
met in Geneva on April 6th to consider a question referred to it by the Council, 
nemely, whether the League High Commissioner at Danzig might be authorised to 
deal on behalf of the Council with applications concerning the transit through Danzig 
of war material consigned to countries other than Poland. 

The Commission drew up for the Council a unanimous report to the effect that, 
from the technical point of view, it saw no objection to this procedure, pointing 
out, however, that it was desirable that the Council should be informed of the result• 
of the applications. 

VII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

MalTING or THa Anv1aon CoAAITTBB OM THB 
Paoncno• AMD WatrAaB or CHJLDUM AMD You•o Pao•u 

The annual session of the Advisory Commission on the Protection and Welfare 
of Children and Young People opened on April 25th in Geneva and continued during 
the first week of May. 

The first of the two Committees into which the Commission ie divided-the 
Tra/fi& in Women Committee-began work on April 25th. Its agenda included the 
examination of the first part of the report of the Special Body of Experta on the 
traffic in Women, the annual reports of Governments on the application of the 
measures adopted for combating the traffic, information furnished by Governmentl 
on the employment of women police, reports aubmitted by charitable organisa· 
tions, periodical reports of Governments on measures taken to abolish the traffic 
in obscene publications, etc. 

]he Child Welfare Committee met on April 30th to consider the following ques· 
tions : the protection of life and health in early infancy, laws relating to the age of 
marriage and consent, family allowances in their relation to child welfare, the effects 
of the cinematograph on the mental and moral health of children; two draft interna· 
tional conventions, one on the assistance and repatriation of foreign minors, the 
other on the enforcement of awards regarding the sums owing to childreq, by persons 
responsible for their maintenance, living abroad; measures for the assiatance of 
unmarried mothers, the protection of illegitimate c:hildren and the problem of the 
blind child. 
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The meeting was attended by : 

A. Dekgaus nominated by Governnunts. - Count Carton de Wiart (Belgium); 
Dr. Estrid Hein (Denmark); Mr. S. W. Harris (British E;mpire); Don Pedro Sangro 
y Ros de Olano (Spain); M. Regnault (France); Marquis Paulucci di Calboli (Italy); 
M. Ito (Japan); M. Posner (Poland); M. Comnene (Roumania); Dr. Gertrud Biu· 
mer (Germany). 

B. Assesstws on Traffic in Women. - The Rev. R. Hoffmann de Visme (Inter
national Bureau for Suppression of Traffic in Women and Children); Mme Avril de 
Sainte·Croix (Women's International Organisations); Mme de Montenach (Associa· 
tion Catholique internationale des reuvres de protection de Ia jeune fille); Mme Cur· 
chod·Secretan (International Federation of Girls' Friendly Societies); M. S. Cohen 
(Jewish Association for the Protection of Girls and Women). 

C. Assesstws on Child Welfare. - M. Henri Rollct (International Child Welfare 
Association); Dr. Humbert (League of Red Cross Societies); Dame Katherine Furse 
(International Organisation of Boy Scouts & Girl Guides); Miss Eglantyne Jebb 
(Save the Children Society); Miss Eleanor Rathbone (Women's International Orga· 
nisations); M. Varlez and Mr. Johnson (International Labour Office); (Health Orga· 
nisation of the League of Nations); Miss Julia Lathrop (National Conference of 
Social Work [United States)); Mademoiselle Burniaux (Federation of International 
Trades Unions); M. Gonzague de Reynold (International Committee for Intellectual 
Co·operation). 

As the Commission was still sitting as the end of the month as account of the 
session will be given in the next number. 

VIII. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

MaaTmo oP THB SurnvrsoaY CoMMISSION 

The League Supervisory Committee met at Geneva from April 27th to April 
30th with M. Osusky (Czechoslovakia) in the chair. 

There were further present : 
M. Reveillaud (France), Lord Meston of Agra (India), M. Nederbragt (Nether· 

lands) and M. Parra·Perez (Venezuela). 
The Commission examined the Budget for 1928 and the audited accounts for 

1926 of the League Secretariat, the International Labour Office and the Permanent 
Court of International Justice. 

IX. - Forthcoming Events. 

May 16th : Meeting of the Committee on Statistics in Inland Navigation, Geneva. 
June 8th : Meeting of the Financial Committee, Geneva. 
June 13th : Forty-Fifth Session of the Council, Geneva. e 

June 15th : Twelfth Ordinary Session of the Permanent Court of International 
Justicen The Hague. 

June 17th : Meeting of the Committee of Experts on National Defence Budgets, 
Geneva. 

June 20th ~ Meeting of the Permanent Mandates Commission, Geneva. 
June 23rd : Meeting of the Mixed Committee of Experts on the Counterfeiting 

of Currency, Geneva. 
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ANNEX 

TEXT!! ADOPTEI> AT FJI.ST READING 

The Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference examined, in the 
couBe of its third session, the reports submitted to it by technical Sub·Commisaions with 
regard to the questionnaire it had been instructea to study. The Comminion was of the 
opinion that these preliminary investigations were such as to permit it to undertake 
forthwith the study of a Draft Convention. Its task was facilitated by the fact that 
preliminary drafts had been submitted to it by the British and French delegations. 

The Commission has endeavoured, during the present session, to drawn up a text 
which could serve as a basis for discussion at the second reading. It has not succeeded 
in establishing a single text for all the points discuued. The present document shows 
separately for each of the par" the points on which unanimity was obtained, as well as 
the reservations submitted by the various delegations on certain a peel tic points. Where 
it has not been possible to establish, a unanimous text this document gives the different 
proposals submitted. It has been generally undel'tltood that the acceptance of each 
delegation at fir.~t reading does not prejudice the attitude it might adopt at the second 
reading and does not bind it any way. 

In the course of the discussion, several suggestions and proposals were put forward, 
either in order to meet exceptional situations, or with a view to inserting into the Conven· 
tion limitations or general clauses other than those which had been unanimously adopted 
at the first reading by the Commission or which had been put down as parallel texta. 
These proposals and suggestions are reproduced in the minutes of the Commisaion. It ia 
understood that each delegation retains full freedom to reconsider at the aecond reading 
such suggestions or proposals and to put forward fresh ones. 

The discussion seems to suggest that it might be advisable to clauify the matter into 
five parts, which might constitute the five Chapters of the Draft Convention as a baaia 
for the second reading. 

Chapter 
Chapter 
Chapter 
Chapter 
Chapter 

l. - Effectivcs. 
II. - Material. 

III. - Budgetary Expenditure. 
IV. - Chemical Warfare. 
V: - ).!isccllaneous Provisions. 

This division is, of course, liable to alteration at the second reading. 
The Commission annexes to the present report a table of the texts. When a text 

has encountered no opposition from any delegation, it has been printed ri~ht acroas the 
page. The reservations which delegations have asked to have inserted have been placed 
in the margin. 

When only a single text was submitted and one or more delegations formally oppoacd 
its adoption, it has been printed on the left-hand aide if the page, the right·hand column 
being left blank. The delegation or delegationa under whose authority this text was 
submitted have been indicated. No attempt has been made to define the position of the 
others, and only the observations and declarations which delegations have formally 
requested to have inserted have been placed in the margin. When, at the end of the 
discussion at the first reading, several texts have remained in being, they have been 
inserted in parallel columns, the delegation or delegations under whose 11uthority the 
text was submitted being indicated at the head of each column. As in the previous case, 
no attempt has been made to define the position of the delegations which did not formally 
submit a text, and here too only the formal observations or declarations have been inserted. 



.. (British Draft) 

Names ef the High Con· 
tracting Parties. 

Persuaded that the main· 
tenance of peace requires 
the reduction of armaments 
to the lowest point con· 
sistent with national safety 
and the enforcement by 
common action of inter
national obligations; 

Considering that all Mem· 
ben of the League of Na
tions are already pledged 
by Article 8 of the Cove· 
nant of the League to the 
acceptance of the principle 
enunciated· above : 

Realising that the pur· 
pose of the limitation of 
armaments by internatio· 
nal agreement is to dimi
nish the risk of agressive 
action by one State against 

· another and that all agree· 
ments for limitation of ar
maments should be con· 
strued in the light of that 
purpose; 

Believing that, in order 
to obtain the greatest pos· 
sible advantage from a re
duction and limitation of 
armaments, such reduction 
and limitation must cover 
military, naval and air 
armaments and must em· 
brace as many nations as 
possible; 

Determined to alleviate 
to the greatest possible 
extent the heavy burden 
which expenditure on ar
maments is imposing upon 
the economic life of the 
world, and thus lowering 
its standard of living; 

Have resolved to con
clude a Convention with a 
view to accomplishing these 
purposes and have appoint· 
ed as their plenipotentia
ries : 

The President . 

Who, having communi
cated their full power~, 
fo11nd in good and due 
form, have agreed as fol· 
lo'h : 
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PREAMBLE. 

(French Draft) 

List of High 
Contracting Parties. 

In view of Article 8 of 
the Covenant of the League 
of Nations; 

Whereas the reduction 
of armaments must be in 
accordance with general 
conditions of security and 
the special conditions of 
each State; 

And Whereas the Treaty . 
of Mutual Assistance and 
the Protocol for the Pacific 
Settlement of Internatio· 
nal Disputes, which were 
intended to define more 
precisely the operation of 
Article 16 of the Covenant 
of the League of Nations, 
have not been applied; 

And whereas the general 
guarantees resulting from 
the Covenant still exist; 

And whereas regional 
agreements based upon the 
principles of the Covenant 
and arranging for mutool 
assistance between the si
gnatory States in the event 
of attack have been suc· 
cessivelv concluded and 
have r~ulted in improved 
conditions of security for 
a number of States : 

Consider that it is now 
possible to contemplate a 
first step towards the limi
tation and reduction of 
armaments laid down in 
Article 8 of the Covenant. 

And, having decided to 
conclude a Convention for 
this purpose, have appoin· 
ted as their plenipoten· 
tiaries. 

• • • • • • • 0 • • • • 

Who, having deposited 
their full powers found in 
good and due form, have 
agreed upon the following 
provisions : 

(German Draft) 

Whereas heavy arma· 
ments constitute the most 
serious menace to the peace 
of the world; 

And whereas Article 8 of 
the Covenant of the League 
of Nations provides for a 
general reduction of arma· 
ments; 

The High Contracting 
Parties have resolved to 
conclude a Convention as 
a tint step towards the 
accomplishment of this pur· 
pose, to be followed by suc
cessive measures with a 
view to further disarma
ment, and have appoint-
ed . . . . . · · · · • · 



06tcmstiMs eel 
RMI a"ieas. 

The German delep
tiCIIl maka a ae-al 
.-natiCIIl in ,...t to 
Clapter I • a whole 
wllida, .... nary to its 
view# does DOt CDJ.tain 
Ulf limitation of R• 

- IIi- military 
tniniDc. ..Ptaed. aad 
compelled by law to 
ICI'Ve in cue of war, 
although in its opiD
iclll these mena, while 
--uistent in profa
lioaal armies, form tho 
decisive factor u re
prds pe!1C111De1 in war, 
in ...... m.. haYinc • 
COIISCrlpt system. 

The British dolep
ticlll RSer\'01 tho opi
nion of its Govemmeot 
U to tho limitatiOD of 
trained reaorvos. 

The dologatiOD of tho 
UnitA!d Stata of Amt
rica maka a ee-l 
resenatioD on tho fol. 
lowillg provisioas of 
O..pter I u repJds 
tho inclusion of forma. 
tions organised on a 
military buia aad tho 
exdusion of tzaiDed re-
oenes. 
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CHAPTER L - EFFECTIVES. 

• .htick A. 

The High Contracting Parties agree to limit the effectives 1n service 
in their armed force, or land, sea and air formatio1111 orpniaed on a 
military basis, and who may for that reason be immediately employed 
without having to be mobilised, to the electives determined in the 
tables enumer~ted below and annexed to the present Treaty. 

1. Land Armamentl : 

Table I. - Maximum home forces. 
Table II. - Maximum overseas forces stationed on the home 

country. 
Table lll. - Maximum of total forces stationed in the home 

country. 
Table V. - Maximum of the total forces of the High ContractiJII 

Parties. 
Table VI. - Maximum of the forces beloneing to formations orp· 

oised on a military buia stationed in the home 
country. 

Table VII. - Maximum of the forces belonging to forma tiona orp· 
nised on a military basis atationed in overaeu 
territories. 

1bo dologatioaa of 2. Naval Armamenta : 
tho British EmpUe aad 
tho UnitA!d Stata ol 
Amltrica aaly ac:.cept 
tho limitatiCIIl ol aaval 
ellecti'IOI pnwided ..... 
limitation is perally 
-.m aad pnmded 
...., that a wtjefertwy 
agreemmt is Jea<bood 
""'JlJCOCn& tho Jimita. 
tiCIIl of~ Table VIIL - Maximum armed forces. 

-~Y---Y_ 
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Tile cleleptioo ai the Table 
British Empire ...,.;. 

JX. - MaxiJIIum forces belonging to formations organised 
on a military basis. 

cion Table IX "l'fC"""' 
ary . 
• 3· Air Armaments : Tile deleptiOD "' 

Jiallc:e ,_._ for die 
_d reaclillr its fiDal Table 
decisiOD reprdiDg ..... 

X. - Maximum armed forces. 

.,...te limitaticn of air 
ollectiftS of home ud 
Oiti t I fon:es. 

Tile deleption of tbe Table 
British Empire .....;. 

XI. - Maximum forces belonging to formations organised 
on a military basis. 

den Table XI UDeCIOII· 
ary. 

The seaJDd puagtapla 
of Article B bas not 
been discussed in COD• 

D<Ction witb IUlval ud 
air ellec:tives. 

The delegation of 
FlliDc:e ud Italy d .. 
dan! tbat tbe clauses of 
tbe first two puagtapbs 
must apply in tbe same 
COilditiODS to lud, na· 
ft) and air ellec:tives, 
ud tbat it CUI only 
accept tbem subject to 
tbis reservation. 

The delegati0111 of 
tbe British Empire, 
tbile, Japan and tbe 
UDited States of Ame· 
rica do not accept tbe 
thUd puagtapla. 

Article H. 

In order to prevent the number of officers, warrant officers and ser
geants from exceeding the legitimate requirements of each army, the 
tables relating to land armaments mentioned in Article A above shall 
indicate a maximum number of officers, warrant officers and sergeants 
which each High Contracting Party shall undertake not to exceed. 

Similarly, for the same reasons as those given above, the said tables 
shall show the maximum figure which each High Contracting Party 
undertakes not to exceed in respect of other ranks whose period of 
service is longer than the longest period at present in force in the 
conscript armies of the High Contracting Parties. 

The provisions contained in the first paragraph of this Article 
equally apply, mutatis mutandis, to the tables in Article A relating 
to naval and air armaments. 

ArticltJ C. 

By "formations organised on a military basis" shall be understood 
Police forces of all kinds, gendarmerie, Customs officials, forest 
guards, which, whatever their legal purpose, can be used without 
mobilisation, by reason of their staff of officers, establishment, training, 
armament or equipment, as well as any organisation complying with 
the above condition. 

Article D. 

By "mobilisation" within the meaning of the present Treaty shall 
be understood all the measures for the purpose of providing the whole 
or part of the various corps, services and units with the personnel 
and material required to pass from a peace-time footing to a war· 
time footing. 

Article F. • 
Each of the High Contracting Parties may, within the limits fixed 

by the Tables relating to land armaments in Article A and should 
t~e conditions affecting its security so require, modify 'the distribu· 
t1on of the said forces between its home territories and overseas ter· 
ritories. 

Any modification in this distribution shall be shown in the annual 
statements of particulars, the preparation of which is provided for 
ia Article I A of Chapter V below. 



This Article bas DOt 
been discussed in COD· 

Dection with Daft! and 
air eftectiva. 

This Article has not 
been discussed in COD· 

oection with naval and 
air eflectives. 

The delegation of 
France declares that 
the clauses of this Ar· 
tide must apply in the 
same conditions to land, 
naval and air efl'ectives. 

ObsmuRitmS 
and 

RurrvatiMU. 

The delega
tion of the Unit· 
ed States of 
America makes 
a general reser
vation on the 
failure to in
clude provio;ions 
foy the limita
tion of material 
both in the 
hands of fon:es 
serving with 
the colours and 
reserve mate -
rial of land and 
air forces. 

• 
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Artick E. 

When drawing up the tables mentioned in Articles A (Chapter .I) 
and I .6. (Chapter V) : 

(11) By "effectives in service in the armed forces" shall be unders· 
tood the average dally effectives reckoned by dividing the total 
number of days duty by the number of days in the budgetary year; 

(b) By "effectives in service in the formations organised on a mili· 
tary basis" shall be understood the actual effectives, e. g. the actual 
number of men shown up to the time of their discharge from active 
service or during their periods of training, in the statement of effectives 
which determines grants of every kind for these effectives, including 
men who, for any reason whatever, are absent from the units to v.·hirh 
they are allocated. 

Arhcle I. 

In each Contracting State having the conscription system, the 
total period of service which the annual contingent is compelled to 
serve shall not exceed the figure accepted by each of the High Con
tracting Parties. 

For each man the total period of service shall be the total number 
of days of active service and of days of service during the periods of 
instruction which he undergoes. 

CHAPTER II. - MATFRIAL. 

SECTION I. - LAND ARMAMENT, 

Article T A. 

(German Draft) (French Draft) 

The delega • 
lions of Italy 
and Japan ma
ke a general re
servation as re
gards limitation 
of material pro
posed in Article 
TA (Gennan 
draft). 

The High Contracting Parties 
agree to limit the maximum mate· 
rial of their land forces in service 
and in reserve to the figures fixed 
in Table ... , annexed to the present 
Convention. 

In each of the Contracting State~, 
the total expenditure on the upkeep, 
purchue and manufacture of war 
material in the strict sense of the 
term, for the duration of the pre
sent Convention shall be limited for 
the land, naval and air armament 
to the respective sums fixed in Co· 



The Getman 
cWogatioo de
clares that it is 
~to 

limit naval tna· 
terial in reserve 
in additicm to
floating mate
rial. 

The Frmch 
delegation 
points out that 
the ac:ccmpany
iug French text 
amstitu~ the 
draft for reacb
iugaampro
mise. which, 
after disc:uosion 
and with 3 view 
to finding a for
mula for agree· 
ment, it bas sub
stituted for its 
original draft, 
which included 
only the 6nt 
four puagraphs 
of this text. 

IIO 

TAIILII 

Qaaatity or 
llaziaum ammunition 

llaledal ia HI'Yice for Uae varloUI 

lumns X, Y and Zof Tables (1) (Home 
forces and formations of the home 
country organised on a military 
basis) and... (Overseas forces and 
their rdnforcements and overseas 
formations organised on a military 
basis) annexed to the present Con· 
vention. 

aumbu ariDI (riflea, 
aad ill reevve of arm. m.acllilDI·CUDI 

a.IUIIe• or carbla81. 

t:.llacbiae 1••• 
aad automatic 
rifiM ••• · • • 

,. Gaas, loa1 aad 
sbort, aad 
howtteers of a 
caUbre below 
15 em • .• • . 

f· Gaa.. loac aad 
11tort, aad 
Jaowiu.a of a 
calibre of •s1 
em. 01' a boTe. a 

5· All Kinds of 
l(ortara. . .. 

6. Taakl . .... . 
1· Armoured can . 

I 

etc:.) 

The said sums shall be divided 
by the number of years for which 
the present Convention remains in 
force, and, in each of the Contrac
ting States, the annual expenditure 
on the upkeep, purchase and ma
nufacture of war material in the 
strict sense of the term shall not 
exceed the figure laid down for each 
year; nevertheless, sums not expen
ded during one year may be carried 
forward to the following year and 
added to the sums fixed for that 
year. 

SEcnoN II. - NAVAL ARMAMENTS. 

Article NA. 

(British Draft.) 

The High Contracting 
Parties agree to limit to 
the figures laid down the 
number and tonnage of 
all the ships in each of 
the classes specified in 
Annex. 

(French Draft.) (Italian Draft.) 

The limitation of na- Each of the High Con
val armaments agreed tracting Parties, within 
to by each of the High the limits of the total 
Contracting Parties is tonnage which it under
shown in the annexed takes not to exceed, 
Table X. · may distribute and ar-

The figures in co- range its tonnage to 
lumn I of this table the best advantage for 
represent the total ton- its national interests, 
nage that each of the subject to communicat
High Contracting Par- ing to the Secretariat 
ties considers it essen- of the League of Na
tial to attain for the tions: at least six months 
purposes of security and before laying down the 
the defence of its na- keel, the characteristics 
tiona! interests. of each vessel of war 

The figures in co- which it _intends to 
lumn II represent the construct, m confor· 
total tonnage that each mity, for example, with 
of the High Contracting Art1cle XVI ~f the 
Parties considers it ne· Treaty of Washui'gton. 
cessary to complete be-
fore the expiry of the 
Convention. 

The figures in co
lumn III represent, for 

(r) The_ tabla .'~erred to oorrtopon,f to the model statements provided for io the report of the budgetary 
nports. Their definiti"Ve form depeuda on the 6aal C:OOcllllion.• of these experts. ..,. 



1bedelega· 
tions pf the 
United States 
of America and 
Italy make a go· 
neral reserva 
rioo COilCemiDg 
this Table. 

• 

Ill 

each of the High Con· 
tracting Parties the di · 
vision of the total ton· 
nage stated by it in 
column II into total 
tonnage by groups. 

These total tonnage 
groups apply to all 
ships of a similar na· 
ture in the following 
manner : (a) capital 
ships; (b) aircraft car· 
riers; (c) surface ships 
of less than IO,OOO tons; 
(d) submarines. 

Each of the High Con· 
tracting Parties, while 
keeping within the li · 
mits of total tonnage 
stated in column II, can 
alter such division as it 
deems necessary for its 
security, subject to in· 
forming the Secretariat 
of the League of Na· 
tions of the changes 
brought to the division 
of its total tonnage, at 
least one year before 
laying down the portion 
of the tonnage which is 
to be transferred. 

Note : Each of the 
High Contracting Par· 
tics states in column II I 
the division of its total 
tonnage, either into the 
four groups of vessels as 
stated in paragraph 4, 
or only into those groups 
which it considers ne· 
cessary for its needs of 
security. 

TABU! X. 

A•na '10 Aanca.a li'A. 01' Puwea O..vr. 
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Article NB. 

(British Draft) (French and Italian Draft) 
• 

The High Contracting Parties agree to 
limit to the figures laid down in Annex. .. 
for each class of ship the ma.ximum tonnage 
of any one ship and the calibre of the Jar· 
ge!lt gun that may be mounted thereon. 

The High Contracting Parties agree to 
limit to the figures laid down in Annex ... 
the tonnage of the largest vessel of war and 
the calibre of the largest gun mounted in 
any vessel of war. 

Article NC. 

(British Draft) 

The High Contracting Parties agree to 
limit to the figures laid down in Annex. .. 
the maximum diameter of the largest tor· 
pedo tube carried by any ship. 

Article NE. 

(French Draft) 

In assessing total tonnage a fraction only 
equal to ... per cent of the real tonnage shall 
be calculated in the case of vessels of war 
which have exceeded the age limit indicated 
in Table ... of the Annex. 

Artick ND. 

The standard displacement of a ship is the displac,.ment of the ship complete, fully 
manned, engined and equipped ready for sea, including all armament and ammunition, 
equipment, outfit, provisions and fresh water for crew, miscellaneous stores and imple
ments of every description that are intended to be carried in war, but without fuel or 
reserve feed water on board. 

This assessment shall be in metric tons. 

Ani& NF. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake that, except in case of loss, no vessel of 
war shall be replaced before having reached the age limit in<licated in Table ... of the 
Annex. The age of units shall be counted as from the date of their completion. 

Arti&k NG. 

With the exception of those ships which, in order to effect economy and specially 
mentioned in the Convention as being allowed to be converted into a type of warship 
other than that for which it was originally designed, no ship which has been replaced may 
be reconverted into a vessel of war. 

Artick NH. 

No preparations shall be made in merchant ships in time of peace for the instaltation 
of warlike armaments for the purpose of converting such ships into vessels of war, other 
than the necessary stiffening of decks for the mounting of guns not exceeding 6 inches 
(182 millimetres) calibre. 

Article Nl. 

~o vessel of war constructed within the jurisdiction of any one of the Contracting 
Parties for a non.-contracting Power shall exceed the limitations as to displacement and 
armament prescnbed by the present Treaty for vessels of a similar type which may be 
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constructed by or for any of the Contracting Powers; provided, however, that the displa· 
cement for aircraft carriers constructed for a non-contracting Power shall in no case 
exceed 27,000 tons (27.432 metric tons) standard displac!'ment. 

• 
• 

Arlicl~ NJ. 

In the event of a Contracting Power being engaged in a w::.r, such Power shall not 
use as a vessel of war any vessel of war which may be under con~truction within its juris· 
diction for any othl'r Power, or which may have been constructed within its jurisdiction 
for another Power and not delivered. 

Article NK. 

Each of the Contracting Powers undertakes not to di<pose by gift, sale or any m!'de 
of transfer of any vessel of war in such a mannl'r that such vcsst'l may become a ve~sel 
of war in the navy of any foreign Power. 

The German dele
gation makes a reset· 
vation with respect to 
Article AA, being of 
the opinion that the 
limitation should ap
ply to all air material 
of war, and obould the
refore abo include ma• 
terial in reserve and 
stocks of material. 

The deleptiono of 
the British Empire and 
France reserve for the 
second reading their 
decision on Article AA 
in 10 far as it suppresses 
the distinction between 
metropolitan and over
seas air forcrs. 

The deleptiou of 
Roumania made a re
servation regarding the 
limitation of numbers 
of aeroplaneo. 

The German delega
tion makes a reserva
tion 't<garding Article 
AD, in view of the fact 
that the development 
of a meano of peaceful 
communication aumot 
be taken as a starting
point for armaments. 
except where this meaDS 

of communication is of 
real military impor
tance. 

The Delegation of 

SECTION III. - AtR ARMAMENT~. 

Article AA. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties undertakes to limit the air 
material in service in accordance with the figures laid down in tht• 
following tables. 

Table A. -The maximum number and total horse power of aero
planes and maximum number, total horse-power and total volume of 
dirigibles in service in their armed forces. 

Table B. -The maximum number and total horse-power of aero
planes and ~aximum number, total horse-power and total volume of 
dirigibles in service in their formations organised on a military basi~. 

The limitation shall apply to aeroplanes and dirigibles capable of 
use in war employed in commission in the land, sea and air forces, or 
in the formations organised on a military basis. 

Article AC. 

Horse-power shall be measured according to the rule~ 
(to be established by the Conference). 

The volume of dirigibles to be expressed in cubic metres. 

Article AD. 

The limitations laid down are accepted by each High Contracting 
Party in the light of the present development of civil aviation in 
other countries. 



the Aqentiae ....... 
-DOD repnliDe 
Article AD. 

Tbe deleptiOD ol the 
IJDitecl States of Ame
rica make a e-ra! re
OOI'ftbOD .., tho indu· 
siOD ol provisiODS bu· 
iag limitation upon tho 
pmeot development of 
ciYil aviatiOD in other 
c:ountrios. 

Tho delegation of 
Italy made a resorva· 
tiOD with reprd to Ar· 
tide AE. 
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Articlt AE. 

1. If the High Contracting Parties intervene in any capacity, 
whether directly or indirectly, wholly or partially, in civil aviation 
undertakings, they agree that the State organs dealing with the 
matter shall be quite separate from the organs dealing with military 
aviation. It is agreed that this undertaking does not prevent the 
union of civil and military aviation under a single Ministry provided 
that the two subjects are dealt with separately and independently. 

:z. The High Contracting Parties shall refrain from prescri
bing the embodiment of military features in the build of civil aviation 
material so that this material may be constructed for, purely civil 
purposes, more particularly with a view to providing the greatest 
possible measure of security and the most economic return. 

J. The High Contracting Parties undertake not to require of civil 
aviation undertakings that they should employ only personnel spe· 
cially trained for military purposes. 

They undertake to authorise only as ,a provisional and temporary 
measure the seconding of personnel to, and the employment of mili
tary aviation material in, civil aviation undertakings. 

4- The High Contracting Partie• undertake not to subsidise, di · 
rectly or indirectly, air lines principally established for military pur
poses, instead of being established for economic administrative or 
social purposes. 

5· The High Contracting Parties undertake to encourage as far as 
possible the conclusion of economic agreements between civil avia
tion undertakings in the different countries. 

CHAPTER III- BUDGETARY EXPENDITURE. 

Tho British, 
Italian IIIII Ja· 
~ dolop
tiODI CXJDSider 
that budgetary 
limitation 
m-Id be efloct· 
eel aololy by pa· 
blicity. 

Tbe dolop
tiaao "' tho 
UD!tecl States 
llld Germuy 

--. geoeraJ n:lafttiaD Oil 

... iDdlllica in 
tlae pcellllt 
Dnft ea.-
tiao "' ..,.lillli
tatiao "' bad
I"UYnpendi· 
turo. 

Article DA. 

(French Draft.) 

The total annual expenditure 
counted per budgetary year and 
allocated according to Tables ..... 
(Home forces and formations of the 
home country organised on a mili
tary basis) and ..... (Overseas forces 
and their reinforcements and Over
seas formations organised on a mi· 
litary basis), shall not exceed the 
figures approved by the several 
Contracting States in the present 
Convention and mentioned in the 
said tables. 



The discus -
5ion on these 
clauses has been 
held over until 
the seamd read
ing. 

The state -
ment made by 
the American 
delegatica on 
April•3tb.•9•7· 
indicates the 
vieWB of the 
American Go
vernment on 
czrtain points 
as reganls the 
application of 
the Convention. 
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CHAPTER IV. - CHEMICAL WARFARE. 

(Draft propo~ed by the delegations 
of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, King· 
dom of tile Serbs, Croats and Slo· 
venes, Poland and Roumania.) 

The High Contracting Parties 
undertake to abstain from the use 
in war of asphyxiating, poisonous 
or similar gases, and of all analogous 
liquids, substances or processes. 

They also undertake to abstain 
from the use of all bacteriological 
methods of warfare. 

They also undertake to abstain 
from any preparation in peace time 
of the use of the methods of warfare 
stated in the preceding paragraph. 

They undertake, moreover, not to 
permit the importation, the expor· 
tation or the manufacture on their 
territory of substances utilisable for 
chemical or bacteriological warfare, 
when they are imported, exported 
or manufactured with a view to 
such use. 

CHAPTER V. - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
• 

SECTION I. - ORGANISATION 

Article OA. 

(French Draft.) 

There shall be set up at the seat 
of the League of Nations a "Per
manent Disarmament Comminion" 
consisting one representative of 
each of the following High Contrac· 
ting Parties' : 

(a) The High Contracting Par
ties, Members of the Council 
of the League, for the dura· 
tion of their term of office on 
the Ceuncil. 

(b) The United States of America 
and the Union of Socialist 
Soviet Republics. 

(c) (List of High Contracting Par· 
ties to be appointed by the 
Conference.) 

To the members of the Permanent 
Disarmament Commission shall be 
attached military, naval and air 
experts, and experts qualified in the 
branches subject to the limitations 
provided for in the present Conven· 
tion. 
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The Permanent Disarmament 
Commission shall be summoned by 
the Secretary-General of the League 
of Nations. 

In the event of their not sitting 
on the Permanent Disarmament 
Commission, the High Contracting 
Parties shall be entitled to be repre· 
sented at discussions which concern 
"them. In such case, their delegates 
may demand that, in the Commis· 
sion's report, account should be 
taken of the opinion or suggestions 
put forward by them, if necessary 
in the form of a special report. 

SECTION II. - ExCHANGE oF uu·oRMAl'ION 

Article lA. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties shall prepare on the model of 
Tables I, II, III, V, VIII and X mentioned in Article A (Chapter I) and of 
Table IV annexed to the present Convention (Overseas forces), an annual 
statement of the average daily eflectives on service with its armed forces, 
and on the basis of Tables VI, VII, IX, and XI mentioned in Article A 
(Chapter I) a statement of the actual eflectives on service in its formations 
organised on a military basis. 

The statements laid down in the present provision shall be forwarded 
to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations within three months after 
the close of the budgetary year. 

Arlicle lB. 

(Netherlands Draft.) 

Each of the High Contracting 
Parties shall prepare an annual 
statement of the number (weight) 
of arms and ammunition and imple· 
ments of war in service and in 
reserve in its land, naval and air 
forces distributed between the fol
lowing twelve headings and existing 
on the date of December 31St of the 
preceding year ; 

I. Rifles, muskets, carbines 
(number). 

2. (a) Machine-guns, automatic 
rifles and machine-pistols 
of all calibres (number); 



(b) Mountings for machine· 
guns (number); 

(c) Interrupter greas (num· 
bv>; 

3· Projectiles and ammunition for 
the arnlli enumerated in Nos. I 
and 2 above (number). 

4. Gun • sighting apparatus in· 
eluding aerial gunsights and 
bombsights, and fire-control 
apparatus (number). 

,5. (11) Cannon, long or short and 
howitzers, of a calibre less 
than ,5.9 inches (1.5 ems.) 
(number); 

(b) Cannon, long or short, and 
howitzers, of a calibre of 
5-9 inches (15 em.) or above 
(number); 

(c) Mortars of all kinds (num· 
ber); 

(d) Gun carriages (number), 
mountings (number) re· 
cuperators (number), ac· 
cesaories for mountings 
(weight). 

6. Projectiles and ammunition 
for the arms enumerated in 
No. 5 above (number); 

7 . .\pparatus for the discharge 
of bombs, torpedos, depth 
charges and other kinds ol 
projectiles (number); 

8. (11) Grenades (number); 

(b) Bombs (number); 

(c) Land mines, submarine 
mines, fixed or floating, . 
depth charges (number) i 

(d) Torpedoes (number). 

9· Appliancea for use with the 
abon anns and apparatus 
(number). 

10. Bayonets (number); 

11. Tanks and armoured cars 
(number); 

11. Arms and ammunition not 
specified in the above enume· 
l"ation (number and weight). 

With a view to the exchange of 
information as provided for in the 
present Section, the statement laid 
down in the present provisions shaD 
be forwarded to the Secretariat of 
die League of Natio1111 before March 
ret of tbe year following the year to 
which it refen. 
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Article /C. 

H the construction of any vessel of war for a non-Contracting Power 
is undertaken within the jurisdiction of any of the Contracting Powers, 
such Power shall promptly inform the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations and shall publish in its Official Journal the date of the signing 
of the contract and the date on which the keel of the ship is laid, as well 
as the following specifications : the standard displacement in metric 
tons, the length of the water line, the extreme beam at or below water 
line, the mean draft at standard displacement; the date of completion of 
each new ship and its standard displacement in metric tons, and the prin
cipal dimensions, namely, length at waterline, extreme beam ar or below 
waterline, mean draft standard displacement at time of completion. 

Article /G. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Secre· 
tariat of the League of Nations the name and the tonnage of any vessel 
constructed in accordance with Article NH (Chapter II). With regard to 
existing vessels of this type, this communication shall be made within two 
months after ratification of the present Treaty. With regard to vessels to 
be constructed the communication shall be made on the date of comple· 
tion. 

Article ID. 

(Italian Draft.) 

Each of the High Contracting Par
ties shall prepare an annual state· 
ment showing the maximum figures 
attained during the year in respect 
of the number and total horse-power 
of aircraft, and the number, total 
horse-power and total volume of 
dirigibles in commission according 
to their distribution laid down in 
Article AB (Chapter II, Section III 
- Air Armaments). 

Article IE. 

(French Draft modified.) 

Each of the High Contracting Par
ties shall prepare an annual state· 
mcnt showing the maximum figures 
attained during the year in respect of 
the number and total horse-power 
of aircraft, and the number, total 
horse-power and total volume of 
dirigibles in commission according 
to their distribution as laid down in 
Article lA of the present Chapter. 

In order to ensure publicity in the matter of civil aviation, each of 
the High Contracting Parties shall prepare an annual statement showing 
the total number of civil aeroplanes and dirigibles registered in the terri· 
tory under jurisdiction of each of the High Contracting Parties. 

PREAIIBLE TO ARTICLES DA AND DB. 

Whereas it is in the general interest that the expenditure on 
armaments should be limited, and 

Whereas the High Contracting Parties are not agreed at picsent 
011 a11y satisfactory method of accomplishing this object, and 

. Whereas the. H_igh _Contracting Parties consider that as a preli
nunary to such hm1tat10n of expenses full publicity should be secured 
so that on a future occasion it may be possible again to approach this 
question with better hope of success, 

The _High Contracting Parties agree to arrange for the publicity of 
t~e!r m1hta~, na':al and air expenditure in accordance with the pro· 
v1s1ons con tamed 111 the two following articles. 



In putting forward 
this Article, the Pre
pamtory Commission 
takes note of the fact 
that the works of the 
Committee of Experts 
on Budgetary Ques
tions is not complete, 
ant that they hope to 
produce a relatively 
simple schedule. The 
Pr.paratory Commis
sion is of opinion that 
the model statement 
should be as simple as 
possible consistently 
with the achievement 
of its object. 

The German delega
tion has accepted the 
principle of the sim
plification of the model 
statement em condition 
that the model state
ment is employed ex
clusively for the pu
blication of expendi
ture on national de
fence and DOt for pur
poses of comparison 
and limitation. 

The Italian delega
tion reserves its opi. 
nions concerning Arti
cle DA until it has 
examined the model 
statement in question. 

The British delega
tion makes a reserva
ticn with regard to the 
second paragraph of 
thi• Articlt. 
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Artiel1 DA. 

Eac;jl of the High Contracting Parties will communicated to the 
Secretary General of the League of Nations, in a model form, a state
ment of the amount proposed to be expended on its land, naval and 
air armaments in the current financial year. 

This communication shall be made not later than ... months after 
the entry into force of the legal provisions authorising the expenditure. 

Artick DB. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties will communicate to the 
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, in a model form, a state· 
ment showing the amount actually expended on its land, naval and 
air armaments during the preceding financial year. 

This communication will be made not later than ... months after 
the close of the financial year. 

Article IF. 

(French Draft) 

The Permanent Disarmament Commis
sion shall be responsible for centralising 
all the information supplied by the High 
Contracting Parties to the Secretary-Gene· 
raJ o\ the League in execution of the pro· 
visions of Article lA, IC, IG, ID and IE, 
DA and DB of the present Chapter and also 
for collecting, with regard to matters sub
ject to the limitation provided for in the 
present Treaty, or which may appear to it 
suitable to form the object of fresh treaties, 
all particulars it may consider necessary to 
the performance of its mission as de fined 
below. 
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The Commission shall be re~~ponsible for 
studying, on the basis of t~ese d~ta, such 
progress as may be accomphs~ed m regard 
to the limitation and reduction of arma· 
ments. Its attention shall be devoted in 
particular to following in th~ annual bud~et 
statments supplied by the Htgh Contractmg 
Parties the increase or reduction in the 
amount of the material in their possession 
which it has not been possible to limit 
directly in the present Convention. 

Each year the permanent Disarmament 
Commission shall make at least one report 
on the questions which it is engag~d in 
studying. This report shall be pubhshed 
simultaneously with despatch to all the 
High Contracting Parties and to the Coun· 
cil of the League. Each member of the 
Commission shall be entitled to demand 
that account shall be taken in this report 
of the opinions or suggestions put forward 
by him, if necessary in the form of a special 
report. 

SECTION III. - DEROGATIONS 

Artick XA. 

(British Draft) 

The provisions of the present Convention 
shall not prevent any of the High Contract· 
ing Parties from increasing its land, naval 
or air armaments beyond the agreed figures : 

(1) If a war in which it is a belligerent 
has broken out, or 

(2) If it is threatened with a rebellion, 
or 

(3) If this increase is effected with the 
consent of the Council of the League of 
Nations. 
Notice to all the other High Contracting 

Parties shall be given by the Party in· 
creasing its armaments in pursuance of this 
article. 

Subject to any agreement to the con· 
trary by the Parties to this Convention, 
High Contracting Party increasing its arma· 
ments in pursuance of the first paragraph 
of this article shall, when peace is restored 
or the rebellion has come to an end reduce 
its armaments to the amounts agreed upon. 

(French Draft) 

If one of the High Contracting Parties 
is compelled by the unjustified aggression 
of another-Power to resort to the measures 
of mobilisation referred to in Article D 
(Chapter 1), it shall immediately inform the 
Secretary-General of the League of Nations 
and shall ipso facto be released for the dura· 
tion of the conflict from the obligations 
which it incurs under the present Conven• 
tion. 

If the High Contracting Party is a Mem· 
her of the League of Nations, it shall remain 
subject to the general obligations of the 
Covenant and to the decisions of the Coun· 
cil. The Secretary-General of the League 
of Nations shall be responsible for summon
ing the Council as quickly as possible. 

SECTION IV. - PROCEDURE WITR REGARD TO COMPLAINTS AND REVISION 

Article ZA. 

(British Draft.) 

The High Contracting Parties recognise 
that any violation of the provisions of this 
Convention is a matter of concern to all 
the Parties. If any Party to the Conven· 
tion is of opinion that another Party to 
the Convention is maintaining armaments 

(French Draft.) 

If, during the term of the present Con· 
vention, a High Contracting Party consi· 
ders that the requirements of its national 
security are materially affected by any 
change of circumstances, it shall lay the 
matter before the Permanent Disarmament 
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in excess of the figures agreed upon, or is 
making such changes in its armaments, or 
is embarking on such preparations as are 
likely to disturb international relations or 
the good understanding ~tween nations, 
or is in any way violating the provisions 
of the Convention, it may bring the matter 
to the notice of the other Parties to the 
Convention. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties 
agrees that, on receipt of any such noti· 
fication by another Party to the Conven· 
tion, it will co-operr.te in such measures ~s 
may be thought desirable by the Parties 
which are mentioned in Article EB of the 
present chapter, or represented in the Coun· 
cil of the League, but excluding the Party 
against which the complaint is made, for 
investigating the facts, and that it will 
join in such action as may be deemed wise 
and effectual to safegm>rd the peace of 
nations. 

Provided that no investigation within th~ 
limits of the territory of any of the High 
Contracting Parties shall be made without 
its consent. 

Commin•on through the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nations with a view the 
possible revision of the limitations it baa 
accepted. The Permanent Comruissjpn 
shall examine the arguments adduced by 
the High Contracting Party and shall be 
obliged to report thereon. The report shall 
be addressed to the Council of the League. 

The High Contracting Party making the 
application shall take part in the examina· 
tion of its application by the Permanent 
Disarmament Commission. Its delegate 
shall not be allowed to take part in the 
drafting of the report and may only require 
that the latter shall take into account the 
opinions or suggestions put forward by him, 
if necessary in the form of a special report. 
., If, in the application which it baa sub
mitted to the Permanent Disarmament 
Commission, the High Contracting Party 
has indicated, as a new circumatance affect· 
ing its national security, facta which con· 
cern one of the High Contractinl( Party 
memben of the Commiuion, the delegate 
of the latter shall be subject to the aame 
rules 11 the delegate of tho High Contracting 
Party making the application. 

Articlt ZE. 

I!, during the term of the present Convention a High Contracting Party considers 
that the requirements of its national security are materially affected by any change of 
circumstances, it may be authorised to exceed the limits for armaments fixed under the 
present Convention by a unanimous decision of the following High Contracting Parties. 

This provision shall not aflect the rights or obligations of the Contracting Parties 
arising out of their membership of the League of Nations. 

Articlt ZB. 

(French Draft.) 

The Permanent Disarmament Commis
sion may decide by a two-thirds majority 
that an enquiry is necessary to verify the 
existence of any of the circumstances 
adduced by a High Contracting Party as 
affecting its national security. The enquiry 
shall be carried out under the conditions 
laid down in regulations to be drawn up 
as soon as the present Convention enters 
into force. 

(a) If the Permanent Commission is no
tified by a High Contracting Party of the 
existence of circumstances materially affect· 
ing its national security in consequence of 
a grave transgression of the Convention of 
the Limitation of Armaments, it shall call 
up~n the Power or Powers referred to in 
the application who are not already sitting 
on the Commission to take part in its pro
ceedings under the conditions laid down in 
Article OA of the present Chapter. 

(b) The Permanent Commission shall 
decide by a two-thirds majority, excluding 
the parties to the dispute, whether the 
enquiry is to be conducted only by an exa
mination of official documents which have 



been communicated to it, or wh~ther the 
nature of the facts alleged necessitates an 
enquiry on the spot. 

The High Contracting Parties undertake 
to afford every assistance to this enquiry, 
particularly in their respective territories. 

(c) The members of the Committee of 
Enquiry shall be selected by the Perma· 
nent Commission from a list of experts 
duly qualified in the different branches, 
subject to the limitations provided for in 
the present Convention. The Permanent 
Commission shall also appoint the Chair· 
man of the Committee of Enquiry. The 
list of experts shall be drawn up in pur· 
suance of the proposals of the Governments 
signatories of the present Convention. 

The State involved and the party making 
the application may only be represented in 
the Committee of Enquiry in a purely advi
sory capacity. 

The experts appointed by the Permanent 
Commission may in no case be subject to 
the authority of any of the parties to the 
dispute. 

(d) The Permanent Commission shall fix 
the points on which the enquiry shall bear. 
H it is decided that the enquiry may be 
conducted simply by a study of documents, 
the Committee of Enquiry shall meet imme
diately. H, in the course of its proceedings, 
it needs to consult documents which are not 
yet at its disposal, its Chairman shall 
address a request for such documents to 
the Secretary-General of the League, to 
whom the States concerned shall forward 
them as soon as possible. 

H, in the opinion of the Permanent Com· 
mission, the nature of the infringement 
necessitates an enquiry on the spot, the 
Chairman of the Committee of Enquiry 
shall himself fix the date on which it shall 
begin such investigation. The State con· 
cerned shall be immediately notified by the 
Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

(e) The Chairman of the Committees of 
Enquiry shall make a report to the Perma· 
nent Commission, in which he shall confine 
himseH to recording the actual facts; the 
Permanent Commission alone shall pro· 
nounce on these facts. H differences of 
opinion have arisen among the experts, 
mention must be made of them in the 
report. 
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Artiele ZC. 

(French Draft.) 

In pursuance of the Permanent Com· 
mission's report referred to in Article ZA 
above or the enquiry provided for in Ar· 
ticle ZB above, if any, the Council of the 
League of Nations, acting in virtue of Ar· 
ticle 8, paragraph 4, of the Covenant of the 
League, may authorise a High Contracting 
Party to exceed, within specific limits and 



for a specific time, the limitations laid down 
in the present Convention. 

In cases of urgency, the matter may be 
laid before the Council direct, which may 
take a decision, if it thinkS necessary with· 
out previous enquiry or report. 

.Artuu ZD. 

(French Draft.) The British 
delegation ze.. 
- its cpi· 
Dian until the 
second reading 
.. to the desira
bility Of this 
proj*a). 

If, during the term of the present 
Convention, civil aviation in one or 
more of the contracting countries, or 
military or civil aviation in one or 
more of the non-signatory States, 
experiences such a development as 
to constitute a possible danger to 
the security of some of the High 
Contracting Parties, the latter shall 
report this change of circumstances 
to the Permanent Disarmament 
Commission under the conditions 
laid down in Article ZA above. 

SECTION V. - RAnnCA1'10N - ENTRY INTO PORCE - 0&NUNCIA1'10N 

The German delega· 
ticm makes a general 
reservatioo with regard 
to Article EA, in view 
of the fact that the 
Draft ConYelltion does 
not yet show whether 
certain fundamental 
conditiODS will be ful. 
filled; these conditiODS 
were formulated during 
the pn>eeediDp at the 
third IIOIIdoo ol the I'R· 
paratory Commission 
and without them Ger· 
many could not regard 
the Conventioo u a 
&nt step towanla ge
neral clisarmamellt. In 
additioo, guarantees 
should be given that 
this filst step will be 
followed, at suitable 
intervals, byotherstepl 
towards the p1agteuive 
aeducticlllol-11. 

• 

Artuu EA. ·• 

The present Convention ahall not affect the terms of previous 
treaties, under which certain of the High Contracting Parties agreed 
to limit their military, naval or air armaments, and have thus fixed 
in relation to one another their respective obligations and rights in 
this connection, the present Convention being within these limits 
inapplicable between the said Powers. 

.ArtU/6 EB. 

The present Convention shall be ratified by the High Contracting 
Parties in accordance with their respective constitutional methods. 
The instruments of ratification shall be deposited at Geneva. 

It shall come into force for each Party whose instrument of ratifi· 
cation has been deposited as soon as the instruments of ratification 
have been deposited by (list of States to be drawn up by the Confe· 
renee). 
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tluee categories of ar· 
IIWIImts. 
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Arli&u EC. 

The High Contracting Parties agree t? accept reservations which . 
may be made by Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Poland and Roumania at 
the moment of their signature of the present Convention, and which 
ahall suspend, in re~~pect of these States, the application of Articles ... 
of the present Convention until the accession of Russia to ·the present 
Convention under the same conditions as the above·named Powers. 

Arlidl ED. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties undertakes that, as soon 
as the Convention has come into force for it, it will begin the necessary 
measures for carrying the provisions of the Convention into effect. 

Artieu EF. 

The present Convention shall remain in force for ... years as from 
the exchange of ratifications. 

Incase none of the High Contracting Parties shall have given 
notice to tenninate two years before the expiration of the said period, 
the provisions of the Convention shall continue in force until the 
expiration of two years from the date on which such notice shall be 
given by oue of the Parties. 

U the Party by which such notice is above given is among those 
to be mentioned in the last paragraph of Article EB all the High 
Contracting Parties shall, within one year of the date of the notice, 
meet in conference to consider the continuance of the provisions to 
be tenninated. In the event of any such conference failing to come 
to an agreement, accepted by all the Parties other than the Party 
which has given the notice, as to the continuance of the provisions 
to be tenninated, or as to the substitution of others, they will tenninate 
on the expiration of the two years provided for in the notice. 

U the High Contracting Parties, other than the Party which has 
given notice to tenninate, agree upon the terms of other stipulations 
in substitution for those to be terminated, the latter shall continue 
in force for all Parties other than that which gave the notice until the 
coming into force of the new stipulations. 

U the Party by which notice to terminat~ is given is not among 
those to be mentioned in the last paragraph of Article EB above, 
the Convention will remain in force for all High Contracting Parties 
other than that by which the notice was given. 

Notices under this Article shall be given to the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nations and shall b., deemed to have been given on 
the day on which the notice was received by him. 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 

The International Economic Conference of expert delegations from fifty Mem· 
ber and non-Member countries was the outstanding feature of the League's acti· 
vity in May. 

In addition to this session, there were meetings of the Mixed Committee 
on Economic Crises, which examined a memorandum of the International Labour 
Office on unemployment and public works; of the Committee on Statistics on Inland 
Navigation, which considered the question of the unification of commercial statis· 
tics; of the Advisory Commission on the Protection and Welfare of Children and 
Young People; and of an International Conference on Rabies at the Pasteur Insti· 
tute in Paris. 
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· · £ A. hjtei:t! appointed to examine plans for the new League offices, 
The JuryiD dr~ 1~- a~d distributed the sum allotted for prizes for the beat made known ts e s _ 

designs. · - ' . · f' • th t 1 t The Saar Governing Commission sent m 1ts twent.r·nl~ quar er y repor. 
The Acting·Preaident of the Council, in accordance w1th the Rules of Proce· 

d d the Eighth Ordinary Session of the Assembly for Monday, Sep-ure, summone 
tember 5 th. 

11. - The International Economic Conference. 

The International Economic Conference summoned by the Council sat at 
Geneva from May 4th to May 23rd, 1927, with M. Theunis, former Prime Minister 
of Belgium in the chair. 

The Conference was attended by members from fifty countries, including States 
Members and non-Members of the League, namely, Abyssinia, South Africa, Alba· 
nia, · Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, the British Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, 
Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Da,nzig, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, India, the Irish Free 
State, Italy, Jap.n, Latvia, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, 
Norway, Paraguay, Persia, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Salvador, the Serb·Croat
Slovene Kingdom, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the Union of the Socialist 
Soviet Republics, the United States, Uruguay and Venezuela; by observers from 
Mexico; by representativ~ of the Chambers of Commerce and other international 
organisations, appointed by the Council and by experts invited by the President 
of the Conference. 

Each country sent a certain number of members and experts, the total atten
dance being 194 members and 157 experts. In accordance with the rules of the 
Conference, these delegates, selected by their Governments on the basis of technical 
and personal qualifications, were not spokesmen of any official policy, and their 
personal responsibility alone was engaged by their vote. They included indus· 
trialists, merchants, bankers, economists, agriculturists, officials with experience 
of commercial policy, representatives of workers' and consumers' organisations 
and cooperative societies and three women specialists in economic matters, appoint· 
cd by the Council after consulting the appropriate international women's organi
sations. 

Over a year had been spent in the preparation of the Conference by a Committee 
which was in itself a miniature conference, including, as it did, thirty· five experts 
drawn from twenty-one countries and appointed on the same basis as the members 
of the Conference. This Preparatory Committee has collected and published in 
about sixty memoranda an enormous amount of material, compiled with the aid 
of official and private organisations throughout the world and covering an extremely 
wide range of subjects. 

The main object of the Conference was, as recommended by the Assembly, 
to bring about a general exchange of views on existing economic difficulties and the 
~eans of overcoming them-to evoke collective opinion on the conditions, prin
Ciples and guarantees which mi,ht serve as a starting-point for the improve111ents 
and progress necessary to restore greater freedom to international commerce. As 
the Preparatory Committee had pointed out in its report, the Conference was not 
to be regarded as an isolated event, but as a stage in the continuous work of colla· 
boration in the economic sphere which had begun before the project of a general 
conference was launched, and would continue when the Conference itself was over. 

Th~ first part of the Agenda included a general discussion of the economic 
tendencies capable of affecting the peace of the world and also a general survey 
ofth ··If e pnnclpa eatures and problems of the international economic position. This 
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diacussion luted from .May 4th to .May 7th and included lfa~emenls· by thirty-six 
Government representatives and eight representatives of international organia· 
. ' uons. The 1econd part pf the programm«r contemplated diecussion under thret 

main heads-commerce, industry and agriculture. To this end, the Conference 
divided its work among three Commissions, presided over by .M. Colijn (Nether· 
Ianda), M. Hodac {Czechoslovakia) and M. Frangeac:h (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croata 
and Slovenes). 

The Conference appointed twelve vice-presidents - M. Louchour (Franco), 
M. von Siemens (Germany), ~·· Emmy Freundlic:h (Austria), M. de Rio Branco 
(Brazil), Sir Arthur Balfour (British Empire), M. Sonne (Denmark), Mr. Robinson 
(United States), Count Bonin·Longare (Italy), M. Shidachi (Japan), M. Oudegooat 
(Netherlands), M. Gliwic (Poland), M. Obolensky-Osa.inaki (U. S. S. R.) 

The Comm.issions began work on May 9th and after a general diacusaion on 
the problem~~ referred to them, broke up into aub·commisaions. 

The first Commission (Commerce) divided its work among three sub·commia· 
sion dealing respectively with liberty of trading, cuetoma taritll and commercial 
treatiea, and indirect methoda of protecting national commerce and ahipping. The 
third Commission (Agriculture) instituted aub·commiasiona on general quostiona, 
cooperation and agricultural credits. The second Commission (Industry) continued 
in plenary session. t 

After a fortnight'& discussion, the Commisaiona submitted reports containing 
statement& on the commercial, industrial and agricultural situation and recommen· 
dations which are published in the annex to this number. The reports were revised 
by a. Coordination Committee presided over by M. Th~nis and submitted to tho 
Conference with an introduction on the economic position and general resolutions 
which were unanimously adopted. The Soviet delegation made reaorvatioDI with 
regard to several pointa and ~hered only to certain resolutiona (see Annex). Tbe 
Turkish delegation abetained from voting . 

• • • 
In his closing speech the President drew attention to the fact that the diatinc• 

tive character of the Conference was that it was responsible, though not official
expert, but not academic. He could not but believe, he said, that resolutions 
unanimously voted by a membership so widely representative must profoundly 
influence the economic policy of the world. The result achieved by the Conference 
was a real and permanent one and went far beyond the hopes cherished at tbe beg· 
inning of ita labours. 

After recallin& that the Conference waa but the first step in the work of economic 
reconstruction, the President admitted that there had been a daneer that the 
Leag;ue's initiative and the conception upon which it was baaed might involve 
great difficulties. "It was necessary to clear a way through the thicket and chaos 
of the problems which hindered the natio111 of the world in their pro~esa. It was 
necessary to brine into harmony the conflictin& policies and desires of many inte· 
rests and many great movements." Special stress was laid upon the conciliatory 
spirit and the solidarity of the members of the Conference; their breadth of viewa 
in dealing with the international problema referred to them, the hi&h value of the 
task. accomplished and the conclusions adopted by the various Commiasio01, doter· 
minin& aa they did the main causes of the evils from which the world was auflerinc 
and indicatin& remedies which might be applied. In the President's opinion, in 
spite of the variety of the questions raised, the diversity of theories, and the legiti· 
mate national sentiments of all those who took part in the discussions, one impor· 
taut and extremely encouraging fact had emerged; and, having emerged, had become 
itlcreaaiftgly manifest as the work bad advanced. This fact was the unanimous 
desire ol the members of the Conferenee to make sere that this Conferenee should 
in some way mark the beginni~ of a new era, during which bternational eommeree 
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· 1 . vercome all obstacles in its path that unduly hampered it and 
would success1ve Y o · f h ld' 

h ral upward movement which was at once a s1gn o t e wor s 
r~sume t at gene I f . 'I' . 

· h Jth and the necessary condition for the d•we opment o CJVI 1sat10n. 
economiC ea . bl · h · · · 1 

M. Theunis added that, in studying economiC pro ems m t e1r mte~at1ona 

t d from an international point of view, the Conference had recogmsed the 
aspec s an . h 1. · 1 d · 1 
· t of nat1'0 nal considerations somen of wh1c were po 1t1ca an soc1a 1mpor ance , . 
rather than economic in character. He, nevertheless, pomted out that, as as start· 
ing point and angle of approach, the Conference had felt bound to assume that 
· ternational trade was in itself to be desired; that the greater the range of exchange 
m d .. 
of different products between those who by their resources a~ capacities were 
best fitted to produce them, the greater was the general economic advantage; that 
the international exchange of products best and most economically produced in 
different countries should be regarded as the normal rule; and that the exchange 
of products and services between persons either of the same country or of different 
countries was normally to the advantage of both parties. 

Special attention was drawn to the resolution adopted by the Conference stat· 
ing its unanimous conviction that the maintenance of world peace depended lar· 

. gely upon the principles on which the economic policies of nations were formed and 
executed; that Governments and peoples should constantly take counsel together 
as to this aspect of economic problems; and that the establishment of a recognised 
body of principles should be contemplated for the purpose of eliminating economic 
difficulties which caused friction and misunderstanding. The Conference, as the 
original Assembly resolution made clear, was concerned not only with the prosperity, 
but with the peace of the world. Economic conflicts and divergence of economic 
interests were perhaps the most serious and the most permanent of all dangers likely 
to threaten the peace of the world. It was therefore urgent to secure agreement 
on certain principles of policy necessary in the intere§ts of peace. 

The President then analysed the reports and recommendations of the three 
Commissions. 

Commerce : M. Theunis recalled that the Conference had recognised the desi· 
rability of simplifying customs tariffs as far as possible, or creating a systematic 
nomenclature, of stabilising tariffs and of ensuring the utmost fairness in the appli· 
cation of duties. The chief work of the first Commission had been concerned with 
the question of tariff levels, which question was closely bound up with that of com· 
mercia! treaties. 

The essential conclusion which had emerged from the discussion in this field 
was that the time had come to put an end to the increase in tariffs and to move in 
the opposite direction by action along three main lines, namely individual action 
by the various States with regard to their own tariffs; bi·lateral action through the 
conclusion of suitable commercial treaties; collective action, by means of an enquiry 
undertaken by the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations, with a view 
to encou~aging the ex~ension ?f inter~ational trade on a equitable basis by removing 
or .lowermg the barners to mternat1onal exchange set up by excessive Customs 
tantls. 

The President emphasised the importance of the fact that the question of 
Customs tariffs, notwithstanding . its fundamental importance in the economy of 
each ~tate, ha~ come to be considered as no longer being exclusively within the 
do~am of national sovereignty, but as falling within the scope of problems for 
wh~ch parallel or concerted action among the different nations was possible and 
desuable . 

. lndKStry : In examining the report of the second Commission (Industry) th 
Prestdt · d • e en pomte out that, as regards the question of international industrial 
agreements, the Conference had laid down no conclusion of principle, but had reco· 
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gnised the growth of agreements as a development which might be either good or 
bad according to the spirit in which they were constituted and applied. 

He considered that agreements could not by themselves be regarded as tile 
only remedy for the existing causes of economic trouble; but that, within limits, they 
might serve to improve the organisation and reduce the costs of production. By 
checking un-economic competition and diminishing industrial fluctuations they 
might make employment more stable while benefiting the consumer. Nevertheless, 
agreements might involve danger if they encouraged monopolistic tendencies and 
unsound business methods. 

The Conference, therefore, had laid down that agreements ought not to lead 
to an artificial rise of prices and that they should not restrict the supply to any par
ticular country of raw materials or basic products, or, without just cause, create 
unequal conditions between the finishing industries of consuming and producing 
countries or other countries similarly placed. Nor, it considered, should they 
stereotype the existing position of production or the distribution of industries. 

Agriculturt : The President remarked that, for the first time, agriculture had 
been represented side by side with commerce and industry in such a way that it could 
take its place in a general review of the economic situation of the world. From the 
documents available at the Conference it was evident that the dislocation in the 
prices of agricultural produce in relation to those of manufactured products was 
causing a widespread depression in agriculture, which, if some improvement were 
not achieved, might result in a diminution of agricultural production. He consi
dered that the most important autcome of the agricultural discussion was perhaps 
the realisation of the essential interdependence of ag.-iculture, industry and com
merce; of the fact that-in the words of the report- "it would be vain to hope that 
one could enjoy lasting prosperity independently of the others". 

His analysis terminated, ofd. Theunis observed that eight yeara of post·war 
experience had demonstrated the outstanding fact that the dislocation caused by 
the war was infinitely more serious than the actuel dtstruction. The main trouble was 
neither material shortage in the resources of Nature nor inadequacy in man's 
power to exploit them. It was, in one form or another, a maladjustment-a aeries 
of impediments to the full utilisation of that capacity. The principal obstacle• 
to economic revival bad been the hindrances opposed to the free movement of 
labour, capital and goods. The removal of these obstacles with the two-fold object 
of stimulating production and restoring free channels for trade required concerted 
international action. 

The President considered that the attainment of the former object lay in the 
hands of the producers, who by cooperation might promote more scientific methods. 
The second object fell rather within the scope of governmental efforts, inspired and 
supported by enlightened public opinion. These observations applied in particular 
to Europe. It was essential that nations should take steps forthwith to reverse or 
diminish those tariff barriers that gravely hampered trade, starting with those which 
had been imposed to counteract the disturbance• arising out of the war. It was 
essential that a renewed sense of security should mitigate a burden of armaments 
which was profoundly uneconomic. Without confidence in the continued peace 
of the world a prosperity corresponding to the real recovery of productive capacity 
whic!l has taken place since the war could not possibly be attained. 

M. Theunis concluded in the following teriJIJ : "Our advice and recommen
dations will in all probability not be followed immediately on the scale we would 
desire. Great movements frequently experience many difficulties at the outset. 
But we are convinced that our work is based on true principles and on the determi
nation to ensure both the peace and the prosperity of the world. 

In coming here to Geneva in response to the appeal of the League, we desired 
to undertake a beneficent task. To-day we have completed the first stage. 
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111. _ The Permanent Court of International Justice(') . 

•• - THB CHORZOW CASB (INDBIIINITIBS) 

The Polish Charge d'Affaires at The Hague has informed the Registrar that 
the Polish Government has appointed as its agent, in addition to M. Th. Sobolewski, 
M. Nicholas Politis, formerly Greek Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

a. - DaNUNCJATION BY CHINA or TRB Snto•BBLGIAN TaaATY or •865 

The Agent for the Belgian Government, on May 2nd, communicated to the 
Registrar a request for a further extension by the President of the various times 
allowed for the submission of the document of the written proceedings, and in par· 
ticular, for the filing by the Chinese Government of its Counter-Case. The time 
allowed for the handing in of the latter document was to have expired on May 25th. 

The reasons advanced for this new request were, firstly, that the negotiations 
berun at Peking for the conclusidn of a new treaty between Belgium and China 
did not appear to be likely to have reached a definitive result before the date men
tioned, and, secondly, that at the time of the opening of negotiations, the Belgian 
Government had promised the Chinese Government that the proceedings before 
the Court would be suspended for the duration of the negotiations, this suspension 
to be arranged by means of further extensions of the times for the written proce
dure. 

The President of the Court has granted this request and has fixed June r8th 
(the Court being due to meet on June 15th) as the, date for the expiration of the 
timo allowed for the submission of the Chinese Counter-Case. 

3. - JuRISDICTION or THB EuROPBAN CoMMISSION or THB DANUBB 

On April 12th, the French, British and Roumanian Governments filed memo
randa in regard to this question, and now the Agent of the British Government 
has asked permission to submit a written reply to the Roumanian memorandum. 
In granting this request, the President of the Court has informed all the Govern
ments concerned that they may file, before May 31st, written replies to the memo· 
randa submitted on April 12th. This time has since been extended to June 17th. 

The Italian Government has informed the Registrar of the Court that it has 
appointed as its representative before the Court, M. Carlo Rossetti, Minister Ple
nipotentiary and delegate on the Danube Commissions. · The Italian Government 
will rely on the oral statements of its views to be made by M. Rossetti, and renounces 
its right to submit a written memorandum. 

The French Government has informed the Registrar that M. Basdevant, its 
representative, will be assisted by M. Chargueraud-Hartmann legal adviser to the 
Ministry for the Navy, Secretary of the French Delegation t~ the River Commis
sions. 

4. - RBADAPTATIOM OF THB MAVRO!IlATIS CoNCBSSIONS IN PALBSTINB 

(GRBECB VBRSUS GREAT BRITAIN) 

'' 

On May 28th the Greek Minister at The Hague filed a new application on behalf 
of the Greek Government, instituting proceedings against the British Government 

( 
1
) Thls article bas been <:ompiled on the basis of information supplied by tbe Registry of the Court. 
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with regard to the concessions obtained before the war by M. Mavromatis, a Greek 
national, for the supply of water and electricity to the City of Jerusalem. In its 
judgment No. S, the Court decided that these concessions should benefit by a rigl1't 
provided in one of the agretments forming part of the Peace SetUement at Lausanne 
in 1923, namely, that they should be brought into ~ormity with the new economic 
conditions. In the contention of the Greek Government, the British Government, 
in its capacity as mandatory for Palestine, had, by unduly delaying the approval 
of the plans prepared in application of the re-adapted concessions, failed to conform 
to this decision; and this had resulted in injury to M. Mavromatis. Direct nogo· 
tiations undertaken with a view to obtaining satisfaction for M. Mavromati$ had 
led to no result; owing to the negative attitude adopted by the British authorities. 

In these circumstances, the Greek Government, having decided to bring the 
case before the Court, and having informed the British Government of this decision, 
asks the Court, in its Application, to give judgment to the effect that the latter 
Government has violated its international obligations within the meaning of Arti· 
cle J J of the Mandate for Palestine, and that it is consequently bound to make 
good the injury sustained by M. Mavromatis, which Is estimated at a total sum 
of£ 217,000 with interests at 6 %-

5. - INTBRMAnOMAL AOIII.IIliNTI CONCEIMIKO THI COUIT'I JUIIIDICnON (') 

The Governments of the following countries have so far replied to the Regis· 
trar's circular letter of March 24th last : 

Austria, 
Estonia, 
Finland, 
Great-Britain, 
Italy, 
Mexico, 
Monaco, 
Netherlands, 
Norway, 
Spain, 
Turkey, 
Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

1• - Co•voCAnox o• TH& E1oHTR OanPIAIY Sua•o• o• THI Atl111ai.Y 

The eighth ordinary session of the Assembly has, in accordance with the rules 
of procedure, been convened by the Acting President of the Council, Dr. Stresc· 
mann (Germany) for September Sth at Geneva. 

ot\s in preceding years, the Agenda includes the examination of a report on the 
work of the Council, on the work of the Assembly and on the measures taken to 
execute the decisions of the last Assembly. This will enable the Assembly to pass 
in review the entire work of the past year and any questions arising out of it, in 
particular those pertaining to arbitration, security and the reduction of armamenb. 
The report of the International Economic Conference and reports on the. p~t year'• 
work of the Economic and Financial Organisation, the Health OrgaliJsatson, the 

(1) See MMII/Jly s--,, Vol. VIJ, No. 4. p. 92· 
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Organisation for Communica~ions and Transit and the Committee on Intellectual 

Cooperation will also be cons1dered. 
'' The Assembly will examine a report on the legal p_osition of States which do 

not pay their contributions; a proposal of th~ Committ~e ~f the Council r~co~mending 
the adoption of a general resolution affirm~ng th~ pnnc1ple of the. obbgat1on for a~l 
League members to facilitate by all means m the1r power the meetmg of the Counc1l 
in times of emergency; reports from the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium, 
from the Commission for the Protection and Welfare of Children and Young People; 
and a final report on the protection of Women and Children in the Near East. 

Pursuant to its resolution of September I 5th, 1926, the Assembly will elect 
three non-permanent Members of the Council for a period beginning immediately 
after their election and ending on the day of the elections held three years later. 
It will consider a report on the question of the single transferable vote and propor· 
tiona! representation in connection with the election of the non-permanent Members 
of the Council. 

Any Member of the League may request the inclusion of additional items in 
the Agenda at least one month before the date fixed for the opening of the session, 
and the Assembly itself may, in the course of its session, decide to include in its 
agenda any question of special interest. 

2.. - lxT&aXATIOXAL ExoAGBMDITS 

a) R1gistration. 

Among the treaties and international engagements registered in May may be 
mentioned : 

A series of agreements, treaties and notes presented by the German Govern· 
ment, including an exchange of notes constituting an agreement as to measures to 
be taken on the occasion of the evacuation of the Cologne zone, concluded at Co· 
blence on September 10th, 1926 by Germany and the Interallied High Commission 
(Belgium, France and Great Britain); 

An arrangement for the exchange of German and Saar products (Berlin, Novem· 
her 6th, 1926), concluded by Germany and France, etc.; 

A series of treaties, conventions and notes presented by the Estonian Govern· 
ment, concluded between Estonia and France, Hungary, Lithuania, the United 
States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and bearing on commercial 
arrangements, travelling facilities, the consolidation of debts, the recognition of 
tonnage certificates : 

The Treaty of Execution of the Customs Union between Estonia and Latvia 
(Riga, February Sth, 1927; additional Protocol, Riga, March 31st, 1927), presented 
by the Estonian and Latvian Governments; 

The Protocol relating to the Estonian Banking and Currency Reform (Geneva, 
December lOth, 1926), registered (as provided by Article VII), on the date of its 
coming into force (May roth, 1927); · 

A Convention for the suppression of liquor smuggling (Washington, June 30th, 
1924), concluded by France and the United States, presented by the French Govern· 
ment; 

Conciliation and Arbitration Treaties between Poland and Sweden and Poland 
and Austria, respectively presented by the Polish and Austrian Governments; and 

A Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation (Bangkok, July 13th, 1926) 
b~tween the Belgo·Luxemburg Economic Union and Siam, presented by the Bel· 
gtan Government. 
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b) Adlusions and RalifitlltUms. 

The Siamese Government has deposited the instrument of its ratification of 
the Agreement adopted by the First Opium Conference (Geneva, February 11th, 
1925). 

The Belgian Government has deposited the instruments of its ratification of 
the Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit (Barcelona, April 20th, 1921), 
the Declaration recognising the Right to a Flag of States having no Sea·Coast 
(Barcelona, April 20th, 1921), the Convention and Statute on the International 
Regime of Railways (Geneva, December 9th, 1923), and the Convention and Statute 
on the International Regime of Maritime Ports (Geneva, December gth, 192_3). 

The Danish Government has deposited the instrument of its ratification of 
the Slavery Convention (Geneva, September 25th, 1926). 

V. - The Technical Organisations. 

1. - THB HBALTH. OaoAMIIAnoM 

The International Rabits Confermcc. 

The first International Rabies Conference, with Dr. Roux in the chair, waK 
held at the Pasteur Institute in Paris from April 25th to 30th. It was attended 
by representatives from Anti-Rabies Institutes in Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chin<~, 
Colombia, Cuba, Egypt, Federated Malay States, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Holland, Hungary, India, Iraq, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Morocco, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Kingdom ofthe Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Shanghai, Sweden, Switzerland, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America. 

This Conference was organised by the League Health Committee in view 
of the general interest in the treatment of hydrophobia and the numerous requests 
made by directors of Anti-Rabies Institutes. The decision was taken in consulta· 
tion with the Pasteur Institute in Paris, the Health Committee accepting the latter's 
invitation to hold the Conference at the Institute. 

The Conference was carefully prepared and the date for ita meeting fixed in 
April 1927, i.e. a year from the time at which the meeting was decided upon. A 
detailed questionnaire was prepared in conjunction with the Pasteur Institute and 
sent to the principal Anti-Rabies Institutes throughout the world. The replica 
received and a report prepared on the basis of earlier information served as the 
groundwork for the discussions of the Conference. 

The items on the agenda, which were divided among four committees, were 
concerned with the nature of the rabies virus; the methods of inoculating persons 
after they have been bitten; various modifications of the Pasteur treatment; gene· 
ral and local accidents consequent on anti-rabies inoculations; post-vaccinal para· 
lysis; the problem of ino~ulating domestic animals which have been bitten and the 
prev;ntive inoculation of dogs; the necessity for preparing upon a uniform basis 
statistics concerning the results obtained from anti-rabies treatment; legislation 
in force in the various countries. 

The first Committee was unanimous in recognising the rabies virus as a filter· 
passing virus, but declared that the present state of medical knowledge clid not 
permit of determining its exact nature. Further research work was necessary on 
this point. 

The ~econd Committee paid a unanimous tribute to the excellence of the Pas· 
teur method which in essentials had remained as devised by Pasteur himsl'lf forty· 
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0 Such variations as existed were studied and further comparative one years ag . . 
ch work as to their relative value was dec1ded upon. 

rcsear . f · 1 1 · 
' The third Committee dealt with the questiOn o post·vaccma para ys1s and 
other accidents and laid stress upon their rarity and mildness, as compared with 
the deadly nature of rabies. Here again a programme of further enquiry and study 

was adopted. 
The fourth Committee considered the problem of animal and particularly 

dog vaccination as well as the question of legislation. It recommended the pro
phylactic vaccination of dogs as well as certain measures of administrative super
vision the destruction of infected dogs and the isolation of suspects. Cats, it 

I 

considered, should never be vaccinated, while vaccination of animals other than 
domestic carnivora should be practised only in areas where rabies is particularly 
prevalent. The Committee made recommendations as to the technique os such 
vaccination and declared that animals bitten by rabid animals, whether treated 
or not after the bite, should not be butchered between the eighth day and, at the 
very least, the end of the third month following the bite. The only measures that 
would completely eradicate rabies were the restriction of the liberty of the dog, 
unless muzzled, to the premises of the owner, and the destruction of the ownerless 
dog. These measures, the Committee considered, should be embodied in the legis
lation of the various countries. 

The Conference adopted the resolutions and recommendations of its committees 
and decided upon various enquiries concerning the technique of human vaccina
tion, different kinds of vaccine, plurality of strains of street and fixed virus, the 
rabicidal action of the serum of man and animals during and after immunisation, etc. 

It requested the Health Organisation (1) to consider the possibility of organis
ing these investigations and of arranging for the collection and distribution to 
Institutes of information relating to rabies; (2) to arrange with one or more Insti
tutes that preliminary investigations be carried out with the object of supplying 
all anti-rabic Institutes with a strain of fixed virus of high protective value; (3) to 
publish statistics on the results of anti-rabic treatment in the different anti-rabic 
Institutes of the world. For this purpose every Pasteur Institute should commu
nicate each year statistics tabulated according to a schedule to be drawn up by the 
Health Organisation. The Conference indicated the lines on which the schedule 
should be composed, the nature of the information required, and the methods by 
which it should be elicited. 

Finally, the Conference asked that the different Institutes should from time to 
time send their own strains of fixed virus to a specially selected Institute for compara
tive tests and recommended that the strains in use should be examined at regular 
intervals to ensure that their virulence had undergone no modification. 

The Conference was attended by the following authorities : 

Austria: Dr. B. Busson, Professor R. Kraus, Professor J. Schnurer, Dr. Franz 
Gerlach. 

Belgium : Professor Bordet. 
Canada : Dr. Fitzgerald. 
Crylon : Dr. Nicholls. 
China: Dr. Wu-Lien-Teh. 
Colombia : Dr. Edmondo Rico. 
Cuba : Dr. Ramon Lorenzo. 
Egypt : Dr. S. Guirguess Moftah Bey, M. I. Saroit. 
Federated Malay States : Dr. Macalister. 
France : Pr?~essor Roux, ~ofessor Calmette, Dr. Cruveilhier, Dr. G. Ichok, 

Professor Levad1ti, Dr. Manouehan, Professor A. Marie, Dr. A. L. Panisset Pro-
fessor Vallee. ' 

Germany : Professor Neufeld, Professor ]. Kocj, Dr. Wehrle Professor Pfeif-
fer, Professor Praussnitz. ' 
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Great Britain : Lt. Col. A. G. McKendrick, Captain Douglas, Dr. Andrews, 
Dr. Scott. 

Hungary: Dr. E. Went. 
India : Lt. Col. I. Taylor. 
Iraq : Dr. Mills. 
Italy : Professor A. Di Vestea, Professor V. Punt.mi, Professor G. Finzi, 

Professor C. Fermi, Dr. S. Lumbau. 
Japan: Dr. lzuka, Dr. Kitajima, Dr. Y. Kusama, Dr. Kii. 
Latvia : Professor Adelheim. 
Morocco: Dr. Remlinger, Dr. P .. Hornus. 
N nay : M. Gram. 
Netherlands : Professor Aldershoff. 
Poland : Professor Brywid, Dr. Z. Karlowski, Dr. Gasiorowski, Mme. Jur· 

gielwicz. 
Portug.Jl : Dr. Pereira da Silva. 
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, SlOfJtmeS : Dr. A. Hempt, Dr. Palmovitch. 
Shanghai : Dr. J. M. Jordan. 
Sflft:den : Dr. Kling. 
Switu:rla11d : Professor Sobernheim. 
UniJed States : Dr. T. Clark, Dr. Atherton Seidell, Dr. C A. Shun·. 
U. S. S. R. : Professor Zlatogoroff, Profoasor E. Korchoune, Dr. A. Sa· 

vateef. 

.z.. - THa EcOHOl'liC AHD FJHAHCIAL o.oANUIATION 

Fourth Session of t¥ Mi:ud Committ11 011 Economic Crises. 

The Mixed Committee on Economic Crises, composed of members of the League 
Economic Committee and of experts appointed by the International Labour Office, 
met at Geneva on May Jst and 2nd to examine a memorandum submitted by tht• 
International Labour Office on the execution of public works as a remedy for unem· 
ployment-a question which was embodied in a recommendation of the lntcrna· 
tiona! Labour Conference of 1919. 

The International Labour Office having expressed its intention of asking various 
Governments for information on their experience in this connection, the difficulties 
encountered, and the measures taken to overcome these difficulties, the Committee, 
while reserving the private opinion of its members, considered that the enquiry 
might from a practical point of view bear on the following points : 

Legislative or other provisions requiring more or less explicitly the reservation 
of public works for periods of unemployment; 

:Measures for the postponement of public works in timea of &reat economic 
activity, with a view to resecving them for a period of slackened economic acti· 
vity; 

Measures for the execution, during a period of unemployment, of public works 
which would under ordinary circumstances have been undertaken at some later 
time;• 

Information concerning the nature of the works so postponed or advanced; 
Methods of subsequently utilising labour set free owing to the postponement 

of works; 

Arrangements for the accumulation by the authorities, during periods of pros· 
perity, of reserve fundi for financing public works in times of depression; 

Methods emplo~d by Governments to oblir;e or encourage local authorities 
to adopt, when desirable, a pOlicy similar to that of Governments; etc. 



3. - CoMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT 

Statistics in Inland Navigation. 

The Committee on Statistics in Inland Navigation met at Geneva from May 16th 
to May 21st to consider the question of the unification of commercial statistics in 
European inland navigation, with a view to rendering more easily comparable the 
figures given by the various countries. 

While devoting special attention to the problem of inland navigation, the Com· 
mittee nevertheless contemplated the necessity of establishing a system which might 
also be applied in maritime and railway tr;~nsport. For this purpose it recommended, 
in a report adopted on first reading, the introduction of a uniform method and no· 
menclature. 

As regards the choice of a method, the Committee considered that commercial 
traffic statistics should be compiled according to quantity and category from the 
moment of the shipping of the wares to their unloading. In order to secure a ratio· 
nal and uniform system of statistics, the Committee proposed that each country 
should be divided into zones based on the economic character of its various districts. 
This division, to be made by the Government concerned after consulting its neigh· 
hours, would permit of the establishment of an extremely uniform system, which, 
to be of real practical use, should be applicable both to inland navigation and mari· 
time transport. The Committee further emphasised the necessity of discriminating 
between maritime and river transport and recommended a special chapter for 
combined transport so long as this category had not been recognised by international 
agreement. 

With regard to nomenclature, the Committee recommended that commercial 
statistics, in order to meet the requirements of traffic and trade, should not deviate 
from the standard established by the Brussels Convention, and suggested that a 
fairly detailed nomenclature should be compiled, bearing on I 30 articles clas~ified 
according to production. Should this system appear too detailed for certain States, 
the Committee proposed the establishment of nineteen categories of wares, based 
on the relative importance of the quantities consigned for transport. 

Both these systems-of detailed and abridged nomenclature-might, the Com· 
mittee considered, apply equally well to railway and maritime statistics. 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

TwsNTY-NINTH RsPoRT OF THE SAAR GovERNING CoMMISSION 

The Saar Governing Commission forwarded to the Secretary-General the twenty
ninth quarterly report covering the first three months of 1927. The principal 
features may be summarised as follows : 

Economic and Social Situation. - In its preceding report, the Commission had 
expressed some apprehension with regard to the economic situation of the Saar 
territory. The position during the first three months of 1927 showed that these 
apprehensions were justified in a large measure. Saar business circles, in particular, 
complained of difficulties encountered in export sales. The complaints seemed well
founded, and the Commission reached the conviction that energetic action was 
necessary in order to safeguard the prosperity of the Saar, which is a highly indus· 
trial region with a population living by industry and mining. 

The fi~t steps ~aken by . t~e Co~mission resulted in a reduction of the price 
of coal whtch the Mmes Admtmstration agreed to apply without lowering wages; 
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a reduction in railway goods tariffs; and the study of a scheme of reform as regards 
taxes on earned income. - • Subsequently, the State Mines Administration and the Saar Employers' Syn· 
dicate decided, nevertheles"s, to proceed to a reduction of wages in order to rende-r 
possible a further reduction in the price of coal and avoid a serious unemployment 
crisis. On this occasion the Commission intervened to ward off a stricke, the consc· 
quences of which might have been disastrous. 

The Commission hopes that the reduction of coal prices and railway tariffs 
will be followed by the introduction of special tariffs for the exportation of Saar 
products to Germany and via Antwerp, and that the reduction in wages will 
enable the Saar industry to cope with the situation arising from the appreciation 
of the French currency and to reduce unemployment to a minimum. 

Financial and Economic Situation. - The provisional budget for 1927 (April Ist, 
1927 to March 31St, 1928) may be considered as balanced, equilibrium having been 
assured by adding to the revenues a surplus from preceding years amounting to 
20,982,451 francs. 

To enable the Saar territory to adjust itself to the new economic conditions and 
the working classes to support the adjustment of their wages, the Commission decid· 
ed at its meeting of March 29th, 1927, to submit to the people's representatives a 
draft decree increasing the rebate granted for professional and family charges. 
Urgent measures were taken for the submission to the Advisory Council of draft 
decrees concerning modifications in the income and turnover tax system. The 
definitive decrees will probably come into force on May ut, 1927. 

The Governing Commission decided to invite the French Government to enter 
into negotiations with a view to determining, as from April IBt, 1928, the coeffi· 
cient upon which the contribution of the Mines to the Saar budget is based. It 
considered that the change in economic conditiona since 1924 justified the revision 
of the coefficient, an operation which would, moreover, give satisfaction to the 
population. 

The cost of living having fallen in the territory, the Commiuion proceeded to 
an adjustment of the salaries of all officials, including those of the railway and postal 
administrations, ·thus economising approximately twenty-six million francs. It 
was this measure which enabled the Commission to reduce the goods tariffs and the 
income tax, as mentioned above. 

The Economic Department took an active part in the campaing against the 
increased cost of Jiving. The indices given in the report show a marked tendency 
to a fall in prices, the cost of Jiving index having fallen by nine per cent during 
the period from October, 1926, to March, 1927. 

Population and Public Health in If}Z6. - In 1926, the population of the terri· 
tory rose from 773,764 to 786,ro8; this denotes an increase of 12,344 compared with 
10,568. in 1925. The number of viable children was 17,571 compared with 18,76o 
in 1925. There were 8,596 deaths (8,36o in 1925). The excess of births over deaths 
was 8,975 (10,434 in 1925) and an increase of 3,369 (134) was due to immigration. 
The increase of population due to immigration has risen from 0.17 %o to 4.2 %o· 

~ne quarter of the number is accounted for by immigration from territories 
bordering on the Saar. The decrease in the excess of births over deaths is due at 
once to the increase in the death rate and the decrease in viability. 

The report draws attention to the measures taken to cope with the housing 
crisis; the execution of a general read improvement programme; the increase o• 
the number of telephone Jines between the Saar and Germany and the Saar and 
France; the development of professional training colleges; the activity of the social 
welfare and public assistance department; and the subsidies granted by the Central 
Agriculture Office to the various districts (Kreise) and to the breeders' associations. 
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VII. - Social and Humanitarian ,Questions. 

MBBTING oF THE ADVISORY CoMMISSION FOR THE PRoTECTION 

AND W ELF All!! OF CHILDREN AND yOUNG PEOPLE (') 

The Advisory Commission for the Protection and Welfare of Children and 
Young People met in Geneva from April 25th to May 6th, under the chairmanship 
of M. Regnault (France). The Traffic jn Women and Children Committee sat 
from April 25th to April 29th, the Child Welfare Committee from May 2nd to May 6th 
On April 30th there was a plenary meeting of the Advisory Commission to deal 
with questions of interests to both Committees. All the meetings were public. 

a) Traffic in Women and Children. 

The Traffic in Women and Children-Committee sat in Geneva from April 25th 
~ 

to April 30th. 
In opening the session of the Traffic in Women and Children Committee, the 

Chairman, M. Regnault, paid a tribute to the memory of Miss Annie Baker, who for 
many years had reprensented the International Bureau for the suppression of the 
Traffic in Women and Children. He then welcomed the new members and assessors 
- M. Ito (Japan), Dr. Gertrud Baumer (Germany) and the Rev. Hoffmann de 
Visme (Assessor). Miss Grace Abbott (United States of America) and Dr. Paulin Luisi 
(Uruguay) were unable to attend the meeting. 

RepiWt of tlu special Body of Experts (II). - The•greater part of the Session was 
devoted to the consideration of the first part of the report of the Special (1) Body 
of Experts on its enquiry into the traffic in women. 

After expressing its opinion that the report gave information of the greatest 
value, not only to Governments, but also to philanthropic associations, the Commit· 
tee passed a vote of thanks to the Body of Experts, and especially to the Chairman, 
Dr. Snow (American), the Director of Investigations, Mr. Bascon Johnson (American) 
and their assistants. 

The conclusions of the report were then thoroughly discussed. It was noted that 
there were stille many Governments which were not parties to the Convention on 
Traffic in Women and Children and the Committee expressed the opinion that 
without fuller co-operation, the international machinery for the suppression of the 
traffic could only be partially effective. It emphasised the value of direct adminis· 
trative co-operation by means of regular correspondence between the central 
authorities on matters connected with the traffic. 

With regard to the employment of women abroad, in particular, the question 
of contracts for music hall artists, the Committee considered that suitable measures 
might be taken to ensure the material and moral protection of women employed 
in such establishments, and requested that en enquiry should be undertaken by the 
League Secretariat in conjunction with the International Labour Office. It asked 
the Council to invite the Governments to supervise the conditions under "Yhich 
girls under eighteen were allowed to travel abroad with contracts of employment. 

The Committee recommended that stern measures should be taken by Govern· 
ments in regard to procurers and souteneurs, and that when they were of foreign 
nationality they should be expelled, in addition to any other penalty inflicted. 

The Committee noted the experts' observations with regard to the control of 
licensed houses and prostitution, and the effects of the low wages paid to women 

(•) For the composition of the Commission, see MMIAiy Su-,., Vol. VII, No, 4. p. ,03• 
(•) See M111t1Aiy Su_,, Vol. VII, No. J, p. 86. 



in certain employments. In regard to the former question it decided to postpone 
its discussion, in view of the fact that certain members of the Committee required 
further information. Certain aspects of the qu•tion of wages might, the Com~ 
mittee considered, be examined in conjunction with the International Labour Ollice. 

The Committee noted the observations of the experts on the questions of the 
age of consent and education in sex matters. 

Annual Reports. - The Committee noted with regret that certain countries 
had not submitted annual reports for 1925, and took measures for Governments 
to be reminded each year to send in their reports in time for the 'annual meeting of 
the Committee. ' 

Law and Regulations. - The American Social Hygiene Association had under· 
taken to prepare a digest of laws and regulations relating to the tratlic; the Commit· 
tee decided that this digest, which was nearly finished, should be sent in proof from 
to Governments, to enable, them to review, and, if necessary, complete the text. 

Reports from charitable Organisations. - The Committee noted the views of 
the various charitable organisations and their affiliated societies on the employment 
of women police, the question of the age of marriage ancl cnn~ent de. It expressed 
its appreciation of the efforts of the Organisations. 

Enquiries and Questionnaires. - The Committee considered the progreHs of 
its enquiries on licensed houses, the expulsion of foreign prostitutes and the employ· 
ment of women police. As regards the traffic in obscene publications, it noted that 
comparatively few Governments had replied to its questionnaire and recommended 
that the Council should invite Governments which had not already done so to ratify 
or adhere to the International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in 
Obscene publications. 

b) Child W elf Me. 

The Child Welfare Committee met from May 2nd to May 6th. 
Miss Charlotte Whitton, of the Social Service Council of Canada, being unable 

to attend, the Chairman, at her request authorised Dr. Riddell, Canadian advisory 
Officer to the League, to follow the discussion on her behalf. Dr Leon Bernard 
of the League Health Organisation, was also unable to attend. 

Reli1j •nd Repatriatio1S of Minors: EnforelfMICt of iudgments relating to Main· 
tenance. - The Committee considered a report from its Legal Sub-Committee on the 
stage reached as regards its work on two draft conventions, one relating to the relief 
and repatriation of minors, the other to the enforcement of the obligation to pro· 
vide maintenance when the parents were not reaident in the same country as their 
children. 

The Committee noted that the questionnaire on the draft convention had been 
answered by the Belgian, American, French, British and Roumanian Governments, 
by the International Labour Office and the International Child Welfare Associa· 
tion. The International Union of the Save the Children Fund informed the Com· 
mittee that it had undertaken a special enquiry on the subject the results of which 
would be communicated next year. The Committee decided to recommend that 
States which had not yet answered the questionnaire should be invited to do so 
as soon as possible in order that the Legal Sub·Committee might be in a position 
to submit a comprehensive report on the subject. 

Rehabilitation of Unmarried Mothers : Protection of Illegitimate Children. -
On this subject the Committee hed before it a report from the Women's Committee 
of the Amsterdam International Federation of Trade Unions. While refraining 



{ · · n on the Jaws dealing with the subject in different countries, the rom any opm10 . . . 
r 'tt thought it would be useful to collect f_or later d1scuss1on particulars 
.,omml ee . .11 · · h'Jd 
of the special arrangements in force for the protect1o~ of 1 eg1t1mate c 1 ren. 
It accordingly requested the Council to instruct the Secretary-General to send to 
all States a questionnaire bearing on the rights and obligations of parents as towards 
illegitimate children, affiliation proceedings, the. legi~imisation. of. ~llegitima~e 
children the maintenance, inheritance or successiOn nghts of 1lleg1t1mate chll· 
dren, th~ official guardianship and the moral and material protection of illegitimate 

children. 

Enquiries concer11i11g the Mental, Moral and Physical Wellbeing of Children. 
To give effect to a recommendation of the Seventh Assembly, that the Committee 
should continue its investigation of the effects of the cinematograph on the mental 
and moral wellbeing of children, the Committee requested the Council to ask Govern· 
ments for information as to 

(1) Arrangements which might usefully be made for the exchange of informa· 
tion in regard to suitable or unsuitable films for children and young people; 

(2) Facilities which might be giveR for the better international circulation of 
films specially suitable for children either for instruction or amusement. 

The question of the mental and physical recreation of the child was carrefully 
considered by the Committee, which decided to appoint a certain number of rap· 
porteurs to collect information for discussion at a later session. 

As regards the protection of life and health in early infancy the Committee 
noted a report from the League Health Section on the work of the Sub-Committee 
of Experts on Infant Hygiene. It requested the Health Organisation to refer to 
it all documents dealing with the social aspect of the question, the medical side of 
the matter being reserved for the Organisation in question. 

The question of family allowances was dealt wi'i:h in a report from the Inter· 
national Labour Office. The Committee considered that, while the information 
submitted was not sufficient to justify definite conclusions as to the effect of the sys· 
tern on the~ wellbeing of children, it was sufficient to justify it in requesting the Inter· 
national Labour Office to continue its investigations and furnish a further report. 

On the subject of Juvenile Courts the Committee, after hearing a statement by 
Professor van de Aa, Secretary-General of the International Prison Commission 
on the enquiry conducted by that Commission, instructed the Secretariat to await 
the results of the enquiry and submit a report at its next session. 

The question of blind children was fully dealt with in a report presented by 
M. Fran~ois Martin, Assistant Delegate of France. The Committee decided to 
examine at its next session any reports which specialised 'l.Ssociations might submit 
and suggested that its members should collect information on statistics and causes 
of blindness, assistance to blind children, the education, of blind children, their 
training and the occupations for which they were suited. The International Labour 
Office was also invited to give information on the last question. 

The question of feeble-minded children was placed on the agenda of the next 
annual session. 

... . ... 
The question of the Age of Marriage and Cot~sent was dealt with by both'the 

committees of the Advisory Commission, the problems involved concerning both 
the traffic in women and child welfare. 

The Commission expressed its opinion that the fixing of too early an age of 
consent was likely to encourage the traffic. It accordingly requested the Council 
to draw the attention of Governments to the necessity of fixing this age sufficiently 
late to ensure the effective protection of children and young people. The question 
of t_he age of ma~riage and its possible relation to the age of consent was postponed 
to 1ts next sess1on. 
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• • • 
Pursuant to a memor;mdum submitted by the British delegate, the Committee 

appointed an Agenda Sub-Committee, to meet at the close of each session and pre· 
pare the programme for the following session. This Sub-Committee met on May 
Sth and drew up a provisional agenda for the next annual aeuion. 

VIII. - Miscellaneoua Questions. 

Co•nnno11 roa A LIAGal BuiLD111G 

At a public meeting on May 5th, the Jury of Architects appointed to examine 
designs for a League Assembly Hall and orlicea announced the reaulta of ita six 
weeka' study of the three hundred and seventy·aeven plana which had been aub· 
mit ted. 

After jointly and severally examining the plans from the point of view of site, 
traffic inside and outside the buildings, arrangement and form of premises, construe· 
tion and harmonious, and logical architectural development, the Jury drew up 
a report in which it stated that it had found an extraordinary wealth of ideaa, 
but had been reluctantly compelled to realise that its work had been rendered 
diiiir.ult by the fact that a ronsiderable proportion of the competitors had not adher· 
ed strictly enough to the material conditions required by the programme n n ·1 the 
rules. 

In these circumstances the Jury unanimoualy decided that it would not be 
possible for it to recommend lny one plan for execution. It distributed the aum 
of 165,000 Swiss francs, placed at ita disposal, in nine prizes of 12,000 franca, nine 
honourable mentions of 3,800 francs, and nine honourable mentions of 2,500 franca 
each. 

The League Building Competition, which opened on July 23rd, 1926, and cloaed 
on January 25th, 1927, was held in accordan~e with the decision• of two Aaaembliea 
-the Fifth Assembly of 1924, and the Special Auembly of M;arch 1926. It waa 
open to architects from all State5 Membt'rs of the League, the Free City of Danzi& 
and the Saar Territory. 

The site chosen was on the northern shore of Lake Geneva and covered an area 
of 66,406 square metres. The buildings to be designed consisted of two principal 
parts, either separate and connected by galleries, or in a single building with lobbiet 
and soecial exists. The cost of construction waa fixed 'At not more than 13,.500,000 
Swiss' francs, the architects' fee& at 5 per cent. 

In accordance with the rules of competition the deailn• will be publicly exhibited 
for not less than a fortnight. It is probable that the exhibition will open between 
June 25th and July ut and will be held in the B1timent Electoral at Geneva ('). 

The Jury was composed of M. Horta (Bru11ela), Chairman; M. Berlage (The 
Haguel; Sir John Burnet (London); M. Gato (Madrid); M. Hoffmann (Vienna); 
M. Lemaresquier (Paris); M. Moser (Zurich); M. Muggia (Bologna); M. Tengbom 
( Stdtkholm). 

The prize-winners were : 

I. Prius of IZ,OOO francs. - Ing. Comm. Carlo Broggi, Arch. Giuseppe Vac· 
caro and Arc. Luigi Franzi (Rome); Nils Einar Eriksson (Stockholm); M. Camille 
Lefevre (Paris); M. L. Corbusier and M. P. Jeanneret (Paris); M. Erik zu Putlitz, 

{1) An illustrated album ...,taiDiDti: pllol:oppl» of &be jliiwwiuDiac plul il beiDc pepued aad orill be put 
- ...... &be openiDc day .. &be ezhibitjm, 

• 
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M. Rudolf Klophaus and M. August Schock {Hamburg); M. Georges La~ro (Paris); 
Professor Emil Fahrenkamp and M. Albert .Denene {_Dusseldorf); M. Julien Flegen· 
h'imer (Geneva) and M. H. P. Nenot (Pans); M. Gmseppe Vago (Rome). 

II. Honorable Ment1ons of 3,8oo francs. - M. Hendrikus Theodorus Wijdeveld 
(Amsterdam); M. Giuseppe Boni and Comm. Arch. Adamo Boari. (Rome}; M. Rene 
Patouillard Demoriane (Paris); Professeur Paul Bonatz and Archttect F. E. Scholer 
(Stuttgart); M. Pierre Guidetti and M. Louis Guidet~i (Paris); M. Lo~is H. Boil~au 
and M. P. Le Bourgeois (Paris); Professeur Alfred Ftscher and M. Rtchard Spetdel 
(Essen); Carl Martin Tage William Olsson (Stockholm); Evert Van Longe (Gro· 
ningen). 

III. Honorable Mentions ofll,500 francs. - M. Hannes Meyer and M. Hans 
Wittwer (B~le); M. A. Laverriere and M. Charle Thevenaz (Lausanne); M. J. C. Lam· 
bert (Paris), M. G. Legendre (Paris) and M. Jean Camoletti (Geneva); M. Marcello 
Piacentini, M. Gaotano Rapisardi and M. Anhiolo Mazzoni (Rome); M. ]. M. Luth· 
mann and M. H. Wouda (The Hague}; M.]. E. P. Hendrickw and M. Jean de Ligne 
(Brussels}; M. Gustaf Birch·Lindgren and M. Hakon Ahlberg (Stockholm}; M. An· 
ton Rosen (Copenhagen). 

• • • 
The South African Government has informed the Secretary·General of its 

intention to make a gift of panelling in South African wood for one of the Committee 
rooms in the new League building. 

An offer of the same kind was made by the New Zealand Government in Ja· 
nuary, 1926, when it informed the Secretary·Geneml· of its desire to present the 
League with New Zealand wood panelling and a Presidential chair in Samoan wood 
for one of the Committee rooms. 

June 15th : 

June 17th : 
June 20th : 
June 23rd : 

June 24th : 
June 27th : 

July ut : 
July 4th : 

july 4th : 

july 5th : 

IX. - Forthcoming Events. 

Twelfth Ordinary Session of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice, The Hague. 

Meeting of the Experts on National Defence Budgets, Geneva. 
Session of the Permanent Mandates Commission, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Mixed Committee of Experts on the question of coun· 
terfeit currency, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Sub·Committee on Combined Transport, Dresden. 
Meeting of the Sub·Committee on the Cardinal System of Buoyage, 

Stockholm· Helsingf ors. 
Meeting of the Supervisory Commission, Paris. 

Conference for the constitution of an International Relief Un~on, 
Geneva. 

Meeting of the Sub·Committee of Experts for the Instruction of 
Youth in the Aims of the League, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Sub·Committee on Maritime Tonnage Measurement 
London. ' 

July 20th : Meeting of the International Committee of Intellectual Co·operation 
Geneva. ' 
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X. - Publications of the International Institute 
.o£ Intellectual Co-operation. 

The International Museum Office, recently founded as part of the Institute 
of Intellectual Co-operation, has published the first number of its review "Mouseion". 

This publication will be issued regularly in April, August and December, and 
will contain information on the work of the Office and all questions relating to the 
international organisation of museums. 

The first number contains a summary of the discussions of the Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation which led to the formation of the Office; the programme 
of the Office; and articles on the agreement reached by~the national chalcographic 
institutes on co-operation between cast workshops, and· on the question of collec· .. 
tions of photographic reproductions of works of art. 

There is a chapter on the work of the various museums, with notes on the Fine 
Arts Museum in Budapest, the Fine Arts Museum in Brussels, and the Trocadero 
Museum (compared sculpture) in Paris. 

Regular information will be given on the activity of museum associations. The 
first number has articles on the American Museum Association and the French 
Association des conservattuTs de musles et coUtctions publiques. 

Finally, the "Mouseion" will gradually publish an international museum reper· 
tory, beginning in the April number with the Dutch and the Dutch East Indian 
Museums and supplemented by illustrations of works of art contained therein. 

Btdltlin of Arlisltc Relations. 

The Section for Artistic Relations of the Institute is publishing a series of 
bulletins dealing with international organisation in ita application to the fine arts. 

The first number, which has just appeared, is devoted to "Intellectual Co· ope· 
ration and the Fine Arts", and describes the work done in this connection by the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, its Sub-Committee on Arts and Lettere, 
the Institute of Intellectual Co-operation and the International Mueeum Office. 

ANNBX 
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1. In its resolution of September 24th, 1925, relating to the summoning of an 
International Economic Conference, the Assembly of the League of Nations declared 
itself "firmly resolved to seek all possible means of establishing peace throughout; the 
world" and affirmed its conviction that "econom1c peace Will largely contnbute ,to 
security among the nations". It further emphasised th~ "necessity of investigating the 
economic lhtliculties which stand 10 the way of the revival of general prospenty and of 
ascertauung the best means of overcoming these dilliculties and of preventing disputes". 

The Economic Colllcreuce has constantly kept these general duectlons m v1ew. At 
the end ol nearly nine years alter the war, during wh1ch the disturbances resulting _!rom 
that unprecedented Cdtustruphe have had time to reveal their permanent effects, the Con
ference has used its best eudeavours to discover and analyse the fundamental causes of 
the troubles !rom wh1ch the world IS at present suffering, and to find remedies which, if 
they wlil not effect a complete cure, ,will_ at least ,afford some oi the relief lor which the 
civilised world is so insistently calling. 

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION 

2. The documentation prepared by _the ,Secretariat under the ,direction of the 
Preparatory Committee, to which many commercial and industrial orga.Wations in various 
countries and many ind1vidual experts have contributcd,_presents a picture of the eco
nomic condition of the world with a fullness and authonty which has probably never 
hitherto been attained. -It is_only possible to refer i~ the bnefest way' to the results shown 
in these reports. 

A general 1mpression .of _the change which has taken place since the war can lle 
gathered !row the statistics which have been compiled of the world's production of food
studs <1nd raw matenals. 'fhe ngures show that, whereas in 1925 the world's population 
Wall about 5 per cent greater than in 1913, production of foodstuffs (1) and of raw mate
rials was lrom 10 to HI per cent. greater. ln other words, production and consumption, 
both 111 total and per head of the world's population, are greater than belore the war. 

1 his increastd production of lood and raw materials ( ") has, however, not been 
accowpamed by a corresponding mcrease of internatloual commerce, for the volume of 
trade 10 1925 was only 5 per cent higher than beiore the war. 

J. l:lut these statistics relate to the world as a whole. They do not represent the 
position of each continent, While certain parts of the world have progressed considerably 
wore than these average figures ind1cate, there are other cominents, notably Europe, 
wh1ch are lar behind. The production of Europe, whose population has increased by 
I per cent, was 1n 1925 about 5 per cent greater than in 1913, an increase materially 
slower than 10 pre-war years, whuc 1ts mternat10nal trade was only 89 per cent of the 
pre·war volume. Further 1llustrauun ol the !act that the econow1c d1llicultlcs are most 
acute 1n Europe IS to be lound 1u the volumes on special industries. lts most distfess
ing •>·mptum 1s the abnormal degree ol unemployment wh1ch st11l obtams in certain 
couutncs, wlule 1ts linaudal reactions are shown m the buruer.somc taxation and 1nad• 
equate savings ol Europe. 

4· 1t would, however, be a mistake to assume that the economic condition of 
Europe could be so seriously QlSorgamsed without allecting that of the rest of the world. 

(1) £,.c.ulllllb l.iuua. 
(a) _'Hu: pr~ud&Uh ol bubbtU COUlD\O\htu .. '$ must ha\'e iDcn:nscJ ftiter t..ban these figwts, sinc.."e techui~l pro 

&lbl ljAt"dy oot~':l~ ol tht;: ao.on wwpu~tc ud w.un. c<:oGo•gu;al. we ut raw matuial. 
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Other countries certainly f~l the effects of Europe's reduced consuming power. There 
also is no doubt that the world is affected by the fact that Europt- has bt'en compelled for 
the time being to renounce several of the functions in world economy which had '"Pre· 
vio115ly been hen. • 

. s. But neither in Europe nor in the rest of the world is the t-r~>nomic position 
umformly good or bad. On the contrary, the depression is cle~rly rnnrrntrnded in cer· 
tain main trades. Some of th ... e, such as the iron a~d steel industry. ~hiphuilding, and the 
chemical trades, were artificially expanded to meet war needs. Demand has, howt-ver, 
been restricted by the fact that lack of capital resulting from dimini•hed savings hu 
prevented economic developmtont on the same scale as bt'fore the ~r. The iron and 
steel industry, which is largely concernt-d with providing fixed r~rit~l in v~rious forms, 
is particularly affected by this fact. Other industrieo, of v.·hirh the rnttnn industry is a 
notable example, have had to adapt themselves to a vt-ry roMidrrnhle increase in 
productive capacity in distant countrie•. Other.~, again, like thr coat trade - the 
demand for whose product has been considerably checked by "'tt-rnative sources of 
power and by economics in the use of fuel - have suffered, while the pt-troleum and 
electric power industries have prospered. But perhaps the most extrt-me ex~mple of 
dislocation is that of shipping, for, whereu the world's total mercantile tonnage has 
increased by 38 per cent, the volume of goods to be carried by sea has hardly inrreft!led 
at all. The condition of these trades is in sharp contrast to that of many industrie1 
proviuing articles of immediate consumption or even of luxury. The production o' motor· 
cars, artificial silk, and rubber goods may be taken as examples. 

But though the harmful effects of the war have been concentradrd on a few special 
trades, the depression has inevitably limited the expansion that v.•ould have taken place 
in other directions, for by creating complete or partial unemployment it has diminished 
the purchasing power of a large industrial populations. 

6. Moreover, the troubles of industry have an even wider reprrru•sion, since they 
affect in a similar way the whole of the world's agriculture. Agriculture, v.·hirh is daily 
becoming more industrial in its processes and methods, suffers directly from the fact that 
the prices of industrial products in certain countries have for some year.t remained relatively 
high, while those of agricultural products have been on a comparatively lower level. The 
agriculturist complains that he buys the manufactures whirh he needs at high prices, but 
sells at low prices the products of the soil. The rlocumentation of the Conferrnce indi· 
cates that, if agricultural prices are low and the agricultural community in many countries 
in a state of depression, it is not because there hu been any abnormal increase in the 
production of foodstuffs but becat•se· the demand from certain manufacturing commu· 
nities in Europe is inadequate. 

7. Thus, while the documentation of the Conference serves on the one hand to pick 
out the darkest spots in the present situation, it also emphuises on the other the interde· 
pendence of nations, of industries and of classes, During the great war, the nations were 
driven temporarily to live to a quite abnormal extent on their own resource•, but this 
condition of self-sufficiency -incomplete though it was-was only attained at the cost of 
hardships which tended rapidly to become almost intolerable. The attempts after the 
war to seek prosperity by a policy 'of economic isolation have, after an experience of 
nearly nine years, proved a failure. The opinion of the world is beginning to underetand 
that prosperity is not something which' can be enjoyed in email compartments. 

POST-WAR PROBLEMS 

8. Immediately after the war, many peopl': naturally assumed that the war and 
the war alone was the reason for the dislocation that emerged in the economic relatione 
of individuals, of nations and of continents. A simple return to pre-war conditions 
seemed in the circumstance~ the appropriate objective of economic policy which would be 
sufficient to cure the current diffic•dtic•. It is an instinctive tendency of mankind to turn 
to the past rather than to the future and, even at a mom~nt when an old is being dis· 
pl'aced by a new, to revert to former ideas and to attempt to restore the traditional 
state of affairs. Experience has shown, however, that the problems left by the war 
cannot be solved in so simple a manner. 

At first thi3 desire to return to the pre-war regime Wds a wi•e as well as a natural 
instinct; for' the first and most urgent task after the war wa' to re-start the economic life 
of the world which had been so sharp!v interrupted. E~onomic policy had the_refore to 
deal with the temporary consequence. of the war and endeavoOJr to remove the obstruc· 
tions to production and trade which if 1dt behind. 

9. One of the most widespread and far-reaching of these difficulties wu the diaor· 
ganisation of public finances and the depreciati.:.n of currencica. At the time of the 
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n1 four European countries had succeeded in balancing their 
Bruuels C~nference,l 0 

Jery country has established its budgetary equilibrium. 
budgets. . .0 wd~ near yble first stage of financial reconstruction i~ not yet quite complete, 

,If th11 m 1spensa e · · · d 1 fi · 1 bTt · 
and if it would be too much to say that in each md_1v1d ua cdo~ntryf nabn1~1afista 1 1 y 1ds 

d · · t 1 t true that in general a disorgaruse cou 1t10n o pu IC nances an 
assure ' It JS a cas ' ' h th h 
f t. · the var1"ous currencies in relation to eac o er are not at t e present luctua 10ns m . . 
moment a factor of primary importance in depressmg trade and production. 

10• Another difficulty which has played a great part in recent years _has been the 
shortage of capital. The Jo~ level o~ p~odu~tion that followed the war left m Europe, a~ 
all events, no margin for savmg. Th1s s1tuat1on has graf dual!>: chahnged. . Thde rhecovery o. 
production in Europe, togt:ther with a growing sense o secunt_r, as rev1ve t e process 

f ·ng and stimulated the international movement of cap1tal. These developments 
o savl I f . I h "d have restored a more normal -though still inadequate.- supp Y o ~ap1ta, t e ~VI ence 
of which is the fall in the rate of interest from the excess1ve figures wh1ch at one time pre
vailed in several cou'ltries particularly in Central Europe, to more normal levels. The 
rapidity with which rates' have fallen is to a certain extent a reflection of the growing 
freedom of the movement of capital. 

11. Similarly, in the case of international commerce, ~he conditions im~ediately 
succeeding the war did not permit of the immediate resumptiOn of normal tradmg rela
tions. Extreme forms of obstructions to trade were consequently imposed; but many of 
these have since been substantially removed, and liberty of trading, subject to the tariff 
and other barriers which are dealt with in paragraph 19, has been largely restored. 

12. But while the new economic situation of Europe since the war contains some 
features which are fortunately of a temporary character, there are others which we 
cannot hope to change for a considerable time to come, and others which must be 
regarded as permanent. The passing away of temporary financial and economic diffi
culties which have hithtrto almost monopolised public attention now enable us to see 
more clearly and to study these more deeply rooted changes in the economic situation of 
the world. It is hopeless to try to solve such problems by striving after the conditions of 
1913. In the face of a new situation new remedies must be found. 

IJ. Some of these permanent changes, like the difficulties previously referred to, 
are the direct result of the war. For example, the belligocent countries of Europe have 
been left with financial difficulties which have extended to many other countries and 
will take many decades to remove. Not only is there in many countries a heavy annual 
charge for war debts but also every belligerent cout>try will for many years have to find 
the funds for war pensions. lhese burdens are in additio:1 to the cost of current arma
ments, which still weigh heavily on the finance of the nations of the world. The level of 
taxation in relation to resources is therefore likely to remain very mugh higher in Europe 
for a long time to come than it was in 1913. 

14. Moreover, the external obligations arising out of the war have an international 
economic significance. Taken in conjunction, on the one hand, with the loss of their 
foreign investments which cert~in nations have suffered, and, on the other, with the new 
loans which many of them have raised abroad, they have changed the balance of public 
and private indebtedness between nations as compared with the pre-war situation. lhis 
is one the factors that ultimately involves a change in the distribution and direction ol 
international trade; for the ultimate settlement of net balances due from one country to 
another must be made by means of goods and services-although not necessarily by the 
transfer of the debtor's goods and services direct to the creditor. 

I 5· Another cha11ge which has an influence on the distribution of industry, on 
commercial policy and on trade is a reduction in the streams of emigration. This fact, 
taken in conjunction with the great differences in the natural increase of various natio
nals, is causing changes in the relative density of population. Those countries in which 
there is a rapidly increasing excess of population in relation to their territory and 
natural resources have consequently intensified their industrial activity and attach parti
cular importance to the adoption by other countries of a liberal policy in relation to raw 
materials. So far as Europe is concerned, the emigration problem has been partially 
and temporarily met by an abnormal amount of migration between the various con· 
tinental countries. 

16. Some of the changes, however, which our survey re,·eals are by no means enti· 
rely to be attributed to the effects of the war. European opinion is beginning to realise 
that the war has hastened changes in the world situation which had begun in the early 
years of _the 20th century. After a whole century, during which other continents had 
been W1lhng to supply Europe with raw products in return for the manufactures which 
Europe alone was in the position to make, a careful observer in 1905 or 1!)06- or possit.ly 
twenty years earlier in the case of the United States- could have perceived that a new 
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chapter was opening in the hiatory of these distaat countries the chief characteristic of 
which ~ the endea~our to establish manufacturiag industr'iea of their owa. The pr 
greatly stimulated th1s development by restrictiag and diverting foreign trade between 
Europe and the rest of the WOrld. 

~7· But at the moment of faciag this new situation, Europe finds herself aeverely 
handicapped: ~me of her temporary difficulties have already been referred to. 1 here 
are other wh1ch, 1n greater or less degree, affect the internal economy of various countries. 
Currency disorders have resulted in almost every country in a disproportion in the wage levels 
in various trades, in the prices of different 'commodities and in the relation between 
wages and prices, while the difficult adjustem;nts which these conditions have involved 
have resulted in industrial disputes and sometimes in great social changes. These 
matters are outside our terms of reference, but they cannot be overlooked in an attempt 
to explain the causes of the present economic disequilibrium. 

18. But Europe is also handicapped by problems of an international character. 
The effort to restore her economic position calls for the rationalisation of induatry and a 
co-ordination between the economic efforts of various countries. It haa to be recogaiaed 
that the possibility of Europe being organised aa an economic unit ia more remote than 
before the war, partly because of excessive economic nationalism, which was the natural 
consequence of the war and is only now subsidinc, and becauae of the economic con· 
sequences of retracing frontiers. This nationaliaation and theae territorial readjuate· 
ments have resulted in the duplication of industrial plant and in a failure to apply the 
principles of division of labour between the various Statea of Europe. The normal 
process of interchange between the numerous units which conatitute the new Europe 
has been seriously interrupted. The markets which certain areas had aupplied before 
the war have been lost to them, and everywhere it hu been necessary to aeek new openinca 
for trade. 

Both in its trade relations with other continents and in its own internal intercourae, 
Europe, under the special circumstance• of the day, urgently needa greater liberty for 
trade and commerce. In actual fact, this liberty is still substantially le11 than before the war. 

19. The documentation of the Conference gives an account of the tariff aituation of 
the world. Reference has already been made to the extreme forms of obstructio11 which 
were imposed immediately after the war but have since been largely removed. Europe 
remains to-day, however, with its tariffs higher and more complicated, leaa atable and 
more numerous than in 1913. Moreover, Europe baa failed to reatore its former ayatem 
of commercial treaties, and the habit has developed of putting tariffa deaigne!l for pur· 
poses of negociationinto force before those negotiations take place. If, aa haa'often happened, 
these tariffs have failed to result in agreement, the obstruction remains higher than 
before. Th~ tendency of the last three years has continued to be in an upward direction, 
and the increased level has not been bala .. ced by those commercial treatiea which have, 
i .. fact, beeu made. 

:zo. Such are the main features of the situation with which the Conference baa 
been called upon to deal and in regard to which it baa put forward the recommendations 
contained in the reports of the various committeea. · 

OBNEit4L RESOLUTIONS 

(a) J!:CONOJUC TENDENCIES AFFECTING THE PEACE OP THE Wo&LD 

The Conference : 

Recognising that the maintenance of world peace depends largely upon the principle• 
on which the economic policies of natioTS are framed and executed : 

Recommends that the Governments and peoples of the countries here represented 
should together give continuous attention to this aspect of the e.conomic p~o~lem, 
and ltloks forward to the establishment of recognised prmc1ples des1gned to ehrrunate 
those economic difficulties which cause friction and misunderstanding in a world which 
has everything to gain from peaceful and harmonious progress. 

(b) AIUIAIIENT EXPEIIDITURE. 

Whereas the world as a whole devotes considerable sums to armaments and to pre· 
parations for war, which reduce the savings available for the developme~t of industry, 
commerce and agriculture, are a heavy burden upon the finances. of .the d1fferent Stat~, 
entailing heavy taxation which reacts upon their whole econom1c hfe and Iowen thelf 
standard of living, 



The Confere~ : 
,. Elrpreuea the earnest hope that all efforts t~ effect, by agreements betwe~n States, 

· · · d reduct1'on of armaments and prat1cularly tho~e under the ausp1ces of the 
1Jm1tat1on an • · b d d ·b . League of Nations, will have successful results and thus allev1ate the ur ens escn ed 

above. 
(c) EDUCATION AND PUBLICITY 

The Conference recognise that the reception and successful application of the ~rin
ciples stated in the resolutions of the Conference .depend, not only upon the g~od-"":'1~ of 
Governments and Administrations, but upon an mformed and supportmg pubhc opm10n 
throu~:hout the world, and for this purpose would welc~me, m t~e econom1c as Jn ~ther 
fields, the development of closer international co-operatiOn by. sc1ent~fic and educdtJOnal 
institutions, as well as the help of the Press and other agencies of Importance, for the 
information and enlightenment of the public. 

(d) PACIFic CoMMERCIAL Co-oPERATION OF ALL NATIONS APPLICATION OF 

RESOLUTIONS TO THE U. S. S. R. 

The Conference : • 
Recognising the importance of a renewal of world trade; 
Refraining absolutely from infringing upon political questions : 
Regards the participation of members of all the countries present, irrespective of 

differences in their economic systems, as a happy augury for a pacific commercial co
operation of all nations. 

It is, of course, understood that, the members of the U. S. S. R. having declared 
that they are in favour of the resolutions in the annexed list, the remaining resolutions 
of the Conference will not be regarded as having effect as regards the U. S. 5. R. 

LIST TRANSMITTED TO THE SECRETARIAT BY THE MEMBERS OF THE U. S. S. R. 
DELEGATION. 

The delegation of'the U. S. S. R. votes /Ill' the following resolutions : 

ComfiUI'CI. 

II. Custom Tariffs. 

No. I. - Simplification of Customs tariffs. 

No. 2. - Unification of tariff nomenclature, with the reserve that the U. S. S. 
R. cannot associate itself with the invitation to the League of Nations. 

No. 4. - Application of tariffs. 

No. s. - Customs formalities. 
No. 6. - Trade statistics. 

III. Commercial Policy and Treaties. 

No. 2. - Fiscal charges imposed on imported goods. 

No. 4. - Commercial treaties, with the reserve concerning the invitation to the 
League of Nations. 

IV. Indirect Means of Protecting National Trade and National Navigation. 
No. I. - Subsidies, direct or indirect. 

No. 2. - Dumping and anti-dumping legislation. 

Industry. 

The U. S. S. R. delegation, while in agreement with the principles underlying the 
proposals put forward in the resolutions of the lndu~try Committee concerning "~nfor
mation ", abslai'IIS from voting for the draft resolution concerning " Information ••, 
because the U. S. S. R. proposal to entruat this work to the International Institute of 
Statistics of The Hague was -rejected. 

A~llwt. 

The U. S. S. R. delegation votes /Ill' the special resolutions : 
3- - Campaign against the diseases affecting plants and animals. 
5· - Forestry. 
6. - Documentation on agricultural questions, statistics, enquiry. 
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• • • 
N~. -The members of the U. S. S. R. declared that they are in favour also of the 

resoluttons enumerated belcJw. They accompanied their adhesion by a declaration contained 
in the Ywblllim Rec~~rd of tlu Cmftrnul. 

The resolutions in question are the following : 

(a) Economic tendencies affecting the peace of the world; 
(b) Armament expenditure; 
(e) Education and publicity. 

COMMB~E 

INTRODUCTION 

_ The programme with regard to Commerce laid down by the Conference AKCnda 
mcluded a la1ge number of subjects relating to the m01t important upects of international 
trade. 

Whatever the particular subje~t under discu.uion, it became apparent, from the 
facts and evidence presented to the Conference, that each nation's commerce ia to-day 
being hampered by barriers established by other nations resulting in a aituation, eape· 
cially in Europe, that is highly detrimental to the KCneral weUare. 

In spite of the variety of questions raised, the diversity of theories, and the Ieeitimate 
national sentiments of all those who took part in the discunion, one important and 
extremely encouraging fact has emerged; and, having emerged, has become increuingly 
manifest as the work has advanced. This fact is the unanimous desire of the membera of the 
Conference to make sure that this Conferences shall, in some way, mark the beginning of 
a new era, during, which international commerce will successively overcome all obata· 
des in its path that unduly hamper it, and resume that general upward movement, 
which is at once a sign of the w.orld's economic health and the necessary condition for the 
development of civilisation. 

A second fact, which is no lese important than the firat, is the mutual reaction 
which takes place between the measures taken by the different Statea for the benefit of 
their national economic interests. The tendency to equalise the level of Customs protec· 
tion in the various countries; the desire of each nation to improve its poaition pending 
trade negotiations; the impulse to take reprisals against particularly hannful foreign tariff 
measures; the tendency to retain for nation&) consumption certain goods which have been 
rendered scarce by restrictive measures in the country of origin; the anxiety to maintain 
equal competitive conditions in matten of transport and credits; sometimes perhapa the 
mere contagious ellect of example - all theae circumatanc:ea cause each economic: 
measure tabn by one nation at a given time to react alm01t invariably on the policiea of 
all other nations. 

Thus any strictly nationalistic: policy is harmful not only to the nation which practise 
it but also to the others, and therefore defeats its own end, and if it be deaired that the 
new state of mind revealed by the Conference sbould lead rapidly to practical reaults, 
any programme of execution must include, as an eaential factor, the principle of f/Mall#l 
or Ctlfletrild action by the dillerent nations. Each country will then know that the 
concessions it is asked to make will be balanced by corresponding aac:rificea on the part 
of other countries. It will be able to accept the proposed m,.asures, not merely in view 
of its own individual position 1n1t also blcauu ~ il irltiJ'ISUd itS tJu """"of tJu gmwal 
plan laid tloWfJ by tJu C mftrnul. 

It is, of course, well, at this point, to avoid any misundentanding; if concerted ac!ion 
is indispensable, it is, unfortunately, by its very nature, comparatively slow, and nat1o1111 
mvst not allow theiDllelves to make it an excuse for pottponing the execution of the measurea 
mdividually incumbent on each of the1n. Such measures should, on the contrary, form 
the firmest basis for the collective work which is destined one day to crown their efforts. 

The first step has already been taken towards satisfying the desire for a return 
to a more normal commercial regime through the stabilisation now effected of the currency 
of a great number of countries whose exchange had been dislocated by the war and its 
consequences. 

The Conference, convinced that exchange stabilisation constitutes one of the foremost 
conditions for the restoration of international trade, is most anxious to see further pro· 
gress in this direction. 

Such are the fundamental ideas which we must endeavour to instil in the minds of 

• 
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I f all ntn·es so that when properly informed of the nature of the task to 
the peop e o cou • ' · · "II be d h be undertaken and fully reaasured that important natJOnal mteresta WI respe~te , t ey 
m~ support their Governsmenta in their worthy and arduous task of endeavourmg forth· 
with to give effect to the resolution of the Conference. 

I. LffiERTY OF TRADING. 

In harmony with what has been said above, the Conferenc~, havi~g been invite~ to 
consider the different problems grouped under the ge.n~r~l headmg of ~~~rty of tra~1ng, 
has condemned the system of import and export prohJbJtJons an~ the pnv~leg~ sometimes 
granted to State enterprises, ~nd. has also re~ommend~d a more h~eral ~0~1~y m respect of 
foreign nationals and compames m the exercise of their commercial actJVJtles. 

The proposals resulting from ita deliberations are as follows: 

1. Import and Export Prohibitions and ~eatrlctions. 

The Conference is convinced that a return to·. the effective liberty of international 
trading is one of the primary conditions of world prosperity. 

The experience of the years since the war proves that import and export prohibitions, 
and the arbitrary practices and disguised discriminations which result therefrom, together 
with the obstacles of all kinds placed on the circulation of goods and capital, have had 
deplorable results by hampering the normal play of competition, by imperilling both the 
essential supplies of some nations and the not less indispensable markets of others, and 
by bringing about an artificial organisation of production, distribution and consumption. 

Experience has shown, moreover, that the grave drawbacks of these measures have 
not been counterbalanced by the financial-advantages or social benefits which were anti
cipated. 

It is therefore important for the recovery and. future development of world trade 
that the Governments should forthwith abandon an economic policy which is injurious to 
the intesrests both of their own and other nations. 

A considerable step will have been taken in this direction if, as a result of the 
Diplomatic Couference convened for November 14th, 1927, the Governments adopt a 
convention based upon the draft prepared by the Economic Committee of the League of 
Nations on the subject of import and export prohibitions and restrictions, taking into 
account also the principles enumerated in the commentary accompanying the said draft 
and the proposais of the International Chamber of Commerce on this subject. 

The aim in view would not, however, be achieved if the acceptance of this conven· 
tion were mert:ly formal, and if ita provisions were rendered inoperative by export 
duties (1), the fixing of quotas, the imposition of unjustified health regulations or by any 
other means. 

Accordingly, the Conference recommends : 

(r) That the draft International Convention for the Abolition of Import and 
Export Prohibitions and Restrictions, as prepared by the Economic Committee 
of the League of Nations and submitted to the States Members of the League and 
to the principal non-Member States, constitutes, with its accompanying commen· 
tary, a very satisfactory basis for the Diplomatic Conference convened for November 
14th, 1927, and should be utilised to lead to a prompt general agreement permitting 
the greatest possible number of nations by their concerted and simultaneous action to 
bring about favourable conditions for the recovery and development of the production 
and trade of all countries; 

(2) That, moreover, the applieation of the principles laid down in this draft 
should not be indirectly defeated by such means as export duties (•), the fixing of 
~uotas, .healt.h regulations or any other measures not justified by exceptional or 
Imperative Circumstances; 

(3) And, further, that the application of these principles should not be indirectly 
defeated by restrictions on the free circulation of capital- including, for example, 
any. system for controlling exchange which impedes the purchase or exportation of 
fore1gn exchange for the purpose of paying for goods imported. 

(1) See abu : lll·J : Export Dutko. 
(•) See oho : III·J : Ezport Dutioo. 
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l. Commercial Equality of State Enterprises and Private Enterprises . 

. Th~ Conference has considered the fact that certain Governments, when partrci· 
patmg m the control o~ management of commercial, industrial, banking, maritime trans· 
po_rt_ or o~her e~t~rpnses, have claimed in virtue nf their own sovereignty various 
pnvllege:', tmmuruttes, or other advantages for the benefit of these entl!rprises and have 
also at ttmes secured the grant of similar advantages from other countries by virtue of 
international comity . 

. _Noting t~at these advantages_ give the ent~rprises benefiting from them an~unduly 
pnvlleged posttlon as compared Wtth stmtlar prtvate enterprises, the Confe!""nce dedarea 
that they constitute an infringement of free competition by making a discrimination 
between enterprises carried on side by side. 

Accordingly, the Conference recommends : 

That, when a Government carries on or controls any commercial industrial 
banking, maritime transport or other enterprise, it shall not, in its cha~cter as such 
and in so far as it participates in enterprises of this kind, be treated as entitled to 
any sovereing rights, privilef;es or immunities from taxation of from other liabtlities 
to which similar privately owned undertakings are subject, it being clearly understood 
that this rrcommendation only applies to ordinary commercial enterprises in time of 
peace. 

3. Legal Provisions or ~egulations relatlne to International Trade. 

The Conference recognises that it is important that tbe work of the Economic Com· 
mittee of the League of Nations and the International Chamber of Commerce in ~:on· 
nection with the simplification of Customs formalities (1), the assimilation of laws on 
bills of exchange, the international development of commercial arbitration and the sup· 
pression of unfair commercial practices should be continued with a view to obtainin& 
rapid and general solutions. 

Accordingly, the Conference recommends : 

That, with a view to obtaining rapid and general solutions, the Economic 
Committee of the League of Nations should pursue the investigations undertaken 
with a view to the simplification of Customs formalities, the assimilation of lawa 
on bills of exchange, the Internatonial development of commercial arbitration and 
the suppression of unfair commercial practicea, and that all the necessary mew.ures 
should be taken by the League of Nations and by Governments to increase the 
number of accessions to Conventions already concluded or which ,may hera!ter be 
concluded on these matters. 

In connection with the preceding recommendation the Conference is of opinion that 
the beneficial results of the Protocol of September 24th, 1923, in regard to interna· 
tiona! recognition of arbitration clauses in private commercial contracts, will not be fully 
realised until provision is made for ensuring the execution of such arbitral awards. 

The Conference accordingly recommends : 

That the Council of the League of Nations take steps to submit to State~>, for 
signature at an early date, a Protocol providin& for the execution of arbitral award• 
in commercial questions. 

4. Economic and Fiscal Treatment of Nationals and Companies 
of One Country admitted to settle In tbe Territory of Another. 

The Conference considers that the granting of the legal, administrative, fiscal and 
judicial guarantees necessary to the nationals, firms or companies of a State admitted to 
exercise their trade industry or other occupation in the territory of another State or to 
settlt there is one of the essential conditions of economic co-operation between nations. 

Taking note of the important work already devoted to this 1ubject by the Eco
nomic Committee of the League of Nations and by the International Chamber of Com· 
merce, the Conference considers it desirable that their conclusions should be considered 
and co-ordinated by the appropriate organs of the League of Nations with the view to 
their submission to a diplomatic conference for the purpose of determmmg the best 
methods of defining the statU3 of foreigners, of abolishing unjust distinctions between 
them and national, and of preventing double taxation. The purpose of this conferomce 
would be to draw up an international convention. 

(1) See a1oo n-5 : eu.- tOim&litieo. 
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bef th latter could settle the question as a whole, bilateral agreements 
But ore e "d" · · I f d b . · ' f "table reciprocity and based on the gm tng prmc1p es re erre to a ove 

proVIdmg or eqm . ·t r· 
mitht effect a valuable improvement tn the present 51 ua IOn. 

Acordingly, the Conference recommends : , 

(I) That, pending the conclusion o! an international conventio~, bilateral 
agreements should be arrived at, on the bas~s of t_he work already ac~omphshed by the 
Ec mic Committee of the League of Nat10ns and by the InternatiOnal Chamber of 
co:'~erce, defining the status of foreigners, not only from the economic but from the 
legal and fiscal points of views; 

(l) That in the same spirit and with the same end in view, the Council of the 
League of Nations should prepare for the meeti~g of a diplomatic conference for the 
purpose of drawing up an international convention; 

(3) That, in drawing up these agreements and the texts. to ~ submitted to the 
Conference the following points among others should be borne tn mtnd : 

(a) Equality of treatment with regard to conditions of residence, eata· 
blishment, removal and circulation, between foreigners admitted to a State and 
the nationals of that State; 

(b) Conditions of carrying on trade, industry and all other activities by 
foreign persons and enterprises; 

(c) Legal status of the same persons and enterprises; 
(tl) Fiscal status of the same persons and enterprises. 

Il CUSTOMS TARIFFS. 

The question of Customs tariffs has two different aspects according as it is regarded from 
the point of view of form or from that of substance, i.e. of the actual amount of the import 
duties. The latter aspect, which is directly allied to the question of commercial treaties, 
will be dealt with later in connection with the general problem of commercial policy. 

As regards the first class of questions, the Conference unanimously recognised the 
desirability of symplifying Customs tariffs as far as possible, particularly by avoiding 
unwarranted subdivisions; it has proposed the establishment of a systematic Customs 
nomenclature, the use of which would in due course be assured by individual measures 
taken by the Governments and regularised by the conclusion of bilateral or multilateral 
international conventions; it emphasised the urgent necessity of stabilising Customs tariffs, 
by the conclusion of long-term commercial treaties or otherwise; it recapitulated rules 
for securing the maximum of equity in the application of duties and defined the principles 
on which Customs formalities should be based; and finally it passed a recommendation in 
favour of the execution, to the fullest possible extent, of the Convention of December 31st, 
1913, establishing an International Bureau of Trade Statistics. 

I. Simpllficatloa ol Customs Tariffs. 

The Conference considers that the enormous increase in the number of tariff headings 
and the excessive number of sub-headings in the various items - a practice which has 
grown up since the war - constitute in many cases a considerable obstacle to the deve
lopment of international commerce, that States should refrain from this practice as far as 
possible, and that consideration should be given to the difficulties it causes as regards the 
ilomenclature the establishment of which the Conference recommends. 

The Conference considers that it is above all necessary to avoid tariff sub-headings 
which do 'lOt refer to articles of a different nature and which are merely intended to dis
criminate between articles of different origin. 

l. Unification of Tariff Nomen<:lature. 

The Conference considers that a fixed nomenclature for goods subject to Customs 
duties is an essential c~ndition of equity in their application and ease in their collection, 
that 1_t may also contnbute to the exchange of goods not subject to duty, and that it 
constitutes a favourable basis for the improvement of trade statistics. 

It is of the greatest importance for international trade that the Customs nomenclature 
of all countries ahoul~ correspond as closely as possible with the actual types of goods 
m~':lufac~ured and the1r current trade names, supplemented, if necessary by their scientific 
da1gnat1on. ' 
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Any C~t~~ cl~ifi<:ation should be as objective as possible, lest it should become a 
mean of dtscnmmatmg to the prejudice of any country or ol specialising tariffs to the 
advantage of any country. • 

A single systematic nemenc!ature, based either on the successive stages of manufac· 
ture or on the different types of goods, is perfectly well adaptable to d;fferent economic or 
fiscal theories, and it is not the nomenclature but the r~te of duty attached to each such 
stage or _type which is the mean of establishing the degree of protection which, in accor· 
dance "':tth_,ts own tariff system, a country desires to give to a certain product, in accor· 
dance wtth tts conception of national economy. 

In these circumstances, the adoption of a common nomenclature, as has already been 
shown by its application to products of special complexity, would help to remove a subject 
for dispute which might become an obstacle to international trade. 

The common adoption of an agreed nomenclature would promote the conclusion of 
commercial treaties and would prevent their application from becoming the subject of 
perpetual disputes. 

The Conference therefore recommends : 

(I) That the Council of the League of Nations should take the initiative in 
drawing up an appropriate procedure for establishing, in liaison with the producing 
and commercial organisation concerned,. a systematic Customs nomenclature in accor· 
dance with a general plan covering all classes of goods; 

(2) That a selection be made and an order of priority fixed among the various 
groups of commodities so that the common nomenclature may be gradually worked out, 
beginning with those classes of goods for which it can most readily be introduced; 

(3) That the common nomenclature thus obtained should be submitted to the 
various Governments at each stage of preparation, and should then be transmitted to 
the producing and commercial circles concerned, and that such communication •hould 
be accompanied by an explanation of the principles underlying Customs classification 
and the arrangement of items; 

(4) That, if the adoption of a common. nomenclature for various important 
branches of production seems, after the enquiry and consultation referred to in the 
preceding paragraphs, to ~e realisable before a complete nomenclature has been esta· 
blished, the adoption of such nomenclature should be suggested to the Governments 
by means of a diplomatic conference or by other mt>ans; 

(5) That, either by means of bilateral agreements or by a plurilateral convention 
or by any other procedure, Governments should undertake to apply this common 
nomenclature and bring their methods of passing goods through the Customs and of 
levying duties into line with it; 

(6) That the Governments which have adopted the common nomenclature should 
undertake not to impair its value by applying arbitrary or discriminatory specifications 
to the detriment of third States; 

(7) That, notwithstanding the above provisions, States should not be bound in 
practice to introduce in to their Customs tariffs all the subdivisions of the common 
nomenclature, it being understood that they will conform, in the headings they usc, 
to the rules of classification and description which will have been settled in common; 

(8) That, in order to ensure the execution of engagements entered into by States 
with regard to nomenclature, the League of Nations should propose such measures of 
publicity, information, friendly settlement or arbitration as the nature of the enga· 
gemcntsmake it possible to adopt. 

3. Stability of Customs Tariffs. 

One of the most formidable obstacles in the way of establishing and developing per· 
manent and secure trade relatiom. between countries is the in•tability of tariffs. 

0 The main causes of this instability are to be sought, on the one hand, in the fluctua· 
tions of exchanges when Customs duties are payable in paper currency, and, on the other 
hand, in the fact that Customs autonomy makes it possible for States to modify their 
Customs duties even as regards States with which they have concluded commercial con· 
ventions. 

The Conference recommends : 

(I) That States should refrain from mak:ng frequent or sudden changes in their 
Customs duties on account of the instability which such changes cause in trade relations 
and the serious difficulties or dispute~ which they occasion in connection with the exccu· 
tion of contracts_already concluded; 
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ha · es in which currency stability has not yet fully secured, Customs 
• (

2
) Tid tbelnl ~don a gold basis or their incidence should be periodically adj~;sted 

duties shou evle I d fi d ~ on the basis of an index of prices, the adjustement to be made on >: at ates xe 
· d d only when alterations of incidence represent an appreciable percentage 
10 a vance an 
of the duties; 

(3) That, in commercial treaties, ali wide a us~ as possibl_e shoul_d be ma~e of ~he 
t Of stability afforded by the consolidatiOn of dut1es, or m cases 1n wh1ch 

guaran ees 1- · f h d · h I currency stability is insufficient to allow of the conso •_datiOn o t e uttes t emse ves, 
by any other means for adjusting the incidence of duttes; 

(4) That States should conclude their comme~cial trea~ies for as long a period as 
possible and should follow, in this regard, the pohcy practised by a large number of 
countries before. the war. 

4. Application of Tariffs. 

The International Economic Conference does not desire express an opinion as to the 
respective advantages and drawbacks of ad valorem and specific duties; it is nevertheless 
desirable that endeavours should be made to secure their equitable application in all 
cases. 

In the case of ad valorem tariffs, disputes often arise concerning the true valut: or 
current level of prices in the country of origin or the valuation of similar products in the 
importing country. _ 

On the other hand, in the application of specific duties, the main_ difficulties are caused 
by uncertainty as to the tariff item applicable to a given article. 

The Conference therefore recommends : 

(r) '-That any systems of enquiries or investigations in connection with the appli
cation of ad valorem duties or modification of tariffs shall be framed and administered 
with full regard for the business interests involved and for the maintenance of com· 
mercial good will among nations. Enquiries or inspections involving inquisitional 
procedure or arbitrary methods shall be eliminated; 

(2) That, for the application of Customs duties, States should make provision, 
in case of dispute, for equitable procedure by appeal to administrative or ordinary 
courts in which the importer can be heard or defend his interests by producing evi· 
dence or demanding such expert examination as may be necessary; 

(3) That States should, by definite stipulations in their Customs legislation and 
possibly in their commercial treaties, endeavour to limit the difficulty of applying 
duties so that trade may acquire that security without which it can neither develop nor 
even be maintened. 

5. Customs Formalities. 

In accordance with analogous provisions contained in the Convention on Simplification 
of Customs Formalities, the Conference considers it desirable to put' forward the following 
recommendations : ·· ·· 

. (1) Consular fees should be a charge, fixed in amount and not exceeding the cost 
of Issue, rather than additional source of revenue. Arbitrary or variable consular fees 
cause not only an increase of charges, which is at times unexpected, but also an 
unwarrantable uncertainty in trade. 

Failing any general agreements, it would be desirable that States should, in this 
matter, embody mutual guarantees in their commercial treaties. 

(2) The Conference, calling attention to the recommendations contained in the 
Annex to Article 14 of the Convention for the Simplification of Customs Formalities, 
rec?mmends that an ~xpres~ guarantee s~ould be added providing for a right of appeal, 
which _could be exerctsed, .etther b:t the Importer or by the exporter, against Customs 
penaltt~, and ~ore espectally agamst such penalties as might be imposed in cases of 
of mamfest clencal errors. 

(3) The Conference, appreciating the full value of the progress already made in 
the m_atte~ of ~ustoms regulations under the influence of the ,Convention relative to 
the S•mp_hfit;atton ~f Custo~s Formalities" concluded at Geneva on November 3rd, 
1923, which 11 now m force 1n twenty-five countries, 
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Recommends : 

(a) Th~t the said Convention should be ratified as soon as possible by thoss 
coun~nes w~wh have not yet ratified it or which have not yet made arrangements 
to brmg thetr regulation!finto line with the principles of liberty recommended therein· 

(b)_ That its provisions shouls be applied by the contracting States as generous); 
as posstble. 

(4) The following recommendation might be embodied in the Final Act of the 
Conference : 

. ("The Conference, informed that the Economic Committee has before it a proposal 
destgned to repress the practice of false Customs declarations and invoices, and without 
desiring to anticipate the results of its investigations, desires to make it clear that it is 
opposed to any dishonest practices in international trade ('). ") 

6. Trade Statlstlc:s. 

The Conference appreciates the desirability of making statistics comparable by 
adopting a common nomenclature, and observes the progress made in this direction under 
the influence of the Convention dated December 31St, 1913, which set up in Brussels an 
International Bureau for Trade St::.tistics. 

It considers that international co-operation on the basis of the provisions of the said 
Convention will constitute an excellent preparation for the realisation of the international 
agreement recommended by the Conference for the adoption of a common Customs nomen· 
clature, which, moreover, should have, when adopted, a beneficial effect on the unification 
of trade statistics. 

The Conference therefore recommends : 

(r) That the States which have signed the Convention dated December 31St, 
1913, and have not yet ratified it should do so as soon as possible, and that the Govern· 
ments whic" liave not signed is should accede to it; 

(2\ That the Contracting Parties should furnish the Bureau in Brus!Cl& as soon as 
possible with the data required for the rompilation of the comparative statistics with 
the publication of which it has been entrusted under the said Convrntion. 

III. COMMERCIAL POLICY AND TREATIES. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from the work of the Conference in the field of com· 
mercia! policy is that the time has come to put a stop to the growth of Customs tariffs, and 
to reverse the direction of the movement by an effort made along three lines, viz. : 

(1) Individual action by States with regard to their own tariffs; 

(2) Bilateral action through the conclusion of suitable commercia) treaties; 

(3) Collective action, by means of an enqutry, with a view to encouragin& 
the expansion of international trade on an equitable basis by removing or lowering 
the barriers to international trade which are set up by excessive Customs tariffs. 

With the question of import duties is bound up the question of the fiscal burdens which 
are sometimes imposed in addition, and which, in the Conference's opinion, should not aim 
at providing disguised protection for national production. 

In a similar connection, the Conference is anxious that the free circulation of raw 
materials and articles of consumption should not be unduly hindered by export duties, 
and that, such duties, whether levied to meet fiscal needs or exceptional or compelling 
circumstances, should not discriminate between different foreign countries. 

Lastly, commercial treaties should contain the unconditional most·favoured·nation 
clause in its broadest and most liberal form, and the League of Nations is recommended to 
consicJ;r the possibility of establishing clear and uniform principles in regard to that clause 
and introducing common rules relating to commHcial treaties. 

1. Tariff Levels. 

Presem Tariff Situation. The evidence before the Conference, which is contained 
in the documentation or in the statements made by the members of the Conference, shows 
that the recovery from the effects of the war has been unduly delayed ant that the foreign 

(1) No Fiw Aet wu drawn up by the Conlen!nce. 



ol all tl·ons is in greater or Jess degree seriously hampered by existing obstacles 
commerce na 

to tr~t~ Conference notes with satisfaction that some of the most injurious fo~m~ of 
· th t prevailed immediately after the war have been removed. To th1s fact 

obstruction a · h" h h f b h" d must be attributed in part the recovery of world trade w IC as so ar een ac ~.~ve . 

T ·a.. the other band which in recent years have shown a tendency to r1,e, are for 
arh13,on ' f h h"fb · 

the most part higher than before the war, and are at present on~ o t e ~ 1e arners to 
trade. The increase in most countries is almost wholly due to h1gher duties on manufac· 

turedarticle~. 1. · 1 d" h" h h 
In Europe, the problem has been complicated by po 1t1ca rea JUSte~ents w IC ave 

changed many frontiers an~ increased the ~umber of separate. Customs umt~ from 20 to 27, 
all of which strive for an m-iependsnt national economy wh1ch they defend by means of 
tariff barriers. . . 

The harmful effect of these tariffs upon trade has 10 many case~ been mcrease~ t~rough 
their constant changes, which have created an element of uncer~amty. an~ ma~e 1 t 1mpos· 
sible to place long contracts. The nations have failed to deal With th1s Situation by long· 
term treaties. 

Causes. . . . . 
This state of affairs is largely due to a desire to meet the abnormal cond1t10n~ arismg 

out of the war. For example, many duties have been raised as a protection against an 
influx of goods from countries with a depreciating currenc;:. Experience has .prov~d that 
even the most rapid manipulation of tariffs is not an effective method of deahng With the 
still more rapid changes which are caused by monetary instability. Such attempts are 
a source of new difficulties for commerce and are themselves a source of uncertainty. Again 
in the countries themselves whose currency has been depreciating, tariffs have been raised 
in order to check imports in the hope of stopping the depreciation. Finally, it has some· 
times happened that, where depreciation has been followed by appreciation, Customs 
duties payable in paper money which had been raised during the inflation have not been 
correspondingly reduced when revalorisation occurred. These unstable currency condi· 
tions have to a considerable extent passed away; but the tariff and other measures which 
have been specially employed to deal with thtm have not yet wholly disappeared. 

A second reason for the present tariff situation bo.~h in Europe and elsewhere is the 
desire of nations by means of tariffs to keep existing or recently established industries in 
being by means of tariffs on a scale which they would not otherwise be able to maintain. 
These industries have grown to their present extent, in some cases as a result of abnormal 
expansion during the war, in others as a result of the desire of certain nations to attain a 
degree of economic independence which is not justified by their slender resources, and 
again in others with a wiev to providing employment for surplus labourfor which certain 
former outlets are at present closed. · 

This increase in productive capacity has often outrun the capacity of the country to 
absorb the products either as regards its material needs or its purchasing power. The 
result has been either that the plant left idle has oberweighted the costs of production, 
particularly when borrowed capital is involved, or that, in order to utilise the whole plant 
and to give some return to the capital employed, it ·has been necessary to turn to the foreign 
market and so to intensify international competition. 

The desire to deal with the problem of excessive industrial capacity has usually led to an 
attempt to reserve the home market for home production by means of tariffs barriers 
erected with a view to creating an independant national economy capable of producing, 
under the protection of the tariff wall, an increase of invested wealth and a more satisfac· 
tory return for the work of the nation. This effort to attain self-sufficiency cannot hope 
to succed unless it is justified by the size, natural resources economic advantages and geo· 
graphical situ:1tion of a country. There are very few co~ntries in the world which can 
hope to attain it. The artificial increase of plant which is only partly employed has meant 
not only uneconomical and costly production but also a wasteful use of the world's reduced 
c~pital resources. It has thus been one of the causes which has maintained an abnormally 
h1gh rate or interest in recent years. It should be added that, so long as undul:• high 
tanffs are maintai;-ed, this uneconomic use of capital continues and creates an increasing 
num~.r of vested mterests which resist a return to a sounder policy. 
. H1gh tanffs of whatever system have, in many cases, also been imposed, in the first 
mstance at all events, for bargaining purposes. But subsequent negotiations have in 
prac~1ce not resulted in adequate modifications, with the consequence that the Customs 
barners have been left higher than before. 

This evil has become accentuated in recent years by the post·war practice of enforcing 
the exaggerated rates of larifs.de.combat.' whether under the autonomous or any other sys· 
tern, even ~n advance o~ negoti~tiOns, With the result that vested interests have frequently 
grown up 10 the meantime wh1ch have made impossible the contemplated reductions. 
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In addition to arguments connected with tariff lli&Otiations, budgetary considerations 
are _f:eq_uently brought forward to justify very high tarilfa. But a country's budgetary 
eqmhbrlUm :es~ on a v_ery precarious foundation if it ia founded on high ratClS of duty ti)F 
effect of wh1ch IS to d1m1msh 1mports and conaequently the Customs revenue resulting 
from them. Moreover, the lmuggling encouraged by excessive duties has a demoralising 
effect. 

A ~eas?n which has frequently been invoked in ruany cases to justify exaggerated post· 
war tanffs Is the need of protecting industries required for national defence. But it cannot 
be denied that this argument, whatever its merits may be in principle, has often been 
abused to cover exclusively economic objectives. 

Finally, the problem of population has induced certain countries which have a surplus 
of labour to base their Customs protection on this argument. 

Discussion of Commercial Policy. - In enumerating the causes and ideas which.are 
responsible for the super-protectionism of post-war years, the International Economic 
Conference does not attempt to pass judgment on the fundamental principles of protection 
and free trade respectively. 

In contrast to ideas which have led nations into a situation which is equally harmful 
to their own economic life and to their international economic relations, it remains to set 
out the considerations which demand a return to a general policy of freer international 
commerce. 

It is too often overlooked that the attempt to stimulate artificially industries which 
would not otherwise flourish in a country may check the devc lopment of those activities for 
which it is most naturally suited. Nations may determine, for political or other reasons, 
that it is essential to their safety to develop increased self-sufficiency, but is is appropriate 
for the Conference to point out that this has III most cases involved a sacrifice of material 
prospe.rity. In such cases, the loss is borne by consumers, who have to pay more for the 
products of the protected industry, and by those engaged in the industries that would 
otherwise have a larger possibility of export. 

In analysing European commercial practices, it may be observed that the advocates of 
exaggerated protection have often made the mistake of imagining that it is always more 
advantageous to hinder imports than to incrcoase exports; it may be observed that, if exports 
increase, production and nationaJ income are increased in a similar proportion; if, on th~ 
other hand, imports fall on account of tariff duties, the rise in the level of commodity prices 
reduces not only the possibility of export but also the consuming capacity of the country. 
A part only of the imports excluded by the Customs duties is replaced by home production. 
Excessive protection, which reduces national production and purchasing power, in the end 
defeats its own object. In some cases cxcessives import duties, by permitting very high 
profits to be realised at home, give an uneconomic stimulus to 'exports, thus creating 
artificial competition on foreign markets. This pra~tice is one of the most dangerous 
causes of market disorganisation and of economic conflicts between nations. 

Such are some of the principal illusions and most dangerous practices which have 
impoverished certain nations or hindered their economic reconstruction. 

The Conference recognise that the removal or substantial reduction of Customs barriers 
cannot be bro!lght about suddenly without causing dislocation but it is of opinion !that 
Governments should immediately prepare plans for removing or diminishing by successive 
stages those barriers that gravely hamper trade, starting with those duties which have been 
imposed to counteract the effect of disturbances that are now past. 

The Conference believes that, if the true results of the present system now prevalent in 
Europe were understood by public opinion, it would be possible for Governments to com-
mence this process forthw! th. ' 

It is however clear that the process will be hastened if it can be carried out as a result • • 
of concerted action among States. 

This is why the Conference is of opinion that it should make provision in its resolutions 
not merely for the encouragement of bilateral agreements as nearly as possible in keeping 
with its doctrines but also for the methodical examination, by the Economic Organisation • of tile League of Nations, of common measures which might be adopted, in the matter of 
tariffs, by States Members of the League and by States non-members, and also of the mu· 
tual agreements at which these States might arrive. 

Although the considerations outlined above with regard to tariff levels are based 
on a study of the qu.:stion more particularly from the point of view of industry and com· 
merce, they may be regarded as applying also, to an extent varying according to the country 
and purpose in view, to agriculture. 

Conelusion. - In view of the fact that. harmful effects upon production and trade 
result from the high and constantly changing tariffs which ;;.rc applicu 1n m4uy countries; 
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A d · bstantial improvement in the economic conditions can be obtained by n ~mce su 
increased facilities for international trade and c?m~erce i . . . . . 

And in view of the tact ~"at tariffs, though W1thm the soveretgn JU~tsdtctlon of the sepa· 

S Ot a matter of purely domestic interest but geratly mfluence the trade of rate tates, are n · 
the world; h" h h 1 d · h · f And in view of the fact that some of the causes w tc ave. resu te m t e mcrease o 
tariffs and in other trade barriers since the war have largely dtsappeared and others are 

diminishing; d h · · ·11 
The Conference declares that the time has come to put an en to t e mcrease m tart s 

and to move in the opposite direction. 
The Conference recommends : 

(I) That nations should take steps forth":'ith to remo':'e or diminish ~hose tariff 
barriers that gravely hamper trade, starting wtth those whtch have been tmposed to 
counteract the effects of disturbances arising out of the war. 

Moreover, in order to ensure that this action is continuously pursued, the Conference 
recommends : 

(2) That States should proceed to the conclusio~ of commercial t;eaties on. lines 
and under conditions calculated to ensure the attamment of the atms menttcned 
herein; 

(3) That, in future, the practice of putting int_o ~orce, in advance of negotiat~ons, 
excessive duties established for the purpose of bargammg, whether by means of tarifs tk 
combat or by means of general tariffs, should be abandoned; 

(4) That the Council of the League of Nations should be requested to instruct its 
Economic Organisation to examine, on the basis of the principles enunciated by the pre
sent Conference. the p.).;otbtuty of further action by the respective States with a view 
to promoting the equitable treatment of commerce by eliminating or reducing the 
ob:;uuctions which excessive Customs tariffs offer to it:ternational trade. 

In this enquiry, the Economic Organisation should consult with representatives of the 
various Governments, including non-members of the League, and also so far as necessary 
with the competent bodies representing Commerce, Industry, Agriculture and Labour. 

The object of the enquiry should beto encourage the extension of international trade on 
an equitable basis, while at the sam: time paying due regard to the just interests of pro
ducers and workers in obtainmg a fair remuneration and of consumers in increasing their 
purchasing power. 

::Z. Fiscal Chugeii imposed on Imported Ooods. 

The Conferenc(noted that the practice has unfortunately become prevalent of impo· 
sing on imported goods internal taxes of consumption, excise, octroi, circulation, mani· 
pulation, etc., which do not apply at all or do not apply in the same degree to similar home 
products. 

The Conference considers that States are not justified in placing such obstacles in the 
way of international trade by taxing foreign products more heavily than identical of 
similar home products. 

When goods have been legally imported duty free" or when they' have discharged the 
Customs duties and accessory Customs charges, they must be regarded as duly nationalised 
and sh6uld be entitled after their importation to claim equal treatment with home products. 

The Conference has thought it desirable to make the following recommendations as 
regards the above-mentioned practices : 

(I) 1. That all internal taxes of consumption, excise, octroi, circulation, manipulation 
etc., which are applied to the products of any foreign country should be applied in th~ 
same manner and in the same degree to the products of all foreign countries and to identical 
and similar home products; · 

(2) That the States should not impose consumption or other internal taxes for the 
purpose of giving a disguised protection to national products . 

. 3. Export Duties ('). 

. The Conference is of opinion that the free circulation of raw material is one of the essen· 
tlal conditions for the healthy industrial and commercial development of the world. 

(1) Soo also I - 1 : Import oDd Export Probibiti0111 and Restrictiolll. 
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It is therefore of opinion that any export tax on raw materials or on the articles con· 
s_u~ed_ by pr~ducers which has the effect of increasing the cost of production or the cost of 
hvmg m fore1gn countries tends thereby to aggravate the natural inequalities arising fr~m 
the geographical distribution of world wealth. 

The Confer_ence therefere considers that export duties should only be resorted to to 
meet _the ~sent1al needs of revenue or some exceptional economic situation or to safeguard 
the VItal mterests of the country and that they should not discriminate between different 
foreign destinations. 

The Conference therefore recommends : 

. (I) That the exportation of raw materials should not be unduly burdened by export 
dut1es or any other taxes and that, even in cases where such duties or taxes are justified by 
fiscal needs ob by exceptional or compelling circumstances, they should be as low as possible 

(2) That, in any case, export duties on raw materials should never be imposed for the 
special purpose of subjecting foreign countries using such materials to an increased burden 
which will place them in a position of unfair inferiority as regards the production of the 
finished article; 

(3) That export duties on raw materials, whether levied for revenue purposes or to 
meet exceptional or compelling circumstances, should never discriminate between different 
foreign destinations; 

(4) That the above principles apply equally to export duties on articles of consump· 
tion. 

.f. Commerc:lal Treaties. 

The"tariff questions important as they are, only cover a part of the field of the com· 
mercial relations among nations. In order to give to international commerce the necessary 
guarantees of free development on an equitable basis, it is also necessary that States should 
enter into commercial treaties for long periods guaranteeing fair and equal treatment as 
regards Customs duties and conditions of trading. In this respect, the great war has had 
a deplorable effect by destroying the system of commercial treaties by which easy and 
fruitful international relations were previously ensured. 

The post-war system was based in the irst instance on the peace treaties or on bilateral 
treaties concluded for very short periods. 

Moreover, the collapse of certain currencies, the differences in conditions of production, 
and the disorganisation of prices, led various countries to abandon the principle of the most· 
favoured-nation clause, or to impose too many restrictions or conditions upon its appli· 
cation, or to limit its effects to categories of goods or to quotas. 

Now, with the increasing stability of currencies and the accelerated movement towards 
normal economic conditions, all nations feel a growing desire for stability and greater 
repugnance for any kind of discrimination. 

A decisive step on the road to world reconstruction would undoubtedly be taken if the 
system of long-term treaties securing equality of treatment were restored. 

For this purpose, it is highly desirable that the widest and most unconditional inter· 
pretation should be given to the most-favoured-nation clause. This is not inconsistent 
with the insertion in any particular treaty of special provisions to meet local needs, so 
long as such provisions are clearly expressed and do not injure the interests of other States. 

On the other hand, it is undeniable that the conclusion of such commercial treaties is 
made difficult by the variety of conceptions of the bases of such treaties. Some countries, 
moreover, have considered that tariffs and contractual methods are interdependent, so that 
unduly high tariffs have often reacted on methods of treaty-making, and the latter in tum 
have often caused tariffs to be raised even higher. 

The Conference regards these facts as necessitating immediate action by Governments 
with a view to concluding treaties as comprehensive and permanent as possible, and in order 
to improve and standardise the methods of treaty-making themselves. 

(I) The Conference therefore considers that the mutual grant af unconditional 
.most-favoured-nation treatment as regards Customs duties and conditions of trading is 
an essential condition of the free and healthy development of commerce between 
States, and that it is highly desirable in the interest of stability and security for trade 
that this treatment should be guaranteed for a sufficient period by means of commer· 
cia! treaties. 

(2) While recognising that each State must judge in what cases and to what 
extent this fundamental guarantee should be embodied in any particular treaty, the 
Conference strongly recommends that the scope and form of the most-favoured-nation 
clause should be of the widest and most libei'BI character and that it should not be 
weakened or narrowed either by express provisions or by interpretation. 
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The Conference recommends that the Council of . the Leagu~ of ~ations 
(3) th Economic Organisation to undertake, 1n connectiOn With the 

should entrust e d · II th d" . ·d d for in the preceding recommen at10ns, a e necessary ISCUS· 
enquuy prov• e . h be a1 1 . I tat" ns and enquiries to enable 1t to propose t e measures st c cu a ted Slons consu IO • • I 

' "th r 1·dentical tariff systems in the vanous EuPOpean countries or at east 
to secure e1 e · f 11 · 

bas ·s for commercial treaties as well as the establishment, or a countnes, a common 1 , . . 
of clearly defined and uniform principles as to the.mterpretatlon and scope of the most· 
favoured· nation clause in regard to Customs duties and other charges. 

(4) The Conference, however, considers that the fact that ~ertain discussions, 

ltatioos and enquiries may be taking place as cont~mplated m these recommen· 
coosu d ·1 ·· 
d t ·ons should not in any way be permitted to retar commercia negotiatiOns now a I I h • • 
pending or. to dissuade States entering upon sue negotiations. 

The Conference has further considered the question of the best means of ensuring that 
full effect be given to the stipulations of commercial treaties. While recognising that, 
in the main confidence must be reposed on the good faith of the contracting paJ:ties to 
fulfil their e~gagements, it is also clear that the possibili.t»: of recours.e to~ suita~le arbitral 
or judicial procedure may often furnish the means of avOJdmg or setthng d•fficultles whether 
of interpretation or of application. 

The Conference therefore recommends : 

(S) That the various States should consider the desirability of providing in their 
commercial treaties for the reference of disputed questions as to the interpretation or 
carrying out of the treaties to arbitration or preferably to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice. 

In this connection, the Conference notes that present Statute of the Court autho· 
rises it to appoint experts of expert bodies to make enquiries or to give an expert 
opinion on any matter. It has been further suggested that, if at any time the amend· 
ment of th~ Statute of the Court is contemplated, the opportunity might be taken of 
enabling the Court to establish a special section or special procedure for dealing with 
commercial questions. The Conference does not feel that is it within competence to 
pronounce on the merits of this suggestion, but it desires to pass it on to the Council 
of the League of Nations for consideration.· 

IV. INDIRECT MEANS OF PROTECTING NATIONAL TRADE 
AND NATIONAL NAVIGATION 

Although having less immediate influence on the development of trade than the ques
tion of import and export prohibitions or that of Customs tariffs, the problems appearing 
under the above head are of considerable importance and their solution in the direction 
desired by the Conference would be of such a nature as to aid considerably the efforts made 
in other fields. 

In the course of this part of its work, the Conference was bound to encounter the 
questi?n of ~irect and i~direct subsidies to trade, the question of dumping and the question 
of ant1dumpmg leg•slat10n. In this regard, however, it was confronted by such a variety 
of opm10ns, supported by so many different arguments that the Conference has had to be 
satisfied with enlightening public opinion as to the true nature and inevitable consequences 
of such practices and measures. 

I. Subsidies, Dlrec:t or lndlrec:t. 

During the yars which followed the war, a marked extension of tariff barriers took 
place ID vano~s countries, accompa~ied by an increasing tendency to introduce Stato 
subs1d1es. Th1s was done more. particularly in an indirect way, by granting credits er 
guarantees· wh1ch a•med at. ass•.stmg the home industries and their export trade fbr a 
more or less protracted penod, 1n v1ew of the abnormal economic conditions prevailing 
throughout the world. 
. The fact that subsidies are in certain circumstances held to interfere Jess with. the 

hberty of tradmg than.Custorns .tariff_s does not make it any the less necessary to lay stress 
on the h1dden dangers mherent m th16 means of encouraging production and exportation 
The ~reater the number of .countries ~hich have recourse to this practice, the more difficul~ 
Will •t be for o_ther countr1es to refram from following their example. Thus the attempt 
:~~i:.~ fore1gn trade to normal contlitions meets with a real obstacle in the shape of 



. The ~o~erence draws the attention of the various Governments to the true nature of 
direct or md1re~t subsidies, which are merely a palliative, and expresses the hope that 
Governments Will, so far as possible, refrain from having recourse to them. • 

• 

2. Dumping and Anti-Dumping Legislation. 

The Con_ferenc~ recognises that the question of dumping is of particular importance to 
those countnes which have adopted a liberal tariff policy, and lays stress on the fact that, 
although the _consumer may secure, as a result of dumping, certain transitory advantages 
as re_gards pnce, there can be no doubt that dumping creates a state of insecurity in pro
duct_IOn and commerce, and can therefore exercise a harmful influence quite out of pro
portion ot the temporary advantage resulting from cheap imports. 

The sc.me applies to dumping employed by powerful firms or commercial combines in 
one or more countries to destroy the similar industries of another country, and thus to 
enable them afterwards to raise the price on the market of that country. 

It_is certai_n_ tha_t dumping i~ facilitated by the existence of high import duties in the 
countnes pract1smg 1t, and that 1t may lead to the introduction of high defensive duties in 
the importing country. 

The Conference considers that dumping must be reduced to a minimum and that in 
order to attain this object, every possible measure should be taken to establish universally 
stable conditions of production and commerce and to reduce the excessive Customs tariffs 
of exporting countries. 

The Conference recommends, however, that importing countries which find 
themselves compelled to take defensive measures against dumping should not 
resort to excessive, indirect or vexatious measures which would have a more far
reaching effect than is intended. 

3. Discrimatlon arising from Conditions of Transport . 
• 

• The Economic Conference, having on its agenda the investigation of the indirect 
methods of protecting national commerce and national navigation and particularly the 
question of the discrimination established by the system of transports (1), has not, as re
regards the latter point, to deal with general questions of transport as such but only to 
consider them in so far as they affect international economic life. 

From this point of view, transport agents, whether they are concerned with transport 
by rail, maritime transport, transport by internal navigation, road transport or aerial 
transport, are merely the servants of trade. They do not create traffic and they are subject 
to the influence of the general economic situation rather than exercising an influence upon 
it. The prosperity of agriculture, industry and commerce alone is able, by providing 
traffic, to permit them to attain the full return on their undertakings and puts them in a 
position to give, in return, the maximum of service. Similarly, the greater part of the 
hindrances from which transport is suffering do not originate in the transport system itself; 
on the contrary, transport is subject to the influence of formalities, delays or precautions 
of various sorts inspired by administrative, Police, financial or political-economic conside
rations, the extent and effects of which transport agents can only submit to without 
influencing them. The smaller the importance the authorities concerned consider it 
possible to attach to these considerations the more will transport itself benefit. All that 
can be asked of transport agents is that their services, on all transport routes, shall be 
adequate for the needs of trade, shall be provided without prejudicial disccimination 
between different nationalities, and that their regime shall, as far as possible, not be such 
as to place any obstacle in the way of international trade, but shall, on the contrary 
promote the free flow of traffic. 

The Economic Conference has taken note of the efforts already made by various 
Stat"es, notably in the Organisation for Communications and Transit of the League of 
Nations, to remove so far as possible conditions and discriminations liable to disturb the 
normal operation of transports. 

Such is the principal aim of the General Conventions on the Freedom of Transit and on 
the Regime of International Navigable Waterways concluded at the Barcelona Conference 

(1) The details of a great number of problems have been submitted lor consideration in the document! laid 
before the Conference, particularly in the memorandum of the International Chamber of Comme1ce on Trade 
Barriers. The Conference considers that this memorandum in '*'ticu!ar. should be brought to the ~owlcdge ?I 
the competent technical organiilations of the League of Nation, and it IS confu!e.nt that_those o~f:aDISatiOns Will 
study the c:onclusions given in it the most lively desire to give them the efte<:t desired by mternational commerce. 
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d f tl General Conventions on the lnternationale Regime of Railways and on 
in 1921 an ? 1

1eR . of Maritime Ports concluded at the Geneva Conference of 19:13. 
the Jnternatlona eglme b 't' · f · . . · h th t ts of these Conventions should e open to cn ICism rom vanous It s mev1table t at o ex 1 h f)' · t' 1 · h Jd t b able to satisfy simultaneous y t 'F most con 1ctmg na 10na 
quarters and s ou no e 'd bl 

· 11 • ts Such as they are however they represent a cons1 era e step 
contentiOns on a P0111 • ' • ' • 'bl Jd bl' h 
forward. their full and Joyal application on as ufllyersal a bas1s a~ poss1 e wou ~st~ 1s 

bl ' f J'berty and equitable internatiOnal treatment of transport w1thm the a sta e system o 1 . 
limits which have been judged reasonably possible. . . 

It would not seem opportune for the Conferenc~ to revert t~ the 5omet1mes very d:h-

d. · notably w1'th regard to the coasting trade, railway rates, etc. - wh1ch ca te ISCUSSIOnS - . · C ' 
took place at the meetin~ which resulted in the satisfactory conclusiOn. of these onvent10ns 
but, although a fresh examination of the contents of thes~ ConventiOns does not appear 
advisable, attention should be dravn to the fact that, particularly as regards the Conve~· 
tions of 1923, which were signed by a very large number of States, the progress of rati
fication and accession has been singularly slow. Is would be most. regr.ettable from the 
point of view of international trade if even those Gov~rnments wh1ch s1g?ed these Con
ventions did not ratify them as soon as possible and 1f the greatest poss1 ble number of 
States did not accede thereto. In the majority of cases, the Governments themselves 
have made every effort to hasten these ratifications, but the appl!cation of t~e C~n:'entions 
and the essential ratifications themselves can only be ensured If the pubhc opm10n con
cerned in the various countries shows a desire that this work should be carried through. 
The Economic Conference would perform a useful task if it acldressed a fresh appeal in this 
connection to the Governments concerned and to the competent circles in the different 
countries. 

The same appeal might well be made to accelerate the putting into force of the Conven· 
tion on Customs Formalities, concluded at Geneva in 1923 (1). This Convention was not 
concluded for the purpose of facilitating transports, but the effects of it would nevertheless 
be particularly valuable for the free play of communications. Every simplification of 
Customs formalities, again, reduces the field in which discriminations prejudicial to trade 
and to transport itself can be exercised. 

The application of such general conventions is no doubt insufficient in practice to 
eliminate in the sphere of transports all discriminations and all obstacles to international 
trade. In each branch of transports and with regard to a large number of special questions 
direct and continuous co-operation between the experts responsible in the different coun
tries is necessary, and indeed has been established in a satisfactory manner. To quote 
only a few examples : the International Chamber of Commerce comprises persons belonging 
to the commercial circles concerned in transport questions; the International Union of 
Railways permanently keeps In touch with one another the railway administrationS' of 
Europe and some of those of Asia; while the Organisation for Communications and Transit 
of the League of Nations, through its Advisory and Technical Committee and its specialised 
Committees on transport by rail, inland navigation, ports and maritime navigation, and 
road traffic, establishes co-operation particularly between official Government circles. 
Close touch is maintained between these various bodies and also with the River Commis
sions of the international rivers of Europe and the great international organisations of 
undertakings concerned in maritime navigation and aerial navigation. 

It is not possible to mention here all the work already done by these various organi
sations, or still in progress, which is of great importance for the removal of obstacles and 
measures of discrimination detrimental to International trade. It is worth drawing 
attention, however, to the efforts made with a view to promoting the circulation of rolling
stock and to standardising railway nomenclature in order to facilitate the negotiation and 
conclusion of agreements for the introduction of international railway tariffs· similarly 
steps are being taken to ensure the maximum of co-operation between the varlous mode~ 
of transport and the development of combined tariffs. Attention should also be drawn 
to difficult and particularly important task which falls to the River Commissions in laying 
down measures for the purpose of facilitating the passage of the frontier on large interna
tional ~at~rways and of simplifying formalities of all kinds detrimental to the free movement 
of navigation and to the full utilisation of river ports. Lastly, the next General Confe
rence on Communications and Transit which is to meet at Geneva in August 1927 and at 
which various Organisations mention~d above will be represented, will no doubt ~onslder 
the bes! ~~a~s of co-ordinating the numerous investigations in progress. In particular, 
on the Jflltlat!Ve of the last Assembly of the League of Nations, and in conformity with 
a pia~ d.rawn up by the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and 
Transit, •t _Proposes to begin to apply a plan for the systematic collection and distribution 
~ ge.n~ral1~ormation on communications and transit of a nature to establish between the 

muuatrations concerned in Europea!' countries and those of non-European countries 

(1) Soe aloo II, 5 : Customs Formalities. 



a collaboration which, generally speaking, is lacking at present. The data which will 
thus be collected, summarised and published and which relate in particular to international 
agreements of a public nature in regard to transports, the administrative and legislat~e 
treatment of transport in the various countries, important works in course of construction 
or completed, general statistics of traffic, and the main changes in freights and tariff 
systems, will be of great interest if they are widely circulated to the circles concerned with 
transport questions to those engaged in commerce. They wi II also make it possible for 
the League of Nation~, when organising international co-operation in matters of transports, 
to deal more fully w1th practical details and to ascertain, with greater precision than the 
general texts of the Conventions allow for, the position with regard to the practical appli
cation of the principles embodied in these Conventions, the possibilities of extending this 
application, and the difficulties which may be encountered by international transport. 

The Economic Conference cannot, of course, attempt to substitute itself for the various 
international organisations dealing with transport questions and examine afresh the pro
blems which engaged their attention; it can but approve their efforts and urgently reque;t 
all the authorities concerned to lend them their assistance in the general interests of inter
national trade. 

For these reasons, 

(1) Whereas the General Conventions on the Freedom of Transit and on the 
Regime of Navigable Waterways of International Concern concluded at the Bar
celona Conference in 1921 and the General Conventions on the International 
Regime of Railways and on the International Regime of Maritime Ports con
cluded at the Geneva Conference of 1923 have taken full account of the C•lmple
xity of the question, and whereas their general application would ensure for trans· 
ports a stable system of freedom and equitable international treatment without 
unfair discrimination, care being taken to leave to the tariffs sufficient fkxi
bility to permit of their being adapted as closely as possible to the complex needs 
of trade; 

Whereas the widest possible application of the General Convention on the 
Simplification of Customs Formalities concluded at Geneva in 1923 would certainly 
facilitate the free operation of tras~sport; 

• 
The Conference recommends : 

That the States which have not yet ratified the above-mentioned Gene1·al 
Conventions of Barcelona and Geneva should proceed to do so as soon as possible 
and that as many States as possible should accede thereto; 

(2) Whereas the best results are to be anticipated from the activities and 
co-operation of the great international organisations which permanently study 
transport questions, in particular : 

The Organisation for Communications and Transit of the League of 
through its Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and 
Transit, which provides for liaison between the Governments; 

The International Chamber of Commerce, which comprises representa· 
tive persons belonging to the commercial circles concerned; 

The International Union of Railways, which unites the railway adminis
trations of Europe and part of Asia; 

The River Commissions of the International Rivers of Europe and the 
various international organisations representing the circles concerned in 

maritime and aerial navigation; 

The Conference recommends : 

That the close co-operation already established will continue in future so as to 
take account of the various aspects of the problems raised by international traffic 
and so as to co-ordinate the solutions proposed, and that all the authorities 
concerned will support the efforts of these organisations; 

(3) Whereas its attention has been drawn to certain forms of indirect dis
crimination between flags in maritime navigation which may be facilitated by 
the absence of uniform rule governing the construction and equipment of ships 
from the point of view of safety at sea; 

Whereas it is desirable, in the interests both of the safety of life and pro
perty at sea and of international overseas trade, that uniform rules governing 
the construction and equipment of vessela in so far as they concern safety should 
be embodied in an international agreement and that all maritime countries should 
reciprocally accept such rules; 
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The Conference : 

(a) Notes the fact t?at ~easures are now being taken to introduce uniform 
international rules on this pomt; , 

(b) Recommends that, pending the general adoption ~f.these rules~ maritime 
countries should endeavour to conclude agreements recogmsmg the equtvalence of 
measures of safety taken on board their ships. 

INDUSTRY 

I. THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION 

During the part of its discussions which especially concerned industry, as well as in t.he 
general debate on the economic situation, t~e Conference. naturally devoted most of Its 
attention especially to an analysis of the maJor causes whtch have adversely affected the 
basic world industries and of the remedies which could be suggested. 

The difficulties with which the industries of principal international importance a 
faced in certain parts of the world are not mainly due to an inadequacy either of scientific 
invention or of raw materials. The chief difficulties now experienced result from the facts 
that in certain countries sufficient capital has not been available or that, with existing 
restrictions and under present conditions, the available markets are inadequate for the 
productive capacity in a number of the principal industries. This maladjustment results 
from many causes and takes various forms. There is a maldistribution of plant and equip
ment. In those countries which participated actively in the war, plant in many industries 
was increased for military purposes beyond the scale of what is required in peace; in other 
countries, new plant was installed to produce goods which could not be imported during 
the war; and the experience of war deprivations has developed a desire on the part of a 
number of nations to make themselves self-sufficing. Moreover, the general impoverish
ment of Europe immediately after the war lessened savings and handicapped industry by 
reducing at once the purchasing power of its clientele and the possibility of financial assis
tance from European money markets. 

Other causes have tended to a new distribution of manufacturing equipment; certain 
discoveries, for instance, have brought about a change in the use of raw materials or in the
utilisation of sources of energy and a displacement of industrial centres. The normal 
development of certain repair and finishing industries in partially industrialised non
European countries, and the effort in Europe itself on the part of certain nations with 
rapidly growing populations to enlarge their industrial equipment with a view to provi
ding work for an ever·increasing number of individuals, have operated in a like direction. 

The war indirectly increased the influence of these causes of instability. It inten
sified the desire of various nations to work up in their own territories the_ raw materials 
they produced; it augmented the number and the magnitude of the obstacles placed in the 
way of the movement of goods by tariffs and prohibitions and of the movement of persons 
by immigration laws, by passport regulations and by restrictions on the right of esta
blishment in the case of foreigners. Finally, the changes made in the structure of the 
economic organism as a result of alterations in frontiers, the laborious readjustment of 
international relations, and the insecurity of the financial and monetary situation have 
further retarded or impeded the efforts by which the European nations have endeavoured 
to restore order in their industrial economic life. 

Of these causes, some are no longer operative, though their effects may last after them. 
The d~ng~r of great immed.iat~ additions to equipment in industries where plant is already 
excessive IS shght.m the pnnctpal industrial countries; the will to save is being revived and 
the supply of capt tal grows steadily; exchange fluctuations are now confined to a few cur
rencies and within much narrower limits than heretofore. 

. Other causes which were r.oticeable before the war, particularly the growth of indus
tnes .m httherto only partially industrialised countries, must be considered as permanent 
and Ill th~ ~cw world situation susceptible of direction only within very restricted lim;ts. 

But It IS on a third category of factors that the Conference, in accordance with its 
ag~nda, has had to concentrate its attention, namely those which by their nature can, in 
extst~ng Circumstances, be appropriately modified. Of these the most important are the 
restnctJOns and control of the movement of goods and persons and, above all, those which 
~esult from tanff an~ commercial policy. Certain of these problems have been before the 

ommerce CommtssJOn, and we need not therefore elaborate further this aspect of the 
problem. It is enough now to say that, owing to the growing facilities for transport and 
the constantly mcreasmg number of raw materials required for industrial production the 
~atural ~evelopment .of industry is towards greater international intercourse and l~rger 
tnternattonal entrepnses. 



II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS . 

. This report does no~ attempt to cover again the same ground as the documentati'dn, 
whi~h ~ ~aused ~eat Interest at the conference, with regard to the situation and diffi· 
c~lties ~n different mdustries, but is confined to the few principal questions on which the 
discussions of the Conference have been concentrated. The Commission took as its central 
p~oblem th~ question o~ how costs of production, and therefore prices, could be reduced, 
w~th the ObJect of securmg a better equilibrium between productive capacity and demand 
w~thout. adv~rsely aff~cting the interests of the consumer or the worker. In particular, 
With th1s obJect m mmd, it considered : (r) the question of rationalisation in its various 
aspects and in this connection, (2) international industrial agreements, and (3) the collection 
and exc~ange _of information with regard to industrial conditions. It has been mainly 
preoccupied With the European situation, for it is that situation which at the moment pre· 
sents the gravest difficulties and calls for the most careful consideration. The problems 
which arise and the recommendations ;;ubmitted by the Conference are not entirely new. 
The need at the present time is to accelerate a process of evolution which has been operative 
for many years. That need has been intensified by the events of the last decade. To 
this end the moral prestige of the League, which has taken up these problems, the prcpa· 
ratory work which has been carried on for many months with the aid of economists of the 
highest standing, and the interesting and full discussions of the Conference itself have 
certainly attracted the attention of the public and have imparted a new energy and impulse. 

III. RATIONALISATION. 

The first of these problems is that of rationalisation, by which we understand the 
methods of technique and of organisation designed to secure the minimum waste of either 
effort or material. It includes the scientific organisation of labour, standardisation both 
of material and of products, simplification of processes and improvements in the system of 
transport and marketing. 

The Conference has unanimously recognised the benefits of rationalisation and of 
scientific management, and it asserts tht;, urgent need of greater, more far-reaching and 
better co-ordinated efforts in U.is field. 

While conscious of the advantages of rationalisation, both in the lowering of costs of 
production and of prices and in expanding markets, the Conference has not been blind to 
the temporary unfavourable consequences wh,ich its application may involve in the case 
of certain categories of workers. Though, both directly and as consumers, the latter 
should in due course obtain their share of the advantages of a better organisation of pro· 
duction, they may be adversely affected for a time by temporary unemployment while 
readjustements are being made. In the following resolutions, special account is taken 
of the legitimate anxiety which may thus be occasioned. 

In view of the importance of this question of rationalisation, the Conference considers 
it desirable that the Economic Organisation of the League should keep in touch with the 
institutions specially concerned with this subjects, and should include a note of its develop· 
ments in its reports on industrial conditions. 

Resolutions. 

The Conference considers that one of the principal means of increasing output, 
improving conditions of labour and reducing costs of production is to be found in 
the rational organisation of production and distribution. 

The Conference considers that such rationalisation aims simultaneously : 

(r) 
(2) 

At securing the maximum efficiency of labour with the minimum of effort; 

At faciliting by a reduction in the variety of patterns (where such variety 
offers no obvious advantage) the design, manufacture, use an replacement 
of standardised parts ; 

(3) At avoiding waste of raw materials and power; 

(4) At simplifying the distribution of goods; 
(5) At avoiding in distribution unnecessary transport, burdensome financial 

charges and the useless interposition of middlemen; 

Its judicious and constant application is calculated to secure : 

(r) To the community greater stability and a higher standard in the conditions 
of life; 

• 
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I . · and goods more carefully adapted to general 
(z) To the consumer ower pnces 

requirements; . . 
· 1 f oducers higher and stead1er remuneratiOn to be 

(J) To the vano~s c. asses o pr 
, equitably d1stnbuted among them. • 

It must be applied with the care which. is ?ecessary i~ ~rder, while. ~t the 
same time continuing the process of rationahsatlon, not to •~JUre the legitimate 
interests of the workers; and suitable measures shou!d be provided for cases where 
during the first stage of its realisation it may result m loss of employment or more 

arduous work. · · f 1 b · h · 
It · es further so far as regards the orgamsat1on o a our m t e stnct reqmr , , . f d d 

sense of the term the co-operation of employees, a?d the assistance o tra e an 
industrial organisations and of scientific and techmcal experts. 

The Conference accordingly recommends ~hat .G?vernments, public institu
tions, trade and industrial organisations or pubhc opm10n as the case may be: 

(I) Should lead producers to direct their endeavours along the lines indicated 
above, and, in particular : 

(a) To encourage and promote in every way the investigation and comparison 
of the most adequate methods and most practical processe~ of rationa.li
sation and of scientific management, and of the economic and soc1al 
results obtained thereby; 

(b) To apply these endeavours in industry, agriculture, trade and finance, 
not merely to large but also to medium and small undertakings, and even 
to individual workers and handicraftsmen, bearing in mind the favou
rable effects which they may have in household organisation and ameni
ties; 

(c) To give special attention to measures of a kind calculated to ensure to 
the individual the best, the healthiest and the most worthy employment 
such as vocational selection, guidance and training, the due allotment 
of time between work and leisure, methods of remuneration giving the 
worker a fair share in the in;rease of OQtput, and, generally, conditions 
of work and life favourable to the development and preservation of his 
personality; 

(2) Should carry on systematiCIIIIy on an international as well as a national 
basis the standardisation of materials, parl5 and products of all types which are 
of international importance, in order to remove the obstacles to production and 
trade which might arise from a purely national policy of standardisation; 

(3) Should undertake on an international basis investigations for ascertai
ning the best methods employed and the most conclusive results obtained in 
every country in the application of the principles set out above, utilising the 
investigations already made in certain countries and encouraging the exchange 
of information among those concerntd; 

(4) Should spread in all quarters a clear realisation of the advantages and the 
obligations involved in rationalisation and scientific management as well as of the 
possibility of their gradual achievement. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENTS. 

The Confe~ence has examined with the keenest intecest the question of industrial 
agreements, wh!ch have recently considerably developed and have attracted close attention 
from_ thos.e ~ect10ns of the community whose interests are affected by them and from the 
pubhc opm10n of the various countries. 

The discussion has revealed a ta. nfl' f · · · cer m co 1ct o VIeWs and has occas10ned reservat1bns 
on the part of the represental:l' of d' If · · · ves 1 erent mterests and countnes. In these circums-
tances the Conference has r · d th t the he · · 
f ' . . . ecogmse a p nomenon of such agreements ansmg 
rom econom1c necess1tles do t t"t . ' . . . 

1 
• es no cons • Ute a matter upon wh1ch any conclusiOn of 

pnnc1p e need be reached but d 1 nt hi · this pract' 1 . t f . ' a eve opme W ch has to be recogmsed and which, from 

I h 
•ca P~10 .0 VIew, must be considered as good or bad according to the spirit which 

ru es t e constitution and the f ol b 
to the measure in which th . ope~a •on t e aereementa, and in particular according 

The C ~ . ose d1rectmg them are actuated by a sense of the general interest 
omerence cons1de!'l that the fi Id o'f • · 

Jnternational is usually r 't d t b e h operatron for agreements, both national and 
' •m• e o ranc es of production which are already centralised 
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and to products supplied in bulk or .in ~ecogni~\d grades, and that, consequently, they 
cannot be regarded as a form of orgamsahon wh1ch could by itself alone remove the causes 
of th~ troubles from which the economic life of the world and particularly of Europ" is 
suffenng. • 
. Nevertheless, .in certaii. branches of production they can -subject to certain condi· 

bons. and reservabo~s ~ on the one hand, secure, a more methodical organisation of pro· 
ducbon and a reductwn 1.n costs.by means of a better utilisation of existing equipment, the 
dev~lopment on more sUitable hnes of new plant, and a more rational grouping of under· 
ta~mgs, an~, on the other hand, act as a check on uneconomic competition and reduce the 
ev1ls resul~mg from fluctuations in industrial activity. 

By th1~ means they n:'ay assure to the workers greater stability of employment and at 
th: same. time, by reducmg production and distribution costs and consequently selling 
pnces, bnng. advantages to the consumer. It is generally recognised that in this way agree· 
ments m.ay ~n some cases be useful not only to producers but also to consumers and the 
commumty m general. 

· Nevertheless, the C?~erence co~1siders, on the other hand, that such agreements, if 
they encourage monopohsbc tendenc1es and the application of unsound business methods 
m~y check techni.cal progress in production and involve dangers to the legitimate in teres~ 
of Important sectiOns of society and of particular countries. 

It consequently appears to the Conference that it is entirely necessary that agree· 
ments should not lead to an artificial rise in prices, which would injure consumers and that 
they should give due consideration to the interests of the workers. It is further'nccessary 
that they should not, either in intention or effect, restrict the supply to any particular 
country of raw materials or basic products, or without just cause create unequal conditions 
between the finishing industries of the consuming and producing countries or other coun· 
tries situated in the same conditions. Nor must they have for their object or effect any 
reduction in the economic equipment which any nation considers indispensable, nor should 
they stereotype the present position of production, whether from the point of view of 
technical progress or of the distribution of industries among the various countries in accor· 
dance with the necessities imposed upon each by its economic development and the growth 
uf its population. 

• 
• * 
* * 

The Conference considered the question whether there was ground for establishing a 
special juridical regime and a system of supervision over agreements. 

The documentation resulting from the labours of the Preparatory Committee shows 
that specific legislative or administrative measures in this direction have been taken by 
a limited number of countries only and that the measures adopted are widely divergent 
both in conception and form. 

The CC'nference recognised that, so far as regards agreements limited to the producers 
of a single country, it is for each Government to adopt such measures in regard to their 
operation as it may think advisable. It agreed, however, that it is not desirable that 
national legislation should place an obstacle to the attainment of the benefits which agree· 
ments might secure by exhibiting a prejudice against them as such. 

So far as regards international agreements, it is generally recognised that the esta· 
blishment of an international juridical regime is impossible in view of the divergencies 
between the measures which various countries have considered it necessary to take in the 
matter, and on account of the objections of principle which a Dumber of States would feel 
on national and constitutional grounds to any such system. It has, moreover, been pointed 
out that the laws and regulations and the tribunals of each country have jurisdiction not 
only over national agreements but also over international agreements in so far as they 
involve operations within the national territory. 

On the other hand, it is desirable that voluntary recourse by parties to agreements to 
arbitral bodies should become general, subject to guarantees of the high competence of the 
latt,Fr in economic matters and their sense of the general in~erest. . 

From a more general standpoint, the Conference cons~ders that the League of. Natwns 
should closely follows these forms of international in~ustnal ~o:operatlon and the1~ effe~ts 
upon technical progress, the developement ~f produc~wn! con~1t10ns of !abour, the s1tuat~on 
as regards supplies, and the movement of pnces, seeking 111 th1s conn~ct10n .the collabo~at~on 
of the various Governments. It should ·collect the relevant data With a v1ew to pubhshmg 
from time to time such information as may be of general interest. The Conference 
is of the opinion that the publicity given in regard to the nature and oper~tions of agree· 
ments constitutes one of the most effective means on the one hand, of securmg the support 
of J)llblie opinion to agreements which conduce io the general interest and, on the other 
hand, of preventing the growth of abuses. 
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V. INFORMATION. 

It will be seen from the above analysis that the Conference attached special i?tporta~ce 

h 'rit which animates the leaders of industry and those- who are responsible for 1ts 
to t e sp1 . 1 d d · f · 

n·c development. The provision of prec1se, compete an up-to· ate tn ormation 
orga 1 · h f h · I · h' h concerning production ran only tend to ~evel_op tn t em a sense o t. e soc1a serv1ce w ~c 
their fonctions involve. At the same time, 1t should help th~ pubhc to _form a collective 
opinion which is at once well informed and reasonable. It IS equally Important to the 
industrialists themselves that they should be kept fully and accurat~ly informed b?th of the 
development of their own industries and of the broader changes whtch take place tn general 
industrial activity. 

The Conference has had before it a series of monographs on certain industries of basic 
importance which has enabled it to obtain an accurate view of the ch~rac_ter of the present 
situation of industry in the world. These memoranda, whose comp1lat10n has been ren· 
dered possible by the readiness with which industrial organisations in different countries 
have collaborated in the work and by the care and time which they have devoted to it, 
and also the monographs written by economists of wide reputation and those submitted 
to the Conference by a number of its members summarising the position and views of 
several of the delegations, should not be held to represent the last word in the questions 
under review. They should be regarded aa a starting-point for the studies which it is 
hoped will be conducted in the future. It is essential to encourage the work already in pro· 
gress, to promote, as far possible, a common policy with reference to the manner in which 
information concerning industrial activity is compiled, and to urge both the nation~! sta· 
tistical bureaux and the Economic Organisation of the League to devote even more atten
tion than heretofore to the collection of statistical data which shall be of use not only to 
Governments and experts but also to the business world. 

The Conference decided that the information to be collected should cover all the prin· 
cipal industries of every country, but especially and in the first place those industries which 
are of world importance. 

As to the channels through which these statistics might be collected and communi
cated, the Conference makes no specific recommendations to Governments. It considers, 
however, that accurate and internationally colll{lar2.ble data can hardly be collected without 
the assistance of the competent organisations of the indu~tries concerned. While empha
sising the value of comprehensive information, the Conference desires to draw attention 
to the necessity of adequate measures being taken to secure secrety of individual returns. 
Finally, while urging the League to encourage the conclusion of international agreements 
as to the terms employed, the scope, and the methods of compilation of industrial statis· 
tics, the Conference is anxious to link up this work of systematisation with the similar 
work which may be undertaken with a view to the unification of Customs nomenclature. 

Resolutions. 

I. The Conference considers that : 

. (1) ~ffective and co-ordinated production can only be achieved in the light of 
•nfor~atJon o~ a general characte-r, but precise and up-to-date, concerning raw 
matenal supphes, output, stocks, prices, wages, employment, etc.; 

(2) It is desirab_Ie that t~ese current date should make it possible to compile 
for each country With sufficiently developed industries quantitatives indices of 
its industrial production; 

(3) Su~h information facilitates a proper adjustement of supply to demand an 
a_nd the laymg·down of a policy of production counteracting the effects of fluctua· 
tlons of commercial activity. . 

In this connection, attention may be drawn to the resolutions which have 
already been adopted by the Economic Committee of the League of Nations. 

The Conference accordingly recommends : 

(1) That statistics of_ this ki?d should be obtained regularly, for each country, 
b~th _for the baste. wo~ld •_nd~stnes and also, in order to render possible the com· 
ptlatwn of quantttatJve md•~es. of national production, for the chief industries 
of each country; and that thts tnformation should be obtained in as far as pos· 
stble, m collaboration with competent organisations; ' 

(2) That Governments should periodically take complete industrial censures 

d II._f Th~ practical value of_ such statistics is dependent on the comparability 
an un1 ormtty of the date furmshed by each State. 
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It is desirable that adequate publicity be given to this information and that it 
may be internationally co-ordinated and employed. ' 

The Conference accordingly recommends : 
• 

(~) That the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations should take 
all suttable measures so that Governments in collaboration with the chief indus· 
tries, should arrive at international agreem'ents with reference to the definition of 
the terms, the methods employed, and the scope of the statistics; 

(2) That the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations should collate 
the i_nformation pr?vided referring to sources and supplies of raw materials, pro· 
duct10n, stocks, pnces, etc., and the International Labour Office that concerning 
wages, hours of labour, employment, etc.; 

(3) That the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations should arrange 
for the compilation of : 

(a) Statistical and general reports of an international character with refe· 
renee to the organic develoopment and the general conditions obtaining 
in different branches of production, beginning with the basic world 
industries; 

(b) Special studies concerning the sources of supply of certain types of raw 
materials, more especially of those a world shortage of which in the 
future may be anticipated; 

(c) Reviews, similar to those which have already been published, of the 
changes which take place in world production and trade. 

AGRICULTURE. 

l INTRODUCTION. 

Agriculture is the occupation of the Majority of workers throughout the world; its 
various products represent in val\le the greater part of human labour, and the exchange of 
its products against industrial products forms, indeed, the basis of world trade. 

The agricultural population remains for humanity a reservoir of energy capable of 
preserving the nations from the rapide human wastage which may result from any exces· 
sive growth of industry. 

The quantity of foodstuffs and raw materials produced by agriculture is one of the 
factors which determine the maximum limit of industrial development. 

The interdependence existing between nations is no less close between the main classes 
of occupations -agriculture, industry and commerce- and it would be vain to hope that 
one class could enjoy lasting prosperity independently of the others. 

Agriculture is at present hampered in the complete fullilment of the economic role 
assigned to it by a general depression varying in degrte but affecting a large number of 
countries on which the world depends for its supply of foodstuffs and raw materials. 

The economic depression in agriculture is characterised by the disequilibrium which 
has arisen between the prices of agricultural products and those of manufactured producu; 
as a result, agriculturists in a great number of countries no longer receive a sufficient return 
for their labour and on their capital. This depression is aggravated in many countries by 
the difficulty of abtaining credit on normal terms and by the great increase in fiscal charges; 
while it has led to a decrease in the purchasing power of agriculturists, consumers have not, 
in all cases, benefited by a fall in the price of foodstuffs. 

The diminution in the purchasing power of the agricultural population has reacted 
upon industrial production, and is consequently one of the causes of unemployment, which 
in its turn reduces the outlets for agricultural products. 

Unless practical measures are taken to restore the price equilibrium, it is to be feared 
that-sooner or later there will be a diminution in agricultural production detrimental to the 
welfare of mankind. 

Technical means exist, however, for a considerable development of agricultural pro· 
duction. They must therefore be put into operation. Their general adoption would have 
the most beneficial consequences for the prosperity and economic peace of the world. 

II. GENERAL RESOLUTIONS 

1. The Conference regards as a vital economic question the increase of agricultural 
production, and, with this in view, the placing of agricultural on an equal footing with 



. b bl" g all those engaged in agriculture to obtain a satisfactory standard 
mduttr}' y ena tn • · a1 
of living and a normal return for their labour and on the1r cap1t . . . . . 

I · · t t that this necessity should be brought home to pubhc opm10n, wh1ch tIS 1mpor an . . 
does not always realise the true situation of agriculture and too often regards 1t as an m-
dustry oi secondary importance. . 

2• The improvement of agriculture must in the. firs~ place be the work o~ th~ agr1cul-

t · ts themselves The general adoption of techmcal Improvements, the sc1ent1fic orga-
uns • · · h d" d th · tion of production and stock-breeding, of the campa1gn agamst t e 1seases an e 
;~:~ies of plants and animals, of marketing, of the standardisation of agricultural pro
ducts in the interests both of the producers an~ consumers, of t~e search for outlet~, a~d 
of credits and insurance, will permit agriculturists to reduce the1r costs of productiOn m 
their own interests and to the benefit of consumers. 

Owing to the considerable number of small and medium-sized agricultural under
takings- the tendency towards concentrati?n displayed in i~dustry bcin~ ~bsent-the 
organisation of agriculturists should be co~tmued along t~e h~es of as~oc1at10n and co
operation which have already been tested m many countnes; 1t may With advantage be 
supplemented by agreements between agricultural and cons~mers' co-operative ~ocieties. 

It is to the interests of Governments to encourage a gnculture and the agr1cul tural 
associations which have as their object the improvement of the situation of the agricul
tural population. In particular, the creation and development of mutual credit would 
be greatly facilitated by Government assistance. 

The Conference draws the attention of the Governments to the fact that high 
rates of interest and heavy taxation hamper production. 

3. Other measures to be contemplated depend chiefly on legislative action. In particular, 
the Conference is of opinion that social laws ensuring the welfare and security of workers 
should benefit agriculturists no less than industrial workers and employees, it being und
erstood that such Jaws must be adapted to the special requirements of agriculture and to 
the special living and working conditions of rural populations. It is also of the opinion 
that agricultural instruction at all stages and the technical training of agriculturists should 
receive the attention of the different Governments as well as of a agricultural associations. 

4. It is desirable that all hindrances to the free circulation of and trade in agricultural 
products should be removed, in so far as their removal does not endanger the vital interests 
of the different countries and their workers. 

In those States in which Customs protection is m'"aintained, it should be reduced, 
both for industry and agriculture, to the lowest possible point indispensable to production; 
care should be taken to assist in the maintenance of an equitable balance between industry 
and agriculture and not to stifle one to the advantage of the other. 

The system of export prohibitions and export duties (with the exception of taxes 
levied for the benefit of the industry concerned) and frequent changes in Customs tariffs, 
which long experience has shown to be ineffectual and dangerous, should be definitely 
abandoned. 

s. The agriculturist should find his just remuneration not through speculation but 
in the regularity of prices, permiting him to reckon on a l~gitimate return equivalent to 
that accorded to other producers. 

6. Since, finally, the policy pursued in industrial or commercial questions reacts on 
the ec~nomic situation of agriculture, and vice-versa, the Conferen~e requests the League 
of NatiOns to ensure that in all its organisations already existing or to be formed which 
are or ~ay be en~ru~ted with economic ~uestioru:, a place be always reserved agriculture 
proportionate to 1ts Importance as a soc1al and economic factor. 

III. SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS. 

In addition to the general resolutions formulated above the Conference draws the 
attention of the League of Nations to the following pointe : ' 

I. Agricultural Co-operation : ~elations between Agricultural Co-operative 
Soc:letles and Consumers' Co-operative Societies. 

(i} The a_gt:iculturists of the different countries contribute to the improvement of their 
:tandard of hvmg _and to the ge~eral prosperity by utilising to an increasing extent all 
0~ of co·operat1on : co-operative supply societies either for the technical or domestic 

refqulrements of members; co-operative selling org~nisations for the regular marketing 
o pc-oduc:ts · producers' t" · · f rod . • co-opera 1ve soc1et1es or the intermediate process between the 
P uctiou of the raw material aud the sale of the finished product; c:o-operative ccedit 
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societies to meet the need for capital (bringing equipment up to date improving the culti· 
vation of the soil, storage of products). ' 

Co-operative institutions thus increase the purchasing power of agriculturists bot'l 
as J?roduc~rs and as c~~sum~rs. At the same time, they further economic progress both 
by mcreasmg producbv1ty and improving quality and also by making it pD!!sible to utilise 
fully the products of the soil and their by-products. Lastly, they assist the organisation 
of markets by methods which reduce to a minimum the costs of distribution. 

(ii) Agricultural co-operative societies will contribute to a still greater rationalisation 
of economic life in proportion as they develop their relations with the consumers' co
operative soci~ti:s. Direct commercial relations between producers and consumers, and 
between associations of producers and of consumers, eliminate superfluous intermediaries, 
and, when they are sufficiently widespread, result in the establishment of prices which are 
adva_ntageous to both parties. In addition to material profit, there is a moral advantage; 
by d1rect commercial relations producers and consumers learn to know each other and to 
take account of the special characteristics and requirements of the other party. The pro
ducers' and consumers' co-operative societies learn to appreciate the value of direct rela
tions in accordance with their common principles. The clear realisation of the possibility 
of mutual collaboration and mutual confidence in business transactions are essential to 
a practical solution of the question of direct commercial relations between producer's 
agricultural co-operative societies and consumers' co-operative societies-a question 
which has for a long time past been settled in theory. 

The efforts made to achieve practical results should be furthered on the part of agri
culture by the production of articles of specific quality and uniform type; on the part 
of the consumers' co-operative societies by the determination to buy agricultural produce 
as far as possible from the agricultural producers' co-operative societies; on the part of 
States and of public authorities by supporting the co-operative movement through tho 
creation of chairs at universities or of other scientific institutions, the institution of public 
courses dealing with the co-operative movement and by a fiscal policy of abstention from 
discriminatory measures against co-operative societies. 

Effective collaboration, if need be in the form of common undertakings, will be the 
easier of realisation if the producers' and consumers' co-operative societies of the different 
countries are already nationally organised iii common economic committees. 

To ensure the normal development of co-operation in all the branches in which it 
exercises its activities, it is extremely important that the laws which govern co-operation 
should be unified where such is not yet the case, and should impose the fewest possible 
obstaeles. 

(iii) International agreements between co-operative agricultural organisations with 
regard to a number of products might be of value in placing markets on a sound basis, 
in regulariing production and in stabilising prices at levels satisfactory from the point 
of view of the balance between production and consumption. Such international agree
ments, to attai~ their aims, require loyal collaboration with the national and international 
co-operative consumers' organisations by the establishment of regular business channels 
and long-term contracts. 

(iv) These efforts of agricultural and consumers' co-operative organisations should 
be encouraged and furthered by the creation of a committee representing national_ and 
international co-operative organisations of agriculturists and of consumer~-a comm1ttee 
which should be entrusted with the establishment of a programme of research and docu
mentation, as well as with the task of elucidating the lessons taught by past experience, 
with a view to bringing about new achievements. 

2. Agrlc:ultural Credit. 

The increase of agricultural production is intimately ~ound ~p with the organisa~on 
of agricultural credit, which will place at the disposal of agncultunsts the necessary cap1tal 
on fa\rourable terms. 

Certain countries have at their disposal sufficient capital for agriculture, but in many 
countries adequate provision for agricultural credit has not as yet been made, either beca:use 
saving has been diminished by the general economic conditions or because the appropriate 
organisations have not yet been constituted. . . . . 

Such a position is seriously harmful to agriculture in the countries Ill question, smce 
it prevents agriculturist from increasing their harvests, from expl?iting theirl_and to_ the f~ll 
extent, from securing lower costs of production and from prov1dmg fo~ contmge?c1es ans
ing from the very nature of agricultural production by the use of suitable eqUipment or 
of a reserve working capital. 
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fi d.t. for surmounting these difficulties is the organisation of suitable 
The rst con 1 1on · h · d 1 
. · · · · those countries where they do not yet eXIst and t e1r eve opment 

cred1t mst•tut1ons m f · · · be h 
h I ady in existence The best form o mst•tut1on appears to t e co-

rhere t ey are a re · h" h h f · · f · d"t ociety operating by means of resources w 1c t e very act assoc•at1on o 
operative ere 1 s . h · · f h bl" th enables it to procure and to increase with or Without t e assistance o t e pu IC au o-

rities. . 1 · · h ff t" It is, moreover, by the co-operation of nat•.ona or~msat10~s t at necessary e ec •.ve 
guarantees for appeals for credit, whether nat1onal or mternatlonal, can be most easily 

procured. . b h · h d h Having had laid before it by several of 1ts me~ ers sc. emes WIt regar to. t e sett· 
ing-up of an international organisation capa~le of 1_ncreasmg the resources available for 
agricultural credits where they are as yet ms~ffic1ent; . . 

But having heard observations on that quc:st10n based chiefly on the elementary consi
deration that credit must be secured by effective guarantees; 

And being aware of the fact that the International Institute of Agriculture is collecting 
special information on the question of agricultural credits : 

The Conference requests the League of Nations to give full consideration to the docu
mentation of the International Institute of Agriculture with a view to examining the possi
bility of international collaboration in respect of agricultural credits in whatever form may 
be found from expereince to be most suitable with a view to promoting the recovery of 
of agriculture where agriculture is short of capital. 

3. Campaign against the Diseases affecting Plants and Animals. 

Diseases which affect plants and animals diminish agricultural production, and should 
be scientifically combated, on the basis of an international plan and international agree
ments. 

This international campaign has already been admitted in principle by forty-three 
nations, which have set up an , International Epizootic Office", and the International 
Institute of Agriculture is proposing to convene a special conference to bring about united 
international action in connection with phytopathology. 

International agreements which establisil sanitary supervision, if they provide the 
contracting countries with adequate guarantees, should, without infringing sovereign 
rights, remove from the regulations any suspicion of disguised protection and should add 
to the stability of trade relations, which is one of the conditions of successful production. 

4. Agrlc:ultare In c:olonles. 

The Conference recommends that an investigation be made into the best means of 
encouraging agriculture among the indigenous inhabitants in colonies and especially in 
tropical and subtropical colonies, in order to augment the prosperity of the indigenous 
inhabitants of those countries and to increase the general wealth. 

s. Forestry. 

The Conference recQmmends that a special study should be made of the resources and 
the exploitation of forests in order to assure the regular satisfaction of the needs of industry. 

6. Doc:umentation on Agric:ultural Questions. - Statistics. - Enquiry. 

(1) Great as is the value of the documentation which has served as the basis for the 
discussions on agriculture, it must be acknowledged that there is not yet a sufficient foun· 
dation to permit of a complete analysis of all the problems or to suggest a solution of them. 

!h~ fun~amental importance of agriculture demands an exact knowledge of it~ eco
noiDic .s•tuat1on. Such knowledge can only be gained satisfactorily through a methodical 
~nalys_JS of farm accounts. Such researches would bring about a general improvement 
•n agr1culture: They would facilitate the mutual understanding between the natione and 
t~e com~o~ mterc:sts of the agriculturists of all countries would thereby be interp~eted 
W1th preciSIOn. Fmally, a better understanding would be created between the producer 
and the consumer. 

To achieve this purpose, it is desirable that in the different countries an exact system 
of farm acc~unting shoul~ be formulated. These accounts should be drawn up in every 
country as ••mply :U possible, but by the method ensuring the greatest guarantee of accur· 
acy, so as to obtain comparable results for the different kinds of agricultural enterprises 
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in _an'! country, classified by climate, nature of soil, size of holding, systems of cultivation, 
prmc1pal crops grown etc., and so as to make it possible to study the influence exerted 
on the net return of a.~iculture by the factors of greatest importance in production and 
re~urns _(wages, quantities ~1 chemical fertilisers consumed, taxation and social charges, 
praces, mdebtedness of agriculturists, etc. } 

It is therefore recommended that a committee of experts be established charged with 
the study and preparation of the requisite measures. 

(n} -r:h~ fonference considers it necessary that a better service of periodical agricul
tural statast1cs should be instituted, especially as regards live-stock and animal products. 
The data collected by the International Institute of Agriculture show that, during the 
last twenty-five years, only thirty-seven countries, representing less than half the total 
area and about 30 per cent of the population of the world, have as yet proceded to the 
compilation of an agricultural census. 

A world agricultural census on the lines proposed by the International Institute of 
Agriculture would make it possible to give to the statistical data of the different countries 
a character of uniformity which up to the present they have lacked. 

It is no less necessary to organise, nationally and internationally, the speedy trans· 
mission to agriculturists of information on harvests, stocks, consumption, and the move· 
ments of different commodities, these being important factors in the formation of prices. 
The monthly publication of indices of comparative prices of agricultural producta and 
industrial products would prove of great value, as would indices of the principal elementa 
of the costs of production of agricultural products. 

(m) The:Conference requests)hat all~Governments should be invited to initiate a 
general enquiry into the present situation and the possibilities of developing agriculture, 
the distribution of holdings and the systems of exploitation, into the relations between 
agricultural and industrial production, into the comparison between agricultural and indus· 
trial prices, into the costs of production and selling prices, into the condition of the workers 
and into the facilities required for their access to the land, etc.-in fact, into the economic, 
social, financial and technical conditions of agriculture the study of which will permet 
further progress to be made. 

• 

BCONOMIC OROANISATION OF THB LBAOUB OF NATIONS 

The Conference wishes in the first instance to express its high appreciation of the work 
of the Economic Committee and the Secretariat of the League. 

The Conference is of opinion that success of its work. will depend upon the execution 
of the principles laid down. 

With regard to the action to be taken on its recommendations, the Conference, while 
offering no suggestion as to a permanent orga~~sation, cannot do better tha_n draw ~he 
Council's attention to the well-balanced composition of the Preparatory Comnuttee, which 
has yielded excellent results in the preparatory work for the Conference. 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 
0 

The forty-fifth session of the Council was the principal League meeting in June. 
Other League organisations meeting during the month were the Permanent Court of 
International Justice, whose ordinary session began on June 15th; the Mandates 
Commission, which examined a certain number of the annual reports of the Manda· 
tory Powers on the territories committed to their charge; the Committee of Experts for 
the suppression of the offence of counterfeiting currency, which drew up a prelimi· 
nary draft convention; the Committee of Budget Experts, which drew up a model 
statement of national defence expenditure; the Sub-Committee on combined tran· 
sport and the Sub-Committee on Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts. 

The Albanian and Serb-Croat-Slovene Governments addressed to the Secretary
General communications concerning the circumstances that led to the withdrawal 
of their diplomatic representatives from Belgrade and Tirana respectively. These 
communications were circulated for information to the Members of the Council. 

• • * 

The Naval Conference summoned on the proposal of the President of the United 
States met at Geneva on June 20th at the Secretariat of the League of Nations. 
Although this Conference, in which representatives of the United States, the British 
Empire and Japan are taking part, is not a League Conference, the British and Japa· 
nese Governments, in agreement with the United Stat:s Government, have requested 
the Secretary-General to grant all possible facilities for its work. 

Forty· fifth Session of the Council. 

The Council sat from June 13th to June 17th, Sir Austen Chamberlain (British 
Empire) presiding, to consider an Agenda of some thirty-five questions. 

There were present : 

M. VANDERVELDE. 
Sir Austen CHAMBERLAIN. 
.M. VILLEGAS . . . 
M. CHAO·HsiN·CHu . 
M. URRUTIA 
M. BENES .. . 
M. BRIAND .. . 
M. STRESEMANN. 
M. SCIALOJA .. 
VIscount IsHII . 
M. BEELAERTS VAN BLOKLAND. 
M. ZALESKl •• 

Jd. TITOLESCO. 
M. Yuotcz .. 

(Belgium) 
(British Empire) 
(Chile) 
(China) 
(Colombia) 
(Czechoslovakia) 
(France) 
(Germany) 
(Italy) 
(Japan) 
(Netherlands) 
(Poland) 
(RoumaDia) 
(Salvador) 

Representatives of Bulgaria, Finland, Greece, Hungary and Lithuania sat on the 
Coun~il for the coll&ideration of questions affecting the interests of their country. 
Certain debates were attended by the President of the Danzig Senate Dr. Sahm. 
the League High Commissioner at Danzig, Dr. van Hamel; the Chairman ~f the Greek 
Ref~~&ee Settlement Commission, Mr. Eddy; the League Commissioner at Sofia 

' 



M. <;b;unm; t}le Higli Commissioner for refugees, Dr. N<\1\Sil~j aqq the; Ch~rman 
of ~lie Fiqapcial Co~mittee, Dr. Po~pisil. • 

T}le priqpipal iJ~ter~~ of tile Sesl;ion lay in th~ dispu~io~ on dis~npament ~n4 
~~~~:uri~y ;mel oq the results of the Econo111ic Confereqce. 

Certain questions, such as tho~e concerning the utilisation Qf tQt; Wost~rpl;~,~~t! 
~pd the r!Jquest of tl\e Roumanii\n ;~.nd tiunga,riao Governments, W"ere !'djo\lrned 
{or further cpnsiderl\tioq. 

A qJJestion relating to Mem11l, raised by tile German Government w~. py 
agreement between tlj~t 4ov~rnwc:nt and the ~ithlli\!liaq Governll\ellt, wjtl\c;lrawp 
from the agenda following assurances by the Lithuanian Prim~ Minister of his (:ic;~yerp· 
meat's intcmhops iq reg~rd til ~ llii!Hb~ of questiqns coqp~ct~q with the ~t~t~:~te of 
Memel ~nq in particular -vith the autonOIDY of the Territory. 

The da,~e of the Diplomatic Conferepce on III\pOrt aqp ~port rrohit>itiO(IS w~ 
fi~eli at October '7th. ¥~asur~s w~e taken wi* a view to opening fqr signaturj:1 

a,t the Qe~t s~ion of the Assembly, the Protoc;lll for the Enfoq:ell\ent of Fqr~ijpl 
Arbitral Awards. The Council authorised the Financial Committee to apntixnu: 
cooperating with the Greek Govermqent with a vie'V tp the termjqati<m <?f tpe ~t;fugee 
settlement work and the application of a general scheme of stabilisation and financial 
n:form. fqr tqjs op~ra,tion the fina,nci;d Coq~mittee consid~red tha~ fL s~m of 
~.OOQ,OOO wou!q be necess~ry a!ld ~oqjq he ra,ised by loall· 

The CouflciJ decidec\ to ~onyene jn 1978 a, Copference of Experts t!) e~llline 
the draft conventions prepared on dollble taxa,ppqfl.nd tfLX evil!iiqn. It a\ltllor!s«;<! 
the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation to appoint two representatives on the 
Committee of Intellectual Workers to be set up py the Iqternational Labour Office. 

As usual, the Counail took certain measures to prepare the wor-k of ~ho Assambly 
ant to ensure the continuation of that already undertakan by the Leagua oruaniaa, 
tions in various fields, such as public health, opium, the protection of children and 
young people, the suppression of slavery, etc. As regards the codification Gf Interna· 
tiQnal law, it left it to the Assembly to decide what action should be taken on the 
report of the Committee of Experts, concerni11g in particular, the convocation of 
conferences and the procedure to be followed in preparin~ them. 

A statement by Dr. Nansen on the position as regards the settlement of Arme· 
nian refugees will be communicated to all Governments, together with declarations 
made on the subject by Members of the Council. 

Telegrams to the League from the Uruguayan Foreign Minister and tho •ix 
Latin American members of the Montevideo Conference afforded the President of 
the Council an opportunity of marking the special interest attachi11g to this Confe· 
renee as the first League meeting on Latin American soil. 

Retirement of Viscount Ishii. - The President informed his colleagues of the 
forthcoming retirement of Viscount Ishii, one of the oldest members of the Council. 
On behalf of his colleagues, he expressed his warm appreciation of Viscount Ishii's 
services and his deep regret at his departure. 

Viscount Ishii said he would take away with him pleasant memories of his 
cooperation with the Council, it was his intention, even when far away from Geneva, 
to continue working for the triumph of the ~:ause of the League . 

• 
II. The Pennanent Court of lntemational justice (') 

t. - TwELFTH SESSION OF THE CouRT 
• 

As provided in ita Statute, the Permanent Court of latematiQilal Justice assem· 
bled on June 15th at the Peace Palace for its ordinary session of 1927. 

(1) This article has been compiled on the basis of infonnatiCD furnished by the Regisbai: of tbe PennaDeDt 
Court. 
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U is for this session composed of all the ordinary judges, namely : ~- Huber, 
. (S •t erland) M Loder former President (Holland), M. We1ss, Vice· 

P1es1dent WI z • · ' . . 
·d t (F ance) Lord Finlav (Great Bntam), M. Nyho)m (Denmark), Mr. Moore Pres1en r • • .. 

(United States of America), M. de Bustamante_ (Cuba), M. Altam1ra (Spam), M. Oda 
(Japan) M. Anzilotti (Italy), M. Pessaa (Braz1l). 

M. 'weiss will not, for reasons of health, be able to sit during the first weeks of 

h · n Dur1·ng his absence M. Yovanovitch (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and 
t e seSSIO , ' . 
Slovenes), deputy-judge, has been called upon to replace h1m, as Mr. Wang, who, 
according to the system of rotation had first been summoned, could not reach the 

Hague in sufficient time. 
Furthermore, the Court will, on several occasions have to be augmented by 

·udges sitting temporarily, as it has before it a number of suits the parties to wihch 
~0 not possess judges of their nationality amongst the members of the Court and in 
such cases the Statute confers on them the right to appoint judges ad hoc. (The 
names of these judges have previously been given in connection with the various 

cases (1).] 

The following cases are actually before the Court : 

I. The question concerning the jurisdiction of the European Commission of 
the Danube submitted to the Court for advisory opinion by the Council of the League 
of Nations, in accordance with an arrangement reached between the representatives 
of France, Great Britain, Italy and Roumania. 

II. The case concerning the dispute which has arisen between the French and 
Turkish Governments as a result of the collision which occurred on August 2nd I926, 
between the steam-ships "Boz-Kourt" and "Lotus" . 

• 
III a) The case between the German and Polish Governments relating to the 

indemnities claimed by the German Government in consequence of the taking pos
session of the nitrate factory at Chorzow in Upper Silesia by the Polish Government, 
the Court itself, in its Judgement of May 25th I926, having declared that this act 
on the part of the Polish Government was not in conformity with the terms of the 
Geneva Convention of I922 concerning the partition of Upper Silesia. 

b) The Polish Government has, in the present case, raised an objection to the 
Court's jurisdiction to consider the German Government's application. 

IV. The case between the Belgian and Chinese Governments concerning the 
declaration by China to the effect that the Sino-Belgian Treaty of November 2nd 
I 865, has ceased to be operative. 

V. The case between the Greek and British Governments concerning the putting 
into conformity with the new economic conditions of the Mavrommatis Jerusalem 
Concessions obtained in 19I4. 

Only the cases indicated under Nos. I to 3 are included on the list for the pre· 
sent session. 

The Court has decided first to take the plea to the jurisdiction filed in the 
Chorzow (indemnities) case. It will next take the Lotus case-beginning in principle 
on August 1St. Lastly, the Court will, according to its present intentions, talfe the 
question concerning the jurisdiction of the European Commission of the Danube. 

This order of taking the cases has been fixed subject to any modifications which 
may be necessary as the result of the reference to the Court of some urgent matter 
during the session. , 

The foregoing information was made public at an opening sitting held by the 
Court on June 18th. 

(t) See MOIII}dy S~. Vol. VII, No. t, p. 3; No. 3o p. 58; No.4. p. 92. 



z. - THE CHoRzow (b~DEMNITIES) CASE 
• 

The hearings in regard to the preliminary objection taken by the Polish Govern· 
ment to the jurisdiction of the Court to deal with this case, took place on June 22~d, 
24th and 25th. • 

At the beginning of the first hearing, the judges ad hoc appointed in accordance 
with the terms of the Statute by the German and Polish Governments to sit in the 
case (1) made the solemn declaration prescribed by the Statute, to perform their 
duties impartially and conscientiously. 

The Court then heard the speeches of M. Sobolewski and M. Politis, Agent and 
Counsel respectively for the Polish Government, and Professor Kaufmann, Agent 
for the German Government. Lastly, M. Politis and M. Sobolewski replied and Pro· 
fessor Kaufmann delivered a Rejoinder. 

In announcing the termination of the hearings, the President did not declare 
the oral proceedings closed, as he wished to reserve to the Court the option, did it so 
desire of calling upon the parties for additional information. 

The Court has entered into deliberation. 

3. - THE " LoTus " CAsa (•) 

As the written proceedings in regard to this case have been concluded, it is 
ready for hearing; in principle, the oral proceedings will begin as on or after August 
ISt, 1927. 

4. - QuESTION oP THE JuRISDICTION op THE EuROPEAN CoMMISSION 

OP THE DANUBE(') 

At the request of the Roumanian Government, the time for the submission of 
any replies to the Memoranda filed in this case by the interested Governments has 
been extended to August xst. • 

The Roumanian Government has informed the Registrar that it has entrusted 
M. Millerand, former President of the French Republic, and M. Charles de Visscher, 
Professor at Ghent, and deputy-secretary-general of the Institute of International 
Law, to represent its views before the Court. M. Contzesco, Minister Plenipoten· 
tiary, will remain Agent for the Roumanian Government. 

5. - CASE CONCERNING THE DBMUKCIATIOM BY CHIMA OP THB Srxo-BBLGIAM 

TREATY OP t865 (') 

As the result of a new request of the Belgian Government, made on the same 
grounds as its analogous request of May 2nd, the Court, having regard to the fact 
that this request seemed designed to meet a wish of the Chinese Government, 
which at all events did not oppose it, has decided to extent until February 15th, 
1928, the time allowed for the filing of the Chinese Counter-Case. The written pro· 
ceedings will be completed on May 15th, 1928; so that the case will:bereadyforhea· 
ring at the Court's next ordinary session. 

This decision, which involves the removal of the case from the list for the present 
session, was embodied in the form of an Order made at the hearing of June 18th. 

6. - CASB CONCERNING THE READAPTATIOH OF THE MAVROMMATIS 

• JERUSALEM CONCESSIONS (6
) 

The Greek Government has appointed as its Agent for the case, His Excellency 
M. Papas, Greek Minister at the Hague. 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. VII, No. 4o p. 92. 
(2) See M011tllly Summary, Vol. VII, No.2, p. 37· 
(3) See MDfllllly Summary, Vol. VII, No. 4o p. 92. 
(4) See MDflthly Summary, Vol. VII, No. 4o p. 92· 
(5) See MOffi/Uy Summary, Vol. VII, No. s. 
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u p havina presented the Greek Case in this suit on June 4th, the Court 
..... apas, . ..,. · d f th b • · f baa fixed July 5th as the date of expiration of the time allowe . Or e SU DlJSSlOn 0 

the British Government's Counter-Case or of any preliminary objections which it 
may make. The written proceedings in the suit wlll ,be concluded on August 

JOth. 
The Greek Government has expressed a wish that the Court should take the 

case during this session; no decision on this point has however yet been taken. 

III. - Reduction of Armaments. 

A series of questions relating to the reduction of armaments and security were 
dealt with by the Council on June I sth. These questions had previously been studied 
by various League organisations, such as the Committee of the Council, the Special 
Committee of the Private Manufecture of Arms, the Preparatory Commission for 
the Disarmament Conference, and the League Secretariat. 

The Colombian representative, M. Urrutia, presented a report on the legal posi· 
tion arising from the enforcement in time of peace of the measures of economic 
pmsllre indicated in Article Ul of the Covenant, particularly by a maritime blockade. 
On this question the Secretariat had prepared a memorandum whlt:h will be com· 
municated to all States Members in order to enable Governments to take note of It 
before the Assembly meets. 

The Czechoslovak representative, Dr. Benes, reported on the following ques· 
tions: 

I, - LEGISLAnON CALCULATED TO MAKE IT EAI!IBR POR STATU TO APPLY 

ECOlfOJUC SANCTIONS (') 

The Secretary-General has established a preliminary report summarisiq the 
repliea received from Governments to the circular addressed to them on this subject. 
These replies, the rapporteur stated, might be classified as follows : 

(1) replies from Statea whiclt had not yet taken a decisioni 
(z) replies from States which were ready to investigate, or were already 

investigating possible legislative measures; 
(3) replies from States in which measures had already been taken. Among 

the lut named might be mentioned the French and Czechoslovak Govern· 
ments. 

The Council decided to communicate the report to the States Members of the 
l.eape. 

S,- JWI.BTHODI OR REGULATIONS TO BWABLE THE CoUNCIL TO TAitE SUCH DaciSIO'NS 

AS AAY BB JrECESSARY TO ENFORCE THE OBLIGATIONS OP THB CoVENANT AS 

B:IPUrneuaLY AS POSSIBLE (•). 

' 
In submitting the report of the Committee of the Council on this subject, Dr. 

Benes observed that it would be of considerable advantage if all Members of the 
League could have an opportunity of expressing their views before the Counsil came 
to a definite decision in this matter. After an exchange of views between Dr. Benes, 

((1)) t: ~...,.., S-,o, Vol. VII, No. 3o p. 6o. 
2 llllf4ly S-,o, Vol. VI, No. ,., p. 19S· 
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M. Paul-Boncour, M. Sdaloja and Sir Austen Chamberlain, the Council adhered to 
this opinion, considering it desirable to postpone its fin:J decision till a m10eting to 
be held after the Assembly. • 

• 

3. - SUPUVIIIOK OF THE PRIVATI MANUFACTURE OF ARAB, 

.III.U'NITIO'NS AND IJilPLEIIIBliTS OF WAlt 

Dr. Benes submitted to the Council the reportof the Special Committee dealing 
with this subject (1). He drew attention to the close connection existing between 
the problem of the private manufacture of arms and the more general problem of the 
reduction of armaments and expressed his opinion that it was desirable that the en· 
quiries already begun should be carried on by the Special Committee, concurrently 
with the work of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference. 

M. Scialoja submitted certain observations, based on Article 8 of the Covenant, 
bearing on the connection between the questions of disarmament and that of the 
supervision of the private manufacture. He pointed out that State manufacture 
formed part of the general question of disarmament and had nothing to do with 
that of the supervision of private manufacture. 

Dr. Benes recalled that, during the discussions of the Special Committee, two 
points of view had come to light, one in favour of strictly confining the problem of 
private manufacture within the limits laid down by the Covenant, the other 
favouring the inclusion of the question of State manufacture in the general pro· 
blem of arms manufacture, in the same way as, in the Convention for the super· 
vision of the trade in arms, the question of State trade had been settled at the same 
time as that of the private trade. The rapporteur pointed out that the United States 
had make its participation in the discussions conditi~nal upon the inclusion of both 
questions in the Agenda. • 

The Council noted the report of the Special Committee, and expressed the view 
that the enquiries already begun should be carried on by it. 

4. 
• 

CO.IIl.III.UNICATION BY THB PRESIDENT OF THB PREPARATORY CoMMISSION 

FOR THB DISARMAMENT CoNFBRENCE 

On the report of Dr. Benes, the Council noted the· draft convention adopted 
on first reading by the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conferenee 
and the covering letter of the President of the Commission. 

The rapporteur observed that there was no doubt that the problem of the reduc· 
tion and limitation of armaments could only oe solved by the closest cooperation 
between the Assembly, the Council and the various special commissions on the one 
hand, and the Governments and the public opinion of their countries on the other. 

The French representative, M. Paul-Boncour, emphasised that the report of 
the Preparatory Commission gave evidence of the extremely important stage which 
had been passed. In his opinion the adjournment of the Preparatory Commission 
was in no sense a confession of impotence, and the points upon which agreement 
had been reached were far more numerous than those in regard to which this had 
not been possible. The object of the adjournment was to give the Governments 
time to consider the report, so that the Commission would be able to achieve defi· 
nite results in November. 

Dr. Stresemann (Germany) considered that, without under-estimating the 
work of the Preparatory Commission, it must be said that it had not been able to 
advance the solution of the problem very much. He thought that a fundamental 
change was necessary if the second reading were not to result in a failure which would 
be detrimental to the prestige of the League. 

(•) See Mtllllltly s......,.,., Vol. VII, No. 3o p. sB· 
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Under the terms of the Covenant, all the M_embers _of the League w~rc under 

bl. t' t reduce their armaments and this question was urgent, smce both an o Iga Ion o • . 
h · t nd the activity of the League depended upon general disarmament. t e e."I::IS ence a . . . 

D. St ann expressed the hope that the Assembly m1ght g1ve a new stimulus r. resem . . 
to this work. 

M. Vandervelde (Belgium) supported the observations made by M. Paul-
Boncour and Dr. Stresemann. If the work were to succeed, Governments must 
show the will to make it succeed, and for this, public opinion must show its active 
interest. The preparatory work had put an end to vague and abstract definitions; 
the problem had now shaped itself and must be solved. . . 

Dr. Benes paid a tribute to the work of the Preparatory. Commission, empha· 
sising that, for the first time, the question of disarmament had been approached 
in its full extent. His colleagues would recollect how vague those questions had 
been two or ttree years, or even one year ago. The path was unknown, no definite 
terms had been discovered for framing a certain number of questions which were of 
great importance to the Governments concerned. Dr. Benes thought his colleagues 
would recognise that in a few years the League had achieved a very satisfactory 
result. 

The British representative, Sir Austen Chamberlain, emphasised the difficulties 
of the disarmament problem, pointing out that one element was essential to success, 
namely, time. 

He felt sure that further progress would be made before the Preparatory Com
mission had finished its work. His own view was, however, that not even the 
Disarmament Conference, when it met, would bring about the final solution of the 
problem. It would be the first, but not the last, general international conference 
on disarmament, and it was only by slow and gradual steps that it would be possible 
to arrive at that measure of peace and confidence in one another by which could be 
realised the expectations to which the Cov.P.nant gave rise. 

5. - FDIANCIAL ASSISTANCE POl STATES VICTIMS OF AGGRESSION 

On June 17th, the Council dealt with the question of financial assistance for 
States victims of aggression. On the proposal of Dr. Benes, it decided to forward 
to Governments of States Members the report of the Financial Committee on this 
question. 

The Financial Committee has drawn up a concrete plun which the Council will 
discuss at its next session. The scheme aims at organising financial assistance for 
a State by a system on which the credit of the individual country is strengthened 
by association with that of other States. The credits would be obtained in the 
ordinary way in the money market, and the attacked State would itself contract a 
loan on the general security of its revenues, but with the aid of an international 
guarantee, whose mechanism would be similar to that applied in the case of the 
Austrian Reconstruction Loan. It is proposed that the scheme and general 
conditions should be embodied in a convention open for signature by the various 
States, but that a State should not benefit by it unless it becomes a party to the 
convention within a period to be fixed. 

~he Fin?ish representative, M. Erich, thanked the Council for studying this 
question, which was brought before the League by the Finnish Government. 

6. - NATIONAL DEFENCE EXPENDITURE 

T~e _Committee of Experts on Budget Questions appointed by the Preparatory 
Comm~ssson for the Disarmament Conference to draw up a model statement 
of national defence expenditure finished its work in June. 



At its session in February and March the Committee had prepared a draft 
model statement designed to serve as a basis for further study. • 

The Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference asked the ex· 
perts to continue their work and invited them to draw up as simple as possible a 
statement which would nevertheless serve the purpose of publicity for which it 
was intended. A technical committee, composed of six experts, resumed work on 
June 7th under the chairmanship of M. Jacomet (France) with a view to drawing 
up a final report. 

The analysis of the practical studies made by the experts in the interval between 
the sessions showed the technical necessity of simplifying the model statements as 
first drafted. At its June session the Committee of Experts adopted unanimously 
the following conclusions : 

Having regard to the synthetic character of some of the budgets, it was 
found necessary, on technical grounds, to adopt a simple form of Model State· 
ment, which is given in the Annex. 

In consequence of the simplicity of the Model Statement the Committee 
has drawn up notes explaining how the various headings of the Model Statement 
are to be regarded as ideals from which States may deviate to a certain extent, 
explaining ther reasons for so doing. 

It is necessary to provide for some system of co-ordinating the totals in the 
Model Statement and the totals in the National Defence Budgets. It is further 
necessary on technical grounds to arrange for ·the co-ordination of the figures 
in the Model Statement with those in the budget according to a uniform plan, 
but it is for the Governments to decide whether they will forward a co-ordinating 
statement to the competent organisation. 

The Committee considers that for any given country the headings of the 
Model Statement can be filled in in the same manner every year unless material 
changes take place in the military organisation or in the methods of financial 
administration of the country in question. 

On the other hand, the Com1nittee considers that the different headings in 
the Model Statement cannot in present circumstances be filled in by all the States 
in precisely the same way, but it hopes that as experience is gained with the Model 
Statement these differences will progressively diminish. 

The following took part in the work of the Committee : 

M. Worbs, Adviser, Finance Ministry, Berlin; 
M. H. Prenen, Inspector General, National Defence Ministry, Brussels; 
M. Boris Ivanoff, Chief of the Budget, Finance Ministry, Sofia; 
Major H. Lagos, Chilian Military Mission, Brussels; 
Mr. G. H. S. Pinsent, Treasury Chambers, London; 
M. Risto Ryti, Chief Director, Bank of Finland, Helsingfors; 
M. R. Jacomet, Paymaster General, Paris; 
Colonel F. Zugaro, General Director, War Ministry, Rome; 
Captain T. Hori (Japan); 
General Sugiyama (Japan); 
General of Division Daniel Kalafatovitch (Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and 

Slovenes); 
Lieut. Colonel Elias, National Defence Ministry, Prague. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

1. - PossJBLB RsnucTIOM OF THE YsAaLY NuMBER OF CouNCIL SusioMs 

At its March meeting, the Council, on the proposal of the British representative, 
requested the Secretary-General to submit at its next session a report on the admi· 
nistrative results of reducing the yearly number of regular Council sessions from 
four to three. The British representative had stated that, in his opinion, such a • 
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ld f. 'l•'tate t·h,. task of those Foreign Ministers who represented their 
·me~ure wou am -
countries on the Council. 

In his report, the Secretary-General - leaving it to the Council to take :1ccount 
of the general political considerations involved - note~ .that, as far as could be 
judged at present, the reduction of the number of_ sess10ns would not cause any 
serious difficulties from an administrative point of v1ew. He nevertheless brought 
forward certain arguments in favour of the adjournment to September of any final 

decision. 
On June 13th, Sir Austen Chamberlain, reminding his colleagues that this 

question -was being discussed at hi~ ~ugg~stion, ~aid that it appeare~ to have ~ive_n 
rise to needless anxiety, and susp1cton m certam quarters. He d1d not thmk 1t 
necessary to say that he would make no proposal to the Council which could in any 
way impair its influence, authority and usefulness. He ha? direc~ed tl~e attention 
of the Council to the dift1culties caused by the number of 1ts sesstons m the hope 
that a study of the question might perhaps tend to a solution which would affirm 
its authority. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain was unuable to understand how the interests of the 
Assembly or of any of the Members of the League could be prejudiced by the pro· 
posal to hold three regular sessions in the year instead of four. The J:resence of Foreign 
Ministers increased the influence and authority of the Council, but it was very 
difficult for these Ministers to leave their posts four times a year. Sir Austen Cham· 
berlain considered that, if the result of a reduction of the number of sessions were to 
confirm the practice according to which Foreign Ministers attended the Council 
meetings, the proposed change would be wholly to the advantage of the League. 

He recognised that, at firsc sight, the change appeared a large one. It required 
mature consideration and reflection and should only be adopted if, after such exa
mination, it received the general support of the Council and the Assembly. He 
accordingly proposed that no decision should be ta~en at this session, that the 
matter should be considered ag:1in by the Council 'lS constituted after the September 
elections, and that a final decision should be taken when both the Council and the 
Assembly had had an opportunity of expressing an opinion on the subject. 

The Council agreed to this proposal. 

.z.. ADIIII&SIBILITY oP RsssRVATIONS To GsNBRAL CoNVENTIONs 

On June 17th, the Council took note of a report by the Polish representative, 
M. Zaleski, on the admissibility of reservations to general conventions. 

This question had previously been studied by the Committee of Experts for 
the Progressive Codification of International Law whose advice on the subject had 
been sought by the Council. 

M. Zaleski observed that if the principles of the report were acted upon, this 
would prevent States from attaching to their signature or accession reservations 
which were nor accepted by the other parties to the convention, but it might well 
be that a State might desire to make a reservation which, if it had been put forward 
during a conference, would have been accepted by the other parties, in order to 
permit the State in question. to become a party to the convention. 

In order to determine, after the close of a conference, what reservations were 
acceptable, M. Zaleski proposed that the Council should call the attention of future 
League conferences to the desirability of adopting in suitable cases procedure similar 
to that followed in the drafting of the Convention on Customs Formalities in 1923. 

At the end of the Conference on that subject, all the reservations which it was 
prepared to allow to be made were embodied in a separate protocol; they mostly 
related to two particular articles of the Convention, and the protocol provided that 
sub~equent reservations to those two articles should be accepted if the Council so 

, dec1ded after consulting the Economic Committee, which was the technical body 
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responsible for the preparatory work ot the Conference. M. Zaleski added that 
this procedure possessed considerable advantages; it placed definitely on record 
the reservations made during the conference and the consent of the other signatorih 
thereto, and it provided s~me machinery for ensuring the acceptance of reservations 
consistent with the intentions of the original signatories, but no others. 

The Council accordingly requested the Secretary-General to be guided by the 
principles of the report regarding the necessity for accept:1nce by all the Contracting 
States, when dealing in future with reservations made after the close of a conference 
at which a convention is concluded, subject, of course, to any special decisions taken 
by the conference itself. 

It drew the attention of conferences on technical subjects to the fact that in 
cases where the text of a convention contained, in the opinion of the signatories, 
certain articles to which reservations could be made without prejudice to the other 
articles, a method simihr to that adopted by the Customs Conference might rcr· 
tainly be recommended. 

3. - THE PaoGRB&SJVB CoDIFICATION OF IMTBitMATIOMAL LAw 

1 The reports of the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of 
International Law were submitted to the Council on june 13th by the Polish repre· 
sentative, M. Zaleski, who described the nature of the initiative taken by the Assem· 
bly in 1924 - when the Committee was set up - and the character of the work 
entrusted to the Committee. He also proposed certain measures calculated to give 
effect to the Assembly resolution of 1924. 

" In adopting its resolution of Septemberj 22nd, 1924", M. Zaleski said, "the 
Assembly desired to make a contribution towards meeting a demand, which is widely 
spread, for the progressive deyelopment" and consolidation of written law to go· 
vern the relations between States. This demand commony expresses itself as one 
for the "codification of international law", and homage to this mode of expression is 
rendered by the title which has been given to the League's Committee; but the ex· 
pression is not a strictly accurate one, and it is liable to cause misconceptions. The 
actual terms of the Assembly's resolution furnish no justification for thinking that 
that body considered that any single initiative, or the work of any single body of 
experts, could be expected to result in the formulation of a corpus of written law 
governing the more important relations between the members of the international 
family. 

"On the contrary, the resolution recognises that the establishment of positive 
rules of law in international relations must be a gradual process, contributed to from 
every side as the need is felt and the possibility of action presents itself. 

"The resolution calls attention in its preamble to a fact which is too often igno· 
red in this connection, namely the immense contribution which the League has 
made, and is continuing to make, towards the end in view through its technical 
organisations and technical conferences, and which in the field of labour legislation 
is made by the International Labour Organisation. The establishment of the League 
and the Labour Organisation has in fact created a new and powerful machinery 
which, in the words of the Assembly's resolution, renders enormous services towards 
rapidly meeting the legislative needs of international relations." 

·rn this connection M. Zaleski made a reference to the work of the international 
unions, which had already resulted in the regulation of a large number of subjects 
of practical international interest (communications, literary, artistic and industrial 
property, public health and so forth). 

He added that the more fundamental general questions of international law, 
which underlay the graver international disputes, questions of the rules and the 
procedure which should be applied to solve conflicts between the vital activities and 
interests of States, were constantly under consideration and, he hoped, were conti· 
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all b · b ht nearer final solution under the provisions of the Covenant, by nu y emg roug ' . • 
l.ti. 1 k of the League both in i~ treatment of actual d1sputes and 1ts the po 1 ca wor . . 

discussions of such questions as pacific settlement of d1sputes and _d•sannam_ent, and 
last but not least by the work of the Permanent Court of lntern~tJ.o~a~ Justice. 

M. Zaleski then drew attention to the importance of the ID1t1atives taken by 
certain Governments (the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, France and Italy) 
which were traditionally interested in some particular branch of international law. 
He also mentioned the interest so long displayed by the nations of the American 
continent in the development of common principles to regulate their mutual rela· 
tions. A tribute was paid to the work of certain international scientific organisa· 

tions. 
The Assembly, he said, had not proposed forthwith to secure the regulation of 

international relations in general by fixed and written rules, i.e., the immediate 
codification of international law. In reality, the Assembly took the much more 
modest decision to ash a Committee of Experts to advise as to whether there were 
any questions of international law, not forming the object of existing initiatives, in 
regard to which the conclusion of general agreements could be considered to be imme· 
diately desirable and realisable. 

• • • 
In its reports the Committee of Experts states th:tt, among the subjects studied, 

seven are, in certain of their aspects, ripe for regulation by international agreement. 
These seven subjects may be divided into two groups. The first comprises five 
important matters which, according to its general report on procedure, the Committee 
considers might be the subject of an international conference or conferences after 
necessary additional preparatory work ha~;. been performed - namely, nationality, 
territorial waters, diplomatic privileges and immunit;es, the responsability of States 
for damage done in their territories to the person or property of foreigners, piracy. 

The rapporteur proposed that the Council should refer to the Assembly, as mat· 
ters for its decision, the questions of the convocation of conferences and the methods 
of preparing their work. Both the rapporteur and Council were in favour of holding 
a single conference to deal with as many subjects as possible. M. Zaleski was never
theless of the opinion that it might be possible not to include in the agenda the ques· 
tions of piracy and diplomatic privileges and immunities, and thus to limit the scope 
of such a conference. 

Regarding the method of convening the conference and arranging for the pre
paratory work, M. Zaleski thought there were two courses. The conference 
would be convened either by the Council, under the auspices and at the expense of 
the League, or by a Government possessing a traditional interest in the advancement 
of international law and the special experience necessary for the task, and desiring 
to act in this respect as the Mandatory of the League. 

The arrangements for the preparatory work would depend largely upon the 
course chosen for the convocation of the conference. The Rapporteur considered 
that the first stage, whether the work was undertaken by the League or by a Govern
ment, would be to request the Governments invited to attend the Conference to 
submit full statements of what, in their opinion, was the existing international law 
and practice on each of the points to be dealt with. . 

The second group of subjects in regard to which action is recommended by the 
Committee of Experts comprises two subjects for which it recommends a special 
procedure, namely, the procedure of international conferences and the procedure for 
the conclusion and drafting of treaties and the exploitation of the products of the 
sea. The Rapporteur considered that the Secretary-General should be asked to 
examine_ the. ~rst of these subjects and report again to the Council as to the possibility 
~d desirability of preparing a memorandum upon it wich might possibly be sub
m•tted to criticism by international organisations and Governments having special 



experience in the matter; the other subject, products of the sea, might be referred 
for a report to the Economic Committee of the League. 

The Rapporteur's statement approved the action of the Committee of Expertlin 
deciding not to proceed ftrrther with two subjects which the Netherlands Government 
had placed upon the agenda of the Private International Law Conferences at The 
Hague. 

With· regard to the future work of the Committee, M. Zaleski expressed his 
conviction that the Assembly - with which the decision rests - would wish the 
Committee to hold the session contemplated for 1928 in order to complete the work 
already in hand. The Assembly will also be called upon to decide whether the 
Committee shall make further enquiries. 

The Netherlands representative, M. Beelaerts van Blokland, thanked M. Zaleski 
for his reference to the part played by the Netherlands Government in the develop· 
ment of international law. His Government considered that the convening of a 
conference by a particular Government might have certain advantages. If the 
Assembly shared this view, the Netherlands Government, which was anxious to do 
~Jl in its power to further the Assembly's desires, would be happy to comply with 
any request to this effect. 

The Italian representative, M. Scialoja, was of opinion that Governments might 
be more ready to accept a proposal to hold a conference which came not from the 
Council but from the Netherlands Government. 

The Council decided to transmit to the Assembly the reports of the Committee 
of Experts and M. Zaleski's report, together with the minutes of the discussion in the 
Council, and to place the consideration of the Reports of the Committee and of the 
Rapporteur, M. Zaleski, upon the agenda of the Assembly . 

• 
• 

V. - Technical Organisations. 

1. -THE HEALTH OaoAMISATIOM 

a) The Montevideo Conference on Infant Mortality. 

The President of the Council on June I 5th read to his colleagues two telegrams 
in connection with the Montevideo Conference on Infant Mortality - one from the 
experts taking part in the Conference, the other from the Foreign Minister of Uru· 
guay - thanking the League for its initiative in convening the Conference. 

The Conference was attended by experts from six Latin-American countries, 
namely, the Argentine Republic (Dr. Araoz Alfaro), Bolivia (Dr. Velasco Blanco), 
Brazil (Dr. Barros Carreto), Chile (Dr. Calvo Mac Kenna), Paraguay (Dr. Gubetich) 
and Uruguay (Dr. Morquito). The League Health Organisation was represented by 
Professor Madsen (Denmark), President of the Health Committee, and by the League 
Medical Director, Dr. Rajchmann. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain said that this Conference - the first League meeting 
ou ~atin·American soil - was an event of considerable importance. It was an 
outward and visible sign of the universality of the League and of the fact that, 
though its seat was on the continent of Europe and the great majority of its meetings 
were inevitably held in that continent, its Members were none the less anxious to 
understand, and, where possible, to help in solving the problems which the more 
distant of them had to face. He trusted that the meeting ~t Montevideo might 
be the first of many such meetings, which could not but contribute to the better 
understanding of the special interests and points of view of those Members of the 
League who were, geographically speaking, far removed from its centre. 
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The Chllian representative, M.Villegas, speaking on behalf of the Latin·Ame~ican 
· h nk d the President saying that the Conference was a proof of the mte· countries, t a e • . 

't th t American countries had always taken m the work of the League. 
res a · · tdthS The Council, on the proposal of the British representative, mstruc e e ecre-
tary-General to thank the senders of the telegrams, t_o congratulate the members of 
the Conference on the successful termination of their work, and to convey to the 
Uruguayan Government its thanks for its assistance and hospitality. 

b) RepQrt of the Health Committee. 

The report of the Health Committee on its tenth session was examined by the 
Council on June 13th. On the proposal of Viscount Ishii (Japan), it approved the 
arrangement (1) recently concluded between the Permanent C~mmit~ee of the Office 
international d'hygiene publique and the League Health Committee, m regard to the 
utilisation of the Epidemiological Intelligente Service for the purpose of the Inter
national Sanitary Convention of 1926 and the adoption of a common method of 

work. 

z.. - THB EcoMOIIIJC AMD FJMAMCJAL OaoAMJSATJOM 

a) The htternational Economic Conjern~ee. 

A report on the International Economic Conference was submitted to the Coun· 
cil on June 16th by the German representative. 

Dr. Stresemann recalled that the task of the Conference had been to set forth 
the nature of the difficulties and evils of the existing economic situation, and to 
point out the way in which they could b~ removed or mitigated by international 
cooperation. It had enabled a large number of speci.tlly qualified experts from all 
countries to condense in unanimous resolutions the results both of their studies 
and of their practical experience, indicating at the same time the different paths 
which might lead to an improvement of prevailing conditions. The Conference 
had bequeathed the League numerous and varied tasks requiring continuous, me
thodical and expert study. The Council would, therefore, have to consider the 
advisability of modifying or supplementing the League's Economic Organisation, 
in order to adapt it to its new tasks. 

On Dr. Stresemann's proposal the Council thanked the President and members 
of the Conference and expressed its conviction that the Conference had fully carried 
out its task of enunciating the principles and recommendations best fitted to con
tribute to an improvement of the economic situation of the world, and in particular 
that of Europe. 

It accordingly commended the report and recommendations of the Conference 
to the favourable consideration of all Governments. 

It reserved for examination at its next session the changes that might prove 
desirable in the League's Economic Organisation and invited the Economic Commit
tee to begin at an early date a preparatory study of the resolutions of the Conference 
concerning Customs tariffs and, more particularly, the unification of tariff nomen
clature. 

The Members of the Council then made individual declarations regarding the 
work of the Conference. 

, The Netherlands representative said that public opinion in his country had noted 
with satisfaction that the economic disarmament referred to in the resolution of the 
Conference constituted a further stage towards the consolidation of good relations 
between the peoples. He added that his Government would proceed to a tho
rough study of the recommendations and of the measures to ensure their execution. 

h) ~e Monthly Smt~tna,y, Vol. VII, p. 42. 
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The Italian representative noted that the Confvence had reached decisions 
which it had been possible for the Members of tlu: Conference generally to accept, 
and which therefore might be usefully applied in international practice in the ~ear 
future. He thought tht1t the Council would be unanimous in expressing its grati· 
tude to the originator of the Conference. M. Loucheur. He was of opinion that, 
if the Council desired to achieve results which were really useful and practical, the 
fact must not be lost sight of that the Economic Organisation must be fundamen· 
tally an organisation of States to which might be added representatives of the most 
important economic organisations of the world. 

The Belgian representative noted that the representatives of the great Powers 
had most effectively participated in the preparation and drafting of the report of 
the Conference. He thought that the culminating point of the Conference had been 
the moment at which it declared that the time had come to put an end to tht' increase 
of Customs tariffs and to move in the opposite direction. He informed the Council 
that the Belgian Government had taken steps to lay the resolutions before Parlia· 
ment, and would do all in its power to give them effect. To conclude, he stated 
that the recommendations were a valuable pledge for the consolidation and stabi· 
lisation of peace in Europe. 

The Czechoslovak representative considered that it was one of the great merits 
of the Conference to have thrown impartial light on tht· origins, causes and nature 
of the existing economic problems. His Government adhered fully to the resolu· 
tions and intended to develop its policy in conformity with the principles which 
they embodied. 

The German representative said that this Government gave its unqualified 
approval to the decisions of the Conference, considering that they provided a prac· 
tical means of ensuring the economic restoration of Europe. l-Ie emphasised the 
necessity for prompt measures on the J'art of the organs of the Lague with a view 
to giving effect to those recammendat10ns of the Conference which 1<-nt themselves 
to immediate international discussion. 

The Rumanian representative associated himself with the 
M. Loucheur and the President of the Conference, M. Theunis. 
the importance of the recommendations concerning agriculture. 

tribute paid to 
He emphasised 

The Japanese representative said that the Conference hat achieved results 
surpassing all expectations. In his opinion its recommendations constituted the 
economic code of the moment. The work initiated was of a continuous character 
and could only attain real value when carried out by the majority of countries. 

The Polish representative stated that the results of the Conference constituted 
an undeniable success for the League. He drew attention to the loyal and sincere 
cooperation of the working-classes in the Conference and to the importance of the 
recommendations concerning agriculture. Public opinion, he said, had immedia
tely appreciated the close relations existing between economic and general peace. 

The Chilian representative drew attention to the part played in the Conference 
by the Latin-American countries. The Conference, which had been a conspicuous 
success, had, he thought, shewn the effective assistance which Latin-American 
countries were able to lend in the work of economic cooperation anrl in the consoli
dation of peace by means of a better understanding of the needs of the different 
countries and a better distribution of raw materials. 

• The British representative associated himself with the tribute paid to the French 
Government, to M. Loucheur, to the Conference and its President. His Govern
ment, he said had been favourably impressed by a first reading of the conclusions • • 
of the Conference. He proposed nevertheless that the report should merely b~ 
commended to the favourable consideration of all Governments, for, in the opinion 
of his Government, the recommendations required careful study before it would 
be safe for a country to give them its unqualified assent. 

The French representative thanked his colleagues on the Council. He expressed 
his satisfaction that a report of the Council on the results of a French initiative had 
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been submitted by the G~rman representative. M. Theu~!s' masterly direction 
and the preparatory work had, in his opinion, greatly fac1htated the task of the 
Co!Uerence. The assistance of the League organs would be necessary to ensure 
the execution of the recommendations. He added that .~he French Government 
was at that moment giving its most favourable consideration to the conclusions 

of the Conference. 
The rapporteur, Dr. Stresemann, expressed his satisfaction with regard to the 

statement of his colleagues, adding that the decisions and conclusions of the Con· 
ference could only become realities if supported and carried through by the various 
Governments. 

b) Abolition of import and export prohibitions and restrictions. 

On June 14th, the Council, on the proposal of the German representative, 
definitely fixed the date of the Diplomatic Conference for the abolition of import and 
export prohibitions and restrictions at October I 7th. 

The Council drew the attention of the States invited to the conclusions of the 
International Economic Conference in regard to the disadvantages of the prohibi· 
tions system. It was decided to invite the International Chamber of Commerce 
to be represented in an advisory capacity. 

c) Resig11atio11 of Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith from the Economic Committee. 

The Council took note with regret of the resignation of Sir Hubert Llewellyn 
Smith as member of the Economic Committee. After thanking him for the great 
services he had rendered the League, it appointed as his successor Si~ Sidney Chap
man, Permanent Secretary of the Board of Trade. 

d) Execution of foreign arbitral awards (1). 

The Council, on June 16th, took note of the text drafted by a committee of 
jurists to rectify an omission in the Protocol of 1923 on Commercial Arbitration by 
providing under certain conditions for the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. 

On the proposal of the German representative; the Council decided to place this 
question on the agenda of the eighth session of the Assembly, so that the Protocol 
might be opened for signature by all States desirous of acceding thereto. 

Governments have already been invited to communicate any observations 
they may wish to make before the opening of the Assembly. 

e) Report of the Financial Committee. 

The Financial Committee met at Geneva before and during the Council session. 
Its agenda included consideration of progress in the settlement of Greek and Bul
garian refugees, financial assistance to be given to a State victim of aggression, the 
use of the balances of the Austrian and Hungarian loans, financial questions con· 
cerning the Danzig municipal loan, and the report of the experts on double taxation 
and tax evasion. ' 

The report of the Committee was approved by the Council on June 17th. It 
~as decided to forward to Governments of all States Members and non-Members 
of the League the report of the experts on double taxation and tax evasion to re· 

. ' 
quest their opinion on its contents, and to convene in 1928 a general meeting of 
Government experts to discuss the question. 

(>) See 114011lhly Summa,y, Vol. VII, No. 4, p. 100 
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As regards the financial situation of Danzig, the CQuncil 6uthorised financial 
measures permitting of the prompt execution of necessary works in the port. 

The question of the balances of the Austrian and Hungarian loans called f8r 
no decision. • 

The other points discussed by the Committee, namely, the settlement of Greek 
and Bulgarian refugees and financial assistance for States attacked are dealt with • in special chapters of this number. 

f) Settlement of Bulgarian rejug11s. 

The progress in the settlement of Bulgarian refugees was examined by the Coun· 
cil on June 17th in the presence of the Chairman of the Financial Committee, 
Dr. Pospisil, M. Sarafoff (Bulgaria) sitting as representative of his Government. 

The third report of the League Commissioner at Sofia, M. Charron (French), 
covers the period from February 15th to May 15th. It contains details of the posi· 
tion of the loan account; the yield of the revenues assigned as security (duties on 
alcohol and salt, sale of matches) which is of approximately 30,000,000 levas a month, 
more than double the sum needed for the loan service; and the execution of the 
Settlement plan. 

The distribution of seed has continued, a grant of 338 kilogrammes being made 
to each family, 1,458 head of cattle, of a value of ten and a half million levas, have 
been distributed among I, 105 families. A programme for the building of 16,000 
homes has begun to be executed. 

M. Vandervelde, reporting to the Council, drew especial attention to difficulties 
of a legal and technical kind encountered by the settlement authorities, and men· 
tioned in M. Charron's report. These difficulties concerned the ownership, delimi· 
tation and sanitary situation of the lantJ proposed for settlement in part of which 
malaria was prevalent. • 

As regards the third point measures had been taken with a view to the draining 
of marshes and a thorough investigation had been conducted on the spot by Profes· 
sor Swellengrebel, of the League Malaria Commission. Stocks of quinine had been 
constituted and measures taken for the destruction of mosquito larvae in certain 
districts. 

With regard to the question of the tenure and delimitation of the settlement 
area, the Bulgarian representative gave the Council detailed information and figures 
as to the amount of land already allotted and the surveying organisation. It was 
hoped that by the end of the year 900,000 decares - sufficient for the upkeep of 
25,000 families - would have been delimited and handed over to the refugees .. [:j 

M. Sarafoff gave the Council a dtfinite assurance that, whatever happened, 
the refugees would not be established on marshy land until the drainage and works 
of improvement had been carried out. The measures proposed by Professor Swel
lengrebel to cope with malaria had already been put into practice by the Bulgarian 
Public Health Department. 

The Roumanian representative, M. Comnene, having raised the question of 
the publication of the settlement plan together with lists of the names of the refu
gees to be settled in the various districts, M. Sarafoff said that such lists were pu· 
blished day by day in the Official Gazelle . 

• 

g) Settlement of Greek refugees. 

The question of the completion of the settlement of Greek refugees in its relation 
to the financial and banking reform in Greece was discussed at the June meetings 
of the Financial Committee and the Council. 

The Financial Committee, whose meetings were attended by Mr. Eddy, Chairman, 
and Sir John Hope Simpson, vice-Chairman, of the Greek Refugee Settlement Com• 
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. . d b M. Ka'""manos. Director of Colonisation in Macedonia, had before 
rniSSJOn, an y .,... . C . . d 'I d . f . 
. 'd th f rteenth quarterly report of the omm1sswn, eta1 e m ormation 
1t, best es e ou . . . 
~ the Greek banking and budget position. Th1s mformat1on had been collected 
by a delegation from the League Secretariat, headed by M. Avenol,_d~puty Secretary· 
General, which had visited Athens, the Greek Government prov1dmg all necessary 

facilities. 
In the course of the discussions further information was given by the Greek 

Foreign Minister, M. Michalakopoulos, _the Greek Finance Minister, ~· Kaphandaris, 
and the Assistant Governor of the National Bank, M. Tsouderos, w1th regard to the 
measures contemplated with a view to budget equilibrium and the re-organisation 

of the Bank. 
The Greek Government meanwhile addressed to the Council a formal request for 

its assistance in the conclusion of a loan for the purposes of financial reform, a con· 
clition which was the necessary complement to the continuation of the refugee settle· 

ment work. 
The Financial Committee, after studying these proposals in the light of the 

information submitted, came to the conclusion that the monetary position was such 
as to ju&tify immediate measures with a view to the stabilisation of the drachma 
on a gold exchange basis. It noted with satisfaction that the necessity of revising 
the functions of the National Bank had been fully recognised. 

Subject to satisfactory measures on these points, the Committee thought that 
definite equilibrium and stabilisation should be practicable in conjunction with 
a loan of £9,000,000, of which £ 3,000,000 would be available for refugees,£ 3,000,000 
for budget arrears, and £ 3,000,000 for strengthening the Bank. 

The Council, including M. Kaphandaris (Greece), discussed the report of the 
Committee and the request of the Greek Government on June 17th. On the proposal 
of the rapporteur, M. Paul·Boncour (France), it approved and adopted the report, 
and, subject to the conditions stated, agreed in prir;tciple with the proposals of the 
Greek Government. It authorised the Financial Committee to continue to co·opc· 
rate with the Greek Government, with a view to the Council's being able to approve 
at its next session a detailed scheme for the issue of a comprehensive loan under the 
auspices of the League. 

M. Kaphandaris, thanking the Council and the Financial Committee, said that 
the Greek Government was firmly resolved energetically and steadfastly to continue, 
within the lines al ready laid down, the work of establishing complete equilibrium 
between revenue and expenditure in the State budget, and the economic revival 
of the country. 

The moral support which the League was granting Greece for tpe second time, 
with an interest and solicitude that appealed warmly to the Greek people, strcng· 
thened, if it were possible, the bonds uniting Greece to the League, among whose 
founders his country was happy to be reckoned. 

h) Tlu question of countnfeit currency. 

The Mixed Committee appointed by the Council to study means of suppressing 
the offence of counterfeiting currency and to prepare a draft convention for this 
purpose met at Geneva from June 23rd to June 26th. 

There were present : 

TM Chairtrlfln of the Financial Committee, Dr. Pospisil, Governor of the Czecho· 
~lovak ~ank; Assistant, Dr. Jaroslav Kalab, Professor at Brno University, expert in 
1nternattonallaw. 

Delegates of the Banks of Issue. - M. Collard·Hostingue, Inspector-General of 
the Banque de France; Dr. Wilhelm Vocke of the German Reichsbank. M. Srhnyder 
von Wartensee, Vice-Chairman of the Board of Dirctors of the Swis' National Bank 
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(Assistant : M. Schwab, Secretary-General of the Swiss, National Bank); M. Juan 
Carlos Cruz, Legal Adviser to the Argentine National Bank, Member of the Supreme 
Council of the University of Buenos Ayres, Professor of Commercial Law. • 

• 
Experts in International Law. - M. Servais, Attorney-General Court of Appeal 

Brussels; Sir John Fisher Williams, Legal Adviser to the Reparation Commission; 
Commander Ugo Alvisi, Adviser to the Roman Court of Appeal; M. V. Pella, Pro· 
fessor of Law at Jassy University and at the International Law Academy at The 
Hague. 

Representatives of Prosecution Authorities. - M. J. Schober, President of the 
Vienne Police, former Federal Chancellor (Assistant : M. H. Adler, assistant-adviser 
to the International Police Commission, editor of the • Revue internationale des 
marques caracteristiques des billets de banque et autres valeurs authentiques et de 
leurs falsifications »; Baron van der Feltz, Attorney-General (Amsterdam Court of 
Appeal), Chief of the Dutch Central Organisation for the repression of forgery (Assis· 
tant : M. K. H. Brackhoff, Chief Police Inspector at Amsterdam, State Police Com· 
missioner); Mr. Moran, Chief of the Secret Service of the Treasury Department, 
Washington. 

The Committee elected as chairman M. Pospisil an das Vice-Chairman M. Schober. 
It appointed two sub-committees, one composed of bank delegates and represen• 
tatives of prosecution authorities, the other of jurists. 

On the basis of preliminary drafts prepared by these sub-committe~s, the Com· 
mittee drew up a provisional draft convention embodying in its main lines the prin· 
ciples set forth by the Financial Committee in its report to the Council last December. 

The draft convention laid down inter alia that the list of recognised criminal 
offences punishable with adequate penalties should include all fraudulent manufac· 
ture or counterfeit of currency, no matter what means were employed for this pur· 
pose, and all fraudulent uttermg of currency, including the act of bringing into the 
country or of being in possession of falsified or counterfeited currency with a view 
to uttering it, the word currency being understood to mean paper money or metallic 
money which is legal tender .. 

It was also provided that in each State investigations should be organised so 
far as national legislation permitted by a central police office which would receive 
all information of a nature to facilitate the investigation, prevention and punishment 
of counterfeiting. 

The central offices of the different States would correspond directly with each 
other. 

In order to ensure improve and develop direct international co-operation in the 
prevention and repression of counterfeiting, the representatives of the central oftice~ 
of the High Contracting Parties would hold periodical conferences with the par· 
ticipation of representatives of the banks of issue and of the central authorities 
concerned. The organisation and management of a central international informa· 
tion office might form the subject of one of these conferences. 

The dr:Ut convention further provided that any disputes which might arise 
between the High Contracting Parties regarding the interpretation, or application 
of the Convention should, if they could not be settled by direct negotiation be dealt 
with by judicial or arbitral procedure. 

• The Committee will meet again on October 10th to draw up a final text for sub-

mission to the Council. 

3. - Co.lll.lllUNJCATJONS AND TRANSIT 

a) Third General Conference. 

On June 14th, the Council, on the report of the Colom.bian represen~ative and 
on the proposal of the President of the Third General Trans1t Conference, mstructed 
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c; ta .G neral to invite to the Conference the Governments of those non· 
the ~ecre ry e (E d th U . d 
Member States invited in 1923 to the Second General Conference cua or, e rute 
Srates, the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics and Turkey) as well as the Govern· 
ments of Egypt, the Sudan and Costa Rica. . . . . . 

It also decided to invite in an advisory capacity mternat10nal orgamsat10ns such 
as the International Chamber of Commerce, the International Railway Union, River 
Commissions, etc ... , which, owing to their habitual association with the work of the 
Committee for Communications and Transit, are interested in the proceedings of the 
Conference .The Chairman of the Committee was asked to draw up a list. 

b) Meetings of Sub-Committees. 

Two sub-committees of the Transit Organisation held meetings towards the end 

of June. 
The Sub-Committee on Combined Transport met on June 24th at Dresden in 

order to pursue its study of the development and regulation of combined traffic 
between railways and enterprises other than raillways. 

A sub-committee of the Committee on Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts met at 
Stockholm on June 27th to test the socalled cardinal system of buoyage, in regard 
to which provisional regulations had been drawn up by the Committee in August 
1926. The system has since been the object of experiments in German and Swedish 
waters. 

Accounts of these meetings will be given in the next number. 

4. - bTELLECTUAL CooPERATION 

The International Labour Office having notified i:he League of the constitution 
of an Intellectual Workers Advisory Committee whose work would have some points 
of contact with that of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, the Council 
considered this question on June 14th on the basis of a report presented by the 
French representative, M. Briand. 

The Governing Body of the International Labour Office had so far merely decided 
on the principle. It had laid down that the new Committee should include three 
members chosen from the Governing Body of the International Labour Office and 
two members of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, provided that the Coun· 
cil concurred. 

In his report, M. Briand alluded to the economic and technical difficulties en· 
countered by intellectual workers, particularly since the war and expressed his con· 
viction that the initiative taken to remove these difficulties would be gladly wel· 
comed. He thought that the Council would agree with him in expressing its 
satisfaction that the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation should be associated with 
this attempt to improve the materiel and economic position of intellectual workers. 

On M. Briand's proposal, the Council requested the Committee on Intellectual 
Cooperation to place this question on the Agenda of its forthcoming session. The 
Committee will consider what lines of demarcation should established between its 
own programme and that of the new organisation whose duties and powers must also 
be laid down. 

The Council authorised the Committee, should it think fit, to appoint two of 
its members to take part in the work of the new Advisory Committee set up by the 
International Labour Office. 

lnternationiu Exchange of Official Publications. - On the report of M. Paul· 
Bonc:our (France), th_e Council noted t?e results of the enquiry undertaken by the 
Belgian Government m order to ascertam whether the Governments signatory or not 
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signatory to the Brussels Conventions of March 16, Io886 on the International 
Exchange of Publications would be disposed to adhere a system of partial exchanges 
and to amend the Convention to this effect. ,. 

The Council thanked"the Belgian Government for its good offices and decided 
to communicate the results of the enquiry to the Committee on Intellectual Co· 
operation, requesting it to examine the situation resulting from the enquiry with a 
view to the possible submission of further proposals. · 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

l. - DANZIG 

Various questions concerning the Free City of Danzig were considered by the 
Council on June 13th and 17th, namely ,the manufacture of aircraft in the Territory 
of the Free City, the appointment of a President for the Arbitral Triliunals provided 
for in the Danzig-Polish Agreement of March Jist, 1927, with reference to the Danzig 
Tobacco Monopoly, the storage and transport of war material in the territory of the 
Free City and the utilisation of the Westerplatte peninsula. The President of the 
Senate of the Free City, Dr. Sahm, and the League High Commissioner, Dr. van 
Hamel, were present at the meeting. 

As regards the first question, the Danzig Senate had, by the intermediary of the 
High Commissioner, requested that the restriction placed by the Council in 1921 and 
1922 on the manufacture of aircraft might be removed. The Council, on the report 
of M. Villegas (Chile), decided to seek the opinion of the Air Sub·Commission of the 
Permanent Advisory Commis!Oion for Miritary, Naval and Air Q11estions. 

The second question - the appointment of a President for certain Polish· 
Danzig arbitral tribunals- arose out of the application of the Polish· Danzig Agree· 
menton the Tobacco Monopoly, the conclusion of which was one of the preliminary 
conditions of the forthcoming Municipal Loan. This Agreement provided for the 
submission of certain questions to arbitral tribunals whose president should be ap· 
pointed by the League Secretariat. The Polish and Danzig Governments having re· 
quested the Secretariat to inform them whether it was prepared, if necessary, to 
proceed to these appointments, the Council, on the report of the Chilean representa· 
tive, instructed the Secretary-General to reply in the affirmative. 

With regard to the transport and temporary storage in the Free City of war 
material consigned to countries other than Poland, the Council, noting the opinion of 
the Permanent Advisory Commission for Military, Naval and Air Questions, autho· 
rised the High Commissioner to deal, on its behalf, with requests submitted to him 
with a view to obtaining the Council's consent to such operations, and expressed 
its desire to be informed of the results of the applications (1) • 

• * • 

The Council dealt with the question of the utilisation of the Westerplatte penin· 
sull on June 17th at the request of the High Commissioner. The Polish Government 
was represented by M. Strasburger, the Polish diplomatic representative at Danzig. 

In March, 1924, the Council decided that the Westerplatte Peninsula in the terri· 
tory of the Free City of Danzig should be placed at the disposal of the Polish Govern· 
ment for the purpose of unloading, storing and forwarding to Poland war material 
and explosives in transit. 

(1) See M...U.Iy S_,., Vol. VII, No. 4. p. 103. 
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The necessary works t~aving been terminated, the Govern~ents of ~a~zig a~d 
Poland engaged negotiations under the Chaim1ansh1p .of the H1gh .CommiSSioner, ~n 
orJer to settle certain technical points, such as the nght of adm1ttance of Danz1g 
autilorities to tile Westerplatte area, the control and supervision of the observ~nce of 
tile safety regulations in tilis area, tile manner in which the Custom.s clearance IS t? be 

ulated regulations applicable to consignments of war matenal and explosiVes 
reg • . 'h b leaving the Westerplatte area, the definition of • war matenal " wh1c may e trans· 

ported via the Westerplatte. . . . . . . 
The negotiations having failed, the H1gh Comm1ss1oner, m Apnl 1927, 1ssued 

certain regulations to which both the Danzig and Polish Governments raised objec· 
tions. He tilen asked the Council in a letter dated May 30th, 1927, to give a final 
decision on the subject. 

On June 17til, tile Rapporteur, M. Villegas (Chile) said that he had not had 
sufficient time to study the question. In these circumstances - and in view of 
tile fact tilat the High Commissioner had made a provisional arrangement which 
could be applied until the Council gave its decision - he proposed that it should 
be adjourned. 

In the course of the ensuing discussion, the President of the Danzig Senate, 
Dr. Sahm, drew attention to the fact that the provisional enforcement of new regu· 
lations pending the Council's decision might prove a danger to the Free City. He 
asked that the former system of control and supervision should be maintained dur· 
ing tile period in question. 

The Polish Representative, M. Strasburger, recalled that this question had 
several times been dealt with by the Council. It was desirable that the discussions 
should come to an end. He saw no objection to the application of the provisional 
regulations drawn up by the High Commissioner, whereas the procedure suggested 
by Dr. Sahm appeared to him to be dangerous. 

The High Commissioner, Dr. Van Hamel, observed that the provisional regime 
which he had established was in conformity with the previous decisions taken by 
the Council, on expert advice, with regard to the utilisation of the Westerplatte. 
Safety regulations had been drawn up by a commission; the equipment was said 
to be entirely up-to-date; the Polish Government had accepted complete responsi· 
bility; tilere was no question of permanent storage. In short, Danzig would not 
be in a less favourable position than other ports where explosives were warehoused. 

The German representative, Dr. Stresemann, said that if the Council agreed 
to the proposal of the Rapporteur to postpone its examination of the question, it 
should be clearly understood that the provisional regime introduced by the High 
Commissioner should not prejudice the final decision of the Council. 

The Rapporteur, M. Villegas (Chile) and the President, Sir Austen Chamber· 
lain, agreed that the adjournment of the question and the application of a provi· 
sional regime must not in any way prejudice the rights of the parties to bring all the 
facts of the case before the Council when it decided to consider the substance of the 
question, and did not prejudice the rights of the Council to settle this question as 
it might think fit. 

The Council postponed the discussion of the question to its next session 

.2.. - THa SAn 

Sir Ernest Wilton, former British Minister in Latvia and Estonia, has been 
appointed Chairman and Member of the Saar Governing Commission until March .31, 
1928. 

This appointment was made on June 8th by the Acting President of the Council, 
Dr. Stresernann (Germany), on the proposal of the Rapporteur on Saar questions 
M SciaJ . (Ita! · , · OJa Y) and after consultmg all the other Members of the Council in 

nf 'ty . h h , co ?rm1 Wit t e procedure adopted by the Council on the occasion of the reai· 
pation of Mr. G. W. Stephens. 
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VII. Political Questions . 

• 
I. - MBlllBL 

On May 24th the German Government, in virtue of Article 17 of th~ Memel 
C~nvention, drew the attention of the Council to a petition si~ned by leading inha· 
b1tants of Memel, alleging infringements by Lithuania of the autonomy of the Memel 
territory ('). The German Government requested that this matter be included 
in the agenda of the Council. 

The Lithuanian Government asked that the question be ajourned. Before 
the matter came before, the Council, negotiations took place between the represen· 
tatives of the Governments concerned, M. Valdemaras and Dr. Stresemann. The 
results were communicated to the Council on June 15th. 

The Lithuanian Prime Minister, Professor Valdemaras, recalled that in confor· 
mity with the recommendations of a Committee of Jurists the Council in September 
1926 had, as the result of the suggestions of the Lithuanian Government, revised 
the procedure to be followed in bringing to its notice alleged infractions of the Sta· 
tute of the Territory. 

This decision, he said, imposed on the Lithuanian Government the strict duty 
not to fail in the fulfilment of any of its obligations. The Lithuanian Government 
desired to declare that it was in no way its intention to leave the Territory of Memel 
without popular representation. It was fully conscious of its duty and of its res· 
ponsibilities. The Government would, in consequence, take the appropriate 
measures for holding elections to the Diet at latest by the month of September 1927. 

Further he was glad to be able to state that the main difficulty which had 
delayed he holding of elections had bee11 happily overcome. There had been dis· 
putes, more especially as to wh" was included in the electorate of the Memel Terri· 
tory. This question had now been settled. The electorate, as far as the forth· 
coming elections were concerned, would be composed of Lithuanian nationals, 
who, in conformity with the provisions of Article 7 and the following articles of the 
Civil Code (BGB), had established themselves in the Territory of Memel. It was 
obvious that the electorate might be modified for future elections by a law for which 
provision had been made in Article 8 of the Memel Statute. 

So far as the autonomy of the Memel Territory as defined in its charter was 
concerned, the Lithuanian Government, was, he said, firmly resolved to do all in its 
power to make it operative and allow it to develop on democratic lines as regards 
the electorate, the position of the Chamber and the formation of the Directory. 
The Lithuanian Government hoped to carry out this work in close co-operation 
with the Chamber of Representatives and with the Directory, which enjoyed the 
confidence of the Chamber and was responsible to it. 

The German representative said that he did not wish to reply in detail toM. Val· 
demaras' remarks on the Council resolution of September. In consideration of 
the statement M. Valdemaras had just made he would not insist on further discus· 
sion of the question at the June session. He hoped that the measures which the 
Lithuanian Government had announced would bring about as soon as possible a 
situation in conformity with the Memel Statute. 

iir Austen Chamberlain, on behalf of the Council, noted with satisfaction the 
declaration of the Lithuanian representative, which, he said, had spared the Council 
the necessity of going into this question. He expressed the hope that the situation 
in Memel might soon become normal and that the Council would never again have 

to deal with the question. 
The question was withdrawn from the agenda. 

(1) Article r7 read• : " The High Contrnrting Parties rleclare th~t any Member of the Council of. the League 
of Nations shall be entitled to draw the attention of the Council to any mfracuon of the prestnt CC1flvront10n. :l 
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Co.lu&UNICATJONS FllOA THB ALBANIAN GovnNMBNT AND THB GovBRNMBNT 

OF THB KINGDOM OF THB SBIIBS, CROATS AND SLOVBNBS 

• 
Communications concerning the circumstances that led to the withdrawal of 

their diplomatic representatives by the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats _and Slovenes 
and Albania were received by the Secretary-General from the Albaman and Serb· 
Croat-Slovene Governments. They were dated June 6th and June 12th respecti· 

vely. 
The Albanian communication terminated as follows : 

"In inform_i~ Y?U of ~he _foregoing the ~-lb~nian Governme?t !~ firmly 
convinced that 1t IS d1schargmg 1ts task of conc1hat10n and moderatiOn. 

The Serbian note concluding : 

"In communicating this account of the facts to the Secretary-General the 
Royal Government requests him)o be so _good as t_o bring it to th.e notice of the 
Members of the Council of theJ.League. jjJt cons•ders that Article 12 of. the 
Covenant does not apply to this case, and}or this reason does not request,.the 
Council to examine it, as this case taken by itself does not warrant the appli· 
cation of Articie I2 of the Covenant. Nevertheless, if the Council considers 
that this incident, taken in conjunction with, and viewed in relation to, other 
circumstances, might be serious, the Royal Government holds itself at the dis· 
posal of the Council for the consideration and study of the problem as a whole, 
including this particular incident." 

At the request of the Governments concerned, these notes have been forwarded 
to the Members of the Council for information. 

3. - RBOUBST oF THB RouJilAMIAJf AND HuNGARIAN GovBRNMiiNTS (') 

On June 16th Sir Austen Chamberlain informed the Council that the Committee 
of Three (the British, Chilean and Japanese representatives) set up last March to 
study questions in connection with the Roumanian Government's communication 
to the Mixed Roumanian and Hungarian Arbitral Tribunal, had met twice, once in 
London and once at Geneva, and had had conversations with the Hungarian and 
Roumanian representatives. 

Following these discussions, the Committee had requested the Hungarian 
and Roumanian representatives to ask their Governments to make a further exami· 
nation of the question. 

On the proposal of the British representative, the Council - which included the 
Hungarian representative, M. Gajzago- adjourned this question to its September 
seuion. 

4. - uQumAnOJI oF THB PaoPBilTY OF GaaBJt AKD BuLoAaJAK EMJOaAxTs 

On June 16th, the Council, including representatives of Bulgaria and Greece, 
M. Mikoff and M. Dendramis, - noted the progress made since its last session 

in the liquidation of emigrant property under the Convention of Voluntary Emigra· 
tion betw~n Bulgaria and Greece. Sir Austen Chamberlain reported that, according 
to recent Information, the total number of estates liquidated was now 7,670 as 
against 3,000 in March. The question of security for the bonds given to emigrants 
and the amortisation of these bonds was under discussion in the Mixed Greco· 
Bulgarian Emigration Commission . 

.• ..!•) Sec ~ s-y, Vol. Vll, No. 3o p. f14. 
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On this occasion, the Council reaffirmed its interest in the settlement of this 
question, which it considered as equally important to "Greece and Bulgaria. It 
requested the two Governments and the mixed Commission to furnish reports on tl!e 
result of their negotiations . 

• 

5. - SECOND REPORT OP THE STRAITS CoMMISSION 

The second report of the Straits Commission, covering the year 1926, was consi· 
dered by the Council on June 16th. Under Article 15 of the Convention relating 
to the Straits Regime (Lausanne, July 24th, 1923) this Commission performs its 
duties under the auspices of the League. 

The Commission drew the Council's attention to a series of questions which 
had arisen regarding the interpretation of certain articles of the Straits Convention, 
the definition of the regulations applying to the various types of vessels passing 
through the Straits, the financial situation of the life-saving service, certain police 
and customs hindrances, etc. 

The Council, on the proposal of the Chineiie representative, M. Chao·Hsin·Chu, 
decided, as a first step, simply to communicate the report to the States signatories 
of the Convention. Thus, if one of these Powers so desired, it could request the 
Council to consider the substance of any of the Commission's suggestions. The 
report will also be communicated for information to the States Members of the Lea· 
gue and to any technical League organisations to which the information might be 
of interest. 

As a standing rule the Secretary-General will forward the future reports, as 
soon as they are received, to the Members of the Council and the States signatories 
of the Convention. 

• 
• 

VIII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

I. - SETTLEMENT OP ARlllENIAN REFUGEES 

The question of the settlement of Armenian refugees was discussed by the 
Council on June 16th and 17th, in the presence of Dr. Nansen, the League High 
Commissioner for Refugees. 

The rapporteur, M. Villegas (Chile), briefly recalled the substance of the dis· 
cussions in the Financial Committee, the Council and the Assembly in 1926 (1

) and 
the circumstances in which Dr. Nansen had undertaken to make enquiries as to 
the possibility of obtaining funds from private sources to meet the initial expenses 
of the Settlement Scheme. 

Dr. Nansen, after outlining the previous phases of the question, said that there 
were approximately 250,000 Armenian refugees in Greece, Bulgaria, Com;tanti· 
nople and Syria, many of whom were in a miserable condition. He had suggested 
that if the Armenian Government could raise the necessary funds for the irrigation 

' of the area contemplated for settlement, he would endeavour to obtain the money 
fot the transport and establishment of about 30,000 refugees. This would involve 
ex~nditurc of about £300,000, one· third of which had been promised by Armenians 
in Europe and America. The question now arose whether it would be possible 
to raise the rest of the money. The Armenian Government had not so far given a 

final reply. 
The German representative, Dr. Stresemann, said that, if Dr. Nansen succeeded 

in establishing, by contributions or other measures, the necessary conditions which 

(•) See Monthly SummM)I, Vol. VI, No. 9o p. 223. 
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't t real guarantee for the settlement in Armenia, he would be glad would consti u e a . . , 
to ask his Government in what way and to what extent 1t could effecttvely contri· 

bate to the final settlement of this questi~. . 
The President, Sir Austen Chamberlain, was of opm~on that, to enable the Go· 

vernments represented on the Council to take a decision, some assuran~e of the prac· 
ticability of the scheme, and some knowledge of its character and details were neces· 

sary.The Council decided that the minutes of its discussions and any further docu· 
ments which Dr. Nansen might think it desirable to circulate should be sent to all 
Governments; that its members should invite their Governments to examine with 
sympathy Dr. Nansen's proposals, subject to satisfactory undertakings by the 
Armenian Government as to the irrigation of the settlement area; and that the ques· 
tion should be placed on the agenda of the next session. 

2., - OPIUM 

Question of the Budget of tlu Cent.rfll Board. - The question of the budget of 
the Permanent Central Board on drug questions provided for in the Final Act of 
the Second Opium Conference (1) was discussed by the Council on June 13th. 

The appointment of this Board is dependent upon the coming into force of the 
Opium Convention, which will take place after ratification by ten Powers, including 
seven States represented on the Council, two of which must be permanent members. 
The Convention has so far been ratified by twelve Powers, including five States 
represented on the Council, two of which are permanent members. 

The Conference having requested the Council to include in the budget of the 
League Secretariat the expenses of the Board, the Council decided, on the report of 
the Rumanian representative, M. Titulesc;o, to refer the matter to the Assembly. 

Proposed accession of Swedm to the Ctmvention. - On the proposal of M. Zaleski 
(Poland), the Council invited the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium to exa· 
mine at its next session certain questions connected with the proposed accession 
of Sweden to the Opium Convention (1925) subject to reservation. 

This procedure w~ suggested by certain of the signatories of the Convention 
to whom the proposal of the Swedish Government had been communicated. The 
latter having stated that it had no objection to this procedure, the Council invited 
it to send a representative to explain its views to the Advisory Committee. 

3. - PaOTacnox AlfD WELFARB o• CHILDREN AND YouNG PaoPLE 

a) Traffic in Women and Childrm. 

The report of the Traffic in Women and Children Committee on the work of 
its recent session (1) was considered and approved by the Council on June 16th. 

As regards the report of the Special Body of Experts in traffic in women, the 
second part of which had been fonvarded to Governments for their observations, 
the Council decided to invite Governments to send in their comments by the end 
of September at the latest. These communications would be considered at a meet· 
ing of the Body of Experts to take place on or about November 15th when such 
modifications as were deemed necessary might be made. 

Thus amended the second part of the report would be considered by the Council 
at the first session following the meeting of the Experts and would be published 
immediately after that session. 

(r) See MMJ#lrly s-y, Vol. V, No. 2, p. 55· 
• (s) See MMJ#lrly S--,, Vol. VII, No. S. p. 140. 
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b) Child Weljaf't. 

The Council considered the report of the Child Welfare Committee on tl:'e 
work of its third seasion. On the proposal of the British representative, it requested 
the Secretary-General to ask Governments to furnish information on the subject 
of the cinematograph in relation to child weUare, to communicate to them the ques
tionnaire on the protection of illegitimate children so that they could give th~ infor
mation desired if they saw fit, and to forward for their consideration the Committee's 
resolution respecting the age of consent. 

4. -SLAVERY 

On the report of the British representative, the Council decided on June 14th 
to forward to the Assembly a memorandum by the Secretary-General to the effect 
that the Slavery Convention concluded in 1926 at Geneva had up to the present 
been signed by thirty-seven States (Albania, Australia, Austria, Belgium, British 
Empire, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Lat
via, Liberia, Lithuania, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Persia, Po
land, Portugal, Roumania, Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Spain, 
Sweden, Union of South Africa and Uruguay). 

The Council authorised the Secretary-General to communicate to the Assembly 
a list of such laws and regulations as might be forwarded to him under the Con· 
vention, as well as any supplementary information furnished by the different 
Governments in regard to the measures taken to secure the progressive abolition 
of slavery and conditions analogous thereto . 

• 
• 

IX. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

•· - CoNFERENCE OF PRBss ExPERTs 

On June 17th the Belgian representative, M. Vandervelde, made a statement to 
the Council regarding the sage teQched In the preparatory work for the Conference 
of Press Experts. He mentioned that it had appeared desirable to invite the 
Governments of States Members of the League to delegate the directors of their 
press bureaux. to attend the Conference in an advisory capacity. 

He added that, if this suggestion were acted upon, Governments would be fully 
informed of the wishes of the Press as stated by the Conference; this measure might 
further have the effect of facilitating the execution of the resolutions adopted by the 
Conference, in regard to which the Council would have to take a decision . 

.2.. - PRESENT CONDITIONS OF WORK IN THB LEAOUE SECRETARIAT 

!\t its December meeting, the Council, on the proposal of Sir Austen Chamber· 
lain, requested the Secretary-General to submit a report on the existing conditions 
of Work in the Secretariat. 

On June 14th, the Council took note of a report in which the Secretary-General 
stated that " the work of the Secretariat in a material sense had increased conti· 
nuously from its beginning in 1919 up to the present time. This increase had shown 
a tendency to operate more rapidly during the last eichteen months thann in the 
earlier periods. " 



This growth in the work of the Secretariat is illustrated by a. number of tabl~s 
annexed to the report, bearing on (1) the number of days_ of mee_tmg of the Counctl, 
the Assembly Conferences, Committees and Sub-Committees (m 1926 there were 
93 committee 'meetings with a total of 557 days of session as compared wit~ 8 meet· 
ings and 124 days of session in 1920); (2) the ~umber o: documents filed m the Se· 
cretariat registry (58,436 in 1926 compared w1th 5,653 m 1919); (3) the number of 
postal despatches (258,474 in 1926 compared with 237,586 in 1925); (4) the work 
of the Duplicating Service (89,348 stencils and 12,348,306 copies in 1926 compared 
with 55,410 stencils and 7,729,449 copies in 1923). Other figures shew the increase 
in the work of the various sections, in the number of publications, press commu· 
niques treaties registered, etc. 

The staff of the Secretariat, which numbered 183 in 1920, now comprises 467 
officials. 

The increase of expenditure from 1921 to 1926 was small in proportion to the 
development of the work, being about 3% (11,199.437-42 gold francs in 1926 as 
opposed to I0,851,3o6.86 gold francs in 1921). 

July 16th 
July 2oth 

July 22nd 

X. - Forthcoming Events. 

: Meeting of the Sub-Committee on Arts and Letters, Geneva. 
: Meeting of the Air Sub-Committee of the Permanent Advisory 

Commission on Military, Naval and Air Questions, Geneva. 
: Plenary meeting of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, 

Geneva. 
August 19th : Session of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communi· 

iQ.!! cations and Transit, Geneva. • 
August 2Jnd : Third General Conference on Communications and Transit, Geneva. 
August 24th : Conference of Press Experts, Geneva. 
September Ist : Forty-sixth session of the Council, Geneva. 
September ISt : Meeting of the Financial Committee, Geneva. 
September 5th : Ninth Ordinary Session of the Assembly, Geneva. 

XI. - Publications. 

PuaLICATI011S OF THB INTBR11ATJ011AL HYDROGRAPHIC BuREAU 

The International Hydrographic Bureau which was the first international 
organisation to be placed under the League's direction in virtue of Article 24 of the 
Covenant, issues three periodical publications at regular intervals, namely : 

(a) Reports of Proceedings of the International Hydrographic Conference; 
(b) Annual Report; 
(c) Hydrographic Review. 

. As the Statutory Conferences take place every five years, Reports of Pr?ceed· 
mgs are issued at about that interval. The Statutes provide, however, for Sup· 
~Iementa?' Conferences, when necessary, and thus Supplementary Reports may be 
JSSued at 1rregular intervals. 

. The "!~nual ~eports are issued early each year and, unti11925, dealt exclusively 
With adm1rustratJve matters. The Conference held in 1926 decided that the annual 
report on the work of the Bureau should be included and this was commenced in 
the Report for 1926. 
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The Principal Publication is the Hydrographic Rev!ew, which is issued twice 
annually (May and November). It contains from 200 to 300 pages and is intended 
to be a medium of excha\}ge of information and ideas for all interested in hydro
graphy and allied subjects. Until 1925 the report on the work done and under· 
taken by the Bureau was included in the November number of the review but, as 
mentioned above, this is now to be found in the Annual Report. 

The subjects dealt with in the Review are numerous and are treated from various 
points of view, particularly as the authors of articles are of many different natibna· 
lities. Special interest attaches to two features, namely, the articles dealing with 
research and those which follow the development of hydrographic methods, instru· 
ments and appliances. Under the head of research come subjects such as the deter· 
mination of the Range of Visibility of Lights, the discussion of the possibility of 
adopting an International Datum Plane for Tides and a common datum for Charts, 
the tabulation of Buoyage Systems and of Coastal and Port Signals and of the var
ious proposals for their standardisation, ete. The articles dealing with develop· 
ments of methods, etc., include information on surveying methods employed in 
different countries, instruments and methods used for Sounding by Echo, for repair· 
ing and engraving Chart-plates, for Prediction of Tides and for fixing positions by 
Wireless Telegraphy and by Acoustic methods. Such articles appear in every 
number of the Review as also does a Bibliographical list of Technical publications 
together with notices of those recently issued. 

The Bureau's publications which are issued at irregular intervals are entitled 
Special Publications. These deal with technical subjects and are mostly reproduced 
in the number of the Hydrographic Review which is next published. 

The I. B. H. has its seat at Monaco. 

TENDER FOR FUEL 

500 metric tons of coke, 
75 metric tons of anthracite. 
25 metric tons of coal, 

delivered free of charge in cellars, Geneva, between October rst, 1927 and 
September 30th, 1928. 

• 

Closing date for reception of tenders, July 31st, 1927. Address tenders 
or requests for information to Chief of Internal Services, League of Nations, 
Geneva . 



INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL YEAR-BOOK 192~ 

1 fiOlav •I 18.4 fNJg.s of u6us, sfttm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Sw. Irs. 

• 
92 statistiql tables dealing with territory, population, proquction, tr~d~, tr~n~port 

and c0pununications, public; finance, c1.1rrency ~tatistics, and price~. 

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH YEA~BOOK 1925 

Reports on public h4alth progress in 21 countries. 

1 uolJCrM of 658 ~. ~- . . . . . • • · . · . . · · · · · · • · 

This book gives the most recent vital statistics in a concise form, and enables the deve· 

lopment of public health services and health legislation in various countries to be followed 
• 

year by year. 

ARMAMENTS YEAR-BOOK 1926-1927 

General and statistical information. 

I volume of 1.038 pages, bound in cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . 26 Sw, rra . 

• 
A General Catalogue and Special CaWogues of the docl]ments 

diff..-ent Sections of the Secretariat will be sent free on application to : 

prepared by thf\ • . ' 
• 

Pllbliatiou Serric:e of the Leagae'· of NatiODI 

GENEVA 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE LEAOUfi OF NATIONS 

ADMINISTRATIVE' COMMISSIONS 

SAAR BASIN. -Twenty-eighth periodical report of the Governing Commission 
(October-1st, 1926-December 31st, 1926) ...•.. , ...•.••.. 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCE 
THK FINANCIAL RECO~STRUCTION OF AusTRIA. - General survey and prin-

cipal documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .•. , , • , .• 
SETTLEMENT OF BULGARIAN REFUGEES. -Second Report of the Commiaaioner 

of the League of Nations. Period: November 15th, 1926, to February I StiJ 
1927 • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

THIRTEENTH QUARTERLY REPORT OF THE GREEK RE.'UGI!:E SETTLEMENT COM• 
MISSION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 

THE FINANCIAL l<ICCuN;;'!'RUCTION oF HuNGAI<Y. - General ,;urvcy and 
principal documents. • . . . . • • . . . . . . ..••.......... 

HYGIENE 
STUDIES OF CHOLERA IN jAPAN, by Rokuro Takano, M. D., Itsuya Ohtsubo, 

M. D., and Zenjuro Inouye, M. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH YEAR BOOK 1925 (Second Year). - Reports on the 

Public Health Progress of twenty-one countries. . . . . . . . • . . • 
HEALTH COMMITTEE. - Eighth Session, held at Geneva trom Wedne~day, 

October 13th, to Tuesday, October 19th, 1926.. . . . 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION FOR IIJ;ti . . . . . . , . , 

SOCIAL 
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL BODY OF EXPERTS ON TRAFFIC IN WoMEN AND 

CHILDREN. Part I. . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ScHEME FOR THE S~;TTLI!:liii!:I'U Ull ARMENIAN REFUGEES. - venera! Survey 

and Principal Documents. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . , . • , 

MANDATES 
PERMANENT MANDATES COMMISSION. -Report on the work of the tenth S.. 

sion of the Commission (Geneva, November 4th to 19th 1926). . . . . . . 
PERMANENT MANDATES CoMMISSION. - Minutes of the Tenth Sesston,held 

at Geneva, from November 4th to 19th, 1926 (including the Report of the 
Commission to the Council) . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • 

TRANSIT 

tl · •. 

PEII.IIABENT CoMioiiTTEE 0111 POilT.S AND lo!AiliTIIoiE IIIAVIGATIOK. - Tecbllicai 
Committee for buoyage and the lighting of Coasts. Minotes of the third 
Session, held at Stockholm, from August 3rd to August 13th, J926 (with 
annexes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Sous-CoMMISSION DK LA NAVIGAl'ION IN'CERIEURE.- Comitc! de droit prive. 
Reponses re~ues des gouvernements de divers ftats Europeen.s aul!: ques
tionnaires 1ur Ia nationalite, Ia propriete, les hypotheques et les privileees, 
ainsi que l'abordage, concernant les bateaul!: do uvigat.ion intwieure 
(French Text only) • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

·THIRD GENERAL CoNFERENCE ON ColllMUNICATJONII 4111> TRAifiJT. - Prepa
ratory DocuiDents. Volume J. General Method of working of the organi1ation. 

DISABih\.MEin' 
ARMAMENTS YEAR BOOK. - General and Statistical lnformatiOII. Third 

Year • . • • • • . • . . • • • . • . . . . • • . • . . 

For complete catalogue, apply to : 

Publicat.ions sales DeparUileni or &he League or Na&io~ 
GENEVA 

• 

6d • 0.15 

4/· • I.po 

sd • o.1o 

Sd $ o.1o 

3/- • 0. 75 

3/· '-$0.75 

!6/- • 4-00 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE 

1 JNTERNAnONAL LABOUR REVIEW ()lonthly) . 
• Contains articles em problems of indusUy and employment, based on spectal knowl~e an~ rese~. In some 

these ·des are coqtributed by leading ecooomists or other persons of authonty on 1ndustnal and labour 
• :.. In ~er cases, they are the outcome of the scientific study by~ational Labour Office of 
' q~ coming directly under its enmination. . • 

AnDual subscriptioo. ~ . . . · · · . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 245· • $6.oo 

2. INDUSTRIAL AND LABOUR INFORMATION (~eeltly)_: . . 
Contains, in addition to exttacts from official and unoffic•al.pubticallons r the world relating to ~t 

events a&cting iudustry and labour, original information denved f~m the correspondence of the International 
Labour Office itself, and co¥wpcations received directly from outside collnbomtors and from Governments. 

AnDual subscription ••• · ... · · . . ... · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · JOS.; 17·5° 

3. OFFICIAL BULLETIN : 
The channel through which the International Labour Office supplies official infotmation on matters coonected 

with the life and wnrk of the lnremational Labour Olpnisation. 
AnDual subscripticm . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5S.;$r.•s 

4. U:GISI AnvE SERIES: 
Consists nf reprints and tmnslations of the te><ts of the most important laws and regulations afiecting 

labour adopted in the different countries. 
AnDnal subscription (either bound volume or advance prints) . . . . . . . . . . . 
AnDual subscription (both bound volnme and advance prints) . . . . . . . . . . 

S. JNTERNAnONAL SURVEY OF LEGAL DECISIONS ON LABOUR LAW: 
AnDual subscription. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

6. INDUSTRIAL SAFETY SURVEY : 

Ss.;$•.-

, Poblished every two months; intended to act as a link between those in all countries who are interested in 
~of accident prevention. 

1 Alllraalsubscription. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6s.; $r.so 

7.· BIBUOGRAPHY OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE (Quartnly): 
A bibliograPhy of indnstrial hygiene and pathology. 
AnDual subscription. • • • • . . . • . . . . 

8. MONTHLY RECORD OF MIGRA.nON: 
AnDual subscription. . • • • . . . . . . . . 

9. DOCUMENTS OF THE INTERNAnONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE : 

Ss.; ••. oo 

The QaestiOIIIIIIires and Reports issued by the Office in prepamtion for the Sessions of the Conference the 
RqJort of the Director of the L L. 0., the F'mal Record of each Session, and the authentic texts of the Draft 
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10. STIJDIES AND REPORti : 
Consists of monograpbs dealing with various laboar problems, e. g. u_,!Dymmt, Wares tutd Hmm Iltlluslria 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 

With July began a two months' period of prep<~,ration for the September mee
tings of the Assembly and the Council. 

• The principal meetings were those of the General Conference for the constitu
tion of an International Relief Un~on, the Permanent Mandates Commission, the 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation and an extraordinary session of the Eco-• nomic Committee. 

The Conference for the constitution of an International Union for the relief 
of populations stricken by disaster sat from July 4th to July 12th. It was attended 
by representatives of forty-one States and adopted a Convention, Statutes and a 
Final Act, which have so far been signed by eleven States. 

The Permanfnt Mandates Commission concluded its examination of a certain 
number of annul! reports of the mandatory Powers on territories administered by 
them, besides considering certain general questions and petitions. 

•• 
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The Committeo on Intellectu~l 'cooperation met in plena'?' session from J~ly 
... t Jul . 27th when it reviewed the work of sub-committees on university 

:?... o ::r • · d d 1 s· · relatiom4 · bibliography, intellectual property nghts an arts a~ e~ters. 1t_tmg 
Governing Body of the Institute of Intellectual tooperat10n, 1t exammed 

:i:e work of the Institute during the past year, and traced its future programme of 

work. 
AD extraordinary sessjon of the Economic Committee from July 12th to 14th 

was devoted to arrangements for preparatory work in connection with the recom· 
mendations of th'! Economic Conference on tariffs, commercial treaties and customs 

nomenclature. 
Other questions on which meetings were held in July concerned the manufac· 

ture of aircraft in Danzig, the unification of maritime tonnage measurement, and 
buoyage and lighting of coasts. 

JI. - The Permanent Court of International Justice ('). 

'· - TaB Caoazow CAsB (INDBMNinBS) 

On July 26th the Court delivered its judgment on the objection taken by the 
Polish Government to the Court's jurisdiction with regard to the claim for an 
indemnity brought before it by the German Government in consequence of the 
seizure by the Polish Government of the nitrate factory of Chorzow in Upper Silesia. 

The Chorzow Case has been before the Court since the spring of 1925. On May 
15th of that year, the Court received an Application from Germany submitting, 
amongst other things, that Poland, by taking poss~ssion of the factory, had acted 
contrary to the terms of the Convention of 1922 concerning the partition of Upper 
Silesia. In response to that Application, Poland filed a plea to the jurisdiction. 
Having over-ruled that plea by its Judgment of August 25th, 1925, the Court was 
able to give judgment on the merits and did so on May 26th, 1926, declaring 
that the attitude of the Polish Government in regard to the German owners of the 
factory had not been in conformity with the provisions of the Geneva Conven· 
tion. 

On the basis of this Judgment, Germany demanded from Poland the restitu
tion of the factory and an indemnity for the interested parties. During the nego· 
tiations it became evident that the restitution of. the factory, which had been consi
derably transformed under Polish management, could not be contemplated, so that 
it only remained to di.scuss the question of an indemnity. As regards the amount 
.of this indemnity, agreement appeared to be possible, but irreconciliable differences 
of opinion became apparent in regard to the method of payment, particularly when 
Poland allowed it to be understood that her intention was to set off against the 
greater part of the indemnity a debt which, in her contention, was owing to her 
by Germany. In these circumstances, the German Government, exercising a right 
which it had consistently reserved throughout the negotiations, decided once mo~ 
to have recourse to the Court and to ask it (1) for a decision to the effect that the 
Polish Government was under an obligation to make reparation for the injury caused 
by the seizure of the factory, (2) to fix the amount of the indemnity -more than 
100 million marks-and the method of payment. In response to this Application, 
the Polish Government filed a new plea to the jurisdiction, upon which the Court 
delivered judgmeftt on July~ 26th. 

After setting out in detail the facts briefly summarised above the Court before 
going further, stated that ita jurisdiction was invoked by oGer~any in this case 

(r) tbio atido .._ beea comp!lod OD the buis ol imonnarioo lumilhed by the Rl!listr•r of the Coutt. 
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solely upon the stipulations of Article 23 of the Geneva Co,lVention, according to which 
"should differences of opinion, resulting from the interpretation and the applica~on 
of Articles 6 and to 22, arise ..... they should be submitted to the decision of the 
Court". The article adoed, however, that "the jurisdiction of the Germano· Polish 
Mixed Arbitral Tribunal under the provisions of the Peace Treaty of Versailles was 
in no way "impaired". Articles 6·22 of the Convention contain provisions prohi· 
biting, with some exceptions, the expropriation (liquidation) of major industrial 
undertakings in Polish Upper Silesia for a period of fifteen years. The Court also 
prefaced its legal argument by observing that it could not take account of proposals 
made by the parties in the course of unsucces~ful negotiations which might have 
taken place between them. 

The Court then observed tha(,the Polish Government's objection was:,based 
on two contentions : firstly that the jurisdiction bestowed on the Court to deal 
with differences relating to Articles 6-22 did not cover differences in regard to repa· 
rations due for violation of those articles; secondly, that other tribunals, namely 
the Upper Silesian Arbitral Tribunal and the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal of Paris were 
competent in this case and that this circumstance affected the Court's ju,~isdiction 
as the interested parties should in the first place have recourse to those trib.pnals. 

The Court, as a result of its consideration of the first of these conte!ftions, 
obse1ved that the jurisdiction which it derived from Article 23 certainly covered 
differences in regard to any reparation for a breach of Articles 6-22. The principal 
arguments on which this conclusion was based as follows : 

In its previous judgments in connection with the Chorzow Case, the Court had 
already established that its jurisdiction covered not only disputes relating to the 
application of the articles, but also those relating to their applicability. Since the 
violation of an engagement imports, in international law, an obligation to make 
adequate reparation, reparation is lifewise the indispensable complement of a 
failure to apply the articles ht question in cases where they should have been applied, 
and jurisdiction to hear differences of opinion in regard to application includes, 
generally speaking, jurisdiction for disputes respecting reparation due in case of 
non-application. Poland, however, argued that this latter jurisdiction was not, 
at the present day, covered by jurisdiction in regard to application and had been 
deliberately separated or excluded from it. Accordingly, the Court proceeded to 
show, by considering the development of arbitration clauses and of treaties of arbi· 
tration that this was not so, but that, on the contrary, disputes concerning repara· 
tions due for violations, the existence of which had been established, were essen· 
tially to be regarded as disputes for arbitration. It also held that in using the 
expression "differences resulting" etc. in Article 23, the parties had in mind the origin 
of disputes rather than their subject, and that this would tend to include disputes 
in regard to reparations amongst those regarding application, even if the conception 
of application did not, in itself, import the interpretation. 

Leaving aside the terms of Article 23, the Court arrived at the same conclusion 
by considering the function which that Article was called upon to perform in the 
system established by the Geneva Convention. This function was, the Court held, 
to avert the possibility that, in consequence of the existence of a persistent diffe· 
renee of opinion between the parties as to the interpretation or application of 
Articles 6-22, the interests, respect for which these articles were designed to 
e!Hiure, might be compromised. For this reason, the Court, in the absence of a 
definite provision clearly expressing a contrary intention of the parties, could not 
confine itself simply to recording that the Convention had been incorrectly applied 
or had not been applied, without laying down the conditions for ~he re-establishment 
of the treaty rights affected. 

ConsideriQ,g the second of the two contentions on which Poland based her plea 
to its jurisdi~ion, the Court also arrived at the conclusion that it could not be 
upheld that Poland's argument appeared to be based, not only on Article 23, para· 
graph 2 of the Convention, but also on the general principle that recourse might 



only bt' had to international tribunals proper, aft.cr, t~c ordinary. means ?f redress 
ha& bct•n exhausted, i. c., in this case, .Proceedmgs m the Arbitral Tnbunal at 
Beuthen and the Mixed Arbitral Tribui181 at Paris-to th~ exclusion of the Polish 

courts. 
As regards the Beuthen Tribunal, the C~urt o~served, in the first ~lace, t_hat 

Tribunal's jurisdiction was based on a clause m Art1cle 5 of the ConventiOn which, 
in the Court's opinion, related to a subject different from that dealt with by Arti· 
des 6·22. Now the act of dispossession for which reparation was claimed had been 
dedared by the Court in previous judgments to be a violation of these articles; it 
followed, therefure, that only the Tribunal provided for in connection with those 
articles would have jurisdiction. Moreover, the Tribunal of Beuthen could only 
grant an indemnity by way of reparation, whereas reparation for the violation of 
these articles should be able to take the form of restitution. 

As regards the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, its jurisdiction is reserved by Article 23 
itself. The Court explained this fact by recalling that the application of Arti· 
des 6·22 might give rise to cases analogous to those in which the Treaty of Ver· 
sailles conferred jurisdiction upon that Tribunal, and that the object of the Geneva 
Conv,ntion was certainly not to diminish the guarantees which the said treaty 
conferred upon persons subject to liquidation. 

But such cases are necessarily cases of expropriation or of liquidation within 
the terms of Article 6-22, whereas here a case resulting from the breach of an obli
gation to apply those articles was in question. According to the terms of the judg· 
ment itself "these acts constituted special measures which fell outside the normal 
operation of Articles 6-22 ..... whereas the jurisdiction reserved by Article 23, para· 
graph 2 (namely that of the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal) assumed the application of 
those articles". 

These considerations excluded the operation in the present case of the juris· 
diction which the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal might derive from Articles 92 and 297 
of the Treaty. But Article 305 also confers jurisdiction upon the Tribunal. The 
Court, however, whilst reserving the interpretation of that Article for that Tribunal 
itself, had doubts as to that Article's being applicable in the present case and in 
this respect it observed that it could not allow its jurisdiction to give way before 
taht of another tribunal unless confronted with a clause sufficiently clearly entirely 
to exclude the possibility of a negative conflict of jurisdiction involving the danger 
of a denial of justice. 

In a general way, the Court recalled-in reference to the Polish claim in which 
the jurisdiction of the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, under Article 23, was supported 
as against that of the Court-the recognised principle according to which one party 
cannot object to the other not having recourse to a jurisdiction which a given 
agrecment offers if it has itself wrongfully rejected the application of that agree· 
ment; in the present case therefore, Poland, having omitted to apply the Geneva 
Convention, could not demand from the interested parties that they should await 
reparation from the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal for the wrong which they had suffered 
owing to that omission. 

In conclusion, the Court referred to an argument submitted by Poland and 
~ccording to which in case of doubt is should decline jurisdiction. On this subject, 
Jt declared that certainly it would only afficm its jurisdiction when the force of .the 
arguments militating in its favour preponderated, but there could be no question 
o~ doubt nullif~ing jurisdiction in a case in which, as in the present one-the inten· 
t1on of the parties to confer jurisdiction could be demonstrated in a manner convinc· 
ing to the Court. 

As far as the conclusions of the German Application relating to the amount 
of ~he indemnity and to the method of payment were concerned, tqe Court, consi· 
dermg them as supplementary to the claim of the right of reparation reserved them 
for consideration upon the merits. ' 
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In the operative provisitms of the judgment-it ~ adopted by ten votes as 
against three-the Court declared that it dismissed the Polish plea to its jurisdic· 
tion and retained the suit instituted by tlie Nermany Government for considera~on 
upon the merits. • 

M. Ehrlich, Polish National Judge, by virtue of Article 57 of the Statute, alone 
attached a statement of his dissenting opinion. 

The times for the submission of further documents in the case have been fixed 
by the President as follows : for the Counter-Case, September 30th; for the Reply, 
November 15th, for the Rejoinder, December 30th. The case will, therefore, be 
ready for the Ordinary Session of 1928, or for any extraordinary Session which may 
be held at the beginning of that year. 

2.. - THs LoTus CASB 

The beginning of the hearings in this case has been definitely fixed for Au· 
gust 2nd. 

The Turkish Charge d'Affaires at the Hague has informed the Registrar that 
His Excellency Mahmout Essat Bey, the Turkish Minister of Justice, will be assisted 
in his capacity as Agent by Djemil Bey, Professor of International Law at the 
Angora Law School and by Vely Bey, Professor of Civil Law at the sam!.' school 
and legal adviser to the Turkish Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 

3. - THB MAVROlllliiATIB CoMcssSIOJIS AT JnusALBlll (READAPTATJOJI) 

By letter dated July 22nd, 1927, His Britannic Majesty's Government has 
informed the Registrar of the appoint!Jlent of Mr. A. J. Harding, C. B. E., of the 
Colonial Office, as British Agent in this case. 

The British Government has at the same time offirially· givl'n notirc of its 
intl'ntion to file a preliminary plea to the jurisdiction. The time within whirh 
this plea must be filed expires on August 15th. 

For its part, the Greek Government has stated that it intends to avail its«"lf 
of the right to nominate a judge of its nationality to sit in the case and that it has 
appointed for this purpose, M. Caloyanni, formerly Judge of the Mixed Court of 
Alexandria. Furthermore, M. Politis, formerly Greek Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
and Mr. Henry Purchase, LLB., have been appointed to present the Greek Govern· 
ment's views to the Court. 

4. - IMTBRJIAnoJIAL AoRBBliiBJITS COJICBIJIIJIG THE CouaT's J URISDICTJON 

In addition to those mentioned in the Monthly Summary of May, the Govern· 
ments of the following countries have replied to the circular letter of March 24th : 

United States of America, Belgium, China and Peru. Together with its reply, 
the Government of the United States has sent the Registry the text of ten agree· 
ments signed by it and containing clauses concerning the Court's jurisdiction . 

• 
III. - Arbitration, Security and Reduction of Armaments. 

COlllliiUNICATIOJIS WITH THB SBAT OF THB LEAGUB IJI Ttli!ES OF EMBaGENCY 

The Committee of Experts studying the possibility of making a landing ground 
for aircraft near the seat of the League, to facilitate communication bt'tween Geneva 
and the Council members, met at Geneva on July 23rd and July 24th. 
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• 
I December last the' Co~ncil instructed the Committee on Communications 
n ' · h · bl an~ Transit to study this question and to .submit suggesttons a~ to t e most sutta. e 

methods of facilitating direct communigtion between the .capttals of the countrtes 

represented on the Council and Geneva. . . . 
At this March meeting, the Committee on Commurucattons and Transtt came 

to the conclusion that the establishment of a special means of communication, 
independent of national systems as a whole, would have to be contemplated. It 
accordingly instructed the Secretariat to examine the possibility of making or 
improving a landing ground for aircraft, near the seat of the League, which in times 
of emergency would share in the extra-territoriality to which the League was entitled. 

The Secretariat thereupon applied for the necessary information to the Swiss 
Federal authorities, who replied by a detailed report on the present situation of the 
Cointrin aerodrome, its equipment and the possibilities of improving it. 

The experts then examined on the spot the equipment of Cointrin aerodrome, 
noted the information placed at their disposal, and proposed certain improvements 
to the existing equipment. 

The meeting was attended by M. Boissonnas; State Councillor, Chief of the De· 
partment of Public Works of the Canton of Geneva; M. Duval, of the Air Naviga· 
tion Department of the French Ministry of Commerce and Industry, M. Gsell, 
Engineer in the Survey Department of the Air Office; M. Lacroix, Engineer in the 
Department of Public Works of the Canton of Geneva; Comm. Marescalche, Admi· 
nistrator of the Aeronautical Construction Company, Genoa; M. Milch, Director 
of the Luft Hansa, Berlin; M. Nieuwenhuis, Traffic Manager of the Koninklyke 
Luchtvtuwt Maatsclw.pfJ'Y, Amsterdam; .M. Weber, Director of the Cointrin Aero· 
drome. 

IV. - Legal and ConStitutional Questions. 

IMnaMAnoMAL EMGAGBMBMTs 

a) Registration. 

The total number of international agreements, conventions and Treaties regis· 
tered with the League of Nations is now more than 1500. Those presented for regis· 
tration in July include : 

An exchange of notes between the United States and Great Britain (Washing· 
ton, May 19th, 1927) regarding the disposal of certain pecuniary claims arising out 
nf the recent war, registered at the request of the British Government. 

A Conciliation Treaty between the Netherlands and Swiss Governments (the 
Hague, December 12th, 1925), presented by both the Contracting Parties, and a 
Conciliation Convention between Denmark and Estonia (Tallinn, December 18th, 
1926), presented by the Estonian Government; 

A Convention between Belgium and Latvia (Brussels, October 17th, 1926), 
relating to extradition and legal assistance presented by the Latvian Government, 
and a Treaty on Legal Assistance between Germany and Bulgaria (December 22nd, 
1926), presented by the Bulgarian Government; 

A Treaty of Commerce (Berne, February 16th, 1927) between Switzerland ~nd 
Czechoslovakia, presented by both the Contracting Parties, and a provisional com· 
mercia! Agreement between Albania and Czechoslovakia (Tirana, January 19th 
1926), presented by the Czechoslovak Government; 

A series of treaties and conventions concluded in the spring of 1926 by Gcr· 
many and Poland with a view to the regulation of frontier and railway traffic bet· 
ween the ~o countries, presented by the Polish Government; 

A Samtary Convention (Berlin, June 9th, 1926) between Germany and Latvia 
presented by the Latvian Government· · ' 

' 
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• . and an Agreement between Germany•and ~tdnia•(Tallinn, April Sth, 1927) 
WJth regard to the importation, exportation and re-exportation of narcotics, pre· 
sented by the Estonian Government. • 

• 

b) Adhesions, Rati (i&ations, etc. 

The instrument of ratification of the Convention on the Simplification of Cus· 
toms Formalities (Geneva, November Jrd, 1923) has been deposited by Greece. 
That of the Slavery Convention (Geneva, September 25th, 1926) has been deposited 
by Latvia. 

V. - The Technical Organisations. 

1. - TaB EcoNOMic AND FINANCIAL OaoANISATION 

Meeting of the Economic Committee. 

·The Economic Committee met at Geneva in extraordinary session from July 
July 12th to July 14th to consider what action should be taken in regard to the 
resolutions of the Economic Conference concerning customs tariffs, and more parti· 
cularly the unification of tariff nomenclature. 

This meeting was held in accordance with a decision taken by the Council in 
June. 

M. Brunet (Belgian) was elected to the Chair, the other members present 
being : • • 

M. Ador, Chairman of the Economic and Financial Commission; 
M. Campion (Australian) ; 
M. Sch iiller (Austrian); 
Sir Sydney Chapman (British); 
M. Barboza Carneiro (Brazilian); 
M. Ibl (replacing M. Dvoracek, Czechoslovakia); 
M. Jensen (Danish); 
M. Figuiera (replacing M. Serruys, French); 
M. Trendelenburg (German); 
M. di Nola (replacing M. Pirelli, Italian); 
M. Ito (replacing M. Matsuyama, Japanese); 
M. Dolezal (replacing M. Wieniawski, Polish); 

A 

M. Neculcea (Rumanian); 
M. Heer (Swiss). 

With regard to the recommendations of the Conference concerning customs 
tariffs and commercial treaties, the Committee treaties, the Committee decided to 
institute an enquiry for the purpose of collecting practical information giving as 
clear a picture as possible of the existing situation. This information-which 
will. be furnished by members of the Committee as regards their respective countries 
and by qualified individuals with whom the Secretariat is in touch and whose com· 
petence it is in a position to appreciate-will bear on the characteristic features of 
the tariffs of the various countries, autonomous tariff, double tariff, etc.; the advan· 
tages and disadvantages of the system in force from the point of view of the conclu· 
sion of commercial treaties; the form and application of the most-favoured-nation 
clause, and the difficulties to which this application may have given rise in practice. 

The Committee appointed a small body of experts, who will meet on August 
22nd, to consider principles on which the general framework of a tariff might be 
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~. and to make suggeatioh. as to dle1ater stages 0~ th~ s~udy of the hi~hly 
plex question of unifying customs notnenclature and s1mphfymg customs tanffs. 

~m The Committee, finally, considered a recommendation of the Economic Confe· 
renee with a view to the convocation· of an international conference to frame a 
convention on the treatment of foreign. ·nationals and companies. This recommen· 
dation was based on a series of proposals formulated by the Committee itself after 
a thorough investigation of the question and on a preliminary draft convention 
prepared by the International Chamber of Commerce. 

The Committee requested the Secretariat tO collect material for the Cohfe· 
renee with such assistance as might seem appropriate. 

2.. - CoMMUJuCAnoMs AND TaANSrT 

a) MaritifiU Toruu1ge MeasurefiU:nt (1}. 

A Sub-Committee of experts met in London from July 5th to July 15th to 
study certain questions relating to the eventual unification of mariti me tonnage 
measurement. 

It drew up a provisional report for the Technical Committee for Maritime Ton· 
nage Measurement, reserving its right to hear later a certain number of specialists 
from nations interested in the question, but not represented on the Committee. 

The Meeting was attended by Mr. Buckle, principal Tonnage Surveyor of the 
Board of Trade; M. van Driel, Consulting Engineer to the Netherlands Navigation 
Inspection Service, M. Rottmann, Senior Adviser to the German Tonnage Office, 
and M. Aall, Chief Tonnage Surveyor in Norway. 

• b) Buoyage and Lighting of CotJSts. 

A Sub-Committee of experts, appointed by the Technical CommittC"e for 
Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts to investigate the results of experiments made in a 
certain number of countries with new types of buoys and to drawn up proposals 
for the improvement of the cardinal system of buoyage, met from June 27th to 
July 3rd on board the Finnish inspection ship EUikMn. 

The Sub-Committee proceeded to various experiments with new types of signals 
in Finland, Germany and Sweden. The results of its investigation will be commu· 
nicated to the Technical Committee for Buoyage and Lighting of Coasts. 

The Sub-Committee was composed of M. Hligg, Director-General of Pilotage, 
Lighthouses and Buyos (Sweden}, M. van Braam van Vloten, Director of the Nether· 
lands Technical Lighthouse Service, Captain Horn (Norway); M. Meyer, Adviser 
to the German Ministry of Communications; M. Wrede, Director-General of the 
Finnish Naval Administration. 

c) Combined Transport. 

The Sub-Committee for combined traffic between railways and enterprises 
other than railways met in Dresden on June 24th and 25th. There were present 
M. Lankas, Director of the Czechoslovak Ministry of Communications, Chair~an, 
M. Gyorgy, Director of the Royal Hungarian River and Maritime Navigation, 
M. Hoyer, Director of the Rhein und Seeschilfahrt, M. Mittler, Commercial Direc
tor of the Danube-Save- Adriatic Railway Company, M. Niemack, Adviser to 
the_ German Ministry of Communication, M. Rek, Director of the Vereinigte Elbe
schJ/fahrtsgesellschaften; Dr. Spiess, Director of the German State Railways. 

(t) See M...a.Ly S"""""'Y, Vol. VII, No. 4, p. 101, 
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The Sub-Committee examined the "question of ~ornl>ined transport by rail and 
by water, with special reference to the Rhlne, the Elbe and the Danube. It co~i
dered the various difficulties in the way of combined transport, in particular those 
concerning the responsit)iJity of the contractor, joint tariffs and single transport 
contracts, certain members expressing the opinion that the establishment of such 
contracts for combined rail and water transports was by no means practically 
impossible. 

3. - INTELLEcTuAL CooPBUTIOM 

Ninth Session of the Committee. 

The ninth session of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation was held at 
Geneva from July 22nd to 26th, under the chairmanship of Professor Lorentz. 
This meeting was preceded by meetings of various Sub-Committees and of the Sub· 
Committee of Experts for the instruction of youth in the aims of the League, which 
began on July 4th. 

The entire work of the League in the domain of Intellectual Cooperation was 
thus reviewed. Measures were taken to pursue work in connection with the ins· 
truction of youth in the aims of the League, university relations, bibliography, 
scientific relations, intellectual rights, artistic and literary relations, etc ... 

The Committee also sat as Governing Body of the International Institute of 
Intellectual Cooperation, on which occasion it examined the work and the financial 
administration of the Institute during the past year and considered the programme 
for the corning year. 

It re-elected as Chairman Professor Lorentz (Netherlands), and as Vice-Chair· 
man Professor Gilbert Murray (Britisq) . 

• 

I. INSTRUCTION ON THE LEAGUE 

The Sub-Committee of Experts dealing with this question noted various corn· 
rnunications as to the measures adopted by Governments to introduce at various 
stages of school curricula, in accordance with the recommendations of the Council, 
lessons calculated to make known to young people the aims, organisation and work 
of the League. 

The Sub-Committee had contemplated in particular the introduction in school 
programmes of instruction on the League and on international cooperation. In 
addition, it had envisaged the possibility of establishing travelling scholarships 
and competitions, of organising lectures and of making use of the assistance of 
unofficial societies interested in educational matters. 

These recommendations had been examined by Governments and philanthro· 
pic organisations, which had in the main approved the programme submitted. 

On the basis of their observations, the Sub-Committee drew up an amended 
version of its initial scheme, the broad lines of which remained unchanged. 

The Plenary Committee associated itself with the conclusions adopted by the 
Sub-Committee, which aimed at the foundation, in connection with the Secretariat 
and the International Institute, of a centre of educational information on the League 
of )lations; at regular meetings of the experts appointed to examine the progress 
made in various countries in regard to instruction on the League and at the eventual 
organisation of lectures for the purpose of giving information to teachers dealing 
with League questions. , 

The Committee contemplated the publication of a reference book containing 
all information necessary for school authorities desirous of instituting instruction 
in the aims of the League. This book, which would be written with the aid of qua
lified experts nominated by the Secretary-General of the League, would be widely 
distributed. 

~y 8VIIIIAilV 
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II. UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 

The Sub-Committee on University Relations and the Committee on Intellectual 
Cooperation considered the work done during the past year in regard to university 

relations. 
The Committee decided that the Bulletin of University Relations, published 

by the International Institute, should be amended so as to conform to the various 
wishes expressed by university circles. 

It invited the Institute to continue its study of the problem of the equivalence 
of diplomas and to organise a special service to deal with questions concerning stu· 
dents. 

It discussed a scheme for the establishment of international post·graduate 
scholarships. In this connection it contemplated the convocation by the Institute 
of a Committee of Experts. The Committee also noted that a permanent committee 
had been constituted in Paris, composed of representatives of all Parisian organisa· 
tions dealing with international study, for the purpose of co-ordinating university 
work on international questions and preliminary negotiations to obtain similar 
results at other universities. 

The Committee decided to encourage all efforts to set up national university 
offices in countries in which they did not yet exist. 

III. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The Sub-Committee on Bibliography and the Committee on Intellectual coope· 
ration took note of the work done in regard to the co-ordination of bibliography en 
Graece-Roman archeology, economics and biology and also dealt with the question 
of the co-ordination of the work of the various libraries. Substantial progress has 
been made in regard to economic bibliography and the Committee hopes to be able 
to surmount certain financial obstacles in the way of complete success. The co· 
ordination of the work of libraries has also advanced. The Committee decided to 
establish in connection with the Institute a special library service to maintain rela· 
tions between the existing national information offices and to promote the organi· 
sation of such offices in countries in which they did not yet exist. 

The Sub-Committee began its examination of the question of the quality of the 
ink and paper used in official documents and set up a Committee of Experts to deal 
with it. 

IV. INTELLECTUAL RIGHTS 

~ The Sub-Committee on Intellectual Rights and the Plenary Committee on 
Intellectual Cooperation considered questions concerning the status of interna· 
tiona) law associations. They also considered the questions of scientific property 
(to secure to intellectual workers a share in material profits resulting from the indus· 
trial application of their discoveries) and authors' rights. 

lntenl4tional Private Law Associations. - The Committee considered that, in 
reason of the diversity of the statutes of these organisations, which are governed 
by the laws in force in the different countries, it would be necessary to framt an 
international regime providing them with universally recognised legal status and 
the necessary means of subsistence. It emphasised the necessity of establishing 
~hese associations on an autonomous basis, in order to render them as far as possible 
Independent of national legislation. The Committee asked the Institute to study 
this question. 

Scimtific Property. - The Committee noted a series of fresh observations made 
by Senator Ruffini. It carne to the conclusion that the preliminary enquiry might 
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be considered as closed and decided to convene a special Committee to amend the
original draft in the ligh't of the observations so far submitted. 

Authors' Rights. - 1'he Committee, endorsing the opinion of the Sub-Committees 
on Intellectual Rights and Arts and Letters, decided that, at the Diplomatic Confer· 
ence, convened to meet in Rome in November next, for the revision of the Berne 
Convention on industrial, literary and artistic property, it would support the follow· 
ing point of view : authors' rights should be internationally fixed as valid for a 
period of fifty years post ·mortem auctoris; national reservations to the Berne Conven· 
tion sho~ld be abolished ; applied art, as far as authors' rights are concerned, should 
be constdered as works of art strictly speaking ; all national law systems should 
take account of the droit de suite (to secure for an artist a share in the increase of 
the value of his works at successive s1les), the principle of the respect of works of 
art (prohibition of alterations which might change the character of a work of art) 
and the principle of paying for reproductions of works which have become public 
property (for the purpose of constituting funds to encourage the arts). 

The Committee noted with satisfaction that a bill had been brought in the 
French Parliament for the creation of a national literary, artistic and scientific fund 
based on fees for the reproduction of literary and artistic works which had become 
public property. 

V. ARTISTIC AND LITERARY RELATIONS 

The Sub-Committee on Arts and Letters and the Plenary Committee on Intel
lectual Cooperation considered the work of the International Museum Office and 
also the question of the organisation of a Congress of popular art. They examined 
the possibility of international acti«'m in regard to the theatre and the protection 
of natural beauty spots, th" publicati~n of an international artistic year bookand 
the translation of literary works. 

International Museum Office. - The Committee noted that this Office, which 
was set up last year, was working satisfactorily and that its first initiatives had 
been crowned wich success, in particular that of the chalcographical exhibitions 
in Madrid, Paris and Rome. As a result of this initiative the Belgian Government 
was contemplating the foundation of a national chalcographical institute, and other 
European (Geneva, Liege, Brussels, Mulhausen and Saragossa) and American towns 
were proeo~ing to organise similar exhibitions. 

The ~mmittee thought that the potential field of action of the Office was 
extremely vast. It recommended that the Office should continue to publish its 
periodical "Meuseion" and its special bulletins on certain questions falling within 
ist domain; that a Committee of Experts should continue to study the centralisa· 
tion, exhibition and exchange of casts (fragments of monuments, sculpture and 
medals) and that another Committee, which should include an American expert, 
should enquire into the educational role of museums. 

The Committee approved the formation of an international federation of histo· 
rica! and artistic students organisations. 

• Congress of Popular Art. --' There was an exchange of views on this Congress, 
which will' meet under the auspices of the League, probably in Prague at the beginn
ing of October, 1928. 

The Committee decided to draw the attention of the Assembly to an offer which 
it had received from the City of Berne to organise an exhibition of popular art-after 
the Congress. 

International Work in Connection with the Theatre. - The Committee asked 
the llstitute of Intellectual Cooperation to study the possibility of international 

• • . . 
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· · · · th' d main It recommended that the International Labour Office, . action m •s o · . . 
· w"hich is particularly interested in the quest10~ of the recre~t10n of the worker, 
~ sh~uld give special consideration to the questiOn of pr~curmg engagements for 

artists. 

P,.ot«tion of NtlhD'al Beauty Spots (in particular national parks}. - The Com· 
mittee thought that this question should be placed on the progra~me of the Insti· 
tute, in order to be made the object of international recommendatiOns. 

Publication of an ln14rntJtional Artistic Year BrJok. - The Committee approved 
a scheme submitted in connection with this question. 

Translations. - The Committee thought that the establishment of an Inter· 
national Translation Office might be useful as soon as specially qualified translators 
of the various countries had formed national groups. These groups, the Committee 
considered, might constitute a federation and set up a International Translation 
Committee with which the Institute on Intellectual Co·Operation might enter into 
relations. 

VI. CINEMATOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS 

The Committee noted a report of the Institute on the International Cinema· 
tograph Conference, which was held in Paris from September 27th to October Jrd 
1926, on the initiative of the French National Committee of Intellectual Coopera· 
tion. While voicing its interest in cinematographic questions and recognising their 
importance in intellectual life, the Committee reserved its decision as to the forma· 
tion of an international office for the educational role of the cinematograph. It 
asked the Institute to continue to study questions of this kind. 

VII. COMMITTEE OF INTELLECTUAL WORKERS 

The Committee appointed M. Destree and M. Einstein to take part in the 
work of the Mixed Advisory Committee of Intellectual Workers set up by the Inter· 
national Labour Office to study the Economic situation of intellectual workers. 

VIII. NATIONAL COMMITTEES 

The Committee examined the work of the various National Committees and 
contemplated certain measures for the improvement of its relations "1flth these 
bodies, in particular, meetings of representatives of the National Committees. The 
Committee recalled that, while it was always ready to take into consideration 
serious proposals from any private organisation whatever, it could only recognise 
as a National Committee one body in each country. 

IX. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INTELLECTUAL CO·OPERATION 

The work of the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation during the past year 
was examined by the Committee, sitting as Governing Body of the Institute. Its 
debates, which took place in the presence of the Director of the Institute, M. Lu· 
chaire, and of several of his collaborators, enabled the Committee to draw up a pro· 
gramme of future work and to appreciate the work done by the Institute. 

The Committee noted that this organisation was working most satisfactorily 
and that its financial situation had improved, thanks to subsidies from the Austrian, 
Hungarian, Italian, Monaco, Polish, Swiss and Czechoslovak Governments . 

• • • 
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The Plenary Meetings of the Committee were attended by the following per· 
sons : 

Professor·Gilbert Mu.-ray, of Oxford University. 
Mme Curie, of Warsaw University. 
M. Einstein, of Berlin University. 
Mlle. Bonnevie, of Osle University. 
M. Painleve, French War Minister, Member of the Institute, who was replaced 

at certain meetings by M. Emile Borel or M. Brunschvig. 
M. Rocco, Italian Minister of Justice. 
M. Destree, former Belgian Minister of Science and Art. 
Professor de Reynold, of Berne University. 
M. Frontin, Director of Rio-de-Janeiro Polytechnical School. 
Sir J. Chandra Bose, Professor at Calcutta University. 
M. Zaldumbide, Minister of Equador in Paris. 
M. Tanakadate, Professor at Tokio University. 
M. Casares, Member of the Spanish Academy. 
Mr. Thompson, Secretary of the United States National Committee. 

The International Labour Office was represented by M. Maurette and the 
International Confederation of Intellectual Workers by M. Gallie. 

The Governing Body of the Institute, which is composed of Members of the 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation was presided over by the French Member 
of the Committee, namely, M. Painleve or M. Borel. 

• • • 
The meetings of the Sub-,Committe~ of Experts for the Instruction of Youth 

in the Aims of the League, which took place under the chairmanship of Professor 
Gilbert Murray, were attended by the following Members : 

Members of the Intellectual Committee of Cooperations. 

Professor Murray (British), M. Destree (Belgian), M. Casares (Spanish). 

Experts : 

M. Louis A. Baralt (Cuban), Professor and author of works on teaching; M. Cha· 
turvedi (l~ian), "Licentiate of Teaching" of Allahabad University; Mme. Dreyfus
Barney (French), Vice-President of the Peace Section of the International Council 
of Women; Professor Giuseppe Callavresi (Italian), Professor of History at Milan 
University; Professor Bogdan Gavrilovitch {Serbian), former Rector of Belgrade 
University; Professor Kiritzesco (Rumanian), Director of Secondary Schools in the 
Rumanian Ministry of Education; M. Maringeon, General School Inspector in 
France; Professor Peter Munch (Dane), author of various Jfistory books, former 
Minister; Professor Schellberg (German), Adviser to the Prussian Ministry of Edu
cation. 

The following persons took part in the debates on behalf of the Comi~J d'En· 
ten.lldes Grandes Associations: Mgr. Beau pin {French); M. Bovet (Swiss); Miss George 
(United States); M. Welff (German). 

• • • 
The Sub-Committee on University Relations met under the chairmanship of 

Professor Gilbert Murray and the following persons took part in its work : 
Mr, David Thompson, Secretary of the Natipnal Committee of Intellectual Co· 

operat. of the United States; M. Castella, ofof'ribourg University; M. Castilleja, 
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,of the JtuWI para A•Pl4&itm ,U Estudios (Spai.n); M. Vo~ Got~-Qttl!li~llfel~, ol ~~~in. 
U. · 't M Halecki of Warsaw Univers•ty· M. Odhtter, ef tile Umvers~ty of rovers• y; . • . - -
~stockholm; M. Thamin, M:ember of the French Institute .. 

• • • 
The meetings of the Bibliographic Sub·Committee were presided over by 

M. Lorentz, and attended by the following persons : 

Mlle. Bonnevie, Professor at the University of Osle. 
Sir Jagadis Chandra Bose, Professor at Calcutta University. 
M. Einstein, Professor at Berlin University. 
M. Godet, Director of the Swiss National Library. 
M. Roland Marcel, General Manager of the French National Library. 
M. Kruss, Director·General of the Prussian State Library. 
Mr. Thompson, Secretary of the National Committee of Intellectual Coopera· 

tion on the United States. 

• • • 
The Committee on Intellectual Rights met under the chairmanship of M. Ca· 

sares and M. Destrk, the following taking part in its work : 

Senator Ruffini (Italian). 
M. Ostertag (Swiss), Director of the Industrial and Artistic Property Office, 

Berne. 
M. Fighera (French) , representing the League Economic Committee . 

• • • 
The Sub-Committee on Arts and Letters sat under under the chairmanship of 

.M. Destrk. The following took part in its work : 

.M. Casad:s (Spanish); M. de Reynold (Swiss); M. Zaldumbide (Ecuador); 
.M. Baud-Bovy (Swiss); M. Focillon (French); M. Jelinek (Czechoslovak); M. Toesca 
(Italian) and Mlle. Vacaresco (Rumanian). 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

I. - MA11UPACTURB OP AIRCRAFT AT DANZIG 

The Air Sub-Committee of the Permanent Advisory Committee on Military, 
Naval and Air Questions met at Geneva from July 20th to July 22nd under the 
chairmanship of General Sugiyama (Japan), to consider a question referred to it 
by the Council concerning the manufacture of aircraft in the Free City of Danzig. 

The Council had received at its June session through the League High Com· 
missioner at Danzig a request from the Senate of the Free City that the restric· 
tions imposed in 1921 and 1922 on the construction of aeronautical material in Danzig 
might be abolished. 

The meeting of the Sub·Committee was attended by Colonel Streccius ·(Ger· 
many), Majer Dhanis (Belgium), Commander Lagos (Chile), Colonel Mac Neece 
(British Empire), Lt. Colonel Mouchard (France), Captain Ruspoli (Italy), General 
Sugiyama (Japan), Captain Vreg (Netherlands), Commander Steblowski..Lfoland), 
Commander Ratesoo (Rumania) ~.General Klecanda (Czechoslovakia)' 
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.z.. ·.:._ ELEVENTH Sus1oN oF THE PERMANENT MANDATEs CoMMISSION 

• 
The eleventh session of the Permanent Mandates Commission was held at 

Geneva from June 20th to July 6th. There were present M. Freire d'Andrade 
(Portuguese), Sir Frederick Lugard (British), M. Merlin (French), M. Palacios 
(Spanish), M. Orts (Belgian), M. Rappard (Swiss), M. van Rees (Netherlands), Mar
quis Theodoli (Italian), Mad~me Wicksell (Swedish) and Mr. Grimshaw, representa
tive of the International Labour Office. M. Yamanaka (Japanese) was unable to 
attend. 

The Commission elected its bureau, appointing as Chairman Marquis Theodoli, 
and as Vice-Chairman M. van Rees. 

I. GENERAL QUESTIONS 

Increase in the membership of the Commission. - The Commission considered 
the question referred to it by the Council of a possible increase in its membership 
with a view to the appointment of a German member. It observed that this 
question was of political significance, and that accordingly, the Council, in applying 
to a body whose character was fundamentally technical, could only desire it to 
state whether there were any technical objections to this proposal. 

The majority of the members concurred in the view that there was no technical 
objection, the minority stating that it would welcome whatever decision the Council 
might take, but v;ould abstain from expressing an opinion on account of the poli· 
tical character of the question. 

• • 
List of the Questions whick the Commission desires should be dealt with in the 

annual reports of the Mandatory Powers. - At the request of the Council, the Com· 
mission considered anew the list, which it had proposed to amend, of questions 
addressed to the Mandatory Powers with a view to the preparation of their annual 
reports. It observed that it was entirely for the Mandatory Powers to decide 
whether or not they desired to use this list and that, in drawing up the list, it had 
only introduced such questions as had been already dealt with either in the Manda· 
tories' reports or by their accredited representatives. The Commission, accordingly, 
left it to the Council to decide what further steps should be taken in the matter. 
It noted that, by the fullness and detailed nature of the information given, the 
annual reports of the Mandatory Powers, and the statements of their accredited 
representatives shewed the readiness and goodwill of the Mandatory Powers to 
facilitate the duties of the Commission. The Commission expressed its hope and 
confidence that this would always be the case, for it is onJy on this essential condi· 
tion that it can, in the future as in the past, accomplish its task. 

II. EXAMINATION OF REPORTS 

The Commission examined in the presence of the accredited representatives of 
the•Mandatory Powers the annual reports on the following territories : Nauru 
(Sir Joseph Cook, Australian High Commissioner in London), French Cameroons 
and Togoland (M. Duchene, Director of Political Affairs in the French Colonial 
Ministry), New Guinea (Sir Joseph Cook), Tanganyika (Sir Donald Cameron, Gover· 
nor of Tanganyika Territory), South West Africa (M.]. Smit, High Commissioner of 
the Union of South Africa in London), Palestine (Sir John Shuckburgh, Assistant 
Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies and Mr. Mills, Assistant Chief Secretary 
of the ;~estine Administration), Syria and LfiM!on. (M. Robert de Caix, former 
SecretarY-General to the High Commissioner fir Syna and Lebanon). . •• 1f 



A. Marul411s. >#f 

Ptd~stiru atul TN11Sjordan. ~ While expressing its satisfaction whh the infor· 
mation given by th~ Mandatory Pdwer with re~:ard to the progress made in local 
autonomy the Commission made known its desire to find in the next report more 
details as ~o t}le development of the self-governing institutions provided for in Arti· 
cle 2 of the Mandate. It also expressed a wish for additional information with 
regard to the judicial system, conditions of labour, public health and finance. 

As regards Transjordan, the Commission asked for information as to the result 
or the negotiations pending between the Mandatory Power and the Amir of Trans· 
jordan on the subject of the future constitution of that territory. 

Syria atul Lebanon. - The Commission expressed its appreciation of the full 
information contained in the report for 1926 on the political and military situation. 
It was glad to learn that the revolt had come to an end, even in the Jebel Druse. 

It observed that it would follow with special interest the constitutional arran· 
gements made by the Mandatory to comply with the stipulations contained in the 
Mandate. It noted that the framing of the Organic Law had been delayed in order 
that the Syrian and Lebanese authorities might themselves work out the constitu· 
tion of the country. 

After taking note of the considerable increase in the production of silk and of 
the intention of the administrative authorities to intensify the cultivation of cotton 
and grain, the Commission requested the Mandatory to furnish next year additional 
information on education, public health, and the right of requisition granted to the 
military authorities in the absence of martial law. With regard to public finance, 
the Commission noted with satisfaction that the Mandatory had decided to keep 
the public accounts in gold currency in order to protect the budget resources of the 
territory from the fluctuations of the exchange. 

B. MtnUJaus. 

Frmch Cameroons. - The Commission noted that there had been an increase 
in the quantity imported of intoxicating beverages. It was accordingly glad to 
learn that the Mandatory Power fully realised the gravity of the situation and the 
necessity of taking drastic steps to cope with it. The Commission asked for addi· 
tiona! information on labour conditions, the results obtained with regard to admi· 
nistration by native chiefs, education, public health and land tenure. It also re· 
quested information regarding the issue of Token money and its effect on eco· 
nomic conditions in the Territory. 

French Togoland. - The Commission, noting that there had been an increase 
in the quantity of wines and spirits imported into the territory, asked what steps 
the Mandatory proposed to take to deal with the situation. It also asked for more 
definite information with regard to the withdrawal of foreign currency and the 
difficulties to which this measure appeared to have given rise. 

Tanganyika. - The Commission noted with interest the progress made in 
building up a system of native administration making use as far as pessible of • • • 
the traditional tribal organisation, subject to the supervision of the Mandatory 
P_ower. It was. glad to learn that force of law would be imparted to the pledge 
g1ven to t~e nat1ves that, in cases of alienation of their land, they would be guaran· 
teed the nght to remain on it. 

Special attention was devoted to the efforts of the Mandatory to eradicate 
th~ ~tse fly and to improve the sanitary ~ituation of the territory. The Com· 
mw10n noted that the authorities were arranging gradually to replace porterage 
~y moto~ tra~port and to impri_ve labour conditions. It asked for l~itional 
Information w1th regard to the as~sment of taxes, education and la,nd tenure. . ~· ~ 

• 



·c. Mandates. 

Nauru. - The Commission made a special ~ote of the measures taken in regafd 
to the Chinese workers employed by the Britiall Phosphate Commission. 
. Additional information was requested in regard to the application of the prin· 

ctple of freedom of conscience. 

New Guinea. - The Commission noted that in 1925/1926 the Mandatory Power 
had brought further areas under its administration and asked for information as to 
the increase of staff which might be required in consequence. It expressed some 
concern with regard to a certain moral depression among the population of various 
islands, resulting from the grant, under the previous regime, of practically all the 
fertile lands to alien planters. 

The Commission asked for supplementary information on labour conditions
more particularly on the amount of porterage required of natives, on freedom of 
conscience, education, public health, forestry and finance. 

South-West Africa. - The Commission had already drawn the attention of the 
Council to the preamble to one of the agreements concerning the boundary between 
South-West Africa and Angola, signed by the Governments of the South African 
Union and Portugal, according to which the former Government declared that, 
subject to the terms of its mandate, it "possessed sovereignty over the territory of 
South-West Africa, lately under the sovereignty of Germany". At its eleventh 
session, the Commission felt obliged to raise this question again, certain statements 
and interpretations in the Union Parliament having brought home to it the necessity 
of defining the exact meaning of the expression "possesses sovereignty". It accor· 
dingly expressed the hope that the South African Government would explain whe· 
ther, in its view, the term "possesses .sovereignty" expressed only the right to 
exercise full powers of admini!ttration and legislation in the territory of South-West 
Africa, under the terms of the Mandate and subject to its provisions and those of 
Article 22 of the Covenant, or whether it implied that the Government of the Union 
regarded itself as being sovereign over the Territory itself. 

The Commission asked for information as to any further measures that the 
authorities might be considering for the purpose of increasing the administrative 
services in Ovamboland. It also requested details regarding lahour conditions, 
mission work, education, public health and finance. 

II. PETITIONS 

The Commission examined petitions relating to Palestine, Syria, Lebanon, 
Frenrh Togoland and South-West Africa. Each petition formed the subject of a 
report, the conclusions of which were adopted by the Commission. 

Palestine. - The petitions concerning Palestine were from the Executive 
Committee of the Palestine Arab Congress, the Zionist Organisation, and the Ashke· 
nazee Community of Jerusalem. 

The first of these petitions was reported on by M. Palacios. In it the Executive 
Committee of the palestine Arab Congress drew the attention of the Commission to 
the 41uestions of Jewish immigration, the development of self-governing institutions 
and languages. The Commission considered that the petition, while dwelling upon 
the same points as previous documents, was, taken as a whole, more moderate in 
tone; that the Mandatory had shewn by some of its replies that it was taking advan· 
tage of favourable conditions, whenever present, to fulfil the part of the Mandate 
concerning the non· Jewish population, difficult though it was in the presence of 
obstinate and systematic opposition of that population. 

With regard to the Jewish question, the Commission took note of the policy 
of restricting immigration which the Mandatofly had adopted. As regards self· 

• 



t l
.t noted witl1 satisfaction that there was already a municipal 1yatem 

govemmen. . f f h w· · · t wh1"ch would doubtless be a starting pomt or urt er progress. 1th 
II" eXJS ence 
regard to the question of languages, it proposed that the Mandatory should be recom· 
mended to give all possible publicity to its enactments "and proposals in the Jan· 

guages of the local population. 
In a second petition, which was reported on hy M. Rappard, the Executive 

Committee forwarded a memorandum from the Arabs of Harrat Caesarea concerning 
certain differences of opinion which had ari~en between the authors of the petition 
and the Mandatory with regard to the system of land tenure introduced in the 

region in question. 
The Commission considered that, if it was not possible at present to arrive at 

an agreement between the Palestine Administration and the inhabitants of the 
Harrat Caesarea lands, it would seem advisable that the question should be brought 
before the competent tribunal, all the more so as the Mandatory had intimated 
that it would be prefared to bear the expenses involved, whatever the decision 
reached by the court. Even in the event of a court decision confirming the opinion 
held by the Administration-that the inhabitants represented by the petitioner had 
no strictly legal rights-the Commision had been assured that the Mandatory, in 
accordance with the intention expressed by its representatives on various occasions, 
would see to it that a liberal interpretation was given to the moral rights of the 
inhabitants. 

The memorandum of the Zionist Organisation, which was reported on by 
M. van Rees, gave valuable and interesting information on the work of that Orga· 
nisation in 1926/27. It further contained a suggestion as to the desirability of remit· 
ting certain land taxes during the first years of the existence of new agricultural 
colonies. The Commission considered that the pointofviewoftheMandatory, that 
it would be undesirable to concede privilttes as reg11rds taxation to any one class 
of agriculturalist, was perfectly logical. 

The petition of the Ashkenazic Community was reported on by Madame Wick
sell. It contained a request that the Orthodox Jews belonging to the Agudath 
Israel should be permitted to form their own community, and that the Palestine 
Administration should recognise it on the same footing as the majority group. 
The Commission was of opinion that the measures contemplated by the Mandatory 
were calculated to afford satisfaction to the petitioners. 

Syria. - The Commission drew attention to the factthat the petitions from the 
Syro-Palestinian Committee and other quarters, on which M. Freire d'Andrade 
reported, only contained complaints regarding the general policy of the Mandatory 
Power. It remarked that the petitioners did not appear to have done all they 
might to fall in with the wishes of the Commission, which had advised them, in 
their interest, to co-operate wholeheartedly with the Mandatory, and observed that 
petitioners must not ask for concessions which would practically make the Mandate 
nugatory. The Commission hoped that-as the Syrian revolution had gradually 
diminished in gravity and the Mandatory had gained experience during the last 
few years of the exercise of the Mandate in a territory in which, for reasons now 
well known, it was very difficult-it would henceforth be much easierforthe High 
Commissioner to come to an understanding with the different elements of the S)=rian 
population regarding the elaboration of the organic statute of the country. Owing 
to the pacification taking place in Syria, the Permanent Mandates Commission 
could only reaffirm the views which it had expressed at its Rome meeting, and 
repeat to the members of the Syro-Palestinian Committee that it was in their 
interest to help the Mandatory to bring about such a situation that it might be able 
to draw up and promulgate the organic statute provided for in the Mandate. The 
Commission noted that the Mandatory on its side was doing its utmost to see that 
the local govemment.t were given every facility for the accomplishment of their task. 
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Frmch Togoland. Petition o/ the Adjigo Tribe (Re1>orter M. Orts). - The 
French Government informed the Commission that the dispute between the LawsOJ~ 
and Adjigo families had been settled and that the representatives of the Adjigo 
Tribe had been authorised' to return to Anecho, whence they had been exiled since 
1922. 

The Committee of the B.,;nd der Deutsch·Togolander (Reporter Madame Wirk· 
sell) complained of the increase of the poll tax, of the increase of emigration, of 
difficulties owing to the instability of the franc, of atrocities alleged to have been 
perpetrated by officials of the Mandatory, of the recruiting of natives of Togoland 
for the Armies of Sudan and Senegal, and of the election of the Councils of Notables. 

After e:Kamining these complaints and noting the observations of the Mandatory, 
the Commission concluded that the allegations of the petitioners were in all essen· 
tials without foundation. 

South-West Africa. Petition of the Rehoboth Community (Reporter : Sir Fre· 
derick Lugard). - The Rehoboth Community chiefly complained of damages to 
its property. The Commission took this occasion of drawing the Council's attention 
to the fact that the Mandatory had announced the despatch of a report on an inves· 
tigation of the statements contained in a previous petition. This report had P-ot 
yet been received, and the Commission had thus been unable to form an opinion 
and reply to the petitioners. 

Petition of Mr. WiU Stuart (Reporter M. Merlin). - This petition, which was 
forwarded to Geneva in May, 1926, criticised the boundary, as it then existed, bet· 
ween Angola and South-West Africa. Since that date agreements have been con· 
eluded between the South African Union_,.nd Portugal. 

The Commission was of o~inion that the agreements in question appeared to 
satisfy certain desiderata contained in the petition and that, although certain tribes 
were cut in two by the new frontier, it seemed unlikely that this division would 
give rise to any further difficulties in the future. 

VII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

CONPRIBNCB FOI THB KSTABLISHMINT OJ' AN INTEINATIONAL RBLIBJ UNION 

The Conference for the establishment of an International Union for the relief 
of populations stricken by disaster, summoned on the Council resolution of De· 
cember 10th, 1926, met at Geneva from July 4th to 12th, when it framed a 
Convention, Statutes and Final Act. 

The President, who was appointed by the Council, was M. Kulz, member of the 
Reichstag and former minister. 

In reply to :nvitations issued to States Members of the League and Afghanistan, 
Egypt, Ecuador, Hedjaz, Iceland, Lichtenstein, Mexico, Monaco, San Marino, 
Sweden Turkey and the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republic and the United 

I I 

States, delegates from the following forty-one countries took part in the Confer· 
ence : 

Abyssinia, Afghanistan, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria, China, Colombia, 
Cuba Czechoslovakia Danzig Denmark Egypt Ecuador, Finland, France, Ger· ' ' ' , ' 
many, Great Britain, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, India, Irish Free State, Italy, 

Japan Latvia Monaco Nicaragua Lichtenstein New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, 
' ' ' , ' 

Rumania, Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, the Republic of San Marino, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Uruguay and Venezuela. 



The International Committee of the Red Cross and the League of Red Cross 
~c-it'ties sent official representatives in an advisory capacity i members of the 
Prt"paratory Committee of the Conference a~tcnded as .experts. 

Th<' MilitarY Sowreign Order of the Kmghts of Malta sent an observer. 

ORIGIN OF THE SCHEME , 

For manv years philanthropists have recommended that an organisation should 
be formed to· r~lieve populations stricken by disaster. The war gave fresh stimulus 
to this idea, and the Red Cross Organisations placed the question on their agenda. 
The first to state the problem in definite form was Senator Giovanni Ciraolo, Chair· 
man from 1919 to 1925 of the Italian Red Cross, who in 1920 submitted to the tenth 
Red Cross Conference a report on "the necessity of an international organisation 
for the immediate relief of populations stricken by unforeseen calamities". Senator 
Ciraolo drew attention to the fact that international relief for stricken populations, 
unable by their own means to cope with disaster, was either non-existent, inade· 
quate, slow or lacking in organisation. In 1922 he submitted to the Genoa Confer· 
ence a report which was referred to the League for consideration. 

In this connection it may be recalled that, by Article 23 of the Covenant Mem· 
hers of the League agree "to endeavour to take steps in matters of international 
concern for the prevention and control of disease", and, by Article 2 5, "to encourage 
and promote the establishment and cooperation of duly authorised voluntary 
national Red Cross organisations, having as purposes the improvement of health, 
the prevention of disease and the mitigation of suffering throughout the world". 

It was in these circumstances that the Ciraolo scheme was brought before the 
fourth Assembly in 1923. 

The scheme provided for inter-governmental cnoperation based on the insur· 
ance principle. Governments would undertake by convention to participate in the 
constitution of a fund to be utilised, under the auspices of an international organi· 
~ation, by the various Red Cross Societies, in procuring immediate relief in the rase 
of serious disaster occurring in the territory r•f a Contracting Party. 

The Assembly decided to communicate to Governments, for their observationse 
Senator Ciraolo's scheme and any comments which might be made upon it by th, 
Red Cross Societies. 

PREPARATORY WORK 

Twenty-one Governments approved the fundamental principles of the scheme, 
and in 1924 the Fifth Assembly requested the Council to appoint a preparatory 
Committee to study whether it was technically feasible. 

Under the chairmanship of Senator Ciraolo, the Committee, including repre· 
sentatives of the International Red Cross Organisations, held three meetings in 
1925, in the course of which it drew up a draft statute of an "International Relief 
Union" which it submitted to the Council and the Sixth Assembly. The revised 
scheme came again before the Council in December, 1925, and was submitted for 
formal examination to all Governments, who were asked to communicate their 
views on the subject before July 1st, 1926. 

·• The majority of the Governments consulted having expressed their general 
approval of the constitution of the Union and their willingness to embody the pro· 
posed statutes in their institutions, the Council decided to summon in 1927 a Confer· 
cnrc for the conclusion of the necessary agreement. 

As, nevertheless, several States had not replied and others had proposed am<'nd· 
ments, the Committee met again in November, 1926, when modified certain details 
~,f the scheme and recommended that the Council should convene the Conference 
10 July, 1927. 
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• ANALYSIS OF THE CONVENTION AND STATUTES 

The Conve11tio11. - The Union is constituted between States. This fact intro~ 
duces in the constitution of the Union a principle of official international solidarity 
and mutual aid in case of disaster, even though the idea of insurance has been 
complety abandoned. 

Each State Member of the Union undertakes to contribute to the establish· 
ment of an initial fund a share equal to 700 Swiss francs for each unit in its quota 
of the League budget. The remaining resources of the Union will be purely volun· 
tary in character, and with their aid it will be possible constantly to replenish the 
initial fund. In this way, the Union-and this is one of the practical advantages 
aimed at by the authors of the scheme- will be able to send first aid immediately 
without waiting for the result of appeals to the public in case of disasters. In 
present conditions it is precisely this prompt despatch of first aid which is lack· 
ing at a time when it would be most useful, namely, the period immediately following 
the disaster. 

In addition to rendering first aid, the object of the Union is to coordinate the 
efforts of relief organisations in the event of disaster, and, in a general way, to encou· 
rage the study of preventive measures against disasters, and to induce all peoples 
to render mutual international assistance. 

Although the Union has been constituted between States, it contemplates an 
extremely close cooperation with non-official organisations, in particular with 
the Red Cross Societies. States which desire to do so may be represented in the 
Union by their national Red Cross Society. 

Moreover, as becomes evident from the analysis of the Statutes, both in the 
organisation of the central and permanent services of the Union and in the sending 
of assistance to various countries, the constitution and working of the Union pre· • suppose free cooperation with •the national Red Cross Societies, with institutions 
or bodies constituting a moral and legal bond between the national Red Cross 
Societies, and with any other official or non-official organisation able to undertake 
similar activities with regard to populations stricken by disaster, working if possible 
in collaboration with the Red Cross Societies. 

The International Relief Union will operate for the benefit of all stricken peo
pies regardless of race, nationality, or political or religious considerations. 

Its activities will nevertheless be limited to disasters occuring in the territories 
of members of the Union, or of a nature to affect these territories. 

The Union will have its seat in the city in which the League is established, that 
is, Geneva. It will be able to sue or be sued, and to acquire, with or without consi
deration, and to possess property of any kind, subject to the law of the country 
concerned. 

In addition to the initial fund, the resources of the Union will consist in volun
tary grants that may be made by Governments, private contributions, and donations 
and bequests. 

The financial responsibility of States members of the Union will be confined 
to the obligation to contribute to the initial fund. In their territories and so far 
as is possible under the local law, the Contracting Parties will undertake to accord 
to the Union and to organisations acting in its name, all immunities, facilities and 
exelllf>tions for their establishments, for the movements of their staffs and supplies, 
for relief operations and for the publicity of appeals. The Convention provides 
for the settlement by negotiation or by arbitral or judicial procedure (in the latter 
case through the Permanent Court of International Justice) of any differences which 
may arise between States regarding the application of the Convention. 

The Convention is open for signature until April 30th, 1928. From May 1st 
of the same year it will be open for accessions. It will come into force only when 
ratified or acceded to by twelve States, and when the combined contributions amount 
to 6oo shares (i. e. 6oo times 'JOO Swiss francs). 
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Any member of the 1Jnio~ may withdra~ from the Union at one year's notice. 
The Conference, in adoptmg the Convention, took note of statements by repre· 

ntatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the League of Red 
~:ass Societies, approving the Convention and expressing·their readiness to discharge 
the tasks they might be called upon to perform in pursuance of Its terms. 

On this occasion M. Werner adhered on behalf of the International Committee 
of the Red Cross to the work of the Conference. The International Committ6e, 
he said. welcomed the creation of a new bond of union between nations. . . . 

Mr. Kittredge of the League of Red Cross SoCieties, recalled that the Board 
of Governors of the League of Red Cross Societies had fully approved the declara
tion made by Colonel Bicknell to the Preparatory Committee, to the effect that 
the League of Red Cross Societies could be counted upon to assume its share of the 
burdens of the Secretariat of the International Relief Union, including the necessary 
expenses therein involved, if it were called upon to do so. The League of Red 
Cross Societies was prepared, in conformity with Article XIV of the Statutes of the 
International Relief Union, to provide at its own expense such part of the permanent 
and central services of the International Relief Union as the Executive Committee 
of the Union might see fit to confide to it when the Union was definitively consti· 
tuted. 

In this connection, the American Red Cross, if the Government of the United 
States adhered to the Convention, would automatically assume the functions that 
would be delegated to it by its Government. In that event the American Red 
Cross wished to make clear that it would act as an integral part of the machinery . 
of the Union. 

If, however, the Government of the United States did not become immediately 
a signatory of the Convention, the American Red Cross still desired that, in inter· 
national relief action, it should collaborate as closely as possible with the services 
of the Union. It had already examined that possi!Jility and was prepared to state 
that in whatever relief action it undertook it will operate through the machinery 
of the Union. 

STATUTES 

The International Relief Union will be directed by a General Council, which 
will appoint an Executive Committee. 

General Council. - The General Council of the Union which will serve as the 
deliberative and constitutional body, will be competent to deal with all the affairs 
of the Union and will be composed of delegates from all the members of the Union, 
one delegate being sent by each member. Members may be represented by their 
national Red Cross Society or by an appropriate national organisation. The Secre· 
tary-General of the League may attend or be represented at all the meetings of the 
General Council and the Executive Committee. 

The General Council will meet every two years at the Seat of the Union. For 
its meetings, a quorum of representatives of half the members of the Union is neccss· 
ary; its decisions will be taken by a majority vote. 

Executive Committee. - The Executive Committee will be composed of seven 
members appointed by the General Council for two years. It will also inclt•de, in 
an advisory capacity, two representatives of the international organisations of the 
Red Cross. 

It will meet at least once a year at the Seat of the Union, administer the funds 
of the Union and represent the Union in its dealings with the League, with Govern· 
menta, and with the organisations provided for in the Convention. In the event 
of ~asters, it will have power to act on behalf of the Union and to organiee relief. 
It wtll prepare an annual report on it. work, whkh will be communicated to the 
members of the Union and to the Council and Assembly of the League of Nations, 
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The Executive Committee will be assisted by experts whom it will appoint 
for one or more countries or for geographical zones including several countries, as 
it may decide in agreement with the members con;:erned. The experts, who mJst 
reside in the zones, will be summoned when their collaboration is deemed necessary. 
In the event of disasters they automatically become the official advisers of the Exe· 
cutive Committee for the organisation of relief. Such relief will be organised in 
each zone on behalf of the Union by the organisations provided for in the Convention. 

Funds of the Union. - The expenses of the permanent and central services of 
the Union will be defrayed in the first place by the International Red Cross organi· 
sations so far as their means permit. Should these means prove insufficient, the 
Union may draw on the income from its initial relief fund and from its reserve. A 
levy of I per cent on all sums put at the disposal of the Union allows it in case of 
need to supplement its resources. The funds of the Union will be audited by the 
League of Nations, it being understood that the League assumes no responsibility 
thereby. 

FINAL ACT 

The Final Act of the Convention contains resolutions interpreting certain 
articles of the Statutes and Convention in regard to points of detail. 

SIGNATURES 

The Convention has up to the present been eigned by eleven States : Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Colombia, Cuba, Danzig, Ecuador, Germany, Italy, Monaco, Poland and 
Spain. 

0 * 
* * 

In closing the Conference, the President expressed his thanks to Senator Ciraolo 
Jor the energy with which he had brought his work to a successful end. He conclud
ed : "May the work which we prepared here subsequently extend beyond its ori· 
gina! limits, which are those of a world association for assistance in case of disaster, 

' and become a new instrument of mutual understanding and respect among all nations 
which are inspired by pacific ideals and work for the cause of peace." 

VIII. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

DEATH or.KncG FERDINAND or RuMANIA 

On July 2oth, on the occasion of the death of King Ferdinand of Rumania, 
the Deputy Secretary-General of the League addressed to the Rumanian Minister 
for Foreign Affairs the following telegram : . 

In the absence of Sir Eric Drummond I should be grateful if you would 
communicate to Her Majesty the Queen and express to the Rumanian Govern· 
ment the rtspectful sympathy which we feel for Rumania in her loss. The 
friendly feelings which His Majesty King Ferdinand showedwith regard to the 
Secretariat at the time of his visit to Geneva have left an meffaceable memory 
and enable us to appreciate the extent to which his lofty personality strengthened 
the cause of world peace. 

The Rumanian Minister of Foreign Affairs replied as follows : 

I have note failed to communicate to Her Majesty Queen Mary the sym· 
pathy which you were so good as to express .on behalf of the Secretariat of the., 
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League of Nations.· On behal~ of the Ru~anian Government and in my own 
name 1 warmly thank you for the mark of sympathy addressed to the Rumanian 
nati~ in its bereavement, and fDr the words in which you recall the visit to 
Genen of a Sovereign whose~ qualities were placed, outside his own frontier, 
in the service of that ideal of peace for which the. League is working. 

August J~th 

Au(llst :und 

IX. - Forthcoming Events. 

: Meeting of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Commu· 
nications and Transit, Geneva. 

: Meeting of the Committee of Experts on Unification of Customs 
Nomertclature, Geneva. 

: Third General Conference on Communications and Transit, 
Geneva. 

August 24th : Conference of Press Experts, G!:neva. 
September 1st : Forty-Sixth Session of the Council, Geneva. 
September 1st : Meeting of the Financial Committee, Geneva. 
September 5th Eighth Assembly of the League of Nations, Geneva. 
September 14th : Meeting of the Supervisory Committee, Geneva. 
September 19th : Interchange of Puitlic Health Officers, Berlin. 
September 28th : Tenth Extraordinary Session of the Advisory Committee ~~~ 

Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs, Geneva. 

~: . 

• 
...... y .................................... - • ..,. ' .. .. 
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Two important Couferences were the principal features of the League's activity 

Ill August. ·• 
The Third General Conference on Communications and Transit, preceded by a 

short session of the Advisory Committee on Communications and Transit, opened 
on August 23rd and was still in session at the end of the month, the agenda including 
the question of identity papers for persons without nationality, the creation of 
centre of information on Transit questions and the levision of the Rules of Organi· 
sation and of the Rules of Procedure adopted at the Barcelona Conference (1921). 
Fohy·one countries were represented, including four States not members of the 
League. 

The Conference of Press Experts sat f;om August 24th to August 29th, framing 
recommendations with regard to technical and international problems of interest 
to the Press. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice continued the hearings of its 
eleventh ordinary session. 

The Governing Commission of· the Saar Territory addressed to the Secretary· 
General its report for th,e second qtl,jlrter of l927. . . . -

• 



n. - The Permanent Court-of Inteml'.tional justice. 

1. - T1111 LoTus CAsK 

Fom Auaust 2nd to 10th, the Permanent Court of International Justice met in 
public scssio~ to hear the oral atatem110ts concerning the question of jurisdiction 
which had arisen between the French and Turkish Governments in connection 
with the collision of the steamers Bos-Kourl and Lotus. 

The Court was composed as follows : M. Huber, President (Switzerland); 
14 ;.oo.er, former Prll$i.deot (Netherlands); M. Weiss, Vice-Preslde?t (France); 
Lord Finlay (Grvat Britain).; M. Nyholm (Denmark); Mr. Moore (Umted States); 
M. de Bustamante (Cuba); M. Altamira (Spain); M. Oda (Japan); M. Anzilotti 
(Italy); M. Pessoa (Brazil), and Feizi-Daim Bey, sitting as Turkish National Judge. 

At the b~nning of the first hearing, the judge ad hoc appointed, in accordance 
with the terms of the Statute, by the Turkish Government to sit in the case, made 
the solemn declaration laid down by the Statute to exercise his powers impartially 
and conscientiously. 

The French case was stated by M. Basdevant, assistant legal adviser to the 
Ministry of Foreign A1fairs and professor at Paris University. Mabmout Ess~t 
Bey, the Turkish Minister of Justice, assisted by Professors Djemil Bey and Vel)~". 
Bey, of Angora Law School, presented the Turkish case. ' 

The written proceedings prior to the bearing of the oral statements included 
the filing by the parties of cases and counter-cases, and the filing by the Turkish 
Government of legal opjnioas given by M. Oiena, of "?avia University, M. Fedozzi, 
of Genoa University, and Mr. Mercier, of Lausanne University. 

This question, being of especial interest both to seafaring circles and IPecialists 
in international law, is here dealt with in some detail. 

Tlu Facts. 

On August 2nd, 1926, at J 1.40 p. m., a collision took place in the Aegean Sea 
about six miles form Cape Sighri (Mitylene), between the French S. S. Lotus of the 
Messageries Maritimes, and the Turkish collier Boz·Court. The Boz-Court sank and 
oight Turkish citizens who belonged to the crew or who were passengers on board, 
were drowned. 

On August 3rd, the Lotus came Into Constantinople, an4, as soon as she arrived, 
the police went on board to interrogate the crew dl the steamship and particularly 
Lieutenant Demons, a Frendt citizen, first officer of the ship and officer of the 
watch at the time of the accident; they also examined the members of the crew 
of the BIIZ·Cowt who had been taken on board the Lotus. 

The Lotu1 should have left on August 5th at 12 o'clock; Lieutenant Demon11 
and three saitors were ho~er,' compelled to go ashore to be examined; Lieutenant 
Demons was kept under arrest. 

As a result of this action brought by the famitie6 of the victims, the Turfciall 
legal authorities commenced criminal prqceedings both against Hassan Bey, a TM· 
kish. citizen, in command of. the BtJS-Cftlrt at the time of the collision, and against 
M. Jean Demons, a FI'Cfteb citizen. 

Jn spite of the representations of the French Government in regard to the 
ease of Lieatenaftt DemOM, the proceedings were contiftued. 

Having made a request to be set at liberty upon recognizaaces he .tltained 
;• bia freedom on September IJth on bail of 6,000 TMlcish pounda. Hia imprison· 

ment had lasted 39 day&. • .. 
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. On September 15th the Turkish Criminal Court aave judgment. It affirmed 
its_jurisdiction and, with regard to the merita, conde~ned Lieutenant Demons•to 
two months and twenty ,days' imprisonment and to a fine of £22, and the Captain 
of the Bos·CoUI'I to four months' inprisonment and a fine of £33. The proprietary 
compa~y ~aa, by the same judgment, condemned to pay an indemnity of £5,000 
to be distributed amongst the heirs of the victims. The prosecutor of the Turkish 
Repu~lic having longed an appeal ag:1inst this decision, its execution was postp<~ned, 
and Lieutenant Demons, who continued at liberty on bail, was able to leave Cons· 
tantinople. 

The French authorities, on the other hand, considering that the collision of the 
Lotus and the Boz·Court, in so far as it concerned the responsibilities involving the 
crew of the Lotus, came under French jurisdiction, had opened an enquiry; the 
result of the latter was that the Captain of the Lotus and Lieutenant Demons were 
completely exonerated from any responsibility with regard to the collision. 

The Legal Controversy. 

In the meantime a dispute had arisen between the French and Turkish Govern· 
ments as to whether the Turkish Courts had jurisdiction or not. The French 
Charge d'Affaires at Angora had at the outset protested against the arrest of Lieu· 
tenant Demons, pointing out that as the ct~llision had taken place outside Turkish 
territorial waters, the Turkish authorities had no power to institute criminal pro· 
ceedings against the crew of the French vessel who were only subject to the juris· 
diction of the French Courts in this respect. 

In consequence of this and other representations on the part of France, the 
Turkish Minister for Foreign AffAirs if\l;ervened with the judicial authorities of his 
country and the question was'referred to a committee of Turkish jurists. This com· 
mittee arrived at the collclusion that "both from the standpoint of the laws of the 
country ·~nd from that of the principles of international law, the jurisdiction of 
Turkish Courts in the case was beyond dispute", and the Government of the Tur· 
kish Republic held that the principle of the independence of the Courts forbad it 
to interfere with the course of justice. 

The Turkish Government also said that, being convinced of the justice of its 
contention, it would not object to the reference of the conflict of jurisdiction to the 
Permanent Court of International Justice, should the French Government consider 
that the matter was one for arbitration. 

Negotiations were then begun; they resulted in the drawing up of a special 
arbitration agreement wich was signed at Geneva on October 12th, 1926, by M. Fro· 
mageot, on behalf of the French Government, and by Mahmout Essat Bey, Minister 
of Justice, on behalf of Turkish Government. 

Article I of the special agreement is as follows : 

The Permanent Court of International Justice shall be requested to decide 
the following questions : 

1. Has Turkey contrary to Article IS of the Convention of Lausanne of 
July 24th, 1923, respecting conditions of residence and business and jurisdicti~n, 
acted in conflict with the principles of international law- and if so, what pnn· 
ciples - by instituting, following the collision which occured on Aug~st 2nd, 
1926 on the high seas between the French 1teamer Lotus and the Turkish stea
mer Boa·CtiKrt and upon the arrival of the French steamer at Constantmople
as well as against the Captain of the Turkish steamship - joint criminal pro· 
ceedin&s in pursuance of Turkish law against M. Demons, Officer of the watch on 
board the Lot#S at the time of the collision, in consequence of tbe loss of the 
Bos·Courl having involved the death of eight Turkish sail?rs and pass.eng~rs. 

2. Should the reply be in the affirmative, what pecuruary repa~~atton 11 due 
to M. Demons, provided according to the principllls of international law, repara· 
tion ahould be ~de in ~i~f c~es. 



The Prwisions under Discussion, 

• 
The arbitrntion agreement refers to the Convention of Lausanne oi July 24th, 

1923, and more especially to Article IS of th~t Convention. The passages which 
have been cited in the course of the proceedmgs before the Permanent Court of 
International Justice are therefore reproduced below. 

This Convention contains a preamble in which the contracting States declare 
amongst other things that they are 

Desjrous of prescribing, in accordance with modem international law, to 
the conditions under which nationals of the other contracting Powers may settle 
in Turkey and Turkish nationals may settle in the territory of those Powers, as 
well as certain questions relating to jurisdiction. 

Articles IS and 17 of this Convention are as follows: 

ART. 15.- Subject_ to the provisions of Article 10 (which deals with matters 
of personal status) all questions of jurisdiction shall, as between Turkey and the 
other contracting Powers, be decided in accordance with principles of interna
tional law. 

ART. 17.- The Turkish Government declares that the Turkish Courts will 
ensure to foreigners in Turkey both as regards person and property, protection 
in accordance with international law and the principles and methods generally 
adopted in other countries. 

It should be added that in the course of the proceedings the parties, and espe· 
cially France, also cited the negotiations preliminary to the drafting of Article 1 S 
at the Peace Conference of Lausanne in 192'2-23. , 

The Agent for the French Government pointed out, taking as his basis the 
records of the Conference of Lausanne, that the Turkish Delegation at tbolt Confe· 
renee had tried to obtain the extension of the criminal jurisdiction of the Turkish 
Courts to cover crimes or offences committed abroad by foreigners to the detriment 
of Turkish citizens, but that the Powers, though abandoning their previous privi 
leges, had refused to agree to this claim. It was partly on this ground that the 
Agent of the French Government argued that the application of Article 6 of the 
Turkish Penal Code of 1926, on which the Turkish Criminal Court based its juris
diction in the case of Lieutenant Demons, was contrary to international law. 1 his 
article 6 runs as follws : 

When a foreigner commits against a Turk in a foreign country an act which 
involves, according to the provisions of the Turkish Penal Code, for its author 
an imprisonment of more than one year, such foreigner shall be judged by the 
tribunals and according to the penal Jaws of Turkey if he is found upon Turkish 
territory. 

In this case proceedings caDDOt take place except upon the demand of the 
injured party or of the Minister of Justice. 

The opposing arguments. 

The arguments of the parties as contained in the available documents in the 
written proceedings and the oral statements may be summarised as follows : 

The French Argument. - In accepting, by Article 15 of the Treaty of Lau· 
aanne, the abolition of capitulations in Turkey, the French Government and the 
otha' ·Co~tracting ~owers de.fi~itely ·refused to accede to the request made by 
Turkey ~nth the obJect of _enabhng Turkiah tribunals to take cognizance of criminal 
P':OSCCUtaons brought agaanst foreigners for co'\teJ or w~ongful acts committed 

- ~·. 
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abroad. Turkey is not at liberty to regulate the jurisdiction of her tribu1181s with 
regard_ to foreigners as she wishes; this jurisdiction m;st in all matters, according 
to Article I 5 of the Treaty of Lausanne, be regulated in accordance with the pllin
ciples of international law. 

Now there- are many precedents establishing the principle according to which 
acts committed on the high seas upon merchant-ships are not criminally justiciable 
by any other courts than those of the country the flag of which the ship flies. .The 
collision between the Bos-Court and the Lotus took place on the high seas; any 
wrongful act for which a French citizen may have made himself liable upon a French 
ship on the high seas comes exclusively within the jurisdiction of French courts, 
the ship having to be considered as a part of the territory of the State the flao of 
which it flies. " 

This applies especially in the case of a collision, because, in that case, the 
wrongful act, if any, is as a rule affected by various circumstances calculated to 
affirm the jurisdiction of the national courts of the vessel, for the officer of the 
watch must faithfully observe regulations issued by the national authorities for 
the prevention of collisions, as no obligatory international regulations exist in this 
connection. This officer must also obey the orders of his captain or sometimes 
those of the owners of the vessel who are of the nationality indicated. by the flag 
flown. To allow the judicial authorities of any country which might have certain 
interests at stake in a collision to claim jurisdiction would open the door to abuses. 
The Courts of the country whose flag the vessel flies will have at their disposal the 
fullest and most reliable information, and provided that the national courts have 
jurisdiction, there is no danger of an offence being committed with impunity. This 
principle moreover is so generally accepted that very few cases are to be found 
in which it has been disputed. It often happens that a civil action or an action 
for compensation in collision cases is brought before courts other than the national 
courts of the vessel responsi~le for the•colligion; but such cases do not constitute 
precedents for criminal proceedings. 

Moreover, recognition of the criminal jurisdiction of the Turkish CPurt would 
automatically imply that the French Courts had no jurisdiction, and this would 
be inadmissible. 

The claim by Turkey to localise the collision on the ship that was sunk is in 
contradiction to authoritative opinions expressed on many previous occasions, and 
the jurisdiction of Turkish tribunals cannot be inferred from such an argument. 
If the officer of the watch on the Lotus was guilty of a negligent act- for instance 
a false manoeuvre- he could only havC' com mitten it on hoard his own ship, that 
is, on French territory. 

Nor is the Turkish argument, claiming that the wrongful act of which the 
officer of the watch on the French ship is accused is so closely connected with the 
wrongful act of the captain of the Turkish ship as to make them inseparable (dllit 
connexe), sufficient to justify the intervention of the Turkish tribunals in the case 
of Lieutenant Demons because international law does not contain any rule extending 

' the criminal jurisdiction of a State on the ground of the close connection between 

offences. 
Again, international law does not uphold the jurisdiction of the country of the 

victim as regards the repression of crime or wrongful acts committed in foreign 
territory by foreigners. Even if the legislation of some countries claims jurisdic
tio; in such cases, such a claim is not sanctioned by the consent of civilised nations; 
it is, on the contrary, contradicted by all the most important precedents. 

Turkey had thus no right to exercise jurisdiction as against Lieutenant Demons. 
The proceedings taken against him were illegal and the injury done to him, both 
by his imprisonment and by his conviction, requiref that he sboul<' be granted 

damages. 
The French Government asks the Court to declare that Turkey has acted in 

contradiction to the principles of international law and of Article 15 of the Con-

• 
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ventimt of Lausanne. It ;>]so asks that an i~d~mnity of !6,000 (Turkish) should 
be paid as damages for the injury suffered by Lieutenant Demons . 

• 
Tlu Turkish Argument. - Article IS of the Convention of Lausanne-forming 

part of the peace settlement which abolished the capitulations irr Turkey, -lays 
down that questions of jurisdiction betweert Turkey and the other contracting 
Powers are to be settled in accordance with the principles of international law; 
this article must not be restrictively construed. Turkey's jurisdictional activities 
would be paralysed, were she compelled, whenever she took a certain step, to refer 
to a principle of international law upon which such step could be based. The 
meaning of Article IS, on the contrary, is that Turkey may in this domain take 
any steps she may see fit, provided that they are not contrary to a principle of posi
tive international law. In the Lotus case, it therefore rests with France to show 
that Turkey has infringed certain duly established rules of international law; it 
is not for Turkey to prove that there are rules justifying her action. 

There is, moreover, no rule of international law which can be cited to refute 
the jurisdiction of the Turkish Courts in the Lotus case. No such rule exists in 
regard to the repression of offences committed on the high seas. On the contrary, 
the law of various States differs considerably in this domain, and also as regards 
jurisdiction over foreigners. 

Some countries have embodied in their legislation in various forms the prin· 
ciple of protection of criminal cases, which involves the extension of the jurisdiction 
of the national courts to foreigners for acts committed abroad to the detriment of 
nationals. Article 6 (1) of the Turkish Criminal Code, which is cited in the judg· 
ment of the Turkish Criminal Court in order to establish its jurisdiction in the case 
of Lieutenant Demons, is an example of the application of this principle of pro
tection. Article 6 is moreover taken word for word from the Italian Criminal • 
Code, which dates from I88g and has given rise to' no objections on the part of 
other Powers. Simply because France has not thought fit to adopt in her legis
lation the principle of the protection of her nationals outside her territories by the 
extension of the jurisdiction of her Courts, she is not justified in saying that the 
application of this principle is contrary to international law. Every country is 
free to adopt the system of protection or that of territorial jurisdiction. To pre· 
vent Turkey from acting in such a matter in accordance with her own laws would 
therefore be tantamount to a failure to respect her sovereign rights. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice has not to interpret Article I 5 
of the Convention of Lausanne. The terms of the arbitration agreement confine 
the Court's task to saying whether in this case, Turkey has acted contrary to the 
principles of international law and if so, to which principles. But there is no gene· 
rally accepted principle which would prevent the prosecution of Lieutenant Demons, 
nor is there any contractual engagement towards France calculated to forbid such 
prosecution. Though Turkey, who has recently been added to the category of 
States with sovereign rights of jurisdiction, is ready to fulfil all the obligations 
she has accepted, she cannot consent to being asked to do more. 

The Turkish Government also submitted the following arguments in support 
of its contention : 

~n the Bo:-Cowt - Lotus case, the place where the offence took place must be 
considered to be the vessel Boz-Court which was flying the Turkish Flag. Vessels 
on the high 11eas constitute a part of the territory of the country whose flag they 
fly, and therefore the jurisdiction of the Turkish Courts is clear. 

;J.· 

1 Th~ JJ3.CotU't~us case is moreover a case of closely connected offences 
,etmtusite). Thct Code of Criminal Instruction, which resembles the French 
Cclde, contains for IU cases provisions under which, since the Turkish officer had . 

(1) Soo ..... 
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to be pr~secuted befor_e the Turhish Courts,- the principLe of conneriU rendend the 
prosecution of the Freuch officer necessary. 
. Even if the questio.n be ~onsidered solely from the point of view of the cofti· 

~~o~, ~h~re Is no princij)te of international criminal law which is opposed to the 
JUriSdictiOn of the Turkish Courts. 

Turkey therefore asks the Court··jor judgment to the effect that she waa within 
h~r ri?ht.s in pro~~cuting the French citizen Demons who, as a result of bringing 
h1s sh1p mto colhs10n had been guilty "of manslaughter by negligence; Turkey also 
asks the Court to dismiss the French claim for an indemnity made on behalf of 
Lieutenant Demons. 

The Precedents. - In support of their arguments the two Parties quoted and 
commented upon the teachings of a large number of writers on international law 
concerning collision cases, offences committed on the high seas, extra·territorial 
jurisdiction, etc. 

It was observed on the French side that certain provisions of various interna· 
tiona! conventions (concerning fishing in the English Channel and in the North 
Sea, the suppression of the slave trade, the protection of submarine cables, etc.) 
might serve to indicate the tendency of positive international law as regards cri· 
minal jurisdiction over acts performed on the high seas. 

The proceedings of the Committee of Experts set up by the League of Nations 
for the progressive codification of international law were cited. This Committee 
held that the question of criminal jurisdiction over foreigners was not yet ripe for 
codification. The Turkish Agent deduced from that circumstance that the Com· 
mittee held that there were no rules on the subject, whereas the French Agent 
regarded it as merely showing that no complete body of rules existed capable of 
codification. 

Lastly the parties also cited varioue precedents and some interesting discussions 
• have arisen in connection with some of these. Below is given a short summary of 

the chief precedents mentioned and a brief analysis of the arguments deduced by 
the parties. 

The Franconia Case. - In 1876 the German ship Franconia colllded with the 
British ship Strathclyde, causing the death of a man on board the latter. This 
incident, which took place in the British territorial waters, ended with a judgment, 
often cited, by which the British Court for Crown cases decided that British Courts 
had no jurisdiction for criminal proceedings against the captain of the Franconia, 
the latter being subject to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the State whose flag 
his ship was flying. This judgment was accompanied by arguments whith were 
analysed at length before the Permanent Court of International Justice by the 
agent of the French Government, who established an analogy between this case 
and that of the LotltS. 

The Turkish agent replied that Great Britain had herself recognised the itrele· 
vancy of this judgment, as, by the Territorial Waters Jurisdiction Act of 1878, 
British Courts were empowered to deal with incidents which, like the collision in 
question, had taken place in British waters. 

To this the French agent rejoined that the fact mentioned did not decrease 
the value of thl'! Franconia case as a precedent for the Lot!tS case, the latter inci· 
deflt having taken place on the high seas, a circumstance which was not dealt with 

by the Act of I 878. 
The Turkish agent further observed that the British judges had considered 

the question solely from the point of view of Internal jurisdictio.d not In Its 
hearing on international law. The decision regarding lesirilll'~. had. b~n 
reached by a ma.fbrity of one vote only. 

.~-.-. ...._-,.. ....--

Case of the Costa Rica Packet. - In 1888, the captain of a 'lftrtllsit.te.el, the 
Costa Rica Packet, unlawfully appropriated goods found by him Oil the hith seas .. 



.. 
on board an abandoned pra,uw belonging to natives of the ~tch East Indies. _'Vhen, 

h 1 ter the vessel entered a Dutch East ·fnd~ port, the captam was 
t ree years a ' . . . d' 'al h . . f h 
afrested and proceedings were begun agamst h1m bf t~e J!l 1c1 aut onties o t e 

I A Claim made by the British Government agamsf the Dutch Government, co ony. . • . . 
in consequence of this action, was referre.d to Dr. d_e Martens, a Russ1an JUri:~· f_or 
arbitration. The British Government obJected that the Dutch Courts had no JUris· 
diction on the ground that acts performed on the high seas, under !he British flag, 
were ~elusively subject to British authority and British law. It also invoked the 
principle that a State has no jurisdiction over acts performed outside _its territory. 
It added that this principle also applied to acts performed on the h1gh seas and 
that, on a ship on the high seas, no person is amenable to the jurisdiction of any 
courts other than those of his own country or of the country whose flag the ship 

is sailing under. 
The Ouch Government for its part based its claim that its courts had juris· 

diction on the fact that the wrongful act had be'!n performed on board the Dutch 
prauw, i.e., in Dutch territory. 

The arbitral award of Dr. de Martens, which was given in 1897, was in favour 
of the British Government. 

The French Agent, in quoting this precedent before the Permanent Court of 
International Justice, laid stress on the fact that th~ arguments of both parties 
were based on the principle that jurisdiction belonged exclusively to the courts of 
the country whose flag was flown by the vessel concerned. 

He pointed out that in this case the localisation of the offence was less clearly 
established than in the Lotus case, that there might be some doubt as to whether 
the wrongful acts took place on the ship or on the prauw and that the fact that 
the arbitrator had given his decision in favour of the· exclusive jurisdiction of the 
courts of the country whose flag was flown by the ve~_sel commanded by the 
accused person tended still further tq bea'r out his ~;ontention. 

The Turkish Agent for his part observed that the award given in the case of 
the Costa Rica Packet had been very much criticised by writers from the standpoint 
of international law. He also said that he did not see what connection there could 
be between a collision case like that of the Lotus and a ca~e of the seizure of goods 
on board a derelict. 

TM Ortiglia-Oncle Joseph collision case. - In 188o a collision took place 
in the Mediterranean, off Spezia, between the Italian vessel Ortigia and the French 
vessel Oncle Joseph, resulting in the loss of the latter and the death of more than 
200 persons on board. 

The case was submitted to the Leghorn court, which sentenced the captain 
of the French vessel, a French citizen, to four months' imprisonment, two months' 
suspension from his rank and to damages in respect of the private claims joined 
to the prosecution. The accused appealed and this decision was confirmed by the 
Court of Florence. 

This precedent was cited by the Turkish Agent to show the analogy between 
this case of a French citizen tried by an Italian Court for an act of which the vic· 
tims had been Italians, and the case of the French citizen Demons, prosecuted in 
Turkey for an act which had inflicted injury upon Turks. 

The Agent of the French Government pointed out that the information fur
nished by his opponent did not make it possible to decide whether the question of 
i~ternational law had been clearly grasped by the Italian judges, and was insufli. 
c1ent to explain how it was that the Italian authorities had been able to suspend 
the accused person from his rank and from exerf'ising the functions of captain in 
the French merchant'ftrvice, which suspension was a disciplinacy matter exclusi· 
vely concerning that service and could only be pronounced by the authorities of 
the country whose flag was flown by the vessel concerned. He also recalled that 
the jurisdiction which the Court of Leghorn and the Court of Florence had claimed 

/ 
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in th_is the case had been positi~ely and deliberately dented by the Court of Appeal 
of A1x: The latter had held "~hat the judgments of Italian Courts could have go 
effect Jn France and tha~n particular they could not serve as a basis for the accep· 
tance of a plea of res judicata"unless given by a judge who had jurisdiction". The 
Court; of Aix further decided that the alleged offence having been committed on 
the h1gh seas, under the French flag, the captain of the French vessel was not sub· 
ject. to the jurisdiction of the Court of Leghorn, notwithstanding article 435 of the 
Itahan Merchant Marine Code which was only applicable to ships and sailors of 
that country. 

Case of the Westhinder. - 'In December, 1912, the Belgian Lightship West· 
hinder, which was moored out at sea off Ostend, was run into by the lighter Minni£', 
which was being towed by the German steamship Ekbatana. The Westhinder sank 
and ten men on board were drowned. Proceedings were taken and the Tribunal 
correctionnel of Bruges decided that it had jurisdiction to deal with the case in spite 
of the plea to its jurisdiction filed by the captain of the German vc;:;cl. 

The Agent for the Turkish Government, in citing this judgment, pointed out 
that it declared that in this case both the Belgian and German Courts alike h'td 
jurisdiction (ratione loci), as the offence comprised two essential and inseparable 
features (act of negligence on board the Ekbatana and death of the crew on board 
the Westhinder) one of which was localised on the Belgian lightship, i.e. Belgian 
territory. 

The Agent for the French Government, for his part, laid stress on the fact 
that the judgment of the Court of Bruges was partly based on the argument that 
the vessel which was the victim of the collision was not an ordinary ship, that is 
to say, it was not a merchant vessel traversing the seas and on an equal footing 
with others, but was, on the contrary, a.,lightship ensuring a Belgian pu':>lic service. 
In this special case there was: in its view, a stronger ground for j•uisdiction than 
would have been afforded by the running down of an ordinary merchant vessel 
on the high seas, since this lightship, placed there by the Belgian State in the inte· 
rests of the safety of shipping, might be regarded as an extension of Belgian terri· 
tory, especially since its installation had been notified to other countries through 
diplomatic channels. 

The Cutting case. - Cases of a different nature from those above-mentioned 
were also cited, amongst others certain cases relating to offences committed by 
foreigners abroad, and, in particular, the well-know Cutting Case. 

The facts were as follows. In 1886, Mr. Cutting, an American citizen, had 
been criminally prosecuted in Mexico for an offence committed in the territory of 
the Unites States of America, consisting of a publication in the press directed 
against a Mexican national. The prosecution was based on Article 106 of the 
Mexican Criminal Code. The United States Government categorically denied the 
jurisdiction of the Mexican courts, saying that they considered that the safety of 
American citizens and of all persons lawfully residing on American territory would 
be seriously affected if a foreign nation were able to punish acts performed within 
the jurisdiction of the United States. Although the Mexican Courts dropped the 
case, and Cutting was released after the plaintiff had abandoned the prosecution, 
Pre~dent Cleveland, in his annual message of Decembre 6th, 1886, thought fit 
publicly to state the standpoint of the American Government, which regarded 
Mexico's pretension as an attempt to invade the jurisdiction of the United States, 
and unwarranted by the principles of law and international usages. A long contro· 
versy took place between the two Governments on the subject. It was terminated 
by the conclusion, in 1899, between the United States and Mexico of an extradition 
treaty by which each contracting party undertook not to assume jurisdiction in 
the punishment of crimes committed exclusively within the territory of the other, 
except in the case of embezzlement or criminal malversation of public funds. 

IIONTHI.V IOMV.U:V 



The French Governn.ent, in citing this case, pointed out the analoey which 
xisteo between it and the application of Article t of the Turkish Criminal Code in 

;·he Lotvs case. The Turkish Government replied that this case did not possess 
the importance attached to it by its opponent and tliat, though admitting the 
weight of America's opinion as being that of a great country, it could not agree that 
that opinion must be accepted by States which held different views. Analysing the 
outcome of the case, the Turkish Agent also expressed the opinion that the exception 
made in the case of malversation of public funds undermined the very basis of the 
principle maintained by the United States Government and that consequently the 
Cutting Case was a precedent much more favourable to Turkey than to France . 

• • • 

The Court withdrew to consider its judgment, an analysis of which will be 
published in the next number . 

.z.. - CoMPOsmoM o• THE CouRT (') 

M. Weiss, the Vice-President and M. de Bustamante, ordinary judge, having 
informed the President of the Court that the state of their health will not allow 
them to continue to sit after judgment has been given in the Lotus case, the Pre· 
sident, in accordance with the rules in force, has summoned M. Beichmann and 
M. Negulesco, deputy-judges, to sit for the latter part of the session (1). 

For the appointment of a Greek judge ad hoc see the July Monthly Su!llmary. 

3. - THE MAVIOI'llllAns CowcBSSJOMs (IEADAPTAnoM) (') 

The British Government, on August 11th, filed a preliminary objection denying 
the Court's jurisdiction to deal with the suit brought by Greece. 

The time-limit for the filing of the Greek Government's observations upon the 
objection was fixed at August 26th, by agreement with that Government's agent. 

On that date, the Court decided to include the case in the list for this session, 
and to fix the hearings to begin on September 8th. 

4. - Ju•JsnJcnoM o• THB EaiOnAK CoMMJSSIOM o• THB DAMUBB (') 

The Roumanian Government having asked for a further extension of the time 
allowed for the submission of its reply to the observations of the other interested 
Governments, the Court has decided, finally, to fix September 15th, 1927, as the 

·date of expiration of that time and to begin the hearings on October 6th. 

5. - IMTIINATJOMAL AoaBBMBNTs ULATJMO To THB CouaT's JuaJSDJCTIOM (') 
~ 

The Governments of the following countries, in addition to those mentioned 
in the M_cmthly Summaries of June and July, have sent to the Registry their replies 
to the ctrcular letter of March 24th : Siam, Sweden New Zealand and Czechoslo· 
vakGL ' 

The total number of replies received is now twenty. 

(<) Tbiearticle bao been compiled on the basis of information furnished by The Registry of the Court. 
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III. - L~gal and Constitutional Questions. 

1. - hrTia'NATIO'NAL E110AOBliiB11TI 

a) Registration. 

Among the treaties and international agreements registered with the League 
in August figure : 

A Treaty of Commerce with final Protocol signed in Prague on May 31st, 1927, 
by Hungary .and Czechoslovakia, registered at the request of the latter. To this 
'treaty are annexed five Conventions, dealing with the legal treatment of transport 
and production undertakings, railway traffic, local frontier traffic certain customs . ' 
questions, and trade in cattle and animal products; 

A Treaty of Commerce and Navigation (Riga, August 9th, 1!)24), between 
Austria and Latvia, registered at the request of both Contracting Parties; 

An additional Convention to the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of April 
3rd, I9II, between Great Britain and Japan, registered at the request of Japan. 

Agreements between Germany and Poland, registered at the request of the 
latter, regarding the administration of that part of the Oder which constitutes the 
frontier between the two countries, the suppression of the joint hydraulic adminis· 
tration in Upper Silesia, customs and passports formalities at Korzeniow and the 
railway traffic at that station. 

• • 
b) Adhesions, Ratifications, etc. 

The International Convention for the Suppession of the Trade in Obscene Publi· 
cations (Geneva, September 12th, 1923), has been ratified by Luxemburg subject 
to reservation. 

The Protocol on Arbitration Claus•s in Commercial Contracts (Geneva, Sep· 
tember 24th, 1923), has been signed by Danzig. 

The Anti-Slavery Convention (Geneva, September 25th, 1926), has been ratified 
by Austria. 

IV. - Technical Organisations. 

2.. - TaB Eco'NOliiiC AND FI'NAJICIAL OaoAJUIAnoM 

The Sub-Committee of Experts on Tariff Nomenclature met at Geneva from 
Aug.st 22nd to September ut. 

The Economic Conference has stated its opinion that a fixed nomenclature for 
goods subject to customs duties was an essential condition of equity in their appli· 
cation and ease in their collection. It also came to the conclusion that such nomen· 
clature would constitute a favourable basis for the improvement of trade statistics. 
The Conference further recommended that the Council should take. the ioitiativt 
in drawing up an appropriate procedure for establishing, in liaison with the pro· 
ducing and commercial organisations concerned, a systematic customs nomencla
ture in accordance with a general plan covering all classes of goods. 
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At its extraordinary s·~ssion in july, the Economic..6ommittee decided that the 
most suitable method of preparing the unification of·customs nomenclature was 
t ·a point a committee of customs experts to study the matter. The mandate of 
t~is ~ommittee was clearly defined and consisted of an examination of the various 
principles upon which the general framework of a tariff might be based and of making 
suggestions as regards the further study of the ques.tio~ witho~t losing sight of the 
necessity of calling in the assistance of the economic Circles concerned. The Eco· 
nomic Committee further specified that the experts should take account of the 
principles arising out of certain resolutions voted by the Economic Conference, as 
regards not only the unification of nomenclature, but also the simplification of 

customs tariffs. 
At their first session, the experts had at their disposal not only their own 

general information as regards customs tariffs, but also very complete memoranda 
prepared by M. Trendelenburg. M. di Nola, and M. Paci, and two other documents 
on the classification of commercial statistics established in 1913 by the lnterna• 
. tiona! Convention on Commercial Statistics (Brussels), and on the classification of 
industries adopted by the International Conference of labour statisticians in October 

1926. 
They first of all endeavoured to determine the principles according to which 

the new nomenclature should be drawn up in order to meet the requirements of 
the Economic Committee. They recognised that it was necessary 

1. that this nomenclature should be simple; 

2. that it should have a logical and, as far as possible, a scientific basis; 

3· that, in elassifying products and articles, account should be taken of the 
labour involved in their production; 

4. that all products of the same kind should be grouped as far as possible in 
the same section or in the same chapter. 

On the basis of these four principles, wt.ich the experts applied in the course 
of their work with certain modifications made in the interests of clearness and sim· 
plicity of customs nomesclature, they drew up a standard framework, endeavouring 
to show under what chapters the various categories of goods should figure. In 
so doing they took account of the tariffs of countries whose industrial development 
is very great. 

This draft nomenclature is a preliminary stage of a more important investi· 
gation which will follow. Meanwhile, the Sub-Committee of Experts considered 
that the framework established should undergo a practical test, to consist in regroup
ing according to these chapters, the German, Belgian, French, Italian and Czech 
tariffs. This experiment wi:J probably show on what points modifications are neces
sary, and it is only after its completio~ that the Sub-Committee will be able to 
continue its work and undertake the examination of the following points : 

The selection of categories of products or goods in regard to which the unifi· 
cation of customs nomenclature may most easily be achieved; method and proce· 
dure, particularly as regards consultation of customs administrations and the 
trade and industrial associations concerned· methods to ensure that the creation 

I 

of a unified nomenclature shall contribute to simplifying rather than complieai.ing 
tariffs. 

The following took part in the work of the Sub-Committee : 

M. Fafl (Czechoalovakia), Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce in the Ministry 
of Commerce at Prague. 

M. Fighiera (France), Director of Commercial and Industrial Affain in the 
Miaistry of Commerce, Paria. · 

M. Flach (German}"), Privy Councillor in the Miniatry of Commerce. 



M .• Mag~ette (Belg~u~, Inspector Ge~cral in the Mi~Jistry of Finance, Brussel~. 
M. Pac1 (Comm. Gr. l:liJ.) (Italy), Ch1ef of the Technical Customs Office in the 

Ministry of Finance, Ronie. " 

• 

3. ·~ CoMl'LUNICATIONI AND TRANSIT 

a) Third General Conference on Communications a11d Transit. 

The third General Conference on Communications and Transit met at Geneva 
on August 23rd with M. de Aguero y Bethancourt (Cuba) in the chair. 

The~Conference was attended by representatives of Austria, Belgium, British 
Empire, Canada, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia Denmark Ecuador 

' ' ' Egypt, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, 
the Irish Free State, Italy, japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Netherlands, 
Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Salvador, the Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United 
States of America, Uruguay, and Venezuela - in all, forty-one countries, including 
four States not Members of the League. There were further present represen· 
tatives of the Saar Governing Commission, and the Free City of Danzig; delegates 
of international organisations taking part in the Conference in an advisory capa· 
city, such as the International Elbe and Oder Commissions, the International 
Railway Union, the International Central Railway Transport Office, the Interna· 
tiona! Technical Committee of Legal Experts for Air Navigation, the International 
Chamber of Commerce and the International Federation of Transport Workerli; 
and certain experts appointed by the Committee on Communications and Transit. 

The President of the Conference, after welcoming the delegates, drew attention 
to the fact that for the first time the United States of America were taking a • share in the work of the Org:misation in connection with the collection and exchange 
of general information on communications and transit and expressed his satisfac· 
tion that the United States Government had sent such a distinguished delegation 
to the Conference. As at the Second Conference, the Turkish Republic was repre· 
sented by experts in the problems to be discussed. Egypt and Ecuador were also 
represented. The Union of Socialist Soviet Republics had informed the Secretary· 
General that it had been reluctantly obliged to abandon the idea of being repre· 
sented at the Conference, but that any communication informing the Government 
of the Union of the results of the Conference's work would be received with all the 
appreciation and interest which the questions on the agenda demanded. 

Th(Conference then took note of its agenda and set up three Committees to 

study : 
1. The question of the collection and exchange of general information on com· 

munications and transit. Chairman : Mr. Hugh R. Wilson (United States). 
2. The question of identity documents for persons without nationality. Chair· 

man'\': M. de Ruelle (Belgium). 
·3. The revision of the Rules of Organisation and the Rules of Procedure of the 

Organisation on Communications and Transit. Chairman : M. Guerrero (Salvador). 
The Conference decided to discuss in plenary session the other items on the 

agenda, namely, the report of the Committee on Communications and Transit on 
tiN: work done since the last General Conference, and the report of the Secretary· 
General on the measures taken to give effect to the decisions of former Conferences. 

An account of the work of the Conference will be published in the next number. 

b) Eleventh Session of the Advisory Committee. 

The Committee on Communications and Transit met at Geneva from August 
19t~to August zznd, with M. de Aguero y Bethancourt, Minister of Cuba in Berlin 
and· Vienna, in the chair. 

MONTJILV SIVIIIL\RY 
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0 th agenda figured questions relating to communications of importance to n e .. • . . . 
the League in times of emetgency, calendar reform, trall!llt cards for em1grants and 
thl' examination of the yearly report of the Memel Harbour Board. 

1. Communication with Gmeva in times of emergency. - From the replies of 
the various Gonmments to which the Committee had submitted the results of its 
preliminary study of the question of communication _with Geneva in times of emer· 
gency, it would appear that no objection has b~e~ ra1sed to the measures envisaged 
by the Committee and approved by the Counctl m December. 

The enquiry has, moreover, progressed since December. The Committee's 
investigations bore, in particular, on the identification of aircraft on service con· 
cerning the League in times of emergency and accordingly entitled to special faci· 
Iities; and on the equipment of a landing ground for aircraft near Geneva and offering 
adequate guarantee for all the League's requirements at times of emergency. 

Other studies concerned the identification of persons entitled to the transport 
and communication facilities in question; conditions for the flight in transit of air· 
craft doing service for the League; and arrangements for placing at the disposal of 
the League at times of emergency such aircraft as is might need. 

The Committee also examined the possibility of establishing a wireless tele· 
graph station at the seat of the League. It was of opinion that in the event of a 
general international crisis, in particular, immediately before and during the actual 
period of mobilisation, the total or partial taking over by the State of means of com· 
munication must inevitably affect communications of importance to the League, 
despite the successful application of the measures contemplated by the Council. 
It accordingly contemplated the necessity of ensuring communication with the 
League by special means, independent of the general system of national commu· 
nications. 

Taking account of suggestions put forw .. rd by va~ious Governments, the Com· 
mittee will later submit to the Council a complete table of the measures proposed, 
in order that full use may be made, in times of emergency, of the general system 
of communications by rail, air, wire and wireless. 

2. Calnular Reform. - The Committee decided to invite the authorities and 
organisations concerned to furnish it with all necessary information as to what 
action might be taken on the recommendations of the Committee on Calendar 
Reform, in particular, on a proposal to form national committees for the purpose 
of familiarising public opinion with the idea of a reform of the calendar. 

3· Transit Cards for Emigrants. - The Committee noted replies from various 
Governments, which were nearly all in favour of the establishment of transit cards 
for emigrants. It requested its Chairman to take the necessary measures with a 
view to the conclusion of an agreement (a draft has already been prepared by a 
Committee of Experts and communicated to Governments), should further replies 
confirm that most Governments were ready to cooperate in it. 

4- Annual Report of the Memel Harbour Board. - The Committee noted the 
annual report of the Memel Harbour Board for 1926, which it examined in the 
presence of M. Kjelstrup, the member of the Harbour Board appointed by tlte 
Committee on Communications and Transit. 

The report shows that the import and export traffic in the Port of Memel 
tended to increase during the past year. A considerable number of works were 
undertaken, and the port was put in normal working order. Revenues were approxi· 
mately equal to those of the past year and expenses were reduced by one third. 

This report is the first to be unanimously adopted by the Members o£ the 
Board, and adopted without reservation by the Member appointed by the Le4ue. 
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The Committee took note of a statement made by M. Kjelstrup to the effect 
tha_t the work of the Harbour Board and Administratio0n was developing satisfac· 
tonly. · ., 

• • • 

The CommitteE adopted the report of its Road Traffic Committee and also 
dealt with a certain number of administrative questions. 

c) CombiMd Transport. 

The first session of the Sub-Committee on Combined Rail and Air Transport 
was held at Geneva on August 8th and 9th. 

The Sub-Committee noted that there appeared to be no insuperable obstacle 
to the organisation of combined rail and air transport with a single transport docu. 
ment for the whole journey. It asked the International Railway Union and the 
International Air Traffic Association for Additional information as to the condi· 
tions governing the establishment of such a document. 

Considering, nevertheless, that the introduction of a single transport docu· 
ment might take some time, the Sub-Committee recommended in the meantine the 
general adoption, subject to slight modifications, of a system now being introduced 
in Germany. According to this system the sender enters into one contract only, 
and that with the air transport company, which. in its turn, acts as transport 
agent, and concludes secondary contracts with the other transport companies. 

The meeting was attended by M. Niemack, Adviser to the German Ministry 
of Public Works; M. G. Ripert, professor at the Paris Law Faculty; M. van den 
Berch van Heemstede, of the ]nternatiOflal Air Traffic Association; Major Wronsky, 
of the Lufthansa; M. Renard, of the International Chamber of Commerce; 
Mr. Woods Humphrey, of the Imperial Airways Ltd., and M. Pourcel, of the 
International Railway Union. 

V. - Administrative Questions. 

THIRTIBTH REPORT oF THB SAaR GovnNING CoMMISSION 

The Saar Governing Commission has forwarded to the Secretary-General its 
thirtieth report, dealing with its work and the situation in the Saar Territory during 
the second quarter of 1927. 

The Report, which is summarised below, draws [attention to the fact that 
Sir Ernest Wilton (British) succeeded Mr. Stephens (Canadian) as member and 
Chairman of the Commission on June 20th. 

Organisation of the Railway Commission and the Railway Defence Force. 

• In accordance with the Council resolution of March 12th, 1927, the Governing 
Commission has organised a Railway Commission and a Railway Defence Force. 
The French military force known as the "Saar Garrison" has been disbanded, a 
dragoon regiment and two battalions of the French 153rd Foot having been eva· 

cuated. 
On June 12th the number of French soldiers in the Territory_ di~ not ~xceed 

Boo. jt the same time, the Governing Commission engaged negotJat~ons. WJ~h the 
Powers occupying the left bank of the Rhine with a view to the constitutiOn m the 
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Territory of a Railway Def;nce Force of Boo men. The French .Government agreed 
to furnish 630 men, the British Government 100, and the Belg1an Government 68. 
Ttie Belgian and British contingents. entered Saarbruck ~n July 17~h .. 

The present forces at the disposal of the Govermng C<'mmJssJon therefore 
comprise : (1) a Railway Commission not exceeding a hundred m!n, including offi· 
cers, and (2) a Railway Defence Force of Boo men, composed of a French batt<~lion, 
a British company, and a Belgian detachment. The Governing Commission has 
approved the design of a badge to be worn by the personnel of the Railway Com
mission and the Railway Defence Force when on service. 

Economic and Social Situation. - The Governing Commission examined the 
question of the prolongation of the Franco-German agreements with regard to com
mercial operations in the Saar Territory, which expired on June 30th, and approa· 
ched the French and German Governments with a view to securing recognition 
of the interests of the Territory during their negotiations. 

The present situation as regards the sale of the products of the Saar coal industry 
is a matter of some concern to the Commission, as there were several days of unem
ployment in April, May, and June. 

Politictll Situation. 

The Advisory Council held two plenary sessions, on April 13th and June 2nd, 
in the course of which the elected representatives of the population gave their opi· 
nion on a certain number of points. The Technical Committee also met to advise 
on the same subjects. 

Admiflislration. 

1. Department of Internal affairs. - the housing control has been abolished 
m twenty-three communes where there in no longer a shortage. It has, never
theless, not yet been possible finally to repeal the decree on the subject, and the 
Commission has prolonged it until October JISt, 1927. 

To render possible a stricter supervision ,of persons from outside the Territory 
attending festivities or public meetings in the Territory, either alone or in groups, 
such persons are now obliged to obtain authorisation to enter the Territory. 

The municipal elections of Dudweiler, which took place on June 19th as"'a 
result of the dissolution of the Municipal Council, produced a communist majority. 

2. Finance. 

a) Budget. - The Budget for 1927 shows the following figures : 

Revenue, . 
Expenditure 
Balance .. 

b) Audited Accounts for 1925 : 

Revenue .. 
Expenditun 
Surplus . , 

403.232.0371 

403.034-456 
197-581 1 

299· 724.901 1 

278·746-770 
20.978.131 1 

,, 

The surplus, which is mainly due to the inclusion in the budget of the surplus 
of 1921 and 1922, of 18,207,917 frcs, has been included in the revenue for 1927. 

3- Eumomic Questions. - The cost of living, which had 
from .october, 1926 to May, 1927, rose again slightly in June. 
not gtve ground for apprehension as it is normal for the season. 

fallen considerably 
This increase does .. 



4. Labour. -.The labour market, on which conditi(lns were improving towards 
the end of March, showed further signs of improvement during the second quarter. 
The number of unemployed fell from 3,582 at the beginning of April to 2,000 at the 
end of June. • 

I_n the mine:, the dearth of markets resulted in nine days of unemployment. 
A stn:ke b!oke out in the finishing industry on April 27th. It was caused by a 
reduction_ of wa~es and affected eighteen undertakings. On May 7th, all industrial 
undertakmgs w1th few exceptions proceeded to a lock-out. Thirty firms and 
7,022 workers were involved in the conflict. Work was resumed on june 7th as 
a result of negotiations. 

5· Public Works. - (a) Navigation. - The navigation statistics for the first 
quarter of 1927 were 157,781 tons downstream and 126,790 tons upstream. 

_(b) Post and Telephone Service. - The appreciation of the currency made it 
poss1ble for the exchange of money orders and consignments for reimbursement 
to be resumed or reorganised. between the Saar and Austria, Belgium, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland, in accordance with the general provisions 
of international agreements. The new telephone line Saarbruck-Berlin was opened 
on April 15th. 

6. Justice. - The Commission has framed a draft decree amending. the Criminal 
Investigation Code. This decree is based on a recent German law and has to be 
submitted to the elected representatives for their opinion. Its object is, generally 
speaking, to strengthen the guarantees provided by the law for persons ul\der 
arrest. 

• • 
7. Education. - The tendency since the war in various countries, particularly 

in France and Germany, in favour of a general educational reform, has also mani
fested itself in the Saar Territory. In order to unify education, the primary school 
with a four years' curriculum has been made the standard school of the Territory. 
The preparatory schools for higher educational establishments have been suppressed. 

The higher schools were transformed into "Reformrealgymnasion" several 
years ago. The curriculum includes a first stage of three years with French :u 
foreign language, followed by two alternative courses-the "Realgymnasium" with 
French, English, Latin and mathematics, and a course including instruction in 
French, English, mathematics and natural science. There are twenty·three of 
these schools, ans special courses have been arranged in certain districts in which 
children may experience difficulty in attending the higher schools. Finally, special 
institutes, the so-called "etablissements regionaux d'etudes"' have been founded for 
pupils who have attended a primary school for seven years and wish to prepare for 
the University. 

The Saar Administration sent a certain number of teachers to the Rhine pro
vinces to study new )nethods of teaching adopted in Germany. On their return, 
the teachers gave a series of lectures which served as a basis of discussion for the 
teaching personnel in the higher schools. 

• The Education Department is deeply interested in the spread of knowledge 
on the League of Nations, and in May, 1927, addressed to the teaching staff a second 
circular on the subject. In 1926, it had been decided to send a certain number 
of professors and teachers of all categories to attend the international couaes 
organised at Geneva. 

8. Public Health. - Arrangements have been made for the transformation and 
enlargement of certain hospitals; a maternity hospital, a nurslings' home and a 
convalescent home for children have been founded. 
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Agrictdtwrl and For.•sts. - To meet the requirements of agricultural circles, 

the ~mmission has prolonged the time·li~it for. ~~e reimbursement of advances 
.. · 1 granted and has provided certam facdahes for persons who have con· preVIOIIS y , " 

tracted loans to finance their undertakings. 

VI. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

CoMPBRBJIICB or PRBss ExPERTs 

The Conference of Press E.'tperts convened by the Council met at Geneva from 
August 24th to August 29th with Lord Burnham in the chair. ' 

The Conference was attended by sixty·three experts, twenty assessors and 
thirty·five technical advisers, from thirty·eight countries, members and non·mem· 
bers of the League, representing not only the different continents, but also the 
various categories of press interests - newspaper, proprietors, news agencies, press 
bureaux and journalists. Its debates resulted in the adoption of resolution which 
cover a very large part of the technical work of the press . 

• • • 
The Conference of Press Experts originated in a resolution adopted by the 

Assembly in 1925 on the proposal of M. Yanez (Chile). On that occasion the Assem· 
bly invited the Council to consider the desirability of convening a Committee of 
Experts representing the Press of the different continents for the purpose of (1) en· 
quiring into means of ensuring more rapid and less costly transmission of Press 
news with a view to reducing the risks of international misundei'Standing; (2) dis· 
cussing all technical problems the solution of which, in the opinion of experts, 
would be conducive to the tranquillisation of public opinion in various countries. 

When this question came before the Council, that body was guided by two 
principles not to interfere in the affairs of the Press and to interest itself in them 
only if the press associations themselves considered its assistance valuable. It 
decided, as a first step, to enquire of the Associations concerned, whether the convo· 
cation of a Committee of Experts was opportune and instructed the Secretary· 
General to organise this consultation. 

The press groups of some thirty countries replied to the Secretary-General's 
enquiry, several formulating concrete suggestions for the programme of work, which 
served as a basis for a provisional agenda. 

The Council examined these replies and decided that the summoning of a 
Committee of Exprets was opportune. 

The programme of work then remained to be established. The Council 
requested the Secretary·General, to enlist the co-operation of those interested, and 
suggested, aa a means of so doing, that several preparatory committees, composed 
of persons connected with the different sections of the Press, such as directors of 
the telegraph agencies, heads of Press bureaux and journalists should meet at 
Geneva. 

These preparatory meetings were held during 1926 and at the beginning of 
1927. Technical problems of an international character concerning the Press,. to 
which attention had beea drawn during the general consultation of Press organisa· 
tions, were examined successively, and all that remained was to draw up for the 
Conference an agenda based on the results of this work. 

In these circumstances the Council, in March 1927, decided to summon the 
Conference of Press Experts for August 24th at Geneva, appointing as President 
Lord Burnham. 
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The work of the Conference bore upon Press telegr::~ph, telephone and wireless 
rates; the coding of Press messages· the improvement of communications the 

I I , 

transport of news papers, postal subscriptions to newspapers, the protection of news; 
professional facilities for journalists (travel tours, reduction of fares, passport visas 
identity cards, equality of treatment for foreign journalists, etc.); censorship in 
peace-time; regional Press understandings, etc. 

The text of the resolutions (1) adopted by the Conference is preceded by a 
Preamble containing the following declaration, which defines the object and scope 
of the resolutions : 

(The Conference) 

Adopts the following pro~ramme in order that jourl!alists may have every 
facility in residing, travelling, securing news and improving their professional 
equipment, and that news itself may be free at the source, expedited in every 
posaible way in its transmission, protected before and after publication against 
unfair appropriation, and given the widest possible dissemination, to the end 
that the work of the Press may be made mere effective in its great and respon· 
sible mission of accurately and conscientiously informing world public opinion 
and hence of contributing directly to the preservation of peace and the advance· 
ment of civilisation; 

And adopts the following special resolutions, based on strictly technical 
professional and international considerations, as the first steps towards carrying 
this programme into effect. 

The Conference requested the Council to give the necessary instructions to the 
League's various technical organisations, whose collaboration might be desirable 
for the execution of certain resolutions. It expressed the hope that the Assembly 
and the Council would maintain such contact with the progressive development of 
these problems that, if the various inter~sts represented at the Conference expressed 
at a later date the desire of the Press for a further consultation or conference, they 
might again put the League's technical facilities at the disposal of the Press . 

• • • 

In his closing speech Lord Burnham summarised as follows the work of the 

Conference 

There have been three main heads for discussion and decision : com.muni· 
cations circulation and journalistic facilities; in other words, the collection of 
news the transmission of news, and the circulation of news. 

Perhaps we may best see the scope of our eff~rts_if ~e look at them fro~ t~e 
oint of the successive steps taken by the journahst m h1s s~rc? for news, m Its 

~apid transmission, in its protection before and after pubhcabon, and, finally, 
in its increased circulation. nd 

The first link in this chain consists of the resolve of the Conference to exte 
the freedom of the journalist for the fulfilment of his essential du~es. ~ !ega~ds 
material facilities, it has sought to safeguard his stat~s by _makin~ provlSIODS. or 
the issue of an international identity card, to assur~ h1s easaer "::;n~:f!:~:; 
by special treatment i~ regard to pass~rts a;~v::::"v~o~::f double tasation, 
by reduced r~tes on t~a1ns and ~teamsh!ps, an ou ht to ive him access to special 
As regards _has prof~ssa?nal e_qUlp.~ent, It bas 5 ~ 1 ~ s and to enable him to 
courses of mstruction 10 uruvers1bes, to open sc o ars P • 
see the world under proper auspices. . f News cannot be des· 

The second lin~ is undoubted~y co';'lm~~:~e~~~onic charges unreasonably 
Patched if telegraphic rates are unfa~rly high b p d and the competition 

. Ma d t" h v already eea ma e, . restrictave. ny re uc aons a e · the cost of transmission. Thas 
of wirelesi with cables is sure!">:, if slowly,low~~m~ the near future no less impor· 
competition is bound to have 1mportant resu s 10 ' 

( 1) See Annex. 
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t::.nt than those whil:h have already taken place in t~e Atlantic and Pacific ser-
. I understand f:oroever that a general reduction of telephone charges for 

vaces. · h f newspaper purposes is ikely to take place_ an t e near ut~re. . 
The resolutions point to many possables means.of amprovmg the methods 

of sending news; for instance, by regional agreemen_ts, by special consideration 
of the difficulties prevailing in the Far East, and m the European telephone 
system. It can also be done by permission to use codes under proper regulation. 
Suggestions have also been made for cheaper correspondence by a general reduc· 
tion of ralies and dues, by new kinds of deferred messages, and in the remission 
of transit and terminal charges. Similarly, resolutions have been adopted for 
increasing the speed of communication by establishing new categories of "pri· 
rity" and urgent "press" messages. 

The third link in the chain is the means of protecting news before and after 
publication against unfair appropriation. This question was more warmly 
debated than any before the Conference and I think it represents a real triumph 
for journalistic statesmanship tbat a unanimous agreement was reached on a 
subject of such vital importance. The Conference does not wish to establish 
any monopoly in news or prejudicial control of the sources of public information 
but it does wish to protect against unfair competition those great journalistic 
entreprises which by their initiative and their organisation bring the world's 
news at great cost of time and skilled labour to the use of the reading public. 

The fourth link is the distribution of the finished product. The Confe· 
renee approved of a clear and connected report with recommendations which 
will widen the existing system of postal subscriptions to newspapers and ensure 
their quicker despatch and more extensive distribution across international 
frontiers. 

Lastly, as the undercurrent of the discussion on all these points, there has 
been the manifest desire to recognise the mutual responsibility of the press to 
the public and of the public to the press. This applies not only in the matters 
mentioned above in connection with the desirability of rapid distribution, of 
the protection against unfair competition, and of adequate facilities for journalists, 
but also to a number of other more general resolutions as to the part and functions 
of the press in world affairs. In a re'.ll though ptaybe still in an intangible way 
I think the conscience of the press has been quickened and stimulated by this 
great meeting. 

September 15th 
September 19th 
September 26th 

VII. - Forthcoming Events. 

Meeting of the Supervisory Commission, Geneva. 
Interchange of Public Health Officers, Berlin. 
Meeting of the Committee of Health Experts on Infant Welfare, 

Vienna. 
September 28th : Tenth Session (extraordinary) of the Advisory Committee on 

Traffic in Opium and other Dangerous Drugs, Geneva. 
October lOth : Meeting of the Mixed Committee of Experts on the question of 

Counterfeit Currency, Geneva. 
October lith : Meeting of the Committee of Guarantor States for the Austrian 

October 17th 

October 28th 

Loan, London. 
Diplomatic Conference on Import and Export Prohibitions and 

Restrictions, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Health Committee, Geneva. 

-------
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ANNEX 

Conference of Press Experts 
(Geneva, August 24th to 291b, 1927-) 

FINAL RBSOLUTIOMS 

I. - PRESS RATBS 

Tbe Conference of Press Experts expresses the conviction that it is to the general 
interest to assure the propagation of press news as rapidly as possible and at moderate 
rates. 

For this purpose it decides to submit the following recommendations to the Council 
of the League of Nations and to request it to be good enough to communicate them to the 
Organisation for Communications and Transit in order to undertake the necessary tech· 
nical investigations in co-operation with press experts and communications authorities. 

A. - TELEGRAPH AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPH 

a) Priority for Press Telegrams by Wire a11d Wireless. 

The Conference recommends that, fot the purpose of international communication, 
press telegrams should be given priority over ordinary private telegrams . 

• 
b) " Urgmt Press" Tel1grams by Wire a11d Wireuss. 

The Conference recommends the establishment, for the purpose of inten•ational com· 
munication, of an "Urgent Press" telegram which should pay double rates compared with 
ordinary press telegrams. "Urgent Press" telegrams should have priority over "Urgent 
Private " telegrams. 

c) Limg Dista11ce Commv11ications. 

In view of certain excessively high rates that prevail for long distance press communi
cations, the Conference recommends that measures should be adopted by Governments 
and the commercial enterprises concerned to facilitate the reduction of tariffs for such press 
communications by cable, by wire, or by wireless. 

The Conference recommends that all fiscal taxes imposed by administrations on press 
telegrams in transit and all terminal charges levied by Governments upon incoming mes· 
sages by telegraph, cable, or wireless that are not )ijlndled by such Goverl'ments should 
be eliminated. 

The Conference recommends the introduction, where such services do not exist, of a 
system of deferred press telegrams and cable letters at a particularly low rate. 

d) Regional Telegraphic U111lerstandi11gs. 

The Conference recommends the conclusion, on the example of agreements already 
concluded between the Scandinavian and Baltic States, of regional understandings between 
neighbouring countries establishing internal rates for telegraphic communications between 
the signatory States. 

B. - TELEPHONE 

The Conference recommends in international conversations : 

I) For ordinary press communications, a reduction in rates of so %, with priority 
over ordinary private conversations; 

2) For urgent press communications, a reduction in rates of so %, with priority over 
urgent private conversations; 
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) Th d . t ment nf rates whenever the rate applied on tile basis of an interna· 3 e rea JUS e , . . f 
· 1 a1 · t r than what would result from addmg the natu~nal rates o the coun· t1ona sc e JS grea e • . . . .. 

t·ies through which the commumcat10n puses. · 

C._ QUESTIONS EXCLUSIVELY CONCERNING WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY 

a) AulhorisaJion to Receifle Press Messages by Wireless. 

The Conference recommends postal administrations to grant to properly accredited 
newspapers and news agencies licences to receive wireless telegra_phic an~ telephone press 
messages at a charge based on the character and extent of the serv1ces rece1vcd. 

b) RaJes of Wireless Telegraph Messages. 

The Conference recommends that the rates charged for tranamittin11 press menattos 
by wireless telegraphy should be fixed with regard to the lower cost of transmission by 
v.~reless as compared with transmission by cable. 

c) M1ssag1s by Wirlkss Telegraph from Geneva. 

In order that journalists whose duty it is to make known the proceedings and affairs 
of the League of Nations may be enabled to perform their duties in the best possible condi· 
tions the Conference recommends that facilities should be granted them at all times to • despatch their messages direct from Geneva by wireless. 

II. - CODING OF PRESS MESSAGES 

In order to prevent any unauthorised use of press news sent by wireless, the Confe
rence recommends that the press should be a1lowed to use an appropriate code in whole 
or in part, and at the ordinary press rates, for the despatch of press news by wireless. 

III. - liiPROVEIII:NT OF COMIIUNICATIONS 

a) Jnter-Continenlal CommunicaJions. 

The Conference is of opinion that better facilities should be provided for telegraphic 
and wireless communications between the Oriental countries and those of Europe and 
North and South America. 

b) Europea11 _Communications. 

The Conference expresses the desire that normal telephone communications should 
be restored as quickly as possible between countries where these communications are still 
interrupted or irregular. On the other hand, the Conference expresses its great satisfac
tion at the efforts made by the administrations to organise a special network of telephone 
cables for long distance communications. It expresses the hope that the construction of 
these lines will be carried out with all speed. 

The new channels of international communication afforded by wireless telegraphy 
and _telephony, telephotography, television and air mails, will only attain their maximum 
effic1ency if developed in competition with the other existing services under reasonable 
control, and it ia desired to recommend this"principle to the League of Nations for consi· 
deration and support. • c 

IV. - TRANSPORT OF NEWSPAPERS 

The Conference adopted the following resolutions : 

I. T~e Conference of Press Experts after discussing, in the presence of M. Schreller, 
repreMnting the MeSIIageriea Hachette, Mr. Kimpton, representing Mrs. W. H. Smith .. 

All theoe r-lutions -~adopted unanimouoly with the uc:eption of thole relating to priority for (1) pres• 
te~ram,., and (2) urgent vre~ .. I ell-gran.,, whit h w~re adopted Ly 41 V<Jtet. ltJ 7, ahd 44 VUlt:~ LU 6, l«:bpectivdy. 
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and Son, and M. van Hewwarth, representing Mrs. Georg Sti~ke and Co., on the basis of 
the report presented by the Messageries Hachette, the question of the measures to be 
taken for developing ind accelerating the circulation and interchange of newspapers an ;I 
periodicall between the vario.us countries in which they are published - decide• to request 
the Council of the League of Nations to transmit the above mentioned report to the 
Organi1ation for Communications and Transit of the League of NatioDI, in order to examine 
what effect should be given to its recommendations. 

It further expresses the desire that this Organisation will, in undertaking the necessary 
investigations, consult a certain number of experts from among the agencies and news
papers represented at the Conference of Press Experts, as well as representatives of the 
postal administrations, the railway administrations, and the aerial transport services, and 
the different newspaper transport companies concerned. 

As requested by Sir Campbell Stuart, the Organisation for Communications and Tran· 
sit, in studying the problem of newspaper transport, should examine the existing regula
tions and charges in the various countries concerned with a view to giving effect to para
graph 2 of Chapter IV (Summary) of the Messageries Hachette:'s report (1). 

2. Believing that international understanding and the promotion of peace can best 
be encouraged by the widest possible dissemination of news, the Conference urges the Go· 
vernments concerned to consider the urgent need for early abolition of any taxes and other 
restrictions on newspapers which hinder a fuller and more extended circulation of the 
international press. 

V. - PosTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO NEWSPAPERS 

The Conference expresses the wish (1) that the countries which have not adhered 
to the Stockholm Convention of 1924 concerning postal subscriptions to newspapers should 
do so as soon as possible, and (I) that the countries which have adhered to this Convention 
should put it into force without delay. 

VI. - PROTECTION OF NEWS 

• 
The Conference adopted tht!' following preamble and resolutions :-

The Conference of Press Experts lays down as a fundamental principle that the publi
cation of a piece of news is legitimate subject to the condition that the news in question 
has reached the person who publishes It by regular and unobjectionable means, and oot 
by an act of unfair competition. No one may acquire the right of suppressing news of 
public interest. 

a) Unpublished News. 

The Conference is of opinion that full protection should be granted to unpublished news 
or news in course of transmission or publication in these countries in which such protection · 
does not already exist. 

It shall be illegal for any unauthorised person to receive for publication or to use in 
any way for the purpose of distribution through the press, through broadcasting, or in any 
similar manner information destined for publication by the Press or through broadcasting. 

There shall be no preferential right in official news issued by a Government or Gov
ernment Department or by an official representing a Government or Government Depart· 
ment. All such news may be published without restriction in full or in part. 

Newspapers, press agencies, press bureaux, and newspaper correspondents and repre· 
sentatives shall have free and equal opportunity of access to and transmission of such 
news. 

b) Published News. 

0 In view of the widely differing conditions obtaining in various countries, the Confer
ence is of opinion that the question of the protection of published news, whether reproduced 
in the press or by broadcasting, is one for the decision of the respective Governments 
concerned, and recommends that any Governments to whom application in this respect 
is made by its country's press, should sympathitically consider the advisability of granting 
suitable protection. 

(1) Paragtaph • reads 

(2)" Reduc~ of Raus lollu Slrlel Minin1um, irrespective of the methods of conveyance used, in order that 
they may beinaccesstble to newspapers, which it should always be possible to sdlat a price within thto tneans of the 

• general public ". 



Such protection shou11, however, permit the reproduction of news within a specified 
period subject to acknowledgment and payment. . 
, The Conference affirms the principle that newspapers, news ag~nci~s, and other news 

· .: ns are entitled after publication as well as before publication, to the reward orgamsauo • . " . 
of their labour, entreprise and financial exp~nditure upon the prod~cbon of ne~s report, 
but holds that this principle shall not be so mterpreted as to result m the creatiOn or the 
encouragement of any monopoly in news. 

In order to realise these principles, it is desirable that there should be international 
agreement and that the Council of the League of Nations, by resolution, should request 
the various Governments to give immediate consideration to the question involved. 

VII. - PROFESSIONAL FACILITIES FOR JouRNALISTS 

The Conference adopted the following preamble and resolutions : 

The Conference does not ask for the granting or extension to journalists of any favour 
the acceptance of which would entail the risk of infringing the independance of the press 
or the free judgment of journalists. 

On the other land, it strongly urges that all possible facilities should in all circums
tances be granted to journalists in pursuit of their calling so that they may fulfil their 
duties more thorougly and rapidly both in acquiring and transmitting news. 

The Conference further desires that similar and appropriate facilities should be gran
ted to the national and international organisations of the press in the discharge of their 
professional functions. 

A. - TriiDel Totlrs. 

The Conference considers that collective travel tours for journalists in foreign countries 
can in certain circumstances be most useful and that the custom should not be abandoned. 

Nevertheless, the serious disadvantages that the abuse or wrong use of these tours 
may involve are so evident that the Conference urgently recommends <;loser supervision 
of the ways in which such collective tours are organised. 

This supervision should not be undertaken solely by Governments; in so far as the 
carriyng out of such tours necessitates the co-operation of Governments, the latter should 
always previously ask for the opinion of competent press organisations as to whether such 
tours are opportune. 

B. - Schools for Journalists. 

The Conference, noting the fact that journalism is a profession the exercise of which 
demands, in the first place, special gifts, and, in the second place, practice which can be 
obtained only be professional experience ; 

Considering, nevertheless, that general knowledge and a certain technical instruction 
appear indispensable for the pursuit of this calling; 

Declares itself in favour of the maintenance or establishment in univeraities or ana
logous institutions, of courses which would enable journalists, during their available time 
and in conditions of work fully respecting their freedom of thought, to supplement th~ir 
knowledge in political, economic, or other subjects. 

C. - Scholarships for Journalists. 

. The Con~erence declares itself favourable, for the purpose of promoting the profes
SIOnal education of journalists, to the establishmf'nt by Governments or private bodiliB of 
st~dy or tra~el scholarships which should be granted so far as possible after con~ultation 
With professiOnal organisations of journalists. 

D. - Double Taxation of Journalists living Abroad. 

T~ Conference expresses the hope that the Committee specially set up by the League 
of Nations to solve the general problem of double taxation and particularly to determine 
what _country ia t~ receive the sole tax, will provide a satisfactory solution of this problem 
as quickly as po111ble. 
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· It asks that Governments should meanwhile be rcques,t·d 
co~patible with their present legislation to journ~i~ts who are 
of their profession to live outside their country of ongm . 

to grant every facility 
obliged in the exercise • 

• 

E. - Reductions of Steamship and Railway Fares. 

The Conference considers it desirable that, in countries where this practice exist,;, 
foreign journalists, giving proof of their profession, should be entitled to reductions of rail-
way rates equivalent to those granted to nationa!s·. . . . 

The same facilities should be granted, in its opmwn, under the superv1s1on of natwn~l 
and international organisations, to journalists required to travel in order to .r~pres~nt th.elr 
colleagues in assemblies where questions are discussed concerning the conditwns m wh1ch 
they exercise their profession. 

F. - Passport Visas for 'Journalists. 

The Conference considers it is absolutely necessary for a journalist to be able to move 
about rapidly, in case of necessity, in order to arrive on the spot without losing valuable 
time at frontiers, and to be able, with the least possible delay to follow the vicissitudes of 
any event. 

At the present time, although a great number of countries have abolished the forma· 
lity of passport visas- a frequent source of delay- others still maintain it. The Con
ference considers that journalists, on giving proof of their profession, ~hould invariably 
be exempted from visa formalities. 

G. - Identity Cards for 'Journalists. 

The Conference declares that it would consider it of the greatest utility to establish 
an international identity card for journalists which should, at the same time, be a means of 
professional identification and should be particularly designed to facilitate travelling ar.d 
the exercise by journalists of theic professio~ abroad. 

This card should be based on the principles on which the card prepared by the Inter
national Association of Journalists accredited to the League of Nations has been framed, 
as well as the draft submitted to the Conference by the International Federation of Journa
lists and the Preparatory Committee of Journalists. 

The Conference expresses the hope that when the Advisory Organisation on Communi
cations and Transit discusses this question, it will consult the representatives of the groups 
c<mcerned, including directors of newspapers and directors of news agencies (1). 

H. - Repressive Measures against Foreign Journalists. 

The Conference requests the League of Nations to make the most urgent representa
tions to Governments in order that measures of expulsion or withdrawal of a permit to 
stay in a country on grounds concerned with the exercise by a journalist of his profession 
should never be taken without requesting the opinion of a committee of journalists, by 
which the journalists concerned could be heard (•). 

I. - Equality of Treatment for Foreign Journalists. 

The Conference recommends that all official news should be communicated to all 
newspapers and news agencies, whether national or foreign, without distinction and that 
rates, privileges and facilities for the transmission of news by telegraph, telephon'e, or wire
less, should be granted to all in equal measure . 

• 

j. - Facilities for Enquiry aflorded to Foreign Journalists. 

The Confcren~e expresses the wish that foreign journalists should be able, on the pro
duction of an offic1al document, to obtain from the official press bureau or from the local 
authorities the same facilities as those accorded to journalists of the country concerned. 

(1) Wi~ the exception of the second paragraph which was adopted by 45 votes to one, this resolution was 
adopted unuumously. 

(2) This JeCOmmendation was adopted by 29 votes against IS, with 8 abstentions. 



VIII - C&NBORIHIP IN PBACE TIME 

• 
The Conference adopted the following resolution : 

Whereas the principal theory and repon for tho consultation of this Conference, being 
the free and 11rompt interchange between peoples of news of events and conditions makes 
for mutual )IDderstanding_and, co.tscquently, peace; . . . 

And whereas it is obvwus that news despatches must, to be effective m this sense, be 
popularly accepted as true in the countries in which they are published; 

And whereas the Conference declares itself opposed in principle to every restriction 
on the liberty of the Press, and considers that censorship should not be established or 
maintained except {or really vital reasons and in circumstances which can only be excep· 
tional· 

A~d whereas, without wishing to interfere in the internal affairs of the various States, 
it nevertheless expresses the general desire to see the re-establishment of normal intel
lectual communications among the peoples by modifying or suppressing censorship laws 
wherever the situation permits. 

And whereas it is the unanimous conviction of the Conference that Cell$orship in 
peace time, whether carried on openly or in a disguised form - which is worse - i$ a 
fundamental obstacle to the normal exchange of international information, and as such 
renders more difficult understandings between nations i 

And whereas, not only as has been recognised by the preparatory Committee of 
News Agencies and Journalists, does censorship fail to prevent the distribution of false 
and misleading news, but is also particularly injurious to the Goverments by which it i• 
maintained. 

It is therefore the wish of the Conference that it should quickly and finally be abo· 
lished; 

However, so long as, contrary to the principle of the liberty of the press censorship 
still e>tists in any country, the Conference ask$ for the following minimum guarantees : 

I. That telegr;~.ms subinitted to censonhip ahould be examined by speci;~.lists and 
despatched with the greatest promptitudll posaible. 

3. That journalists should be informed of the instructions given to these specialists 
as to enable them to make their own dispositions. 

J. That they should be informed of the passages suppressed in their despatches as 
well as of exceptional delays in tht-ir transmission, and that they should be given the 
option of sending or withholding telegrams which have been either censured or delayed. 

4. That the transmission charges paid in advance for telegraiD$ which have been 
either censured or delayed should be re-imbursed in proportion to the number of words 
suppressed. 

5. That a complete equality of treatment should be granted to all journalists without 
exception. 

IX. - Misc.Uar~~OJU Resoluti61U. 

(The following resolutions are the outcome of propos~ls submitted by delegate• 
during the Conference and adopted by the latter.) 

1. Publication or Diswiblll.ion oj1"mdnuious N 17/Js. 

. Fully cognizant of the fact that publication or distribution of obviously inaccQrilote 
h•g~ly exagge~ated and deliberately distorted news or articles~ calculated to cause aQlOI)g 
nations undesirable misunderstandings as well as suspicions detrimental to int11r~tioPA!, 
pe~; I 

Desirous of promoting the growth of mutual understandig among peoples necessary 
for the p~omotion of world peace; ' 
. Participants in this Conference express the desire that Newspapers and News Agencies 
m t~e "!orl~ 1bould deem it their duty to take atringent lllCasures to avoid the publication 
or distnbuuon of &uch Jlew& or a.rtides, and also ahould consider active international co· 
opc:ration for the attainment of this purpose which is in conformity with the spirit of the 
League of nations (•). ' 

(1) Thia JaOiutioo wae ~ by 17 vot.a to a. 
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Whereas it is important: from the point of view of consolidating poace and also of 
eventuallyo providing reasonable criticism of the" activities of the League of Natiou that 
the greatest possible number of journalists should become familiar with the organisation 
of the League of Nations. 

The Conference of Press Experts recommends that" preliminary consideration should· 
be given to the question of organising at Geneva and in connection with the LDagucof Nations 
an int41rnational institute or centre for the press to which journalists could come in turn 
throughout the year in order to obtain the necessary ¥nowledge, and draws the attention 
of Governments to the advantage of affording every protection to such an organisation • 

. 
3. Establishment in Newspapers of a Special Heading on the League of Nations. 

The• Conference of Press Experts expresses its gratitude to the League of Nations, 
and particularly the Information Section of the Secretariat, for the support and facilities 
granted its members, as well as for the organisation of the meeting and notes that League 
has in no way attempted in all this work to make propaganda in its favour, but simply 
to contribute to the material and spiritual development of the Press. 

Recognising, nevertheless, that the work of tbe League is worthy of the closest atten· 
tion and constitutes one of the most interesting movements of the century, the Confe· 
renee recommends the establishment in the big newspapers of a permanent section, such 
as alraady exists in aome papers, devoted to making known the work of the League in all 
9bjective fashion. 

Mtwal DisarmamM~t. 

The Conference appeals to the Press of,the world to contribute by every means at its 
disposal to the consolidation of pe;lce, to combating hatred between nationalities and between 
<;lasses, as the greatest danger to peace, and to prepPring the way to moral disarmament. 

s. Regional Press Understandings. 

The Confer~;nce of l'r~:$s ~pl:rtli, co~ideri111t that re&ioral ~~reements with the 
9bject of promoting international harmony concluded by the press of groups of neigh• 
li'ouring States constitute not only one of the best means of facilitating the decisions of 
t>overnments on the improvements suggested by the Conference, but also, and above all, 
i. perQ~aaent guarantee of pacitie11tion ca!cylate<l to contribute> in lar11e measure to tho 
rrevention of misunderstandings between nations; Recommends to tile dele&ate~ of aU 
fountries that might benefit by agreements of this sort - in particular the Balkan coun• 
Jries- to confer immediately with each other ill order to rca~;h ~n anticable understandinc 
liS soon as possible, drawing closer the bonds between the press of their countries and so 
lletween tpejr public opinion. 

6. Periodil;al Con/uence$ fJ/ Prm Exper(s. 

With a view to examining in the near future the extent to whic)l the resolutions and 
recommendations of this Conference have been acted upon by the Governments and 
other Organisations concerned, and also to considering various new problems arising from 
chalfged conditions due to the application of those resolutions and recommendations, 
the Conference requests the Council of the League of Nations to consider the advisabi· 
lity of calling a further conference and also of making such conferences periodical. 

7. Right of Reply. 

The Conferen~e h~ decided ~o refer the consideration of this qf1estion to a subsequent 
press t'onference; 1t Will meanwh1le be studied by the League of Nations with a view to 
ultimately issuing a report. ' 



X. - RESOLUTip~~ OF A GENERAL CHARACTER 

"' At the close of its session, the Conference adopted by acclamation the following 
resolution : .. 

The CQJ!Jerenel and Public Opinion. 

Considering that all the resolutions which have been voted will require to be suppor· 
ted before the public, the Conference requests all the delegates who have taken part in 
the discussions to undertake to propagate the cause of the general interest of the Press in 
their newspapers and before the public opi~on and the Governements of their respective 
countries. 

TENDERS FOR SUPPUES 

TO THE SECRETARIAT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
' 

GENEVA 

Tenders arc invited for the supply of the following articles : 

I) Office furniture; 

2) Stencil-, duplicating-, printing·, writing-, type-writing·, packing·, 
and carbon-paper, envelops, etc. 

Closing dates : October 20th, 1927. 

Particulars may be obtained from the Secretariat of the League of 
Nations, Geneva. 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 

The Eighth Ordinary Session of the Assembly and the Forty-Sixth and Forty
seventh Sessions of the Council were held in September. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice, which had been in session since 
June 15th, gave judgment in the Lotus case and resumed its hearings in the Mavro
matis affair. 

* * * 
The Assembly sat from September 5th to September 27th. 
Forty-nine State11 Members were represented, namely : 
Abyssinia, Albania, Australia, Austria, Belgium, British Empire, Bulgaria, 

Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Cze&loslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Repu
blic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hungary, India, 
Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Lat-.•ia, Liberia. Lithuania, Luxemburg, Netherlands, 
Nicaragua, Ncrway, New Zealand, Panama, Paraguay, Persia, Poland, Portugal, 
Roumania, Salvador, Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Siam, South 
Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay, Venezuela. 
m.~ The Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Brazil, Honduras, Peru and Spain, did not 
send delegates. 

The heads of the Assembly delegations included the President of the Swiss 
Confederation, the Prime Ministers of L•1xemburg and Lithuania, and the Foreign 
Ministers of twenty-one States (Albania, Belgium, Great Britain, Bulgaria, Czecho
slovakia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Salvador, the Serb-Croat
Slovene Kingdom, Sweden). 

In his opening speech, the Acting President of the Council, M. Villegas (Chile) 
reviewed the work of the League, whose programme, he said, covered an ever increas
ing field of international work. The League was constantly endeavouring to forge 
links which would bind the nations to one another by their true interests, to remove 
sources of conflict and to bring forward the weighty arguments for unity and con
cord. Reviewing the past year's work, M. Villegas noted the League's progress 
towards universality as demonstrated by the attendance of the United States, 
Ecuador, Turkey, Mexico and Egypt at important meetings convened by the League 
on economic questions. The Argentine Republic had given valuable assistance. 

Speaking of the Economic Conference, M. Villegas, said that it had been the 
most important event of the year. It was now for the Assembly and Governments 
to take up the task and enable the organs of the League to continue the work oi the 
Conference. 

. Election of the President. - M. Guani, first delegate of Uruguay, was elected Pre 
aident of the Asaembly, obtaining twenty-four votes out of forty-seven cast. 



Distnbution of Work. - The Assembly then adopted its agenda, as in precedid\ 
years dividing its items among six committees, to which each of the States repre· 

~ 

sented were entitled to send one delegate : 
First Committee: Legal and Constitutional Questions. - {Accessions to lntema· 

tiona! Agreements given subject to ratification; Progressive Codification of Inter· 
national Law). Chairman: M. Adatci (Japan); Vice-Chairman : M. Zahle {Denmark). 

Second Committee : Technical Organisations. - (Report of the International 
Economic Conference; reports of the Economic and Financial Organisation, of the 
Health Organisation, of the Organisation for Communications and Transit, and of 
the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation). Chairman : M. Dandurand (Canada); 
Vice-Chairman : M. Veverka (Czechoslovakia). 

Third Committee: Reduction of Armaments. - (Arbitration, Security and Reduc· 
tion of Armaments, Obligation incumbent upon States Members in case of emergency 
to facilitate the meeting of the Council by every means in their powBr). Chairman : 
M. Benes (Czechoslovakia); Vice-Chairman : M. Guerrero (Salvador). 

Fourth Committee : Budget and Financial Questions. - Chairman : M. van Ey· 
singa (Netherlands); Vice-Chairman : M. de Vasconcellos (Portugal}. 

Fifth. Committee: Social and General Questions. - (Protection and Welfare of 
Children ;nd Young People;tProtection of Women and Children in the Near East; 
Traffic in Opium: Armenian and Russian Refugees). Chairman: M. Hambro (Nor· 
way); Vice-Chairman : Hus~ein Khan Ala (Persia) . 

• • 
Sixth Committee: Political Questions. - (Slavery Convention, Mandates, system 

of the single transferable vote and proportional representation in connection with 
the election of non-permanent Members of the Council). Chairman : M. Bech 
(Luxemburg); Vice-Chairman : Count Apponyi (Hungary). 

The Chairman of the Assembly Committees are ipso facto vice-presidents-of the 
Assembly. -· 

The Assembly elected 'six further vice· presidents, thus completing its General 
Committee, which is composed of the President and the twelve vice-presidents. 

A proposal of the President, that M. Motta, President of the Swiss Confedera· 
tion, should be appointed as honorary member of the General Committee, was ~dop
ted by acclamation. 

The vic;e·presidents elected by the Assembly were as follows : 

M. Scialoja (Italy); 
M. Briand (France); 
Sir Austen Chamberlain (British Empire}; 
M. Stresemann (Germany}; 
M. Nemours (Haiti}; 
Count Mensdorff·Pouilly· Dietrichstein (Austria); 

• 
The Agenda Committee was composed a~ follows · 

M. de Brouckere (Belgium) (Chairman); 
Dr. A. Morales (Panama}; 
H. H. Prince Vamvaidyakara (Siam}; 
M. Sokal (Poland); 
M. Schumans (Latvia,, 
M. Restrepo (Colombia); 
Mr. ]. A. Costello (Irish Free State). 
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, The Assembly held twenty-two plenary meetings, ten of which were devoted 
to the general debate on the work of the Council and Secretariat since last session. 
Thirty speakers took part in the discussion which centred on the questions of arbi· 
tration, security and the reduction of armaments, the work of the Economic Confe· 
renee the codification of international law and the methods of work of the Council. 

' The principal results of the work of the Assembly may be summarised as follows : 
a solemn declaration to the effect that aggressive war is an international crime; conti· 
nuation of work in connection with arbitration, security and the reduction of arma· 
ments; arrangements for the convocation by the League of a first Conference for 
the codification of international law; measures for the continuation of the work 
of the Economic Conference, in particular, the creation of a new advisory committee; 
co-operation in the financial reform of Greece and Bulgaria; the opening of a con· 
vention for the execution of foreign arbitral awards; the extension of the work 
of the Health Organisation in Latin America and the Pacific; the coordination of 
various scientific, literary, and artistic activities and the creation of a League edu· 
cational information centre. 

The Council was partly renewed on September 15th, in accordance with the 
rules adopted at the seventh session of the Assembly. It is now composed of the 
British Empire, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Finland, France, Germany, 
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland and Roumania. 

During its two September sessions, the Council dealt inter alia with requests 
from the Hungarian and Roumanian Governments (the Hungarian optants) and 
from the Greek Government (the Salamis affair). It settled a certain number of 
questions concerning Danzig. It took measures for the execution of the Assembly 
decisions. 

On September 23rd, the German F~reign Mir.ister signed, on behalf of his 
Government, the clause relating to the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent 
Court of International Justice. 

II. - The Permanent Court of International Justice('). 

1 • - CoMPOSITION OF THE CouRT 

M. Pessoa, judge, having informed the President of the Court that he could 
not continue to sit after October 5th, 1927, the President, in accordance with the 
rules in force, summoned M. Yovanovitch, deputy-judge, to sit for the last part of 
the session, beginning with the hearings in the case concerning the jutisdiction of 
the European Commission of the Danube. M. Y ovanovitch being prevented by 
illness, the Court will sit with ten members for the remainder of the session. 
(Mr. Wang, whose turn it should be, being at present in China, could not receive 
" summons in sufficient time). 

:.. - THE LoTus CAsE (1
) 

The Permanent Court of International Justice, at a public sitting held on Sep· 
tember 7th, 1927, delivered its judgment in the Lotus Case. 

. The questions submitted by the Parties in the special agreement referring the 
diSpute to the Court were briefly as follows : 
. . a) _Has Turkey acted in conflict with the principles of international Jaw by 
mst1tutmg criminal proceedings against Lieutenant Demons at the same time as 

(1) S..: M"!"hly Summary, VoL VII. No. 8, p. 236. 
(2) 'Ibis l&ltlcle hu been compiled on the bosia of information furnished by the Registry of the Coun. 



against the Turkish captain, in consequence of the loss _of the Boz-Kourt having 
involved the death of a number of Turkish nationals? 

b) U so, which are the principles which Turkey has contravened? • 
c) Is Lieutenant Demons entitled to pecuniary compensation and, if so, how 

much? 
The Court, in its judgment, answers the first question in the negative; it is 

not therefore called upon to consider the others. 
In its very complete statement of the reasons on which its conclusion is based, 

the Court begins by carefully establishing the precise points which it is asked to 
decide. In this connection, it observes, amongst other things, that the question 
before it concerns the fact in itself of Turkish criminal jurisdiction having been 
exercised and that consequently it has not to consid~r whether, apart from the ques
tion of jurisdiction, the clause of Turkish law actually cited in justification of the 
proseC'Ution was realiy applicable, that, although the judgment of the Court of 
Stamboul has not been produced in Court - this clause appears to have been 
Article 6 of the Turkish Criminal Code, but t\lat the Court is not called upon to 
decide whether that article is compatible with the principles of international law. 
What the Court has to do is to state whether the principles of international law 
are or are not opposed to the instit1.1tion by Turkey of criminal proceedings against 
Lieutenant Demons. 

The Court next proceeds to show, by means of an interpretation of Article IS 
of the Convention of Lausanne respecting conditions of residence and business and 
jurisdiction that the " principles o~ international law ", the possible violation of 
which forms the question under consideration, can only be intended to mean in
ternational law as now in force between the nations belonging to the international 
community. Having established this point, the Court approaches a question of 
principles, regarded by the Parties themselves as of fundamental importance, 
namely the question whether ihe TurkisFt Courts, in order to establish their jurisdic· 
tion, should be able to base it upon some title to jurisdiction recognised by inter· 
national law or wliether, on the contrary, their jurisdiction is unrestricted so long 
as it does not come into conflict with a principle of international law. 

The Court in the present case adopts the latter view, which is in accordance 
with the contentions of Turkey. In so doing, the Court argues on the one hand 
from the actual terms of the spe ·ial Agreement and on the other from the present 
conditions of international law. In this respect the Court observes that the juris
diction of a State is certainly territorial in the sense that international law prohibits 
it from any exercise of power over the territory of another State. But it does not 
follow that a State cannot, within its own territory, in the absen :e 'lf a permis~ive 
rule of international law, excrcicc its jurisdiction in any case concerning occurrences 
which have taken place abroad. International law, in fact, as it exists at present, 
does not in general prohibit States from making their laws applicable to property 
situated and acts committed outside their territories. It leaves them in this respect 
a wide measure of discretion; in the circumstances, States can only be required not 
to overstep the limits placed upon their jurisdiction by international law in some 
cases; within these limits a State'~ title to exercice its jurisdiction rests in its sover· 
eignty. 

Moreover, the opposite view, which corresponds to the contention of the French 
Go'iernment, would, the Court holds, in practice result in paralysing the action 
of the Courts in many cases. 

The Court then proceeds to prove that the view which it has adopted applies 
not only as regards civil cases but also as regards criminal cases; it also demon· 
strates that, no matter which of the two opposing views be adopted, it becomes ne
cessary, for the decision in this case, to ascertain whether or not international law 
con~ains ~ principle prohibiting Turkey from instituting criminal proceedings 
agamst Lteutenant Demons. And this must be done mainly on the basis of pre
cedents offering a close analogy to the case under consideration. 
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Proceeding next to this investigation, the Court in . t~e first place examines 
t!te three principal contentions to which, in the Co~rt's o_pm10n, the French Govern
ment's ~uments in regard to the point under cons1derat1on may be reduced : 

a) that the prosecution of Demons for an alleged offence committed 
on board the Lotus - that is to say, by a foreigner abroad - was based 
exclusively on the nationality of the victims, and this is not permitted 
by international law; 

b) that the State, whose Flag is flown, has exclusive jurisdiction over 
occurrences on the high seas; 

c) that this principle is especially applicable in collision cases. 

As regards the first of these points, the Court does not touch upon that thepry 
of jurisdiction which rests upon the nationality of the victims, but confines itself 
to making all reservations in this respect. It is of the opinion indeed that this 
theory could only require consideration if international law prohibited Turkey from 
regarding the offence as having been committed upon the Turkish ship, where its 
effects took _place; but, the Court shows that that is not the case either in general 
or in particular in the case of the offence of manslaughter (homicide par imprudence). 
And it lays down that hence it is impossiole to maintain that there is a rule of 
international law which would prohibit Turkey from taking proceedings against 
Demons owing to the fact that at the time of the commission of the act he was on 
board a French vessel. 

As regards the second French argument, the Court admits that on the high 
seas vessels are only subject to the authority of the State whose Flag they are flying. 
What occurs is that by virtue of the principle of the freedom of the seas a vessel 
becomes identifiable with the territory d the State whose Flag it flies. It fol
lows that no general rule of international law prohibits a State from considering 
an offence, which has produced its effects upon a ship carrying its Flag, as having 
been committed on its own territory. 

Is there any special customary rule, relating to the matter, which does? Con
trary to the views of the French Government, the Court replies to this question in 
the negative. It does not succeed in finding evidence of the exi~tence of such a 
nlle either among the opinions of publicists, or among the precedents and treaties 
invoked by France. On the contrary, the Court quotes cases tending to show that 
the jurisdiction of the Flag of the offender is only concurrent in character. Con
sequently it reaches the conclusion that the second French argument should be 
rejected. 

As regards the third, relating more particularly to collision cases, the Court 
arrives at the same result. For it cannot regard as conclusive the judicial decisions 
cited to show the exclusive character of the jurisdiction of the country of the Flag 
in collision cases. Since, apart from the fact that the decisions in question are 
only those of municipal courts, even municipal case law is too divided to make it 
possible to discover therein a rule supporting the French argument. Moreover, 
the Court point., out that 'it does not appear that the States concerned have objected 
to criminal proceedings in connection wit.h collision cases before the courts of a 
country other than that of the Flag. In this domain also it must be held that there 
is a concurrent jurisdiction on the part of the States whose respective flags are 
flown by the vessels in collision. 

The Court observes finally that it has not confined itself to consideration of 
the contentions of the French Government· in the fulfilment of its task of itself 

I 

ascertaining what international law is, it has extended its researches to all the re-
levant precedents, teachings and facts to which it had access. The result of these 
researches having been negative, it affirms that there is no rule of international law 
which prevents the institution of the proceedings in question. Consequently 
Turkey, by instituting these proceedings in virtue of the discretion which is )ef~ 
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by international law to every sovereign State, cannot .llave acted contrary to the 
principles of international law within the meaning of the Special Agreement. • 

The Judgment, the grounds of which have been summarised above, was aiven 
by the exercise of the President's casting vote, as the Court was sitting with twelve 
judges, and an equal number of votes were cast for and against it. All the dis· 
senting judges availed themselves of their right, under the Statute, to attach to the 
Judgment the statement 01 their separate opinions. It should be stated that one 
of the dissenting judges, Mr. John Bassett Moore, begins his opinion by a declaration 
to the effect that he agrees with the Judgment in holding that there is no rule of 
international law under which the penal cognizance of a collision at sea, resulting in 
loss of life, belongs exclusively to the country of the Flag of the ship by which the 
wrong was done. " Th..ts making - he adds - for the judgment of that question, 
as submitted by the Compromis, a definitely ascertained majority of seven to 
five. " 

These five are M. Loder, M. Weiss, Lord Finlay, M. Nyholm and M. Altamira; 
having regard to the composition of the Court, the majority therefore consists of 
M. Huber, M. de Bustamante, M. Oda, M. Anzilotti, M. Pessoa and Fetzi·Dai"m Bey. 

3. - THE MAVROMMATIS CoNcEssioNs (aEADAPTATioN) (') 

The Greek Government on August 30th, 1927, filed its observations upon the 
preliminary objection taken by Great Britain; the Court decided to regard this 
proceeding as valid under Article 33, paragraph 2 of the Rules. 

On August 29th, 1927, the British Government officially informed the Regi· 
strar of the appointment of Sir Douglas Hogg, K. C., M. P., Attorney-Genera!, and 
of Mr. A. P. Fachiri, to repres,ent its views on the case. 

The Greek Minister at The Hague notified the Registrar on September 5th that 
M. Politis, who was detained at Geneva, would be unable to come to The Hague for 
the hearing, and would be replaced by M. Gilbert Gidel, professor at the Faculty 
of Law of Paris, as counsel for the Greek Government (8). 

The public hearings took place on September 8th, gth and roth. After the 
installation of the Greek national judge, the Court heard the speeches of Sir Douglas 
Hogg and of Professor Gidel, followed by a supplementary statement made by 
Mr. Henry Purchase and a reply by Sir Douglas Hogg. Professor Gidel did not 
make use of his right to make an oral rejoinder. 

The Court withdrew to consider its judgment. 

4. - JURISDICTION OF THE EuROPEAN CoMMISSION OF THE DANUBE (') 

By a letter dated August 31st, 1927, the Agent for the British Government 
informed the Registrar that his Government would be represented in Court at the 
hearing of this question by Sir Douglas Hogg, K.C., M.P., Mr. Alexander Fachiri 
and Mr. W. E. Beckett. 

The Roumanian Government, on September 15th, filed its reply to the obser· 
v<ftions of the other interested Governments. Replies to the Roumanian Govern· 
ment's observations had been filed as early as June 17th by the British and Italian 
Governments, the French Government waiving its right to do so. These various 
documents were communicated to those concerned on September 17th. 

The opening of the hearings remains fixed for October 6th, 1927. 

(x) See M01tthly Summary, September, 1921, p. 244. 
(o) See M010thly Summary, August, p. 215. 
(J) See MOftlhly Summary, September, p. 244. 
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S. - AccEPTAN~E OF THE CoURT'S COMPULSORY JURISDICTION 

• On September 23rd, M. S~resemann, Minist~r for ~oreig~ Affairs of the Germa.n 
Reich, appended to ·the opt1onal clause mentiOned m Article 36 of the Court s 

Statute a declaration to the following effect : 

On behalf of the German Government, I recognise as compulsory, ipso 
fado and without special agreemen~, i~ ~el~tion to any othe~ Member ?r St~te 
accepting the same obligation, the JUriSdiction of the Court m confornuty WJth 
Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statut.e of ~he Court, for a period of fi~e yea_rs, 
in any disputes arising after the ratlficatt~n of. the present de~larat10n w1th 
regard to situations or facts subsequent to this ratificatiOn, except m cases where 
the parties have agreed or shall agree to have recourse to another method of 
paci fie settlement. 

6. - REVISION oF THE RuLEs oF CouRT 

On September 7th, the Permanent Court of International Justice made an 
amendment to Article 7I of its Rules. The effect of this amendment is that, when 
the Court is asked for an advisory opinion upon a dispute actually in existence 
between two or more States, these States will have the right, as though they were 
parties to contentious procedure, of appointing, in pursuance of Article 3 I of the 
Statute of the Court, one of their nationals to sit as a judge ad hoc in the case when
ever they have no national judge amongst the ordinary members of the Court. 

The Article in question now runs as follows : 

"Advisory opinions shall be given after deliberation by the full Court. They 
shall mention the number of the judges constituting the majority. 

"On a question relating to an exi~~ing dispute between two or more States 
or Members of the League of Nations, Article 31 ef the Statute shall apply. In 
case of doubt the Court shall decide. 

''Dissenting judges may, if they so desire, attach to the opinion of the Court 
either an exposition of their individual opini':ln or the statement of their dis
sent." 

7· hrTERNAnONAL AGRBEMENTS RELATING TO THE CoURT'S JURISDICnON 

In addition to the Governments of the countries mentioned in the May-Sep
tember numbers of this Summary, the Hungarian Government has forwarded to the 
Registry its reply to the circular letter of March 24th; this brings up to twenty-one 
the total number of replies received. 

III. - Arbitration, Security and Reduction of Armaments (1). 

The general Assembly debate on the report on the work of the Council was 
the occasion of a protracted discussion on the question of arbitration, security, and 
disarmament. This question was also dealt with by the Third Committee. The 
final result of these debates may be summarised as follows : I) A formal declaration 
prohibiting wars of aggression and laying down that every pacific means must· be 
employed to settle disputes of every description which may arise between States; 
2) A resolution embodying the future programme of work for the Preparatory 
Commission for the Disarmament Conference. 

The Assembly, after examining the work of the Preparatory Commission and 
the Committee of the Council since last September, adopted resolutions of consi
derable importance to the future progress of their work. 

(•) See ltaolatiooa of the .A.embly, poge 3"1· 
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•· - DBCLAaAnox coxcsaxn~o WAas oF Aooausrox 

On the proposal of the Polish delegation, the Assembly unanimously adopted 
the following declaration : 

• The Assembly, 

Recognising the solidarity which unites the community of nations; 
Being inspired by a firm desire for the maintenance of geaeral peace; 
Being convinced that a war of aggression can never secve as a means of 

settling international disputes and is, iD consequence, an international crime; 
Considering that a solemn renunciation of all wars of aggression would tend 

to create an atmosphere of general confidence calculated to facilitate the progress 
of the work undertaken with a view to disarmament; 

Declares : 

1) That all wars of aggression are, and shall always be, prohibited. 
2) That every pacific means must be employed to settle disputes, of every 

description, which may arise between States; 
The Assembly declares that the States Member• of the League are under 

an obligation to conform to these principles .• 

.z.. - AaBitRA nox, SscURITY AND RsnucTrox OF ARMA.I'lB'NTS 

The Netherlands Delegation having proposed that the Assembly, without reo· 
pening the discussion on the Geneva Protocol of 1924, should resume its study of 
the principles of disarmament, security and arbitration, the French and German 
Delegations submitted kindreq proposall!l to the Third Committee. It appeared on 
examination that, far from being antagonistic, the three texts expressed similar 
ideas and supplemented one another. It was accordingly found possible to com· 
bine them in a single resolution, which met with unanimous approval. A proposal 
submitted by the Norwegian Delegation aimed at an optional convention for the 
compulsory settlement of disputes. , 

On this subject the Third Committee consulted the First Committee, and then 
adopted a unanim~:ms resolution recommending that the questiou. of a geu.eral con· 
vention for compulsory arbitration should be studied. The enquiry should include 
in its scope the possibilities of the development of arbitration in all its aspects, 
The Assembly indicated the following points for study. 

• a) Means shouid be sgught for eac:ouraging .a~~ci promoting the acceptance 
of the optional clause of Article 36 of the Statute of the PawaneDt Court of 
lnt:el'na~al Justice and the conclusion of special treatiajfor judicial settlement 
arbit:mti<m and conciliatron. ' 

b) In any investigation into the methods of pacific uttlemeut flli disputes 
between States, special artenti011 shGW.d be paid to the procedure of conciliation 

. I 
which :is of the utmost impartance. 

c) Very special attention should also be given to the question of the rela· 
tions between the mediatory action of the Council and the Assembly and proce
dures of arbitration and concilia.bon., 

~ 1n.stu<iying.a gener.al convention for compulsory arbitration enquiry should 
be made as t.o how the conven:tion could be gi~en sufficient flexibility to permit 
t~e contractmg States to adJust the obligations assumed to their particular 
Circumstances. • 

The resolution adopted by the Assembly on the German, French and Nether· 
lands proposals : (a) recommends the progressive extension af arbitration by means 
of special or collective agr61¥llents, including agreements between States Members 
and non·Members of the League so as to extend to all countries the mutual confi· 
dence essential to the complete succesa of the Collference on the Reduction of Arma· 

IIONTRLY IDJUIARY • 



ments; b) requests the Co-.mcil to urge the P1·eparatory Commission to hasten ~he 
~mpletion of its technical work, and to convene the conference . on the reduction 
of armaments as soon as this work has been completed· c) prov1des for the crea· 
tion of a committee composed of representatives of ali States which have seats 
on the Commission and are Members of the League, other States represented on 
the Commission being invited to sit if they so desire. 

This committee would be placed at the disposal of the Preparatory Commission 
and its duty would be to consider, on lines indicated by the Commission, the mea· 
sures capable of giving all States the guarantees of arbitration and security necessary 
to enable them to fix the lev~! of their armaments at the lowest possible figures in 
an international disarmament agreement. 

The Assembly considered that those measures should be sought : 

1 In action by the League of Nations with a view to promoting, generalising 
and co-ordinating special or collective agreements on arbitration and security; 

In the systematic preparation of the machinery to be employed by the organs 
of the League of Nations with a view to enabling the .Members of the League 
to perform their obligations under the various articles of the Covenant; 

In agreements which the States Members of the League may conclude 
among themselves, irrespective of their obligations under the Covenant, with 
a view to making their commitments proportionate to the degree of solidarity , 
of a geographical 'Or other nature existing between them and other States; 

And, further, in an invitation from the Council to the several States to 
inform it of the measures which they would be prepared to take, irrespective 
of their obligations under the Covenant, to support the Council's decisions or 
recommendations in the event of a conflict breaking out in a given region, each 
State indicating that, in a particular case, either all its forces, or a certain 
part of its military, naval or air forces, could forthwith intervene in the conflict 
to support the Council's decisions or recommendations. » 

The report of the Third Assembly Committee ~ave the following indications 
as to the meaning and scope of this resolution and in regard to the programme of 
work : 

• All the delegations were agreed that the work for disarmament should 
be prosecuted with the utmost energy. 

The Assembly, at its s~venth ordinary session, had decided that, in the 
present conditions with regard to regional and general security, the work of the 
Preparatory Commission should be continued, no effort being spared to bring 
it to a successful conclusion as quickly as possible, and that the Conference 
itself should be convened as soon as the preliminary technical work was completed. 

All the delegations remain faithful to this view and urge that a further 
effort should be made to reach the condusion without delay. At the same 
time, all realise that the proposed movement along the road to disarmament 
will be only the first step, and must be followed by others before any real general 
disarmament can be achieved. 

It is recognised on all hands that the greater the improvement in the condi· 
tions of security and the more decided the nature of the first step, the sooner 
the subsequent steps will be taken. The Committee therefore feels that, with 
a view to reaching definite solutions as quickly as possible, the st•Jdy of the 
questions of arbitration and security should be resumed on systematic lines.» 

S. -RESOLUTIONS COJfCBRJfiJfO THB Woax OP THB PaBPARATORY CoMMISSION 

AND THB Col'l.l'I.ITTBB OP THB CouNCIL DURIJfO THB PAsT YBAR ., 

The Assembly approved the report of the Committee of the Council on methods 
and regulations to enable the Council to take decisions to enforce the obligations of 
the Covenant as expeditiously as possible. It recommended that the Council 
should adopt this report as a valuable guide which, without restricting the Council's 
liberty,. summarised the results of the experience of the procedure already iollowed 
and of the studies so far carried out with a view to th: best possible organisations 
of its methods in case of emergency. 
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The Assembly also adopted a formal declaration coll.cerning the rapid working 
of the organs of the Leag.ue in times of emergency. • 

It recommended St~es Members of the League to organise in advance all 
measures necessary to obtain these results. It asked the Council to continue its 
studies, particularly in regard to telephonic communications between the Seat of 
the League and the different capitals, the identification of aircraft making journeys 
of importance for the League in times of emergency, the establishment of a wireless 
station at the seat of the League, the adaptation of an landing ground for aircraft 
near the seat of the League, and, more generally, provisions enabling the League 
to be prepared at any moment to meet any emergency with the greatest possible 
rapidity. 

The result of the enquiry made during the past year by the Financial Com· 
mittee and the Committee of the Council on financial assistance to States victims 
of aggression was also examined by the Assembly. The Assembly asked the Council 
to submit the plan drawn up by the Financial Committee and the material concern· 
ing Article 16 to the committee whose constitution is proposed in the resolution 
concerning arbitration, security and reduction of armaments. 

The Assembly decided to recommend all States Members to act in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament 
Conference as regards the development of civil aviation for economic purposes to 
the exclusion of military interests, so that air armaments might be limited without 
hampering civil aviation. The Council was requested to cause a study to be made 
by the Committee on Communications and Transit of practical methods likely to 
facilitate the conclusion of agreements between aviation undertakings in the various 
countries. 

The Assembly once more emphasised the importance it attached to the esta· 
blishment of a convention on the supp»ession of the private manufacture of arms 

• and on the publicity of manufacture in general, which in its opinion should ensure 
equality between producing and non-producing countries. It asked the Council to 
bring this to the notice of the special commission in order that the League might 
succeed in drawing up a single text which would enable the Council to convene 
an international conference as soon as possible. 

4. - DECISIONS OF THB CouNCIL 

On the report of its President, M. Villegas (Chile), the Council took a certain 
number of decisions with a view to the application of the Assembly resolutions on 
all questions concerning the reduction of armaments. 

It decided to communicate to Governments the resolution prohibiting all wars 
of aggression and declaring that every pacific means must be employed to settle 
disputes of every description, and the Assembly recommendation with regard to 
the progressive extension of arbitration. 

In pursuance of the resolution of the Assembly, the Council called upon the 
Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference to take steps to hasten 
the completion of its technical work so that the programme for a disarmament 
conference might be drawn up as soon as possible. It further requested the Pre· 
paratory Commission to appoint a committee to study questions of arbitration and 
security. 

The Council took note of the formal declaration of the Assembly, asserting that 
~tates_Members of the ~eague are under an obligation to facilitate by every means 
m the1r p~wer the rap1d meeting of the Council in time of emergency, and called 
the attentiOn of States Members to the consequences of this obligation. 
. ~t invited the Committe• on Communications and Transit to continue its inves· 

~1ga~10n of means of facilitating the working of the Council and other League organs 
10 times of emergency. 
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The Council transmittbd to the Preparatory Commission the Assembly resolu· 
ti6'n concerning financial assistance for States victims of aggression, authorising 
that Commission to consult the Financial Committee whfnever necessary. 

The Assembly resolutions concerning the development of civil aviation was 
forwarded to States Members and to the Committee for Communications and Tran· 
sit; that on the private manufacture and publicity of manufacture of arms to the 
Special Commission dealing with the question; that concerning the report of the 
Committee of the Council on methods and regulations enabling the Council to take 
prompt decisions with a view to the enforcement of the obligations of the Covenant 
was adjourned to the December meeting of the Council. 

The Council also made the necessary arrangements for modifying the compo· 
sition of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference and the 
Special Commission on the Private Manufacture of Arms, so as to bring it into line 
with the changes in its own membership. 

Of the three newly elected Members of the Council one-Finland-is already 
represented on the Preparatory Commission. The other two-Canada and Cuba
become automatically members of the Commission. The Greek representative 
having been rapporteur to the 1924 Assembly on arbitration and security; the 
Council decided to invite Greece to cooperate in the work of the Commission. 

The Council invited two of its retiring members-Belgium and Czechoslovakia
to remain on the Commisssion. The representative of the third retiring member
Salvador-had expressed the wish to retire, so as not to increase unduly the number 
of the Commission. 

As regards the Special Commission on the Private Manufacture of Arms, the 
Council decided that, owing to their importance as producing countries, Belgium 
and Czechoslovakia should be invited to remain members. Salvador was also • 
invited to continue to cooperate in the work of the Commission on account of the 
important part which its rep1esentative, M. Guerrero, had hitherto played therein. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

I. - IMTBRNATIO'NAL ENGAGEMENTS 

a) Rl!.tifi,ctltitm of agr1ements A1UI conventions eoncluded uader the au.spicu 
of the uape of NGtions. 

On September 3rd the Council took note of the position with regard to the rati· 
fication of agreements and conventions concluded under the auspices of the League 
of Nations. 

On this occasion. the Polish representative, M. Sokal, drew attention to the 
fact that the Convention drawn up by the Second Opium Conference (Februa-ry 19th, 
1925) had not yet entered into force, owing to the, delays in ratification. The coming 
into force of this Convention depended on its ratification by ten Powers, including 
seven Members of the Council, two of whom must be permanent members. More 
than ten ratifications and accessions had been deposited - including two by per· 
manent Members of the Council - but this total did not yet include those of seven 
Members of the Council. 

The Netherlands representative, M. Beelaerts van Blokland, said that the 
Second Opium Convention had already been approved by the States General of his 
~untry and ~hat ratification would follow as soon ~.the Bill bringing Dutch taw 
mto conform1ty with the provisions of the Convention had been voted by Parlia· 
ment. 



M. Comnene (Roumania) informed the Council toot only circumstances con· 
nected with internal politics had up to the present prevented his Government f~¥~m 
ratifying the Convention, 

b) Accessions to international agreements subject to ratification. (1) 

The Assembly considered the question of accessions to international agreements 
given subject to ratification and the consequences arising therefrom. 

The rapporteur, M. Motta, said that there were two procedures known to inter· 
national practice by which States entered into undertakings with one another -
that of signature and that of act'ession. 

The procedure of signature was the more usual. It was followed by States 
which had taken part in an inte!:national Conference and signed the Act resulting 
from the Con{e!:ence either immediately or within a certain time·limit (generally 
from six to nine months). 

The procedure of accession was open to States which had not taken part in the 
Conference or had not signed within the specified time-limit. 

When a State signed a Convention it did so subject to ratification. Accession 
was, on the other hand, definitive. 

Recently, however, a new practice had crept into international proced11re, 
several States having acceded to agreements subject to ratification. 

The First Assembly Committee, which examined the question, came to the 
conclusion that this practice should be neither encouraged nor discouraged. It 
considered, nevertheless, that States should understand that if they did not mention 
that their accession was subject to ratification it would be regarded as definitive, 

The A~sembly endorsed this opinion . • • 

c) Registration. · 

Among the treaties and !nternational agreements registered in September figure : 
An Aeronautical Agreement (Paris, March JISt, 1927) between the British Em· 

pire, France, Italy and Japan and Bulgaria to ensure the application of Article 89 
of the Treaty of Neuilly, deposited by the Conference of Ambassadors; 

A Treaty of Arbitration and Conciliation (The Hague, May 20th, 1926) between 
Germany and the Netherlands, deposited by the Netherlands Government; 

Agreements for the abolition of passport visas between Austria and Latvia, 
Germany and Finland, Estonia and Finland, and Austria and Finland; 

Treaties of Commerce and Navigation between Norway and Poland and Fin· 
land and Czechoslovakia; 

A Provision~.! Convention on Air Navigation (The Hague, July 23rd, 1926) 
between Denmark and the Netherlands, deposited by the Netherlands Government; 
and a Convention on Through Passenger and Goods Traffic (Riga, October 29th 1925) 
concluded by Estonia, Latvia and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, deposited 
by the Latvian and Estonian Governments. 

d) Adhesions and Raiificahons. 

The Protocol on Arbitration Clauses in Commercial Contracts (Geneva, Sep· 
tember 24th, 1923)-was ratified by Norway. 

Th~ Slavery Convetztion (Geneva, September 2jth 1926) was ratified by Norway 
and Spam and acceded to by Haiti. 

(r) See Resolutions of :he Assemoly, p. Jll. 



The Cor~vmtion for tlu..Supprsssion of the Trade in Obscene Publications (Geneva, 
S~Wtember 12th, 1925) was ratified by the Netherlands, including the Dutch East 
Indies Surinam and Curacao. , 

The Convention and Statute on Navigable Waterways of international Cor.cern, 
the additional Protocol to thl'.t Convention (Barcelona, April 20th, 1921}, the 
ConvenJion arid Statute on tlu International Regime of Railways and the Convention 
arid Stat-.41e of tJu International Regime of Maritime Ports (Geneva, December 9th, 
1923) were ratified by Sweden. 

e) Amendment to the Covenant. 

The Protocols relating to Articles IV (the Council), VI (the Secretariat), XII, 
XIII and XV (Arbitration and Judicial Settlement) of the Covenant were signed 
by Chile. 

z.. - TaB PaooaBSSIVB CoDIFICAnoN OF INTERNATIONAL LAw (') 

The work of the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of Inter
national Law was carefully examined by the Assembly, which expressed its convic
tion that it was material for the progress of justice and the maintenance of peace 
to define, improve and develop international law. It considered that it was the 
duty of the League to make every effort to contribute to this work. 

The Assembly, accordingly, took the foollowing important decisions : 
I. It decided to summon the first Codification Conference and made arrange

ments for its preparation and convocation; 
2. It invited the Committee of E.'tperts to complete its work; 
3- It decided to cause a study to be made for the preparation of a general and 

comprehensive plan of codification. 

Conwcation arid Preparation of the Conference. - The first Codification Confe
rence, the Assembly considered, might be held in 1929. It decided that the Agenda 
should comprise three questions recommended by the Committee of Expert> and 
accepted by the Council as ripe for solution by international agreement, namely, 
nationality, territorial waters, and the responsibility of States for damage done in 
their territory to the person or property of foreigners. 

The Assembly asked the Council to make arrangements with the Netherlands 
Government with a view to choosing The Hague - the seat of two Peace Conferences 
- as the meeting place. This choice, the Assembly considered, would not only 
demonstrate the continuity of the effort - rendered more systematic today by the 
good offices of the League - to invest international law with more precision and 
stability, but also be a Tribute to the Netherlands G0vernment. 

The Assembly considered that the convocation and preparation of this Confe· 
renee should be left entirely to the League and that any other course might 
perhaps be interpreted by a section of public opinion as a real blow to the prestige 
of the League. 

To ensure success, it wa~ regarded as absolutely essential that the programme 
and organisation should be carefully and methodically prepared. This was all the 
more necessary as the coming Conference was to be the first of a long series and as the 
preparatory work "'ould be specially heavy and would demand from those un:ier
taking it great sacrifice~ of time and con5iderable theoretical and practical knowledge. 

The Assembly requested the Council to appoint as promptly as possible a Pre· 
paratory Committee of five persons possessed of a wide knowledge of ir.tcrnational 
practice, legal precedents and scientific data relating to problems coming within the 
scope of the Conference. 

This Committee will be called upon to prepare on each of the questions sub-

(1) See Reoo!utions of the Asaembly, p. 310. 
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mitted a report giving a detailed basis of discussion, to make use, above all, of th• 
work of the Committee of Experts, and to take account of resolutions already adopted 
or in process of being fra.p1ed by such learned associations of international law as 
the Institute of International Law, the International Law Association and other 
similar bodies. Lastly, in order to ensure the universality of international law, it 
should take into ac-count the extensive and remarkable effort at codification made 
during recent years by the Pan· American Union. 

After this preliminary work, which will be in the nature of a general survey 
of the subjects to be dealt with, the Committee will have to undertake an enquiry 
approaching the Governments of the States Members and non·Members through 
the Secretariat. 

It will first of all draw up a schedule for each of the questions coming within 
the scope of the programme of the Conference, indicating the various points suitable 
for examination with a view to agreement. On each point States will be invited 
to furnish information from the point of view of the state of their positive law, 
information derived from their owp practice, and their wishes as regards possible 
additions to the rules in force and the manner of making good present deficiencies 
in international law. 

At the end of its enquiry, the Committee will be in a position, after comparing 
the information sent by the various Governments, to establish the points on which 
there is agreement or any degree of divergency, in respect of each aspect of the 
questions to be dealt with. The progress of the work will be examined by the 
Assembly at its next session, and once it is finished, the Council will decide as to 
the date of the Conference. 

The Assembly recommended the Council, when sending the invitations, to 
include a draft set of regulations indicating a certain number of general rules, con· 
cerning in particular : • 

• 
a) The possibility if necessary for states taking part in the Conference to 

adopt among themselves rules accepted by a majority; 
b) The possibility of drawing up on suitable matters a very comprehensive 

convention and within its framework more restricted conventions; 
e) The organisation of a system for the revision of established agreements; 
d) The spirit of the codification, which would not confine itself to a simple 

statement on existing rules but aim at adapting them as far as possible to 
contemporary conditions of international life. 

0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 

The Assembiy invited the Committee of Experts for the Codification of Inter· 
national Law to finish the work which it had begul'l. It also asked it to examine the 
conditions in whir.h it would be poc;~ible to study the proposal of the Paraguayan 
delegation concerning a general and comprehensive plan for the codification of inter· 
national law. It was of opinion such a study would be useful because it would 
facilitate the nomenclature and methodical classification of subjects for progres· 
sive codification as and when they arrived at a sufficient degree of maturity. In 
proceeding with this work, the Assembly considered that account might be taken 
as far as possible, from a scientific and practical point of view, of the work already 
done by learned societit's and of the comprehensive and remarkable work of codi· 
fication accomplished in America . 

• 
3. - ELECTION oF THE NoN-PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE CouNCIL 

On September I sth, the Assembly elected Cuba, Finland and Canada to sit en 
the Council for three years, the retiring members being Belgium, Salvador and 
~zechoslovakia. The vote was taken in conformity with the Rules for the Elec· 
tlon of the Non-Permanent Members of the Council, adopted by the Assembly, on 
September I 5th, I926 (1). 

(1) See M1111thly Su_,, Vol. VI, No.9, p. 232. 



1n accordance with t:be rules of proc~ure a secret ballot 'IUS taken by roll· 
•C%11. Forty-nine votes were cast, the absolute majority ~ing twenty-five. Cuba 
obtained forty, Finland thirty·three, and··Canada twent:y·stx votes. 

Before the elections, the Assembly had hacf to vo~e on a request of Belgium 
to be declared re·eligible as Non-Permanent Member of the Council. This request 
was based on a provision of the Rules of Election (1), that the Assembly may, on, 
or during the three years following the expiration of a Member's term of office, decide, 
by a two-thirds majority, that such Member is re·eligible. 

The number of votes cast was forty-eight, the abwlute majority thirty-two. 
Belgium obtained twenty-nine votes, three less than the number required. M. Van
dervelde (Belgium) expressed his conviction that the votes against the proposal 
had been given on grounds of principle, and did not represent any feeling in the. 
Assembly against his country, which needless to say, would continue to co-operate 
wholeheartedly in the work of the League. Delegates showed by prolonged 
applause their appreciation of this statement . 

• 
4. - SYsTu oP THB SmoLa TRAMSPBIIABLi! VoTs AND PROPoanoMAL 

RBPRBSEMTATIOM IN CoNNECTION WITH THB ELscTIOM oP THB NoN-PERMANENT 

MEMBERS OP THB CouNCIL (IJ 

The question of the single transferable vote and proportional representation in 
connection with the election of the non-permanent Members of the Council, raised 
at the Seventh Session of the Assembly by the Norwegian Delegation, was discussed 
anew at the Eighth Session. 

After making a careful study of the question, the Assembly, in agreement 
with the authors of the proposal, came to the conclusion that, were the principle 
of proportional representation to be adopted, the single transferable vote system 
would be a form of proportional representation which could be applied to the 
Council elections. It was, however, of opinion that the present system should be 
given a fair trial, and t~t the method of balloting now employed should not be 
ch:mged anti! it appeared opportune to do so. 

V. - The Technical Organisations. 

1. - THE HBALTH OaoANISAnON (l) 

Work of the Organisation. 

The work of the Health Organisation during the past year was reviewed by 
the Assembly, special interest being attached to certain of its aspects, in particular, 
the appointment to the Health Committee of expert assessors from Australia, the 
United States and Italy; the development of the Bureau of Epidemiological Intel
ligence at Singapore, which will henceforth make it possible for movements of epi
demic disease to be watched and studied in the Far East and for advance measures 
to be taken to repel the invasion of infection; the communication to all European 
Health Administrations of weekly telegraphic reports on the progreos of the recent 
influenza outbreak; suggestions of all countries concerned in the campaign against 
sleeping sickness in Africa; the development of the system of interchanges of medical 
officers (interchanges are being arranged to take place in Germany and in India); 
the organisation of international public health courses; an enquiry into public 
health problems in the Pacific; the International Rabies Conference, which enabled 
directors of antirabic Institutes in all parts of the world to compare the results 
obtained by the various methods in use in their laboratories; an enquiry regarding 

(1) See Mtmlhly SufMitiTy, Vol. VI, No. 9, p. '3'· 
(2) See Raolutiona ol the Auen&bly, p. 312. 
(3),See Raolutiooa ol the Aueml>ly, p. 312. 
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health insurance, in cooperation with t~e International Labour Offl'ce; and an enquiry 
regarding infant mortality. 

The Assembly recorded its upqualifie~ app·roval of this work"and expressed 
. # 

its appreciation of the services repdered to international public health by the 
Health Committee and its expert Commissions. 

Tech11ical Mission in Latin-America. 

The results of the mission of a group of health experts in certain countries 
of Latin America were discussed by the Assembly and the Council. 

The problems of infant mortality were the main object of the journey to Latin 
America of the Chairman of the Health Committee, Professor Madsen, and the 
Medical Director of the Health Organisation, who attended the meeting of the 
International Group of Experts in Child Welfare, held last June at Montevideo. 
• The Assembly took note of the possibilities of technical cooperation with public 
health and medical authorities in Latin American countries. The Argentine Health 
Administration has suggested that it might be possible to establish in Buenos 
Ayres, under the auspices of the League, an international health centre, which 
would provide training facilities for a staff capable of dealing efficiently with child 
welfare in Latin American countries. 

It has also been suggested that the League might take under its auspices the 
public health education organised two years ago in Rio de Janeiro, and thus endow 
it with the same international character as the courses organised by the Health 
Committee in Paris and London. A further suggestion from the Brazilian Health 
Service concerns the establishment of an International Leprosy Research Centre 
under the auspices of the League. 

Finally, the National Health Council of Uruguay is prepared to cooperate 
• with the Mixed Commission of the Health Committee studying the question of 

health insurance. 
The Assembly, after noting the report of the Chairman of the Health Com· 

mittee on these possibilities of cooperation requested the Council to consider how 
they might be made effective. It considered that the realisation of these sugges· 
tions would result in creating links between the League's health work and the acti· 
vities of the Latin-American health administration and would constitute a good 
method of developing the work of the League's technical organisations in Latin· 
America. 

The Council took note of the results of the mission and expressed its appre· 
ciation of this first attempt at technical cooperation with distant countries. 

The Japanese, Colombian, British and Chilean representatives expressed the 
hope that the meeting at Montevideo might create a precedent. The British repre· 
sentative, in particular, emphasised the necessity of repeating the experiment made 
in Latin-America, in order that the more distant nations might have an opportu· 
nity of appreciating and understanding the work of the League. 

To give effect to the resolutions of the Assembly, the Council referred to the 
Health Committee with a view to practical realisation, the various suggestions 
for cooperation with Latin-American countries . 

• .z.. THB EcoNOMIC AND FINANCIAL OaoANiiiAnoN 

The Economic Conference ('). 

Both the Assembly and the Council endorsed the recommendations of the 
Economic Conference as generally indicative of the determination of all nations 
to organise economic peace. 

The Assembly recommended that all Governments should give favourable 

(1) See Resolutions of the Assembly, page 313. 
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e sideration to \he resolutions of the Conference and that thtir economic policy 
s::uld be developed in accordance with the principles laid down by the Conference. 
It instructed the League Economic Organisation to prepare as soon as possible a 
summary of the replies of the various Governments as to their attitude with regard 
to the recommendations of the Conference and the action taken or to be taken 
thereon. It expressed the hope that the recommendations of the Conference, in 
particular those relating to tariffs and commercial policy, would be put into effect, 
not only by national action and bilateral agreements but also, whenever practi
cable, by collective conventions reached by means of inter?ational conferences of 
accredited representatives with the aim of gradually evolvmg among the trading 
nations of the world, and particularly among those of Europe, common lines of 
policy beneficial to all and not subject to the uncertainties of purely bilateral bar
gaining. 

As the execution of the programme demands great ca:re and work of a technical 
( 

kind, the Assembly considered that it should be entrusted to a sp~ial organisation. 
It accordingly invited the Council to bet up an Economic Organisation, to include 
representatives of the interests and organisations which had collaborated in the 
preparation of the Economic Conference. 

This Organisation will include : 

s) The Economic Committee, to deal in particular with economic relations 
between States and their economic policies so far as they have international aspects; 

II) Temporary Sub-Committees of Experts for the preparatory work; 
e) A Consultative Committee, to follow the application of the Conference 

recommendations. This Committee, whose composition will be modelled upon 
that of the Preparatory Committee for the Economic Conference, will comprise 
35 members. The International J.abour Office will be invited to submit the names 
of three labour members. The Economic Cbmmittee will select five of its members 
to take part in the work of the Consultative Committee with the same rights as 
the other members. The cooperation of the International Institute of Agriculture 
and the International Chamber of Commerce will also be secured. 

On the suggestion of the German representative, the Council, on September 
27th, took the necessary decisions to give effect to the resolutions of the AssemLly. 

It was decided that the Economic Committee should be composed of fifteen 
members, of different nationalities, appointed by the Council in their personal 
capacity and on the grounds of their qualifications in economic matters for a period 
of three years. They will not represent their Governments. At the end of 
their term of office, retiring members, unless succeeded by members of the same 
nationality, will become "Corresponding Members of the Committee". 

As a general rule, corresponding members will not attend meetings of the Com
mittee, but may be summoned whenever necessary. Their term of office-also 
three years-will be renewable, but will expire on the day on which a regular member 
of the same nationality is appointed to the Committee. 

In order to be a corresponding member, it is not invariably necessary to be a 
retiring member of the Committee, the Council being empowered, when the utility 
of such action is recognised, to appoint any person it may consider desiraolc:. 

The Council adjourned to its next session the appointment of the members 
of the Consultative Committee, requesting meanwhile the tapporteu'r to draw up 
a list of members, in conjunction with the Secretary-General and after the necessary 
consultations. • 

The Economic Commil;tee was appointed as follows : 

Members: 

M. Barboza Carneiro. 
M. Brunet . . . . . 
Sir Sydney Chapman 

, . (Brazii) 
(Belgium) 

. • (Great Britain) 



M. Di Nola. . • 
M. Dvoracek . 
M. Jahn ... 
M. Matsuyama 
M. Neculcea 
M. Scbllller. 
M. Serruys. 
M. Stucki .• 
M. Trendelenburg . 
A Polish Member 
An Indian Member 
A national of the United States 

Corresponding_ Members 

(Italy) 1 

(Czechoslovakia) 
(Norway) 
(Japan) 
(Roumania) 
(Austria) 
(France) 
(Switzerland) 
(Germany) 

Mr. Campion . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Australia) 
Mr. Jensen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Denmark) 
A national of the Kigndom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. 
A national of China. 

In order to ensue the continuity of the work of the Committee, the Council 
decided that its chairman should hold office for one year. 

Work of tile Economic Committee 

The work of the Economic Committee was discussed both by the Assembly 
and the Council. 

During the past year,•the work of the Committee has borne on the following 
questions : the abolition of import and export prohibitions and restrictions; tariffs 
and commercial treaties; the treatment of foreign nationals and enterprises; the 
~implification of customs formalities; false customs declarations; arbitration clauses 
in commercial treaties; bills of exchange; economic crises; the unification of eco
nomic statistics; economic relations between the various countries; the protection 
of the consumer against worthless goods. • 

The Assembly called upon all Governments to send duly authorised repfc
sentatives to the Conference which will meet in Geneva on October 17th for the. 
purpose of concluding an international Convention for the abolition of import and 
export prohibitions and restrictions, 

• • * 

The Council, on the proposal of the German representative, decided on Sep· 
tember gth to invite M. Colijn, former Prime Minister of the Netherlands, to preside 
over the Diplomatic Conference for the Abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions 
and Reatrictions meeting in Geneva on October 17th. 

The rapporteur recalled that M. Colijn had acted with· skill and energy as 
chairman of the Commerce Commission of the International Economic Conference. 
He further observed that the suppre5sion of import and export prohibitions by 
means of a binding convention would be the first important step towards the prac· 
tical application of the principles and recommendations of the Economic Conference. 
The success of this first attempt would therefore have a considerable and beneficial 
influence upon the further developemnt of the work designed to imprive conditions 
in international trade. 

Three members of the Economic Committee, M. A. Jensen (Denmark), M. Heer 
(Switzerland) and Dr. Pirelli (Italy) having resigned, the Council expressed its 
regret at their decision and its appreciation of the great services they had rendered 
the League. 
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Convention on the execution of foreign arbitral awards (1
)-

. 
The Assembly decided to open for signature by all States, Parties ~o the Pro· 

tocol of I923, a Convention for the execution of foreign arbitral awards m commer-

cial matters. . . 
The object of this Conventi'.>n is to complete the Protocol of 1923, wh1ch d1d 

not make p~ovision for the execution of arbitral awards made in foreign countries. 
It was discussed, during the eight session of the Assembly, by the second Assembly 
Committee and a Special Committee. 

The Committee of Experts which had previously studied the question had 
drawn up an agreement in the form of a Protocol. The British Gov~rnment ~av~ng 
pointed out that this might give rise to difficulties owing to the pecuhar consbtu~10n 
of the British Empire, the Assembly decided to give it the form of a Convention, 
enumerating in its preamble the heads of States participating therein and their 
plenipotentiaries. 

The Convention will remain open for signature during an indefinite period. 
It will be applieable to (I) awards made in virtue of a submission to arbitration 
covered by the 1923 Protocol, (2) awards made in a territory in one of the Contrac
ting Parties to which the new Convention applies, (3) awards made between persons 
subject to the jurisdiction of a State Member or non-Member of the League, Party 
to the Convention. 

Articles I and z·determine under what conditions these awards will be recognised 
and enforced. It is further necessary (Article I) : 

"(a) That the award has been made in pursuance of a submission to arbitration 
which is valid under the law applicable thereto; 

"(b) That the subject-matter of the award is capable of settlement by arbitra· 
tion under the law of the country in which the aw~rd is ~ought to be relied upon; 

"(c) That the award has been made by the Arbitral Tribunal provided for in 
the submission to arbitration or constituted in the manner agreed upon by the par
ties and in conformity with the law governing the arbitration procedure; 

"(d) That the award has become final in the country in which it has been made, 
in the sense that it will not be considered as such if it is open to opposition, appel or 
~rooi en cassation (in the countries where such forms of procedure exist) or if it 
is proved that any proceedings for the purpose of contesting the validity of the 
award are pending ; 

"(e) That the recognition or enforcement of the award is not contrary to the 
public policy or to the principles of the law of the country in which it is sought to 
be relied upon." 

Article 2 lays down : 

"Even if the conditions laid down in Article 1 hereof are fulfilled, recognition 
and enforcement of the award shall be refused if the Court is satisfied : 

"(a) That the award has been annulled in the country in which it was made; 
"(b) That the party against whom it is sought to use the award was not given 

notice of the arbitration proceedings in sufficient time to enable him to present 
hi.; case; or that, being under a legal capacity, he was not properly represented; 

"(c) That the award does not deal with the differences contemplated by or 
falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration or that it contains decisions 
on matters beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration. 

"If the award has not covered all the questions submitted to the arbitral tri· 
bunal, the competent authority of the country where recognition or enforcement 
of the award is sought can, if it think fit, postpone such recognition or enforcement 
or grant it subject to such guarantee as that authority may decide. " 

(•) S<! Raolutio,. of the Aooanbly, J>a&e 315. 



Article 3 provides : • 
• U the party against whom the award has been made proves that, under the 

law governing the arbitration procedure, there is a ground, other than the grounds 
referred to in Article I (a) and (c), and Article 2 (b) and (c), entitling him to contest 
the validity of the award in a Court of Law, the Court may, if it thinks fit, either 
refuse recognition or enforcement of the award or adjourn the consideration thereof 
giving such party a reasonable time within which to have the award annulled by 
the competent tribunal. 

Article 4 enumerates the documents to be laid before the Court by a party 
claiming enforcement of an award. This article is descriptive and not exhaustive 
in character. 

It would be contrary to the aim pursued, which is to promote the recognition 
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards, should the Convention in any way 
contribute to reduce existing facilities given by certain legislative systems and 
treaties. 

This view is embodit:d in Article 5, which gives a party the right to avail him· 
self of an arbitral award in the manner and the extent allowed by the law or the 
treaties of the country where such award is sought to be relied upon. 

The importance of such a convention from the point of view of international 
trade was emphasised by the Economic Conference. 

The Assembly invited the Council to take whatever measures it might deem 
expedient to drawn the attention of all States Members or non-Members of the 
League to the value of the Protocol of 1923 and the Convention of 1927 and to the 
conditions under which they may become parties to these agreements . 

• • Work of the Financial Committee(') . 

The Financial Committee held its twenty-eighth session from September 1st 
to September 7th. The agenda included questions concerning the issue of a Greek 
Loan (II), the settlement of Greek (1) and Bulgarian refugees, the balance of the A us· 
trian and Hungarian Reconstruction Loans, the programme of expenditure by the 
Danzig Municipal Loan of 1925, the publication of monetary and banking Ia-., 
double taxation and tax evasion, and the liquidation of the property of Greek and 
Bulgarian refugees (1). 

On these questions, which were discussed in the presence of representatives of 
the Governments concerned, representatives of the Greek National Bank, the Chair· 
man of the Greek Refugee Settlement Commission, the League Commissionners at 
Sofia and Danzig, and the Chairman of the Mixed Graeco·Bulgarian Emigration 
Commission, the Financial Committee drew up a report which was approved by the 
Council on September 15th. 

On the proposal of M. Vandervelde, the Council took a certain number of deci· 
sions regarding special points of the Committee's report. It approved a recom· 
mendation that part of the proceeds of the Danzig Municipal Loan should be spent 
on drainage works. It authorised the Secretariat (1) to make as complete as possible 
a collection of monetary and banking laws and to include in one of its regular publi· 
cations a bibliography on this subject; (2) to publish in a single volume all the existing 
conventions on double taxation, and in the future to publish annually any new 
conventions concluded as proposed by the Committee of Experts on Double Taxa· 
tion and Tax Evasion. 

• •• 
(1) See Resolutions of the .U.ernbly, page 315. 
(2) See special cbapteB. 
(J) S... special chaptel unde1 Political Questions. 



bl t k te Of the ~rk of the Financial Cc;mmittee during the The Assem y oo no . . 
past year, whif'.h mainly concerned the financial situatiOn of Danz1g, the monet.ary 
and banking situation of Estonia, the problem of double t~atlon _and,. tax evas10n, 

h · f counterfe1"t coina .. e the question of financ1al assistance for States t e suppress1on o ., , . 
· · f 551·0 n and the settlement of Greek and Bulganan refugees. It VJctJms o aggre • 

expressed its satisfaction with the work accomplished . 

• • • 
The Council on the proposal of the Financial Committee, decided to appoint 

Mr. Jeremiah sr:.ith, of Boston (United States), former Commissio~er·General of 
the League at Budapest, as member of that Committee. It also appomted M. Tsus· 
hima (Japanese) to succeed M. Aoki. It expressed its regret at t~e resignation of 
M. Aoki, who had rendered long and valuable services to the Committee. 

Grttk Governmmt Loan - Settlement of Grfilk Refugees 

On Septembu 15th, the Council, on the proposal of M. Paui-Boncour (France), 
definitely approved a scheme drawn up by the Financial Committee in collabo· 
ration with the Greek Government for the issue of a loan of not more than nine 
millions sterling, secured upon certain surplus revenue under the control of the 
International Financial Commission (1). It also approved a Protocol and Annexes 
to be submitted to the Greek Government for signature. 

Of the proceeds of the loan, three million pounds will be used for repaying part 
of the State Debt, three millions to pay off outstanding arrears and three millions 
for the further settlement of refugees. 

The Greek Government has undertaken to found a new Bank.of Issue in which 
all State receipts and payments will be centralised. During the next three years 
the budget will be maintained, if possible, within the limit of 9,000 milliard drach· 
mae. Short-term borrowing by the Government is limited to a maximum of 
8oo millions drachmae. 

h regards the progress of the refugee settlement work, the Council noted the 
fifteenth quarterly report (April Ist-June 30th, 1927) of the Greek Refugees Settle· 
ment Commission, which contains, in addition to a statement of the financial posi
tion, interesting details on a refugee census in the Athens- Piraeus region and on the 
works - land survey and waterworks - carried out in that district. 

The Council expressed the hope that the issue of the loan would be crowned 
with success and would allow the Greek Government to bring to a satisfactory 
conclusion the work it had undertaken in co-operation with the League. 

_The Greek representative, M. Caphandaris, thanking the Council on behalf 
of his Government, said that he hoped that the scheme, which concerned the fate 
of one and a half million refugees, and was destined to assist the efforts of Greece 
to achieve economic recovery, might soon, without obstacle, be put into execution . 

• • • 

The Assembly expressed its appreciation of the plan drawn up for the foundation 
of 3 new Ba~k of Issue and the st'lbiliaation of the Greek currency. It noted that 
Greece had m recent years und · ergone a very remarkable economic development 
and had every interes• in ada f h fi · 1 · . b · P mg er nanc1a mstJtutions to present conditions 

Y means of appropriate reforms. Hope was expressed that the refugee settlement 
work would soon be brought to a successful close. 

(IJ 1)n Cnnmriwim i1 c:ompoood ol r • • • 
epretentabva of the Bnurb, French and ItaliAn Goveromenll. 
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Bulgarian Refugees. 

The question of the settlemc:,nt of Bulgarian refugees was discussed by the 
Ass~>mbly, the Council and the Financial Committee. 

The Assembly had before it a general report by the Financial Committee on 
the progress of the Bulgarian refugee settlement work since its seventh ordinary 
Session. 

It was able to note the successful flotation of the Bulgarian Refugee Loan in 
London, New York, Italy, Switzerland and Holland: the centralisation of the refugee 
service of the Bulgarian Government - a special feature of the past year's work; 
progress in the acquisition by the State of land for refugees; and the application of 
various measures directly connected with the settlement (distribution of seed, cattle 
and tools; drainage of marshes; anti-malarial work). 

The problems arising out of the settlement of refugees in districts near the • Bulgarian frontiers had, the Assembly noted, been solved. In this connection a 
special tribute was paid to the spirit of co-operation shewn by the various Govern· 
ments concerned. 

At the Council meeting of September 15th, the Roumanian representative, 
M. Comnene, urged that the League Commissioner at Sofia, and the Bulgarian 
Government should do all in their power to reduce as far as possible the number 
of refugees established or about to be established ncar the Roumanian frontier. The 
Bulgarian representative, M. Molloff, said that, if necessary, complete satisfaction 
could be given to the Roumanian Government after the League Commissioner had 
taken his decision. 

Qu.ition of a Foreign Loan for Bulgaria. - A letter from the Bulgarian 
GoveriUJlent, asking the Council to cause a stu~y to be made of a plan for the 
financial reconstruction of Bulgaria bSr means of a foreign loan, was considered by 
the Council on September 15th. 

On the proposal of M. Vandervelde (Belgium), the Council requested the Finan· 
cial Committee to make the necessary enquiries into the financial situation of Bul· 
garia. 

3. - COIIlMQNICATIONS AND TRANSIT(') 

Work of the Organisation. 

The Assembly reviewed the work of the Organisation for Communications and 
Transit during the past year. 

The investigations regarding combined transport, the unification of private 
law in iqland navigation, and the unification of statistics were, the Assembly noted, 
making it possible to secure valuable results. Those relating to the unification of 
tonnage measurement in maritime navigation had been put in hand with all the 
necessary expert assistance. The final report on the unification of buoyage and 
lighting of coasts had been submitted to the Governments of maritime countries 
with a view to a possible conference. In the same way, the definite proposals, 
which, in pursuance of the Passport Conference, the Transit Committee had been 
able to dra~ up with regard to the issue of a transit card for emigrants, exempting 
them from the formality of visas, would probably be incorporated shortly in an 
agreement givi!).g them practical effect, nearly all the Governments concerned 
having already signified their assent. Lastly, the enquiry regarding inland navi· 
gation in Europe had been brought to an end with a detailed study of the important 
problems of inland navigation concerning Poland, in which country a special mission 
of experts examined on the spot - in agreement with the Polish Government -

(r) See Reoohacio111 oi the ANembly, pqe 316. 
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the conditions for the construction of various canals, the regulation of the Vistula, 
the routes of acce:s to outlets on the Baltic, the drainage of the Polesian marshes, 
etc. With the report submitted on this question and communicated to all Gov.ern 
ments, the Advisory Committee, in conformity •with the resolution of the Genoa 
Conference, entered upon the path of providing practical assistance to Governments 
with a view to the economic reconstruction and development of Europe. 

Mention must also be made of the enquiry undertaken, at the request of the 
Council, with regard to the improvement of communications of interest to the League 
in times of emergency. 

The Assembly, while noting the results of the continuous work of the Advi· 
sory Committee, devoted special attention to the results obtained by the Third 
General Conference on Communications and Transit. 

() 

Third General Conference on Communications and Transit. 

The third General Conference on Communications and Transit met at Geneva 
from August 23rd to September 2nd, under the chairmanship of M. Aguero y 
Bethancourt, Minister of Cuba in Berlin and Vienna. 

Resolutions and recommendations were drawn up on the various items of the 
agenda. 

General Report on the W ark of the Organisation. - The Conference examined 
the report on the work of the Transit Organisation since the last General Confe· 
renee and the report of the Secretary-General on the position as regards the 
ratification of Conventions on Cqp1munications and Transit concluded under the 
auspices of the League. It adopted a resolution, submitted by the Hungarian 
Delegation and amended by the French and German Delegations recognising the 
extreme importance of freedom of transit not being interfered with by the effects 
of grave occurrences of a general character affecting routes of communication, 
and recommending that the Advisory Committee on Communications and Transit 
should make en exhaustive study 'of means of ensuring, as far as possible, the main· 

' tenance of international transit by the preconcerted utilisation of alternative 
routes. 

The Conference further adopted a resolution, submitted by the Latvian Dele· 
gation and amended by the French Delegation, recognising that, wherever freedom 
of communications and international transit was still obstructed by circumstances 
of an international character, this situation was calculated to paralyse and impo· 
verish economic life. The Conference hoped that the near future would see the 
removal from international traffic of such obstacles and recommended that the 
Advisory Committee should closely examine the situation created thereby and its 
effect upon international traffic and commerce. 

A resolution put forward by the International Shipping Conference and amended 
by the Netherlands Delegation noted that a large number of States Members of 
the League, including countries of great importance from the point of view of world 
transport, had not yet ratified the four general conventions concluded as the result 
of previous General Conferences (Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit; 
Convention and Statute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways of International 
Concern, concluded at Barcelona in 1912; Convention and Statute on the Internatio· 
nal Regime of Railways; Convention and Statute on the International Regime of 
Maritime Ports, Geneva, 1923). The number of signatures or accessions not yet 
followed by ratification was respectively 13, 17, 24 and 18. 

. The Conference drew the Council's attention to the urgent necessity of obtai· 
nmg the other ratifications required to ensure and maintain the "freedom of com· 



.munications and of transit and equitable treatment fiOr commerce " which were 
contemplated in the Covenant and which those Ci;onventions were intended to JtrO· 
mote. 

CoUection and Exchange of Information on Communications and Transit. -
The Conference made an exhaustive study of the question of the collection and 
exchange of general information on communications and transit, the utility of 
which had been pointed out by the Assembly in 1926. It noted that, to enable 
the Transit Organisation to continue its work efficiently, it should have at its dis· 
posal the indispensable information as to the state of international relations in the 
field of transport and the general developmen~ of the various forms of transport 
in the different countries. The Conference suggested that Governments and in· 
terested organisations should be invited to furnish regularly any information of a 
general character regarding communications, it being understood that only material 
of a non-confidential nature,limited to questions within the province of the Transit 
Organisation, should be asked for, and that no additional work would be required 
of Governments and the Organisations concerned. 

The Co~ference, acc_ordingly, recommended that the Assembly should place 
at the disposal of the Transit Organisation the necessary means for the establishment 
of this department. 

On this occasion, the United States representative, Mr. Norman F. Titus, 
emphasised the importance his country attached to the exchange of information 
on communications and transit. He added that the American Delegation intended 

. to urge, with all the power and influence that it possessed, that the United States 
• should henceforth be represented at commercial conferences of the League of Nations 

• and also at those convened by other int.ernational bodies . 
• 

The Conference decided to transmit to the Advisory Committee a certain number 
of suggestions as to the kind of information which might be collected on ports and 
maritime navigation, railways, electric questions, road traffic and air navigation. 
This information should, it considered, bear upon agreements between States, bills 
published, acts and regulations in preparation; it should further include general 
data as to work planned or proceeding, statistil:l;, etc. 

Revision of Rules of Organisation and of Rules of Procedure. - The Conference 
revised the Rules of Organisation and the Rules of Procedure of the Transit Orga· 
nisation in the light of the experience gained since the Barcelona Conference of 1921. 
The new text does not differ essentially from the former one, the object of the 
modifications being merely to legalise the established practice, which was not 
absolutely contrary to the original text, but did not strictly adhere to the Rules 
of Procedure. 

Identity Documents for Persons without Nationality. - The Conference adopted 
the conclusions of the Committee which it had instructed to study the question 
of identity documents and travelling papers for persons without nationality. The 
di~ussions on this subject revealed the complex nature of the problem. A series 
of recommendations were adopted, falling in general within the framework of 
those adopted by previous Conferences in regard to passports. 

The Conference recommended that travelling facilities should be accorded, 
by the issue of a uniform type of document, to persons who are without nationality 
or of doubtful nationality in consequence of the war or for causes arising directly 
out of the war, the non-delimitation of frontiers, or a conflict of laws, pending inter· 
national settlement of this matter, such document to be based on the international 
type of passport recommended in the Final Act of the Passport Conference, signed 

IIONTJIJ.Y IIIIIII.U.Y 4 
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at Geneva on May 18th, 19~6, and to be entitled • Identity and Travelling Docu· 

ritedt •. 
It was further recommended that the Government isst.ing a~ identity and tra· 

veiling document sho..1ld be entitled to extend its validity or to rehew it on expiry; 
that the authorities ot the country in which the holder of the document happened 
to be might issue a new document on expiry of the original; and that the authority 
issuing a new document should withdraw that which had expired. 

The Conference considered that the period of the validity of the document 
in question should, in principle, be six months, and that it should be good for all 
co11ntries or for as many countries as possible. It recommended that documents 
i~sued oefore the entry into force of the above provisions should remain valid until 
their normal date of expiry. 

The attention of Governments adopting these recommendations was drawn 
to the following points : 

{I) That thf' issue of an identity and travelling document would not entitle the 
holder to claim the protection of the diplomatic and consular at.thorit ies of the coun· 
try which issued it and would not confer on these authorities a right of protection. 

(2) That neither the issue of the identity and travelling document nor the entries 
made thereon could determine or affect the actual status of the holder, particularly 
as regards nationality, as this document, though based on presumptions worthy of 
consideration, could not prevail against a legally established status. 

(3)That the above-mentioned four recommendations in no way affected the 
laws and regulations in the different countries governing the conditions of admission 
to, and residence and establishment in, theil' respectiv~ territories. Nor did they 
affect the special provisions of the laws and regulations concerning persons to 
whom the said recommendations applied. 

(4) That the said recommendations in no way affected the resolutions adopted, 
or to be adopted, or the agreements concluded or to be concluded concerning Russian 
and Armenian refugees or other similar dasses of refugees. 

Renm•al of the Advisory Committee. - Elections were held for membership of 
the Advisory Committee on Communications and Transit, the mandate of the former 
members having expired. 

This Committee is composed of eighteen members, five appointed by the Per· 
manent Members of the Council and thirteen by States selected by the Conference 
according to the principle of geographical representation and the technical interegts 
of the Transit Organisation. 

The members thus elected hold office for a period beginning immediately after 
their election and ending the day on which the next General Conference holds elec· 
tions. 

The members appointed by the Third General Conference are the Argentine 
Republic, Austria, Colombia, Greece, Latvia, the Netherlands, Panama, Portugal, 
Salvador, The Serb·Croat-Slovene Kingdom, Siam, Sweden and Switzerland. 

The Assembly attached special importance to the collection and utilisation of 
information on communications and transit, a new form of cooperation which all 
Governments had promised to lend. For financial reasons, it will not be possible 
to carry out immediately this scheme; the Assembly was, however, of the opinion 
t~at, pending the adoption of the next budget, all possible measures should be taken 

' With a view to pursuing the preparation of this work. 
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•. 
4. - INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION (') 

• 

Work t1j the C01111t1illee. 

The work of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation was considered by the 
Assembly and the Council. 

The Assembly emphasised the important part played by the Institute of Intel· 
lectual Cooperation in the preparation of the work and in the execution of the reso· 
lutions of the Committee. The Institute, it was noted, had proved itself an indis· 
pensable auxiliary. 

The Committee, its sub-committees and the Institute have followed their usual 
method of taking advantage of existing national activities, and their efforts have 
led more frequently to the co-ordination of existing organisations than to the creation 
of new international bodies. 

Most of the problems dealt with called for extensive and through investigation• 
The Committee has, nevertheless, S!lcceeded - for example, in the co-ordination 
of the bibliography of the various sciences - in finding a practical formula for the 
organisation of the bibliography of certain subjects in an agreement between the 
preparers and users of bibliographies. As regards university relations, the Com· 
mittee has examined the results of meetings of representatives of the international 
students associations and of the directors of thP. National University Offices held 
under its auspices. In connection with intellectual rights, two questions in parti· 
cular have been studied - scientific property and the improvement of the existing 
C~nvention on copyright. The org~isation of the Congress for Popular Arts, 
which will be held in Pragu"e next autumn, the study of cinematographic questions 
and the instruction of young people in the aims and work of the League have also 
absorbed much of the activity of the Committee and its auxiliaries. 

To sum up, the Organisation for Intellectual Cooperation has pursued a large 
number of definite and practical undertakings of international cooperation in regard 
to various scientific, artistic and literary activities. 

The Assembly drew attention to the fact that during the past year Austria, 
France, Hungary, Italy, Monaco, Poland, Switzerland and Czechoslovakia had made 
grants to the Institute with a view to furthering its work. The hope was expressed 
that this example would be followed by others. 

The Assembly noted with satisfaction the increase in the number and in the 
activity of the National Committees on Intellectual Cooperation, whose assistance 
is becoming more and more valuable. It invited States Members which had not 
already done so to consider the possibility of providing funds to meet the expenses 
of their respective National Committees. 

The Assembly noted, as meriting special attention and encouragement, the 
proposals of the Committee concerning the creation at the Institute of Intellectual 
Cooperation of an international co· ordination service of library information offices; 
co-ordination between the organs of bibliography for the various sciences; assistance 
t~ be given to the International Office for Annual Tables of Constants and Mathe· 
matical Quantities; preparations for the Popular Arts Congresss; an international 
agreement with regard to casts; and the extension of the work of museums as a 
means of artistic education. 

On this occasion, the Assembly thanked the Czechoslovak Government for 
the subsidy granted to the Popular Arts Congress and congratulated the Swiss 

(•) See ResolutioDS of the Assembly, po&e 316. 
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Government, and more part¥:ularly the city of Berne, on their initiative with regard 
to t)'e organisation of an international exhibition of popular art. 

The Secretary-General was requested to forward to St!ltes Members the recom· 
mendations of the Sub-Committee of Experts for instruction in the work and aims 
of the League, asking them to take such action as might be possible. 

The Assembly approved the decision of the Council to create a League of Nations 
educational information centre. It also approved the decision authorising the 
Sub-Committee of Experts on instruction in the work and aims of the League to 
meet every two or three years to examine the results obtained in different States 
from the application of the recommendations of the Sub-Committee, and, if neces· 
sary, to submit supplementary recommendations. 

Educational Cinematographic Institute. 

In consideration of the wish expressed by several international congresses and 
meetings with regard to the use of the cinematograph for intellectual development 
and its employment in all public schools as an auxiliary system of teaching, the 
Italian Government submitted to the Assembly a proposal to create in Rome an 
Educational Cinematographic Institute for which it would provide the initial funds. 

The Assembly gratefully acknowledged the generous offer of the Italian Govern· 
ment, leaving to the Council all decisions as to the steps to be taken, after consulting 
the competent organisations, in particular the Committee on Intellectual Co-ope
ration. 

The Council, on September 28th, asked the Italian representative to communi· 
cate in due course any proposal he might think fit to make, particularly as regards 
draft statutes for the new Institute. The Council considered that such suggestions 
should be framed in consultation with the Secretary-General, who might seek the 
opinion of the Director of the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation and the Child 
Welfare Committee. 

Relations between the League and Institutes or Bodies 
set up under its Authority. 

In view of the increasing tendency to set up Institutes or Bodies under the 
authority of the League, but not forming part of its organisation, the Assembly 
requested the Council to study and define the general principles and regulations 
which should govern the relations between the League and such organisations. 

VI. - Administrative Questions. 

I.- DANZIG 

Seven questions coneerning Danzig figured on the agenda of the Council : 
The Danzig Municipal Loan {1), the transport of Polish munitions and war material 
in transit through Danzig (operation of the Westerplatte munitions depot), the 
Harbour Board Police, the jurisdiction of Danzig courts in actions brought against 
the !'olish administration by ,Danzig officials employed on Polish railways, the pro· 
tect1on of the interests in Poland of Danzig citizens, the Ruetzen-Kositzkau lease, 
the manufacture of aircraft in the territory of the Free City, and the port d' attache 
for Polish warships in Danzig. 

Two of these questions, namely, that of the Harbour Board Police and that 
of the protection of the interests in Poland of Danzig citizens (Ruetzen·Kositzkau 

(<) See l'IDaucial Committee. 
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case) were withdrawn from the agenda by agreement b~twcen the parties, as direct 
negotiations are in progress. Similarly, as the Polish Government had stated that 
it was not yet prepared -to formulate detailed observations in the matter of the port 
d'altache for Polish warships in Danzig, the Council decided that this question 
should be made the subject of direct negotiations between the two parties before its 
December session. 

On the other questions the Council took the decisions which are summarised 
below. 

Finally, after consulting a Committee of Jurists on a preliminary question of 
principle, the Council came to the conclusion that it could not accede to the request 
of the Danzig Senate "to revise the procedure concerning the dispute between the 
Free City of Danzig and the Polish Republic regarding the establishment of a Polish 
depot for munitions of war in the Port of Danzig" and "to cancel the Council Reso
lution of March 14th, 1924" (Assignment of the Westerplatte to Poland). 

Manufacturt of Aircraft. - The Council, on September 3rd, noted the opinion 
of the Air Sub-Commission of the Permanent Advisory Commission for Military, 
Naval and Air questions in regard to a request of the High Commissiooner con
cerning the restrictions imopsed on Danzig in the matter of the manufacture of 
aircraft. It also took note of the observations submitted by the High Commissioner 
and adopted the conclusions of its rapporteur, M. Villegas (Chile). 

The report submits that, in the event of a definite request for the establish
ment of a civil aircraft industry, the High Commissioner would be called upon to 
supervise that industry in accordance with the instructions of the League. He 
might, in that case, if he felt any doubts on the matter, refer the question to the 
Council, which would, if necessary, ask the Air Sub-Commission to establish regu
lations to assist the High C.ommissiOifer in exercising this supervision. 

Port d'Attache for Polish Warships at Danzig. - In 1921 a provisional agree
ment was concluded between Danzig and Poland with the object of providing safety 
and the necessary harbour facilities for Polish vessels in the Port of Danzig. On 
August 2nd last, the Senate of the Free City informed the Council that it had given 
notice to terminate this agreement, and asked that the Council should examine the 
question anew and give a definite decision upon it. The note stated that "The port 
of Gdingen (Poland) was now so far complete that Polish warship could use it 
for shelter in all weathers and more especially in winter." 

At the Council meeting of September 1st, the President of the Senate of the 
Free City, Dr. Sahm, asked that the question should be examined and settled during 
the September session, while the Polish representative, .M. Strasburger, requested 
that it should be adjourned to December. 

The rappo"rteur, M. Villegas (Chile), said that he would examine in the course 
of the September session suggestions either in regard to the substance of the matter 
or in regard to the procedure to be followed. 

On September 8th, M. Villegas proposed that the Council should ask the Polish 
Government to communicate before October 15th its detailed observations on the· 
substance of the question. These observations might be communicated to the 
High Commissioner, who would immediately submit them to the Danzig Senate. 

0 
The Council adopted this proposal, expressing the opinion that the High Com· 

missioner might perhaps think fit to invite at the same time the Danzig Govern· 
ment and the Polish representative to enter into direct negotiations under his pre· 
sidency and to inform the President of the Harbour Board that it might be advisable 
for him to take part in such negotiations. 

The High Commissioner would forward to the Secretary-General the Polish 
Government's observations, together with a report on the result of the negptiations, 
in good time for all the relevant documents to be in the hands of the Members of 
the Council not later than three weeks before the opening of its December session. ' 



In the event of the Da~zig negotiations not leading to the desired results by 

N ' b I sth the Council decided to refer the whole question to the Naval Sub· ovem er , . . . 
Commission of the Permanent Advisory Commission on Mthtary Naval and Atr 
Questions, which would be instructed to furnish such information as it thought 

necessary for the solution of the problem. 

Transport of Polish Munitions and War Materialt~rough Da~zig. - U~ilisation 
of the WesterpJatte. - At its June meeting the Cou~ctl had dect~ed to adJ_o~rn. to 
September the discussion of certain technical questwns concermng the utthsatton 

of the Westerplatte. 
Subsequently, the Danzig Senate applied to the Council "to revise the proce· 

dure concerning the dispute between the Free City of Danzig and the Polish Repu· 
blic regarding the establishment of a Polish depot for munitions of war in the port 
of Danzig and to cancel the resolution adopted by the Council on March I 4th, 1924". 

The Council had accordingly to deal with two different aspects of the same 
question, namely, the request of the Danzig Senate for the inclusion of the question 
in the A"cnda and the settlement of technical details concerning the utilisation of 

" the Westerplatte. 

1. Request of the Danzig Senate. - This question was discussed on September 
1st, on the occasion of the adoption of the Council agenda. 

The President, M. Villegas, recalled that, in the ordinary course of events 
questions concerning Danzig and Poland were submitted to the Council, either by 
an appeal from one of the parties against a decision of the High Commissioner, or 
at the request of the High Commissioner, who was authorised to refer to the Council 
disputes submitted to him for decision. M. Villegas pointed out that, in the present 

" instance, there was no decision on the part of the Hig'h Commissioner, nor had he 
referred to the Council a dispute submitted to him. 

The Polish representative, M. Strasburger, said that, in his opinion, the inclu
sion of the Senate's request on the agenda raised a preliminary question. He 
recalled that the Westerplatte peninsula had been assigned to Poland for a muni· 
tion depot as the result of the Polish-Danzig Agreement of 1921 and a unanimous 
decision of the Council (1924) taken after an enquiry by a Committee of Experts. 
To grant the request of the Danzig Senate for the cancelling of this resolution, 
which, in the speaker's opinion, could only take place with the consent of both 
parties, would necessarily cancel the Polish-Danzig Agreement of 1921. 

After an exchange of views between the Rapporteur, the President of the 
Senate of the Free City, and the German, French, Italian, British, Roumanian, 
Polish and Czechoslovak representatives, the Council decided to place this item 
on its agenda with the object of immediately examining the question of principle 
raised by the Polish representative. It further decided on the proposal of M. Scia· 
loja (Italy), to appoint a Committee of Jurists, to which each member of the Council 
could delegate an expert, to examine the question. 

The Committee of Jurists thus constituted advised the Council that 

"As regards procedure and form, the request to place the item in question 
on the agenda submitted on July 25th, 1927 to the Council by the Senate of Dan?ig 
was not in conformity with the procedure laid down in the Polish-Danzig Treaty; 

That the Council--supposing the matter to have been regularly submitted 
to it---<ould only take a fresh decision on a site for the transit of Polish war 
material, if the Council had before it a new question arising out of a new state 
of affairs--a matter on which the Committee could not give an opinion; 

And that, while not laying down here in regard to the revision of interna· 
tiona! decisions a rule which could not be affirmed in the present position of inter· 
national law, it was desirable to point out that, in any case, the request of the 
Senate ?f Danzig could not be complied with withont a modification in treaty 
't•pulat•ons and that such modification could not take place without the consent 
of the contracting parties ". 
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The Council accordingly, on September 16th, dhided, on the proposal of 
M. Villegas, that no action should be taken on the request of the Danzig Sc~te. 

' 
2. Utilisation of the Westerplatte. - Certain questions concerning the utilisa

tion of the Westerplatte had been studied since June by the Rapporteur, M. Vil
legas (Chile), who, on September 27th, informed the Council that the results of his 
enquiry confirmed the essential points of the High Commissioner's memorandum 
of August 8th, 1927, by which these questions had been settled. 

The President of the Danzig Senate, M. Sahm, and the German representative, 
Dr. Stresemann, asked the Council to proceed to a thorough examination of certain 
legal aspects of the question. The Polish representative stated that his Govern· 
ment made reservations in regard to certain points of M. Villegas' report, but 
would be ready to accept it a-s it stood. 

M. Villegas having declared that he would not oppose an adjournment, the 
Council decided that the whole question should remain open, and that the Rappor
teur should obtain the opinion of two jurists chosen by himself, in order to prepare 
a further report. 

Jurisdiction of Danzig Courts. - An appeal by the Danzig Government against 
a decision of the High Commissioner dated April 8th, 1927, as to the jurisdiction 
of the Danzig Courts in actions brought against the Polish Railway Administration 
by Danzig railway officials in the Polish service was considered by the Council on 
September 22nd. 

On the report of M. Vill('gas, the Council decided to seek the advisory opinion 
of the Permanent Court of International Justice on certain aspects of the question, 
both the Parties agreeing to this procedure . 

• 

.Z.. - MANDATES 

On September 8th, the Council, including representatives of the South African 
Union (Mr. Smit), Australia (Sir George Pearce) and New Zealand (Sir James Parr), 
considered the work of the Permanent Mandates Commission at its eleventh ses
sion. The Vice-Chairman of the Commission, M. van Ree~, attended the meeting. 

On this occasion, the Netherlands representative presented a report reviewing 
the work of the Commission and setting forth~the questions~dealt with at its recent 
session. 

• • • 
With regard to Syria, the Council expressed satisfaction that the revolt in the 

Djebel Druse had come to an end and hoped that, as a result of the negotiations 
with the Syrian and Lebanese authorities, the Mandatory Power would be in a 
position to proceed, within a reasonable time, to the promulgation of the Organic 
Law, which had been postponed. 

As regards the list of questions for the preparation of annual reports on ter
ritories under B and C Mandates, the Council recalled that this document had been 
d~;awn up solely with a view to facilitating the work of the Mandatory Powers, and 
that it was entirely for them to decide whether or not they desired to use it. The 
Council felt that it was unnecessary to make a special recommendation on the sub
ject, since the reports of the Mandatory Powers and the statements of their repre· 
sentatives had contained ample information. It accordingly confined itself to 
forwarding the Commission's observations to the Mandatorit-s. 

With reference to the legal relationshisp between the Government of the South 
African Union and the mandated territory of South West Africa and the use of 
certain expressions which might lead to misunderstandings, the Council pointed 
out that the Covenant, certain articles of the Treaty of Versailles, the Mandates ' 
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themselves and decisions adopted by the Council in regard to the administration 
of n..andated territories had all had their part in determining, or in giving precision 
to, the legal relationshisp between the Mandatories and the territories under their 
mandate. This relationship was new in international law, and for this reason the 
use of time-honoured terminology in the same way as previously might sometimes 
be inappropriate to the new conditions. As the Union Government, through the 
Jetter of its High Commissioner in London of May 23rd last, had reserved the right 
to express its views on the subject, the Council considered that the recent observa· 
tions of the Commission should merely be communicated in the usual way. 

The Council decided to amend the constitution of the Commission, increasing 
its membership from nine to ten. Following this decision, it appointed Mr. Ludwig 
Kastl (German) formerly a senior official in the German Colonial Administration, 
former Chief of the Reparations Section of the Finance Ministry, Director of the 
Reichsverband der deutschen Industrie, to serve on the Commission. 

* * * 

The Council decided to forward to the Mandatory Powers concerned the obser· 
vations of the Commission on the various annual reports together with its conclusions 
regarding the petitions examined. It instructed the Secretary-General to bring the 
latter to the knowledge of the petitioners. 

The Assembly reviewed the work accomplished since its last session by the 
Mandatory Powers, the Council and the Permanent Mandates Commission. In its 
report, the sixth Committee noted with satisfactidn that the Council had cleared up 
the point of the legal relationship between the Manda,tories and territories under 
their mandate. It emphasised the necessity of having in the mandated territories 
officials who had had the special training required for their responsible work as the 
local executors of the provisions of the Covenant. The Committee noted that the 
rules with regard to petitions, drawn up by the Council and the Mandates Commis· 
sion, were being codified so as to enable the parties concerned better to understand 
the procedure involved. 

After renewing the expression of its confidence in the organs dealing with Man· 
dates questions, the Assembly congratulated the Mandates Commission on its success 
in defining the terms used in B and C Mandates and in the St. Germain Convention 
(1919) concerning the liquor traffic. It expressed the hope that the Mandatory 
Powers soon be able to indicate their acceptance of these definitions and that 
measures would be taken to cope with the increased importation of spirituous liquors 
reported from certain territories under B Mandate. 

The Assembly, finally, expressed its appreciation of the value of the minutes 
of the meetings of the Permanent Mandates Commission, which it considered as 
constituting the official record of the fulfilment of the Commission's duties. 

VII. - Political Questions . 

•• - THE SALAMIS CASB 

On June 24th, the Greek Government, in a letter addressed to the Secretary· 
General, had submitted to the Council a request for an official interpretation of 
Articles 190 and 192 of the Treaty of Versailles, by any means at its diposal, such 
a~ a re~~est to the Permanent Court of International Justice for an advisory opi· 
mon. 1 hese articles deal with the prohibition of construction and export by 
Germany of warships and naval material. 
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The case in point concerns a contract concluded before the war by the Greek 
Government with the Vulkan Works for the building of a cruiser bearing the n~me 
of "Salamis", and the Gr,eek Government's request refers to a matter pending before 
the Greco-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, the Greek Government having applied 
to this Tribunal in order to obtain a decision cancelling the contracts it had signed 
in August 1914 with the Vulkan Works of Stettin. 

In accordance with the request of the Greek Government, the question was 
included in the agenda of the forty-sixth session of the Council. 

The German Government subsequently submitted a memorandum, in which 
it stated that it was unable to find any reason why the Council should take up this 
case. 

The Council heard the representatives of both parties at its meeting of September 
I 5th. The Greek representative, M. Politis, said that there was a difference of 
opinion between his Government and the German Government on the meaning of 
Articles 190 and 192 of the Treaty of Versailles and regarding the competent autho
rity for the interpretation of the Treaty on this point. His Government considered 
that this difference of opinion constituted a preliminary question connected with 
the private case laid before the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, and that this preliminary 
question should be settled by the League. 

M. Politis gave a historical summary of the case and its various phases -
negotiations with the Vulkan Works; proceedings before the Mixed Arbitral Tri
bunal and the application to the Conference of Ambassadors - concluding that the 
Salamis affair was essentially a public and not a private question, and that the 
Council, which had inherited the powers of investigation and control formerly exer
cised by the Conference of Ambassadors, should seek the opinion of the Permanent 
Court on the meaning of Articles 190 and 19;;1 of the Treaty of Versailles . 

• The German representitive, Dr. von Schubert, drew attention to the conclu-
sions of the German memorandum, stating that in his Government's opinion, there 
was no reason why the Council should be considered competent in this matter. The 
case was a question of private law between the Greek Government and a German 
limited company with regard to the execution of a private contract, and one which 
the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal alone had the right to decide. The rapporteur, 
M. Urrutia (Colombia) observed that the question was difficult and complicated 
and demanded careful study. On his proposal the Council appointed the represen
tatives of Italy and Japan, M. Scialoja and M. Adatci to assist him in preparing his 
report. 

• • • 
On September 28th, the rapporteur, M. Urrutia, proposed, on behalf of the 

Committee of Three that the Permanent Court of International Justice should be 
requested to give an advisory opinion on the question whether the Council had 
competence to give effect to the Greek Government's request for an official inter
pretation of Articles 190 and 192 of the Treaty of Versailles. 

Nevertheless, after a protracted exchange of views on the question of its 
c801petence in 'the matter between the rapporteur and the German, Greek, 
Netherlands, Finnish, British, Italian, French and Japanese representatives, the 
Council decided to adjourn the question to December on account of its complexity 
and the important legal points involved. 

In the interval between the sessions the legal advisers of the Members of the 
Council will study the legal aspects of the matter, in particular, the question of 
competence. They will meet in December, either during or shortly before the 
Council Session, so as to be able make a report to the Committee of Three, should 
the latter request them to do so. 
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.a. - RsoussTs oJP THB RouMANIAN AND HuNGARIAN GovsRNMBNTS 

The Council devoted four public meetings on September 17th and 19th, to the 
examination and discussion of the report which the British representative, Sir Austen 
Chamberlain, had submitted on behalf of the Committee of Three (British Empire, 
Chile, Japan) appointed to study the requests of the Hungarian and Roumanian 
Governments. 

Last February, the Roumanian Government, having decided that its arbi· 
trator would no longer sit on the Mixed Roumanian and Hungarian Arbitral Tri· 
bunal in agrarian cases brought forward by Hungarian subjects, submitted to the 
Council under Article 11, paragraph 2, of the Covenant, a request to be allowed to 
acquaint the Council with the reasons on which its attitude was based. 

The Hungarian Government asked the Council to appoint, in accordance with 
the Peace Treaty, two deputy members in order that the Tribunal might be able to 
continue its work. 

In his report Sir Austen Chamberlain retraced the successive phases of the 
affair as brought before the Conference of Ambassadors, the Council and the Mixed 
Roumanian and Hungarian Arbitral Tribunal up to the moment when the Committee 
of Three was asked to examine it. 

The Committee had conservations with the Roumanian and Hungarian repre· 
sentatives in May, June and September, in London and Geneva. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain described as follows the views of the Committee of 
three with regard to its role and that of the Council in this matter : 

• Looking at the problem as a whole, the Committee desired to find a solu· 
tion which would allay discontent. It could not forget that the matter had ori· 
ginally been submitted to the Council not under Article 239 of the Treaty of 
Trianon but under Article II of the"Covenant, and that its intervention had 
been asked for, on that occasion, first of all by Ruumania and then by Hungary. 
Under these circumstances it could not evade the duty imposed on it by the 
Covenant and confine itself simply to the election of the two deputy members 
for the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, which the Hungarian representative had as ::. 
result of the proceedings demanded. 

If it did so it would have failed to discharge its political duties as a media· 
tor and conciliator in a dispute v;hich extended far beyond the actual terms in 
which it had been originally submitted by the two parties. 

Moreover, the Committee could not take a purely and strictly legal view 
of the Council's duties, especially as it realised that the election of the two deputy 
members would not have finally ended a difference which had been successively 
submitted to three international authorities. 

On the contrary, it attempted on more than one occasion to bring about 
a general settlement which would have terminated the controversy and lead 
to better feelings •. 

With a view to conciliation the Committee submitted to the parties certain 
formulas which tll.e latter were unable to accept. 

• During Septemb~rr, said Sir Austen Chamberlain, the Hungarian Repre· 
sentative renewed the offer made in March that the question of jurisdiction of 
the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal should be referred to the Permanent Court of Inter· 
national Justice, but declared that it was unable to make new concessions. 

This offer was not accepted by the Roumanian representative who in his 
turn submitted certain formulas based on the proposals made by the Committee 
of Three with a view to compromise. These formulas were rejected by the 
Hungarian representative •. 

The Committee of Three, compelled to abandon its hope of obtaining a solution 
by direct conciliatory methods, then submitted to eminent legal authorities the 
question whether the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal was entitled to entertain claims 
arising out of the application of the Roumanian agrarian law to Hungarian optants 
and nationals, and, if so, to what extent and in what circumstances it was entitled 
to do so. 
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As a result of this consultation, the Committee «;arne to the following con
clusion : 

« If it could l:le established in any particular case that the property of a 
Hungarian national suffered retention or liquidation or any other measure of 
disposal under the terms of Articles 232 and 250 as a result of the application 
to the said property of the Roumanian agrarian law and if a claim were submitted 
with a view to obtaining restitution, it would be within the jurisdiction of the 
Mixed Arbitral Tribunal to give relief. 

The Mixed Arbitral Tribunal is not competent to give decisions on claims 
arising out of the application of an agrarian law as such unless the case men
tioned in the preceding paragraph arises. In this latter case the jurisdiction 
of the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal would not be ousted on the ground that the 
application of an agrarian law was involved •. 

Since these considerations showed that the claim of a Hungarian national for 
restitution of property in accordance with Article 250 might come within the jurisdiction of 
the Mixed Arbitrai Tribunal even if the claim arises out of the application of the Rou
manian Agrarian Law, the Committee proceeded to the definition of the three following 
principles which the acceptance of the Treaty of Trianon had made obligatory for Roumania 
and Hungary. 

(1) The provisions of the peace settlement effected "after the war of 1914· 
1918 do not exclude the application to Hungarian nationals (including those 
who have opted for Hungarian nationality) of a general scheme of agrarian reform. 

(2) There must be no inequality between Roumanians and Hungarians 
either in the terms of the agrarian law or in the way in which it is enforced. 

(3) The words "retention and liquidation" mentioned in Article 250, 
which relates only to the territories ceded by Hungary, apply solely to the mea· 
sures taken against the property of a Hungarian in the said territories and in so 
far as such owner is a Hungarian national . 

• • Accordingly Sir Austen Chamberlain, on behalf of the Committee of Three, 
proposed that the Council should request the two Parties to confonn to these prin· 
ciples, and should request Roumania to reinstate her judge on the Mixed Arbitral 
Tribunal. The report, moreover, contemplated the consequences entailed for the 
Parties, in the event of a refusal by one or both of them to accept these proposal1. 

* * • 

At the four public meetings which the Council devoted to the examination 
of this question, the Hungarian and Roumanian representatives made various 
statements of their point of view as regards the substance of the question and the 
proposals of the Committee of Three. 

As regards the second point, Count Apponyi declared that he could not accept 
the proposals and that he did not recognise the legal value of the principles set 
forth in the report of the British representative. He said that, in his opinion, the 
Council could neither impose them upon the Parties, nor attach sanctions to the 
non-acceptance of the proposals. He renewed his proposal that the Pennanent 
Court of International Justice should be asked for an advisory opinion on the ques
tioon whether the Mixed Arbitral Tribunal had exceeded its powers. He further 
suggested that the opinion of the Court should also be sought as to whether the three 
principles enumerated in the draft resolution of the Committee of Three had, in 
whole or in part, been rendered obligatory for Roumania and Hungary by the accep
tance of the Treaty of Trianon. 

The Roumanian representative sa'd that the acceptance of conclusions of the 
report would make possible arbitration between the parties; that he approved the 
principles set forth in the report and accepted them provided that the Hungarian 
representative also did so. 



The members of the Co~ncil then gave their respective opinions on the propo
sals of the Committee of Three, the general feeling being that they constituted a 
basis for a friendly settlement between the Parties. < 

The Council, with the exception of the Parties, decided, on the proposal of its 
President, to adopt the report of the Committee of Three up to, and including the 
recommendation concerning the invitation to the Parties to conform to the prin
ciples enumerated in the report, but not including the recommendation to be addres
sed to the Roumanian Government to reinstate its judge and the consequences to 
be attached to a refusal by the Parties to accept the report. 

The Council felt that it was preferable not to ask the Hungarian and Roumanian 
representatives to give a final answer to the recommendations of the Committee of 
Three before referring them for careful and detailed examination by their Govern
ments. It accordingly invited the representatives of the parties to bring the 
recommendations of the Committee and of the debates of the Council to the knowledge 
of their Governments so that the latter would be able to communicate their opi
nion to the Council by the intermediary of the Secretary-General before the December 
session. The Council would then be in a position to examine, if necessary, what 
measures should be taken. 

When accepting the resolution of the Council, the German and Netherlands 
representatives said that, if the two parties did not accept the friendly settlement 
proposed by the Committee, it would perhaps be advisable and useful to consult 
the Permanent Court of International Jus(ice. The Italian, Colombian and Finnish 
representatives underlined the legal aspect of the question and the fact that the Coun
cil's decision was in the nature of a friendly intervention. 

At the request of his colleagues the British representative agreed to remain 
rapporteur for this question, should it again come before the CounciL 

" 

3. - LtQUtDATtox oF THB PRoPnTY OF Gaaco-BuLGARtAx RaFuoaas 

Progress in the liquidation of the property of Greek and Bulgarian refugees 
was noted by the Council on September Jrd. 

The rapporteur, Sir Austen Chamberlain, explained that the work of valuation 
or liquidation was proceeding, the number of liquidations having risen from 7,600 
to 10,6oo since the last meeting of the CounciL The question of compensation pre
sented difficulties of a technical and financial character and negotiations as to how 
these commitments were to be met were proceeding betv.·een the Bulgarian and Greek 
Governments and the Mixed Commission for the Exchange of Refugees. 

In view of these difficulties the Council decided, at the suggestion of the rap
porteur, to request the League Financial Committee to give advice on any technical 
aspects of the problem in regard to which the President of the Mixed Commission 
might consult it. It expressed the hope that it would no longer be necessary for 
the Council to occupy itself with this question. 

4. - Taa CoxctLIATION ColllM.ISStox FOR THB Gaaco-BuLGARIAN FaoxTIBR 

.. 
The Council, on the report of the British representative, decided for the moment 

to refrain from appointing the chairman of the Conciliation Commission for the 
Greco-Bulgarian Frontier. 

On the departure of the Swedish officers at present on mission at the frontier, 
the Commission will consist of officials of the Foreign Offices concerned and officers 
from the two frontier guard services. 

The Bulgarian and Greek representatives, M. Mikoff and M. Dendramis, expres· 
sed their agreement with this decision. 
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• 
VIII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions~ 

• 
I. - TaAFFIC IN OPIUM AND OTHBa DANGBaOUS DaUGS (') 

Work of tM Committee. 

The report of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous 
Drugs on its ninth session was approved by the Assembly on September 20th. 

In view of the gravity of certain statements with regard to the position of the 
anti-drug campaign, the Assembly Committee dealing with social questions ear· 
nestly recommended that all delegates, on their return to their countries, should 
urge upon the competent authorities the necessity for drastic action, recalling that 
the League could only grapple with this problem to the extent to which it was aided 
by individual Governments. Attention was drawn to the importance of bringing 
the Opium Convention of 1925 into force. 

The Assembly earnestly recommended the report and resolutions of the Advi· 
sory Committee to the attention of States Members of the League. 

Extraordinary Session od the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opi11m 
and other Dangerous Drugs 

The tenth session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium opened on 
September 28th at Geneva, with Sir John Campbell (India) in the chair. 

This extraordinary session was summoned to discuss a suggestion of the Italian 
representative to the effect that the Committee should draw up concrete proposals 
(1) with a view to studying the causes of drug smuggling and recommending pe· 
nalties and other measures, tile adoption of which might contribute to suppressing 

0 

this practice, (2) with a view to limiting the manufacture of drugs to the quantities 
required for medical and scientific purposes. 

The majority of the members of the Committee were in favour of summoning 
an extraordinary session to discuss the general question of the clandestine traffic 
subject to the condition that the discussion should be restricted to measures falling 
within the scope of the Hague and Geneva Conventions. 

The Council authorised the Chairman of the Committee to hold this meeting 
immediately after the Assembly, should circumstances prove its necessity. 

In addition to the two questions mentioned above the Committee will consider 
the method to be adopted for including in th.e annual reports of Governments sta· 
tistics of seizures of drugs, the creation of an international syndicate of drug 
manufacturers (proposal of Dr. Anselmino, Germany), methods for the commu
nication of non-official information on opium production in Persia, and the reser· 
vations made by the Swedish Government in acceding to the Convention adopted 
by the Second Opium Conference (Geneva 1925). 

The following are taking part un the work of this session : 

Members: 

Sir John Campbell (India), Dr. Carriere (Switzerland), Dr. Anselmino (Germany), 
Dr. Cuellar (Bolivia), M. Bourgeois {France), Sir Malcolm Delevingne (Great Bri· 
tain), M. Cavazzoni (Italy), M. Gallavresi (Italian substitute) M. Sato (Japan), 
M. v. Wettum (Netherlands), M. Ferreira (Portugal), M. Fotitch (Serb·Croat·Siovene 
Kingdom), Prince Charoon (Siam). 

Assessors : 

Mr. L. A. Lyall and Colonel A. Woods. 

Mr. Pinkney Tuck (United States of America). 

(1) See Resolutions of the Aloembly, p. 31'/• 
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Opittfll Production in Persia. (1) 

The rep~rt of the Commission of Enquiry into Opium Production in Persia (1J 
was noted by the Assembly on September 2oth. 

The Assembly expressed its warm appreciation of the work of the Commis· 
sion, which had succeeded in collecting a large g,mount of first· hand information on 
the cultivation of the opium poppy in Persia and its possible replacement by other 
crops or industries. It drew especial attention to the good-will shown by the Persian 
Government and its readiness to further the League's efforts to combat the drug 
evil. This it regarded as particularly comforting in view of the recent announce· 
ment that another producing country - India - was taking steps to reduce progres· 
sively opium export for non-medicinal purposes, so as to abolish it altogether within 
a definite period. 

The Assembly hoped that the example set by these two Governments would 
soon be followed by the other countries producing opium and the coca-leaf and 
manufacturing their derivatives. 

The experiment made in sending a Commission of Enquiry to Persia was re
garded by the Assembly as being of si great value that it considered that the League 
should not lose sight of the further development of the policy thus inaugurated. 

Noting. th_e statement of the Persian Government that Persia would be unable 
to execute the programme of reduction unless granted equal opportunities in the 
trade in medicinal opium and facilities for putting into effect reasonable measures 
for fiscal and economic readjustement, such as tariff autonomy, the Assembly urged 
Governments to give favoumble attention to theae conditions. It requested the 
Persian Government to keep the League informed of the progress made in the exe· 
cution of its programme of reduction. 

The Assembly recommended that all opium-growing countries should adopt 
• either legislation similar to that contemplated by the Persian Government or 

equivalent measures. 

Z.. - TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN (') 

The Assembly noted the report of the Traffic in Women and Children Com· 
mittee on September 20th. 

A special Tribute was paid to the work of the Body of Experts on the Traffic 
in Women. The discussion in the Assembly Committee dealing with social ques· 
tions centred on the question of licensed houses and measures in force with regard 
to souteneurs and procurers. The Assembly associated itself with the Traffic in 
Women and Children Committee's recommendations in this respect and requested 
it to examine as soon as possible the desirability of recommending to all Governments 
the abolition of the system of licensed hou~es. 

It recommended the first part of the report of the Special Body of Experts to 
the attention of the Governments of all States. 

3. - CHILD WBLPARB (') 

The report of the Child Welfare Committee was noted by the Assembly on 
September 20th. 

The Assembly recognised that the work of the Committee was considerable, 
and that great effort& had been made to bring it into line with the recommendations 
of the Assembly and the Council. The Committee had endeavoured to make a 
judicious choice of the questions to be placed on its al(enda, so as to concentrate on 

(1) See Resolution. ol the AManbly, p. 318. 
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problems whose study and solution were of practical value to Governments. It 
had pursued its enquiry into the effects of the cinematograph on chlldren, the po· 
sition of illegitimate children, the effect of family allowances on child welfare, and 
mental and physical recreation. of the child. h had prepared two draft international 
conventions on the repatriation and relief of minors and the execution of judgments 
concerning the maintenance of minors by persons living abroad. 

4. - PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN THI NEAR EAST (') 

A final report on the five years' work of the Aleppo Branch of the Commission 
for the Protection of Women and Children in the Near East was presented to the 
Assembly by Miss Karen Jeppe in compliance with the request made at the seventh 
session of the Assembly. 

• The Commission was originally constituted as a Commission of Enquiry into 
deportations of women and children in the Far East, the actual rescue work begin. 
ning in March 1922. In all, 16oo people have been rescued at an expense of a 
little over £I8,ooo-an average cost of £II.5s per head, including cost of administra· 
tion, maintenance of the rescue home, board, clothing, medical care, education and 
the settling on the land of some of the refugees. Seventy· five per cent of the rescued 
have succeeded in getting into touch with their relatives and 400 have become self· 
supporting.' 

The last year, Miss Jeppe said, had been one of good progress. The French 
Governement, had supported the Commission wholeheartedly. The contributions 
from various sources, including the Lord Mayor's Fund and Dr. Lepsius' Mission 
(Germany), had exceeded £6,ooo, and the number of rescued had been the largest 
on record for any single year, namely 325. 

The actual rescue work is now completed an'<! the League's official connection 
with the Commission is at an end. Miss Jeppe has still a certain number of re· 
fugees at the Aleppo Branch and is continuing in a private capacity her efforts to 
restore thetse people to a normal life. 

The Assembly approved Miss Jeppe's report and expressed its appreciation of 
her work for the protection of women and children in the Near East. It hoped 
that the generous financial support given to Miss Jeppe by voluntary organisations 
wwid be continued. 

5. - THE SLAVERY CONVENTION 

The Assembly noted the information communicated to the League by different 
Governments (the British Empire, Abyssinia, India, Portugal, the Sudan) in accor· 
dance with the resolution adopted at its seven.th session. 

At meetings of the Sixth Assembly Committee, the delegates of certain States 
pointed out, that, in view of the fact that their legislation was already in conformity 
with the provisions of the Slavery Convention of 1926, and considering that the pro· 
cress anticipated as a result of the Convention would in certain respects be slow, 
although steady, parties to the Convention should not be expected to furnish every 
year a lengthy report on the subject. 

On the sime occasion, the British representative informed the Committee that, 
a deficiency having been discovered in the legislation of Sierra Leone, an ordinance 
was being prepared to remedy it and that a special session of the Legislative Council 
of Sierra Leone had been convened to bring the ordinance into effect. 

Noting that the number of ratifications was still very small, the A10sembly 
expressed the hope that the States which had signed the Convention would ratify 
it as soon as possible. 

(t} See Reaolutioos of the Assembly, p. 318. 
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• 6. - THI IMTIRMATIOJIIAL RBLIBF UMION (') 

The Council, on September 3rd, took note-of t~e Conv.ention an~ Statute esta· 
blishing an International Union of Relief for populatiOns stncken by dtsaster. 

The rapporteur, M. Scialoja (Italy), drew attention to the fact tha~ nearly all 
the delegates had stated that they were prepared to recommend the stgnatu~e of 
the Convention to their Governments. The representatives of the International 
Red Cross organisations were highly gratified at the progress made towards the rea· 
Jisation of the scheme and had accepted the tasks devolving upon them as soon as 
the Union was foundel. M. Scialoja recalled that the representative of the League 
of Red Cross Societies had been authorised by the American Red Cross to declare 
that the latter desired to associate itself entirely with the work undertaken. 

The Council, on the proposal of the rapporteur, instructed the Secretary-Gene· 
raJ to communicate the text of the Convention and Statutes to all States not meJil· 
hers of the League and not represented at the Conference. In order to enlist for 
this humanitarian undertaking the support which is essential for it, the Council 
decided to communicate to the Assembly the results of the Conference . 

• • • 
The Second Assembly Committee having stated its opinion that the work un· 

dertaken was in all points in conformity with the social and humanitarian programme 
of the League and designed to fill a gap in international law, the Assembly took note 
of the creation the Union and expressed its conviction that Governments would 
definitely decide to co-operate in this work of international solidarity. 

In accordance with the suggestions of the Council, the Assembly invited the 
President of the Conference whir.lt had drawn up the Statutes of the Union and the 
members and experts of the Preparatory Committee to hold themselves at the Coun· 
cils' disposal to propose to it any measures that might be caculated to facilitate the 
putting into force and application of the Convention. 

7. - Rsruosss (•) 

Measures in favour of refugees were considered by the Assembly and the 
Council. 

The problems of Russian and Armenian refugees have occupied the League 
for some years; and have been dealt with by the High Commissioner for Refugees, 
Dr. Nansen, and the International Labour Office. The first phase of the refugee 
problem-the influx into countries of large numbers of disorganised and destitute 
refugees-came to an end some time ago and the problems before the League 
during the past few years concern the anomalous status of refugees, their employ
ment and settlement. 

The first of these problems has been dealt with by the issue of identity certi· 
ficates, the second by the transfer of refugees to European and overseas countries 
where there were opportunities for employment, the third by land settlement 
schemes. 

At its eighth session the Assembly devoted special attention tQ the question 
of the legal status of refugees and invited the High Commissioner to summon a smal 
conference to make proposals to the Council on measures to ensure legal rights in 
respect of property, marriage contracts and other matters. 

With r~gard to the set~lement of Armenian refugees in Syria, the Assembly 
had before tt a comprehenstve report from the Advisory Committee attached to 
the High Commission for Refugees. 

(•) See Resolutlo111 ol the Alsernbly, p. 318. 
(•) See Resolutiooa of the A.embly, p. 319. 
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At the beginning of 1927 there were go,ooo Armenian refugees.in Syria, 40,000 
•of whom were in camps and needing assistance, 12,000 in a most precarious situa· 
tion and 28,000 in casual employmeJlt. 

To cope with this situation a joint Armenian sub-committee attached to the 
High Commissioner drew up settlement schemes and constituted a revolving fund. 
The contributions to this fund have so far produced £.55,500. The sum of £25,000 
has been contributed by the Lebanon Government, the rest by the High Commis· 
sioner and philanthropic organisations. 

The Assembly expressed its appreciation of these measures and expressed the 
hope that the necessary funds would be secured to continue the work in coopera· 
tion with the Mandatory for Syria. ' 

The Council also considered the question of the settlement of Armenian refugees 
in Erivan and decided on the proposal of the Roumanian representative to address 
a fresh appeal to Governments for assistance. 
" 

• • • 
As regards the overseas settlement of refugees, proposals have been received 

by the International Labour Office both from South American Governments and 
responsible private enterprises in Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and Peru, to 
receive refugee immigrants, for land settlement, to the number of 30,000 in return 
for an advance of some £20 per head from the revolving fund. 

A second Inter-Governmental Conference was accordingly convened and met 
in Geneva on June 15th and 16th, 1927 with M. Veverka (Czechoslovakia) in the 
Chair. It approved in principle of overseas settlement for Russian and Armenian 
refugees, and expressed the hope that the Governments at present expending large 
sums for the maintenance of refugees would find it possible to adopt one of the 
means recommended by the Inter·GoverDmental Conference for advancing the neces 
sary (emigration) expenses. In the Conference's opinion the application of their 
recommendations would enable the interested Governments to eliminate from their 
budgets in a comparatively short space of time the heavy annual expenditure of 
£2,000,000 at present incurred by them for the maintenance of unemployed refugees 
without involving themselves in any absolute capital expenditure. The German 
Government has already promised a first contribution of 100,000 R.Mks. to the 
revolving fund. The Cezchoslovak, Polish and Serb·Croat-Slovene delegates to 
the Conference intimated the willingness in principle of their Governments to par· 
ticipate in this scheme either by means of advances, financial guarantees or the issue 
of the Nansen stamps on their territories. 

The Assembly accordingly urged Governments to inform the High Commis· 
sioner what measures they were prepared to take for financing the settlement of 
refugees from their territories. 

The extension to other refugees of the measures taken to assist Armenians 
and Russians was considered by the Council. 

The High Commissioner was requested to enquire into applications submitted 
by Syrian, Assyro·Chaldean, Montenegrin and Turkish refugees_ and to submit 
proposals on the subject to the Council. 

8. - ALCOHOLISM (') 

The question of alcoholism was first brought before the Assembly in 1926 by 
the Finnish, Polish and Swedish delegations, in the form of a draft resolution pro· 
posing that this matter should be placed on the agenda of its next session. 

During the eighth session of the Assembly the question was discussed by the 
Second Committee, the Finnish, Polish and Swedish delegations finally deciding 
to present their original proposal in a somewhat modified form. 

(I) See RctolutiODI of the A.'lltmbly, p. 3'9· 



The objec&. of the new propos31 was to co-ordinate and ce~tralisc international. 
· · f sc1·entific character into the question of alcoholism. Alcoholism, in enqu1r1es o a . . 

the terms of this proposal, was understood tn mean the ~buse of alcoholic ltquors 
and its injurious effect upon the individual and upon soc1ety. . 

The delegations observed that the various aspects of the problem had h1t~erto 

b dealt with by different League organisations, including the InternatiOnal 
een · f · · · Labour Office. They urged that a closer co-ordinatiOn o the vanous enqumes 

seemed desirable, and that the best means of securing such coll.aboration wo~ld 
be to appoint a committee of experts. The Czechoslovak, Damsh and . B~lg1an 
delegations, which had endorsed the original proposal, also adhered to It m Its 

revised fonn. 
The Assembly decided to include in the agenda of its ninth session the reso· 

lution which provides for the appointment of a committee of experts on alcoholism. 
This body would be called upon to study the aspects of the question which tall 
within the competence of the League and might be the subject of scientific or prac· 

tical work. 

IX. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

1 • - CoNFBRBNCE oF PRESS ExPERTS 

On September 2nd, the Council took note of the results of the Conference of 
Press Experts held at Geneva in August. 

The Rapporteur, M. de Brouckere (Belgium), drew attention to the fact that 
the resolutions voted by the Conference might be divided into two series-the 
first including those concerning" press rate.>, code telegrams, improvements in com· 
munications, the conveyance of news-papers and identity cards for journalists; 
the second those relating to the protection of press news, professional facilities for 
journalists and censorship in time of peace. 

The first series of reiOlutions, it was noted, still needed exhaustive technical 
study, and the Conference had aaked the Council to refer them to the Organisation 
for Communications and Transit. In regard to the second group, it would be neces· 
sary for the Council to approach the different Governments. 

The Councilrequested the Secretary-General to ask the Organisation for Com· 
munications and Transit to continue, with the help of Press associations interested 
in these questions, the technical study of the first series of resolutions. Examina· 
tion of the second series was postponed until December . 

• • * 

The Assembly, noting the success of the Conference, expressed its agreement 
with the measures taken by the Council. It noted with satisfaction that the 
Council, in accordance with the recommendations of the Conference, had declared 
that, if at some future time a further study of international pre~s problems seemed 
necessary and desirable to the circles concerned, it would in principle be willing to 
lend the assistance of the League Organisations, to organise an enqt.iry or summon 
a Conference for this purpose. 

2.. - CoNsTRucTION OP AN AssEMBLY HALL 

The question of the new League buildings was discussed by the Assembly and 
its Fourth Committee . 

. ~t the beginning of its eighth session, the Assembly appointed a Committee 
of F1ve-M. Adatci (Japan), M. Osusky (Czechoslovakia), M. Politis (Greece), 
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M. Urrutia (Colombia) and Sir Edward Hilto:.t Young (British Empire)-to present 
suggestions with regard to the decision to be taken in the matter. 

The jury 'lf architects had been unable to make a definite choice among the 
numerous plans submitted and had awarded nine first prizes. 

The Committee was of opinion that it would be impossible to take an imme
diate decision or, during the Assembly session, to make a complete study of the 
whole question. It nevertheless laid before the Assembly certain proposals, observ· 
ing that most of the prize-winning plans, if executed, would have exceeded consi· 
derably the budget of the competition. 

The Committee recommended in the first place that the original building fund 
of 15,400,000 francs should be increased to 19,500,000 francs. As regards the 
choice of a plan, it considered that it .ehould be made from among the nine prize
winning plans, with any changes that might be necessary to satisfy practical and 
aesthetic requirements. 

The Aasembly instructed the Committee to continue to study the question 
with such expert assistance as it might desire. The decisions of the Committee 
will be submitted to the Councii for ratification and communicated to the Assembly 
at its next session. 

3. - 8UDGBT OF THB LBAGUB 

The Assembly approved the audited accounts of the Secretariat and autono• 
mous League organisations for 1926. It adopted the budget for 1928, which 
amounta to 25,333,81? francs. 

Expenditure is divided as followa : 13,646,243 francs for the Secretariat and 
special organisations; ?,888,4?0 franca for the International Labour Office; 2,159,647 
francs for the P~manent Court of International Justice. A sum of 1,375,000 
francs is put aside for the League buildings at Geneva and 264.457 francs are allowed 
for permanent equipment expenses. 

The Fourth Committee noted that the financial position of the League had 
continued to be satisfactory. The payment of contributions was being effected 
with greater regularity. Up to August Jist, 68 per cent of the contributions for 
1927 had been paid. 

The .financial year 1926 shewed a surplus of approximately one and a half 
million francs, of which 500,oco francs were put aside towards the furnishing of 
the new League buildings and 8?3,000 francs were deducted from the contributions 
due in 1928, 

The increase in the 1928 budget (25,333,817 francs as against :14,SU,623 francs 
' in 1927} is mainly due to the develop.ment of the work of the League. In ita report 

to the As&embly, the Fourth Committee pointed out that this increase., all thlugs 
considered, had not kept step with the new work entrusted to the League and with 
the resulting ini:rease of work for the various organisations. Between 19%3 and 
1926, the budget had increased by 5 per cent and the stall by 27 per cent; civing 
the same period, the number of document. translated into French increased by 
89 per cent and that of documents translated into English by 71 per cent. During 
the sam.e period, the documenta paeing through the Registry in<:re&Md by 48 pee 
cent, and the number of days during which Committees and Sub-Committees bald 
meetings by 115 per cent. Statistics for the first months of 1921 indicated that 
there had been no falling off in this progressive movement since the end of 1926. 

4. - 01PT FOR THB CONSTRUCTION AMI> BHDOW.MBNT OF A LBAGWi Laaa.uY 

On September 9th, Secretary-General informed the Council that, following ccr· 
tain tentative discussions, a group of American citizens were prepared, should the 
League desire to accept outside funds for the purpose, to furnish up to tw<> million 
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dollars for the construction and en<lownment of a League Library which .. woul~ 
provide full and adequate facilities for research work and for stud_ents. No cond1· 
tions were attached to the gift, the League being left free to decu:je what propor· 
tion should be devoted to construction and wh::'t to endowment, and to take what· 
ever measures might seem best as regards both construction and endowment. It 
was assumed, however, that the income from the endowment would be added to 
and not substituted for such amounts as the Assembly might from year to year 
appropriate for the Library and that those amounts would not be discontinued or 

reduced on account of the gift. 
The Council decided that the establishment of such a Library would be in the 

best interests of the League, as it would contribut~ to the efficiency of the work 
done under its auspices, particularly in tpe technical fields, and that it would 
further be of the utmost value [O the studepts of international relations, who are 
already more and more coming to the seat of the League as a natural centre for 
such studies. It accordingly decided unanimously to accept the gift in principle 
and to ask the Assembly, in view of its importance and permanent value, to confirm 
this acceptance. It further expressed the conviction that the purpose for which 
the gift was made could be fulfilled without imposing further financial liabilities 
on the Members of the League, and extended on behalf of the League its warmest 
thanks for the gift and its profound appreciation of the generous and enlightened 
spirit which prompted it. 

On September 12th, the Council's resolution was read to the Assembly by 1ts 
President, M. Guani (Uruguay), who thereupon called on certain Members of the 
Assembly who had expressed a desire to speak and who seemed especially qualified 
to state the various reasons of common satisfaction. M. Motta, as President of 
the Swiss Confederation, associated the Confederation and the Canton of Geneva 
with the expressions of gratitude which had been so ~early shown in the applause 
which greeted the announcement, and expressed the belief that the co-operation 
of intellectual circles in the United States of America in the great work being 
done at Geneva constituted a guarantee both of jpeace and for the future deve
lopment of the League. M. Osusky (Czechoslovakia), stated that, as Chairman of 
the Supervisory Commission, he felt that the gift and its purpcse were in perfect 
agreement with the financial rules and general purposes of the League, and further 
txpressed his pleasure that in this way citizens of America had given tangible 
proof of their appreciation of the efforts made by the League. M. van 

1
Eysinga 

(Netherlands), as Chairman of the Fourth (Budget) Committee of the 'League, 
associated himself with these views, adding that since the Library at The Hague 
had _been endow:ed by another American, Mr. Carnegie, he as a Dutchman was 
particularly sensible of the significance of the gift. 

The President of the Assembly then added a general expression of appreciation 
on_ be~lf of the forty-seven States represented. He•expresscd the view that, through 
this gift, the seat of the League would become an international centre of information 
a! t . . 

mos. ~wque m the world. The Assembly thereupon unanimously confirmed the 
Councils acceptance of the gift, after which the donor was announced as Mr. John 
D. Rockefeller, Jr., who, through the work of the Rockefeller Foundation, was 
alr~y well ~own to those associated with the League especially in its humani· 
tanan and soc1al aspect. Shortly after, Mr. Rockefelle;, in reply to a cable from 
the Secretary· General, wired : 

"Ha h . 
lfi hi

PPY to ave opportunity to co-operate in so good a cause with a group 
unse s Y devoted to the t. f b . . 
A . promo Jon o etter understanding among nat1ons. 

pprec1ate profoundly the a ll. f c ·1 As . . c on o ounc1 , sembly and Secretanat." 

Certain immediate act" d · bl f . t . ion esua e or the early execution of the Library pro· 
JCC was then discussed · b th h F . 
5 . . . m o t e ourth Comnuttee of the Assembly and the 

upervlsory Comnuss1on and th · · f neces fi au onty g1ven or the expenditure of the amounts 
sary, nt, for consultation "th 11 · 

" WI a sma comllllttee of Library experts and others 



as to the scope, purpose and development of the Library, and, second, for securing 
the benefit of recent library construction methods in the United States eithe~ by 
sending the League librarian and possibly architect to the United States or 
inviting an American expert to Geneva. 

October I 7th 

October 24th 
October 26th 
October 27th 

October 27th. 
October 28th 
November 1st 

November 10th 
November 15th 

November 29th 

X. - Forthcoming Events. 

Diplomatic Conference for the Abolition of Export and Import 
Prohibitions and 'Restrictions, Geneva. 

Permanent Mandates Commission, Geneva. 
Malaria Commission, Gene~. 
Sub-Committee of Experts on Maritime Tonnage Measurement, 

London. 
Cancer Commission, Geneva. 
Health Committee, Geneva. 

: · Final Conference of German Interchange of Medical Officers, Ge· 
neva. 

Permanent Road Traffic Committee, Geneva. 
Special Body of.Experts on Traffic in Women and Children, 

Geneva. 1 
Financial Committee, Geneva. 

• • 

Annex. 

RESOLUTIONS OF THB ASSEMBLY 

I. - Reduction of Armaments. 

Declaration concerning wars of Aggression. 

The Assembly, 

Recognising the solidarity which unites the community of nations; 
Being inspired by a firm desire for the maintenance of general peace; 
Being convineed that a war of aggression can never serv~ as a means of settling inter· 

national disputes and is, in consequence, an international crime; 
Considering that a solemn renunciation of all wars of aggression would tend to create 

<lJI atmosphere of general confidence calculated to facilitate the progress of the work 
undertaken with a view to disarmament : 

Declares : 

(1) That all wars of aggression are, and shall always be, prohibited; 

(2) That every pacific means must be employed to settle disputes, of every 
description, which may arise between States. 

The Assembly declares that the States Memben of the Leacue are uader au oblip
tion t• ~:onforra to these principles. 
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Arbib'ation, St&IU'ily, DisafflUimtnl 
• and 1M work oftlu Prtparatory Commission for th1 Disa:mamml C onfertnce. 

RISolution No. I. 
Whereas in certain countries there is at present a close connection, from the technical 

point of view and from the point of view of o~~anisati~n, .betwe~n the requirements and 
developments of civil aviation and those of m1htar?' a":'lat.IO~i. . . 

And whereas this connection leads to difficulties m hm1tmg a1r armaments wtthout 
hampering civil aviation : 

The Assembly, 
Declares that it is desirable for this purpose that the development of civil aviation 

should be directed solely towards economic ends to the exclusion of military interest; 
Recommends all States Members of the League of Nations to act as far as possible 

on the recommendations made in this connection by the Preparatory Commission for the 
Disarmament Conference; 

And requests the Council to instruct the Advisory and Technical Committee for 
Communications and Transit to consider praetical methods likely to facilitate the conclu
sion of the agreements between aviation undertakings in the various countries which are 
refe:Ted to in these recommendations. 

Resolulion No. II. 

The Assembly, 
Having taken note of the report approved by the Committee of the Council on March 

15th, 1917, with regard to the methods and regulations which would enable the Council 
to take such decisions as may be necessary to enforce the obligations of the Covenant as 
expeditiously as possible : 

Approves this report and recommends its adoption by the Council as a valuable 
guide which, without restricting the Council's liberty to decide at any moment the best 
methods to be adopted in the event of any threat to peace, summarises the results of 
experience, of the procedure already followed axftl of the studies so far carried out with a 
view to the best possible organisation of its activities in case of emergency. 

RISolwion No. I II. 

The Assembly, 

Being desirous of adopting all measures likely to make possible the prompt applica· 
tion of the system contemplated by the Covenant for the maintenance of peace, and of 
giving to States Members of the League of Nations a greater feeling of security; 

Convinced that, in this connection, it is of the utmost importance to ensure the rapid 
working of the organs of the League of Nations at times of emergency; 

Considering that their intervention in the shortest possible time may prove to be an 
essential condition for the prevention of war; 

Trusting that greater facilities for the immediate operation of the machinery of the 
League of Nations will assist the work of disarmament; 

Inspired by the spirit and provisions of the Covenant : 
Reasserts that it is the obligation of the States Members of the League of Nations 

to facilitate by every means in their power the rapid meeting of the Council at times of 
emergency; 

Invites the States Members of the League of Nations to take in advance all necessary 
measur~s for this purpose; 

Congratulates the Council on having studied the question, to which the Assembly 
attache~ the greatest importance, and requests the Council to continue its studies, parti· 
cularly m regard to telephonic communications between the seat of the League and the 
different capitals, the identification of aircraft making journeys of importance to the 
League of Nations at times of emergency, the establishment of a radio-telegraphic station 
at the seat of the League, the adaptation of a landing·ground in the neighbourhood of 
the seat of the League, and, more generally, provisions enabling the League of Nations to 
be prepared at any moment to meet any emergency with the greatest possible rapidity. 

Resolwion No. IV. 

The Assembly, 

. Having taken note of the plan submitted to the Council by the Financial Committee 
~th regard to the Finnish Government's proposal for ensuring financial aid to any State 

1 
VICtim of aggrenion; 
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Being convinced of the need for a system of financial aid for contributing to the 
organisation of security, which is an indispensable preliminary to general disarmam~t : 

Requests the Council to continue its examination of the plan, which the Committee 
declares to be necessary, and to prepare and complete it with a view to its final adoption 
either by a Disarmament Conference or by a special Conference to be convened for the 
purpose. 

The Assembly suggests to the Council that it would be advisable to submit the plan 
referred to, and the documents relating to Article 16 prepared by the Legal Section of the 
Secretariat, the observations submitted by the several Governments and the Minutes of 
the discussions in the Third Committee on this subject, to the Committee which it proposes 
to appoint in pursuance of its resolution relative to arbitration, security and disarmament. 

Resolution No. V. 

The Assembly, 

Noting the progress achieved in the technical sphere by the Preparatory Disarma
ment Commission and by the Committee of the Council towards enabling the Council 
to be rapidly convened and to take decisions in case of emergency; 

Being anxious to bring about the political conditions calculated to assure the success 
of the work of disarmament; 

Being convinced that the principal condition of this success is that evet y State should 
be sure of not having to provide unaided for its security by means of its own armaments 
and should be able to rely also on the organised collective action of the League of Nations; 

Affirming that such action should aim chiefly at forestalling or arresting any resort 
to war and if need be at effectively protecting any State victim of an aggression; 

Being convinced that the burdens which may thereby be imposed on the different 
States will be the more readily accepted by them in proportion as : 

(a) They are shared in practice by a greater number of States; 

(b) The individual obligations of States have been more clearly defined and 
limited : • • 

I. Recommends the progressive extension of arbitration by means of special or 
collective agreements, including agreements bet;veen States Members and non-Members 
of the League of Nations, so as to extend to all countries the mutual confidence es~ential to 
the complete success of the Conference on the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments; 

2. Recalls its resolution of September 24th, 1916, which reads as follows : 

"Being desirous that the investigations, in regard to which the Assembly itself 
took the initiative in its resolution of September 25th, 1925, should be brought to a 
successful conclusion as soon as possible, it requests the Council to call upon the 
Preparatory Commission to take steps to hasten the completion of the technical work 
and thus be able to draw up, at the beginning of next year, the programme for a 
Conference on the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments corresponding to existing 
conditions in regard to regional and general security, and it asks the Council to convene 
this Conference before the eighth ordinary session of the Assembly, unless material 
difficulties render this impossible." 

Accordingly requests the Council to urge the Preparatory Commission to hasten the 
completion of its technical work and to convene the Conference on the Limitation and 
Reduction of Armaments immediately this work has been completed; 

3. Requests the Council to give the Preparatory Commission, whose task will not 
be confined to the preparation of an initial Conference on the !imitation and reduction 
of ~rmaments, and whose work must continue until the final goal has been achieved, the 
necessary instructions for the creation without delay of a Committee consisting of repre
sentatives of all the States which have seats on the Commission and are Members of the 
League of Nations, other States represented on the Commission being invited to sit on 
it if they so desire. 

This Committee would be placed at the Commission's disposal and :ts duty would be 
to consider, on the lines indicated by the Commission, the measures capable of giving 
all States the guarantees of arbitration and security necessary to enable them to fix the 
level of their armaments at the lowest possible figures in an international disarmament 
agreement. 
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The Assembly comiders ~t these measures should be sought 1 

In b. by the League of Nations with a view to promoting, generalising, and co-
ac oa . · d •t 

ordinating special or collective agreements on arb1trat1on an •secun y; 
. In the systematic preparation of the machinery to be employed by the organs of t~e 
Lea e of Nations witb a view to enabling the Members of the League to perform their 
obli:::t!ons under the various articles of the Covenant; 

In agreements which the States Members of the League ~ay co~clude amo~g the~-
lves irrespective of their obligations under the Covenant, With a VIeW to makmg the1r 

se • · · f h" I h commitments proportionate to the degree of sohdanty o a geograp 1ca or ot er nature 
existing between them and other States; 

And further in an invitation from the Council to the several States to inform it of 
the meas~res whi~h they would be prepared to take, irrespective of their obligations under 
the Covenant to support the Council's decisions or recommendations in the event of a 
conflict breaJclng out in a given region, each State indicating that, in a particular case, 
either all its forces, or a certain part of its military, naval or air forces, could forthwith 
intervene in the conflict to support the Council's decisions or recommendations. 

Priv414 Manufacture antl Publicity of the Manufacture 
of Arms and Amm~~nitiola and Implements of War. 

The Assembly, 

Having noted the report of the Special Committee appointed by the Council to draft 
a Convention on the supervision of the private manufacture and the publicity regarding 
the manufacture of arms and ammunition and of implements of war; 

Reaffirming the importance it attaches to the establishment of a Convention which 
would enable non-producing and producing countries to be placed on an equal footing, as 
contemplated in the declaration embodied in the Final Act of the Conference for the Super
vision of the International Trade in Arms and Ammunition and in Implements of War; 

Convinced that the establishment of a ionvention for the supervision of private 
manufacture and the publicity regarding manufacture i; of the highest importance for 
the putting into force of the Convention on the International Trade t 

'-- Requests the Council to convey its views to the Special Committee, in order that the 
latter rmy agree upon a single text which will enable the Council to convene an interna
tional Conference as speedily as possible. 

2. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

ProgressifJe Codification of International Law. 

The Assembly, 

_ J:Iaving co?sidered the documents transmitted to it by the Council in conformity 
With 1ts resolutiOn of June 13th, 1927, and the report of the First Committee on the mea
sures to be taken as a .-esult of the work of the Committee of Experts for the Progressive 
Codification of International Law; 

Considering that it is material for the progress of justice and the maintenance of 
peace to define, improve and develop international Jaw; 

Convinced that it is therefore the duty of the League to make every effort to contribute 
to the progressive codification of international law; 

Observing that, on the basis of the work of the Committee of Experts to which it 
pays a sincere tribute, syste:natic preparations can be made for a first Codifi~ation Co.1fe
rence, the holding of which in 1929 can already be contempl~ted : 

Decides : 

(1) To submit the following questions for examination by a first Conference : 

(a) Nationality; 
(b) Territorial Waters; and 
(c) Responsibility of States for Damage done in their Territory to the Person 

or Property of F?reigners; 
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(2) To request the Council to instruct the Secretariat ~o cause its services to study, 
on the lines indicated in the First Committee's report the question of the Procedure of 
International Conferences and Procedure for the Conciusion and Drafting of Treaties'; 

• 
(3) To instruct the Economic Committee of the League to study, in collaboration 

with the Permanent International Council for the Exploration of the Sea at Copenhagen and 
any other organisation specially interested in this matter, the question whether and in 
what terms, for what species and in what areas, international protection of marine fauna 
could be established. The Committee will report to the Council the results of its en· 
quiry indicating whether a Conference of Experts should be convened for such purpose 
at an early date; 

(4) To ask the Council to make arrangements with the Netherlands Government 
with a view to choosing The Hague as the meeting-place of the first Codification Confe· 
renee, and to summon th~ Conference as soon as the preparations for it are sufficiently 
advanced; 

(S) To entrust the Council with the task of appointing, at the earliest possib,le date, 
a Preparatory Committee, composed of five persons possessing a wide knowledge of 
international practice, legal precedents, and scientific data relating to the questions 
coming within the scope of the first Codification Conference, this Committee being ins· 
tructed to prepare a report comprising sufficiently detailed bases of discussion on each 
question, in accordance with the indications contained in the report of the First Committee; 

(6) -,To recommend the Counril to attach to the invitations draft regulations for the 
Conference, indicating a number of general rules which should govern the discussions, 
more particularly as regards : 

(a) The possibility, if occasion should arise, of the States represented at the 
Conference adopting amongst themselves rules accepted by a majority vote; 

(b) The possibility of drawing up, in respect of such subjects as may lend them· 
selves thereto, a comprehensive convention and, within the framework of that conven· 
tion, other more restricted conventions; 

(c) The organisation. of a systelrt for the subsequent revision of the agreements 
entered into; and 

(d) The spirit of the codification, which should not confine itself to the mere 
registration of the existing rules, but should aim at adapting them as far as possible 
to contemporary conditions of international life; 

(7) To ask the Committee of Experts at itl next ses~ion to complete the work it 
has already begun. 

Proposal by the Delegation of Paraguay for the Preparation of a General and Comprehensive 
Plan of Codification of International Law. 

The Assembly, 

Having taken note of the First Committee's report on the proposal of the del~gation 
of Paraguay for the preparation of a general and comprehen~ive plan of codification of 
international law; 

Desires to place on record the importance which it attaches to the spirit underlying 
the proposal of the delagation of Paraguay; 

Requests the Council to invite the Committee of Experts to consider at its next 
session under y;hat conditions the work referred to in the said proposal could be under· 
taken; 

And will decide later upon the course to be adopted after taking note of the sue· 
ge\tions of the Committee of Experts a:1d the opinion of the Council in regard theret11. 

Adhesion to international Agreements given subject to Ratification. 

The procedure of accession to international agreements given subject to ratification 
is an admissible one which the League should neither discourage nor encourage. 

Nevertheless, if a State gives its accession, it should know that, if it does not expressly 
mention that this .'lccession is subject to ratification, it shall be deemed to have under· 
taken a final obligation. U it 'desires to prevent this consequence, it must expressly 
-leclare ~t the time of accession that the accession is give-n subject to ratification. 



1 .L. · u transfwable vote and tlu principle of proportional representation 
Tlu systma o ,_ Stng ' · 1 h t M b 

;
11 

genwal, ;11 connection with the problem of the electaon o I e non permanen em ers 
of tJu C ountil. ' 

The Assembly adopts the Report of the Sixth Committee. 

3. - Tecbnltal Questions. 

a) The Health Organisation. 

WoRK oF THE HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

The Assembly, 

Having taken note of the reports dealing :-vith th~ wo~k of the Healt~1 Organisation 
of the League during the past year, expresses Its gratificatiOn at the contmued develop
ment of its international activities; 

Notes with satisfaction the growth and increasing usefulness of the work of the Epide
miological Intelligence Bureau a.t .Sing~ pore,. due in large measure to ~he s.ympathetic 
co-operation of all Eastern AdrrumstratJOns, m whose mterest 1t was pnmanly created; 

Notes with satisfaction the terms of the Agreemellt concluded between the League 
of Nations and the Permanent Committee of the Office international d' hygiene pu b!ique, 
whereby the services of the Singapore Bureau will be made available in the discharge, on 
behalf of the Office, of certain of the obligations imp4ilsed by the International Sanitary 
Convention of Paris 1926 and also the further agreement recently concluded with the 
object of increasing the mutual co-operation in other directions between the Health Orga
nisation and the Office inlertUJtional d'hygihle publique; 

Expresses its appreciation of the work accomplished by the Malaria Commission, 
the Sleeping-Sickness Commission, and the International Rabies Conference, and of the 
progress made in the investigations now being carried out with regard to infant mortality 
and health insurance. 

Further, the Assembly, noting the recommendations which have been made by the 
International Pacific Health Conference held in Melbourne in December 1926 in relation 
to the work which might be undertaken by the Health Organisation for the study of 
health problems in the Pacific area, expresses its hope that the possibifities of action in 
this sense Will receive full and early consideration by the Health Committee. 

The Assembly records its unqualified approval and appreciation of the services rend
ered to international public health by the Health Committee and its expert Commissions. 

RESULTS OF THE MISSION CARRIED OUT IN CERTAIN LATIN-AMERICAN 

CouNTRIES BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE HEALTH CoMMITTEE 

The Assembly, 

(1) Having taken note of the report of the President of the Health Committee on 
the possibiftties of technical co-operation with public health and medical authorities in 
Latin-American countries, and also of the report on the work of the Conference of Health 
Expert• on Infant Welfare held at Montevideo : 

(2) Notes with satisfaction that the activities of the Health Organisation of the 
League of Nations have extended to several countries of Latin-America and that fruitful 
co-operation may be anticipated as the result of the Health Committee's mission; 

(3) Welcomes the practical suggestions for continued co-operation which ha'-"c 
been made by the health authorities and experts of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay; 

(4) Considers that the realisation of these suggestions would result in creating links 
between the health work of the League and the activities of national health administra
tions in these countries and would represent a good method of developing the work of the 
League's technical organisations in Latin America; 

(5) Requests the Council, after having obtained the Health Committee's ach icc on 
theae different auggestiono for co-operation with Latin-American countries to consider 
how they may be put into practice. 
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• b) Th1 Economic and Financial Organisation . 

• 
INTERKATIONAL EcoNOMIC CoNFERENCE. 

ECONOMIC ORGANISATION OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 

I. International E'onomic Conference. 

The Assembly, 

Takes note of the report of the Economic Conference held in May last, in accordance 
with ths initiative taken by the Assembly at its sixth ordinary session; 

Congratulates sincerely the President and the members of the Conference appointed 
by the Governments of fifty countries upon the fact that, comprising so many qualifica
tions, and representing every variety of responsible opinion, they were able to agree unani
mously upon recommendations at once definite in character and wide in range, whose 
adoption would effect a substantial improvement in the present economic policies of the 
world; 

Notes with satisfaction that many Governments have already made declarations 
accepting the principles laid down by the Conference and stating their intention of co
operating in their application, while no declaration in the contrary sense has been made; 

Believes, therefore, that there is every reason to hope for universal approval when 
the public opinion of all countries has been sufficiently instructed; 

Recommends the resolutions of the Conference, as the Council did in June 1927, to 
the favourable consideration of all Governments, and trusts that those Governments 
which have not yet declared their support will shortly be able to do so; 

Invites the Economic Organisation of the League of Nations to prepare as soon as 
possible a summary of the replies of the various Governments as to their attitude to the 
recommendations of tl>e International Economic Conference, and to make known the 
action that the various Governments have taken or may take in pursuance of the recom
mendations of the Economic Conference; 

Trusts that the economic policies olo all countries may develop in accordance with 
the principles laid down by tlie Conference and desires that the Economic Organisation 
of the League should take tllese recommendations as the basis of its work; 

Trusts, in particular, that the recommendations of the Conference relating to tariffs 
and commercial policy will be put into effect, not only by national action and bilateral 
agreements but also, whenever practicable, by collective conventions reached by means 
of international conferences of accredited representatives with ths aim of gradually evolving 
among the trading nations of the world, and particularly among those of Europe, common 
lines of policy beneficial to all and not subject to the unceriainties of purely bilateral 
bargaining, careful attention being given tg the special conditions existing at any moment 
and to the necessity of realising this policy by stages and without undue disturbance; 

Expects the Council of the League of Nations and the Economic Organisation to 
devote their untiring efforts to the realisation of this urgent task and hopes that the Govern
ments wili give to it their cordial support and active collaboration. 

II. Economic Organisation of tlu League of Nations. 

Whereas, in addition to the economic tasks hitherto undertaken by the League, much 
important and extensive work will result from the recomoendations of the Economic 
Conference; and 

Whereas it is essential that the different interests and organisations which colla
borated in the preparation of the Conference should continue to give their support and 
advice in the work of securing effect to its recommendations; and 

• 
Whereas the Conference took the following resolution : 

"The Conference wishes in the first instance to express its high appreciation of 
the work of the Economic Committee and the Secretariat of the League. 

"The Conference is of opinion that the success of its work will depend upon 
execution of the principles laid down. 

"With regard to the action to be taken on its recommendations, the Conference, 
while offering no suggestion as to a permanent organisation, cannot do better than 
draw the Council's attention to the well-balanced composition of the Preparatory 
Committee, which has yielded excellent results in the preparatory work of the Con
ference :" 
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The Assembly considers.: 
a) That the Economic .Committee shoul_d con~inue to be, ~ at present, the _organ 

( h · h" h th Counc1"I deals with econom1c affa1rs and that 1t should be constituted 
throug w IC e · ' · ff · f · · 

d ·• h 1 s as the Council may consider appropnate for 1ts e ect1ve uncbomng--un er sue ru e · . . 1 ·n r 
so as to be best suited for its principal work wh1ch, m the near fut~re at eas~, WI . ~e 
within the sphere of the economic relations between ~tates and the1r economiC pohc1e 
so far as they have international aspects; it should cons1st of not more than fifteen mem-s 

hers; h . t t (b) That the Economic Committee should have t ~ power to appom empora~y 
sub-committees of experts for preparatory work and, subJe.ct to Counc1l app~oval and .'n 
consultation with the States in question, to name economtc correspondents m countnes 
which have no member on the Committee; . 

, (c) That a "Consultative Committee" ~he object of which is. to follow the applica_tlon 
of the Economic Conference recommendatiOnS should be constituted by the Coun~1l. 

It might be composed of about thirty-five members, as was the Preparato~y Comr.uttee, 
and the conditions of equilibrium attained in the latter between the vanous elements 
should be maintained as far as possibk 

It should therefore include, among others, persons competent in industry, commerce, 
agriculture, finance, transport, labour questio~s, :u'd questio~s relative to consumption. 

The International Labour Office should be mvtted to subm1t the names of three labour 
members for this Committee. 

The Council will doubtless also wish to secure for the Committee the co-operation of 
the International Institute of Agriculture and of the International Chamber of Commerce. 

Five members chosen by the Economic Committee should take part in the work 
of the Consultative Committee with the same rights as the other members. 

The Consultative Committee should submit its report directly to the Council of the 
League of Nations. /.t the same time, it would forward a copy to the Economic Committee 
and to the other technical organisations concerned. 

WoRK OF THE ECONOMIC COIIIIIIITTEE 

The Assembly, 

1. Reiterating its conviction that the conclusion of an international convention for 
the abolition of import and export prohibitions and restrictions would greatly facilitate 
the recovery and future development of world trade, appeals to all Governments to send 
duly authorised representatives to the Conference which will take place at Geneva on 
October 17th, 1927, and expresses the most earnest hope that no efforts will be spared 
to bring the work of the Conference to a successful issue; 

2. Notes with satisfaction that steps already been taken by the Council to set in 
motion the preparatory work connected with the execution of certain urgent resolutions 
of the International Economic Conference, in particular those relating to tariffs and com· 
mercia! treaties, to the unification of Customs nomencl~ture and to the treatment of foreign 
nationals and enterprises duly admitted to carry out their activity on the territory of a 
foreign State; 

3. Takes note of the ratifications of the International Convention relating to the 
Simplification of Customs Formalities and of the Protocol of 1923 on Arbitration Clauses 
during the past year, and expresses the hope that those States which have not yet found 
it possible to adhere to these two international Acts will do so at an early date; 

4. Notes with satisfaction that it is proposed to convene a Conference in the near 
future with a view to achieving greater uniformity in economic statistics; 

5. Notes with approval that the recommendation that the Economic and Financial 
Section of the Secretariat should issue a Statistical Yearbook has now borne fruit, and recom· 
mends that this valuable volume should become one of the annual publications of the 
League; 

6. Observes with satisfar.tion the progress which the Economic Committee has made 
in the study of the question of false declarations in Customs matters, of the progressive 
assimilation of laws relating to bills of exchange and cheques, and of economic barometers, 
and hopes that no effort will be spared to bring this work to a successful issue; 

7-. Notes ~ith satisfaction the progress made in the Economic Section's enquiries 
regardmg the d1rect and indirect means placed at the disposal of foreign purchasers in 
the_ different countries for the purpose of satisfying themselves of the quality of the goods 
wh1ch they acquire in those countries; 

~~ommends that these enquiries should be pursued on the lines indicated in the 
prov1s1onal pamphlet communicated to the Second Committee and that the Governments 
should assist _the Secretariat in order that a further publication, which should be as com· 
plete as poss1ble, may be issued at an early date. 
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OPENING OF A CONVENTION RELATING TO THE EXECUTION OF I'oREIGN ARBITRAL AWARD!.' 

• 
Whereas the World Ec011.omic Conference recommended the Economic Committee to 

endeavour to promote the extension in all countries of recourse to commercial arbitratio~; 
And whereas in connection with that recommendation, the Conference was of op1· 

nion that the ben~ficial results of the Protocol of 1923 in- regard to the recognition of arbi
tration clauses in private contracts and particularly in commercial contracts would not 
be fully realised until provision was made ensuring the enforcement of arbitral awards; 

And whereas the Economic Conference recommended the Council of the League of 
Nations to take steps to submit to all States for signature at an early date the text of an 
agreement providing for the execution of arbitral awards in commercial matters : 

The Assembly, 

Recognising the great importance which commercial circles attach to the settlement 
of this question; 

And having regard to the favourable report submitted to it by the Second Committee 
after considering the various observations submitted and the various amendments pro
posed, as a result of the communication of a first draft to the Members of the League : 

Decides to open the Convention immediately for signature by all the Members of the 
League and non-Member States which are already Contracting Parties to the above
mentioned Protocol of 1923; 

And invites the Council to take whatever measures it may deem expedient to draw 
the attention of all Members of the League and all non-Member States to the value of the 
above-mentioned Protocol and Convention and to the conditions under which they may 
become Contracting Parties to these agrements. 

WoRK OF THE FINANCIAL CoMMITTEE 

The Assembly takes note of the activities of the Financial Committee and expresses 
its great satisfaction with the hig,hly useful ~ork accomplished by it. 

SETTLEMENT OF GREEK REFUGEES AND FINANCIAL RECONSTRUCTION SCHEME 

The Assembly; 

Has learned with great interest of the successful result of the negotiations which have 
taken place with a view to the issue, under the auspices of the League of Nations, of a 
loan to enable the Greek Government to take measures of financial and monetary reorga
nisation, and to proceed with the settlement of the refugees, 

In particular, expresses its appreciation of the plan which has been drawn up for 
the creation of a new bank of issue and for the stabilisation of the Greek currency; 

Expresses its appreciation to all those who have collaborated in these investigations, 
and especially to the Greek Government and to the Financial Committee; 

Approves the progress made in the refugee settlement work and expresses the hope 
that this work will soon be successfully brought to a close; 

In conclusion, expresses the hope"-that the entire scheme which has now been elabo-
rated will be fully successful. • 

WORK FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF BULGARIAN REFUGEES 

The Assembly; 

'r) Welcomes with great satisfaction the successful flotation of the Bulgarian Re
fugee Loan, providing funds for the carrying out of the scheme approved by the Council; 

(2) Takes note of the progress already made in the work of making land and houses 
available for the occupation of the refugees, 

{3) Expresses the hope that, during the coming year, it will be possible to record 
the completely satisfactory progress of the work of settlement; 

(4) Desires to express its appreciation of the courage and resolution~displayed by 
the Bulgarian Government and the Commissioner of the League of Nations in carrying 
out the scheme. 



c) Communicalions and Transit. 
r 

RESULTS oP THE THIRD G~NERAL CoNFERENCE oN CoMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT 

The Assembly, 

Expresses to the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Tran
sit its satisfaction for the work accomplished in the course of the year; 

1s gratified that the Third Generai,Conference on Communications and Transit has 
achieved successful results on all the items of its agenda and has contributed to the esta· 
blishment of closer relations between the Organisation for Communications and Transit 
and the States non-Members of the League; 

Invites the Advisory and Technical Committee to take in hand at an early date the 
study of the questions raised during the Conference's debates on the Committee's work; 

Approves the provisions of the new Statute for the Communications and Transit 
Organisation for the application of which the Assembly's consent is necessary~ 

Attaching special importance to the collection and utilisation of information on com
munications, urges the Members of the League to facilitate the collection of the informa
tion necessary to the Organisation for Communications and Transit, in conformity with 
the resolutions adopted by the Conference, and. trusts that, when undertaking the collec· 
tion and utilisation of this information, the Advisory and Technical Committee will effect 
a constant improvement in the co-operation between the Organisation and the experts 
and administrations of the various countries, particularly of the non-European countries, 
whether Members of the League or not; 

And invites the Members of the League to consider favourably the recommendations 
adopted by the Conference with regard to identity documents for persons without natio
nality. 

d) lntelkchlal Co-operation. 

WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL COIIIIInEE ON I""'ELLBCTUAL Co-OPERATION 

The Assembly has noted with satisfaction the favourabie reports presented by 
the International Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and the Governing Body of 
the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation. These reports show that the 
Intellectual Co-operation Organisation has now in hand a large number of definite and 
practical undertakings of international co-operation in regard to various scientific, artistic 
and literary activities, and that results have already been obtained. 

The Assembly observes that, during the past year, several nations, in response to 
the appeal it made in the previous year, have made a grant to the International Institute 
of Intellectual Co-operation. The countries making such grants are at present as follows : 
Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, italy, Monaco, Poland, Switzerland. The 
Assembly hopes that their example will be followed by the other nations. The reports 
now before it show clearly that it is only the smallness of its financial resources which pre· 
vents the Intellectual Co-operation Organisation from rendering all the services which 
may now be expected of it. 

The Assembly is glad to see the increase in the number and activity of National Com
mittees on Intellectual Co-operation. The regular co-operation between well-organised 
National Committees and the International Committee is of ever-increasing utility to the 
work of intellectual co-operation. The Assembly would therefore refer to the recommenda
tion it Inade in 1924 and invite the States Members of the League which have not already 
done so to consider the possibility of providing the necessary funds to meet the expenses 
of their respective National Committees. 

The Assembly notes, as being particularly worthy of attention and encouragement, 
th~ proposals of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation in regard to the follewing 
pomts: 

. I. _The creation at the International Institute of Il)tellectual Co-operation of an 
mternat10nal co-ordination service of inforination offices attached to libraries. The 
Assembly emphasises the importance in this connection of national information offices 
an~ trusts that such offices ~nay be established in those countries where they do not already 
eXlJt. 

. 2. The proposals for co-ordination between the organs of bibliography for the various 
5Ctences drawn up by the Committees of experts under excellent technical conditions in 
such a way as to give every satisfaction to the persons concerned. ' 



3. The recommendation made by the International Committee in favour of the Inter· 
national Office for Annual Tables of Constants and Mathematical Quantities. Govert· 
ments, scholars and industrial organisations are equally interested in the continuance of 
this enterprise, which is at 'present in danger owing to lack of funds. An understanding 
between Governments is extremely desirable in order to ensure the regular publication 
of the Tables. 

4- The steps taken with a view to : 

Preparing for the Popular Arts Congress; 
An international agreement with regard to casts; 
An extension of the work of museums as a means of artistic education, etc. 

The Assembly thanks the Czechoslovak Government for the subsidy so generously 
granted in order to facilitate the holding of the Popular Arts Congress at Prague. It 
congratulates the Swiss Federal Government, and more particularly the city of Berne, 
on the initiative regarding an International Exhibition of Popular Arts to be held in that 
city. The Assembly request the Secretary-General of the League of Nations and the Ins
titute for Intellectual Co-operation to render every assistance in their power to the pro
moters of this enterprise. 

• * • 
The Assembly has noted the remarkable report presented by M. Jules Destr~e on behalf 

of the Sub-Committee of Experts for the Instruction of Children and Youth in the Exis
tence and Aims of the League of Nations. It approves the recommendations made by 
the experts, and instructs the Secretary-General to communicate them to the Govern
ments of the States Members of the League of Nations, requesting them, so far as may 
be possible in each particular case, to take the necessary measures to give effect to the 
recommendations. The Assembly approves the creation of League of Nations Educa
tional Information Centres under the conditions laid down by the Sub-Committee of 
Experts. It decides that the Sub-Committee of Experts shall continue its work on the 
lines suggested by the French representative in his report approved by the Council at its 
meeting of September 2nd, I92~. • 

Proposal by the Italian Delegation for the Creation of an International Educational 
Cinematographic Institute at Rome. 

The Assembly approves the report of the Second Committee. 
Relations between the League of Nations and Institutes or Bodies set up under its 

Authority. 
The Assembly approves the report of the Second Committee. 

4. - Administrative Questions. 

Mandates. 

The Assembly, having taken note of the work accomplished since its last session 
by the mandatory Powers, the Permanent Mandates Commission and the Council in the 
execution of Article 22 of the Covenant, renews the expression of confidence voted last 
year and adopts the following resolution on certain specific points : 

I. Liquor Traffic. 
(a) The Assembly congratulates the Permanent Mandates Commission on its success 

in defining the important terms concerning the liquor traffic used in the B and C Mandates 
and in the Convention of St. Germain of September roth, I9I9, and expresses the hope 
that all the mandatory Powers will soon be able to indicate their acceptance of these 
definitions; 

• (b) It asks the Council to request the Permanent Mandates Commission, in colla• 
boration with the mandatory Powers, to continue to give serious consideration to the causeS 
of the increased importation of spirituous liquors into certain territories under B mandate, 
and to the steps which have been taken to deal with this problem. 

2. MinuJes of the Permanent Mandates Commission. 

The Assembly expresses its appreciation of the value of the Minutes of the meetings 
of the Permanent Mandates Commission, which constitute the record of the fulfilment by 
the Commission of its duties under Article 22 of the Covenant, and which are communi
cated at the request of several of the mandatory Powers to a considerable number of their 
officials in the mandated territories. 



s. - Snc:lal and Humanitarian Questions. 

Tra/fic in Opium and other Dangerous Drugs. 

The Assembly notes with approval the report of the Advisory Committee on Traffic 
in Opium and other Dangerous Drugs and the resolutions contained therein, and earnestly 
recommends them to the attention of the States Members of the League. 

Work of tl•e CommiUee of Enquiry regarding the Production of the Opium Poppy in Persia. 

The Assembly t:.kes note of the report of the Commission of Enquiry into the produc· 
tion of opium in Persia, of the observations of the Persian Government on that report, 
and of the letter from the Chairman of the Commission of Enquiry to the Secretary-General 
dated April 23rd, 1927. 

It expresses its sincere thanks to the members of the Commission for their valuable 
work, and its high appreciation of the good-will shown by the Persian Government in 
co-operating with the League in its attempts to reach a solution of the difficult and compli
cated problem of narcotic control. 

The Persian Government having declared that the success of its programme will, 
in large measure, depend on its obtaining liberty of action in tariff affairs and on the 
removal of the restrictive tariffs on Persian products which must be substituted for opium, 
the Assembly expresses the hope that the Governments concerned will give their earnest 
and favourable attention to those conditions and that the Persian Government will keep 
the League of Nations informed of the progress made in carrying out the scheme proposed 
for the gradual diminution of the cultivation of the opium poppy in Persia. 

It earnestly recommends to all countries concerned with the production and manu
facture of dangerous drugs and their raw material the enactment of legislation similar 
to that now proposed by the Government of Persia, or such equivalent action as will 
ensure the necessary reduction of raw material and the manufacture of drugs. 

Traffic in Womm and Childrm. 
The Assembly : 
Takes note of the report of the Traffic in. Women and Children Committee, thanks 

the Committee for the good work it has accomplished, artd expresses the hope that this 
work will be continued along the same lines; 

Having learnt with the greatest interest that the Traffic in Women and Children 
Committee is examining carefully, in connection with Part I of the experts' report, the 
problem of the relationship which exists between the licensed house and the traffic in 
women, requests the Traffic in Women and Children Committee to examine as soon as 
possible the question of the desirability of recommending to all Governments the aboli· 
tions of the system of the licensed house; 

Desires to express its warmest approval of the able and courageous work of the Spe
cial Body of Experts, and earnestly recommends Part I of the report, and especially its 
conclusions, to the study of the Governments of 'all States Members'and non-Members 
of the League of_ Nations. -

Child Welfare. 

The Assembly notes the report submitted by the Child Welfare Committee expresses 
its appreciation of the work it is doing and requests it to continue on the line~ indicated 
in the report on the work of its third session. 

Protection of Women and Childrm in :he Near East. 

The Assembly approves Miss Jeppe's report and expresses its thanks and appreciation 
for the unselfish and admirable work which she has done for the protection of Women and 
Children in the Near East. 

The ~se~bly hopes that the generous financial support given to Miss Jeppe by volun
tary organ_•satJons in the past will continue in order that she may be enabled to res torr to 
a normal hfe those who have been rescued. 

The, Assembly, 
International Relief!Unicn. 

. Highly gratified at the success of the Conference for the Creation of an International 
Rehef Uruon; 

Convinced that the Governments, before which the results of the Conference have 
now ~~n l~id, will definitely decid~ to co-operate in this work of international solidarity : 

ers •ts thanks to Senator C1raolo, to the President of the Conference and to the 
members of the Preparatory Committee for the scheme on which the Confe;ence's work 



was based, and requests the President of the Conference and the members and experts 
of the Preparatory Committee to hold themselves at the Council's disposal to propose. to 
it all measures that may be, calculated to facilitate the putting into force and the applica
tion of the Convention concluded by the Conference. 

Slavery Convention. 

The Assembly notes the report from the Council and the supplementary reports 
regarding slavery which contain communications on this subject from the Government of 
Abyssinia, the British Government, the Government of India, the Government of Portugal 
and the Government of the Sudan, and, in view of the limited number of ratifications of 
the Convention of September 25th, 1926, which have been deposited up to the present, 
expresses the hope that the States which have signed will ratify the Convention as soon 
as possible. 

Measures in Favour of Armenian and Russian Refugees. 

The Assembly, 

Having carefully examined the reports of the High Commissioner and of the Inter
national Labour Office on the refugee questions : 

Recognises the progress that has been made towards the solution of a problem that 
at one time constituted a very serious danger; 

Expresses its high appreciation of the important work that has been accomplished on 
behalf of the refugees; 

Invites the High Commissioner to convene a small Conference, on the lines indicated 
in his report, to formulate proposals for submission to the Council in regard to the legal 
status of refugees.. This should be preceded by a full and careful examination of the 
juridical situation of the refugees in the different countries, the necessary information 
to be communicated to the respective Governments beforehand; 

Congratulates those respoqsible for tl!e measures already taken and contemplated for 
the permanent settlement of Armenian refugees in the Near East; 

Expresses the hope that, as a result of the efforts described by the High Commissioner 
in his report, the necessary funds will be secured for the execution of this work and that, 
with the continued co-operation of the mandatory Power, this aspect of the problem may 
be successfully liquidated; 

Approves the provisions in the budget for the Refugee Service in addition to the sup
plementary credit of 7,500 Swiss francs for the services for establishing Armenian refugees 
in Syria. 

Further, the Assembly; 
Notes with interest the offers of employment now ~available )or refugees in overseas 

countries; 
Recognises that tlw execution of these schemes requires the immediate establishment 

of an adequate revolving fund; 
Urges the Governments concerned to inform the High Commissioner as soon as pos

sible what measures they are prepared to take for financing the settlement of refugees 
from their territories; 

Requests the Council to invite the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Office, in examining the budget of the Refugee Service for 1929, to consider whether 
adequate funds for settlement have been thus provided. 

Question of Alcoholism. 

• The Assembly decides to place on the agenda of its ninth ordinary session the follow 
i ng proposal by the Finnish, Polish and Swedish delegations : 

"Whereas it is desirable to co-ordinate the work the League of Nations has, or 
will be called upon, to undertake on the subject of alcoholism, the Assembly requests 
the Council : 

" 1. To appoint a Committee of experts on alcoholism; 
" 2. To instruct this Committee to study the aspects of alcoholism falling 

within the competence of the League of Nations, and which could be the subject of 
scientific or practical work." 



• 
6. - Mlsc:ellaneous Questions. 

Confwmce of Press E~ptrts. 

The Assembly, 

Noting the success of the Conferen~e of Press E?tp~rts, and conveying its thanks to 
the representatives of the Press for theu colla~oratJon; . 

Expresses its satisfaction that the Council has cons1dered the steps required for 
promptly giving the necessary effect to the resolu~ons of the Co~ference; . 

Trusts that the technical organisations to wh1ch the Council h_as sublll_lt.ted a n~m
ber of these resolutions will undertake as soon as possible the spcc1al enqumes relatJng, 
in particular, to the questions of telegraphic and telephonic rates, ~he im~rovemen~ of 
communications, the conveyance of newspapers, identity cards for JOUrnalist and VIsas 

for journalists' passports; . 
Trusts that the Council, at its December session, will take the most su1table measures 

to enlist the sympathetic attention of Governments for the other resolutions adopted by 
the Conference in order that effect may be given to them; 

Notes with satisfaction that the Council, taking into account the recommendation 
made by the Conference, has declared that, should it at some future time appear necessary 
and should developments in the technical international problems which affect the Press 
make it seem desirable to those concerned, it will in principle be willing to lend the assi&· 
tance of the organisations of the League for the study of these questions, and to organise 
a consultation or call a Conference for this purpose. 

C1111StrrAai(m of tm Assembly Hall and of New Buildings for the Use of the Secretariat. 

The Assembly, 

1\opproves the report of the Special Committee of five members in regard to the new 
buildings ; 

Approves, in principle, that the amount eo be spent on the new buildings may be 
increased to approximately I9,500,ooo francs. The exact amount of the supplementary 
credit n~essary will be submitted to the Assembly at the next sesaion; 

Empowers a Committee composed as follows : 

M. ADATCJ, M. Osusxv, M. Pouns, M. URRUTIA and Sir Edward HILTON YouNG to 
study the nine plans awarded the equal prizes of 12,000 francs;in the architects' competition, 
and to choose, with any changes that may be necessary, a plan which in its opinion com
plies most nearly v.ith the practical and zsthetic requirements. The decision of this 
Committee will be submitted to the Council of the League of Nations for ratification, and 
will be communicated to the Assembly at the next session. 

F inan&ial Questions. 

I. The Assembly, in virtue of Article 38 of the Regulations for the Financial Admi
nistration of the League, finally approves the audited accounts of the League for the eighth 
financial period ending December 31st, 1926. 

. 2 .. The Assembly, in virtue of Article I7 of the Regulations for the Financial Admi· 
W&trabon of the League, approves for the financial year I 928 the general budget of tho 
League, of the Secretariat and of the Sp~ Organisations of the League, oi the Inter· 
natJonal La~our_ Organisation and of the Permanent Court of International Justice, the 
total of whic_h, mcluding supplementary credits, is 25,333,8I7 francs; 

And dcc1des that the said budgets shall be publiahed in the Official Journal. 

. 3· The Assembly adopts, in so far as they have been approved by the Fourth Com· 
IDlttee, the conclusions of the various reports of the Supervisory Commiuion submill:ed 
to its consideration. 

4- The Asaembly adopts the conclusions of the report of the Fourth Committee. 

CorctributU, in A"1ars. 

The Asaembly requests the Secretary·General : 

I. To continue negociations with the Chinese Government with a view to arrivio& 
at some arralliement by which the contributions in arrears may be liquidated; . 
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2. To make further representations, through such ch~nnels as he may consider 
appropriate, to the other States at present in arrears; ... 

3· To submit to the Council in due course a report showing the results of the act1on 
taken by him. ' · 

Establishmmt of an Administrative Tribunal. 
• • 

Subject to the amendment of form suggested by the Fourth Committee, the Assembly 
adopts the annexed Statute establishing a League of Nations Administrative Tribunal. 

The Assembly of 1931, however, will consider in the light of the experience gained 
whether there is reason to abrogate or amend the said Statute. 

The Assembly's resolution of December I 7th, 1920, giving to certain officials in case 
of dismissal a right of appeal to the Council or to the Governing Body of the International 
Labour Office is abrogated as from January Ist, 1928. 

Quution of the Cost of Living and the Adjustment of Salaries. 

The Assembly decides : 

(I) To apply once more the system at present in force, under which no changes wiii 
be made in the salaries in 1928; 

(2) To instruct the Salaries Adjustment Committee to carry out the investigations 
necessary for this enquiry with the help of the competent services of the Secretariat and 
of the International Labour Office and to submit the results to the Supervisory Commis· 
sion at its session in January 1928; 

(3) To instruct the Supervisory Commission to submit a general report on the ques· 
tion to the Assembly at its ninth ordinary session. 

Gift by M. John D. Rockefeller Jr. for the Construction and Endowment of a League Library • 
• • 

In accordance with article 2 3 (a) of the Financial Regulations of the League, the 
Assembly confirms with gratitude the acceptance by the Council of the League of the gift 
of two million dollars offered by M. John D. Rockefeller Jr., for the construction and 
endowment of a League Library. 
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COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT 
, 

Verbatim reports and texts nda.ting to the Convention or Freedom of Transit. 
(March-April 1921). . . . ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Resolution adopted by the Conference on Passports, Customs Fonnaliti;s aJtd 
Through Tickets in Paris on October 21st, 1920. (C. 641 M. 230. 1925 VIII). 

Passport Couference, held at Geneva from May 12th to 18th, 1926. Final Act 
of the Conference signed on Tuesday, May 18th, 1926. (C. 320 M. I I9. 1926 
VIII 2) (CCT. 2I7). . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Third General Conference on Communications and Transit. Preparatory 
Documents. Volume II Identity Documents for Persons without Nationality. 
(IIle CGCT. I (Vol. II), I927 VIII 5/II) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit.- Cards 
for Emigra'lts in Transit. Report of the Committee of Experts. (CCT. 307. 
1927 VIII 4) . . . . . . · · · · • . . · · · · · • · . · · · . · . . . 

Verbatim records and texts of the recommendations relative to the Inter
national Regime of Railways and of the recommendations relative to Ports 
placed unde: an International Regime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Verbatim records and texts relating to the Convention on the Regime of 
Navigable Waterways of International Concern and to the declaration recognis
ing the right to a flag of States Having no sea-coast. March-April I 92 I . . . 

Conference de Barcelone. Comptes rendus et textes relatifs au Reglement 
d'Organisation des Conferences generales et de Ia Commission Consultative et 
Technique des Communications et du Transit et au Reglement interieur des 
Conferences generales des Communications et du Transit {C. 662. M. 265. 
I923 VIII) (Only in English). . . . . . 

0
• • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 

Records and Texts relating to the General Discussions of the Conference. 
{C. 27. M. I3. I924 VIII). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Records and Texts relating to the Convention and Statute on the International 
Regime of Railways. (C. 28. M. I4. I924 VIII). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Records and Texts relating to the Convention and Statute on Maritime 
Ports. (C. 29. M. IS. I924 VIII). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Convention relating to the Transmission in Transit of Electric Power. 
Convention relating to the Development of Hydraulic Power affecting more than 
one State. Records and Texts. (C. 30. M. I6. 1924 VIII) . . . . . . . . 

Minutes of the Plenary Meetings of the Conference and of the Meetings of the 
Technical Committee. 

European Conference on the Measurement of Vessels employed in Inland 
Navigation, held in Paris, November 20th to 27th, I925 (C. I07. M. so. 
I926 VIIL I). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Measurement Certificate for Vessels employed in Inland Navigation (CCT/NI/ 
CMU/4) (I926 VIIL 3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

European Conference on the Measurement of Vessels employed in Inland 
Navigation. Paris November 20th to November 27th !925. Oflicial Instruments 
approved by the Conference : Convention regarding the Measurement of Vessels 
employed in lniand Navigation. Protocol of Signature (French and English 
Texts) (CL. I36. 1926 VIII, II Annex) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Communications of Importance to the League of Nations at times of emer· 
gency Report submitted to the Council by the Committee (CCT. 3IO. I927 VIII. 6) 
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_A General Catalogue and Special Catalogues of the documents prepared by the different 
Section of the Secretariat will be sent free on application to : 

Publicationa Service of the League of Nations, GENEVA. 
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I. - Summary of the Month. 

OcTOBER 1917 

The principal League meeting in October was the Diplomatic Conference for 
the Abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions, which was 
attended by plenipotentiaries from thirty-four countries. This Conference opened 
on October 17th and was still in session at the end of the month. 

The semi-annual sessions of the Permanent Mandates Commission and the Health 
Committee also began in the latter half of October and continued into November. 

The Sub-Committee on Tariff Nomenclature sat from October 12th to October 
her 31st. It framed a preliminary draft tariff which will be submitted to the Eco
nonwc Committee in November. The Mixed Committee for the Suppression of 
the Offence of Counterfeiting Currency prepared a draft convention which will 
be communicated to the Council together with a recommendation concerning the 
convocation of an international Conference on the subject. 

The Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium examined a certain number of 
questions connected with the illicit drug trade. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice gave judgment in the Mavro· 
mattis Concessions Case and began its hearings in the Case of the Competence of 
the European Commission of the Danube. 



11. - 'rbe permanent Court of lntel'national justice {'). 
' 

1, _ CAsB or THB MAVROIIIMATIS CoNcBSSIONI (RBADAPTATION) 

QUBSTION OP IURISDICTION 

The Court gave its judgment in this case on October 10th; it ~e~ognised as 
well founded the plea to the jurisdiction of the ~o~rt .m~de by the Bn~1sh Gove~n
ment and consequently ruled that it had no JunsdJctJOn to entertam, . up.on 1ts 
merits, the suit brought by the Greek Government against Great Britam m her 
capacity as Mandatory for Palestine (1). . . . 

The origin of the case is as follows : Mavrommat1s, a Greek subject, had obtam
:d before or during the war, from the Ottoman authorities, certain concessions for 
the carrying out of public works in Palestinl!. In the execution of the contracts, 
suspended during the war, certain difficulties on the part of the new authorities in 
the country were encountered after the conclusion of peace, particularly owing to 
the existence of the Zionist Organisation, provided for under the terms of the Pales
tine Mandate, which had been conferred upon Great Britain. The difficulties 
xnainly consisted of the grant to a certain Rutenberg of concessions which to some 
extent overlapped the Mavrommatis concessions. The latter, being of the opinion 
that the financing of his concessions had become impossible through the fault of 
the British authorities, claimed damages. Negotiations with that object in view, 
in the course of which the Greek Government interVened on behalf of its subject, 
having failed, that Government brought the dispute before the Court, which hav
ing to decide upon a plea to the jurisdiction, raised by the British Government, 
ruled, in August, 1924, that it had jurisdiction in so far as two concessions for works 
to be carried out at Jerusalem were concerned. In. the judgment on the merits, 
rendered in March, 1925, the Court furthermore recognised that the concessions 
were valid; noting that to some extent they had been infringed by the grant of the 
Rutebberg concessions, but that no injury resulting to Mavrommatis from such 
infringement had been proved, it ruled that no damages were due; and declared 
that in accordance with the terms of the Lausanne peace treaty the Mavrommatis 
concessions should be readapted to the new economic conditions of the country. 

This readaptation was subsequently carried out by means of the substitution 
for the contracts of 1914 of new contracts signed in February 1926, by M. Mavrom
matis and on behalf of tht competent Palestine authorities. According to the terms 
of these contracts, Mavrommatis agreed to give up his 1914 contracts, and, "in 
consideration" of this renunciation, he obtained the new concessions, subject to 
certain conditions, inter alia the presentation of his plans for the works within a 
specified time; the authorities were to approve or reject the plans within three 
months after their deposit. 

The plans were deposited on May 5th, 1926. It appeared, however, that the 
authorities, not considering the deposit as having been effected in accordance 
with the requisite formalities, accepted them as having been deposited on Septem
ber Sth, only. Consequently the plans were only approved on September 23rd, 
and December 2nd, 1926 respectively. Considering that they should have been 
approved before August Sth and that the delay in the approval had destroyed,.his 
chances of financing the undertaking, Mavrommatis informed the authorities that 
he considered the contracts as having been cancelled by them and demanded dama
ges. Negotiations followed in which the Greek Government intervened and these 
negotiations having failed, in May, 1927, an application was made to' the Court 
~y that Government for damages for Mavrommatis, an application which resulted 
m the plea to the jurisdiction made by the British Government. 

(•) Article compil<d with the aid of infonnation furnished by Jbe Registry of the Court. 
(•) Cf. M<mlloly Sum_,, Sept. 19>7, p. 254. 



The application was based upon Articles 26 and I r of the Mandate for Pales· 
tine. According to Article 26, any dispute relating to the interpretation or to the 
application of the proviswns of the Mandate should, if it cannot be settled by nego· 
tiation, be submitted to the Court, and according to Article II, the Palestine Admi· 
nistration has full power "subject to any international obligations accepted by the 
Mandatory" to "provide for public ownership or control" of any of the natural 
resources or of the public works of the country. And the Court, by its judgment 
of August 1924,. had laid down that the "international obligations" in question 
were those which arose under Protocol XII of the Lausanne peace settlement, a 
document which stipulated the maintenance of certain concessions granted by the 
Ottoman authorities prior to October I9I4. Now, the Greek Government co111i· 
dered that by delaying the approval of the plans for the works provided for under 
the concessions which Mavrommatis had obtained in I926 from the British or 
Palestine authorities, these authorities had failed to carry out the international 
obligations set out in Article II, namely the obligations resulting from the provi· 
sions of the Lausanne Protocol. 

That was the principal ground upon which the Greek application rested. To 
this the British Government replied in its plea to the jurisdiction by contending 
that the delay in approving the plans-assuming there had been such delay-was 
not an exercise of the "full powers" provided for by Article II, and, even if an 
exercise of such full powers had taken place, there would have been no failure in 
carrying out any "obligation accepted" by the Mandatory; for the Lausanne Pro· 
tocol, which solely refers to the concessions granted prior to I9I4 by Turkey, could 
not be violated by possible breaches of concessionary contracts granted in I926 
by the British authorities. As an alternative ground for the objection, it was argued 
that the Court could not in any case entertain the suit until after Mavrommatis 
had exhausted his judicial remedies in•the English or Palestine Courts . 

• The greater part of the Court's judgment bears upon the question of the juris· 
diction which might accrue to it in this case under Articles I I and 26 of the Man· 
date. In regard to this the Court observes in the first place that it must take aa 
its basis the interpretation of the Articles in question which it has already given 
in the Judgments of 1924 and 1925, which interpretation it then proceeds to ana· 
lyse as follows : 

The jurisdiction bestowed upon the Court by Article 26 of the Mandate in regard 
to the interpretation and application of the clauses of the Mandate only covers the 
interpretation and application of the provisions of the Protocol of Lausanne in so 
far as the Mandatory, in the exercise of the full power bestowed upon it by Article I I, 

may disregard the obligations which he has accepted in signing the Protocol. The 
"full power" in question is a full power to "provide for the public control of the 
natural resources of the country". In the context, "public control" means an eco' 
nomic policy consisting in subjecting in one way or another private enterprise to 
public authority, so as to enable the authorities, without acquiring the ownership 
of the resources or public works in question, to exercise over the enterprises exploit· 
ing them certain powers normally inherent in ownership. It follows that the ques· 
tion whether, in a particular case, there has or has not been an exercise of the full 
power in question is essentially a question that can only be decided in each case as 
it arises. The special circumstances which, in the Mavrommatis case decided in 
I9l5, enabled the Court to establish its jurisdiction, were : I) that the grant of 
the Rutenberg Concessions of I92I constituted, owing to certain features of the 
contracts (which reserved an important role to the Jewish Agency, the official organ 
of Zionism) an exercise of the full power mentioned in Article I I; 2) that these con· 
cessions overlapped at least in part the Mavrommatis I9I4 concessions; 3) that 
the latter concessions fell within the scope of the Protocol of Lausanne; and 4) that 
a certain clause of the Rutenbcrg concessions violated the principle that concessions 
protected by the Protocol were to be maintained. The grant of a conc;:ession involv· 
ing a right of advice and supervision on the part of the authorities would not in 



· f h t"t t d a11 e1.:ercise of the "full power" to provide for public control 
1tsel ave cons 1 u e 
of the works in question. . 

A ding to this construction of the relevant articles of the Mandate, which 
ccor · · d" 

construction the Court expressly maintains, the Court :would only have JUriS IC· 

tion in the present case under Article 26 of the Mandate, 1f the alle~ed bre~ch of the 
Mandatory's obligations arose out of an exercise of the full power m question. 

Considering the facts of the case from this point of view, the Court observes 
in the first place that the grant of the Mavrommatis 1926 concessions and the other 
steps taken with a view to the readaptation of the 1_914 concessions, do not ~onsti· 
tute an exercice of this power. And the Court arnves at the same conclusion as 
regards the attitude of the British and Palestine authorities-even assumin~ that 
it were legally unjustifiable-which is said to have caused the alleged delay m the 
approval of the plans submitted by M. Mavrommatis. In the next place, consider· 
ing the grant of the Rutenberg concessions from the same point of view, the Court 
says that if there had been incompatibility between these concessions-which were 
only finally granted after those of Mavrommatis-and the latter, so that M. Mavrom· 
matis' rights would have been violated, the situation as regards jurisdiction would 
have been similar to that in the Mavrommatis case decided in 1924 and 1925. The 
Court, however, observes that not only has the Greek Government not based its 
conclusions upon the existence of such incompatibility, but also that the situation 
in the two cases is fundamentally different; what the British Government is repro· 
ached with in the present case is not a violation of M. Mavrommatis' rights by defi· 
nite acts, constituting an exercise of the full power referred to in Article 11, but 
rather a passive and negative attitude, which may have been· prejudicial to M. Ma· 
vrommatis' interests. But, even admitting that the exercise of the full power in 
question may assume this form, the Court observes that, even prima facie, the con ten· 
tions of the Greek Government in regard to• this point. are not established in point 
of fact. 

The Court finally simply records the statements made it by the representative 
of the British Government to the effect that it is open to M. Mavrommatis to obtain 
reparation by process of law before the municipal Courts either in England or m 
Palestine, for the damage which he claims to have suffered. 

2.. - Juusn1cnoN oF THE EuROPEAN CoMMISSION oF THB DANDBB 

The Court held from October 6th. to October 13th. a series of thirteen public 
sittings devoted to the hearing of the question of the jurisdiction of the European 
Commission of the Danube, submitted by the Council of the League for an advisory 
opinion. 

The questions submitted by the Council, and to which the Court will have to 
reply, are as follows : 

I) Under the law at present in force, has the European Commission of the 
Danube the same powers on the maritime sector of the Danube from Galatz to 
Braila as on the ~ector below Galatz? If it has not the same powers, does it possess 
powers of any kmd? If so, what are these powers? How far upstream do they 
extend? 

2) Should the European Commission of the Danube possess either the sainc 
powers on the Galatz·Brai1a sector c.s on the sector below Galatz or certain 
powers; do. these powers extend over one or more zones, territorially 'defined and 
correspondmg to all or part of the navigable channel to the exclusion of other 
zones territorially defined, and corresponding to harbour zones subject to the 
ex_clustve compete.nce of the Rou~nian authorities? If so, according to what 
cntena shall the hne of demarcation be fixed as between territorial zones placed 
~nder the compet~nce of the R.oumanian authorities? . If the contrary is the case, c: what non·terntonal basts ·~ the. e~act dtvtdmg ,hne between the respective 

mpetence of the European Comffilsston of the Danube and of the Roumanian 
authonttes to be fixed? 



3) Should the reply given in 1) be to the effect that the European Com
mission either has no powers in the Galatz-Braila sector, or has not in that sector 
the same powers as in the sector below Galatz, at what exact point shall the.line 
of demarcation between the two regimes be fixed? 

• 
From a consideration of these questions it will be seen that the principal point 

at issue between the interested Governments-Great Britain, France and Italy on 
the one hand, and Roumania on the other-is the one given in Section I, namely, 
what are the powers of the European Commission in the Galatz Braila sector. In 
order to appreciate the practical significance of this question account must be 
taken of the circumstances in which the European Commission of the Danube was 
constituted. 

The Court was composed as follows for the hearing of this question : 
M. Huber (Switzerland), President, M. Loder (Netherlands) Former President; 

Lord Finlay (Great Britain), M. Nyholm (Denmark), Mr. Moore (United States of 
America), M. Altamira (Spain), M. Oda (Japan), M. Anzilotti (Italy), M. Beichmann 
(Norway), M. Negulesco (Roumania). 

Great Britain was represented by Mr. E. Mac Gowan, Assistant Solicitor to 
the Board of Trade, as Agent, and by Sir Douglas Hogg, Attorney-General, 
Mr. Alexander P. Fachiri and Mr. W. E. Beckett, as Counsel; France was repre
sented by Professor Basdevant, Assistant Legal Adviser to the Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs, and M. Chargueraud-Hartmann, Legal Adviser to the Ministry 
of Marine, Secretary of the French Delegation to the International River Commis
sions, and Italy by M. Carlo Rossetti, Italian Delegate to the European Commis
sion of the Danube. 

Roumania entrusted the presentation of her case to M. A. Millerand, Former 
President of the French Republic, M. Ch. de Visscher, Professor at the University 
of Ghent, and M. Nicolas Politis, former Greek Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Professor at the Faculty of Law at :Paris. She appointed as Agent M. Contzesco, 

• Minister Plenipotentiary, Delegate to the International Commissions of the Danube. 

Historical outline of the Dispute. - The European Commission of the Danube 
was constituted immediately after the Crimean War, by the Treaty of Paris, in 
1856, by which it was entrusted with the task of removing obstacles to navigation 
in the mouths of the Danube and of applying the principles established at the Con
gress of Vienna, the main element of which was that no obstacle whatsoever should 
be put in the way of free navigation, subject to police and quarantine regulations. 
This task soon appeared so vast that it was thought necessary to confer upon the 
Commission, originally considered as temporary, a more or less permanent character, 
and that was done by the Public Act of 1865, which defined its rights and powers. 
This instrument confirmed the exclusive authority of the Commission over the 
mouths of the Danube from the Black Sea to a point above Isaktcha, where naviga
tion was to be regulated or governed by regulations issued by the Commission. 
The Russo-Turkish War of 1877, which led, amongst other matters, to the recogni
tion of Roumanian independence, profoundly affected the Statute of the European 
Commission of the Danube, which was amended by the Treaty of Berlin of 1878. 
This Treaty provided, on the one hand, for the admission of Roumania as a member 
of the European Commission, and, on the other hand, for the extension of the powers 
of the Commission, which was declared fully independent of the territorial authority, 
1fp to Galatz. Its powers were prolonged up to 1883. 

During the Berlin negotiations the question had already been considered of 
extending the powers of the Commission up to Brai:la, but agreement on this subject 
could not be attained. The Treaty of Berlin included an article which runs as fol· 
lows : 

One year before the expiration of the term assigned for the duration of the 
European Commission, the Powers sha\1 come to an understanding as to the pro· 
longation of its powers and the modifications which they may consider necessary 
to introduce. 
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· f this article that in I 883 the Powers assembled in London, It was m pursuance o • ' f C · 
· d "d d amon'-st other matters to extend the powers o the ommis· where 1t was eel e , 6 • . 

. B ·1 Ro mania protested against this Treaty 11nd she has never signed 
510r. up to ra1 a. u . . f d 
. · h not contested that the European C\:lmmission hence orwar 
1t; 1t was, owever, . 
possessed a certain dl facto authority over the s~ctor of the nver between Galatz 
and Braila, by virtue of which it exercised certam powers up to 1914. B~t there 
'tfall no agreement as to the nature or the extent of these powers. Durmg. the 
peace Conference of 1919 it was stipulated (Article 346 of the Treaty of Versailles) 

that : 
"The European Commission of the Danube reassumes the powers it ~ossessed 

before the War", whilst at the same time it was understood that a special conf~· 
renee would be called to draw up the definitive Statute of the D~p.ube. !his 
Conference assembled in 1920 in Paris and drew up the Statute which contjlmed 

Articles stipulating : (Article 5) 

The European Commission of the Danube retains the powers which it pos
sessed before the war. No alteration is made in the rights, prerogatives and 
privileges which it possessed in virtue of the treaties, conventions, international 
acts and agreements relative to the Danube and its mouths. 

(and Article 6) : 

The authority of the European Commission extends under the same condi
tions as before and without any modifications to its existing limits over the 
maritime Danube, that is to say, from the mouths of the river to the point where 
the authority of the International Commission commences. 

In this conne~;tion, it should moreover be observed that the Treaty of Paris 
of 1856 had already set up two commissions. on the Danube : the European Com
missioQ, referred to earlier, having authority over the 'Part known as the maritime 
Danube, and the International Commission over the "fluvial" Danube. The Treaty 
of Paris of 19:11 had confirmed this state of affairs. The powers of the International 
Commission thus extended from Ulm, in Bavaria, to Brai"la. 

The Treaty of Versailles altered the constitution of the European Commission 
-of which, formerly, Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, 
Italy and Roumania were members-which henceforward consists of Great Britain, 
France, Italy and Roumania. 

From 1919 onwards it was noticeable that the differences of opinion which had 
existed already in a latent form from 1883 to 1914 between Roumania and the 
European Conunission of the Danube in regard to that Commission's authority 
between ~latz and Braila, had taken more acute form; and after lengthy and in
volved negotiations Great Britain, followed by France and Italy, decided in 1924 
to bring the question before the League Committee for Communications and Transit. 
This Committee shortly afterwards appointed a special Committee known as the 
"Special Committee on the question of the jurisdiction of the European Commission 
of the Danube", which, in 1925, proceeded to Roumania in order to investigate the 
qu~tion on the spot. On its return the Committee presented a report in which, 
amongst other things, it expressed the opinion that the jurisdiction of the Euro
pe~n Commission extends from Galatz to above Brai1a, under the same conditio~s 
as from the sea to Galatz. 

The Committee for Communications and Transit adopted the Special Commit
tee's conclusions. Roumania, however, declared that she was unable to accept 
these conclusions, so that, the question being left open, the four interested Powers 
concluded an arrangement requesting the Council of the League to ask the Court 
for an advisory opinion on the questions, drawn up by common consent the terms 
of which have been set out in the beginning of this article. ' 
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The opposing views. - The opposing views in regard to the main point in di$· 
pute, as presented to the Court orally and in writing, maybe summarised as follows : 

• 
a) View of the three PCJwers. - Great Britain, France and Italy c!aim that the 

European Commission is entitled to exercise in the Galatz-Bralla sector the same 
jurisdictional and technical powers as it exercises in the sector below Galatz, and 
in so doing they rely on the terms of the Danube Statute of 1921 (Articles 5 and 6). 
ArticiJ: 6, the terms of which have already been quoted, plays a particularly impor
tant part in this contention. 

In the opinion of the three Governments, the essential point is the reply tQ the 
two questions raised by Article 6, namely : under what conditions did the Europeap 
Commission exercise its authority in the past? and at what point does the autho
rity of the International Commission begin? As regards the latter point, those 
Governments contend that there can be no doubt. For under Article 9 of the Sta
tute, the International Commission exercises authority from Ulm to Bralla and 
the authority of the European Commission must therefore begin at Bralla. As 
regards the conditions under which the European Commission formerly exercised 
its powers, those who maintain this standpoint argue as follows : the European 
Commission exercised complete jurisdiction from the sea to Bralla under the Treaty 
of London of 1883, which is binding on Roumania under Article 54 of the Treaty 
of Berlin of I 878; and furthermore a consistent practice has been established which 
has been converted into law by the Danube Statute of 1921. It is true that Rou
mania refused to accept the Treaty of London, but nevertheless she tacitly consented 
to the exercise of jurisdiction by the Commission as far as Braila from 1883 to 1914. 

b) The Roumanian piew. - Roumania construes Article 6 of the Danube Statute 
entirely differently, especially as regards the expression , under the same conditions 
as before". She says that the Commiss~on does indeed exercise certain powers from 
the sea to Bralla, but that tllese powers were formerly not the same between the 
sea and Galatz as between Ga!atz and Bralla. Whereas the CoQimission exercised 
both jurisdictional and technical powers between the sea and Galatz, it in fact only 
exercised technical powers between Galatz and Braila. Roumania denies that the 
two legal grounds, upon which the three Powers support their claim that the Com· 
mission exercises jurisdictional powers between Galatz and Bral!a, have any forct:. 
In the first place, she says that the Treaty of 1883 has never been binding on her, 
and secondly, that there was never, between 1883 and 1914, a consistent practice 
justifying the statement that the Commission had in fact exercised jurisdictional 
powers between Galatz and Braila; if the Commission had in a few cast:s also e~er
cised jurisdictional powers, the Roumanian Government had been unaware of it. 
In reply to the contention that the Treaty of ra83 was binding upon her, Roumania 
argues that the Powers, in deciding to extend the authority of the Commission to 
Bralla, exceeded their powers, because, generally speaking, an international treaty 
can never be binding upon a State which has not expressly accepted it. 

* * * 
As regards the two other questions referred to the Court, the three Powers have 

ar~ed that, in the ports, the only practical line of demarcation between the autho· 
rity of the European Commission and that of the Roumanian authorities must 
be of a logical nature and cannot be territorial. Further these Powers have argued 
that, should it be held that a distinction must be drawn between the powers exercised 
by the Commission in the sector below Galatz and those exercised between Galatz 
and Bralla, the dividing line between these two kinds of powers should be above 
Galatz. 

Roumania, on the other hand, has argued that, in distinguishing between 
these two kinds of powers, a line of demarcation should be fixed between the navi· 
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I I f th river and the ports. As regards the division between the two 
gable c 1anne o e · 
sectors of the maritime l'lam~?e, she proposes a point below Galatz. 

* • * * 

The President of the Court, in announcing the conclusion of the hearings, said 
that the Court reserved the right, if necessary, to ask the Parties for further 
information, and that therefore the oral proceedings col.lld not yet be regarded as 

closed. 

3. - CASB CO'NCBit'NING THB CHOIZOW FACTORY : A FltBSH APPLICATION (') 

By an application, dated October 17th, 1927, and filed with the Registry of 
the Court on October 18th, the German Government asked the Court to give an 
authoritative interpretation of its Judgments Nos. 7 and 8, in regard to the meaning 
and scope of which that Government stated that a dispute had arisen between it 
and the Polish Government, 'ivhich were the Parties concerned in the Cases decided 
by those Judgements. 

The first of these Judgments, given on May 25 th, 1926, related to the suit 
known as the "Case concerning certain German interests in Polish Upper Silesia" {1); 

in the second, wbich was given on July 26th, 1927, the Court affirmed its jurisdiction 
to entertain a claim for indemnity brought by the German Government against the 
Polish Government on behalf of two German Companies, the Oberschlesische Sticks· 
tofjuJerlu and the Bayerische StickstofjuJerke A. G. {8). 

Both Judgments related to the taking over by the Polish Government of the 
nitrate factory at Chorzow. 

In the first of the two disputed Judgments, - No 7. - the Court declared this 
seizure to have been unlawful, on the ground, amongst others, that it held the two 
private Companies above-mentioned to have been the owners of the factory, and 
not the German Reich. In the second judgment, - No. 8. - the Court accepted 
jurisdiction to decide as to the consequent reparation due to those Companies. 

The Polish Government, however, has now brought an action before a Polish 
municipal court with a view to obtaining a judgment to the effect that, at the time 
of its seizure, the factory was, according to municipal law, the property of the Reich 
and not of the Compagnies in question. The German Government holds that this 
question has already been finally decided in a manner contrary to Poland's conten· 
tion, by the two above mentioned Judgments of the Court. 

In accordance with the Rules of the Court, the Court has invited the Polish 
Government to submit observations in regard to the request for an interpretation 
made by the German Government. These observations, if any are to be filed by 
November 7th at latest, in order to enable the Court to give the interpretation 
sought during its present session. 

The German Government has appointed Professor Erich Kaufmann of Bonn 
as its Agent for the procedure in question. 

The Polish Minister at The Hague has informed the Registrar that his Gov~rn· 
ment has designated M. Louis Ehrlich, Professor of International Law at the Uni· 
versity o~ Lw6w, as Polish National judge for the affair in question, and that it 
has appomted Dr. Thadee Sobolewski, Agent of the Polish Government on the Ger· 
mano·Polish Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, to represent it as its agent in the same affair. 

(•) Cf. M...a.Jy Summary, August, 1927, p. 212. 
(2) Cf. Mtlllllrly Sum""""· llay, 1926, p. ro6. 
(J) Soe note 1, above. 
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4. -· CASI! CONCBRMING THI! JUJISDICTIOJI ~THE DANZIG TRIBUNALS(') e 

- J • . • . 
The Polish Goverdtlrent has appointed M. Limburg, councillor of State, of 

The Hague, to represent it iJ1 this affair. l-. · 
The Government of the Free City has appointed as its Agent Professor Gilbert 

Gidel, of Paris, ans as its National Judge (1), Dr. Crusen, President of the Danzig 
High Court. At the request of the Danzig Agent, the time limit for the filing by the 
interested Governments of written information on the questions put to the Court, 
has been extended from~ovember 4th - the date originally fixed - to December 
sth. 

The question put to the Court by the Council of the League of Nations in this 
case is as follows : 

Is the Court of opinion that the High Commissioner's decision of April 8th, 
I927, given as a result of the requests made by the Danzig Government on 
january 12th, 1927- in so far as his decision does not comply with those requests 
-is legally well founded? 

The requests of the Danzig Government referred to in this question are expres· 
sed in the following terms : 

(a) 1 hat railway employees who had passed from the service of the Free 
City into Polish service, were entitled to bring actions in wspect of pecuniary 
claims, even if these claims were based on the Danzig-Polisli Agreement of Oc
tober 22nd, I92I, (Agreement concerning officials, Beamtmabkommen) or on 
the declaration made under Article I of this Agreement, which was accepted by 
the Polish Railways Administration : 

(b) That Danzig Courts we~ entitled to hear the actions referred to in (a); 
• 

(c) That, consequently, the Polish llailways Administration was bound to 
accept the jurisdiction of the Danzig Courts in disputes such as those mentioned 
in (a), and to enforce the judgments given by those Courts; 

And the High Commissioner has summarised in the following paragraph his 
decision, mentioned by the Council, of May 12th, 1927 : 

Pecuniary claims of any kind, based on one of the provisions which constitute 
the contract of service for Danzig employees of the Polish Railways who have 
passed into the service of the Polish Administration under the Danzig-Polish 
Agreement of October 22nd, I92I, and in particular claims in connection with 
salaries, pensions, half-pay, and other grants under the contract may form the 
subject of an action in the Danzig Courts; .•. the clauses of the Agreement itself, 
and the declarations referred to in Article I of the Agreement, are not to be 
regarded as provisions which constitute the contract of service of the above
mentioned employees, and therefore they cannot give ground for a personal action 
to be brought in the courts; 

Under these circumstances, I do not think that the question set out in (c 
artses. 

s. - APPoJMTMBNT BY TRB PRBSJDB:NT or THB Coun or Ma111aaas 
or A Co:NCILJATJO:N CoMMISSION 

On October uth, the Swedish Minister and the Columbian Charg~ d'Affaires 
at The Hague, requested the President to give his formal assent to a clause inserted 
"n a conciliation convention concluded between Sweden and Columbia on September 
13th, 1927, to the effect that, should the two Governments be unable to agree, 
within the time provided for, on the choice of those commissioners who should be 

(1) a. Mtlfllllly Su-r)', October, 1927, p. 192. 
(o) Ct. MMIIIIly Sun••-y, Ocrobtr, 1917 (Rullo of Court, No. 71). 
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. n ,.0 t the acting President of the Court shalloe asked to appomted by common co .s.. , 
make the necessary appomtments. . . 

<·The President, in accordance with a number of preceq~ts.!lased on a dec1s1on 
of the Court, declared that he was able to give the assent requ1red. 

6. _ hnnNATIONAL AoaBBMBNTs coNCBRNING THB Couwr's Juar&DICTION 

The names of the Governments of India and of Latvia should be acided to the 
list of those which have taken action on the Registrar's circ~ar letter of March 24th, 
1927. The number of these Governments thus reaches 23. 

III. - Reduction of Armaments. 

TaB PREPARATORY CoMMISSION roR THB DIIARMAMBNT CoNPBaBNCB 

The Secretary-General has been informed bu M. Tchitcherin People's Com· 
missioner for Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics that, as 
the incident between the Union and Switzerland is now closed, his Government is 
willing to take part in the work of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament 
Conference, which ~convened for November 30th at Geneva. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional.Questions. 

INTBRNATIONAL ENOAOBMINTS 

a) Registration. 

Among the treaties and international agreements registered in October figure : 

Conciliation and arbitration treaties between Belgium and Sweden, Belgium 
and Denmark, Denmark and Czechoslovakia and Denmark and Lithuania; 

A Treaty of Friendship (October 29th 1926) between China and Finland, depo· 
sited by the Chinese Delegation; 

A series of treaties, notes and agreements between the British Government 
and Albania, Hungary, Germany, Belgium, Greece, France, Bulgaria and Latvia, 
deposited by the British Government. They concern respectively extradition, 
commerce, telephone and wireless services, the settlement of war debts, the pro· 
visional dissolution of the Mixed Anglo·Bulgarian Tribunal, and the recognition of 
tonnage certificates; 

A convention for the suppression of liquor smuggling (Washington, February 
lOth, 1926) between the United States and Spain, deposited by the Spanish Govern· 
~; ~ 

An Air Navigation Agreement (April 15th, 1926) between Poland and Czecho· 
slovakia, deposited by the Polish Government. 

The Convention on Tonnage Measurement in Inland Navigation (Geneva, 
November 27th, 1925) was registered on October 1st, subsequent to its entry in force, 
in accordance with its ~elfth article. 

This Convention has been signed or acceded :to by Austria Belgium the 
British Empire, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia Finland France Ge;many G;eece 

' I I I I 

' 
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Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Roumania, the j(ingdom of the Serbs, 
• Cro~ts and Slovenes, Spain, Switzerland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Repu-

blics. • 

b) Adhesions and Ratifications. 

The convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Obscene Publications (Geneva, 
September 12th, 1923) has been ratified by Portugal. 

The Slavery Convention (Geneva, September 25th, 1926) has been ratified by 
Portugal and acceded tp by Nicaragua. 

V. - The Technical Organisations. 

1. - THE HEALTH OaGANJSATJON 

Meeting of the Health Committee. 

The Health Committee met on October 28th at Geneva, under the chairmanship 
of Professor Madsen (Dane), and was still in session at the end of the month. Its 
meeting was preceded by short sessions of the Cancer and Malaria Commissions. 

The agenda included examination of the report of the Malaria Committee and 
the development of the liaison with Latin America. The Committee also drew up 
a general programme for the coming year, based on the resolutions of the Assembly 
and the Council. 

A further point was the consider_ation of the Medical Director's report on the 
work done since last session in regard to the development of the service of epide· 
miological intelligence and public health statistics; the system of liaison between 
the various national public health services in the form of inter~hanges of public 

· health personnel; the international courses for health officers organised in Paris 
at the Faculty of Medicine and in London by the Society of Medical Officers of Health 
in consultation with the British Ministry of Health and the Health Section of the 
League; and the individual missions and scholarships which have enabled Japanese 
health officers to study selected subjects in Europe while Western medical officers 
have been studying un Japan; the activities of the standing commissions, such as· 
that on standardisation of biological and serological products, the Joint Commission 
of Experts on the relations between public health services and health insurance 
organisations, the Sleeping Sickness and Cancer Commissions; the results of the 
International Rabies Conference and the conferences of health experts on infant 
welfare. 

The members present were : 

Dr. Th. Madsen, President, Director of the National Serotherapeutic Institute 
Copenhagen. 

M. 0. Velghe, Secretary-General of the Minister of the Interior and of Health 
Brussels. 

• Professor B. Nocht, Rector of the University and Director of the Institute of 
Tropical Maladies Hamburg. 

Dr. M. Tsurumi, Representative of the Sanitary Services of Japan. 
Professor Uon Bernard, Director of the Health Institute of the Faculty of 

Medicine of Paris; Technical sanitary adviser to the French Minister of Health. 
Sir George Buchanan, Senior Medical Officer to the Minister of Health, London. 
Dr. H. Carriere Director of the Federal Health Service, Berne. ' . 
Dr. W. Chodzko, Director of the Warsaw School of Health; former Polish 

Minister of Health. 
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D c H eJ Prwsident of the "Reichsgesundheitsamt", Berlin. 
D:: N. W~J. 'jitta, p;~ident of the Netherlands ~ealth Coun_cil, the Hague. 

' p f Ricardo Jorge Director General of Pubhc Health, L1sbon. 
ro essor • td d · · · h 

Dr. A. Lutraric, Former Director General of the Hea.r .. l A mm1strat10n to t e 

Minister of the Interior, Rome. 
Professor Donato Ottolenghi, Professor of Hygiene at the Royal University 

of Bologna. . 
Professor Gustavo Pittaluga, Professor of Parasitology to the Faculty of 

Medicine of Madrid. 
Dr. L. Ra}'"Jlaud, Inspector General of the Health Sei'Vices of Algeria, Algiers. 

An account of the proceedings will be given in the next number of the Monthly 

Summary. 

~. - THE EcoNOMIC AND FrNANCIAL OaoANISATION 

a) Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions. 

The Diplomatic Conference convened by the League to conclude a Convention 
for the supervision of Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions met at 
Geneva on October 17th, under the presidency of M. Colijn, former Prime Minist~r 
of the Netherlands. 

Thirty-four States were represented, namely, Australia, Austria., Belgium, 
Great Britain, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, The Irish Fre~ 
State, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United 
States. ·• 

A delegation from the International Chamber of Commerce attended in an 
advisory capacit)l. 

In his opening speech, the President drew attention to the fact that the prohi· 
bition system had already been condemned by international conferences and laid 
special emphasis on the resolutions on the subject adopted by the Economic Con· 
ference. 

Alluding to the difficulties which the proposed reform cannot fail to encounter, 
he said that public opinion would regard the results of this Conference as the touch· 
stone of the sincere will of Governments to carry into effect the recommendations 
of the Economic Conference, which they had unanimously approved. For this 
reason, the decisions to be taken would have a special influence on future work 
in the same field. M. Colijn added that qualified opinion on the question of prohi
bitions had been so decisive and so unanimous, the principle of liberating commerce 
from restrictions had been so warmly accepted, that if the Conference failed to 
obtain immediate and practical results, this would re-act unfavourably upon public 
opinion. He concluded : 

It lies within the power of this Conference to take the first small but definite 
and practical step, to carry into effect the principles of economic solidarity which 
the recent world Conference has affirmed. To that extent it can make its modest 
co~tri~ution to f~rthering ~he peace of the world. In the confident hope t~t 
this wdl be our a•m and th1s our achievement, 1 take pleasure in declaring the 
Conference open. 

The origin of the Conference was as follows : 
The _problem before the Conference has, since 1924, been the object of careful 

and detailed study by the League Economic Committee acting in cooperation with 
Governments and interested circles. 

11!1 ~These enquir~es_ bore upon the various causes of the system of economic prohi· 
bltlons and restr1ct1ons such as, destruction of economic equilibrium, oersistenc., 
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of the disequilibrium arising out of the war, supplies and recogstitution of the indis· • pensable stocks of raw materials and foodstuffs, protection of certain industries 
considered essential to national security, campaign against the rise in prices aftd 
wages, defence of the trade balance and exchanges, etc., etc. 

The idea of the abolition of the prohibitions and restrictions ha~, in principle, 
met with general agreement, this system appearing to be justified only in exceptional 
circumstances, and the return to the pre-war system being regarded as desirable. 

The work of the Economic Committee led to the drawing up of a draft conven· 
tion which the International Economic Conference approved unanimously last 
May and which has been taken as a basis for discussion at the Diplomatic Confe· 
renee of October 17th. 

"The system of import and export prohibitions" -said the Economic Com· 
mittee of the League I){ Nations in one of its reports to the Council (June 1925) -
"especially when coupled with a licensing system, has been repeatedly condemned 
by authoritative international conferences as constituting a method of restriction 
~hich is peculiarly 'liable to give rise to abuses and, in particular, to inflict on 
mternational commerce the grave evils of uncertainty, delay and the-possibility 
of unfair discrimination'. 

"For these reasons, import and export prohibitions"have been categorically 
condemned by resolutions of the Brus5ells Conference (1920), and the Porta Rosa 
Conference (1921), the Genoa Conference (1922) and the Geneva Conference on 
Customs Formalities (1923)." 

1'he last-named Conference adopted a Convention on Customs Formalities, 
which included a general undertaking to limit prohibitions and restrictions as far 
as possible. 

On the 25th September 1924, the fifth Assembly, on the proposal of the Ita· 
!ian delegation, adopted a resolution iRviting the Council "to consider the possi· 
bility and expediency of an' agreement between States Members of the League 
and States non-Members with a view to the final suppression of i~ort and export 
prohibitions and restrictions, and, if necessary, to suggest the most suitable methods 
of achieving this object". 

Some days later the Council instructed the Economic Committee to study this 
question, and on October 7th the Secretary-General addressed to all States a request 
for any information of a nature to assists the Economic Committee in its work. 

Twenty-eight Governments replied, so that, when the Economic Committee 
met, in May 1925, it had at its disposal considerable material, which enabled it to 
judge of the effect produced by the Assembly resolution on Governments of a large 
number of countrie11, including all· those which played any considerable part in 
Europe from the point of view of international exchanges. 

It learnt, at the outset, that the resolution had come at an opportune moment, 
and there appeared to be a sufficient consensus of opinion in favour of abolishing 
or reducing to a minimum the system of import and export prohibitions to warrant 
preparatory steps being taken with a view to some form of international action. 

Accordingly, the Economic Committee, assisted by experts from certain coun· 
tries not then represented on it (Germany, Austria, Hungary, Serbia), undertook 
to frame a preliminary draft agreement. 

• In October, 1925, when this draft was completed, the Council decided to com· 
municate it not only to Governments, but also through them to the groups and 
persons most directly concerned in the solution of the problem, namely, the com· 
mercia! and industrial organisations in the different countries. It was also commu
nicated for examination and observations to the International Chamber of Com· 
merce, the International Institute of Agriculture and the International Parliament· 
ary Conference on Commerce. 

Thirty-six Governments and the international organisations mentioned above 
made observations and criticisms. The Economic Committee devoted two sessions 



to the examillati~n o! thi! material, of which it retained the essential parts, without 

modifying the text of its preliminary draft. . . . . 
• Each of the Governments invited to the Conferen,ce rece1ved, m ~dd1t1~n to 

the text of the draft agreement, that of proposed ame~dments to cert~m articles, 
a brief summary of ideas and suggestions advanced durmg the_ consultations under· 
taken by the Economic Committee, and lastly the observations of the latter on 
certain articles of the preliminary draft agreement. 

b) Problem of Counterfeit Currency. 

The Joint Committee appointed by the Council to study the problem of era· 
dicating the offence of counterfeiting currency held its second session from Octo· 
her 10th to 13th, under the Chairmanship of M. Vilem Pospisil, Governor of the 
National Bank of Czechoslovakia. It examined in second reading the preliminary 
draft convention drawn up at its first session. 

The draft convention will be submitted to the Co,!lncil, together with recom· 
mendations concerning its application, and a report serving as commentary. 

The Committee proposed that the Council should communicate the draft to 
all Governments and in the near future summon an international conference for 
the purpose of adopting a definitive convention. 

* * • 

The draft Convention contains eleven articles. It provides for : 

1) The unification of domestic legislation, to ensure that criminals shall in no 
case be able to escape punishment, but shall, on the contrary, be faced in all coun· 
tries with penal measures which are severe' and as far: as possible certain. The list 
of recognised criminal offences punishable with adequate penalties shall include 
all fraudulent rftanufacture or counterfeit of currency, no matter what means are 
employed for this purpose, and all fraudulent uttering of currency, including the 
act of bringing into the country or of being in possession of falsified or counter!· 
eited currency with a view to uttering it, the word currency being understood to 
mean paper money or metallic money which is legal tender. In no case shall a 
breach of the Convention be deemed a political offence, owing to the political motive 
of the offender. 

2) It also provides for the establishment of a police organisation to ensure the 
rapidity and cohesion indispensable to the efficacy of all enquiries of which offenders 
are the subject. Investigations shall be organised in each State, so far as national 
legislation permits, by a central police office which will receive all information of a 
nature to facilitate the investigation,· prevention and punishment of counterfeit· 
ing. The central offices of the different States will correspond directly with each 
other. 

In order to ensure, improve and develop direct international co-operation in 
the prevention and repression of counterfeiting, the representatives of the central 
offices of the High Contracting Parties will hold periodical conferences with the 
participation .of representatives of the banks of issue and of the central authorities 
concerned. The organisation and management of a central international inhr
mation office might form the subject of one of these conferences. 

Pending the creation of this international central office, the Committee consi· 
ders it advisable that the International Police Commission at Vienna should con· 
t~nue its work, which is fully appreciated by the Committee, with the greatest pos· 
11ble 1upport of the High Contracting Parties. The information before the Com
mittee shows that in centrali~ing information in connection with counterfeiting 
currency, the office at Vienna is carrying out work on similar lines to that which 
will be anigned to the proposed international office. 
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: Thel'"draft Convention further provides that any disputes which may arise • between the High Contracting Parties regarding the interpretation or application 
of the Convention shall, if they cannot be settled by direct negotiation, be referre~ 
to the Permanent Court ol International Justice . 

• • • 
There were present at the mee'ting : 

Representative of the Financial Committee : 

Dr. Pospisil, Chairman of the Financial Committee, Governor of the Czechos· 
lovak National Bank, assisted by Dr. Kalab, Professor at Brno University, expert 
in international law. 

Delegates of Banks of Issue : 

Banque de France : M. Collard·Hostingue, Inspector-General. 

Reichsbank: Dr. Vocke, Privy Financial Councillor, assisted by Dr. Mettgen
berg, Adviser to the German Ministry of Justice. 

Swiss National Bank: M .. Schnyder v. Wartensee, Vice-President of the Board 
of Directors, assisted by M. Schwab, Secretary-General. 

Experts in I nlernational Law : 

Belgium : M. Servais, Minister of State, Solicitor-General at the Brussels Court 
of Appeal; 

Great Britain : Sir John Fisher W,illiams, Legal Adviser to the Reparation 
Commission; • 

Italy: Comm. Aloisi, Councillor to the Roman Court of Appeal; 

Roumania: M. V. Pella, Professor at Jassy University and at the International 
Law Academy at The Hague, member of the Higher Legislative Council. 

Representatives of Prosecution Authorities : 

Austria : M. Schober (Vice-chairman), President of the Vienna Police, former 
Federal Chancellor, assisted by M. Adler, assistant-adviser to the International 
Police Commission, and editor of the Revue internationak des martues caractlris· 
tiques des billets de banques et autres valeurs authentiques et de leur falsifications. 

Netherlands: Baron v. d. Feltz, Solicitor-General at the Amsterdam Court of 
Appeal, Chief of the Central Organisation of the Netherlands for the repression 
of forgery, assisted by M. Brockhoff, Chief Police Inspector, Amsterdam. 

The Chief of the Secret Service of the United Stades Treasury Department, 
Mr. W. Moran, was unable to attend, being detained for urgent work in his own 
country. 

c) Unification of Tariff Nomenclature. 

The Committee of Experts on Tariff Nomenclature met at Geneva from Oc
tober nth to the 31st and drew up a preliminary draft nomenclature which will 
forthwith be submitted to the Economic Committee. 

This scheme divides nomenclature into 20 sections and 95 headings. 
Under the 20 sections are grouped all categories of wares forming the object 

of transactions, from natural products (raw materials) to semi-manufactured and 
finished wares. 



This cJassi.fi~ation is established on a simple and logical basis; and allando'ps 
on certains points the practice hitherto adopted: • . . . 
• An eventual sliding scale of duties is prov1ded for by classJficatJOn based on 

the greater or less quantity of labour required in the prod~ction .of the i~ported 
wares. The scientific clarity of this nomenclature makes 1t poss1ble for 1t to be 
easily understood not only by customs administrations but also by business men and 

tradesmen. 
The difficulties in the way of the establishm'ent of a unified tariff nomenclature 

were considerable. Already, on two occasions international congresses had met to 
st'lldy the question - in 1900, after the Paris Exhibition, and, more recently, in 
1913 - and after presenting various memoranda on the subject, had dispersed after 
recognising that it was practically impossible to make even a beginning as regards 
unification. 

Fortunately the work accomplished by the five experts enables a different solu· 
tion to be envisaged. Not only is it not impossible to realise the unification of 
nomenclature, but it may be said that the scheme drawn. up by the experts offers 
for the five countries under consideration (Germany, Belgium, France, Italy and 
Czechoslovakia) a framework in which it is possible to group all goods and wares 
interesting them economically, 

It should be realised that these are countries with a developed agricultural 
and industrial output. It may therefore be assumed that numerous other countries 
would be able to adopt this framework. 

The advantages which the simplification may be expected to offer are innu· 
merable. One of the most salient is that it will be possible to compare the com· 
mercia! import and export statistics of the various countries pending the establis· 
menton a similar basis of statistics concerning land, sea and river transport. For 
this purpose, relations have been established between the Sub-Committee on Tariff 
Nomenclature and the Advisory and Technrcal Committee on Communications and 
Transit. 

The five experts on customs questions appointed by the Economic Committee 
were: 

,. 

M. Fafl (Czechoslovakia), secretary of the Prague Chamber of Commerce; 
M. Fighiera (France), Director of Commercial and Insdustrial Affairs in the 

French Ministry of Commerce; 
M. Flach (Germany), Adviser to the German Economic Ministry; 
M. Magnette (Belgium), Inspector-General in the Belgian Ministry of Finance; 
M. Paci (ItAly), Director of the Technical Customs Office in the Italian Ministry 

of Finance. 

3. - CoMMUNICATIONs AND TRANSIT 

Statistics in Inland Navigation. 

The Committee for the Unification of Stastistics in Inland Navigation met at 
Geneva irom October 12th to October 17th. 

The principal question dealt with was that of the unification of statistics of 
goods transport. The Committee also considered the unification of technical and 
admi~istrative stat~stics and prepared draft nomenclatures on both subjects. r. It 
exammed the question of the form in which statistics should be published. 

4. - hCTBLLICTUAL Co-OPIIATION 

Educational Role of Museums. 

On October 28th and 29th there waa a meeting of experts at the Insntute of 
lntelledual Co o t · · p · · pera 1on 1n ana to study the educational role of museuma, 
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M. Jules Destree (member of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation), M. Fo· 
cillon (Professor at the Sorbonne), and M. Colasanti (Dfrector-General of Fine Arts; 
Rome) took the chair in turn; there were also present Sir Cecil Harcourt Sll!:ith 
(British), Mr. Lawrence Vail Coleman (American), M. Chotek (Czechoslovak), M. van 
Gelder (Netherlands), M. Lefrancq (Belgian), M. Friedlander (German), M. Rossi 
(Italian) and M. Verne and M. Hautecreur (French). 

The experts firts explained the different systems of museum education in Europe 
and America. They then proceeded to an exchange of views, concluding that, in 
addition to their scientific and technical role, museums should be open to young 
people and should be visited by them under competent guidance for purposes of 
methodical study. 

The Committee recommended that curricula should include one "museum hour" 
a week or every fortnight. In cities where there are museums, it was recommended 
that collections of documents, photographs and casts should be constituted. 

The Committee also came to the conclusion that museum education should be 
organised not only for young people, but also for adults of all classes. To this end, 
it recommended that, as far as possible, museums should be open at hours other 
than the ordinary working hours, or that exhibitions should be organised of objects 
that could be studied by artificial light. It also recommended that museums should 
be open on Sundays until late, and that the future organisation of museums should 
provide for evening work. 

The Committee finally considered how the special museum libraries might be 
made accessible to the public, and examined the question of the reproduction of works 
of art (photographs, casts, etc.) and methods of making them known to the public. 

VI. -r Administrative Questions. 

1. - THIRTY-FIRST RsPORT OP THB SAAR GovERNING CoMMISSION 

The Saar Governing Commission has addressed to the Secretary-General its 
report on its work and on the situation in the Saar territory during the third quarter 
of 1927. 

The principal passages of the report may be summarised as follows : 

J. - EcoNOMIC AND SOCIAL SITUATION 

Attention is drawn to the prolongation of the Franco-German agreements 
relating to the commercial operations of the Saar. Territory, which expired on June 
30th. 

The conclusion of the Franco-German Commercial Treaty of August 17th, 
1927, is an event of considerable importance for the Territory, and the report recalls 
that the German and French Governments have agreed to begin negotiations in 
October with a view to adapting the Franco-German Agreement on the commercial 
operations of the territory to the situation created by the new Commercial Treaty. 

• The situation on the labour market has continued to improve. "The number 
of unemployed registered at the public employment bureaux - 1736 on July 6th 
last - has constantly decreased, falling to 1541 on September 14th. A Similar 
decrease is noted in the number of persons receiving State unemployment relief. 
On July 1st, there were 1493 persons receiving the general allowance and 2385 recei
ving the supplementary allowance; on September rst these figures had fallen to Io6I 

and 1780 respectively. The public employment bureaux have found work for 48o7 
workmen and employees. The Conciliation Commission intervened in ten cases, 
making six arbitral awards, four of which were accepted and two rejected. Wage 



. __ _, f r str1"kes in different industries affecting 6oo workers, and ending disputes cau~-= ou • 
very rapidly with a friend~ settlement". . . . . 

0 th thee hand the difficulties expenenced by the Saar Mmes m marketmg • n eo . . 
th · t t have not decreased. The labour umons oJtamsed on August 8th a 

e1r ou pu h d' · 1 f · 
protest against the so-called unemployment days and t e 1sm1ssa o a certam 

number of workers. 
The report adds that the. presence of com11_1unist f~ctors caused the somewhat 

sparsely attended demonstration to degenerate mto a r1ot. · 
Deducting Sundays, holidays and "unemployment days", the number of wor· 

king days was 23 in July, 24 in August and 24 in September. Without "unemploy· 
ment days" the number of working days in a month is twenty-five or twenty-six. 

As regards dismissals, the report points out that the number of miners dis· 
missed from April 9th to the end of August was about Boo, or roughly 1.1 per cent of 
the total employed. 

The Governing Commission has, moreover, approached the competent admi· 
nistration with a view to obtaining that labourer shall only be dismissed when the 
commercial situation appears to warrant this measure. No dismissals were notified 
in September. 

Afetr a careful enquiry into present conditions on the European coal market, 
the Commission ha~ come to the conclusion that they are such as to render difficult 
the sale of the entire normal output of the Saar coal mines. It has, nevertheless, 
endeavoured to improve the situation by modifying certain railway tariffs and by 
concluding with the German Reichsbahnm a joint tariff agreement which will faci· 
litate the sale of Saar coal in the South of Germany. 

II. - ADMINISTRATIOS 

The Economic department has continued to observe the trend of the cost of 
living index, which rose slightly in June as a result of the seasonal increase in the price 
of potatoes. After reaching the figure of 6o4, it fell in August to 581 owing to a 
seasonal increase of the price of dairy produce. 

An important programme of road construction and improvement is being 
carried out. 

To promote agricultural interests, officials have been appointed to study im· 
proved methods of cultivation. They will be placed at the disposal of the agri· 
cultural syndicates, and will direct drainage, irrigation and dam work. 

Education. - A draft decree obliging all young people, from fourteen to eighteen· 
years of age, who have left school, to attend courses relating to their profession for 
eight hours a week on an average during a period of three years has been approved 
by the Labour Chamber and the Advisory Council. 

In this connection the report reviews the development of the vocational trai· 
ning colleges since I 920. 

Since that year, more than 500 new training courses, a special school for machine 
construction, architecture and foremen, a School of industrial art, and normal courses 
for the preparation of staff have been founded. The number of pupils attending the 
compulsory training college has risen from 38oo to more than 15.000. 183 pen· 
fessors and about as many assistant masters teach in the vocational training colleges. 
More than roo buildings have been placed at the disposal of these schools. The 
compulsory number of hours of lessons has increased by two-thirds. Considerable 
teachi?" ~terial has been accumulated, special visiting teachers have been engaged, 
~ distnct schools (Bezirksschulen) have been founded, which have rendered pos· 
s~ble some measure of specialisation. Pupils are grouped according to their profes· 
110111 and receive special instruction by professors especially engaged for the 
purpose. 



To carry out this programme and facilitate the task of the communes, the 
Treasury has undertaken as from April l$t 1922, to providlfor the expenses of post· 
school teaching staff. Expenditure under this head is now 6,000,000 francs compa" 
red with 30,000 marks in 1~19. 

Gendarmerie Corps. Railway Defence Troops. - The report does not mention 
any change in the gendarmerie corps, which, on September 30th, numbered 1005 
men. 

The Railway Defence Corps has been constituted in accordance with the deci· 
sions of the Council of the League of Nations. 

The Belgian and British detachments did not take up their quarters in Saar· 
bruck until July 11th, a certain time being necessary to prepare the premises placed 
at their disposal. The military buildings vacated as a result of this operation have 
been placed at the disposal of the Saarbruck municipal authorities and social 
welfare organisations . 

.2.. - TwaLPTH Sassro'N oP THB PaaMA'NBMT MAMDATBS CoMMJssro'N 

The twelfth session of the Permanent Mandates Commission opened on Octo· 
ber 24th, at Geneva, under the chairmanship of Marquis Theodoli. 

The agenda included examination of the following annual reports : 

Iraq (under British Mandate; accredited representative : Mr. B. H. Bourdillon, 
adviser to the High Commissioner for Iraq, assisted by Mr. T. J. K. Lloyd of the 
Colonial Office, who also acted as assistant to the accredited representatives for 
British Togoland and Cameroons); 

The Cameroons (under Britis!t Mandate; accredited representatives : the Hon, 
W. G, Ormsby-Gore, Under Se~retary of State for the Colonies, and Mr. H. R. Pal· 
mer, Lieutenant-Governor of the Northern provinces of Nigeria); 

Togoland (under British Mandate : accredited representatives : the Hon. W. G. 
Ormsby-Gore and Mr. H. S. New lands, District Commissioner of the Gold Coast); 

Ruanda Urundi (under Belgian Mandate; accredited representative; M. Hale
wyck de Heutsch, Director-General in the Belgian Colonial Ministry); 

Samoa (under New Zealand Mandate; accredited representative : Sir James 
Parr, High Commissioner for New Zealand in London); 

Pacific Islands under Japanese Mandate (accredited representative : M. Sato, 
Minister plenipotentiary, Director of the Japanese League of Nations Office). 

Various petitions, including one concerning natives of the Adjigo tribe (French 
Togoland) and one from members of the Rehoboth community (South West Africa); 
and questions of procedure relating to petitions, and certain general problems, 
such as ex-enemy property, the liquor traffic, etc. also figured on the agenda. 

The following took part in the work of the session : 

M. Freire d' Andrade, former Minister of foreign Affairs (Portuguese); 
M. Merlin, former Governor-General of the Colonies (french); 
M. Pierre Orts, Minister Plenipotentiary (Belgian); 
)II.. L. Palacios, Professor at Madrid University (Spanish); 
M. William Rappard, Rector of the University of Geneva (Swiss); 

• 

M. van Rees, former vice-chairman of the Council of the Dutch East Indies 
(Netherlands); 

Marquis Theodoli (Chairman), former Under-Secretary of State in the Colonial 
Ministry (Italian); 

Mme. Wicksell, Doctor of Laws (Swedish); 
M. Kastl, the German member appointed by the Council to serve on the Com

mission, took part in its work for the first time. 
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Sir Frederick Lugard, former Governor of Nigeria {Briti~h) and M. Yamanaka, 
former Councillor of Legation (Japanese), were unable to attend. 

Mr. Grimshaw represented the Internati~nal ~b~ur Office. 
An account of the proceedings will be g1ven m tile November number of the 

.llontllly Summary. 

VII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

Tom iExnAommAnl Sass1oN or TKB Annson ColllNITTBB ON TUPPIC 
m OPIUM AND Omu DANGBaous Dauos 

The tenth session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and other 
Dangerous Drugs was held at Geneva from September 28th to October 8th under 
the chairmanship of Sir John Campbell {India). 

This extraordinary meeting had been summoned by the Chairman on the 
authorisation of the Council with the primary object of considering the queGtion 
of the illicit traffic; advantage was taken of the opportunity presented to consider 
various cognate questions such as the formation of an international syndicate of 
drug manufacturers (proposal of Dr. Anselmi no, Germany); opium production in 
Persia; and the reservations made by the Swedish Government regarding its acces· 
sion to the Convention adopted by the second Opium Conference. 

Following the customary procedure all questions of general interest were dis· 
cussed in public, the private meetings being devoted to certain details of the illicit 
traffic. 

Progress Report. - On certain important points, the Committee noted that 
progress had made in the application of the measures suggested. For instance, since 
its last session there have been several ratifications of the Geneva Convention of 
1925, the importance of which the Committee has increasingly emphasised. The 
Convention has now been ratified by twelve countries, three of which are members 
of the League Council, and has been acceded to by six States. The Committee 
took this occasion of reiterating that it regarded the ratification and rigid enforce· 
ment of the Convention as the most valuable steps that could at present be taken 
to combat the illicit traffic. 

The Committee examined the question of the reservations made by the Swedish 
Government in regard to Article 6 {c) of the Convention, which requires that phar· 
macists shall enter in their books all sales of narcotics and file and preserve the rele· 
vant prescriptions. 

The Swedish Government considered that accession to the Convention would 
involve changes in its legislation, which, without giving an additional guarantee 
against the illicit traffic, would cause such inconvenience to the population that 
they could hardly be recommended. It had, therefore, asked the Secretary·General 
to cause an examination to be made of the question whether Sweden could accede 
to the Convention subject to reservation. 

This request was communicated for observations tq the Governments signat· 
ory to the Convention, and in June, 1927, the Council decided to seek the opinion 
of the Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium. 

At its extraordinary session the Committee heard M. H<:nnings (Sweden) and 
M. Lange {Norway), who drew its attention to the similarity of the situation in 
No~ay and Sweden in this respect. In view of the fact that its next ordinary 
sess1on would be held in January, the Committee decided not to take a definite 
decision for the moment, but to communicate to thl' Council and tlw Swedish Go· 



vernment the minutes of its discussion, so as to give the.Iatter time to reconsider 
the matter. 

As regards the measures proposed by the Committee to impede the di;spatc11 
of opium for the Persian Gulf to ,.illicit" destinations, they appear to have been 
reasonably successful. Satisfactory progress was also noted as regards the general 
adoption of the maritime insurance clause, with the object of rendering more diffi
cult the dispatch by sea of consignments intended for illicit traffic. 

Opium in Persia. - The Committee examined the report of the Commission 
of Enquiry into Opium Production in Persia. It paid a tribute to the thoroughness 
and skill of the Commission and expressed its gratitude to the Persian Government 
for the manner in which it had responded to the suggestions of the Commission. 

In the course of the discussion it was pointed out that Persian opium had in 
the past been ireely used as raw material for the manufacture of morphia, and that 
there was every reason to believe that, its price permitting, it would again be so 
used in the future, 

Memorandum by M. Cavazzoni suggesting a System for the Control of the Drug 
Traffic. - The Italian delegate, M. Cavazzoni, submitted a memorandum contain
ing a complete scheme for the control of the drug traffic. He explained that, in his 
view, the campaign against the narcotic traffic had not been so successful as had at 
first been anticipated. Despite the efforts of the Committee, the Council and the 
Assembly, the drug traffic still continued; he felt that a uniform method must be 
prescribed, enabling all Governments to apply, with uniformity and certainty, the 
principles underlying the Hague and Geneva Conventions. 

The detailed scheme which he submitted for consideration was, he thought, 
in accord with the letter and the spirit q,f the Hague and Geneva Conventions, and 
many of its provisions had pl'bduced satisfactory results in the countries in which 
they were applied. 

Despite certain objections and difficulties, the Committee felt that the moment 
was opportune for a general examination of the question of the best methods of 
drug control, and for the preparation of a report based on experience of the exist
ing measures and methods of administration found effective. The Geneva Conven
tion of 1925 would, it hoped, shortly be in force; and Governments might be glad 
of assistance in drawing up a practical and adequate code of control based on their 
obligations under that Convention. To prepare the report the Committee appointed 
a sub-committee composed of M. Cavazzonni, Dr. Carriere, Sir Malcolm Delevigne, 
Dr, Anselmino, M. Bourgeois and Mr. van Wettum. 

Illicit Traffic. - Following the practice adopted of recent years, the Committee 
examined, case by case, all the seizure reports received since its last meeting. To 
give a concrete idea of the magnitude of the work involved, and of the broad base 
of experience which this system places at the disposal of the Committee, it may 
be mentioned that, at the present session, 83 reports were examined relating to 
seizures of narcotics in all parts of the world. 

The Committee considered that co-operation between Governments was unques
tionably much better than only a short time ago. The exchange of information 
bet~een national customs and police authorities is quicker, and covers a wider 
field : the system of control generally is being steadily improved by an increasing 
number of Governments : the import and export certificate system, on which all 
control depends, is becoming more widely adopted, and is gradually being more 
efficiently applied. While fully realising the enormous extent of the traffic the 
Committee considered that the effect of these measures in diminishing its volume 
could not be open to doubt. 

During the debate Colonel Woods (American), assessor, suggested that, as the 
illicit trafiic was continuing on an enormous scale and was backed by huge financial 



resources, smuggling, th~ugh capable of considerable restriction, could_ not, on 
account of its great financial gains, be wholly stopped by measures falling short 
of complete government control, which was all the more feasible as there were only 
40 drug factories in the world, located in eight countries. The Committee unanl· 
mously recommended that the Council should urge upon Government$ that all 
dangerous drugs factories be owned or adequately controlled by them, in such a 
way as at least to require an accurate accounting of all internal traffic, to control 
licences, to enforce rigidly the import and export certificate system, and to control 
strictly the export of dangerous drugs to any country not enforcing this system. 

The Committee unanimously adopted the principle of the draft resolution. 
It heard M. Rottner, Vice-Director of the Bureau of the World Postal Union 

at Berne, on questions concerning drug traffic by post, and Mr. Herbert May, of 
the Foreign Policy Association, on tlae situation as regards opium smoking in the 
Far East. 

• •• 
With regard to two important questions-a suggestion submitted by the Ger· 

man representative, Dr. Anselmino, for the formation of a private syndicate of 
drug manufacturers with a view to combating the existing abuses in the traffic, 
and the relations between the Advisory Committee and the Central Board provided 
for by the Geneva Opium Convention-the discussion was adjourned to the next 
session. 

• • • 
Finally, the Committee adopted the report on the work of its tenth seqsion 

which will be submitted to the Council in December,and decided to leave it to its 
Chairman to fix the date of its next ordin"f}' session. 

November 15th : 

November 21st 

November 23rd 
November 29th : 
November 29th : 
November 30th : 

December 5th : 

VIII. - Forthcoming Events. 

Meeting of the Special Body of Experts on Traffic in Women 
and Children, Geneva. 

Meeting of the Committee of Experts on Bills of Exchange, 
Geneva. 

Meeting of the Permanent Committee on Road Traffic, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Financial Committee, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Economic Committee, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament 

Conference, Geneva. 
Forty-Eighth session of the Council, Geneva. 
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During November interest centred on two events of special importance. The 
first - the conclusion of an international convention for the abolition of import 
and export prohibitions and restrictions - took place at the beginning of the month. 
The Convention was immediately signed by eighteen States and, as the first 
multi-lateral commercial treaty, constitutes, in the words of the President of the 
Conference which drew it up, an entirely new departure in international relations. 

The second event of note was the meeting of the Preparatory Commission for 
the Disarmament Conference towards the end of the month. This meeting was 
at~ended by representatives of the United States and of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, its main object being the constitution of a special committee on arbi· 
tration and security. 

The Health Committee and the Permanent Mandates Commission finished the 
work of their semi-annual sessions, the former adopting a comprehensive plan for 
cooperation with the Latin-American health services. Expert committees on road 
traffic, bills of e~change and traffic in women and children also met during the 
month. 

The Permanent court of International Justice proceeded with its hearings in the 
C horiow Factory Case between Germany and Poland, 
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' 11. - The Permanent Court of Internatioftal j\lsdce (1). 

CASii CONCiiiiNING THii FACTORY AT CHORZOW 

In accordance with the invitation sent to it, the Polish Government, on Novem· 
ber 7th filed a written statement in regard to the request for an interpretation 
submitt~ by the German Government. Without expressing its views as to the cons· 
truction which should be placed upon the jugment in question, if an interpretation 
were to be given, the Polish Government set out reasons why, in its opinion, the 
Court should declare that the request of the German Government could not be en· 

tertained. 
In these circumstances, the Court, by a decision taken on November gth, gran· 

ted the German Government until November 2Ibt to supplement its original state· 
ment in regard to its reque!lt for an interpretation, and to submit observations and 
conclusions in regard to the Polish statement. At the s.une time the Court granted 
the Polish Gov.:rnment until November 21st to supplement that ltatament, should 
it desire to du so. 

, At the expiration oi the time thus fixed, the Court recei\'ed a further statement 
fn:.m the German Gowrnment, whilst the Polish Governement announced that it 
did not intend to submit one. ln its supplementary statement the German Govern· 
ment, amongst other things, asked the Court to take the objections raised by Poland 
as to the admissibility of the request for an interpretation together with the question 
of interpretation itself. • 
. ln these circumstances, the Court first decided that the case should be placed 
On the list for the present session, and secondly, that a hearing should be held on 
November 28th in order to enable the representatives of the .Parties to make further 
stati:Dlents. 

At this hearing, the two National judges, M. Rabel (Germany) and M. Ehrlich 
(Poland) made the customary solemn declaration, whereupon the President declared 
them duly installed as Judges ad hoc. 

M. Kaufmann, representative of Germany, fint presented the views of !tis 
Government on the matter, after which M. Sobolewski, representative of the Polish 
Government, adressed the Court. M. Kaufmann made a short reply to M. Sobo· 
lewski's statement : M. Sobolewski, however, waived his right to make a Rejoinder 
as he considered that the discuuioJl on the question in dispute had already been 
exhausted. 

The Court then withdrew to consider ita judgment. 

b) Request jOT the indication of measures of interim protection. 

By judgment No. 8 of july 26th, 1927, the Court decided to merve for judg· 
tnent on the merits the suit brought by the German Government in regard to the 
payment by the Polish Governement of an indemnity of more than 100 tnilllt'\nB 
Reichsmarks for the benefit of the Getman companies whieh, ptlot to jill)', 1922, 
owned the nitrate factory at Chorzow. · 

By a request filed with the Registry on November l 5th, the German Government 
asked the Court to indicate to the f'oliah Government that it must pay to the Ger· 
man Government, as an interim measure, the sum of 30 millions .Reichsntarks within 
one month from the date of the Court's Order to that effect. • 

(r) Thia article baa been oompiled with ~aid of Information furnlahed by !be ~tty Of tbe teuu. 
(•) Soe Mo,J/Jiy s.,,.,y, Septaa._r ucl Octlllbor, '917· 



The German Government considered that the principle of an indemnity had 
been accepted on both sides, so that the Court in its Judgment had only to fix th~ 
maximum amuunt of the indemnity, the minimum amount of which was 30 millions. 
It also submitted that, failing the immediate payment of this sum, the damages 
would increase and the injury become irreparable. 

The Court, however, by an Order made on November 21st, decided not to give 
effect to the request of the German Government. It observed that, in Judgment 
No. 7, it had reserved for judgment on the merits the claims for indemnities sub· 
mitted in the German Government's Application. It also observed that the nex 
request of the German Government could not be regarded as relating to the indica
tion of measures of interim protection, but rather as designed to obtain an interim 
judgment in favour of a part of the claim formulated in the Application in ques
tion. The Court therefore considered that the new request made by the German 
Government was not covered by the terms of the provisions of the Statute and 
Rules of Court relating to measures of interim protection cited by the applicant 
Government. 

III. - The Reduction of Armaments. 

FouRTH Ssss1oN oF THB PREPARATORY CoMMISSION 

FOR THB DISARMAMENT CONFERBNCB • 

The Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference met at Geneva on 
November 30th with M. ~oudon (Netherlands) in the chair. Two items figured on 
the agenda, namely, the examination of the resolutions of the Assembly and the 
Council and the discussion of the positio .. as regards the work. 

The following States were ·represented : the Argentine Republic, Belgium, Bul· 
garia, the British Empire, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland, Roumania 
the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, Sweden, the Union of Soviet So
cialist Repllmics (for the first time) and the United States of America. 

An account of the proceedings will be given in the next number of the Monthly 
Summary. 

IV. - Legal and Constitutional Questions. 

INTERN A TION AI. ENGAGBMBNTS 

a) Registration. 

Among the treaties and international agreements registered m November 

figure : 

Five treaties deposited by Italy, namely, 

a Treaty of Friendship, Conciliation and Judicial Settlement (Madrid. Au
~ust 7th, 1926) between Italy and Spain; a Treaty of Friendship and 
Economic Relations (Sanaa, September 2nd, 1926) between Italy and Yemen; 
a Pact of Friendship and Cordial Collaboration (Rome, September 16th, 
19::16) between Italy and Roumania; a Treaty of Friendship, Conciliation 
and Arbitration (Rome, April 5th, 1927) between Italy and Hungary; and 
an Agreement between Italy and Germany (Rome, September 1St, 1927) with 
regard to cert•in questions connected with Articles 2g6 and ::197 of the Treaty 
of Versailles (settlement of debts, insurance, German property in Italy). 

An Agreement between Greece and Turkey, deposited by Greece, for 
the facilitation of the execution of certain clauses of the Treaty of Lausanne and 



eel 
· N IX' wt"th an Annex Final Protocol and Declaration signed at D aratton o. , • 

Ath D •mber rst 1926 and two Protocols signed at Angora, June 2ISt, ens, ecQ , , , . . . ~· 

1925· . N d . d b An exchange of Notes between Luxemburg and ?rway, epostte y 
Norway, abolishing the passport visa between the countrtes as from January 

rst, 1928, 

b) Adhesions and Ratifications. 

The British Government has acceded to the International Convention for the 
Prevention ol Traffic in Women and Children (Geneva, September 30th, 1921) on 
behalf of the Colony of Sierra .Leone. Tltis accession does not extend to the Pro· 

tectorate. 

V. - The Technical Organisations. 

•· - Tas HBALTH OaGANJSATJON 

Eleventh Session of the Health Committee. 

The Health Committee held its eleventh session at Geneva from October 18th 
to November 3rd (". Professeur G. Araoz Alfaro (President of the National Depart· 
ment of Health, Buenos Aires) and Dr. H. Carriere (Director of the Federal Health 
Service, Beene) were elected vice-Chairman for the year 1928. The third vice· 
chairman, Mr. 0. Velghe (Secretary-General of the Ministry of the Interior and of 
Public Health at Brussels), holds his post ex officio as Chairman of the Committee 
of the Office International d'Hygiene Pul:ilique. 

The Committee reviewed the main activities of the Health Organisation during 
the past year and laid down its general programme for 1928. The two principal 
questions on the agenda were the development of the liaison with Latin-America 
and the work of the Malaria Commission, which met just before the ~ssion of the 
Health Committee. 

1. LIAISON WITH LATIN·.AloiERICA. - The Committee considered the report 
presented by its President an Medical Director on their technical mission to certain 
Latin-American countries this summer, which began with the meeting of South 
American experts in infant and child hygiene, convene at Montevideo by the Health 
Committee to determine the programme and methods of the enquiry into infant 
mortality which it was proposed to conduct in the Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 
Paraguay and Uruguay. Professor L. Calvo Me Kenna (Vice-President of the Chi· 
!ian National Patronage for Infancy, and Medical Director of the Orphans' Home, 
Santiago, Chile), Dr. J. Do Barros Barreto (Chief Assistant to the Director of the 
Federal Public Health Service in Brazil), who took part in the Montevideo meeting, 
as well as Professor de Paula Souza (former director of the Sao Paulo Health Ser· 
vice), and Dr. Zwanck (chief of the Argentine Health Service) were present while 
the Health Committee discussed this subject. 

.. 
Enquiry into infant mortality. - The enquiry into infantile mortality undertaken 

in Europe aimed at eliciting information as to the protection of infant life. This 
question, important as it is in certain European countries, is an even greater and 
more urgent problem in South America, where under-population is a problem, and 
infant mortality rates are comparatively high. 

!he Montevideo Conference decided on a preliminary enquiry, in the Argentine, 
Brazil and Uruguay. In the Argentine, two municipal districts in the city and 

(•/ For tht ~rntJt"hhiiJ of tlu: Comtnittt<", 1ft'~: Muntltly Smmnary, vol. VII. No. 10, page 273• 



one in the province of Buenos Aires were chosen, as well as the municipality of 
Tucuman and two rural districts in the province of Tucuman. In Brazil there 
will be extensive studies, urban and rural districts with a ;egro population having 
been selected in Bahia, municipal and rural areas in the federal districts of Rio d~ 
Janeiro, and similar areas :n the municipalities and state of Sao Paulo, particu
larly among the Italian population. Districts were also selected in Uruguay. The 
preliminary investigation, it is hoped, wille be completed by the end of the year, 
so that a detailed study may be carried out in 1928. 

Professor Gregorio Araoz Alfaro (President of the National Health Council 
of the Argentine, and vice-President of the League Health Committee), Dr. Velasco 
Blanco (Joint Director of the Bolivian Federal Health Service), Professor A. Gube
tich (Director of the Paraguayan National Department for Hygiene and Public 
Assistance), Professor Luis Morquio (Professor at the Montevideo-Clinic of Pediatry), 
Dr. Barreto and Professor McKenna, all of whom were at the Montevideo Conference, 
were entrusted with the organisation of the investigation. 

Study of Leprosy. - Proposals were also discussed and approved in principle 
for cooperation between the Health Committee and the Brazilian health authorities 
for the purpose of setting up an international centre for the scientific study of leprosy, 
a prevalent disease in Latin-America, ~ well as for establishing an international 
school of public health under the auspices of the League at Rio de Janeiro. 

International Public Health School. - The basis of this school will be the two 
years' university continuation course for the training of public he.~~lth officers started 
in 1926 by the Director of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute of tltc Rio Faculty of Medi
cine. The plan is that this school should be given permanent standing as a school 
of public health under the auspices of the League, and an international character 
1) by the establishment of programmes in consultation with the Health Committee 
(which will also consider an annual repor• on the school's work); 2) by the grant 
of scholarships from the Health Organisation to Latin-American medical officers 
other than Brazilian, to enable them to attend the lectures and field work organised 
by the school and 3) by sending at the Health Committee's invitation one or two 
foreign experts to give a six months course at the school each year. The training 
of public heafth officers is an urgent need in many Latin-American countries, and 
the proposed international school would help to ensure a supply of sanitary per
sonnel for Brazil, and also to train medical officers for Latin-American Republics 
lacking a fully developed sanitary organisation and adequately trained staff. 

Serological standardisation and Vital Statistics. - A further proposal, from the 
State of Sao Paulo in Br:lZil, sought the collaboration of the Health Committee in 
regard to problems relating to the diagnosis and treatment of syphilis. This pro
posal was approved, and an experts serologist wili be sent by the Health Committee 
to study and to make known the work of the Health Organisation on this subject, 
as well as to coordinate the work of the various laboratories in Brazil, and, later, 
of the diff'!rent institutes in Brazil, Uruguay and the Argentine. 

International School for Infant and Child Hygiene. - As regards the Argentine 
Republic, Professor Araoz Alfaro's proposal for the foundation of an international 
school for infant and child hygiene at Buenos Aires with provinciai stations, under 
the auspices of the League, was welcomed by the Health Committee. The newly
constructed maternity institute at Buenos Aires, perhaps the finest institute for 
social medicine in the Argentine, will be the nucleus of the new school. Existing 
agencies could be amalgamated into one directing council, whose president would 
be appointed by the Health Committee. The school woul provide training for 
medical and nursing personnel, and would have a nu!Jlber or provincial stations in 
districts with high infant mortality as well as in those attracting large numbers 
of immigrants. The Health Committee would nominate the Secretary-General in 
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'th the directing council and the Leagur would grant scholarships 
agreement WI ' • • • f · 

· A · doc•qrs and nurses as well as part1c1pate IR the cost o certam to Latm· mencan · . . 
· • · of an 1'nternational character undertaken by the provmc1al centres InVeStigatiOnS • 
~such as the infant mortality enquiry now bem~ conducted) .. 

The Health Committee expressed satisfaction at the readmess of the Uruguayan 
Governement to collaborate closely with the joint Commission of Experts for the 
study of the relationship between public health se~ices and health in~urance orga· 
nisations, and noted that the President of th~ Nat1~nal Health_ Council of Uruguay 
wa~ prepared to come to Europe in order to keep 1n touc~ w1th the work of that 
comm1ss1on. The Hea'th Committee requested the Counc1l of the League to exa· 
mine with the Governments concerned arrangments to enable the proposed schools 
and study centres in Argentine and Brazil to be placed under the auspices of the 

League of Nations. 

2. MALAI'<JA. - 2nd Gen"al ref'Drt of the commission. - The Chairman of the 
Malaria Commission presented the second general report of the Commission, con· 
taining its conclusions on measures for dealing with malaria in Europe as well as 
a general discussion of such measures, and of the experience on which its conclusions 
are based. The report emphasises the Commission's view that no one method of 
malaria suppression can be considered best, and that, on the contrary, each district 
must be carefully studied before deciding what methods are the most likely to yield 
good results. The practical necessity is also pointed out of keeping the balance 
between preventive and curative measures and of limiting expenditure on anti· 
malaria measures iii accordance with the relative importance of the disease a& com· 
pared with the importance of other diseases and conditions affecting public health. 

Result of visit to United States. - A special report was presented by the two 
members of the Commission Colonel S. P. James (of the Medical Intelligence Ser· 
vice in the British Ministry of Health) an'a Professor N. H. Swellingrebel (Institute 
of Tropical Medicine, Amsterdam) on their visit to certain districts in the Missis· 
sippi basin, in order to study various features of anti-malaria technique, such as 
antiiarval measures and Bass's experiments on the exclusive use of quinine, as a 
control measure, which bear on the results obtained from previous ictvestigations 
in Europe. The Health Committee decided that this report contributed fresh data 
to those forming the basis of the general report of the Commission in Europe and 
raised questions requiring detailed consideration at a future general meeting of 
the Commission, to which malariologists from the United States would be invited. 
The .Medical Director was requested to take the necessary steps to convoke 
this session, and to obtain the observations on the above-mentioned report of 
all the members of the Commission, as well as of the authorithies of the United 
States Public Health Service and of the International Health Division of the 
Rockefeller Foundation. 

Investigation in India. - The information gained in America and Europe will 
be supplemented by an investigation in India, as the Health Committee has accepted 
an invitation from the Indian Government to study this problem in India. 

Research Work. - The Commission will continue its scientific studies of pro· 
blems concerning the epidemiology of malaria, such as the relation of river deltas 
to endemic malaria, the therapeutic properties of various alkaloids of cin~hona 
other than quinine, etc. 

M~aria C01lrses. - The Health Committee noted the growing usefulness and 
J>Ol'Ulanty of the malaria courses instituded at Hamburg, London and Paris which 
are to be continued in 1928, and requested the Medical Director to get int~ touch 
wit~ ~uthorities of the Higher School of Malariology in Rome, in order to organise 
a 11malar eourBe at this centre, which also gives a special course for engineers. Va· 
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rious improvements in theoretical courses and practical study in malaria districts 
for the training of young malariologists were also sugges~d. 

Anti-Malaria Work among Bulgarian Refugees.- The Committ:::e expressed"!ts 
agreement with the measures proposed by the Malaria Commission In connection 
with Professor Swelllngrebel's special mission, undertaken at the request of the 
League Commissioner at Sofia, to organise an effective campaign against malaria 
in the Bourgas region. These measures are already yielding results, but the preven
tion of malaria is only part of the health problem of Bulgarian refugees, and requires 
a general development of public health and medical services, not only in the Bourgas 
district, but also in other refugee districts, and particularly in a second area selected 
by the League Commissioner. 

The Health Committee instructed the Malaria Commission and the Health 
Section to coordinate this work with what is already being done in the Bourgas dis· 
trict. 

3· EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE AND PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS - Perio
dical Publications. - The Committ~e noted the steady extension and improve
ment of this service, and particularly the recent rearrangement of the weekly 
record, the monthly epedemiological report and the annual epidemiological record, 
in order to make these publications more useful to health administration. The 
extension of the work of the Singapore Bureau, the increasing use of wireless for 
transmittir.g it1 bulletins, the growth of the practice of informing ports of call through 
the Bureau of the arrival of infected ships, the research work being done under- the 
auspices of the Advisory Council of the Bureau, and certain questions concerning 
the constitution of the Advisory Council, were also discussed. 

The Experts' Conference. - The Committee adopted the conclusions of a smal 
conference of ~xperts held just before its session to discuss the form of presentation 
of the League's periodical epidemiological puLlications, the question of the wireless 
transmission of such data, and the general use of a code bast>d on the AA cable code 
now used for the Singapore Bureau. The experts were from the health services of 
Great Bril;i.in. the United States, Australia, the Sanitary Maritime and Quarantine 
Board of Egypt, and the health service of Algi~rs, all of which h;ive an extensive fo
reign epidemiological intelligence service. The advantages of coordinating theae 
services with the central intelligence service at Geneva and obtaining the greatest 
possible degree of uniformity in the collection and transmission of epedemiological 
data, are obvious. 

4· LIAISON WITH NATIONAL HEALTR ADMINISTRATIONS. - Record for I927. -
The Health Committtee considered the results of the interchanges of public health 
personnel in Great Britain and Germany last year, as well as of the international 
courses for public health officers in Paris and London, and individual missions and 
1cholarships which enabled health officers of various administrations to study 
special public health problems in countries other than their own. 

Interchange in India. - For 1928 the Committee discussed a general interchange 
to take place in India from January 1st to March 18th and to be attended by medical 
officers from the health administrations of Australia, Ceylon, China, the Dutch East 
In.dies, Egypt, the Federated Malay States, Indo-China, Jap:.n, Persia, the Phi· 
lippine Islands, New Zealand, Siam and the Straits Settlements. The President of 
the Health Committee will attend this interchange, which will begin soon after the 
Congress of the Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine in Bombay, and the 
session at Delhi of the Advisory Council of the Singapore Bureau. 

The z9a8 Programme. - In addition to the Indian interchange the programme 
for 19::18 includt'R an Interchange in Italy, an interchange devoted to rural problems 
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· · · and a collective study tour in the Kongdom of the Serbs, of sarutary engmeenng . II 
d 51 and neighbouring countries of East·Central Europe. as we Croats an ovenes ,.- . . 

· ch Jarsh1'ps and individual missiOns to overseas countries. as vanous s o 

< Hellhl SIII'W)' of the Austral-Pacific Area. -The Comrnittee expressed its appre• 
ciation of the invitation of the Australian Gov~rnment ~o .undertake a study of 
health roblems in the Pacific area, beginning w1th a prehmmary survey of health 
conditi~ns in Papua, New Guinea, the New Hebrides, New Caledo~ia, the Solomon 
Islands and Fiji. This invitation was the result of a recommendatl()n made by the 
International Pacific Health Conference, held at Mel.bourne in December, 1~26, and 
attended by a representative of the Health Committee, and was the s~bJeCt of a 

resolution of the eighth Assembly 

Ed'll&lltitm in Public Health. - In view of the report on the conferences held 
at Budapest and Zagreb on the occasion of the opening of new schoo!s of public 
health established in those cities with the aid of the Rockefeller FoundatiOn, and the 
recommendations made by the directors of schools of hygiene in East·Central Eu· 
rope represented at these conferences, the Health Committee reconstituted its Com
mission on Education in Public Health and Preventive Medicine. 

s. OPIUM AND DANGERous DRUGS.- The Health Committee forw11rded to the 
Council the opinion of the Office interftational d' Hygiim publique that eucodal and 
dicodide were narcotics liable to produce injurious effects analogous to those coming 
within the scope of the International Opium Convention of February 19th, 1925. 
It also approved a report of its Opium Commission pointing out that certain other 
products were liable to cause similar injurious effects and should therefore come under 
the Convention and, in accordance with the procedure laid down by the Convention, 
requested the Permanent Committee of the Office international to give its opinion on 
this subject. 

6. SLEEPING SrcKNEss. - The report of the International Commission on 
Sleeping Sickness in Equatorial Africa was discussed and the Health Committee 
invited the Commission of Experts, which had proposed the despatch of the Com· 
mission of Enquiry to Africa, to examine the scientific and administrati_~ conclu
sions of the final report. It requested the Council to enquire whether the Govern· 
ments which had participated in the first International Conference on Sleeping 
Sickness {London, I925) would be willing to send technical delegates to a second 
Conference with the object of studying the report of the Commission of Enquiry, 
together with the observations of the Commission of Experts. It recommended 
that the Council, in the event of an affirmative reply, should place at the disposal 
of Governments, for the work of this Conference, the technical collaboration of a 
delegation from the Health Committee and from the Health Section of the Secre
tariat. The Committee thanked the members of the Commission of Enquiry and 
the Sanitary and Colonial Administrations which had supported it in its task, and 
placed itself at the disposal of the Council and the Governments interested for the 
continuation of this international effort, either by technical studies or as a mechanism 
of coordination between the various health administrations. 

7· RABIES CoNFERENCE. - The report of the Anti-Rabies Conference, calling 
for a number of enquiries was considered by the Committee, which decided that the 
H~lth Organisation should secure the cooperation of an expert or experts for c~r· 
ry1ng out the work proposed by the Conference. · 

C~~ Com'!'ission. - The Health Committee adopted the report of its Cancer 
~~ISBion, wh1ch has now terminated its investigation of the wide divergencies 
exJStm~ ~etween the rates of cancer mortality in different countries, requested the 
Comm1111~ to present for consideration at the next session an analysis of the pro· 
p~als rece1ved for new work of an international character on the subject of cancer, 
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and, to facilitate this task, asked the Medi~al Director to consult experts in different 
countries. 

2.. - THE .ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION 

Import and Export Prohibitions and Resb·ictions. 

The International Conference for the abolition of import and export prohibi· 
tions and restrictions sat in Geneva from October 17th to November 7th. 

It drew up and adopted a Convention and Additionnal Protocol which have so 
far been sjgned by eighteen States, namely : Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Bul· 
garia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Roumania, Siam and Switzerland. 

The Contracting Parties undertake to abolish all existing import and export 
prohibitions and restrictions and not to impose new ones within a period of six 
months after the coming into force of the Convention and subject to certain duly 
specified exceptions. The procedure instituted is designed systematically to reduce 
such exceptions as may provisionally be allowed to the general principle of the abo· 
lition of prohibitions. 

The work of the Conference may be considered as a first step towards the exe· 
cution of the recommendations of the Economic Conference of May 1927 with regard 
to the liberty of trade. 

• • • 
The discussions of the Conference disclosed the extreme complexity of the pro

blem and showed that this system, whose existence is a subject of regret to anyone 
considering the question as a whole and from the point of view of the general interest, 
had taken deep root in the commercial;>olicy of European States in particular, and 
that its abolition would affe~t numerous private enterprises. They also revealed 
the interdependence of certain prohibitions and the effect of prohibitions in one State 
upon the regime in force in other States for similar or other wares. For example, 
it was stated by certain delegates that the prohibition of the import of dyestuffs 
into Great;.Britain (Dye Stuffs Import Regulations Act, 1920, which will expire in 
1930) was the reason alleged by Germany for maintaining the prohibition of the 
import and export of coal; that the latter measure was the reason given by France 
and other countries to justify the prohibition of the export of scrap iron. Certain 
prohibitions, those concerning raw hides, bones, etc. are maintained in certain 
countries purely and simply because they exist in others, and because manufacturers 
utilising such raw material consider that they are entitled to similar measures of 
protection to those enjoyed by their rivals abroad. 

These examples show that the Conference had to deal with concrete problems 
affecting enormous interests. Others may be quoted, in particular, the export of 
oil from Roumania, of nitrates from Japan and other countries. the import or export 
of various goods in Czechoslovakia, the question of veterinary measures with regard 
to the import of live stock, which sometimes amount to disguised measures of pro
hibition. 

• • • 
• In the preliminary draft drawn up by the Economic Committee, which served as a 

basis of discussion account had been taken of the necessity of maintaining certain 
' prohibitions whose suppression did not for special reasons, seem desirable. To this 

end, the draft provided for a series of exceptions based upon non-economic conside· 
rations such as national defence, public order and security, the protection of animals 
and plants against disease, the protection of national artistic property, the necessity 
of continuing to apply certain national laws or international conventions, the. pro
tection of State monopolies, etc. 
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It also provided a kind of safety-valve, in the f?rm of a clause enab!ing Contrac
ting States to re-establish .prohibitions in extraordmary or abnormal Circumstances 

(cptastrophes, etc.). 
There were protracted debates on this su~j~~- From the ve~ outset there 

were two currents of opinion, one in favour o~ hm1tmg ~s ~~r as poss1ble the ~um~er 
of exceptions with a view to the general abolition of proh1b1t1ons; the other mamtamg 
that, if too much were required, certain States would not be able to accede to the 

Convention. 
The question was to find a compromise and the Conference solved .~his difficulty 

by a procedure which seems complicated, but should be effective. In the first place, 
it amended the articles of the draft Convention concerning exceptions in JTOrmal and 
abnormal circumstances and based upon non-economic grounds. The wording 
was Qlade more precise so as to leave as few loop-holes as possible. An additional 
article was drawn up enabling Parties to make reservations in regard to certain 
temporary exceptions, with the agreement of the other Contracting Parties; these 
exceptions concerns prohibitions which States consider it impossible to abolish at 
once, but which they undertake to suppress as soon as the circumstances from which 
they arise no longer exist; and certain prohibitions which it would be difficult to 
abolish and which do not affect prejudicially the trade of other countries. 

Certain reservations of this kind were made before the conclusion of the Con· 
vention and were examined by the Conference so as to make sure that there were 
no exceptions to the principle thus established. Others may be made before 
February 1st, 1928, when Governments will have had sufficient time to study the 
Convention, and will be examined at a meeting of the signatories between June 15th 
and July 16th. 

At this meeting the situation will be studied in the light of the reservations 
and the number and geographical position of the States acceding to the Convention. 
The conditions of the entry into force of the ,latter and the time-limit for the deposit 
of ratifications will also be determined. 

It is p!"Ovided that io three or five years (according to the reservations) after 
signing the Convention, any signatory may denounce it, should it consider that 
certain temporary exceptions have been unduly prolonged. Moreover, any Con· 
tracting Party can denounce the Convention five years after its coming"itito force. 
Finally, if, as a result of such denounciations, the conditions governing the coming 
into force of the Convention no longer exist, a fresh Conference may be convened 
to examine whether the Convention should, nevertheless, remain in force between 
States which have ratified it. 

• •• 
This procedure merits special attention as it is one of the essential factors of 

the work of the Conference. 
. To sum up, it comprises reservations approved before signature; the possibi· 

hty of making further reservations before February 1St, 1928; examination of the 
l~tter at a meeting of Signatories between June I 5 th and July I sth; the determina· 
tton at that meeting of the conditions for the coming into force of the Convention and 
of the time-limit for the ceposit of ratifications; the abolition, six months after the 
coming into force of the Convention, of all prohibitions the maintenance of which 
has not been agreed to; the possibility of denouncing the Convention three years 
after signature, if temporary exceptions are unduly prolonged: the possibility' of 
denouncin_g it five years after signature, for certain prohibitions; the possibility 
of convemng a fresh Conference, should the denounciations affect the general scope 
of the Convention. 

This procedure was adopted in order to enable the greatest possible number 
0~ ~t:'tes to accede to the Convention and to facilitate the abolition of various pro· 
htbttlons whiie leaving time for the measures which certain Parties will have to 
take. Thanks to this machinery, the Conference hopes - if there are sufficient 
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accessions - that all prohibitions and restrictions which are not considered justified 
will g!'adually disappear, and that in five years pre·wu conditions will to all intents 
and purposes have been re-established, as recommended by the Economic Cgnfe· 
renee. • 

To complete this analysis of the principal clauses of the Convention and its 
annexes two further points must be mentioned: 

The first concerns a procedure of conciliation and arbitration for the friendly 
settlement of disputes rtgarding the interpretation and application of the Convention 
For di~put;s concerning provisions other than those dealing with exceptions and 
reservations, reference is contemplated tc a technical League body (to be appointed 
by the "Council) and to arbitral and judicial procedure. Legal disputes will be 
referred either to the Permanent Court of International J t.:stice or to an arbitral 
tribunal, should one of the parties so request. Contracting Parties may also under· 
take, subject to receprocity, to extend to disputes concerning exceptions and reser· 
vations the procedure contemplated for disputes of a legal nature. 

There were exhaustive debates on these clauses, as compulsory arbitration is 
an entirely new departure in this connect.ion and the Conference wished to gain 
some idea as to its possible consequences. 

The second point worthy of note concerns import and export restrictions to 
protect animals or plants against disease. While recognising that sanitary or 
veterinary measures might legitimately be applied, the Conference endeavoured 
to prevent such measures from becoming a disguised form of economic protection. 
For this reason it recommended the Council to undertake investigations, enquiries 
and consultations with a view to summoning one ore more conferences of experts 
to study measures of proved efficacy in animal and plant disease and how to adjust 
them strictly to risks of infection. 

• • • 
In his closing speech tbe President drew attention to the new system introduced 

by the Convention. He said : 

This Convention is the first multi-lateral treaty regulating commercial rela· 
_ ~ons between states. This is a remarkable and, I suggest, a very hopeful new 

departure in international relations. The attempt to regulate by general agree· 
ment the commercial relations between States on a matter such as prohibitions 
of imports and exports, which affects very serious interests, is in itself a sub 
tantial advance on anything which has gone before. It is right and proper thats· 
this attempt should be made under the auspices of the League of Nations. For 
it is one which is in harmony with the fundamental conception of the League; 
it is designed to further its ends - cannot indeed fail to further those ends if it 
is consistently pursed. 

In this sense I think, and to this extent, the Convention which we have rea· 
ched is also an illustration of one of the fundamental principles laid down by the 
recent Ec•:momic Conference, namely the economic interdependence of modern 
states and I think this Conference may fairly claim to have acted in the sp1rit 
of th; Economic Conference's resolutions and of the declarations suhsequently 
made at the Council and Assembly. 

Unifi.:ation of Bills of exchange. 

A Committee of Legal Experts on Bill, of Exchange met at Geneva from No· 
•vember 21st to Novembre 26th. 

The Economic Committee has for several years been studying the possibility 
of bringing into harmony the laws on bills of exchange of countries belonging to 
the continental group. There are at present insuperable obstacles to the unifi· 
cation of the existing laws on the ~object, but the Economic Committee is 
neverthele~s of opinion that if the continental laws could be brought into harmony· 
this would cnnstitu te a great progress, and it would then be easier to establish 
harmony between the continental and Anglo-Saxon system. 
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·al ts consulted bv the Economic Committee in December, The commerc• exper , . . . 
· d. d th cti·cn1 difficulties encountered by busmess Circles owmg to 1926, m 1cate e pra "t • . • 

· · · th various laws on bills of exchange. They also pomted out m 
di'lt~C'..ICS Ill e • h h • • b • t 
whaf way they considered it might be possible to deal w1t , t e s1tuat10n y m er· 

national agreement. . . . . 
The Committee of Legal Experts took these co?~lus10ns as a ~as1s of ~1sc~ss1o~, 

drawing up, at its first meeting, a series of prOVISional conclusiOns wh1~~ 1t wdl 
submit to the Econo•nic Committee, as soon as they hav.e become. defimtJ~e. . It 
was unable to deal with the question of cheques, but w•ll make 1f th~ prmc1pal 

subject os discussion at a later meeting. . . . . 
The experts were unanimously of the opm10n tha~ the summomng of ~ 1n_ter· 

national conference should be proposed, in order to brmg as nearly as poss1ble mto 
harmony the continental laws on bills of exchange and cheques, ant that this should 
be attempted on somewhat different bases from those hitherto taken. 

The meeting was attended by M. Percerou (French), Chairman, M. Von 
Flotow (German), M. Fischer (Swiss), M. Weiiler (Italian), M. ]anne (Belgian), 
M. Herman Otanky (Czechoslovak), M. Sulkowski (Polish) and M. Vivot (Argentine). 

Metli11g of tlze Financial Committee. 

The Financial Committee met at Geneva on November 29th and was still in 
session at the end of the month. 

Its agenda included the question of a Greek Loan for the stabilisation of cur· 
rency and settlement of refugees, an examination of the results of the enquiry 
undertaken at the request of the Council with a view to drawing up a plan for the 
financial reconstruction of Bulgaria with the aid of a foreign loan, the quarterly 
reports of the Greek Refugee Settlement Commission and the League Commissioner 
for Bulgarian Refugees, and the report of the, Committee of Experts for the Sup· 
pression of the Offence of Counterfeiting Currency. 

The meeting was attended by Sir Otto Niemeyer (British) chairman; 
M. Bianchini (Italian), replaced during the first few days by M. Armany; 
M. de Chalendar (French); M. Dubois (Swiss); M. Janssen (Belgian); M. ·Melchior 
(German); M. Ter Meulen (Netherlands); M. Pospisil (Czechoslovak); M. ]'Uemiah 
Smith (United States); Sir Henry Strakosch (South African); M. Jacob Wallenberg 
(Swedish), replacing M. Marcus Wallenberg; M. Yamaji (Japanese), replacing 
lf. Tsushima. 

This was the first time that Mr. Jeremiah Smith, who was appointed by the 
Council in September, sat as member of the Committee. He was formerly League 
Commissioner General for the financial reconstruction of Hungary. 

An account of the proceedings will be published in the next number of the 
Monthly Summary. 

3. - CoxxuxrCAnoxa Axo TRAxarT 

Road Traffic. 

The Permanent Road Traffic Committee held a short meeting at Geneva from 
November 2Jrd to November 26th. ' 

The principal item on the agenda was the question of road signs in town and 
country. The Committee adopted a certain number of recommendations and 
hopes t? be able sh~rtly to submit to Governments detailed proposals with regard 
to ~II s.gns co~cernmg the safety of the road which do not already figure in the 
Pan~ International Convention of I 926. 

~e Commit~ also considered the queation of the signals from traffic police 
to dnvers, and VJce versa, and between drivers. 
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The question of the speed·limit, raised by cert<lin private associations, was 
examined. The Committee came to the conclusion that for the moment !-here· , . 
was no need to make recommendations regarding the adoption of a general speed· 
limit. 

The Committee decided to study the question of the licenses and taxes exacted 
from motorists making a short stay abroad for non-commercial purposes. This 
question had been raised by the International Association of recognised Automobile 
Clubs. The Secretariat was instructed to procure preliminary information on the 
laws in Coree in the various countries. 

> 

Other questions brought to the notice of the Committee, and reserved for exa· 
mination at its next session were the extension to all countries of the Triptyque 
system, and the simplification of formalities in respect of its application raised at 
the International Motor Transport Congress recently held in London. 

Pursuant to various information received, the Committee decided to place on 
its agenda the international problems resulting from the recent development of 
commercial motor traffic. 

The meeting was attended by : 

A. Stievenard (Chairman) (Belgium) .M. F. Amunategui (Chile}, M. H. Rein 
hardt (Austria), M. 0. Bilfeldt, Head of Section at the Danish Ministry of Justice, 
M. Crespi, Vice-Chairman of the International Federation of Automobile Clubs, 
Chairman of the Milan Automobile Club (Italy), M. E. Delaquis, Head o( the Police 
Division of the Federal Department of Justice and Police, Berne (Switzerland}; 
Mr. P. C. Franklin of the Road Department of the Ministry of Transport (British 
Empire); M. D. Mellini, Chief Inspector of Railways, tramsways and automobiles 
of the Kingdom of Italy; M. Pflug, Adviser in the German Ministry of Communi· 
cations; M. G. F. Schonfeld, Administrator of the Communications Department 
(Netherlands), M. Walckenaer, Inspector-General of Mines .in the Ministry of Public 
Works (France). 

... VI. - Administrative Questions . 

TwBLPTH SBssiON oF THB PBRMANBKT MANDATBS CoMMISSION 

The Permanent Mandates Commission met at Geneva from October 24th to 
November 11th with Marquis Theodoli in the chair (1

). 

On the occasion of the examination of the reports on Iraq, British Cameroons 
and Togoland, Western Samoa, the Pacific Islands under Japanese Mandate and 
Ruanda Urundi, the Commission once more thanked the Mandatory Powers and their 
accredited representatives for the valuable assistance they had given. It expressed 
its special gratitude to the J:3ritish Government for sending as representative its 
Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies and other high officials with first-hand 
experience of the situation in the territories under its mandate. 

The agenda further included the examination of various general questions con· 
cerning, in particular, the national status of the inhabitants of territories under B. 
and C. mandate, statistics and financial information to be furnished by the Man· 

1
datory Powers, and economic equality. 

The Commission resumed the discussion on the last mentioned point with 
which it had dealt at its preceding session, in view of a statement in Parliament 
by the Secretary of State for the Colonies that all materi~l, machinery and ~o.ols 
purchased for Tanganyika from the proceeds of the ~ast Afncan Lo~n ~hould, ~ailmg 
special authorisation, be bought in the British Emp1re .. T~e CommJ.ssiOn cons~dered 
various questions of principle and practice, directly or md~rectly ra1sed by this sta· 

(1) Soe Monllrly S""'"'"'Y· Vol. VII, No, 10, l"'g• 281. 
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tement. In this connection •it also considered the question of different postal rates 
for tne mother country and its colonies and other State~. . . 

Another general question concerned general and specii.lmternat1onal Conven· 
tions applied in the mandated territories, on the subject of which lists had beeb. 
drawn up by the Sec&'Citariat. 

Jus regards the frontiers between the British and French Cameroons and bet· 
ween British and French Togoland, the Commission noted a statement by the accre· 
dited representative of the British Government that by common agree~ent no im· 
portant modifications were considered necessary and that the work of delimitation 
was being pursued with the minor rectifications which such an operation implied. 

The Commission codified in a single document the decisions relating to its proce· 
dure with regard to petitions. It considered petitions regarding Palestinian natio· 
nality from Arabs living in Honduras, Salvador and Mexico, a petition from members 
of the Rehoboth Community (South West Africa) and a petition concerning certain 
Adjijo Tribesmen (French Togoland). The conclusions reached with regard to 
these petitions and the observations of the Commission on the reports of the Manda· 
tory Powers will be analysed in the next number of the Mtnllltly SN1fJJPUVy. 

VII. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

Tunrc 1M Wo111n AND CHILDRE'M 

The special Body of Experts enquiring into the traffic in women and children 
met at Geneva from November 15th to November 27th, when it considered the ob· 
servations of Governments on the second part of its report (1) and made such 
amendments as were deemed necessary. 

Thus modified, the report will be considered by the Council in December. 
The meeting was attended by Colona! William Snow (chairman), Princess 

Cristina Bandini, M. Isidore Maus, M. de Meuron, Mr. S. W. Harris, Mme:-Paulina 
Luisi, M. Le Luc and M. Sato. 

VIII. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

Co•snucnON OF AM AnBl'lBLI' HALL A'MD oF Maw BurLDIMGS 
FOR THB Sac:aBT ARIAT 

The Committee appointed by the eighth Assembly to study the nine first prize 
plans of the architects' competition, and to make a final choice of a design for the 
new l.eaiue buildings met a Geneva on November 7th and 8th. 

The me~bers of ~he Committee, M. Adatci (Japan), chairman; M. Osusky 
(Czechoslo~~kia~ and S1r Edward Hilton Young, were present, M. Urrutia (Colombia) 
and M. Bolibs (Greece) being unable to attend.-The Swiss and Genevese authorities· 
ha~ing been in:Vited, in acco~dance with the instructions of the kssembly, to presen~ 
theiC observatiOns, sent theiC representatives, M. Dinichert and M. Boissonnas, to 
one of the meetings. 

It was found necessary to procure certain additional technical information 
and the Committee postponed further examination of the question until December 
19th. 

(r) So< .I/..W.Iy s.._,,.,,, Vol. VII, No. r,, l"'ll< 
104

, 
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IX. - Forthcoming Events. 

Meeting of the Economic Committee, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Advisory Committee of the Singapore Bureau of 

the Health Organisation, Delhi. 
Interchange of Medical Officers of Health, Delhi. 
Meeting of Experts on the subject of an agreement between Di· 

rectors of Museums, Geneva. 

X. - Publications of the League of Nations. 

ANNUAL EPIDEllliOLOGICAL REPORT 

The Health Section of the League Secretariat has just issued its fourth annual 
E.J>idemiological Report, tracing the fluctuations of epidemic diseases throughout 
the world during 1926. 

The Epidemiological Intelligence Service of the Health Section, it will be remem
bered, publishes a weekly bulletin of current information gathered by wireless or 
cable. A monthly report gives a fuller record, which is circulated by post.-Finally, 
the annual reports, contain the revised returns received at the end of each year from 
the various national health services and carefully analysed for permanent record. 
The form of the report has now been changed so that, instead of giving the incidence 
of all diseases by countries, i't takes each disease in turn and traces its prevalence 
and fluctuations all over the world during the period covered. 

The general review gives an account supported by charts and statistics of the 
world-wide incidence in 1926, of plague, cholera, yellow fever, smallpox, typhus, 
relapsing ·f~ver, undulant fever, enteric fever, dysentery, malaria, influenza, acute 
poliomyelitis, encephalitis letharg!ca, cerebro-spinal meningitis, diphtheria, scarlet 
fever, measles and whoopoing cough. The record of cases and deaths due to cholera, 
pla~ue and smallpox in maritime towns reporting to the Singapore Bureau is given, 
as well as death• from a long series of infectious diseases In each country from which 
official reports are received. There are lists of notifiable diseases in each country, 
general and infant mortality rates, birth rates, deaths from specified causes in large 
towns, and special tables concerning the Anglo-Egyptian Soudan, Belgian Congo, 
the Union of South Africa, the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics, the population of the countries, data for which are included in the report 
and information on the mean temperature of air and rainfall. 
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PUBLICATIONS 

01" THE 

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU· MONACO 

Prices are ququd in U. S. dollars and do not include postage. · 

U.S.$ 
I. Reports of Proceedings of the International Hydrographic Con-

ferences. - I" Conference, LoNDON, 1919. . . . . . • • • • • • . • 2.50 
- z114 Conference, MoNACo, 1926. . . . . (in preparation) 

IL Statutes of the International Hydrographic Bureau 1926 0.20 

III. Annual Reports of the International Hydrographic Bureau for the years 
1921 to 1926. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . 0.20 

IV. Special Publications on technical subjects : 

• 1. Echo Sounding, Dec. 1923. $ 0.10. 

• 2. Report on Observations of Lights 
made in the United Kingdom, Mar. 192+ 
$ 0.10. 

• J. Echo Sounding, Oct. 1924- $ o.1o. 
• 4- Echo Sounding, Mar. 1925. $ 0.10. 

• 5· International Low Water, Mar. 1925. 
$0.20. 

*5. Summary of Data on Uniformity in 
Buoyage and Buoy Lighting, 
Aug. 1925. $ 0.10. 

illustrated Tabulation (3 •heets), $ o.6o. 
6a. Further Summary of Data on Unifor

mity In Buoyage and Buoy Lighting, 
Oct. 192). • 0.10. 

• 7· 

•s. 

Report on the Observations of Vial· 
billty of Lights, Aug. 1935. I o.1o. 

Summary of Data on Uniformity In 
Storm Warning Signals, Dec. 1935-
$ 0.10. 

8a. Further Summary of Data on Unifor
mity in Storm Warning Signals, 
July 11)26. $ 0.10. 

11. Summary of Data on Wind Foree 
and tbe Beaufort Seale, April 1926. 
$ 0.10. . 

12. Investigation of Harmonie Constants : 
Prediction of Tide and Current, 
and their description by means of 
these constants. May 1936. $ o.5'l. 

120. Table of Harmonie Constants, f o.so 

13. Tide Predicting Machines, July 11)26. s 2.00. 

*<.J. Echo Sounding, Aug. 1926. $ o.JO. 

*15. Summary of Data on Coastal Signals, 
with proposals tor their unification, 
Apnl1926. $ 0.20. 

Wust.rated Tabulatlo~r (.:; oheeta), $ 1.75· 

*16. Summary of Data on Port Signal•, 
July 11)26. • 0-20. 

Ulust.rated Tabulation (to oheeta), $ 2.00. 

Summary of Data on Safety of Life at 
Sea, January 1927. $ Cl.40o 

0 9- Unification of Buoyage, Jan. 

International Low Water, 
so.~. 

18. List of Lite-saving Stations. $ o.JO. 
1926. $ o.IO. * O 

19. eean Currents In relation to Oceano-
Jan. 1926. graphy, Marine Biology, Meteorology 

and Hydrography, March 1937. $ 0.30. 

* Reproduced in the Hydrographic Review which follows their issue. 

V. Hydrographic Review. 
(1) Vol L N• 1. Mar. 1~23. 

(•) Vol L N• 2. May, t934-
(3) Vol lL N<> 1. Nov. 192+ 

(4) Vol. lL N• 2. May, 1925. 

.......... . . . Each number 

(5) Vol II!. N° 1. Nov. 1925. 

(6) Vol. III. N° 2. July 1926. 

(7) Vol IV N• 1. May 1927. 

(8) Vol. IV. N• 2. (in press). 

Th~se publications may be obtained from the Secretary General. 

• 2.00 

There are Englisl! and French Editions of all publications, with the exception of the 
Repo.rt of .Proceedi!J9S of t~e Confe.rence, _London 1919, and the Tabulation of Storm 

bWarrun~fiana Coastal Signals wh1ch are Issued 10 English only. The edition required should 
e 1pec1 ed. 

._.,... n n•••·&.a••~•, •.urev·•.&aJI·HaMalao - Jot11 
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1. - The League of Nations rg~6-rg~7 (1
). 

Gaenl The year 1927 was a period of intense activitr: a~d contin~ous work, affo~ding 
F---. striking evidence of the League's vitality. The prmc1pal meetangs were the e1~hth 

ordinary session of the Assembly; the four sessions of the Council, as. re-orga~sed 
with its live permanent and nine non-permanent members; five mternatlonal 
Conferences and innumerable meetings of committees and sub-commit~ees. During 
the whole year not a week passed in which there was not a meeting of statesmen, 
high officials, experts or technicians s~mm?ned ~nd orga?ised b! the •League at 
Geneva or in some other European ctty, m Latm Amertca or m the Far East . • 

Forty-nine of the fifty-five States Members were represented at the Assembly; 
an average of forty took part in the work of the various Conferences. The Economic 
Conference included delegates from fifty different countries. Non-member States, 
such as th• United States of America, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
Turkey, Egypt, Ecuador - and the Argentine Republic, whose position is not 
yet clearly defined - cooperated in the technical work of the League. Mexico 
~ represended, for the first time, by an observer who attended the meetings of 
the Economic Coaference. This growin~ interest of non-member States in the 
League's work is a proof of the universal character of its activity. 

Another outstanding feature of the past year was the presence at Assembly 
and Council meetings of a considerable number of Foreign Ministers. The Council, 
as reconstituted in 1926, includes no less than eight Foreign Ministers. The eighth 
session of the Assembly was attended by two Chiefs of States, two Prime Ministers 
and more than twenty Foreign Ministers in the capacity of First Delegate of their 
respective countries. 

These circumstances contributed to making the eighth session one of the most 
interesting and active the Assembly has ever held." The report of the Council 
on the work of the past year gave rise to a protracted discussion of questions affecting 
the vital interests of the League, such as the development of arbitration and security, 
the reduction of armaments, the codification of international law and the methods 
of work of the Council. Thirty delegates, including all the Foreig'fi ~·Ministers 
present, took part in the debate, which lasted six days . 

• 

• • • 

The main effort of the year bore on the improvement of international economic 
relations as an essential factor in the preservation of peace, and on the solution 
of the disarmament problem in connection with arbitration and security. 

The idea of entrustin~ the League with a survey of the existin~ economic 
situation, its abuses and possible remedies, arose from the success of League meth&ds 
in the financial reconstruction of Europe. The first Conference summoned by 
the League - the Brussels Financial Conference of 1920 - established the prin
ciples of a financial doctrine - since applied by many a Financial Minister, and 
by the authors of the Dawes seheme - which became the groundwork of the whole 
League action for the financial reconstruction of certain States based on the issue 
of international loans totalling almost 1,700,000,000 gold f ran~s. 

~~c The principal_fina~cial diffieulties of Europe having to some extent disappeared, 
the Assembly dectded m 1925 to investigate the economic difficulties which stood 
in the way of the revival of general prosperity and to ascertain the best means 

(1) Thi• anido aho forms t~ introduction ~o a pamphlet Kiving a geneml eurvoy ~f the period from October 
tst, •926, to Ocwbcr 11t, 1927, wbLCh wJII be publu~hed in January. 
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of overcoming these difficulties and of preventing disAPtes. This resolution was 
the first step on the road to the Economic Conference which met at Geneva three - . . 
weeks - from May 4th to May 23rd, 1927. This Conference was the widest con· 
sultation ever organised, "numbering as it did 194 members and 157 experts repre· 
senting 50 countries and international organisations such as the International 
Labour Office, the International Institute of Agriculture in Rome, the International 
Chamber of Commerce and the International Cooperative Alliance. It was also 
the most representative, for its members included industrialists, merchants, bankers, 
economists at:riculturists, officials specialising in commercial policy and represen· 
tatives of. workers and consumers of cooperative societies, etc. 

The distinctive character of the Conference was that it was expert, but not 
academic. The delegates were selected by their Governments for their technical 
and personal qualifications; they were not spokesmen of any official policy, and 
their personal responsibility alone was engaged. Over a year had been spent in 
preparation by a committee which had collected in about sixty memoranda an 
enormous amount of materiel compiled with the aid of official and private organi
sations throughout the world. 

Like its fore-runner, the Brussels Conference, the Economic Conference drew 
up unanimous conclusions and recommendations - on trade, industry and agri
culture. Their aim is to remove the traditional obstacles to international trade 
and the various hindrances arising from the war, to organise industry on a more 
rational basis, to follow closely the development and effects of industrial cartels 
and agreements, and to promote the organisation of agric.1ltural production. The 
object of the Conference was, in short, to evoke collective opinion on conditions, 
principles and guarantees which might serve as a starting-point for the improve
ments and progress necessary to restore greater freedom to international commerce. 

The Conference should not be re~arded as an isolated event, but as a stage 
in the continuous work of e~onomic collaboration undertaken by the League. It 
entrusted the latter with numerous studies and enquiries, with the preparation 
of conferences, conventions, etc., and suggested that a special organisation should 
be set up to supervise the execution of its recommendations. 

Bot~ W1 the Council and the Assembly various Governments expressed their 
appreciation of these recommendations, many of them intimating that they would 
adopt the principles established and facilitate their application. 

The Assembly constituted the special organisation. It consists of the Economic 
Committee, which will deal with economic relations between States and questions 
of international economic policy, and of a Consultative Committee which will 
supervise the execution of the Conference recommendations. The latter body 
will include representatives of trade, industry, agriculture and labour. 

Thus, in the same way as the Brussels Conference laid the foundations of a 
rational financial policy, the Economic Conference drew up a programme for the 
organisation of economic relations, the execution of which it entrusted to the League. 

The results as regards arbitration, sec-urity and disarmament were less deci
sive than those obtained in the economic field. The convocation of an international 
Conference for the reduction and limitation of armaments, as recommended by the 
1925 Assembly, proved impossible. Nevertheless, the Commission preparing 
the Conference, composed of representatives of twenty-one Governments including 
the United States, brought the first stage of the preparatory work to a successful 
conclusion. It adopted on first reading a preliminary draft convention which 
it submitted to Governments for their observations. 

On several points appreciable results were obtained by the examination of 
the possibility of reinforcing security within the framework of the Covenant and 
thus enabling armaments to be reduced. The Council defined its duties under 
Article XI, by which the League, in case ot war or threat of war, is called upon 
to take any action that may be deemed wise and effectual to safeguard the peace 

DilS&nnawent, 
Arbitration, 

Security. 
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f · WI "I abstaining from interpreting or limiting the scope of this Article, o nat10ns 11 e . . . . 
it. drew up 8 list of practical measures for the cxerc1se of preventiVe action m the 

cases contemplated. . . . 
The Jesson of the Graeco·Bulgarian f~ontJer mc1dent of 1925 had shewn that 

rapid action on the part of the Council and vari~us Leagu~ organs was an essential 

f •or in dealing with such cases. The CouncJI, accordmgly, had a study made 
ac. · d ff I ' · of such technical measures as would facilitate the rap1d an e ectua wonung 

of the L.!ague organs in case of emergency .. T~e Transit ~o~mitt~e made a_ whole 
series of proposals with regard to commumcatJons by raJ!, a1r, w1re and w1rel~ss, 
which were well received by Governments. The Assembly passed a"resolutlon 
making it incumbent upon all League members to fadlitate by all means in their 
power the prompt meeting of the Council at times of emergency. 

The study of Article XVI led to the preparation of a scheme of financial aid 
for States victimes of aggression. 

IDtematiooal An important advance was made in the study of the codification of interna· 
Law. tiona) Jaw. The Committee of Experts finishtd the first part of its work, and 

the Assembly decided to summon the first Codification Conference in 1929. 
Mention must also be made of the endeavours of the Technical Organisations 

to unify law and pratice in the economic and financial field and in that of transit 
and communications. A Convention was concluded for the execution of foreign 
arbitral awards. Conventions and Agreements were prepared on the abolition 
of import and export prohibitions and restrictions, the unification of laws on bills of 
exchange and cheques, the treatment of fol"'!ign and nationals enterprises, the 
unification of statistics, the repre3sion of the crime of counterfeiting currency, 
double taxation and tax evasion, private law on inland navigation, tonnage measu· 
rement in maritime navigation, buoyage ~nd lighting of coasts.etc. 

The Penn.....,t The numerous questions dealt with by the Court included the Lotus Case 
~ and that of the competence of the European Commi3sion of the Danube. Germany 

IDtematiooal and Guatemala acceded to the Court and signed the clause concerning ist compul· 
Josbce. sory jurisdiction. The signatories of the Statute now number 52, those of the 

Optional Clause 27. 

Political 
QuestiOIIS. 

Mi itia. 

There were but few political questions in the strict sense of the word. Once 
only, at the request of the Roumanian and Hungarian Governments, the Council 
was called upon to act as mediator and organ of conciliation under Article XI of 
the Covenant. The German Government submitted a question concerning the 
the alleged violation by Lithuania of the autonomy of the Memel Territory. The 
Greek Government asked for an official interpretation of the Articles of the Peace 
Treaty concerning the prohibition of the construction and export by Germany of 
warships and naval material. The British Government communicated for the 

I 

information of the Members of the League, a statement of its policy in China. 

Only one minority question came before the Council - that of the minority 
schools in Polish Upper Silesia. Arrangements were made for a practical settlement. 

In the administrative field mention must be made of the efforts of the S;aar 
Governing Commission to lessen the economic difficulties which the Territory 
had to face during the year; of the Council's settlement of the question of freedom 
of transport and transit c.n the Saar railroads, and of various questions concerning 
the Free City of Danzig. The Mandates Commission examined the annual reports 
of the Mandatory Powers, which included the first report of the British Govern· 
ment in I~ a~d those .of the Frenc? Government on Syria announcing the end 
~ the reb~lbon m the Djebel Druse; 1t also dealt with petitions and· general ques· 
tJons relatmg to the application and interpretation of mandates. 
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By their technical and humanitarian work, the Le~gue Organisations contri· 
buted in a large measure to the improvement of international relations and to tJle 
co-ordination of administrative work. ' 

The main efforts of the Economic and Financial Organisation were directed 
towards the execution and preparation of schemes of financial reconstruction for 
Danzig, Estonia, Greece and Bulgaria and the continuation of the refugee settle· 
ment work i~ Greece and Bulgaria. It also studied the unification of certain laws 
and practices (see above). The Danzig loan of 40 million gulden authorised by 
the Council ensures the liquidation of the iloating debt and the payment of· sums 
due in virtue of treaty obligatio!ls, and finances the construction of houses. In 
Estonia, a loan of £1,350,000 was issued as a basis for a currency law and the foun· 
dation of a mortgage institute. In Greece, a loan of £9,000,000 enabled that 
country to proceed with a scheme of financial stabilisation and reform and to termi· 
Rate the refugee settlement work. The latter is now on a firm footing as far as 
the agricultural settlements are concerned. In Bulgaria, the settlement work 
began at the end of 1926. Satisfactory progress is being made in the allocation 
of land and the building of houses. 

The Transit Organisation held its Third General Conference, which perfected 
the League methods of international coordination in regard to communications, 
drew up a series of recommendations on travelling facilitil!s for persons without 
nationality and proposed the creation of a central office for the collection and 
distribution of information on communications and transit. This office would 
enable the Organisation to extend its activity to non-European countries, in par· 
ticular to Latin-America. 

For similar purposes the Health O¥ganisation sent a mission to Latin-America 
to attend a meeting of experts on child welfare at Monte Video. In the course of 
this journey, schemes were drawn up for technical cooperation with the health 
service of several cour.tries, which the Health Committee was subsequently asked 
to perfel'.t .• 

The International Health Conference of the Pacific (Melbourne December 1926) 
proposed that the Health Organisation should study the health problems of the 
Pacific. 

That Organisation further convened an Intern::~tional Rabies Conference, 
improved its Epidemiological Intelligence Service and interchanges of sanitary 
staff and opened international public health courses in Paris and London. 

The organisation for Intellectual Cooperation (the International Committee, 
the National Committees and the Institute in Paris) made numerous and successful 
arrangements for the coordination of various national phases of scientific, artistic 
and literary activity. Special mention must be made of the creation of the Inter
national Museum Office and of the work of the Committee of Experts for the Ins· 
truction of Youth in the Existence and Aims of the League. 

Tedmical 
Work. 

Financial 
Questions. 

Communica .. 
tions 

and Trarurit. 

Health. 

InteUectual 
Cooperation. 

The first Conference of Press Experts organised and convened by the League Conlereo<e of 
. I . . . h . . I PnssExpem dealt with a certain number of techmca questwns mterestmg t e mternat10na press. 

It; resolutions aim at freedom and rapidity in the transmission of news, at the pro· 
tection of news against unlawful appropriation and at securing for journalists 
the necessary professional fadlities for their work. 

The most interesting event in the humanitarian field was the conclusion of International 
· I U · f the Rel1.ef of Relief Union. a convention for the establishment of an Intematwna mon or 

Populations Smitten by Disaster. 
The Union is constituted between States, but provides for close cooperation 

with private organisations, in particular with the Red Cross. At the Conference 
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h. h f ded the Union the representative of the American Red Cross gave assu· 
w 1c oun · h · 

ces of the desire of his organisation to keep in close touch Wit 1t. 
Ro'l The object of the Union, in addition to first aid, is •to coordinate the work of 
relief organisations in cases of disaster, and, in g~neral, to encourage the study of 
preventive measures and international mutual a1d. 

The Committee on Traffic in Opium and other dangerous drugs brought all 
its efforts to bear on the suppression od the illicit traffic, the contin11ed existence 
of which is proved by the statistics communicated to the League. It recommended 
various measures, considering as most effectual the coming into force of t'he Geneva 
Opium Convention of 1925. The Commission of enquiry into opium production in 
Persia drew up a programme for the progressive reduction of the poppy crop in 
that country. 

A special Body of Experts prepared a general report on the results of its enquiry 
into the extent of the traffic and possible means of coping with it. The report 
shews that a considerable traffic still exists, but that the competent authorities 
are in many cases reinforcing control on th~ lines proposed by the Commission 
for the protection and welfare of children and young people. The Traffic in Women 
Committee recommended a series of measures for combating the various forms 
of the traffic, including the application of conventions, the co-operation of the 
authorities, the material and moral protection of women employed abroad, and 
measures against foreign procurers and S01ltt!11ntrs. 

The Child Welfare Committee concentrated its efforts on certain problems 
a solution of which would be of practical interest to Governments, such as the pro· 
tection and repatriation of minors; the .rehabilitation of unmarried mothers; 
moral, mental and physical welfare of the child. 

The High Commissioner and the International Labour Office did all in their 
power to facilitate the establishment of Armenian and Russian refugees. 

A programme of refugee settlement in Syria was drawn up and is being carried 
out. Several Latin American countries have offered to receive a certain number 
of refugees. 

II. - Summary of the Month. 

Forty·lighth Sluitm of the Cormeil. 

The forty·eighth session of the Council was held at Geneva from Derember 
Sth. to December 12th., with M. TcHENG·LoH (China) in the Chair. 

. The most important question on the agenda was the request which the Lithua· 
ruan Government had addressed to the Council in virtue of Article XI of the Covenant. 

The Council heard the representatives of Poland and Lithuania and requested 
the Netherlands representative to prepare a draft settlement in consultation with 
h_is _colleagues an~ in ag~eement with the parties. A few days later, at a night 
Blttmg, the Councd unammously adopted a resolution putting an end to the "state 
of ~ar '.' b~twee~ Poland and Lithuania, affirming the political independence and 
~torial_ mtegnty of Lithuania, recommending the parties to negotiate promptly 
~lth a VIew to establishing friendly relations, and providing for League action 
ID the event of a frontier incident or threat of an incident. 

The request of the Greek Government concerning the Salamis formed the 
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object of a communication to the President of the Gre.:o-German Mixed Arbitral 
Tribunal The examination of the requests of the Hungarian and Roumani;1n 
Governments was adjourned. 

With regard to a question concerning the minority schools in Upper Silesia 
the Council noted that the German Government trad decided to ask the Court 
for an interpretation of the relevant provisions of the upper Silesian Convention. 

Two questions concerning Danzig were exam;ned - the putting into operation 
of the Westerplatte and the access and anchorare of Polish warships. The Council 
recommen_ded the parties to enter into direct negotiations for a. final settlement 
of these matters. 

The League work of the financial and economic:- reconstruction took the form 
of the conclusion of preliminary negotiations for the issue of a Greek loan, the 
discussion of a scheme of financial restoration for Bulgaria, the examination of 
a request concerning the economic and financial reconstruction of Portugal, and the 
constitution of a Consultative Committee, to follow the execution of the recommen· 
dations of the Economic Conference. 

The work in the techni-::al field also included decisions aiming at the develop· 
ment of relations between the Health Organisation and the health services of Latin 
America and the Far Eeast. 

In the humanitarian sphere, the Council authorised the publication of the Second 
Part of the Report of the Experts on traffic in women and cbildren, drew the atten· 
tion of Governments to certain means of combating the clandestine drug traffic, and 
took steps to ensure the working of the International Relief Union and the execu· 
tion of the Convention on which it is based. 

At this same session the Council finally adopted a report on methods or regJJ· 
lations enabling it to take prompt decisions to enforce the obligations of the Covenant, 
more particularly, Article XI. This report was drawn up last March by a Commit· 
tee of the Council, approved by the Assembly and recommended to the Co11ncil 
as a guide which, without restricting its liberty to decide at any moment the best 
methods of ensuring peace, summari~ed the results of experience of the procedure 
hitherte followed, and of the studies so far carried out with a view to the best 
possible. organisation of its action in case of emergency. 

In addition to its fourteen regular members, the Council included represen· 
tatives of Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, Portugal and the Kinrdom of 
the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes for the discussion of questions affecting their interests. 

It was decided that the existing system of quarterly sessions should remain 
inforce until next Assembly. The Council instructed the Secretary-General to 
report in March on the possible reduction of the number of its sessions and on 
othe£ points connected with its general procedure. 

Ftlfll'th S1ssion of thl Pr~fJtrratory Commissilnl for thl Disannament Conf~rmu. 

The Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference met at Geneva 
from November 30th. to December Jrd, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
being represented for the first time. Mter a discussion on the progress of its work, 
in the course of which the First Delegate of the Uaion deposited a proposal for 
cemplete and universal disarmament, the Commission constituted the Commit· 
tee on Arbitration and Security contemplated by the Eighth Assembly. It 
approved the programme and prosedure of this new Committee and an:an_ged f?r 
it to hold its next meeting on February 20th. The Preparatory CommiSSion w11l 

meet on March I sth. 

Thl Economic Commitlll. 

The Economic Committee met in December to decide in what order the recom· 
mendations of the Economic Conference should be studied. It came to the con· 
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elusion that its foremost pteoccupatlon must be the commercial policy advocated 

by~the Conference. 
• 

TIN p, 11Jilftlllt C,.,t. 

The nvelfth session of the Court came to an end on December 16th., when 
'udgment was given on the request of the German Government for an interpreta· 
~on of two previous judgments of the Court relating to the taking ov~r by Poland 
of the Chorzow nitrate plant. On December 8th. the Court pronounced its advi· 
sory opinion on the jurisdiction of the European Commission of the Dantibe. 

111; - The Permanent Court of International justice (1
). 

'· - Coai'OSITIOM oP THB CouaT 

a) Prtsitlmt tmtl Vict·Prtsidml. 

In accordance wiltt its Statute, the Court elects its President and Vice·Presi· 
dent for three years and they may be re-elected. 

The second election took place in 1924 for the period ending December 31Bt, 
1927. It resulted in the appointment of M. Hubert (Switzerland) aa President 
and of M. Weiss (France) as Vice-President. 

The rules of the Court lay down that the election of the President and Vice· 
President "shall take place at the end of tile ordinary session immediately before 
the normal termination of the period of office of the retiring President and Vice· 
President ". 

The ordinary session of the full Court for 1927 being about to terminate, the 
elections were held on December 6th. They resulted in the election of M. Anzilotti 
(Italy) as President and of M. Weiss (France) as Vice-President for llie period 
1928-1930· 

b) Chambm. 

The elections of members of the Chambers for labour cases and for transit 
and communications cases for the same period were held at the same time. 

The following were elected : 
Chambtr for Labour cases. 
M. Anzilotti (President), M. Huber, Lord Finlay, M. de Bustamante and 
M. Altamira. 

S..bstitulls : 

M. Nyholm and M. Moore. 

Chambtr for trMUit and communications cases. 

M. Weiss (President), M. Nyholm, M. Moore, M. Oda and M. Pessoa. 

Substitutes : 

M. Anzilotti and M. Huber. 
Lastly, the Court elected its Chamber for summary procedure for 1928; it will 

be composed of · 
M. Anzilotti (President), M. Huber and M. Loder. 

(I) Tlrit utlde lou boeo compllod with the llid Ill lnformatlnn fu'mlobed by tbe Regllltftr Dl the Court. 
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Substitutes : 

Lord Finlay and M. Altamira . 
• 

&. - JUJU8DICT10Jt 01' THB EUROPIAM Co.lll.llliSSIOM OP THB DAMUBB 

On December 8th, the Court delivered at a public sitting its opinion upon 
~he question; concerning the jurisdiction of the European Commission of the Danube 
m ~egard to w.bich the Council of the League had requested its advice, by its Reso· 
lut10n of•December !Jth, 1926 (1), 

The Court replied : 

(I) (a) that under the law at present in force the European Commission 
of the Danube has the same powers on the maritime sector of the Danube from 
Galatz to Braila as on the sector below Galatz; 

(b) that these powers extend up to the port of Braila, this port being included; 
(2) (a) that the powers of the European Commission of the Danube extend 

over the whole of the maritime Danube, and are not excluded from zones terri· 
tori ally defined and corresponding to harbourg zones; 

(b) that the dividing line between the respective competences of the Euro· 
pean Commission of the Danube and of the Roumanian authorities in the ports 
of Galatz and Bralia is to be fixed according to the criteria. 

• 

(1) of navigation, in the sense of the movement of ships as part 
of their voyage, the European Commission of the Danube being also 
competent in regard to navigation in ports, whether the ships are 
passing through or coming to or leaving their moorings, as far as 
navigation so understood is concerned; and 

(i1) of the obligation to ensure freedom of navigation and equal 
treatment of all flags,• the European Commission of the Danube being 
competent, • also as concerns the ports, to exercise the supervision 
inherent in this obligation; 

(3) that it i& not necessary to give an answer to the question put under No.3 

Th't lftatement of the reasons on which this answer is based contains in the 
first place, an historical outline of the origin of the question and of the proceedings 
which, prior to the request for an advisory opinion, had taken place before the 
competent organs of the League. This part of the Opinion brings out, on the 
one hand, the fact that Roumania, having never recognised the competence of the 
League to settle her dispute with the European Commission of the Danube regard· 
ing the questions under consideration, has only agreed to allow the Council to 
ask the Co11rt's Opinion in consideration of the non-binding character of Advisory 
Opinions; and, on the other hand, that the other Powers represented on the Euro· 
pean Commission have reserved the right Sllbsequently to bring an action before 
the Court in order, if necessary, to obtain a decision enforceable against Roumania . 

• • • 
Approaching next the first of the questions submitted to it through the Council, 

the Court firts proceeds to ascertain what is the " law in force " which it has been 
d!lked to apply. It comes to the conclusion that the main source of this law is 
to be found in the Definitive Statute of the Danube drawn up in 1921 by a Conference 
assembled in pursuance of the relevant clauses of the Treaty of Versailles; this 
Statute having, like the Treaty, been signed and ratified by all the Governments 
interested in the questions submitted to the Court, these States cannot, as between 
themselves, regard the provisions of the Statute as otherwise than possessing full 

validity. 

(1) See Mflfllllly s-..,, Vol. Vll, No. 10, p. >66. 

MONTM~Y IUMMA&Y 



After analysing the rel~vant provision_s of this in~trumen~, the Court concludes 
· · · b means of two Commisstons, of whtch one ts the European Com· thl't ttS alffi IS, Y . · h · 

· · d th other known as the International Commtsston, to secure t e mter· 
~~ooan e . 
nationalisation of the whole course of the Danube, um~terruptedly_ f~om Ulm to 
the Black Sea. Whilst the authority of the International Commts~JOn extends 
over the part of the river between Ulm and Braila, a?d. cannot be tactty extended 
to other parts of the river, that of the European Commtsston reaches from the mouths 
of the Danube in the Black Sea to Braila. , 

In this sector the powers of the European Commission ~re, according to the 
Statute to be exercised " under the same conditions as before". In tfte Court's 
opinion: this expression leaves it open to show that the jurisdiction of th~ European 
Commission is not exercised in the saJne way everywhere between Bratla and the 
sea and, in particular, has the effect of reserving the possibility that some llf the 
powers undeniably possessed by the Commission between the sea and Calatz do 
not extend as far as Braila; if there are powers of the Commission the terri to rial 
extent of which is more restricttd than the territorial extent of other powers, the 
existing limits are, in the Court's view, to be maintained. The Court considers 
that the question is to ascertain what were the conditions in fact prevailing before 
the war in the disputed sector, since these conditions are maintained and confirmed 
by the Statute. 

This interpretation of the relevant clauses enables the Court, amongst other 
things, to leave aside the much debated question of the present legal value of the 
Treaty concluded in London in 1883 between the "Powers" (apart from Roumania) 
and by whiclt the powers of the European Commission were expressly, extended 
from Galatz to Braila. In effect, regarding the matter-as the Court does-exclu· 
sively from the standpoint of facts, this question becomes irrelevant. 

Having thus established as the basis of: its Opinion the interpretation of the 
Statute of the Danube which it holds to be correct, the Court considers the respective 
contentioliS of the interested Governments as regards the meaning of the applicable 
provJStons. In this eonnection it observes that France, Great Britain and Italy 
all support one view, to which is opposed another maintained by Roumania. Accord· 
ing to the three Powers, all the powers of the European Commission apply in the 
same way between Galatz and Braila as they do below Galatz; according to Rou· 
mania, on the other hand, a distinction is to be drawn between what she describes 
as " technical powers " and "jurisdictional powers", the Commission being entitled 
to exercice both kinds below Galatz, but only the former between Galatz and Braila. 
The Court does not deal at length with the contention of the three Powers, which 
in result coincides with the conclusioliS at which it itself has arrived. But it con· 
siders successively the main arguments advanced by Roumania in support of her 
view. These arguments relate respectively to the genesis of the relevant clause 
of the Statute of the Danube and to certain texts which, the Roumanian Govern· 
ment holds, coliStitute an authoritative interpretation of that clause. 

As regards the first point, the Court observes that it has always maintained 
that preparatory work should not be used to change the plain meaning of a text. 
And it ColiSiders that it is impossible to construe the expression " under the same 
conditions as before " as meaning that the European Commission possesses only 
" technical powers " between Galatz and Braila; in themselves the words clearly 
refer to the conditions previously existing, whatever they may have been, and 
not to a single and specific condition. Moreover, in the Court's view, the records 
of the preparation of the Statute furnish nothing calculated to overrule the natural 
coliStruction of the words in question. 

As regards the second point, the Court shows that the first of the documents 
cited by Roumania (the so-called " interpretative protocol ") cannot be regarded 
:".an authoritative interpretation of the Statute, because, whilst it is true that 
tt IS a do~ument signed by the delegates on the European Commission and annexed 
tr, the mmutcs of a meeting of the Conference which drew up the Statute, it is al11o 
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true that it is not an international agreement between "the parties to the Statute, 
and furthermore that the Commission has no power to abandon functions with 
which it has been entrm,ted by Treaty. As regards the second of the documents 
cited, it is a proposar drawn up by the European Commission and submitted by 
it to the Roumanian Government, but subject to certain conditions which that 
Government did not accept. No agreement, therefore, was reached. 

The Court therefore arrives at the conclusion that the arguments advanced 
by RoumanJa do not override the construction placed upon the Statute by the 
Court. 

Roumania, however, has also contended that this construction is inadmissible 
because it might involve consequences contrary to the principle of sovereignty. 
She has argued in fact that the extension of the powers of the European Commission 
above Galatz would constitute a violation of her sovereign rights. 

The Court, however, demonstrates that this is not so. Roumania has accepted 
the Statute of the Danube. U, therefore, the Statute confirms the pre·war situation, 
and if it is found that the situation included the exercise of the same powers between 
Galatz and Braila as below Galatz, Roumania has now accepted that state of affairs. 
And a restriction upon the exercise of sovereign rights, which a State has accepted 
by treaty, cannot, the Court holds, be regarded as an infringement of sovereignty. 

The Court finally observes that under the construction of the Statute adopted 
by it, it does not matter whether the exercise by the European Commission of 
certain powers before the war in the disputed sector was based on legal rights oras 
contended by Roumania - on mere toleration . 

• 

• 
* • * 

The Court next conside~s the main question as to whether the European Com· 
mission in fact exercised the same powers before the war from Galatz to Braila as 
it exercised below Galatz. In the first place it endeavours to ascertain from a 
consideration of the relevant texts whether the distinction drawn by Roumania 
between •1 technical powers " and " juridical powers " has any foundation in the 
texts defining the powers of the European Commission. 

The analsysis of the development of the law which applies to international 
rivers from ISIS, and more particularly to the Danube, from the Treaty of Paris 
of I856 onwards, leads to the definitive conclusion that, far from supporting the 
Roumanian contention, the relevant international acts are fatal to any such view. 
Indeed, the drawing up and the application by an International Commission -
which was in fact the European Commission - of regulations which implied the 
exercise of " juridical powers " as an essential constituent of the exercise of the 
" technical powers " which were indispensable in order to place and keep the inter· 
nationalised Danube in a state fit for navigation, was, in the opinion of the Court, 
contemplated from the very outset. 

But the Court, in view of the line of argument which it has followed, must 
see whether a situation of fact has not possibly developed superseding this legal 
situation. Since the exercise by the European Commission both of its powers 
termed technical and those termed juridical is undisputed below Galatz, the Court 
d~aws a comparison between these powers on the one hand and those the Commis· 
sion was able to exercise between Galatz and Braila. In doing this it relies at the 
same time upon the facts as given by the Special Commission of the League as 
regards judicial decisions taken by the Commission, evidence which for the pur· 
pose of the present advisory procedure the Court considers it should accept-and 
upon the provisions of the regulations v:'hich were issued by the Eu~opean Com~is· 
sion-upon which, since I878, Roumama was represented-and whtch were apphed 
immediately before the war. According to the Court, the situation of fact indeed 
results not only from decisions taken by the Commission in relation to particular • 
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cues, but also from regutations containing clauses which apply to the disputed 

t and thus constitute an exercise of powers over that sector . 
.-:or . I fi . 

Th Ult to which this careful investigations leads 11 a comp ete con rmation 
eres · 1 · 

of the statement of the Special Commission to ~he. ~ec~ th~t "an actua practi.cc 
tho European Commission exercised· powers of JUnsdaction an the Galatz-Braala 

sector before the war". 
The Court therefore reaches the conclusion that the powers which the Com· 

mission possesses between Galatz and B~ila and ~elow Galatz pra~tically cov~r 
the same ground; an identical state of thmgs prevaaled on the whole of the mara· 
time Danube. It follows, having regard to the meaning of the Statl\te of the 
Danube, that "under the law at present in force" the Commission has the same 
powers on the two sectors of the maritime Danube. 

What is the exact upstream limit of these powers? In the opinion of the Court, 
an analysis of this question involves acsertaining whether Braila is or is not included 
in that part of the Danube which is known as the Maritime Danube, and whether, 
consequently, it comes within the jurisdiction of the European CommiSbion. 
. To this question the Court gives an affirmative answer mainly based upon a 
consideration drawn from the fact that Braila is indisputedly, from a commercial 
point of view, a port of the Maritime Danube at which sea·going vessels call. The 
Court finds this answer confirmed by certain facts which it borrows either from 
the observations of the Special Commission or from the provisions of the regula· 
tions in force. Moreover, it relies on certain indications of a similar character 
which it draws from the surrounding historical circumstances and from the deci· 
sions of the International Commission which only claims jurisdiction al\ far as the 
upstream limit of Braila. 

The Court concludes that the upstream limit of the jurisdiction of the Euro· 
pean Commission of the Danube must be a ~ine traced immediately above the port 
of Braila, leaving this port within the sphere over which the powers of this Com· 
mission are exercised. 

The Court deals, lastly,-since its reply to question No. I makes an answer 
to No. 3 superfluous-with question No.2, which refers to the nature of the powers 
of the European Commission in relation to the ports of Galatz and Braila. · · 

In this respect the Court observes, that, according to the very terms in which 
the question has been put, the Roumanian authorities possess some powers in 
relation to the ports in question and that those powers were maintained by the 
Statute of the Danube. The question thf'refore resolves itself into determining 
the limits between the powers of these authorities and those of the European Com· 
mission. 

The Court in this connection considers the different methods for territorisl 
delimitation which were suggested either by Roumania, or otherwise, but is com· 
pelled to reject them all as not having any foundation in the texts or as being 
contrary to the de facto situation, or even to the specific terms of the Statute of the 
Danube. There is thus only a line of demarcation of a non-territorial character 
which is to be considered. 

The Court observes that Roumania, who is the territorial sovereign, exercises 
her powers over the maritime Danube wherever that is not incompatible with the 
powers possessed by the European Commission under the Statute. 

TIW instrument does not directly furnish a criterion for drawing a line of demar· 
cati?n ~etween the two jurisdictions. But in proclaiming the principles of free 
navagation and equal treatment of all flags, it nevertheless gives the eolution. 
"Navigation" in this case essentially includes any movement of vessels with the 
object of carrying out a voyage. Now, according to the regulations of the Danube, 
~he voyage of a vessel does not end until the moment when it takes its moorings 
m a port. The freedom of navigation is incomplete unless vessels can effectively 
reach these ports. The jurisdiction of the European Commission of the Danube 
therefore extenda to vessels entering, leaving or traversing the port, 
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But that is not enough. The conception of naviption include~ besides the 
contact established with the economic organisation of the country to which the vessel 
goes. That would lead J;o the inference that the jurisdiction of the Europe~n 
Commission should extend to the policing of the ports which would nevertheless 
be contrary to the facts observed by the Special Commission according to whom 
the Roumanian authorities had policed the ports as regards vessels moored in them. 
But this d1 facto situation cannot affect the principle of equal treatment of all flags 
which it is the duty of the European Commission to ensure on the maritime Danube. 
This Commi;sion therefore must necessarily possess the power of intervening in 
cases where this principle has been violated. 

To put the matter shortly, whereas, according to the Court, the power of ist.uing 
regulations and of exercising jurisdiction in the ports of Galatz and Braila belongs 
to the territorial authorities, the right of <Jupervision in order to ensure free navi· 
gation and equal treatment of all flags in those ports belongs to the European 
Commission. • 

The Court, however, takes care to add that it could not defir.e or develop 
these criteria and that a satisfactory delimitation between the respective juris· 
dictions could only be effected on the basis of a special regulation of the matter 
in which the particular and often varying circumstances would be taken into account . 

• • • 
The text of the Opinion was transmitted to the Secretary-General of the League 

for eommq,nication to the Council. 

3. - THBoCHORZOW CASE 
• 

On December 16th, the Permanent Court held a public sitting in the course 
of which was read its Judgment upon Germany's request for an interpretation of 
certain earlier Judgments given by the Court in the matter concerning the taking 
over by-POland of the Nitrate Factory at Chorzow in that part of Upper Silesia 
ceded by Germany to Poland after the war. 

The case concerns a phase in the dispute between Germany and Poland regard· 
ing the nitrate factory of Chorzow in Polish Upper Silesia. This important fac· 
tory has been created during the war by the German Government-Chorzow being 
then in Germany-which, in December, 1919, had ceded it to a German Company, 
the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke A. G. in July, 1922, the Polish Govermnent 
took possession of the factory and caused it to be transferred to its name In the 
land registers. Germany then brought the question of the lawfulness of this action 
on the part of the Polish Government before the Court. The Court, after having 
by a first judgment dated August 25th, 1925, overruled a plea to the jurisdiction 
filed by Poland, declared in its Judgment on the merits, rendered on May 25th, 
1926, that the attitude of the Polish Government towards the Oberschlesische 
Stickstoffwerke was not in conformity with the provisions of the Germano·Polish 
convention laying down the conditions of the cession of Upper Silesia. Negotia· 
tions between the two Governments concerned followed in regard to the restitu· 
t~n of the factory to the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke or the payment of pecu· 
nlary compensation to that company. Thsee negotiations having failed, the Ger· 
man Government again appealed to the Court and submitted a claim for indemnity. 
on behalf of the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke. The Court, in a fin.t Jugdment, 
delivered on July 26th, 1927, overruled the plea to the jurisdiction filed by Poland 
and reserved the case for J~dgment on the merits. The written proceedings on the 
merits were to be concluded on February 29th, 1928. On September 16th, t927, 
however notice was served upon the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke of an action 
brought 'against in by the Polish Treasury before the competent Polish court and 

A 
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seeking a declaratory judgptent to the effect that that Company _had never bec~me 
of the factory; that, consequently, the entry of its name as owner m the land repgas~r 
was null and void; and taht ownership of the factory, belonged to the ohsh 

Treasury. "d · h h 1 these circumstances the German Government consa ermt t at t e steps 
then :Uen by Poland wer~ calculated to prejudge the case pending before the 
Court, concerning the indemnities, if any, to be paid by that Gover?ment for ~he 
taking over of the factory, submitted to the Court a request for an a,nterpretataon 
of the judgments given by it on May 25th, 1926, (No.7) and July 26th, 1927 (No. 8). 

In Judgment No. 7 occurred a sentence to the effect that if Poland. wished to 
dispute the validity of the entry of the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwcrke as ownerss 
in the land register, that entry could "in any case only be annulled in pursuance 
of a decision given by the competent tribunal". In the action of which notice 
was served upon the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke on September 16th 1927, the 
Polish Treasury relied on this passage. 

On the basis of the foregoing facts, the German Government argued that the 
Polish Government relied on the following contentions : firstly, that Judgment 
No. 7 had reserved to that Government the possibility of disputing in the Polish 
Courts the right of ownership of the company concerned; secondly that the action 
in question would be "of international importance" in connection with the suit 
pending before the Court concerning the claim for indemnity made on behalf of 
that company. The German Government asked the Court to declare that these con ten· 
tions were not in accordance with the true construction of its Jugdments Nos. 7 and 8. 
The Polish Government submitted that effect should not be given to the request 
of the German Government. • 

In its Judgment of December 16th, the Court first of ali records that the request 
has been made under Article 6o of the Statute according to which "in the event 

( 

of dispute as to the meaning or scope of the judgment, the Court shall construe it 
upon the request of any party". It then observes that though the parties are 
agreed as to what is to be understood by the expression "to construe", the Poli11h 
Government denies the existence of a dispute between the parties as to the mean· 
ing and scope of the judgments referred to by Germany. 

The Court explains that, in its opinion, the expres,ion "to construe" in Article 6o 
or the Statute, is to be understood as meaning to give a precise definition of the 
meaning and scope which it (the Court) intended to give to the Judgment which 
it is asked to construe; that, in the same Article, the term "dispute" does not imply 
that there must have been previous diplomatic negotiations, but that it is sufficient 
that the two parties should in fact have manifested opposite views in regard to the 
meaning or scope of the Judgment; lastly, that, according to the same Article 6o, 
this difference of opinion must relate either to a point which has been decided with 
binding force in the Judgment, or to the question whether some particular point 
has or has not been so decided. 

Considering the facts in the light of these criteria, the Court comes to the con· 
elusion that the matter before it is indeed a dispute as to the meaning and scope 
of Judgment No. 7, within the meaning of Article 6g of the Statute. On the other 
hand, as ~egards judgement No. 8, the Court considers that its meaning and scope 
are not darectly affected by the German submissions. 

The Court, therefore, can proceed to consider what it describes as the mer:ts 
of the suit, that is to say, the question raised by the submissions of the German 
Government. In so doing it states that it does regard itself as bound merely to 
reply ye_s or ~o to these submissions; it regards them as simply the "indiction of 
the ~recase poa~t or points in dispute" required by the Rules of Court in proceedings 
for mterpretataon, which indication would otherwise be lacking in the German 
A r · In · PP acat.JOn. thiS case, the Court finds that the disputed point relates to the 
passage m Judgment No.7, relied on in the Polish Government's claim of September 
l6th (referred to above) of which passage therefore-considered in relation to the 
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Judg~ent as .a whole-an interpretation is required fr~m two aspects, namely, its 
meanmg and 1ts scope. 

As regards the first of these aspects, the Court observes that though a li~ral 
reading of the passage iii question may give the impression that the Court contem· 
plated the possibility of the institution of proceedings by Poland before the muni· 
cipal courts with a view to obtaining the annulment of the entry of the name of 
the Oberschlesische Stickstoffwerke in the land register, the passage cannot in any 
case be regarded as rendering conditional and provisi_onal the operative part of the 
Judgment lfy which the Court declared the attitude of Poland towards the Ober· 
schlesiscae Stickstoffwerke to have been contrary to her international obligations, 
by making the binding effect of that part of the judgment dependent upon a sub· 
sequent decision of a Polish tribunal. 

In regard to the second aspect, the Court shows that the passage in question 
occurs in a context which establishes the right if ownership of the Obersehlesische 
Stickstoffwerke to the factory, from the standpoint of municipal law. Since this 
right is a condition essential to the above mentioned decision of the Court, the 
context e"tablishing it embodies one of the points decided by the Judgment and 
possessing binding force as between the parties in that particular case (Article 59 
of the Statute). 

The Court therefore arrives at the conclusion that in Jud~ment No. '/, it did 
not reserve to Poland the right of asking the Polish Courts, with application to the 
case decided by that Judgment, to annul the entry of the name of the Oberschlesische 
Stickstoffwerke in the land registers; on the contrary, it meant to recognise with 
binding effect in the case thus decided the right of ownership of the above mentioned 
company•under municipal law. 

In giving this interpretation of its Judgment No. 7 from the point of view of 
the questions raised by the German Application of October 17th, 1927, the Court 
is careful to say, firstly, that the interpretation thus given can only have binding 
foree within the limits of what was decided in the judgment construed, and secondly, 
that it refrains from any consideration of the effect which the Judgment construed 
might exercise upon submissions made by the parties in another case or otherwise 
brougat ~ its knowledge. 

4-. - JURISDIGTION OF THB DANZIG TRIBUNALS (') 

On December 2nd, the Polish Minister at the Hague informed the Registrar 
that the Polish Government had designated M. Louis Ehrlich, Professor of Law at 
the University of Lwow, as Polish National Judge in this rase (1}. 

The Polish Government and the Senate of the Free City of Danzig deposited 
within the time-limit fixed written information on the questions put to the Court, 
whereupon the Court informed them that it would be prepared to receive, before 
January 15th, 1928, counter-memoranda, should they desire to submit further 

written statements. 

s. - END oF TwaLFTH ORDINARY SassiON 

• At the public sitting of December 16th, the twelfth (ordinary) session of the 
Court was declared closed. In the course of this session which opened on J:..ne 15th, 
1927 the Court has delivered a considerable number of decisions, namely, four 
Jud~ments (Chorzow case-jurisdiction and interpretation-"Lotus" c~e, Mavrom· 
matis case) and one Advisory Opinion (Danube case). It has further 1ssued Orders 

( 1) Cf. M.,.lhly Summ41')', Vol. VII, No. g, p. 293; Vol. VII, No. 1o, P. 171. 

(o) ('J. !lltmtlrly S1M1Jt114r'Y, Vol. VII, No. g, p. 170. 
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• th d' t b tween Belll'ium and China concerning the abrogation by China of 
1n e tspu e e ~ . . 
the Sino-Belgian Commercial Treaty of 1865 (whtch case, unless unforeseen ctrcumst· 

< • "II be ready for hearing after May 15th, 1926), and upon the request ances anse, WI • • • • 
Germany for the indication of measures of mtenm protection m the Chorzow case. 

6. - FoRTHCOMING SusroN 

The cases now pending before the Court are the disputes between Belgium and 
China referred to above and the dispute between Germany and Poland on ~e merits 
of the Chonow matter; further, the request for an Advisory Opinion submitted 
to the Court by the Council of the League of Nations at its September session and 
concerning certain aspects of the jurisdiction of the Danzig Tribunals; finally, it 
became clear at the December session of the Council that Germany would request 
the Court to adjudicate upon the dispute between it and Poland concerning the 
minority schools in Polish Upper Silesia. 

It is possible that other questions may shortly be brought before the Court, 
and under these conditions the Court has been convoked, under Article 23 of the 

' Statute, for an Extraordinary Session which is to open on February 6th. 

IV. - The Reduction of Armaments. 

1. - FouRTH SESSION oF THB PREPARATORY ColllJiliSSIOM 

FOR THB DrsARJilAMBKT CoMFBRI!MCB 

The fourth session of the Preparatory Commissio.t was held at Geneva from 
November 30th to December Jrd, with M. Loudon (Netherlands) in the Chair. -

On the agenda figured (1) the examination of the resolutions of the Assembly 
and the Council on arbitration, security and disarmament; (2) the consideration of 
the progress of the work. 

The Commission elected M. Politis (Greece) to succeed M. de Brouckere as Vice· 
Chairman. 

At the first meeting the German representative, Count Bemstorff, explained 
that he had written to the Chairman asking that the agenda should provide for the 
possibility of a general discussion on disarmament. This, he thought, would meet 
the desire of the Assembly and afford new members of the Commission an oppor· 
tunity of expressing their views. 

To meet this demand, the Chairman reversed the order of the proceedings, 
beginning with the debate on the progress of the work. The delegation of the Union 
of_ Soviet Socialist Republics deposited a programme of disarmament. 

The Commission then constituted the Committee on Arbitration and Security, 
contemplated by the Assembly. At its first session this body drew up its programme 
and agreed upon its methods of work. 

Progress of Work. - The Chairman, having opened the debate on this subject, 
the first delegate of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Mr Litvinoff read<a ' , 
statement criticising the work of the League and setting forth the steps taken by 
the Union as regards disarmament. He then proposed, on behalf of his Govern· 
ment, the complete abolition of all land, marine, and air forces, and deposited a 
scheme for absolute and universal disarmament within a maximum period of four 
years. 

. H~ added that t_he Soviet delegation was ready to take part in any and every 
dJScussio~ ~n pr_a~t~cal meas?res of disarmament and was prepared to sign the 
Convention .prohibiting chemical and bacteriological warfare •. 
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Several delegates replied. • 

The French representative, M. Paul Boncour, said that all members of the Pte· 
para tory_ ~om mission desired that the work should advance as rapidly as possible. 
He explamed the object and value of the work done by the League on the basis 
of Article 8 of the Covenant and expressed his opinion that any change of proce· 
dure at the present juncture would be a great mistake. Reduction of armaments 
was impossible without an international organisation for security, in the establi~h· 
ment of whi&h he invited the Russian delegation to cooperate. 

Coun~ Bernstorff (Germany) recalled that he had taken part in the drafting 
of the Assembly resolution' which made arbitration security and disarmament .. ' 
interdependent, and considered that the Commission sho<Jid work on that basis. 

He proposed that as early a date as possible should be fixed for the second read· 
ing of the draft convention of last April, and that the scheme submitted by M. Lit· 
vinoff should also be discussed at that moment. 

M. Benes saw that in the course of its eight years of existence the League had 
had many and prolonged discussions on identical or similar proposals. They had 
invariably been rejected as not constituting a practical basis in the present state 
of world affairs. He emphasised the importance of the League's work in this field 
since 1921, and supported Count Bernstorff's proposal. 

M. Politis also supported the motion. He considered that, to persuade States 
to reduce their armaments, there must be an international organisation with a 
sufficient force at its disposal to maintain order and relieve its members of having 
to do so themselves. In his opinion, the line taken by the Commission was the • only one likely to lead to practical re$ults. 

M. Lunatcharsky (U. S. S. R.) replied that the object of his delegation's criti· 
cism was not to prevent the success •f the work. His Government believed that 
the real solution of the problem lay in absolute disarmament. 

Filnaly, after an exchange of views between M. Litvinoff, M. Cantilo, Count 
Bernstorff and the Chairman, the Commission decided to pass to the second point 
on its ~enda and to adjourn to its next session-at the second reading of the draft 
convention-the examination of M. Litvinoff's proposals, if maintained. 

· 2.. - F1asT SBSSIOM oP THB ColllllliTTBB ox AaBITIIA nox AKD SscaaiTY 

Constitution and Programme of Work. 

The Preparatory Commission set up the Committee on Arbitration and Security 
on November 30th. It includes representatives of all States serving on the Prepar· 
atory Commission, with the exception of the United States, whose representative 
made known that his Government was unable to take part in the work of the new 
Committee for the same reasons as those stated last April. It had every intention 
and desire of continuing to participate in the work of the Preparatory Commission 
and would give careful consideration to any recommendations the Committee on 
Arbitration and Security might submit. 
• The represt'ntative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics said that he could 

not sit as a member on the Committee on Arbitration and Security. In view, 
however, of the interdependence established between that Committee and the Pre· 
paratory Commission, he would follow its work with the closest attention. 

The Committee on Arbitration and Security held its first meeting on Decem· 
her ut. It elected M. Benes (Czechoslovakia) as Chairman, and M. Unden (Sweden) 
and M. Urr.Jtia (Colombia) as Vice-chairman. 

At its subsequent meetings the Committee adopted the proposals_ of it~ Bureau 
with regard to its programme and procedure. In the course of the d1scuss1on, pro· 

UlfTHI.Y IVIIIIA&Y 
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minence was given to the necessarily practical character of its work. Its pro~ramme 
classifies the questions to be studied under two heads: (1) those concernmg the 
promotion and coordination of arbitration and secunty agreements and (2) the 

tematic preparation of the machinery to be employed by the Lea~ue organs 
::th a view to enabling States members to perform their obligations under the 

Covenant. 
The necessary material for these studies will be prepared ~y t~e Secretariat. 

The enquiries will be conducted by three rapporteurs, o~e. on arb1trat1o,n agreements 
(M. Holsti Finland) one on security agreements (M. Poht1s, Greece), and one on the 
articles of the Cove~ant (M. Rutgers, Netherlands). The work will be ciJordinated 
by the rapporteurs in collaboration with the Chairman. 

The second session of the Committee on Arbitration and Security will open 
on February 20th, the fifth session of the Preparatory Commission on March 15th. 

The latter date gave rise to a discussion in the Preparatory Commission concern· 
ing more particularly the interdependence of its work and that of the Committee 
on Arbitration and Security. Finally, the question of principle was waived and 
the date was agreed upon. 

On this occasion the Chairman, in reply to a question of the German represen· 
tative, said that if all went well, the Disarmament Conference would be able to meet 
before the end of 1928. 

3. - MIITIIOAI oa RaoiU.AnOMI BXAIILIIfG TKB CoUMCIL TO TAII:B AS BJ:PBDI

noasLY AS POISIBLB IUCH DBCISJOXI AS IIIAY U JfBCBISABY TO dPOBCB THB 

OBUGAnOXS OP THB CoVBifAifT 

On December 6th the Council considered the repor.t approved by its Committee 
last March (1) on methods or regulations which would enable it to take as expedi· 
tiously as possible such decisions as might be necessary to enforce the obligations 
of the Covenant, in particular, Article II. 

On the proposal of M. Comnlme (Roumania) it adopted this report a~ a ·;aluable 
guide which, without restricting its liberty to decide at any moment the best methods 
to be adopted in case of any threat to peace, summarised the results of experience, 
of the proce4ure already followed and of the studies so far carried out with a view 
to the best possible organisation of its action in case of emergency. 

This study originated with a proposal of the French delegation to the Prepar· 
atory Commission for the Disarmament Conference. It was referred to the Council, 
which had a repo~t prepared by its Committee and forwarded to States Members. 
It was subsequently approved by the Assembly and recommended to the Council 
for adoption. 

4. - PBISIDBXCY OP THB ColllllliiiJOifl OP IMVBSTIGATIOif 

The Council made the following appointments to the presidency of the Commis· 
sions of Investigation established by the Rules for the Application of the Right 
of Investigation of the Council. • 

Commission of Investigation in Germany : General Baratier. 
Comm~ss~on of Investigation in Austria : General Calcagno. 
Comm1ss•on of Investigation in Bulgaria : Colonel Schuurman. 
Commission of Investigation in Hungary : General Clive. 
The appointments are for one year and are subject to renewal. 
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V. - ~gal and Constitutional Questions. 

1 • - N UMBn OF Sassi OMS OF TIIB CouNciL 

The question of a possible reduction of the number of its meetings was dealt 
with by the Council on Decembre 7th and gth. After an exchange of views between 
the BritisJI, Canadian, Chilian, Chinese, Colombian, French, German, Japanese and 
Netherlands representatives, it was decided that the present system should remain 
in force until next Assembly. 

The Council requested the Secretary-General to prepare for its March session 
a report on this question and on other points of its procedure. 

&. - THs PaoaasssJvs CoDJFICAnox OF INTBRMATJONAL LAw 

On the report of the Italian representative, M. Scialoja, the Council invited 
the Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of International Law 
to examine, at its next session, the proposal of the Paraguayan Delegation to the 
Assembly for the preparation of a general and comprehensive plan of codification 
of international law. 

The Assembly, last September, had pronounced itself in favour of a study 
of this question because it would facilitate the nomenclature and methodical clas· 
sification of subjects with a view to their progressive codification as and when they 
reached a sufficient degree of maturity. 

The Council requested the Secretary-General to have a study made o{ the 
question of the procedure of international conference& and of the procedure for the 
conclusion and drafting of treaties. The Secretariat will accordingly have to collect 
all available precedents, invite Governments to furnish information as to their 
own practice and, by means of such publicity as it may be possible to give the 
results ";,f this enquiry, encourage research and discussion by individual specialists 
in the various countries. 

VI. - The Technical Organisations. 

'· - THs HsALTK OaGAMISATIOM 

Report of the Health Committee 

The Council noted the report of the Health Committee on the work of its recent 
session and, on the report of the Japanese representative, adopted a certain number 
of resolutions designed to give effect to its recommendations. 

The Council requested the Secretary-General to consider, in consultation with 
tl\e Governments concerned, a method of arranging for the schools and centres of 
study, which were to be established in the Argentine and Brazil, to be placed under 

the auspices of the League. 
It approved the proposal to conduct an enquiry into health conditions in Papua, 

New Guinea, the New Hebrides, New Caledonia, the Solomon Islands, and the 
Fiji Islands, as requested by the Pacific Health Conference (Melbourne 1926) and 

the Australian Government. 
It was decided to ask the states which had taken part in the first International 

Conference on sleeping-sickness, namely, Belgium, Spain, Great Britain, France, 
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d P t gal whetloer they would be prepared to send technical delegates 
Italy an or u ' . s· k C . . 

d nf Ce to study the final report of the Sleepmg IC ness ommlSSlon. to a secon co eren . . . 
,· The Council noted the opinion of the Comm1t~ee. that eucodal and d•cod1dc 

were narcotics liable to produce injurious effects s1m11ar to those of the. drugs 
specified in the Opium Convention of 1925, and ~hould consequently. be subJect to 
· · · It requested the Seeretary-General to forward th1s recommen· Its proVISIOns. • 
dation to the State~ signatory to the Convention. . 

The Cuban representative, M. de Aguero y. Bet.hancourt, ex~res~ed the Wish 
that the Committee might study means of extendmg 1ts collaboration to the Health 
Administrations of Spanish speaking countries of North America. "' 

s. - Txa EcoNoxrc AND FII!IAI!ICIAL OaoAI!II&Anol!f (') 

Constitution of the Consultative Committee. 

The Consultative Committee set up at the Eight Session of the Assembly was 
definitely constituted by the Council on December 9th. 

The composition of this Committee is modelled on that of the Preparatory 
Committee for the Economic Conference as regards the balance of the various interests 
represented. It includes qualified experts on industry, commerce, agriculture, 
finance, labour and questions affecting consumers. 

It was first of all decided to appoint thirty-five members, but, in order to 
secure well-balanced representation for all clements in proportion to tlieir impor· 
tance in e.:onomic life, and likewise for the various countries, the Council raised 
this figure to forty-seven, including three members nominated by the International 
Labour Office. ' • 

In accordance with the recommendation of the Assembly, the Council decided 
that the Committee should further include five members nominated by the Eco· 
nomic Committee, two members nominated by the International Chamber of 
Commerce, one member nominated by the Financial Committee and or.e •nember 
nominated by the International Institute of Agriculture. 

With regard to such bodies as the International Institute for the Scientific 
Organisation of Labour and the International Cooperative Alliance, which had 
expressed the desire to take part in the work of the Consultative Comll'ittee, the 
Council considered that it would be better to leave it to the Committee to decide 
ho~ it would best profit by their cooperation. 

The Consultative Committee wiii include nationals of the following countries : 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech oslo· 
vakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, the Serb·Croat· 
Slovene Kingdom, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United States and the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. It wiii number among its members the Presidents 
of the International Institute of Agriculture and the International Chamber of 
Commerce. 

As the American, Australian and Russian members had not yet been appointe~, 
the Rapporteur was authorised to make the necessary nominations. 

The Council, finally, constituted a preparatory body, compo,ed of the Chairman, 
M. Theunis, and the Vice-Chairmen, M. Loucheur, M. Colijn, and Sir Atul Chatterjee. 
With the assistance of the Economic Section of the Secretariat, this body will 
make the necessary arrangements for the preparatory work of the consultative 
Committee and draw up the agenda of its first meeting. 

(J) Par doe "'I • •• ...,.n,. Gftteo.Bulplluo Emieratlon, oee Politlc:al QuqtiCJIII, 
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• 
Meeting of the Committee 

• 
The first meeting of the Economic Committee, as newly constituted, was held 

al Geneva from December 15th to December 21St. The principal object of this 
session was to decide in what order the recommendations of the Economic Conference 
should be studied. 

Electiotl of the Bureau. -The reorganisation of the Committee made it necessary 
for a Chairman to be appointed, who, by decision of the Council, will hold office 
for a year to ensure continuity in the direction of the work. M. Serruys (French) 
was elected Chairman, M. Trendelenburg (Germany), Vice-Chairman. 

Representation of the Economic Committee on the Consultative Committee.- In 
accordance with the Council and Assembly resolutions, the Committee appointed Sir 
Sydney Chapman (British), M. Jahn (Norwegian), M. Schuller (Au~trian), M. Serruys 
(French) and M. Trendelenburg (Germany) to serve on the Consultative Committee 
of the League Economic Organisation. 

Commercial Policy. -The Committee was of opinion that its foremost preoccu· 
pation must be the commercial policy advocated by the Eci>nomic Conference, 
the new orientation towards a liberal and equitable regime of trade being, it con· 
sidered, the outstanding result of that meeting. It accordingly brought all its 
efforts to bear upon a prompt and general application of the reforms contemplated 
by the Conference, whether by the individual action of Governments, by bilateral 
treaties or by the collective and simultaneous action of Governments under the 
auspices of the League. • As regards individual action, the Committee noted that, even before the Con· 
ference for the abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions, 
several Government~ had of their own free-will put an end to prohibitions in force 
since the war. It was nevertheless of the opinion that it could not influence or 
promote 1uch action except by repeatedly recommending a liberal policy. 

In the matter of bilateral conventions, the Committee considered that it should 
aim, by enquiries and proposals, at directing Government action into the channel 
indicated by the Conference. It observed that, far from checking protectioni~t 
tendencies, the contractual methods in use since the war had in certain cases encou· 
raged them. 

The Committee accordingly decided to seek new methods of bringing about 
a gradual reduction of tariffs, ensuring their stability and encouraging the conclu 
sion of bilateral conventions which would afford contracting States equal commercial 
opportunities and place their trade on a footing which would make it impossible 
to lay snares for other countries. 

It emphasised that, until an international understanding had been reached 
on treaty-making, Governments should be guided, in treaty and tariff question'!, 
by the principle& underlying the resolutions of the Economic Conference and the 
studies and . proposab which the Committee itself was preparing with a view 
to such an understanding. 
• In the same connection, and on the recommendation of the Conference, the 
Committee undertook to codify most·f<>voured-nation treatment, which, it con· 
sidered, should be both the basic principle and the normal outcome of all com· 
mercia) negotiations. It voiced its conviction that resolute action in favour of 
commercial conventions based on the most-favoured-nation clause must result 
in the prompt re-establishment of regular currents of Trade. 

The Committee also considered the question of the reduction of tariffs by 
multilateral agreement. It observed tl\at collective tariff reduction of this kind 
would raise a series of very complicated questions. One of them, that of the influence 
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of ch ents on bila$eral conventions, which affects all branches of economic 
pol~:y, ::::s here a particularly acute form. Th~ Co~mit~ee nevertheless did 

t' "ts way to await the further development of mves~1gat10ns of an extremely 
no see 1 f 11 • · · 

licated and delicate character before considering means o co ectJve action 
comp . f h 
at the disposal of States for the simultaneous and conc~rted red~ct10n o. sue 
tariB barriers as seemed excessive. It noted that certam countnes considered 
that the work undertaken by the recent Conference on the abolition of Import and 
Export Prohibitions and Restrictions made it incumbent upon thos~ benefiting 
by the return to a liberal regime in regard to raw. or semi-manufactured products 
to take similar action in reducting duties on fimshed wares. " 

For all these questions the Committee appointed rapporteurs. Their work 
will be discussed at the next session, when decisions will be taken for submission 
to the Council. 

Uni(i&dtion of Customs NtniWfKlaturl. - The Economic Committee took note 
of the report of the Committee of Experts on Tariff Nomenclature. This body 
had been requested to draw up the framework of a preliminary nomenclature to 
include the categories and principal headings of agricultural and industrial pro· 
duction. 

While abstaining from an immediate judgement as to the intrinsic value of 
the work, whose range and technical character it appreciated, the Committee 
decided that each of its members should collect in his own country such information 
and advice as might make it possible to form an accurate opinion at next session. 
It instructed the Secretariat to bring the draft nomenclature to the knowledge 
of all competent circles. A special point was made of the impottance of 
dealing with questions connected with customs clearing regulations on a 
common basis, in order to avoid the application of divergent rules and to 
prevent the frustration of mea,ures taken with'a view to general classification. 

The Comlllittee moreover asked the experts, while the enquiries were proceeding, 
to submit for certain specially important categories a detailed nomenclature which 
might serve as a model for the final form of the general nomenclature for all classes 
of goods. " 

Treatment of Foreign Nationals and Enterprises. The Economic Conference 
had drawn attention to the fact that freedom of trade would remain a dead letter 
so long as restrictions were maintained in regard to the establishment and operations 
of foreign nationals and enterprises. The Committee took note of a draft convention 
on the subject prepared by one of its members in conjunction with the International 
Chamber of Commerce. 

Without touching on the question, hitherto reserved of the admission of foreign 
nationals and companies, the draft convention does not confine itself to conditions 
of establishment of foreign nationals and enterprises already admitted to a country; 
it provides guarantees for the trade of nationals of the Contracting Parties who are 
not already established in foreign territory, but are nevertheless desirous of doing 
business or investing capital in that territory, directly, through agents, or by cor· 
respondance. 

The Committee approved the general framework and principles of the draft, 
while reserving its right to discuss the various articles at its next meeting. , 

Abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions. - The Council 
had instructed the Committee to study two questions raised by the Confert'nce for 
the Abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions. 

!~e. first concerned the most efficacious means of obtaining the withdrawal of 
prohJbJtJOns on the hide, skin and bone export in force in certain States in order to 
prevent ad hoc reservations from being submitted in July 1928 (1), in virtu~ of Article 6 

(•) S.. MDIIIMy S-,, Vol. VII, No. n, p. 33'· 



of the Convention of November 8th, 1927. The Committee came to the conclusion 
that most countries, and more particularly those whose accession is the most im~or· 
tant, were prepared to ilbolish export prohibition on hides skins and bones. It 
realised; however, that, if this prohibition were abolished by ~eneral agreement, two 
kindred questions would arise, one concerning the export duties already existing in 
certain countries or which other countries might substitute for the prohibition, 
the second relating to the claim of certain States that a return to liberty of commerce 
as regards raw materials must affect the tariff for articles manufactured with such 
materials. • 

The<Committee proposed to convene next March a conference of the Govern· 
ments concerned, in order if not to conclude a final agreement, at all events to pre· 
pare a general solution which might be endorsed by the Conference of July, 1928. 

The second question was that of an enquiry into the best means of reconciling 
the interests of countries wishing to take preventive measures against diseases of 
animals and plants with those of countries exporting those products. The Committe 
considered that, before contemplating international action, it would be well to deter· 
mine its prospects and possible scope, and to entrust the preparatory work to a 
small body of experts. 

Exploitation of the Products 9/ the Sea. - The Assembly had asked the Economic 
Committee to consider whether, in what terms, for what species and in what areas 
the international protection of marine fauna could be organised. The Committee 
instructed four of its members to undertake preliminary researches in conjunction 
with the International Council for the Exploitation of the Seas at Copenhagen. 
This will•enable the Committee to decide at its next session what practical action 
can be taken. 

Laws on Bills of Exchange. - The Committee noted the work of the experts on 
unification of bills of exchange and cheques. It approved the line taken by the experts 
in proposing that certain fundamental principles should be established, and applied 
to a revision of the various laws rather than to the preparation of uniform regulations 
with lL la,rge number of clauses, which it would be very difficult for the different 
Parliaments to accept as a whole. 

The work of the experts was considered as adequate preparation for an inter· 
national Conference to be convened in the near future. 

Protection of Scientific Property. - The Committee on Intellectual Cooperation 
having sought the advice of the Economic Committee as to the economic aspect 
of this question, a member of the latter was delegated to follow the work of the 
former on this subject. · 

The Economic Committee noted the draft convention recently prepared by a 
sub·committee of experts at the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. 

Statistics. - a) Conference of Statisticians. - The Council had agree~ last 
March that a conference of official statisticians should be summoned to d1scuss 
the adoption of uniform methods in establishing economic statistics. The .Econ?· 
mic Committee drew up a programme for submission to the Conference, wh1ch wdl 
be convened for November 1928. 
'" The main subject of the programme is the range of economic statistics, that is, 
the field of economic activity which national statistics should normally cover. The 
question of the methods to be used in compiling industrial and commercial statistics, ' 
so as to render them comparable, will also be· discussed. 

The Committee appointed certain experts and four of its members to prepare 
the work of the Conference. 

b) Industrial Statistics. - The Committee too~ u~ .this. question pursua~t to 
a recommendation of the Economic Conference, mv1bng 1t to take all suatable 
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that Govel·n-"ts in collaboration with the chief industries, should measures so " ......... • . . 
arrive at international agreements as to the terms, methods and scope of mdustrtal 

statistics. • . A 
The Committee accepted the offer of the President of the InternatiOnal t.hamber 

of Commerce .M. Pirelli, to cooperate in carrying out this resolution so far as it 
' 0 • • 

coincided with the general programme of hts orgamsatton. 

Import atul &port Prohibitions atul Rulrictions. ' 

• 
The results of the Conference on Import and Export Prohibitions and Restric· 

tions were considered by the Council on December 6th, when it heard a statement by 
the President of the Conference summarising the work done and emphasising the 
importance of the Convention for international trade. 

On the proposal of the German representative the Council decided {1) to com.' 
municate the Convention, with a view to signature, to the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, Costa Rica, Mexico and EciJador, who were not represented at the 
Conference; (2) to ask the Economic Committee to study the possibility of an inter· 
national agreement reconciling the necessity of protecting animals and plants against 
diseases with that of preventing such protection from giving rise to arbitrary mea· 
sures which would unduly hinder international trade; {3) to entrust the Economic 
Committee with measures for the application of the recommendations of the Confe· 
renee aiming at the simultaneous abolition of export prohibitions existing in certain 
countries with regard to hides, skins and bones. 

The Council appointed the President of the first session, M. Colijn, to the 
chairmanship of the second session of the Conference, which is provided for in the 
Convention for the abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions and Restrictions. 

Foreign tvbitrtal twJtvds. 

On December 7th, the Council, on the proposal of M. Scialoja (Italy), reQ&Iested 
the Secretary-General to draw the attention of all States to the value of the Protocol 
of September 24th, 1925, concerning arbitral awards. The Secretary-General will 
at the same time inform Governments of the conditions under which they may 
become contracting parties to these agreements. 

Work of Fina11Cital Reconstrwaitm. 

a) Bulgaria. - Settlement of Refugees. - The fifth quarterly report of the League 
Commissioner for the settlement of Bulgarian refugees, dealing with the period 
from August 16th to November 15th, 1927, was considered at the December session 
of the Financial Committee and the Council. 

As regards the fi~ancial position, there has been a distinct improvement during 
the past three months in the yield of the assigned revenues, which is not due merely 
to seasonal causes, but corresponds to an increase in the general receipts of the 
State. 

. The distribution of seed and cattle was resumed in autumn. Since the begin· 
rung of the setttement work, 2,399, 662 kilogrammes of seed have been distributed to 
8,o66 fam~l~es and 6,454 heads of cattle have been purchased and distributed to 
4,554 famtlies. The supply of material (carts, ploughs, fishing-gear, etc.) is conti· 
ntting. 

_Building fi~res also show progre~a 1,212 houses, 1,026 sheds and 840 stables 
havtng been budt, or being under contract to be built. 

The aiJoeation of land is progressing moat satisfactorily. By November ut, 
594,767 decares had been surveyed, and 200,995 decares had been allotted to 7,552 



' families in average lots of 34,46 der.ares. 
pleted duringthe course of next year. 

It is expected that this work will be com· 

T.he repor~ also deal~ with measures for the draining of marshes, the 
malana eampatgn and the construction of railways in the settlement district. 

an'ti-

Financial Position. - On December 9th the Council noted the results of an 
e~quiry conducted at Sofia by a delegation of the Financial Committee (Sir Otto 
Ntemeyer, M. Alberte, M. de Chatendar, M. Janssen and M. Pospisil) into the finan· 
cial position 'bf Bulgaria. 

In it~ report to the Council the Committee stated that considerable progress 
had been made, but there were certain questions which still required elucidation. 

The Council accordlingly endorsed a proposal of the Committee to continue its 
study in collaboration with the Bulgarian Governement and to report at its next 
session. 

b) Greece. - Settlement of Refugees. - The position as regard the settlement o· 
refugees in Greece came before the Council in the form of the sixteenth quarterly 
report of the Greek Refugee Settlement Commission and a report from the Financial 
Committee. M. Caphandaris, Minister of Finance, represented Greece, and the 
Chairman of the Commission, Mr. Eddy, attended the meeting. 

The Commission's report begins with a brief statement on the financial position 
and then gives details of the measures taken to indemnify urban and agricultural 

• refugees from Turkey exchanged under the Lausanne Convention. 
Further information concerns the land survey, new works and the census of the 

urban refcfgees, which gives a total of approximately 615,000. 
The cereal, tobacco and maize crops have in general suffered serious damage 

and the Commission has set aside a sum of 33,000,000 drachmas to assist cultivators . 
• 

lsSUI of a Stabilisation Loan. - At the same meeting the Council noted that 
the Protocol signed by the Greek Government in September 1917 and the Convention 
between that Government and the National Bank regarding the creation of a new 
Bank cl Issue had been ratified by the Greek Parliament and duly promulgated. 

The British, French and Italian Governments have undertaken to give their 
representatives on the International Financial Commission the necessary instructions 
in order that that body may ensure the service of the stabilisation loan out of the 
available surplus revenues. 

• • • 
The Council renewed for one year the appointment of Sir John Hope Simpson 

as vice-Chairman of the Greek Refugee Settlement Commission. 
The conditions for the issue of the loan being thus satisfied, the Council noted 

with satisfaction that it was now possible to carry out the scheme of reconstruction 
approved in September and to begin negotiations for the issue of the loan. 

c) Hungary. - On the proposal of the Financial Committee, the Council, .on 
December 6th authorised the use of the unexpended balance of the Hunganan 

J 

Reconstruction Loan for capital investments under the budget for 1928-1929. 
Gn July 1st, 1928, this balance will be approximately 33·9 million gold crowns. 

d) Portugal. - On December 5th the Council, inclu~ing the Portuguese repre· 
sentative, M. Sinel de Cordes, Minister of Finance, constdered a request from the 
Portuguese Government concerning the issue of a foreign loan under the auspices 
of the League to enable that Government "to carry out a complete scheme of finan· 
cial reconstruction currency stabilisation and economic development". 

The Council i~structed the Financial Committee to study the matter and submit 

a report at its next session. 
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Counterflit Currency . 

• 
The report and draft convention prepared by the .Mixed Committt'e on the 

Counterfeiting of Currency were noted ty the C?~ncil on Decemb~r 6th.. . 
The Chairman of the Committee, M. Posptsd (Czechoslovalua} revtewed 1ts 

work, analysing the results. He recalled that the Committ~e had. undert~en 
among banks of issue an enquiry that had brought out the ~e~eqstty for mterna ttonal 
regulations with a view to the suppression of the counterfe1tmg of curr~ncy ~nd had 
furnished information of exceptional importance, For example, the .th1rty·one 
reolies received by the Committee showed that, during the last three year~, the 
raise banknotes seized to nearly three million dollars and false metal coins to thirty 

five million dollars. 
M. Pospisil requested that the report of the Committee should be forwarded 

to the banks of issue and that the attention of Governments should be drawn to 
the importance of immediately constituting the national offices contemplated in 
the Convention and of beginning the work of unification essential to the efficacy 
of the Convention. 

On the proposal of the Finnish representative, .M. Voionmaa, the Council 
instructed the Secretary-General to forward the report and draft convention to all 
States for their opinion and to convene a general conference in a year's time for 
the final adoption of a Convention. 

It also asked the Secretary-General to bring to the notice of the Committee of 
Experts for the Progres~ive Codification of International Law tire recommendations ' 
of the .Mixed Committee with regard to the unification of regulation~·concerning 
exuadition and letters rogatory. 

3. - INTELLECTUAL COOPIIAnOJI 

Scientific property. 

The Committee of Experts preparing a draft convention on scientific property 
met in Pam, from December 12th to December 14th at the Institute of Intellectual 
Cooperation. 

It considered a preliminary draft submitted by the Institute, affirming the 
principle of the right of the owner of any scientific discovery to receive payment 
from any industry deriving profit therefrom. 

On the basis of this draft, the Committee drew up the text of an internationr~l 
convention, establishing the formula of scientific property rights and the manner 
in which these rights should be exercised. This text will be submitted to the 
Council. 

There were present at the meeting, Senator Ruffini (Italian}, .M . .Marcel Plai· 
sant (French}, .M. Casares (Spanish}, .M. Knoph (Norwegian}, .M. Ostertag (Swiss}
all five members of the Sub-Committee of Intellectual Rights of the Committee on 
Intellectual Cooperation; .Mr. B. K. Conner, .M. Esnault-Pelterie, .M. Gallic, .M. Leo· 
Gerard, M. Ginoui-Conti, .M. Guislain, M. Klotz, Sir Hugo Hirst, M. .Maurette, 
.lrl. Meinhardt, M. Serruys, M. Taillefer. · 

&ltmons behl!em the Leape and Institutes or Bodies set up under its aulkority. 

The question of the relations betweea the League and institutes or bodies set 
up under its authority was considered by the Council on December 5th when on he . • • 
t propOial of the Chmese representative, it instructed the Secretary-General to 
prepare a preliminary memorandum on the subject. 



VII: - Administrative Questions. 

1. - DANZIG 

Two ~uestions concerning Danzig figured on the Council agenda as a result 
of resolutlo11s adopted last September. In both cases the Council decided that a 
solution ~hould be sought by direct negotiation between the Parties. 

Utilisation of the Westerplatte. - On December 8th, the rapporteur, M. Villegas 
(Chile) lai~ before the Council the opinion of two jurists, who<>e assistance he had 
sought (') m connection with the utilisation of the Westerplatte. 

The ~resident of the Senate of the Free City, Dr. Sahm, stated that he accepted 
the opinion. M. Strasburger (Poland) first suggested that the Council should seek 
the advice of the Permanent Court of International Justice but after an exchanae , J J 0 

of view a with the rapporteur, M. Stresemann, M. Briand :>nd Sir Austen Chamberlain, 
finally agreed to a proposal for direct negotiation between the Parties. 

Accordingly, on December 12th the Council invited the Danzig and Polish 
Governments to engage direct negotiations for the practical settlement of the ques· 
tions pending. It recommended them to take into consideration all material 
contained in the documents on the subject, including the views expressed in the 
opinion of the jurists. The negotiations will be under the presidency of the League 
High Coomissioner, who may seek expert advice. Should the negotiation'.! fail, 
the rapporteur will submit proposals for a definite settlement at the next ses'!ion 
of the Council. 

• 
Port of Dansig : Access and a11chorage of Polish Warships. - As, owing to 

various circumstances, it had been impossible for the negotiations on this subject 
to take place as recommended (1), the Council, on December 8th, once more 
invited the Danzig and Polish Governments to enter into direct negotiations 

' ' under the presidency of the High Commissioner and with the assist.ance of the 
Chairman of the Harbour Board. 

Should no agreement have been reached four weeks before the opening of the 
next Council session, the Chairman of the Naval Sub-Committee of the Permanent 
Advisory Commission will be asked to appoint two experts who will proceed to 
Danzig, assist the High Commissioner and enable him to submit to the Council defi· 
nite propo'>als a'l to the necessary technical regulations . 

.z.. - MAMDATBB 

Liquor Traffic in Mandated Territories ('). 

On the proposal of the Netherlands representative, the C~uncil on. Decem~er 
6th invited the Mandatory Powers which had not already rephed on thts question 
to inform it whether they would soon be able to indicate their acceptance of the 
definition adopted by the Mandates Commission of certain terms relating to the 
liquor traffic in territories under B and C Mandates (1

). The rapporteur expressed 
the opinion that the unanimous acceptance by all the Mandatory Powers of these 
definitions might facilitate the application of the provisions of the Mandates and 
the Convention of Saint-Germain with regard to the liquor traffic. 

(t) See Mot~lldy Su"""""Y, Vol. VII, No. 9> p. 290. . . . 
(2) See M""'lrlY s......,...,, Vol. VII, No.9, p. 291, Pori~ AttatTu for Polssh WMships al Dtmsit. 
(3) See MOflllrly s_.,, Vol. VII, No. 9, p. 294· 



Th C 'I requested the Permanent Mandates Commission to continue, in 
e OUOCI , 'd · h 

II b ti. 1·th the Mandatory Powers to give serious cons1 erat10n to t e coaoraonw • ... 
caJses of the increased importation of spirits into certam .terrJtones under B Man 
date and to the means of remt>dying this situation. · 

VIII. - Protection of Minorities 

MmoaJTrBS m UPPsa SrLBSIA 

The question of the admission of children to the German minority schools in 
Polish Upper Silesia was discussed by the Council on December 8th. 

Its resolution of March, 1927, settled the question as then rai&ed, which con· 
cemed requests for admission to the German minority schools for the achool year 
rgz6/I927• It introduced, in particular, a system of enquiry to ascertain whether 
a child's knowledge of the language of the minority schools was such as to enable 
it usefully to attend them. 

In October, the Polish Government asked the Council rapporteur to decide 
whether this system was to apply to 735 children of the school year 1927/1928, who, 
in the opinion of the loc:al authorities, did not understand German. This request 
waa baaed on the following paragraph of the March resolution : 

"A similar system of control might also be applied in the caae of any fresh 
demands for the admission of children that may aubsequently be received from 
persons legally responsiblbe for their education when such cases appeac doubtful 
to the Polish authorities." 

Mter consulting the Italian and Netherlands representatives, with whoee 
assistance he had drawn up the March arrangement, the rapporteur, M. Urrutia 
(Colombia) informed the Poli&h Government, that according to this paragraph, 
he considered that the arrangement might apply to the 735 children mentioned, 
but was not intended to be permanent. & a result of this decision examinations 
were begun. 

The German Government then intervened. It asked the Council to make clear 
that its March resolution was not applicable to future demands for admission to 
the minority schools. The German representative had accepted this arrangement 
u an exceptional mea~ure applicable only to an exceptional situation, and on the 
understanding that, if the question were again raised, he would have to press for 
a final decision on the legal point involved. 

Accordingly, on December 8th, the German representative submitted that the 
time had come to clear up finally the legal questions of principle governing the admis· 
sion of children to German minority schools. He added, that his Government 
intended to apply, under the Upper Sileaian Convention, to the Permanent Court 
of International Justice for an interpretation of the provisions of that Convention 
in thi~ respect. 

The Council took note of this statement. It was agreed that the examination~ 
for 1927/1928 ahould continue, and that the ruling of the Court 1hould decide 
whether children, transferred to Polish schools as a result of the examination should 

• • 
ultunately be admitted to the minority schools. 

IX. - Political Queation1. 

•· REQUEST or THB LJTHUAJfJAJf GovBRJf MBNT 

. On October I Sth the Lithuanian Government appealed to the Council, under 
Article XI of the Covl'n::mt, concerning measures which the Polish Government 



• 
w~s allege~ to have taken with regard to schools, teachers and clergy in the dis· 
tncts of Vdna and Grodno. It further stated that "it had acquired the certai'}tY 
t~at th~ Po_lish Goverm;nent was putting into operation a far·reaching scheme 
directed agamst the very existence of an independent Lithuania" 

_This appeal was followed by a series of letters and telegrams. concerning more 
particularly the expulsion of eleven Polish nationals including four priests on 
Lithuanian territory. ' ' 

At the Jequest of the Lithuanian Government the matter was placed on the 
agenda of the Council, which heard the Parties on December 7th. 

The Lithuanian representative, M. Voldemaras, recalling that it was one of 
the League's special duties t(> safeguard the independence of small nations, said 
that the absence of well-defined relations and questions pending since the war 
had created conditions in Eastern Europe which were hardly favourable to peace. 
His Government had made efforts to settle the question of its relations with Poland. 
During the past autumn, however, the political horizon had suddenly become over· 
cast and a series of factors had arisen which had caused anxiety in Lithuania as 
to the possibility of Polish interference in her domestic affairs and of an attack 
upon her independence. He asked the Council to send a Commission of Control to 
the Polish-Lithuanian frontier and to order an enquiry into the persecution of 
Lithuanians. 

The Polish representative, M. Zaleski, requested the Council to adhere to the 
established procedure in dealing with the complaints of the Lithuanian Government 
with regard to the treatment of minorities. In his opinion the Lithuanian represen· 
tative ha~ produced no proof of the charges which he had made against the Polish 
Government. Poland fostered no hostile design upon Lithuania'» independence. 
She had, on the contrary, adhered strictly to a policy of peace and understanding, 
as a proof of which M. Zaleski enu~J~.erated various overtures for reconciliation. 
He pointed out that Lithuania had invariably responded by declarations affirming 
the existence of a state of war between the two countries. This attitude was, he 
thought hardly compatible with Lithuania's position as a member of the League 
and had a disastrous efiect upon her own interests as well as upon those of her neigh· 
hours.' The Polish Government, accordingly, drew the attention of the Council, 
under Article XI of the Covenant, to the dangers for the general peace entailed, in 
its opinion, by the Lithuanian Government's policy. 

M. Zaleski concluded : "In the face of the whole world, conscious of her duties 
and responsibilities, Poland once again declares peace with Lithuania and solemnly 
extends to Lithuania the hand of friendship." 

In his rejoinder, M. Voldemaras said that Lithuania was not fundamentally 
hostile to Poland, but that there was in his country a feeling of anxiety and uncer· 
tainty. The Lithuanians, more than anyone, felt the need of a friendly agreement 
with all countries. Moreover, the international engagements by which Poland and 
Lithuania were bound, rendered an armed conflict between their countries impossible. 
By the tenn "state of war" the Lithuanian Government understood the absence of 
normal relations between Poland and Lithuania. 

M. Voldemaras concluded by saying that he appreciated at their true value the 
final words of M. Zaleski and was ready to follow any road that led to peace, without, 
however, renouncing the rights and claims of hi~ count.ry. · 
• After hearing these statements, the Couned appom~ed th~ Netherlands r~pre· 
sentative as rapporteur and made arrangements to obtam, ~unng the proceedm~s, 
information on the situation in the Polish·Lithuanian frontier zone through a m1s· 
sion composed of the French, British and Italian military attaches in Warsaw and 

Kovno. . 
The negotiations between the rapporteur, his colleagues ~n the Council and the 

representatives of the Parties lasted three days. On the even_mg of ?ecember lOth, 
the rapporteur was able to submit a report and draft resolution wh1ch had already 

been approved by the Parties. 



• 
The President c:<>ngra\ulated the rapporteur and the Parti__, on the agreement 

tbfY had reached. _ . 
The Polish representative, thanked the rapporteur, the members of tl\j: Counc1l 

who had helped in the solution, and the Lithuanian representative, "for the spirit 
of courtesy and accommodation which he had shewn". 

The Lithuanian representative thanked M. Zaleski for his courteous reference 
to himself, saying that a beginning had been made under auspicious circumstances 
and that he would do all in his power to secure the application of the Council's 

resolution. 

• • • 
• 

The resolution adopted abolishes the state of war between the tw~ countries, 
affirms the political independence and territorial integrity of Lithuania, recommends 
the Polish and Lithuanian Governments to enter into direct negotiations in order 
to establish friendly relations, provides for League action in the event of an incident 
or threat of an incident, refers to a Committee the complaints of the Lithuanian 
Government with regard to the treatment of minorities and notes the Polish repre· 
&entative's assurances to the effect that the persons expelled will be allowed to 
return to Poland without hindrance. It does not touch upon the settlement of the 
various questions on which the two Governments have differences of opinion, in 
particular, the rights which the Lithuanian Government claims over the territory 
of Vilna. • • 

The resolution reads as follows : 

The Council of the League of Nations : 

Declares that a state of war between two Members of the Leagtte is incom· 
patible with the spirit and the letter of the Covenant by which Lithuania and 
Poland are bound; 

Takes note of the solemn declarations made by the' Lithuanian, reeresenta· . 
tive that Lithuania does not consider herself in a state of war with Poland and 
that in consequence peace exists between their respective countries; 

Takes note of the solemn declarations of the Polish representative that the 
Polish Republic fully recognises and respects the political independence and 
territorial integrity of the Lithuanian Republic; 

Recommends the two Governments to enter into direct negotiations as soon 
as possible in order to establish such relations between the two neighbouring 
States as will ensure "the good understanding between nations upon which 
peace depends"; 

Places at the disposal of the two parties the good offices of the League and 
of its technical organs should their assistance be desired in the negotiations which 
it recommends; 

Decides that the Lithuanian Government's complaints regarding the treat
ment .of persons of Lithuanian race or speech, referred to in its appeal, shall be 
exammed by a Committee consisting of the Acting President of the Council and 
two other Members of the Council appointed by him. This Committee will 
report to the Council in due course· 

Decides that, in the event of ~ frontier incident or threat of an incident, 
the Secr~tary·General of the League of Nations may, at the request of one of 
the parties, consult the Acting President of the Council and the Rapporteur, 
who shall then advise any steps they consider necessary to bring about a 
better_ . state of feeli~g. The Council notes that both parties have agreed 
to fac1htate ~ny en9u1ry .by the League of Nations; 

Notes WJ_th sati~faction the Polish representative's declaration to the effect 
t~t the Pob~h nationals referred to in the Lithuanian Government's appeal 
w!ll be ~uthonsed to return to Poland without hindrance. In case of unforeseen 
di~ulti~, the _Rapporteur ~ould place his good offices at the disposal ef the 
parties With a v1ew to remov10g those difficulties 

T~e Council declares that the present resolu~ion in no way affects questions 
on wh1ch the two Governments have differences of opinion. 
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z.. - REQUESTS oF THE RouMANIAM AND HuNGARIAN Govi!INlllBNTS 

In reply to the invitation addressed by the Council in September to the Rouma 
nian and Hungarian Governments to conform to the principles set forth in the report 
submitted by the British representative on behalf of the Committee of Three (1), the 
Hungarian Government informed the Secretary-General on November 21st that, af. 
ter a further ~tudy of the text, it was still unable to accept it. It added that, to ren· 
der agreement possible on another basis, it had recently submitted to the Roumanian 
Governmet.t a proposal for a practical solution of the affair. 

The Hungarian Goveroment subsequently iorwarded a memorandum explaining 
why it was unable to accept the Council's recommendations. On November 23rd 
the Roumanian Government informed the Secretary-General that it accepted the 
report in its entirety, that is, as a whole, with its conclusions. 

This question figured on the Council agenda for December. As, however, the 
Roumanian Foreign Minister, M. Titulesco, had fallen ill in the meantime, the Rap· 
porteur, Sir Austen Chamberlain, wired in his own name advising him not to under· 
take the journey to Geneva in his present state of healt and before his Government 
had been able fully to consider the proposal of the Hungarian Government for direct 
negotiations between the parties, without prejudice to their legal point of view, or to 
the decisions of the Council and of the Committee. 

On December 5th, after an exchange of views between the Rapporteur, the Hun· 
garian representative, Count Apponyi, and the Roumanian representative, M. Com· 
nelfe, the <;ouncil addressed the following telegram to M. Titulesco, in confirmation 
of Sir Austen Chamberlain's: 

Council decided this mornin~ to adopt the telegram which the Rapporteur 
sent you to-day in his own name. The Council would be unwilling for you to 
undertake the journey in the present state of your health and pending the 
complete examination by your Government of the proposal for direct negotiations 
between the parties without prejudice to their legal position or to the procedure 
before the Committee of Three and the Council. 

• • 

3. - THE SALAMIS 

On the proposal of M. Urrutia (Colombia), the Council, on December 12th, adop· 
ted the report of the legal advisers of its members (1). 

It instrt1cted the Secretary-General to write to the President of the Graeco-Ger· 
man Mixed Arbitral Tribunal in the sense indicated in paragraph 8 of the report, 
which reads : 

In view of the importance of the principle that the Council should not 
take any action which could be misinterpreted as an encroachment on the sphere 
of an international tribunal which has been duly seized of a question, it would 
be courteous for the Council to address a communication to the Mixed Arbitral 
1ribunal informing the Tribunal that, if it should judge it to be desirable that 
an interpretation of Article 192 (and 190, if that article is considered relevant) 
should be obtained by way of an advisory opinion by the Permanent Court of 
International Justice and should address a communication to the Council to that 
effect the Council would defer to such a desire. 

' 

4. - AGREEMiiNT CONCBRNING GRAEC0·8ULGARIAN EMIGRATION 

An agn,ement settling the financial obligations of the Gree~ and Bulgarian Go· 
vernments resulting from emigration was accepted by the Council on December I Ith, 

(r) See MontJdy Su,moary, Vol. VII, No. 9, p. •¢· 
(>) Sec Mouth/y s,,,wt~rv. Yol. VII, N,,, 9· p. '9·1· 
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as far as the Leaaue of Na~ons was concerned. It had previously been signed by the 
Bulgarian and G:CU representatives and by the Chairman of the Mixed Commission 
on Graeco·Bulgarian Emigration. • • 

The Council asked the Financial Committee in September to advise the President 
of the Mixed Commission, if so requested, as to the manner in which these obligations 
which bore on a total of 35 million dollars, might be settled. The President thereu· 
pon submitted the whole problem to the Financial Committee, which approved the 
general principles of an agreement providing for the issue by the Governments con· 
cen:.ed of bonds in levas or in drachmas, as the case might be, bearing interest at 6 
per cent, redeemable by purchase, by drawings or reimbursement. The Commis· 
sion will fix the total nominal value of the bonds ti be issued by each Government. 
The debtor State will deposit in a neutral bank selected by the Council the sum neces· 
sary for interest and sinking· fund. The League organisations dealing with refugees 
in both countries will arrange with the respective Governments to accept these bonds 
at par in payment of certain sums owing by refugees. • 

The agreement also lays down that the Council may transfer to another body 
the functions devolving on the Mixed Commission under this agreement. Any dif· 
ference as to the interpretation of the agreement is to be settled by the Council with a 
majority vote. 

The British representative, Sir Austen Chamberlain, who had recommended in 
September last that the Financial Committee should be consulted, noted the sue· 
cessful result of the cooperation of the two Governments concerned with the Mixed 
CoDUilission and the Financial Committee, and expressed his satisfaction at the ~ill 
settlement of a matter which had been pending before the Council since fgz6 • 

• 
X. - Social and Humanitarian Questions. 

The Council noted on December 6th the report of the Advisory Committee on 
Traflic in Opium on the work of its tenth extraordinary Session (1). 

On the proposal of the Canadian representative it decided (1) to drawn once more 
the attention of all members of the L!:ague not yet parties to the Geneva Opium Con· 
vention of 1925 to the importance which the Advisory Committee attached to its 
entry into force; (2) to direct the attention of Governments to the request of the 
Advisory Committee for information, in their annual reports as to the precise manner 
in which confiscated narcotics had been dealt with, and for a,ny the other information 
that might be useful in this connection; (3) to ask the Chinese Government for a report 
on all important seizures of drugs in China; (4) to invite all States Members of the 
League to consider whether and to what extent it might be possible for them to 
improve their methods of supervision as regards the manufacture of and traffic in 
drup. 

The Italian representative submitted a proposal that the Secretariat of the Cen· 
tral Board to be set up on the coming into force of the Geneva Opium Convention 
should be constituted by the Social Section of the League Secretariat. This, he 
thought, would make it possible to avoid certain difficulties since through the Lea· 

' ' gue, every country would be able to supervise the work of the Board. The proposal 
was referred to the Advisory Committee. 

The German representative stated that be was obliged to maintain bis Govern· 
ment's reservation with regard to the appointment of a German expert to the Board. 

(•) See Mlllllllly Su•n"""Y, VoL Vll, No. 10, p. a8a. 
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His Government would, however take the necessary measures for the ratification 
of the Convention as soon as it w~ s assured that its reservation would be taken illJo 
account. • 

Witli regard to the seizures of opium in China, the Chinese representative said 
that he would do his utmost to secure any possible improvement in the despatch of 
reports to the Advisory Committee . 

• 
2.. - PaoTBCTIOM AMD W BLF ARB OP CHILDIIBM AMD Y ouNo PaoPLB 

• 
In accordance with the proposal of the Chairman of the Advisory Commission 

for the Protection and Welfare of Children and Young People, the Council decided 
that the next session of the Traffic in Women Committee should open on March 12th, 
1928, and that of the Chiid Welfare Committee on March 19th . 

• 
Traffic in Women and Chiltlren. The Council considered the second part of the 

report of the Special Body of Experts on its enquiry into the traffic in women and 
children, as amended in the light of observations made by nineteen Governments and 
information sent by another Government through a member of the Body. 

Colonel Villiam Snow, Chairman of the Body of Experts, stated in a covering let· 
ter to the revised report that the arrangement of the material according to countries 
had seemed the most convenient and indeed the only practical method of presenting 
it, and he wished strongly to emphasise that all thcught of criticism of any country 
hall been f:r from the minds of those conducting the enquiry. The object of the 
experts had always been to give a picture of the international traffic in women as 
carried on in all countries in its widest ramifications. Owing to th!! limited charac· 
ter of the enquiry, it muGt remain a p:!ftial picture. 

One of the members of' the Body, Dr. Paulina Luisi, had made reservations 
with regard to the report in its present form. 

On the proposal of the British representative, the Council authorised the imme· 
diate publication of the revised report, including the observations of Governments 
and tht!' cornments of the Special Body of Experts. 

The Rapporteur, Sir Austen Chamberlain, said that the Body of Experts had 
endeavoured to give effect as far as possible to corrections of fact or other modi fica· 
tions suggested by Governments, some of which had criticised the methods of enqui· 
ry and conclusions, others confirming the general accuracy if its report. In several 
countries the position had changed for the better since the enquiry was begun, and 
legislative and administrative measures had been taken to cope with the evil dealt 
with in the report. 

A suggestion of the experts, that it might .be useful to extend the enquiry to 
countries which had not yet been visited, was referred to the Traffic in Women Com· 

mittee. 

Report D/ tlle Specitzl Body of Experts. - The second part of the Report of. the 
Special Body of Experts contains facts about the traffic in 28 countries studied 
and visited in the course of a special enquiry, namely, the Argentine, Au«tria, 
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, France, Algeria, Tunis, 
<termany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Mexico, the Netherlands, 
Panama Poland and Danzig, Portugal, Rumania, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, the 
United States and Uruguay. Visits were paid to 112 larger cities in the~e countries, 
including the capitals and principal ports. 

The results of a preliminary survey in six other countries - Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Palestine, Morocco and the British Bristish West Indies - did not at 
the time appear to warrant fuller study. 

As regards the scope of the enquiry, the definition of the word "traffic", ~dopted 
for the investigation, covers offences of procuring within national boundanes and 
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transporting for prostitution and other immoral purposes. The interpretation 
a~pted by many countries under the Convention of 1910 has been extentled to 
include all cases in which women or children have been procured and sexually 
exrloited for gain either at home or abroad. . 

The sources of information include a) rephes from 32 Governments to a ques· 
tionnaire drawn up by the experts and addressed by the Secretary·Genernl of 
the League to all States Members, b) the annual reports of Government' to the 
Advisory Committee on Traffic in Women and Children and their mtmoranda on 
the relation between licensed houses and the traffic, c) evidence obtained by a 
detailed study in each of the countries and d) statements and reports by voluntary 
societies and private individuals engaged in welfare work. 

With regard to e) it must be borne in mind that the statements of the under· 
world are liable to be exaggerated, that full credence must not be attached to them 
and that great caution mu&t be exercised in accepting always their estimate a& 
to the extent of their operations. It must also be exphasised that the mention of 
certain conditions in any country i' not intend'!'i to imply that those conditions 
exist only in that country. All nations alike are desirous of stamping out the 
traffic, but the circumstances of some countries undoubtedly make the more difficult 
than it i& for others. 

The information is classified according to the countries visited. Each report 
contains chapters on internal conditions in relation to the traffic and on incoming 
and outgoing traffic, statistical tables, and extracts from prostitution regulations, 
from the penal code dealing with the offences of traffic, procuration, abduction, 
etc. and from emigration and immigration measures. • 

The chapter on incoming traffic gives the number, age, length of stay and 
mode of arrival of the foreign prostitutes in the country. It ako contains an 
account of Government measures to keep o1.1t undesirable aliens and of the devices 
used by prostitutes and traffickers to evade these restrictions. 

The chapter on outgoing traffic describes the movement of women and girls 
out of the country for purposes of prostitution and the measures taken to protect 
emigrants from exploitation abroad by means of supervising the issue of pa,sports, 
licensing employment exchanges, etc. · 

The annexes include the text of the international agreements of 1920, 1910 and 
1921 for the suppression of the traffic; a table giving the position as regards ratifi· 
cation; the text of the questionnaire prepared by the experts and the li•t of the 
countries which replied; and a memorandum to the Council on the comments ol 
Government. with regard to the report now published. 

3. - T•• IIITBDAnoMAL Ibn.••• U111oM 

On the proposal of the Italian representative, the Council decided to invite 
the Preparatory Committee for the International Relief Union to meet in the near 
fu~re under the chairmanship of M. Killz, President of the Conference which 
founded the Union. 

The object of this meeting is to promote the working of the Union and the 
execution of the Convention. Should it prove insufficient for the supplementary 
work required, the Preparatory CommitteP. will be requested to appoint a vevy 
small body from among its members to carry on work in its name. 

The Coun::il appointed Mr. Kittredge (United States), Sccretray·General 
of the .League of Red Gross Societies, to succeed Colonel Bicknell on the Preparatory 
ComDUttee. 

4. - LaoAL Arn POl THB Pooa 

On December Sth the Council considered the results of an enquiry concerning 
free lepl aid for the poor. 
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This enquiry was undertaken on the instructions of \he 1924 Assembly, which 
requested the Secretariat ( 1) to ask the various States whether they would "e 
disposed.to become partil:s to a convention dealing with free legal aid for the 
poor on the basis of the principles formulated in the Hague Convention of 1905, 
and whether possibly they would propose any modification of these principle~; 
(2) to collect information on the various treaties, laws and other provision~ governing 
legal assi,tance in and between the different States, on public and private agencies 
providing su~;h assistance, and oil the authorities or persons appointed by Govern
ments to answer enquiries regarding such assistance. 

More •than twenty countries have pronounced themselves in favour of the 
regulation by international agreement of the question ot free legal aid for p!Olor 
aliens. 

Meanwhile, the Netherlands Government, on whcse initiative the Hague 
Convention was adopted, has intimated that it intends to include this question 
in the agenda of the next international private law conference, which will meet 
at the Hague in the course of 1928. In these circumstances, the Council concluded 
that it was not necessary for it to take any steps with a view to an international 
regulation of the queRtion, and instructed the Secretary-General to forward to 
the Netherlands Governmen' the materiel collected by the Secretariat. In this 
way, the documentation will. Be available for the purposes of the conference. 

s. - Rnuoas 
• • 

The question of the extension to other categories of refugees of measures taken 
to assist Russians and Armenians came before the Council on December 5th. 

It was decided to adjourn consideration of this matter, information having 
• 

been received that the High commissioner for Refugees would in all probability be 
unable to c!lmplete his report in time for this session. 

Se!tlement of Amenian Refugees (1). - In reply to the appeal addressed by th'! 
Council" to • all States Members for financial asaiatance in settling Armenian refugee~ 
in the Caucasus, the Roumanian Government has offered to contribute 1000 sterling. 

The Greek Government has offered to pay 25% of the cost of transporting 
Armenian refugees to the Caucasus. 

XI. - Miscellaneous Questions. 

1. - Co'NPBJB'MCB o• PaBBB E:ltPBITI 

On December 7th, the Council dealt with the resolutions of the Conference 
of Press Experts the examination of which had been postponed in September. 

These resolutions are numerous a·nd varied. They have neverthele~ a common 
feature. They all suggest improvements in the vast field of technical international 
p~ess problems, the points brought forward being :_a ~ider and stricter application 
of the international convention on postal subscnpt1ons to newspapers; a more 
efficient and reliable protection of press news; greater facilitie& for journalists, 
while respecting their independence and freedom of criticism; the problem of c~n
sorship in peacetime; the importance of regional press agreements; the condemna_tton 
of tendencious news; and an appeal to the press to prepare the way for moral disar-

mament. 

(t) See Mtlfllllly Su"""""'' Vol. VII, No. 9. p. 302. 
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The Council espressed the opinion that these resolutions were ac~uated by a 

d ·re to further the essential aims of the League, namely, the mamtenance of 
~ce and the development of international cooperation, r.nd that, if they :were put = effect, it would in a large measure reduce possibilities of misunderstanding. 

It was decided, on the proposal of M. Aguera y Bethancourt (Cuba) to draw 
the attention of Governments to resolutions calling for otbcial action and to invite 
them to inform the Secretary· General of the steps contemplated. The Council 
noted the resolutions embodying appeals or recommendations made ,by the Con· 
ference to the Press. It forwarded to the Transit Organisation a letter from the 
International Association of Journalists accredited to the League concerning direct 
telegraphic communications between Geneva and London, and laid special emphasis 
on the importance it attached to a rapid solution of the question. 

1. - TKB Naw LBAGUB BurLDINGS 

The Committee studying the prize designs for a League Building with a view 
to a final choice met at Geneva from December 19th to 22nd, when it examined 
the mine designs in the light of conclusions contained in reports from the Lea~;ue 
Secretariat and two specially appointed architects. It also studied a report from 
the experts appointed by the Swiss Federal Government and the Canton or Geneva. 

The Committee was unanimously of opinion that, under its terms of reference, 
it was obliged to choose one design from among the nine prize-winning plans, but 
that the liberty to make this choice with any changes that might be necessary 
enabled it to take into consideration features of other designs, and consequently 
to propose that the authors of the design choien should_collaborate with the authors 
of other designs, not only in the preparation of a new design, but also in its eventual 
execution. 

The Committee concluded that the design which in its opinion most nearly 
satisfied practical and aesthetic requirements was that of M. H. P. ~~not and 
M. J. Flegenheimer. It nevertheless indicated disadvantages presented by this 
design and made suggestions with a view to remedying them, deciding that, a new 
design should be prepared by the authors of the design chosen in collaboration 
with M. Broggi, M. Vaccaro, M. Franzi, M. Lefevre and M. Vago and with the Secre· 
tariat of the League of Nations. 

The authors of the design chosen as a basis and their collaborators will be asked 
to prepare a new plan in order to give effect to the modifications suggested by the 
Committee. As regards this new plan the latter reserved its entire liberty of j udg· 
ment before finally accepting it ancf submitting it to the approval and ratification 
or the Council. 

The Committee, taking a«!count of the generous gift made of Mr. John D. Rocke· 
feller for the construction and endowment of a League Library, was of opinion that 
the provision made for the library in the plan chosen as a basis should be cancelled 
and a separate plan drawn up for the new Library. 

In presenting to the Committee the new designs for the League Building and 
the Library, the Architects will be called upon to indicate the probable total coSt 
of execution which, including architects' fees, should not exceed, in any case, the 
sum of 19,500,000 Swiss francs for the Secretariat and Assembly Hall. The total 
cost of the new Library, including architects' fees, should be about 4,000,000 Swiss 
f~ancs. The Architects will also be required to indicate procedure for the continua· 
hon of their collaboration in the execution of the plans after their final approval 
by the Council, including the method of remuneration of the various collaborators. 

The Committee was also of opinion that it would be desirable if practicable 
that the buildings should be so planned as to face Mont Blanc, and that they should 
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be situated as far as possible from the shores of the lake in order ttJ preserve as 
many as possible of the trees on the lake side. The Architects will be asked to give 
advice on this point in submitting their plans. • 

The•new design will te signed by all the Architects who collaborate in its pre· 
paration. 

3. ---:- APPOINT MI!NTS To THE SuPERVISORY CoMMISSION 

On Dec .. mber Sth the Council, after a tribute to the memory of .l\1r. Waddington, 
who died last September, appointed M. Parra Perez, Minister of Venezuela in 
Rome, to \ucceed him on the Supervisory Commission, M. Alfrerl Nemours (Haiti) 
being nominated to take M. Parra Peres' place as substitute member. 

It renewed Dr. Nederbragt's (Netherlands) mandate for a period of thre<! years. 
It renewed for five years the mandate of M. Ceresa and M. Vivaldi as aLiditor 

and deputy·aLiditor of the League accounts . 
• 

4. - EsTABLISHMENT OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL 

On December 9th the Council appointed the members of the Administrative 
Tribunal instituted by the Assembly to deal with claims from officials of the League 
Secretariat and of the International Labour Office concerning the observance of 
their contracts and of the staff regulations. 

The Tribunal is composed of three judges and three deputy-judges, of different 
nationalities. The appointments are macie for one, two and three years, the term 
of•office of.the individual members being decided by lot. The members arc : 

Judges: 

M. Raffaele Montagna,• Referend~ry Judge on the Council of State. 
M. Deveze, Barrister, Member of the Chamber of Deputies, former Minister; 
M. Froelich, Privy Councillor, Judge on the Greco-German Mixed Arbitral 

Tribunal. 
• • 

Dep~ty judges : 

M. de Tomcsanyi, Barrister, Professor of administrative and public law at 
the University of Budapest, former Head of Section at the Ministry of Finance; 

M. Fide, Judge at the Copenhagen Court of First Instance, fCirmer Judicial 
Assessor to the Danish Army; 

M. van Ryckevorsel, Member of the Second Chamber of the States-General, 
President of the Council of Appeal on questions of insurance against accidents 
occuring during employment. 

January 23rd 
January 23rd 

XII. - Forthcoming Events. 

Meetino- of the Committee of Experts on Bills of Exchange, Geneva. 
Meetin; of the Committee cf Experts on the Preservation of Docu· 

ments, Paris. 
January 23rd Meeting of tile Committee of Experts on the Coordination of 

Hio-her International Studies, Paris. 
Meeting of the Supervisory Commission,: Geneva. January 25th 

January 26th Meeting of the Committee of Experts on Library Coordination, 

Paris. 
February 2oth: Meeting of the Committee on Arbitration and Security, Geneva. 
February 27th : Meeting of the Financial Committee, Geneva. 



Annex. 

-
REPO~T APP!roVED BY THE COMMITEE OF THE COUNCIL 

ON MA~CH 15th, 1927 

(Methods or ~lations whlc:h would enable the Counc:ll to take suc:h Dec:l• 
slons as may be necessary to enforce the Obllptlons of the Covenant 
as apedltloasly as possible.) 

I. PRELIMINARY. 

(11) The Committee has not been asked to give an authentic interpretation of Article II 

of the Covenant, or even to draw up a complete code of procedure for the application of this 
provision. It has simply to make recommendatio~ relfolrding the action .t~t may be 
deemed wise and effectual for the purpose of carrymg mto effect the prov1s1ons of that 
article. The recommendations which follow are based on 

(1) Past practice; 

(2) Previous resolutions of the Assembly and Council; 'o 

(3) The proceedings of these bodies and of various committee.. formed by 
the League of Nations. 

It should be clearly understood that the measures referred to below are only cited as 
examples, and that the Committee does not wish to underrate or dispute the value of any 
which it may not have expressly mentioned. his impossible to draw up in advance any 
rigid classification of the infinite variety of events which occur in international political 
life. Nor is it possible, by resolutions, recommendations or suggestions, to prescribe limits 
to the extensive rights which the League holds in virtue of its essential duty, that of effec· 
tually ~afeguarding the peace of nations. Among the measures recommended will be found 
those which, having been favourably received, and having already been succP.Ssfully applied 
appear particularly effectual. The list of these measures will dottbtless be added to as 
further experience is gained. 

(b) If the action to be taken under Article II is of particular concern to States which 
are not Members of the Council, such States must, under the terms of paragraph 5 of Arti· 
cle 4, be given a seat at the Council. The procedure instituted under Article II in 
no way implies the exclusion of procedure taken under other provisions of the Covenant. 
Tbe Aaland Islands question, for example, was referred to the Council by the British 
Empire in virtue of Article II; this did not, however, prevent the Council from declaring 
itself competent under Article 4, paragraph 4, and at the same time applying as far as 
possible Articles 12, 15 and 17. 

Thus, if any action contemplated by the Council as being calculated to preserve peace 
is taken under the provisions of Article I 5, the votes of the representatives of the parties 
will count for purposu of unanimity as faraasuchaction is concerned. The report referred 
to in Article I 5, paragraph 6, may, of course, contain any recommendations which the 
Council may think likely to bring about a settlement of the dispute and prevent a rupture. 

{e) If the threat of war did not arise out of a dispute coming under Article 15, the 
Members of the Council not directly concerned in the dispute would still be free to mall:e 
recommendations, which could not fail to have a considerable moral walue. 

(d) Under Article II, any war or threat of war is declared to be a matter of concern 
~ the whole League, and the League is directed to take any action that may be deemed 
Wise a~d effectual to safeguard the peace of nations. If there is no threat of war, but 
SOD_~C cucumstance threatens to disturb the good understanding between nations upon 
which peace depends, that circumstance may be brought to the attention of the Assembly 
or the Co~ncil by any Mem~r of the League so that presumably the Assembly or Council 
~y COnsider what, 1f anything, should be done to restore international gr.od understand· 
1Dg. 
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• 
II. WHERE THEilE IS NO THREAT OF WAR OR If IS NOT ACUTE. 

(a} Th~ Council will co1111ider the question at a meeting, to be called specially if nec~
ary, to wl'uch the contending parties will be summoned . 

. (b) The ~ouncil ~a.n request an organisation, or even a private individual, ap~ointed 
by It to exercise conc1hatory action on the parties. 

. (c) The Cou~cil may also suggest that the dispute be referred to arbitration or judi-
cial settlement;, m accordance with the provisions of Article 13 of the Covenant. 

(d) If t!t~re is a doubt as ~o the facts of the dispute a League Commission may be sent 
• ~o lhe locus "' q~ to ascertam what has actually happened or is likely to happen. It 

IS understood that such a Commission cannot go to the territory of either party without 
the consent of the State to which that territory belongs. 

(e) If, for ~he accomplishment of its task, the Council deems it necessary it can, in 
certam appropriate cases, ask for an advisory opinion from the Permanent Court or else 
in certain s!ft:~ial circumstances, from a Committee of Jurists appointed by it. ' ' 

Ill. WHERE THERE IS AN hnnKI!NT THREAT OF WAR. 

(a} Everything should be done to ensure that the Council shall meet whit the greatest 
promptitude. In this connection the Committee refers to the recommendations which it 
made in its previous report on these questions (document C. 677 ,M. 268. 1926, dated Decem
ber 4th, 1926}. 

. 
(b) Even before the Council meets, it is desirable that the Acting President should 

sene telegra,phic appeals to the parties to the dispute to refrain forthwith from any hostile 
acts. The nature of this appeal will necessarily vary with circumstances of each case. 

If, owing to exceptional circumstances, the Secretary-General considered that the 
Acting President was not in a position t6) act, he might request the ex-President most 
recently in office who is availaale to take this step in the name of the Council. 

(c) As soon as the Council meets, it will no doubt verbally urge on the representatives 
of the nations in dispute the great importance of avoiding a breach of the peace. 

(d) .Fu,ther, the Council may take steps to see that the status quo ante is not distur
bed in such manner as to aggravate or extend the dispute and thus to compromise the 
pacific settlement thereof. For this purpose it may indicate to the parties any move
ments of troop.;, mobilisation operations and other similar measures from which it 
recommends them to abstain. 

Similar measures of an induatrial, economic or financial nature may also be recommend· 
ed. The CoUJlcil may request the parties to notify their agreement on these points within 
the shortest possible space of time, the length of which will, if necessary, be fixed by the 
Council. 

The details of these measures, and even their nature, obviously, depend upon the 
whole of the circumstances of the dispute. It should be mentioned that, in certain cases 
with which it has had to deal, the Council fixed a neutral zone on ei~her side, from which 
the parties to the dispute were called upon to withdraw their troops. 

(e) In order to satisfy itself of the way in which these me~ures hav~ be_en ca~ried out 
and to keep itself informed of the course of events, the Council may thmk It desnable to 
send representatives to the locality of the dispute. Th~ Secretary-~ene~a.l, duly autho
rised by the Council, would keep lists of experts-political, economic, m•htary, ~tc .. 
-on the basis of lists supplied by the States Members of the League and of applications 
for employment submitted direct to him. These lists, classified according_ to c_ategories, 
w&uld be held by the Secretary-General at the disposal ~f the Council which, m case of 
crisis would thus have names of suitable experts before 1t. The Counc1l may also have 
recou

1
rse in this connection to diplomatic personages stationed in the neighbourhood who 

belong to States not parties to the dispute. 

(/} Should any of the parties to the dispute disregard the advice or recommt n_dations 
of the Council, the Council will consider the measures to be take~. It may ma~1fes_t 1ts 
formal disapproval. II may also recommend to its Me_mbers to WI~hdraw all_ theu diplo
matic representatives accredited to the State in questiOn, or certam categories of them. 
It may also recommend other measures of a more serious character. 
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(g) If the State in default still pe~ists in its hostile preparations or action, further 
·warning measures may be taken, such .... a naval demo_nstrat~on. Nav~l demonstrat~ons 
have been employed for such a purpose in the past. It 1s poss1ble that au demonstratiOns 
might within reasonable limits be empl~yed. Other measures may be found suitable 
according to the circumstances of each caee • 

• 

IV. GENERAL 

(a) It should be pointed out that the very general terms of Article I I : "any action 
that may be deemed wise and effectual to safeguard the peace of nations"~allow of any 
action which does not imply recourse t~ war against the rec~Icitraut _State .. The ab,.2ve
mentioned measures have or.ly been g1ven as examples. Circumstances trught leaW to • 
an alteration in the order of their application. 

(b) In t:lking any of the above-mentioned measures, the Council will, of course not 
lose sight of the distinction made in Article II .between paragraph I, Which deals with 
"threats of war" and· paragraph 2, which deals with "circumstances ... whic:.1! threaten 
to disturb ... the good understanding between nations". 

(c) In any case contemplated above, the Memberd of the League not represented at 
the Council should be kept fully informed. Where necessary or desirable, their collabo- . 
ration with the Council might·be' sought, eithel' by sending a communication to each o( 
them, or by summoning a special meeting of the ~embly. ~• • • 

(tl) In the case of dispute between Member States and non·Member States, or between 
non· Member States, Article I 1 will be applied by the Council in tlie light of the above 
observations and bearing in r11ind the circumstances of ea<'h case. ' 

• 
(t) If, in spite of all steps here recommended, a "resort to war" takes place, it is 

probable that events will have made it possible to say which State is the agoressor, and 
in consequence it will be possible to enforce more rapidly and effectively the provisions 
of Article 16. 
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• • TIU. suggestion has freq'jlrttly beeT~ made by those interested in the work• of the 
lnternattonal Labour Orgamsation thtlt it would be usef#l if the Ojf,ice. were to publish 
~Monthly Summary of its work #milf to 'the Monthly Summaty of the League of 

. Nations. As those who have made thts su.gtestion have been readers of the Monthly 

..Su.mmary of tpe Le~~gue of Nations, it has pnned de§irable that the International 
Labour Qrgdtlisation Monthly Summa.ry s/touU be inserted as a separate sheet i11 
the wrapper co"Jtaining the Monthly iummary. Qf the League and thus automaiically 
go to the large public reached by that paper, and'a•.•greement has bfen r~ betwe1111 

' . 
the Secretary- General of the League of ;tatiom and the Dirutor of the International 
Labow f(ffice to this effect. Til& Mon~~ Summary of the· International Labour . 
P~anisation will confine itsefT to the briefest posif,ble aCCOUf!t ql. the principal 
activities of the Organisation. Readers· who -wish /or further 4etaillf may find them 
in' tlie publiq.tions of ike office. . . . • ~·. . . . 

This '{Wst numb~ is devoted to a general survey o.J t»!"ork of the OrgaflisatiOll 
in I9Z6. ' ' ., ;' . • . ____ ... 

~:~. ~ 
·THE YEAR, 1926 

•. 
'~:he year 1926 in~ t1u: ·Intoe~ationai L:ij>our Orgahisation · ha.s been· one of 

marked progresS: In' adliition lo t11f solid' achievements -of the_ Inter~al 
Labour Con!er«!nce, the. GoverniQ.g Boay and the various Advisory Commiti-1 ~the 
year has been s gnltW;ant by .reason of the _indications that .h:J~e 'been given'py tj~e' 
·tim~ eleme'nts represen~~ in tire. Orglnisatfoil, ~he Governments., emp!QJeril aoll. .. 



l INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION . ' 

) :k of the various States of a common desire not only'to continue the work of . W(·• ers , 
the Qroanisation in the regions which have already been .!ntered but to extend its 
activit~s into fresh fields in the spirit of Part XIII of the ~!lace Treaty. 

Although the reasons for. which the vari~us State~ devote t_h~msel'loll!s _to the · 
work of the Organisation, arising out of particular na~onal _trad1W>ns or Circum
stances are astGnishingly various, an intense commumty of mteres~ pulsates from 
Finland to Chile and from Japan to South Africa. In spite of" criticismi and attacks 
from various q~iU"ters, the Organisation has gained in strengtlf, in stability and in 
influence in 1926, and the year has given eve~ reason.to· hope that the pro~s 
realised will be sustained in 1927. 

THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE 
• 

The International Labour Conference in I 926 was important from the standpoint 
both of practical achievenient and of constitutional procedure. 

Two Sessions of the Conference were held in immediate succession : one devoted 
mainly to the question of the inspection of emigrants .on board ship; the other devoted 
mainly to questions affecting seamen. As concrete results of the .k of the~e tw!> 
SessionS'! the Conference added to the code of interuational labour legislation which ' . 
is gl"lldually being established three Draft Conventions and three Recommendationso 
it .also ~opted other important decisions in the form of resolutions. 

The Eighth Session ' 

The Eighth Session was held in Geneva from 26 May to 5 June 1926, the Pre· 
sident being Mgr. Nolens, Minister of State cf the Netherlands. Thirty-nine States 

• were represented at the Conference. • 
The Conference adopted a Draft Convention conceming the simplification of" 

the inspection of emigrants on board ship. This Convention is based on the prin
ciple that the official inspection carried out on board an emigrant vesseJ for the pro· 
tection of emigrants shall be undertaken by not more.than one Governfuent-as a 
rule, that of the country whose flag the vessel flies-in ord~r that the present dupli
cation and overlapping may be avoided. 

The Conference also adopted a R~ommendation concerning the protection of 
emigrant women and girls a,n board s)lip. This Recommendation provides for the 
appointment in certain circumstances of properly qualified women CiOdduetreases to 
give to women and girl emigrants while at sea any material or moral assistance they 
may need.·• 
_ Further, the Conf~rence adopted a ~f!IJlution in favou_r of the carr~ing of an 
mterpreter on any' em1grant vessel carryfng at l•t so em1grants speak1vg a lan· 
guage not that of the country under whose flag the vessel sails. . 

The Confet'ence also dealt with a certain number of constitutional questions. 
It adopted a Resolution in favour of the appointment of a· committee of expe~t~ 
to examine the annual reports from Governments, under Article 408 of the Peace 
Treaty, on the application of Conventions ratified by them, with a view to facili-
tating the scrutiny of these reports. • 

The Conference also adopted a number ot,.amendments to its Standing Orders, 
the most important of which provides-that in ~ture questions on the agenda of the 
Conference will pass through what is called a "double discussion" procedure. 
According to this system, a question placed on the agenda of the Conference by the 
Governing Body will, at the first of two succesiiive Sessions, form the subject of a 
general discussion, and if the Conference considers that it is suitable for a Con-

,vention or Recommendation, it will determine the form of the questionnaire to 
be sent to Governments with a view to the detailed examination of the question 
at the auccecding Session of the Conference. ' 
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The Conference, f1.11ther, adopted resolutions concernino native labour sc~n- ;, 
tific management, unem~loyment, the Hours Convention, an"'d the establish~en( of 
a Correspondence Office in India. 

Finally, a valuable series of discussions took place on the Director's Report 
to t~e Conference. Sometimes the discussion of the Report may appear disjointed 
and Irrelevant, but there can be no doubt as to its value. The protests or .questions 
addressed by the workers' delegates to the Government delegates and the em· 
ployers' del~ates, and the replies of the latter, frequently )e'l.d to new progress in 
the direc~n of the ratification of Conventions or the development of labour legis· 
laf'ion. 

Perhaps the most interesting debate was that between the Indian and Japanese 
delegates. The delegates of India, employers, workers, and Government alike, drew 
attention to the difficulties .experienced in the Indian cotton textile industry 
through CQJUpetition on the part of Japan, whith had not ratified either the Homs 
Convention or the Night Work of Women Convention. The Japanese Govern· 
ment and employers' delegates defended the standard of labour legislation in Japan. 
The debate obtained much publicity both in Europe and in the East. As thl' 
Director pointed out at the time, it is due to the public discussion 'fPhich takes place 
at the Conferefa:e that thlf workers of the Far East have succeeded in obtaining 
some of the benefits which the Organisation was intended to secure for the workers 
of the world. 

The debate on this question, on the problem of the ratification of the Hours 
Co;.vention, and on other matters added further testimony to the belief that the 
Conference' is more and more becoming an international tribune for the ser,ious 
discussion of labour questions throughout the world . 

• 
The Ninth Session 

The Ninth Session of the Conference, which immediately followed the Eighth 
Session• w~s held in Geneva from 7 to 24 June 1926. At this Conference, which 
dealt exclusively with maritime questions, 38 States were represented. The Presi· 
dent was Viscount Buraham, who had also presided over the Third and Fourth 
Sessions of the Conference (1921 and 1922). 

The most important question before the Conference was the international codi· 
fication of rules relating to seamen's articles of agreement. On this question the 
Conference unanimously adopted a Draft Convention which deals with the nature 
of the agreement and the conditions required for its validity, the various kinds of 
agreement and the particulars which it must include, the method of recording the 
agreement, the publicity to be given t'-'f¥ articles of agreement and the conditions 
of their expiry or termination. e 

The Conference went on to adopt a resolution in favour of placing on the agenda 
of an early Session of the Conference the question of articles of agreement for the 
deep-sea fishing industry as well as for other forms of navigation excluded from the 
Convention. Another resolution was adopted in favour of further study by the 
Office of penalties in respect of violations of articles of agreement, particularly 
b'( desertion or absence withou~ leave, and the_submission of the results to_ the Joint 
Maritime Commission with a v1ew te the possible treatment of the questiOn mter-

• . 
nationally. 

On the question of repatriation, the Conference adopted a Draft Convention, 
a Recommendation and a Resolution. The Draft Convention lays down the sea· 
man's right not to be left behind in a foreign country, an_d_ it makes this ri~ht defi· 
nite by requiring national law to make the necessary provisions to ensure th1s. The 
Recommendation requests Governments to take steps to provide for the repatriation 
of masters and apprentices engaged under special contracts and excluded from the 
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C~nvention. The Resolution, finally, invites Governments to ensure the repatria-
tion of deep-sea fishermen. • 

The Conference also dealt with the question of the inspection of the cbnditions 
of '1\·ork of seamen, and adopted on this subject a Recommendation on the general 
Jines of the Recommendation on the general principles of factory inspection adopted 

in 1923. 
A question which did not appear on the agenda of the Conference occupied a 

good deal of its attention. This was the question of hours of work in the mercantile 
marine. Since the failure of the Genoa Conference in 1920 to adopt a <Draft Cpn· 
vention on this subject, the matter has continued to engage the attention of the 
Joint Maritime Commission, the Seamens' and Shipowners' organisations and the 
International Labour Office. The Conference, after previous examination in Com
mittee, adopted a resolution asking the Governing Body to place the question of the 
regulation of hours of work on board ship on the agenda of a special m11ritime Ses
sion in 1928, and to submit this question to the Joint Maritime Commission at its 
next regular session. 

The Conference also adopted resolutions instructing the Office to continue the 
study of seame~s welfare ashore and requesting the Governing Bod::t to consider the 
possibility of placing this question on the agenda of an'early Session of the Confer-· 
ence; and requesting the Office to collect information on the conditions of work in 
sponge-fishing, pearl-fishing, and similar occupations. 

The Conference, meeting under conditions of extreme difficulty, reached con
clusions of great importance. Jf opposition between shipowners and seamen was 
sometimes acute, the results obtained were none the less of positive value for the 
present and rich in promise for the future. 

" 

THE RATIFICATION OF DRAFT CONVENTIONS 

On I December 1926 the total number of ratifications of Draft Conventions 
registered with the Secretary-General of the League was 214. During the first 
eleven months of 1926, 29 ratifications were registered. The Conventions which 
show the greatest number of ratifications are : 

The Draft Convention concerning Unemployment, ratified by 20 States; 
The Draft Convention concerning the Night Work of Young Persons employed in Indus· 

try, ratified by 17 States; 
The Draft Convention fixing the Minimum Age for Admission of Children to Employment 

at Sea, ratified by 16 States; and 
The Draft Convention concerning the Rights of Association and Combination of Agricul· 

tural Workers, ratified by 16 State~. · 
' 1• 

These figures, while not as favourable as might have been hoped, give no 
occasion for discouragement. . 

THE EIGHT-HOUR DAY 

Special interest attaches to the efforts made in connection with the ratification 
of the Hours Convention. 

The obs~aclcs in the way of ratification encountered at one period of the year 
;we~~ ~o cons1d~rab~e that the Director felt it necessary in August to "take a reckon· 
mg In an article m the International Labour Re·oiew. He there pointed out that 
the first months of the year had been propitious. On 15 March the Ministers of 
~abour of Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, and Italy met in Conference 
m London to decide if they were in full agreemen t upon the provisions of the Eight· 
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Hour Convention, to examine together the exceptions allowed or proposed, and 
to facilitate a more or less simultaneous ratification of the Conventfon. 
At thisoConference they "agreed upon a text embodying their conclusions and con
firming their agreement upon the interpretation of certain clauses of the Convention. 
The hope was therefore naturally entertained that ratification would follow at an 
early date. Instead of that, however, in the early summer a general movement 
took place in the direction of a lengthening of hours of work. In Great Britain 
the permissfve Act providing for an eight-hour day (instead of a seven-hour day) in 
the coal wines was adopted; in Italy a Decree was issued making possible the addi
tion of one hour to the normal working day; and in France an attack was made in 
some quarters on the eight-hour day. 

By the autumn, however, the situation had considerably improved. When the 
Governing Body examined the position in October, it was noted that Belgium had 
ratified the Convention unconditionally and without reservatious, that in France 
the Bill authorising ratification had passed the Chamber of Deputies and was before 
the Senate, that in Germany a Bill rendering possible the ratification of the Conven· 
tion would shortly be considered by the Federal Government1, that in Jtaly the Decree 
providing for the possible extension of the working day to nine hours had not been 
put into operation, and that in Great Britain the eight-hour Act for the mines 
did not form an obstacle to the ratification of the Convention. 

As a result of the discussion on the situation, the Governing Body decided to 
set up a Committee of twelve of its members to submit to the next Session of the 
~verning Body a report on the state of the hours question, with a view to the 
adoption "of measures to reinforce the efforts of the Director to hasten the ratifi
cation of the Washington Convention. 

0 
0 

THE GOVERNING BODY 

The Governing Body of the Office held, as usual, four sessions in the course of 
• • the year. Most of its decisions are referred to in other parts of this survey and need 

not therefore be repeated here. It may, however, be mentioned that the Govern
ing Body decided that the 1927 Session of the Conference, which will open on 25 May, 
will have on its agenda the questions of Freedom of Association, Sickness Insurance, 
and Minimum Wage-fixing machinery in trades in which organisation of employers 
and worker" is defective, and where wages are exceptionally low, with special refer· 
ence to the home working trades. 

The Governing Body decided to reserve for final choice as items on the agenda 
of the ordinary Session of the Conference in 1928 the following three questions 
Prevention of Industrial Accidents, Unemployment Insurance, and the Regulation 
of Native Labour. 

The Governing Body considered a Report submitted to it on the resolution on 
Scientific Management adopted by the Eighth Session of the Conference. It 
approved the·eegotiations undertaken by the Director with a view to collaboration 
between the Office and an Institute, the establishment of which has been contem
lllated by various organisations, particula{ly the Twentieth Century Fund of 

Boston. 
A further important decision of the Governing Body related to the publicity 

of its sittings. After considering requests submitted to it by representatives of 
the press, including the International Association of Journalists accredited to the 
League of Nations, it decided that in future its sittings should, as a rule, be public. 

(I) 'This moasure-tho Worktrs' Protection Bill-bos sintt been approvtd by tho Ftdrral Cabioot and 

p.Jhlirhed. 
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COMMISSIONS AND COMMITIEES 
• 

'· 
The various Commissions and Committees set up to assist the Office in its work 

have continued their activities during the year. 

The joint Maritime Commiuion 
' The Joint Maritime Commiasion met in Paris on 5·7 May, under the chair-

manship of Mr. Arthur Fontaine. o 
A preliminary exchange of views took place on the proposed Draft Inter· 

national Labour Conventions relating to Seamen's Articlea of Agreement and the 
proposed Recommendation relating to Inspection of the Conditions of Work of 
Seamen, prepared for submission to the Ninth Session of the International Labour 
Conference. 

A Sub-committee presented a Report, which was adopted by the G<>mmiaaion, 
on the traffic which takes place in connection with the engagement of seamen, and 
on certain other abuses of which sailors are the victims when in port. This 
report formed the subject of a Resolution presented to the Conference. 

The seamen's representatives on the Commission announced their intention 
of requesting the Conference, in acccordance with the resolution adopted by the 
French Federation of Seamen's Unions, to decide in favour of the inclusion on 
the agenda of the 1927 Session of the question of the international regulation 

'of hours of work in ships. After a somewhat long debate, the shipowners' 
representatives stated that they would report to their respective organisations 
the desire expressed by the seamen and the tenor of the discussion upon it in 
the Commission. o 

It was decided by the Governing Body at its 32nd Session, in cMay 1926, 
that the composition of the Commission ahould be completed by inviting the Inter· 
national Labour Conference, at its Ninth Session, to nominate two deputy mem· 
bers to represent shipowners and two ISeputy me':llbera to represent seamen, in 
addition to the five members from each group already on the Commisaion. 
The Ninth Seuion of the Conference made the neceaaary nominationa. 

The Permanent Emigration Committee 

The Permanent Emigration Committee held its first meeting in Paria on 
22·23 March 1926, under the chairmanship of Mr. Arthur Fontaine. In addi· 
tion to the three permanent members of the Committee, Messrs. Fontaine, Car· 
lier, and Jouhaux, the meeting waa attended by a number' of experts. 

The object of the meeting waa to undertake a preliminary examination 
of the technical aspects of the question of the simplification of the inspection 
of emigrants on board ship, a subject on the. agenda of the Eighth Session of the 
International Labour Conference. 

After some discussion on the general aspects of the question, the experts 
proceeded to an exchange of views on the practical issues submitted to them. In 
the first place, they pronounced unanimously against the presence of several 
inspectors on board the aame emigrant ship, considering that a single inapector 
would be preferable. They were also, generally speaking, of opinion that this 
inspector should be chosen by the State under whose flag the ship sailed, and that 
he should secure the enforcement of the legislation of such State. 

Various solutions were also suggested for special cases; fotllxample, in the 
event of the State in queation failing to appoint the inspector, or in the event 
of there being special agreements between the emigration country and the navi· 
gation company concerned. • 

The single inspector would be entitled to submit complaints to the maater, 
without in any way infringing the latter's prerogatives, and also to report to 
the Government of the State appointing him. The report would be communi· 
cated to the Governments of the other countries concerned and to the master 
of the vessel. 

During the discussion, a recommendation in favour of the consideration of 
an international agreement fixing standardised minimum conditions to be 
demanded as regards. al~ vessels, in respect of the treatment of emigrants, was 
supported by the maJonty of the experts, and approved without opposition. 
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' 
Ccme.pondence Committee oa Industrial Hygieae 

• 
• 1he· Correspondence Committee on Industrial Hygiene met at Dlbseldorf 
f~om I3 to IS September I926. Its agenda consisted of two items: (I) the ques· 
tion of weights to be carried by workers in general and dockers in particular. 
and (z) the question of industrial diseues subject to compensation which th. 
Committee might propose to add to the list adopted by the Seventh Session C'f 
the International Labour Conference (Geneva 1925). 

-rhe meeting was opened by Mr. Alben1homas, and was presided over by 
~. Glibert. 

As regards the question of weights to be carried, the Committee decided to 
continue the investigation of this, problem, either in the docks or in laboratories. 
It also examined a list of fatigue tests prepared by the Industrial Hygiene 
Section of the Office, and five experts undertook to revise the partl which con· 
cerned matters in which they specialise. 

, With reference to induatrial diaeasea to be added to the liat adoptld by the 
1925 Session of the Conference, the Committee was of opinion that the most 
urgent were the following : Phosphorus necrosis, poisoning by nitro·amido deriv· 
atives of benzine and kindred substances, pathological disorders caused by 
X·rays and other radio-active aubstancea; cancer caused by tar, resin, bitumen, 
etc., and recurring dermatitis caused by the action of dust or liquids. 

The Committee also discussed the problem of ailicoaia, and it was finally 
decided to continue the enquiry already begun and to ask the advice of the most 
qualified persons on the best methods of diagnosing the disease. A report ou 
the subject is to be presented to the next meeting of the Committee. 

Finally, the Committee discussed informally the important question of period· 
ical medical examination in unhealthy industries. A'ter laying down general 
prl'nciples, a resolution was adopted inviting the Office to inatruct ita Industrial 
Hygiene Section to study the question of the adoption of an intemationalatandard 
in thia ,matter. 

• ., 

The lnternatioaal Conference cl Labour StatiaticiUII 

The Third International 'Conference of Labour Statiaticians, convene!! by 
the International Labour Office, met in Geneva from I8·23 October. 

• • 1he agenda comprised: 

The classification of industries; 
Methods of compiling statistics of collective agreements; 
Methods of compiling statistics of industrial disputes; and 
Meth~ds of conducting family budget enquiries. 

Delegates representing in most cases the national atatiatical service. were 
present from 2 I countries. 

The first few sittings were devoted mainly to methods of conducting family 
budget enquiries and methods of compiling statist1c1 of collective agreements. 

The Conference recognised the need for holding enquiries into family bud· 
gets every ten years, and for basing such enquiries on a considerable number 
of families which should be requested to keep daily accounts of income and 
expenditure over a sufficiently long period. 

With regard to statistics of collective agreementa, a keen discussion took 
place on the question whether it was actually possible to compile such statistic.,, 
having tigard to the wide difference& in the legal status given to collective agree· 
ments. 

At its later sittings, the conference discussed statistics of industrial disputes. 
:fhe Conference considered at some length the problems involved in making an 
exact distinction between a strike and a lock·.,ut, and the best methode to 
adopt for determining accurately the results of disputes. 

It adopted, on these questions, as o~ ~hose relating to stati~tics of collec· 
tive agreements and family budget enqumes, a senes of resolutions of wh•ch 
drafts had been prepared by the International Labour Otfice, and which will 
form a solid foundation for the work of establishing by progressive stages 
uniformity in statistics. . . 

Finally, the Conference considered the work done by the Office 10 c~nnectJon 
with the compilation of an international schedule ot the ma1n mdustr1es, based 
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• 
" . 

on the industrial classifications employed for statistical purposes in the different 
countries. 1 he Conference approved a number of suggestions as to the lines on 
which this work ahould be continued, in <"ollaboratio~ with the League of Nations 
and the International Institute of Statistics. • 

The Conference was presided over by Mr. John Hilton, Director of Statis· 
tics of the Britiah Ministry of Labour. 

The Mued Committee on Economic CrUea 

:fbe Mixed Committee on Economic Crises, composed of rep"esentatives 
of the Economic and Financial Committee of the League and of experts nominated 
by the International Labour Office, held a meeting in Geneva in March, at which 
it adopted various motions in favour of giving effect to the resolutions previously 
voted by the International Labour Conference concerning the campaign against 
unemployment. 

In addition to the question of economic barometers and of methods of devel· 
oping and generalising their use, the Committee continued its consideration of 
two problems which were submitted to it by the International Labour Conference 
of 1922, viz. methods to be used to combat existing unemployment, and the study 
of periodic fluctuations, with a view to finding some means of mitigating their 
effects. 

While pointing to the eilectiveneaa, under normal economic conditions, of a 
policy of credit control by banb of issue, the Mixed r..ommittee dealt mainly at 
this session with the various disturbances caused by the war and by the develop· 
ment of economic nationalism which took place subsequent to the war; also with 
the exaggerated and artificial development of certain industries, and the gis· 
turbance of international commerce caused by an excessive protectionism, fiScal 
methods, p10fiteering and middlemen. 

< 

The Refugee Advisory Committee held ita annual meeting at the Inter· 
national Labour Office on 9 September 1926. The Committee took the oppor· 
tunity of paying a tribute to the work accomplished during the past; year by the 
High Commi11ioner and by the International Labour Office in the work of placing 
refugees. 
. The Committee adopted a resolution, proposed by the British organiaations, 

recommending action, in co-operation with the French authorities, in favour of 
some 50,000 distressed Armenian refugees in Syria. 

Among the other resolutions adopted by the Committee special mention may 
be made of that proposed by the representatives of the Russian organisations, 
concerning the legal status of refugees, and drawing attention, in particular, to the 
view that the various practical questions arising in connection with the status 
of Russian refugees will never be aatisfactorily settled until the whole question 
has been definitely regulated by tbe League of Nations. In this connection the 
Committee took the view that the Inter-Governmental Conference of May 1926 
had laid down the general principles which might be followed by the High Com· 
miuariat for the solution of the question. . 

Another resolution was adopted on the proposal of one of the Russian repre· 
sentativea, concerning the placing of intellectual worken, pointing out the 
desirability of making arrangements to enable Russian atbdentl to punue 
their Univenity studies. · 

It may here be mentioned that the International Labour Office has been 
able, since it took over refugee work on 15 January 1925, to transfer and place in 
employment 40,000 refugees. 

It is estimated that over 1,000,000 Russian and Armenian refugees are 
scattered throughout Europe and China. The International Labour Office i1 
directly concerned with the unemployed and destitute, numbering approximately 
1po,ooo, of whom 90,000 are Russian refugees and 100,000 Armenian refugees. 

Two oew Committee. have been set up by the Organiaation during the year. 
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Committee on the Application of Conventions • 
. A Co~mittee of ~xperts was appointed by the Governing Body at its thirty· 

thtrd sess1~n, held m O~tober . 1926, to facilitate the use of the reports 
presented, 1':1 ac~ordance With ~rttcle 4o8 of the Treaty of Versailles, with regard 
to the_ application of Conventions by States which have rati lied them. This 
Com_IIllttee was set up in conformity with a resolution adopted by the Eighth 
Ses11on of the Conference, and in accordance with previous consideration given 
to the problem by the Governing Body. · 
• 

Committee on F on:ed Labour 

The Governing Body has approved a number of nominations of experts 
to be members of the Advisory Committee for the Study of Questions of Forced 
Labour and Long· Term Contract Labour. The institution of this Committee 
was. decided on by the Governing Body as a result of a study of the problem, and 
hav~ng regard to the d~sire expressed by the 1925 Assembly of the League of 
Nations and the declaratiOn of Lord Cecil concerning the continuance of the study 
by the Office of native labour and the regulation of its conditions. 

THE PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE AND THE 

COMPETENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 

• The P,ermanent Court of International Justice, at a hearing held on 23 July 
1926, delivered its advisory opinion on the folloving question : 

Is it within the competenGe of the International Labour Organisation to 
draw up and to prr,pose labour legislation which, in order to protect certain 
classes of workers, also regulates incidentally the same work when performed 
by the employer himself? 

This question was submitted to the Court at the instance of the Employers' 
Group" on"the Governing Body, and arose out of the' doubts felt by the Employers' 
Group as to the competence of the Organisation in connection with a Draft Con· 
vention concerning night work in bakeries adopted at the Seventh Session of the 
Conference, which included the following paragraphs : 

Subject to the exceptions hereinafter provided, the making of bread, pastry 
or other flour confectionery during the night is forbidden. 

This prohibition applies to the work of all persons, including proprietors d.s 
well as workers engaged in the making of such products. 

The Court, after a careful examination of the relevant documents and memor· 
anda submitted to it, and after hearing the oral declarations of representatives of 
the various organisations concerned, answered the question in the affirmative, thu~ 
upholding the competence of the International Labour Organisation. 

THE COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION 

' 
The Office has continued its work in the collection and distribution of inform· 

ation. The Library now includes over I 50,000 items,. in more than 30 different 
languages, and over 2,000 periodicals coming from 55 countries are regul.arly r~ceived. 

The various enquiries which have been entrusted to the Office, mcludmg the 
Enquiry into Conditions of Work in the Mine~, the_ E~quiry o~ Freedom of .Asso· 
ciation, the Enquiry into Conditions of Work m As1a~IC Countries, ~he EnqUJ~ ~n 
Apprenticeship and Technical and Vocational Edu_c~tJOn, the EnqUJry on _Conc1ha· 
tion and Arbitration, the Enquiry on Legal Decistons on Labour Questions, the 
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. 
Enquiry on Social Charges, and the Enquiry on the Position of Agricultural Workers, 
have been pressed forward. , 

Important researches have also been undertaken on various aspects of the ques
tions of unemployment, social insurance, migration, industrial hygiene and safety 
work of women and children, and the conditions.of work of intellectual workers. 

The work of the Office in replying to requests for information on labour and 
industrial questions, received from Governments, employers' and workers' organisa
tions, and various public and private bodies, continues to grow in' importance. 
In 1925 the number of such requests received was 687 (compared ~th 505 in 
1924 and 402 in 1923). In 1926 the total for 1925 had already- been exceeded by 
12 November. 

The periodical and serial publications of the Otfice, the Intematlonal Labour 
Review, the Industrial and Labour Information, the Official Bulleti,l, the Legislative 
Series, the Intemational Labour Directory, the E11cyclopaedia of Hygiene., Pathology 
and Social Welfare, the Bibliography of Industrial Hygiene,- the Monthly Record of 
Migration, and the Industrial Safety Survey, have all continued to appear. In addi
tion, a number of important Studies and Reports have been issued, some in connection 
with the work of the Conferences and Committees, others, such as reports on the 
Stabilisation of Employment in the United States and Industrial Conditions and 
Labour Legislation in Japan, in view of the general public interest that is taken in 
these questions. All the work done in this field continues to be based on the con· 
viction of the Office that no reform can be fruitful, no progress can be real, that is 
not solidly established on a basis of knowledge. ., 

( 

THE INAUGURATION OF THE NEW BUILDING 

The new building of the International tabour Office was formally inaugurated 
on 6 June 1926, between the Eighth and Ninth Sessions of the International Labour 
Conference. In the morning a meeting was held, at which, among those present, 
were the President of the Swiss Confederation, members of the Council of the League 
of Nations, Ministers of vaqpus States Members of the League and the .Labour 
Organisation, members of the Diplomatic Corps, and representatives of the public 
authorities of Geneva. Addresses were delivered by a large number of prominent 
-personalities, most of whom had been associated since the start with the work of 
the International Labour Organisation. In the afternoon, in the presence of a large 
gathering, the entrance gates of the new premises were formally opened with three 
symbolic keys by Mr. Arthur Fontaine, Chairman, and Mr. Carlier and Mr. Oudegeest, 
Vice-Chairmen, of the Governing Bc•dy, representing the Governments, the employers 
and the workers. 

The new building, which has been enriched with gifts contributed as examples 
of their national art by over twenty Governments and a certain number of organ
isations and personalities, is admirably adapted for the secretarial work of the 
Organisation. 

C().()PERATION WITH THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

Close co-operation has been maintained between the International Labol' r 
Office and the League of Nations. This co-operation is indicated not only by the 
participation of the Office in the work of certain of the League Committees, but also 
by the number of decisions of the Assembly which concern the Office. 

The Office has continued to co-operate with the International Committee on 
Intellectual Co-operation, with the Advisory Commission for the Protection and 
Welfare of Children and Young Persons with the Communications and Transit 
Organisation, with the Mandates Commission, and in connection with Disarmament 
and Health. 
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Particularly close co-operation has taken place in connection with the prepam· 
tory wo~k for the Interllfltional Economic Conference. One member of the Em· 
ployers' Group and one member of the Workers' Group on the Governing Body were 
requested by the Council to sit on the Committee, together with four persons qual· 
ified to represent the point 'of view of the workers and two members of the Inter· 
national Co-operative Alliance. In addition, .and in order to give a clear indication 
that the lntlrnational Labour Organisation was to take a systematic part in the 
preparatory work for the Conference, the Council of the League decided that the 
Chairman ~f the Governing Body was to be asked to attend those sittings at which 
th~Council would· discuss questions relating to the preparation of the Conference 
whicl! may. concern the International Labour Office. 

• The Office has also collaborated in the documentary preparation for the Com· 
mittee and has supplied several Memoranda on th~ fields allotted to it. 

The S~venth Assembly dealt with a number of questions in which the Office 
is interested and in which it co-operates with the various organs of the League, such 
as the Economic Conference, Mandates, Slavery and Forced Labour, Russian and 
Armenian Refugees; and the Protection of Children. 

RELATIONS 

No account of the work of the Organisation in 1926 would be complete without 
sotne mention of the relations maintained between the Office and the world of 
industry a~d labour. The fruitfulness of the work of the Organisation depends 
in large me~ure not only on the support of public opinion in general but also on 
the collaboration of the employers an<l, workers of the world. 

During 1926 the employers have shown readiness to co-operate in the work of 
the Organisation. The International Organisation of Industrial Employers h:15 
collaborated in the Enquiry into Conditions of Work in Coal Mines, the various 
empk>yers' organisations have supplied invaluable assistance in the preparation of 
the Ditect.Ory of Employers' Qrganisations publis!td by the Office, and close 
collaboration has taken place with the International Chamber of Commerce. 

The ,workers' organisations have continued to give the fullest support to the 
Organisation, and from almost every country in the world, from the Baltic States 
to Australia, messages of confidence and goodwill have been received. The -various 
international trade union federations have also reiterated their support of t)le 

• r . 
Organisation. . ~ 

The Co-operative movement, through the International Co-operative Alltaneif 
and the varjous national societies, has continued to express its sympatby with the 
wor1c of the Organisation. 

The Intellectual workers of the world, through the International Confederation 
of rntellectual Workers and the various international and national professional 
and student associations, among which special mention should be made of the 
International Federation of Journalists, have expressed their desire to collaborate 
with the Office. 

Finally,· among the many other international associations which act~vely 
sapport the Organisation, special mention should he made o_f the InternatiOnal 
Association for Social Progress and the newly-created Committee for the Inter· 
national Labour Organisation and Social Legislation of the International Federation 
of teague of Nations Societies. . . 
• The active goodwill represented by the support of all these bod1es, wluch often 
differ acutely on other questiSlllS, is a good augury for the increasing success of th~ 
Organisation in facilitating the establishment of s~ial justice. 
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THE GOVERNING BODY 
• 

The Govet'lling Body of the International Labour Office met on 28, 29, and 
3<1 Januacy,.Mr. Arthur Fontaine, French Government delegate, presirling. 

The Chairman welcomed the new representative of the Japanese Government, 
Mr. Kasama, who, in thanking the Governing Body for its welcome, assurerl it that 
he would continue with the,same zeal>as his predecessor, Mr. Mayeda, the fruitful 
collaboration of his country in the work of the International Labour Organisation. 

The Governing Body discussed the report of Mr. Albert Thomas. Director of the 
International Labour Office, on 'the work' of the Office since the last Session. It 
notee the ~atisfactory progress of the ratification of ~nternational Labour Conven· 
tions, fhe humber of ratificatioDS being now 215. • 

Mr. Albert Ulomas supplied some information on the international situation 
of the Bight-Hour Day and on the new possibilities of the ratification of the 
Washington Convention in France, Germany, and Great Britain. • 

The Governing Body then considered the report submitted to it by Mr. Butler, 
Depulf·Director' of the Office, on his mission to the United States and Canada. 
It congratulated Mr. Butler on the interesting information he had brought backJrom · 
his journey, information which would contribute to render closer the ties between 
the ~ountrill& of North America and the International Labour Organisation. 

·the representative of the German Government submitted a proposal for faci· 
litati!"g and extending the use of the G_erman language at the International Lahour 
Conference. The Governing Body decided to remit the preliminary examination 
of this question to its Standing Orders Committee. 

· The Governing Body examined the Resolution remitted to it by the Ninth 
Conference with regard to the possible convocation in 1928 of a special Maritime 
Conference, .to deal particularly with the International Regulation of Hours of 

LAbour on Board Ship. 
In the course of an interesting discussion, the delegate of the British Government 

and, the Employers' Group asl<ed that the study of this questions hould be ad.iour~ed 
to the next Session of the Governing Body. After this proposal had been rejected, 
the Governing Body decided, by 13 votes to 9, with I abstention, to give effect to 
the recommendation adopted by the Joint :Maritigte Commission on 22 January 
and to inscribe provisionally t~ question of the International Regulation of Hours 
of Labour on Board Ship on the agenda of a Ma~itime Conference to be held in 1928. 
The final decision with regard to the convocation and the agenda of this Maritime 
Conference will be taken at the next Session of .the Governing Body. 
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The Governing Body was called upon to determine. the final agenda of the 

d. ry Session of the Conference in 1928. In order to av01d too heavy a programme 
or ma M · · C f for this Conference, which would probably take place after a antJme on erence, 
it decided to inscribe on its agenda only the question: of the Preve~tion of 
Accidents, including those caused by Coupling on Railways. 

The Governing Body then examined there port of Mr. Sokal, delegate of the 
Polish Government, who explained the work done by the Eight-Hour Committee 
with a view to seeking the means of reaching a general and final agreement on the 

question of hours of labour. ~· 
Messrs. Lambert·Ribot and Oersted explained, in the name of the Employers' 

Group, the difficulties to which, in their opinion, the ratification of the Washington 
Convention was still exposed. • 

Mr. Jouhaux recalled the agreement reached last year in London between the 
Ministers of Labour of France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and Belgium with a 
view to a common interpretation of certain clauses in the Convention. As Belgium 
had given effect to the London agreement and had ratified the Convention uncondi· 
tionnaly, Mr. Jouhaux urged the other Governments concerned to ratify it at the 
earliest possible moment. 
• The Governing Body then heard statements by Messrs. Wolfe, representative 
of the British Government, Poulton, Oudegeest, and Hermann Moller, of the 
Wcrkers' Group. Mr. Albert Thomas summed up the discussion and mentioned 
his reasons for being of good hope. He showed, on the basis of recent events, the 
constant progress of the idea of the eight-hour day in the great industrial. countries, 
and in particular, Belgium having ratified, in France, Germany, Great Britain, and 
Italy. He indicated that the work accomplished by the Eight-Hour .Commissii)n 
would help the International Labour Office to follow up and to develop its efforts 
with a view to obtaining the early ratification of the Washington Convention. 

The Governing Body then decided to co&sider two proposals of Mr. de Michelis, 
Italian Government delegate, regarding the creation ·of a permanent committee 
on intellectual work and the role of the International Labour Office in the educa
_tional use of the cinema. It affirmed that the eompetence of the International 
Labour Office should cover intellectual workers, and it authorised the Director to 

• 
submit a full and detailed scheme with a view to the organisation of a ?erinanent 
Committee on Intellectual Work, with regard to the creation of. which a decision· 
would be taken at the next Session. 

The Governing Body will hold its next meeting on 31 March . . 

COMMISSIONS AND COMMIITEF.S 

In addition to the usual quarterly meeting of the Governing Body, meetings 
took place in the course of the month of the following Commissions and Committees: 

• 

THE JOIJIIT MARITIME COMMISSION 

The Joint Maritime Commission of the International Labour Organisation 
met in Geneva from 20·22 January 1927, under the chairmanship of Mr. Arthur 
Fontaine (France), Chairman of the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Office. 

The Commission considered the report of Mr. Albert Thomas on the general 
work of the Office as regards maritime questions. ' 

Note was taken of the progress of ratifications of the Conventions concerning 
maritime labour, the number of such ratifications having increased in the course 
of the past year fro111 55 to 69. 

Note w~ also made of the action taken by the Office with regard to various 
problems wht~h the Commiss~on had invited it to study. . The Commission 
a.pproved deta~led plans, .submitted to it by the Office, for enquiries into condi· 
ttons of work In the fishtng industry. 

The problem of social insurance for seamen received some attention. The 
Commission was informed that a general report on sickness iuurance was being 
prepa~ed by ~h.e Office f?r the purposes of the 1927 Conference, and that it would 
contain proVISions applicable to seamen . 
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Passing to the question of th~ general protection of the health of seamen, 
the C~mmission observed with satisfaction the ctca,tion of a permanent joint 
committee of the League of Red Cross Societies, the Health Section of the Le~ue 
of. Nations, and, the International Labour Office, with a view to studying 

• SUitable measures for facilitating the medical treatment of seamen and the 
promotion of their wellbeing both at sea and ashore. 

The Commission next discussed safety measures in connection with the 
loading and unloading of ships. It ~ of the opinion that the question of 
marking the weight of packages carried in ships might be placed on the agenda 
of a general Conference. 

'• The Commission then examined the decisions of the Ninth Session of the 
International Labour Conference, and especially the resolution concerning the 
study of the penalties applied in the different countries to breach of seamen's 
articles of agreement. It considered that it was desirable to continue the 
examination of the legislation in force. 

A favourable reception was given to the idea of including in the agenda of 
the next maritime Conference, with a view to a Recommendation, the question 
of the conditions under which seamen live in the ports.· 

' The Commission approved the plan of enquiry proposed by the Office with 
regard to conditions of work in sponge-fishing and pearl-fishing. 

The opinion of the Commission was requested, in conformity with a Reso
lution of the 1926 Conference, on the advisability of including the question of 
the regulation of hours of work on board sliip in the agenda of a maritime Session 
of the Conference in 1928. 

The shipowners' representatives declared that it did not appear to them 
to be possible to apply the eight-hour day in a uniform manner on board ship, 
and they were therefore not in favour of bringing the problem now before an 
international conference. They contended that the Peace Treaty had dealt 
with the eight-hour day only as an ideal to be attained, and that the special and 
C'<)lllplicated conditions of maritime navigation made it impossible at present to 
alter the established system in order to comply with general principles. 

The seamen's representatives pointed out that the redbction of hours of 
work in the merchant marine; was contemplated so long ago as 1919 by the 
Washington Confereace, and further that the question now was that of giving 
effect to a Resolution formally adopted by the Conference last June, to the effect 
that the possibility of the international regulation of hours of work in ships 
should be considered, and not that a strict rule of eight hours a day or forty-eight 
hours a week should be established forthwith. The principles laid down by the 

o Washington Conference, as well as the interests of economic peace and social 
progress, demanded that maritime undertakings should not be behind industrial 
or agricultural undertakings, but that they should endeavour, in their turn, to 
reduce hours of labour according to suitable rules. 

Some of the members of the Commission stated that the application of the 
Eight-Hour Act in the French merchant marine had led to a more rational organ· 
isation of work, and that its results had been, on the whole, favourable. 

The Commission eventually decided, by 7 votes to 5, to recommend the 
Governing Body of the Office to include the question of the regulation of hours 
of work on board ship in the agenda of a maritime Session of the Conference in 1928. 

The Commission unanimously proposed that two other questions should 
be placed on the agenda of this Session, namely (I) the protection of seafarers in 
case of sickness, including the treatment of the injured on board, and (2) the 
improvement of the conditions of life of seamen in ports.. . . 

Finally, the Commission considered several questJo.ns relatmg to Its own 
composition. It was decided to suggest to the Govermng Body of the Office 
that the number of members of each group-shipowners and seamen-should 
be raised from five to seven. 

THE MIXED ADVISORY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE 

The Mixed Advisory Agricultural Committee, which is composed. of six 
members of the Governing Body of the Internat~onal La~our Office and.slx repre
sentatives of the International Institute of Agr1culture 111 Rome, met m Gen~va 
on 24 and 25 January 1927, under the chairmanship of Mr. Arthur Fontame, 
Chairman of the Governing Body of the Office. . . 

The Committee considered various methods of secunng the most effective 
collaboration possible with experts. . . . . . 

It toak note of the work carried on in common by t~e two mst1~ut1ons With 
regard to agrarian reform, technical agricultural educabon and agncultural co· • 
operation. 
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Discussion also took place Ill 1neans of collaboration with a view to the 
collection of doc~mentary information relating to the part represented by the 
cost of labour in the total costs of agricultural production, and r~latine to hours 
of work in aericulture. 

THE COMMilTEE ON WORKING CONDITIONS IN COAL MINES 

The Committee of six members of the Governing Body of the International 
Labour Office, appointed by VIe Governing Body in October 1925 to supervise 
the enquiry in which the Office is engaged into the conditions of work of miners in 
various countries, met in Geneva on 24 January 1927, under the chairmanship 
of Mr. Wolfe, representative of the British Government. ' 

The Committee took note of the progress so far made in this enquiry. It 
received a report on the replies received by the Office to a questionn~ire sent to 
Governments as a result of previous decisions of the Committee. 

This enquiry, it may be recalled, had its origin in a resolution passed by the 
Committee of the International Miners' Federation in April 1925. In aCC¥X· 
dance with that resolution, the Workers' -Group at the Seventh Session of the 
International Labour Conference, in June 1925, proposed that an international 
enquiry should be made by the Office into the conditions of work in mines in 
various countries, particularly as regards hours, holidays, and wages. The 
Conference unanimously adopted a resolution requesting the Governing Body to 
consider the conditions under which such an investigation could be carried out 
by the Office, and at its Session in the following October the Governing Body 
gave the necessary authority and instructions to the Office. 

At the same Session, the Governine Body nominated six of its members 
-two representatives of Governments, two employers' representatives;and two 
workers' representatives-to follow the course of the enquiry and report upon it 
to the Governing Body from time to time. By this enquiry it is hoped to bring 
together, in a thoroughly scientific manner, all the available information relatiP.g 
to hours of work, wages, and annual holidays in the coal·mining im!ustry, and 
to present it in such a form as to make possible a comparative study of tho,11e 
conditionl. 

THE COMMITTEE ON THE HOURS COtiVENTION 

The Hours Committee, consisting of twelve members of the Governing 
Body of the International Labour Office, met in Geneva on 26 and 27 January 
1927, under thechairmanshipof M. Soka!, ~~::-resentative of the Polish Government. 

This Committee was appointed by the Governing Body last October to 
examine the situation with regard to the Washington Hours Convention, to 
collect precise information with regard to legislation relating to hours of wo~, , 
and to consider whether it was possible to reinforce the Director of the OffiW
in his efforts to speed up the progress of ratification of the Convention. ·' 

At its first meeting, in November last, the Committee requested the Office 
to prepare a general report on legislation relating to hours of labour and on the 
regulation of hours by collective agreements in the various countries of Europe. 

The Committee, at the present meeting, took note of this report and congra· 
tulated the Office on the very substantial volume of facts which it had been able 
to bring together. 

' In the course of discussion, several employers' representatives called atten· 
tion to difficulties which, in their opinion, would be raised by ratification of the 
Convention, and it was decided that the Committee should bring these difficulties 
to the notice of the Governing Body. 

The Committee approved a report to be presented by Mr. Sokal to the 
Governing Body. 

Following statements by the representatives of the Workers' and Employers' 
Groups, the Committee decided to convey to the Governing Body its opinion that 
the work of collecting information undertaken at its instance by the Office was 
such as to assist the efforts of the Director to obtain the ratification of tl.e 
Washington· Convention. 

THE RATIFICATION OF DRAFT CO,NVENTIONS 

On 31 January 1927, the total number of ratifications of Draft Conventions 
registered with the Secretary·General of the League of Nations was 215. 

At the same date, the number of Draft Conventions, of which ratification had 
beeen approved by the competent authority in the country concerned but not 
yet registered with the Secretary·General of the League, was 38. ' ' 
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On 28 February 1927, the total number of ratifications of Draft Conventions 
registered with the Secretary-General of the League of Nations was 217. 

At the same date, the number of Draft Conventions of which ratification had 
been approved by the competent authority in the country concerned, but had not 
yet been registered with the Secretary·General of the League, was 37· 

• 
THE EIGHT-HOUR DAY 

The French Senate decided .on IO February to adopt the Bill to authorise 
the ratification of the Hours Convention. • 

The Bill, introduced by the French Government in July 1924, consisted of two 
clauses, the first authorising ratification, and the second providing that this ratifi· 
cation should take effect only when the Convention had been ratified by Germany. 
In this form, it was unanimously adopted by the Chamber of Deputies in July 1925, 
and sent to the Senate. The Senate has now adopted it, by 279 votes to I, with 
an amendment (approved by the Government) providing that ratification shall 
take effect only when the Convention has been ratified by Great Britain as wtll 
as Germany. The Bill has therefore to be returned to the Chamber of Deputies, 
with a view to its concurrence in this amendment .. 

• The statement of principles on which according to the German Press, the 
German Federal Chancellor recently came to an agreement with the National Party, 
in counection with the formation of the new Government, embodied a declaration 
on social policy which included the following : 

The next step in this direction is to create an extensive body of law for the 
protection of the workers, special consideration being given to miners. Such 
legislal:ion, while based on German conditions, should fix hours of work, including 
Sunday rest, in accordance with international agreements. On the basis of 
such legislation, the German Government is prepared to• ratify the Washington 
Convention at the same time as other industrial countries of Western Europe. 

I 
• 
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It is also authoritath·ely stated that the Labour Protection Bill, which is at 
present in its earlier stages of progress, will ~ake rat.i1ic~tion po.ssible whQI.. supple· 
mented by separate legislation relating to mmes wh1ch 1s now m preparation. 

In Great Britain a debate on the Hours Convention took place in the House 
of Commons on 28 February. An ac<count of this debate will be given in next 

month's Summary. 
The States which have ratified the Convention are as follows : r 

19 November 1920 
13 June 1921. . . 
14 July 1921 ... 
24 August 1921. . 

,14 February 1922. 

Greece 
Roumania 
India 
Czechoslovakia 
Bulgaria 

12 June I924. . . 
~· · 6 October I924 .. 

IS August I925. . 
I 5 September I925 
6 September I926 

Austria (conditionally) 
Italy (conditionally) 
Latvia (conditionally) 
Chili • 
Belgium 

THE GERMAN LABOUR PROTECTION BILL 

The International Labour Review for February I927 contains an article by 
Dr. Feig (Ministerial Councillor in the Federal Ministry of La:bour, and represen· 
tative of the German Government on the ~overning Body of the International 
Labour Office) 'in which an account is given of the origin, general principles, and 
main provisions of the Labour Protection Bill presented by the Federal Minister 
of Labour i-t the beginning at last December to the Provisional Federal Economic 
Council and the Federal Council. . 

In the course of this article, Dr. Feig recalls that the German Gov~nment Y!as 
repeatedly declared that in drafting the Bill it would bear in mind the possibility 
of ratification oitthe Washington Hours Convention. 

But (.be proceeds) any attempt to ·lengthen hours of work in the more impor
tant competing countries must, of course, make it much more difficult to maintain 
this standpoint. Recent instances are the adoption in Great Britain of the Act 
to increase the working day in mining, and in Italy of the nine·hour Decree. 
The German Government has none the less kept to the views defined in the 
article of Dr. Brauns (in the Reichsarbeitsblatt of I September I92<f), aecording 
to which Germany will be prepared to ratify the Washington Convention if an 
agreement can be reached with the other States concerned on the difficulties of 
interpretation and on simultaneous ratification . . . 

The Bill is intended to make it possible to ratify various Conventions, in 
particular that on the eight-hour day ... In the German view, however, ratifi
cation is impossible until German legislation has been brought into agreement 
with the Convention to be ratified. This means that the Labour Protection Bill 
must be passed by the Reichstag, and also that no amendments can be allowed 
which make ratification impossible. The ratification of the Hours Conven· 
tion is further dependent on the adoption of a Mining Act to regulate the hours 
of underground miners, which is now being drafted. After that, ratification 
by Germany may be expected, subject to ratification by the other chief industrial 
States as well. 

A summary of the clauses of the Bill relating to hours of work is given in the 
Industrial and Labaur Information of I4 February. 

THE DECISIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCEv 
AND THE RECENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN !TAL Y AND 

SWITZERLAND AS REGARDS UNEMPLOYMENT 

It will be remembered that in I9I9 the International Labour Conference at its 
first meeting at Washington adopted a Draft Convention concerning unemploy· 
me?t. This Con~ention of the International Labour Organisation i' among t.hosc 
wh1ch have rece1ved the large;st number of ratifications, twenty States having 
alread~ sent formal notice of ratification to the Secretary-Genel'lll of the Leagut> 
of Nations. A further result has now been the conclusion of a most important and 
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interesting agreement between Italy and Switzerland. The Convention, wh:th 
Switzerl~d formally ratified in 1922 and Italy in the following year, provides in 
Article 3 that : 

The_ Members ?f the Interna~ional Labour Organisation which ratify this 
Convention and wh1ch have establish~ ~ystems of insurance against unemploy
ment shall, upon terms being agreed between the Members concerned make 
arra_flgements whereby workers belonging to one Member and working' in the 
te~r1tory of another shall be admitted to the same rates of benefit of such 
insurance as those which obtain.!~ the workers belonging to the latter. 

In pursuance of this clause a declaration was signed on 9 February at Rome, 
fof Italy by Mr. Mussolini, as Minister of Foreign Affairs, and for Switzerland by 
Mr. Georges Wagniere, Minister Plenipot~:ntiary, concerning reciprocity of treat
ment of It~lian and Swiss workmen as regards insurance against unemployment. 

1THE EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN IN FILM PRODUCTION 

The making of films for the cinematograph, in special ·s1udi. or other wise 
is an industry in which many children, sometimes very young children," are employed· 
During the past year a number of requests were rereivcd by the International Labour 
Office for information concerning the conditions of labour of• such children. In 
order to reply to these, enquiries had to be made in a number of countries; thus a 
ce:tain a~IU>unt of information was collected which was printed from time to time in 
the Office's weekly publication, Industrial and Labour btf!M'mation. These:: notes, 
though lacking in completeness, aroused interest; and the First Cinematograph • 
Congress, held in Paris last, Septemb~r and Octobetj asked t;h~ Office 'to make a, 
further, and more exhaustive, survey. Pending the QOmpletion of the survey_. 
desired by the Congress, an article in the International Labour Rtview for February 
deals briefly with the employment of children in· cinema\ograph studios and the 
laws regulating it. • • In the cour~e of its enquiries into the employment of children in cinematograph 
studios, the International Labour Office secured information about the following 
countrie&' : Australia, Austria, Cuba, Finland, France, Germany, Greec~, Great 
Britain, Italy, Latvia, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States. 

It was found that special laws exist only in Germany, Califarnia, and New 
York State; but it must not be forgotten that Germany and the United !States are 
precisely the two countries in which the film industry is the most flourishing. 
In Italy the employment is specifically mentioned in a law cov;ering a number of 
other occupations; in Austria the position is practically the same as in Italy, though 
the employment is not specially mentioned; in Sweden and in the majority of 
American States the ordinary child labour laws apply; in France and Great Britain 
tile employment is not regulated at all, but a modified control may be exercised by 
school attendance laws of municipal regulations. 

If "ttentio~ be confined to laws which directly regulate the employme .. of 
children in studios it is seen that these fall into two classes. In the first are the 

I 

laws which forbid the employment of children altogether, but allow exemptions for 
special films in the interests of art, education, or science; such are the laws of 
Austria and Italy. In the second are those which allow the ::mployment of children 
in film production generally and rely upon strict permit conditions to prevent 
abuses· in this class the laws of Germany and California should be placed. In only 

I • 

one case (Berlin) is there an absolute age limit, evidently dcs•gned to prevent the 

employment of ):>abies. 
The arti~le in the International Labour. Review concludes as follows : 

What then is the position in the matter of _the ~mployment of_ children in 
film production? It seems to be this. The enqmrer ts confronted wtth an occu-., 
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pation outside the scope of most laws, an occupation which can, and does, employ 
children of very tender years. The fact that the lab~r of these childrGn is ~n a 
large measure outside the law may cause app'rehenston for two reasons. Ftrst, 
whatever a film may be on the screen, its making is carried out in an atmosphere of 
shams and unrealities, which cannot but react unfavourably on the impression
able mind of a you:tg child; secedly, there are physical risks, due principally 
to the lights used, that may w~rrfnt the occupation being classed as dangerous. 
Except in Germany, the employment is unregulated or regulation is- only partial, 
that is reliance is placed upon compulsQry school attendance laws or upon laws 
regula~ing child performers generall}"t. As yet the industry is consid'Crable only 
in California, but it has made a good IJftlt in some European countries. It already 
owes much to the employment of children, and such employment will continue; 
it is uot suggested here that it ought to be sropped But the work should pe 
made safe for children, who ought to be protected against all possible risks. 
The nature of these risks, and the measures of protection required, have still 
to be ascertained. 

INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF LEGAL DECISIONS ON LABOUR LAW,I925 
• • • 

In its Ltgf.lmvt :Smes the International Labour Office has published since 
1920 the texts of laws and regulations concerning labour adopted by the various 
States. It has frequently been suggested tholt a survey of the most important 
legal decisions in ea& country would constitute a valuable addition to the material 
contained in the Ltgislative Serws, by furnishing examples of the interpretatiljln 
and application of laws and regulations governing agreements for the mre of ser
vices, the individual rel'.!.tions between employers and employed, as well as indus· 

.4fial hygiene and safety.• .. 1il response to this suggestion, the Office has undertaken 
~he publication of ill> JnlerntJ4ipnal Survey of Legal Derisions on Labour Law (1) • 

• • • In view, how...,.er, of •he practical difficulty of exploring so vast a field, the 
International Labour £>ffi~e has deemed it advisable to confine its researches within 
certain limits. The survey is therefore limited on the first place in respect of the 
number of c;:JUntries dealt with; the legal decisions for the year 1925 relate op.ly to 
Great Britain, Germany, France, and Italy. Further, it embodies only a selection 
of legal decisions, preference having been given to those affecting questions of 
principle, which are calrulated to facilitate the improvement of l-abour legislation 
and are of international ·i'W>ortance. 

In the font in which it has been planned, this preliminary survey, which will 
be issued shortly, will serve to facilitate the study of foreign labour legislation and 
so contribute substantially to the development of labour law. In this way it will 
tend to promote s.ocial progress throughout the world, and its publication will 

• thus hasten the fulfilment of one of the tasks- by no means the least important...:.. 
entrusted to the International Labour Organisation by Part XIII of the Treaty 

"ef Peace. 

• 
• _(r) INTF.RNATIONAL LA~UR OntCE : lntenudiOffiJl SunJey of Ltgal Dtrisiorrs tnt Labtlllr Law, I9~5- Price 

8 & ... 2.00. 
• 

-------- -~~----·-~--------
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On 31 March 1927 the total number of ratifications of. Draft Conventions regis,« 
tered with the Secretary-General of the League of Natio~ was 217. No ratitica· 
tions were registered during the month of March. 

A~ thJr same date, the number of Draft Conventions of which ratification had 
been authorised by the competent authority. in the country concerned, but had not 
yet been registered with the Secretary-General of the League, was 38. 

l 

.11 - THE FORTHCOMING INTERNATIONAL (ABOUR ~NFERENCE 

The Tenth Session of the International Labour Conference will open in Geneva 

on 25 May 1927. 
The following questions have been placed by the Governing Body on the agenda 

of the Conference : 

I. 
II. 

III. 

Sickness Insurance. 
Freedom of Association. 
Minimum wage-fixing machinery in trades in which organisation of 

employers and workers is defective and where wages are exceptiomlklly 
low, with special reference to the homeworking trades. 

• The Governing Body, in order to guide the International Labour Office in carry· 
ing out the preparatory work, defined the meaning and scope which it intended 

to give to each question. . . 
In the case of sickness insurance it was agreed that the questton of materruty 

insurance, which is of a special character, should not be included. The Governing 
Body considered that the Washington Convention concerning the empl~yment 
of women before and after childbirth, which, as will be remembered, provtdes for 
the payment of benefits, partly covered the question, which could nttt therefore be .. 
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regarded as open. It wa:.; felt that, if the Conferen'c.;..should adopt" provisions nvt 
corresponding exactly to those of that Conve~tion, serious legal and . practi~al 
d'ifficulties might arise. This would apply particularly. to those countnes wh1ch 
have already ratified the Washington Convention. Although in a certain number 
of countries the legislation on sickness insurance includes maternity benefits in 
the general '"Scheme, the Governing Body therefore though it better that the 
Conference should deal with the two ~estions separately. It .also considered that 
Article 1 1 of the Washington Convention, which requires the Gover~ing Body to 
consider the desirability of placing on the Agenda of the Conference the question of 
the revision of the Convention not more than ten years after it has comet-into force, 
would at a comparatively early date give the Conference an opportunity, if neces· 
sary, to bring the provisions relating to maternity insurance into harmony with 
the wider provisions of a Convention on sickness insurance. • 

The Governing Body was also asked to consider whether the question of sickness 
insurance should or should not include that of the insurance of seamen. It consi· 
dered that as the Joint Maritime Commission had not yed had an opportunity of 

' \ 
stating its opinion on this question, which would have to be submitted to it for preli· 
minary consideration, the insurance of seamen was not included in the item placed 
on the Agenda. 

In the case of freedom of association, it was simply agreed that the question 
of the right to strike should not be included. With this reservation the Governing 
Body considered tpat the whole question should be laid before the Conference for 
the discussion of all its aspects. 

The third question, tl;.at of minimum wage· fixing machinery, has be,en phra§ed 
by the Governing Body in terms which leave no room for ambiguity. It was merely 
stated in the course of .the discussion that the question should be regarded mainly, 
but not solely, from the point of view of home industries. 

The first item on the agenda will be considered with a view to the adoption 
by a final vote of Draft Conventions or Recommendations, as the Conference may 
see fit. 

The other items, however, will come before the Conference simply for general 
discussion, in accordance with a "double discussion" procedure adopfed by the 
Eighth Session of the Conference. It was decided at that Session to institute a 
double discussion procedure by which each question on the Agenda woul.j be sub· 
mitted ·to the Conference once for a general discussion and again subse~ut:ntly, 
if the Confereqce so decides, for a final vote on a Draft Convention or Recomme.ld~· 
tioo. ~ 

In preparation for the Conference the· Office has prepared a "blue report" 
and a "green report" on sickness insurance,· and "grey reports" on the other two 
items on the Agenda. A "blue report" contains the replies of Governments to a 
questionnaire sent out by the Office, together with the text of a proposed draft 
for a Convention or Recommendation. A "green report" is a technical report. 
In the case of sickness insurance, the "green report" consists of three volumes (two 
volumes on compulsory insurance and one on voluntary insurance). A "grey 
rewrt" contains an account of the existing situation of the particular question 
together with a draft questionnaire for the consideration of the Conference. 

Ill - THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE 
AND SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT 

.The International Labour Office has at present in the "press a study by Mr. Paul 
~evmat, a member of its staff, entitled "Scientific Management in Europe". "Scien· 
tJfic Management", says the author, "is the science which studies the relations 
between the different factors in production, and especially those between the human 
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and_ mechanical factors. I~ject is to obtain, by the r.ttional utilisation of these 
vanous factors, the optimum output . . . By means of a fuller kMwledge '\f 
~he fac~ors of production, •its aim is gradually to replace industrial empiricism by 
mcreasmgly exact rules". 

The preparation of this study, which deals with the evolution of scientific 
management, its development in various CMiuntries, and the attitude towards it 
of employers, workers and the general publi~, was made possible by the help of the 
trustees of the Twentieth Century Fund, of Boston. It represent the results of an 
en<~,uiry '!!Uch paved the way for the International Institute for Scienti fie Manage· 
ment, established at Geneva within the· last few weeks in collaboration with 
the International Labour Office and the~lnternational Committee on Scientific 
Mililagement. The Institute is financed at present mainly by the Twentieth Cen· 
tury Fund. Its broad purpose is to collect and distribute information relating 
to scientific.management, to study its problems, and to bring into touch all pt'rsons 
or institutions interested in the rational organisation of production. 

It may be added that the International Labour Office, in taking part in the crea· 
tion of this new institution, is complying with the Resolution adopted by the Eighth 
Session of the International Labour Conference to the effect that it should devote 
special attention to questions of the scientific organisation of industry, "in view 
of the fact that ths:se questions are of increasing social interest". 

IV - THE EIGHT-HOUR DAY 

The question of the ratification "&y Great Britain of the Washington Hours 
Convention was tpe subject of a debate in the British House of Commons on 
28 February, whi~h was both interesting and important. 

The discussion, which was initiated by the Labour Party, was interesting by 
the fact that of some thirty members who spoke, including Conservatives as well as 
Liberals and Labour members, scarcely one declared himself opposed to ratifica· 
tion; almost without exception, the speakers were in favour of ratification, though 
not in e}ry case of immediate or unconditional ratification. 

~ discussion was also important, inasmuch as it elicited from the Govern· 
--riient some rather more definite indications of their attitude than had previously 

been given to Parliament. 

In the course of the debate the Minister of Labour, Sir Arthur Steel-Maitland, 
stated: 

We are really trying to explore the ground. The matter is under the active 
consideration of the Cabinet as a whole at this moment. I am not prepared 
to give the House a final decision or a final st~teme?t. All I can say is that we 
have been definitely trying to get down to a sohd bas1s. 

Towards the close of the debate, Mr. Betterton, Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Ministry of Labour, announced that the Government had set up a Cabinet Commi~tee 
to examine the whole position whith a view to arriving at an early conclus1on; 
and Sir Arthur Steel-Maitland, replying to a question whether the Government 
would agree to a provisional ratification, stated : 

In coming to a decision, the question whet!ter the ratifi~ation ~~~uld be by 
an enabling Bill, or some other provision all?WJng us _to rat1fy cond1t1onall~ on 
the other nations ratifying, is precisely the kind of pomt that we shall take mto 
consideration. 
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V - THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE AIMS 

AND WORK OF THE ORGANISATION 

The Office has been giving consideration to the problem of th? instruction of 
young people in the aims and work of the Organisation, in accordance with the 
recommendations, approved by the Seventh Assembly, of the sub-committee of 
experts for the instruction of children and youth in the existence an~ aims of the , 
League of Nations. These recommendations include the following two paragraphs : ... _ 

The competent authorities in each country should take steps to ensure 
that teachers should be provided with a copy of the Covenant and the "Inter
national Charter of Labour", with short explanations, and a concise biblior-a· 
phy. 

It is important that provision should be made for those who leave the 
ordinary school for special types of instruction, t.g. tr2.de schools, :ontinuation 
classes, evening classes, technical schools, technical institutes, agricultural 
institutes, etc. Those in charge should therefore be asked to introduce into 
their courses of instruction some account of the League of Nations and the 
International Labour Organisation in the form most suitable for their pupils. 

VI - PRESIDENT MASARYK'S VISIT TO THE• OFFICE• 

On 12 March 1927 the International Labour Office was honoured by a visit 
from Mr. Masaryk, President of the Czechoslovak Republic. '-

He was welcomed to the Office by Mr. Albert Thomas, the Director, 'and leading 
members of the staff. At his own request, the visit was informal. 

Mr.Thomas greeted the President wanl)ly, not only as the head of the State 
which was the first to ratify the Hours Convention, but as an apostle of the rights 
of people to govern themselves and a champion of social justice.•· 

Mr. Masaryk cordially acknowledged the greeting. He was then conducted 
over the Office, in order that he might see its various services at their work. 

VII- THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE MAILBA~ 

'• 
To all those who follow the activities of the International Labour Offic ... ~Rme 

particulars of the development of its mail and the extent of the corresponde~ 
which it handles cannot fail to be of interest. In point of fact, the volume of its 
correspondence is increasing year by year to a very considerable extent. 

From 1925 to 1926, the total number of letters received has risen from 32,300 
to 33,250; and that of letters despatched from 27,000 to nearly 40,000, which repre· 
sents a total mail of some 73,000 letters. 

Twenty-three languages in all have been used in this correspondence, and 
show that the I11ternational Labour Office is at present in communication with 
97 States, protectorates, colonies and mandated territories. 

Arising out of this voluminous correspondence the Office undertakes a vast 
amount of research, the object of which is to furnish information and material to 
every kind of government institution, to workers' and employers' organisations, ar..d 
to many other bodies who ask the help of the technical services of the International 
Labour Office. 
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Jl 

On 30 April 1927, the total number ol ratifications of Draft Conventions regis• 
tered with the Secretary-General of the League of Nations was 229. 

At the same date, the number of braft Conventions of which ratifications had 
been approved byehe competent authority in the country concerned, but had not 
yet been registered with the Secretary-General of the League, was 25. 

During the month of April the ratification by the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 
and Sl~venes was registered of the following twelve Draft Conventions : 

Washington, 1919 : 

Unemployment; 
Employment of women before and after childbirth; 
Employment of women during the night; 
Minimum age for admission of children to industrial employment; 
Night work of young persons employed in industry. 

Genoa, 1920 : 

Minimum age for admission of children to employment at sea. 

Gcntva, 1921 : 
Application of the weekly rest in industrial undertakings; 
Minimum age for the admission of young persons to employment as trimmers 

or stokers; 
Compulsory medical examination of children and young person~ employed 

at sea. 

G,.,ua, 1925 : 

Workmen's compensation for accidents; 
Workmen's compensation for occupational diseases; · 
Equality of treatment for national and foreign workers as regard• work· 

men's compensation for accidents. 

THE GOVERNING BODY 

The Thirty-fifth Session of the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Office was held in Geneva from 30 March-I April 1927. Mr. Arthur Fontaine 

(Government, Fnnce) presided. 
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,. INTELLECTUAL WORKERS 
:--: 

< The Governing Body further considered the questi~n of the establishment of 
an Advisory Committee of Intellectual Workers, in accordance with the proposal 
of Mr. de Michelis, representative of the Italian Government. Discu~sion took place 
on a report by the Director of the Office giving reasons in favour of the adoption 
of the proposal and embodying a scheme for putting it into effect. The Committee 
in question would have as its purpose the consideration of econo~ic and social 
problems relating to intellectual workers. 

The discussion showed that there was no opposition to the principl~"<r; the vro· 
posal and that it was progressing towards practical reaJ.isation. In order that eff~~t 
might be given to it, the Governing Body decided to include an initial vote for it in the 
budget of the Organisation for 1928. As to the details of the constitution of 'the 
Committee and the exact definition of its functions, these are to be decided by the 
Governing Body at one of its future Sessions, after the International Lc~bour Office 
has consulted the Committee of the League of Nations on Intellectual Co·operation 
durinK its littings in July next. 

THE CINEMATOGRAPH 

The Government Body considered a second proposal by Mr. de Mi~elis, in 
favour of the organisation of a collection of cinematograph films relating to labour, 
and decided to entrust to the Office the task of compiling a catalo~ue of such films . 

• 
THE PROGRESS OF RATIFICATIONS ( 

The Governing Body considered tlie report of Mr. Albert Thomas on the 
general work of the Office. Note was take~ of the progress achieved with regard 
to the ratification of International Labour Conventions, including the decision 
recently taken by the French Senate in connection with the appwoval of conditional 
ratification of the Washington Hours Convention by France. Note was also taken 
of the fact that in Great Britain the question of ratification of this Convention has 
been the subject of debate in the House of Commons, and that the Briti~h Cabinet 
has appointed a Committee to consider the matter with a view to a decision. 

t 

ANNUAL REPORTS ON APPLICATION OF CONVENTIONS 

''. The Governing Body decided upon the composition of the Committee whicli.-..:~ 
to examine the annual reports presented by Governments, under Article 408 of the 
Treaty of Peace, on the application of Conventions which they have ratified. The 
following were nominated as members of the Committee : 

Mr. Jules Gautier, Mr. Tschoffen, Prof. H. W. C. Davis, Prof. William Rappal'd, 
Prof. Giiil, Mr. Quadrat, Mr. von Nostiz, and Sir Selwyn Fremantle. Prof. Kos· 
zembar·Lyskowski was appointed as substitute members. 

TENTH SESSION oF THE CoNFERENCE 

The Governing Body received a report on the state of the preparatory work 
undertaken in view of the coming International Economic Conference and the 
Tenth Session of the International Labour Conference, which will open in Genevlt 
on 25 May next. 

DIRECTOR'S VISIT TO HUNGARY AND THE BALKANS 

Several members of the Governing Body, after congratulating the Director 
on t~e results of his recent visit to Hungary and the Balkans, requested that a fairly 
detailed report of it should be published. The representative of the Japanese 
Government called attention to the usefulness of direct contact between the Direc· 
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~or~te of the Office and the ...trious Governments of Statt:s Me~bers of the Organ
IsatiOn, and expressed a desire that such contact on thes pot should be extended i!l 
the near ~uture to the Far Eastern countries. · 

jOINT MARITIME COMMI!Si!ON 

The Governing Body next considered the action to be taken on the recommen
dations mad~~t by the Joint Maritime Commission at its last Session. 

, A p~osal made by the representative of the Canadian Government was 
accepted, recommending to the next Maritime Session of the Conference an increase 
from 10 to 14 in the number of members of the Commission, and for the reservation 
of .&'-t least four seats for representatives of non-European countries. 

HouRs o:r WoRK o:r SEAMEN 

The Governing Body was then called on to take a final decision on the question 
of placing on the agenda of a Maritime Session of the International Labour Confe
rence the subject of the regulation of hours of work on board ship. 

Mr. Wolfe, the representative of the British Government, declared that 
for the settlement of questions affecting workers in the merchant marine to be 
useful and effective, it ought to be preceded by national agreements between 
shipowners and seamen. The British Government would not be opposed to a 
Conference which had for its object the international registration of such agree· 
mtnts. But he was opposed to the placing on the agenda now of the regulation 
of hours of work on board ship, and he therefore proposed a Resolution for the 
adjournment of the matter until the agenda for the 1919 Conference came up 
for discussion. 

This proposal wc.s resisted By the Workers' Group. Mr. Jouhaux stated that 
Part XIII of the Treaty of Peace was drawn up more particularly in order that 
satisfaction might be given to the claims of labour, and that the demands of the 
seamen were an expression of the desires of the whole community of the workers. 
The demand now under consideration, he added, had been formulated by seafarers 
a..s a whole, from officers to seamen. 

Mr. Fontaine, the representative of the French Government, said that his 
Government, whatever its own legislation might be, would be prepared to consider 
~uch a system as would place seamen in a proper position from the point of view 
of conditions of work, without involving commitment to any strict formula. On 
the principle of the question, it was not possible to refuse to seamen alone the 
benefits given to other workers. As to the practical aspect of the matter, he 
observed that most of the arguments adduced against the regulation of hours of 
work were the same as those used in the past against any form of regulation of 
labour in industry. In order, however, to obtain the support of Great Britain, 
to which he attached very great importance, he put forward as a conciliatory 
suggestion the proposal that the Governing Body should postpone for a year 
the summoning of a Maritime International Labour Conference, but should defi
nitely decide that such a Conference should _be held in 1_929. 

The representatives of the German, ~lg1an and Italta~ Governments declared 
themselves in favour of placing the question of the regulation of hours of work on 
board ship on the agenda of a Conference. 

The Employers' Group pronounced against this. . . 
On a vote, the proposal of the British Government representative was rejected 

by 15 to 8, with one abstention. 

The proposal of the French Government ~epresentative, for the for~_al p:acing , 
of the regulation of hours of work on board ship on the agenda of a Manbme Inte~
na.tional Labour Conference to be held in 1929, was adopted by 15 votes. The stx 
employers' representatives voted against it. Three Gover~ment represe~tatives, 
including the representative of the British Gover~ment, a_bstamed f~omvotmg .. All 
the other Government representatives, together w1th the s1x workers representatives, 

voted for the pcoposal. 
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FINANCE 

~ The Governing Body proceeded to consider the bl;Jdget proposals submitted 

to it for the year 1928. 
Mr. Hodac, on behalf of the Employers' Group, announced that his colleagues 

would abstain from voting on the budget, but that this abstention did not imply 
either any mistrust in the International Labour Office or any fundamental hostility 
to the work of the Office. 

Mr. Jouhaux, Reporter on the budget, pointed out how difficult lt was for the 
International Labour Office to discharge its functions and continue its <h:.-:;!loprrent 
if it were subjected to a system of restriction and cramping, which would only pa~:"· 
lyse its activity, and drew attention to the fact that the greater part of the increase 
was due to annual increments which were payable under contract. He urged <the 
Governing Body to vote for the budget, and to show that it was faithful to the idea 
that the Office was instituted for the benefit of the masses of the people, who had 
placed their confidence in the principles laid down in Part XIII of the Peace Treaty. 

The Governing Body, by 16 votes with 6 abstentions, approved the budget 
estimates presented for 1928, those estimates having been drawn up with a view 
not only to the requirements of the Office but to the rigid policy of economy prac· 
tised and demanded by the States Members as a whole. 

THE CoNFERENCE : A QuEsTION oF LANGUAGE 

The Governing Body considered a report presented by its Standing Orders 
Committee on the subject of two proposals of the German Government.: relating to 
the use of the German language at the International Labour Conference. 

One of these proposals was that speeches delivered in a non-official language 
should be translated by the official int-\rpreters oL the Conference, so far as those 
interpreters are competent to translate from such languages. The other proposal 
was that an authentic German text should be prepared of the Draft Conventions 
and Recommf'ndations adopted by the Conference, such text being-of equal 
validity with the French and English texts. 

In connection with the first of these proposals, the Italian rep;eseutatives 
on the Governing Body called attention to the claims of the Italian language 
to any privileges which might be accorded to other languages. 

The representatives of Spanish-speaking countries stated that theJ reserved 
the right to present to the Conference the claims of the Spanish languagl· f,.; 

The Governing Body, accepting the recommendations of its Standing l-1c~;_r~ 
Committee, decided to submit to the Conference a draft amendment to its Stan.r.-' 
ing Orders for the purpose of extending, so far as possible, to all non-official 
languages the new facilities for interpretation requested for the German language. 

At the suggestion of the Standing Orders Committee, the consideration of the 
second German proposal was postponed until the next Session of the Governing· 
Body. 

AN INVITATION FROM GERMANY 

Mr. Feig, representative of the German Government, conveyed to the Govern· 
ing Body the desire of his Government that it should hold one of "its Sessions, at 
no distant date, in Berlin. ' 

The Chairman expressed the thanks of the members to the German Government 
for this friendly invitation which, he said, would be considered in a most favourablr 
spirit by the several group$ of the Governing Body. 

THE DIRECTOR'S VISIT TO CENTRAL EUROPE 
AND THE BALKAN COUNTRIES 

In response to repeated invitations from the Governments of Hungary and 
Gree_ce, ~~· Albert Thomas, Director of the International Labour Office, paid an 
offic1al VISit to those countries from :zo February to 10 March 1ge7. On the way 
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he took the opportunity of,.(n'ewing contact with the Go\rernmenta and employers' 
and workers' organisations of Austria and Jugoslavia. In the capitals of all tb,.,e 
countrie11 he received a ft1endly and cordial welcome. 

D all cases, Mr. Thomas observed with keen satisfaction the high esteem and 
active sympathy in which the International Labour Office is held. The visit 
enabled him to discuss with the authorities the situation in each country with 
regard to the Conventions adopted by the International Labour Conference, and to 
consider tlu~possibility of further ratifications. 

• Thcu.uestion of the enforcement of Conventions which have been ratified is in 
certain countries even more imp'Ortant and urgent than that of fresh ratifications . 
. In some countries, the inspection system requires improvement. Mr. Thomas, 
hqwever, noted during his mission that the suggestions embodied in the Recom· 
mendation of 1923 are frequently invokt:d by the public departments in support of 
requests fo,r the creation of additional posts in"! the factory inspectorate and the 
voting of the funds necessary for this purpose. · 

Both in Greece and in Jugoslavia, Mr. Thomas, with the necessary discretion 
but at the same time with the frankness permitted by the confidence with which 
he was met, mentioned the uneasiness which the Office felt at the incomplete enforce· 
ment of certain Conventions which had been ratified .... He repeated the complaints 
which have sometimes been heard in the Governing Body and at the Conference. 

According to the very spirit of the Treaty, the International Labour Orga· 
nisation can only exist if the employers' and workers' organisations take an active 
qprt in ita work. In all the States Members of the Organisation this principle is 
tending ~ore and more to be accepted. Possibly the workers' organisations have 
not everywhere the strength and authority which would be desirable. Yet whenever 
the Director pays an official visit to the various countries, they are in all cases 
officially treated as bodies, competent to take a part in the International Labour 
Organisation. 

In conclusion, it may be noted that the press of the various countries visited 
by Mr. Thomas took a lively interest in his mission, and made it the occasion for 
publishiqg a number of article on the Office and its work which should contribute 
to making the International Labour Organisation better known among their readers. 

A fuller account of the Director's visit is contained in Industrial and lAbtfUf' 

Inf7tion, IS April 1927. 

THE FORTHCOMING INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE 

On 6 April, the Director addressed a letter to all States Members of the 
International Labour Organisation giving further particulars with regard to 
the forthcoming (Tenth) Session of1 the' International Labour Conference, which 

will open on 25 May. 

In this letter the Director points out that it has been the duty of the Office, 
for the purpose of preparing the discussions of the Conference, to draw up a 
report on ·each of the three items on the agenda. . 

The report on the first item, SU:Ittuss /fiStU'ance, on whach _the Conference 
will be called upon to adopt decisions by way of Draft Conventaons or Reco~· 
mendations has been prepared in the form of the. usua! Blue Repor.t. Thas 
reproduces the replies of the Governments to the questaonnaare on the. subJect, and 
concludes with certain drafts which the replies have suggested maght usefully 
be submitted to the Conference as a possible basis for discussio~. This. report, 
will be supplemented by a technical repo~ on ~he Ia~ and practice ?n Sackn_ess 
Insurance in the different countries, whach wall be assued for the anformataon 
of the Conference. . . 

The reports on the other two items on the agenda, Freedom of. Assonatton 
and Minimum Wage-Firing Meu:~tnery, on which the Conference wall be called 
upon to proceed to· a first discussion, contain a general survey of. the ~resent 
position of the question in the different countriet and draft qustioniWret on 
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' the respective subj~cts. In accordance with the f,.;:l_doub~e disc~ssion procedure, 

these reports and more particularly the draft questJonn~1res Will form the baaes 
of the general discussion of the Conference on the _tw~ subjects concerned. 

In this letter the Director also draws attent1on to the fact that al' least one 
item on the agenda of the forthcoming Conference, i.e. item III, Minimum Wage· 
Fixing Machinery in certai':' tra~es with special r~ference t? homeworkinc 
trades may involve the cons1derat10n of matters specially affectmg women, and 
reminds States Members of the provision contained in the second paragraph of 
Article 389 of the Treaty of Versailles, and the corresponding Articles of the 
ether Treaties cf Peace, relating to the nomination of women as technical advisers 
in such cases, and suggests that this provision be borne in mind by G.!j)l0~rnm~ts 
in the nomination of Delegations to represent their countries at the conference. 

The Director also points out that the drafts contained in the Blue Repo(t 
on Sickness Insurance which are proposed as a possible basis for discussion at the 
Conference include· a proposed Draft Convention on Sickness Insurance for 
workers in agriculture. In these circumstances the Governments would perhaps 
deem it desirable to consider the inclusion in their delegations of r,ersons with 
a special knowledge of agricultural questions. 

In addition to the three items on its Agenda, the Tenth Session will be 
called upon to deal with a number of questions concerning the activities of the 
International Labour Organisation in general or the working of the Conference. 

In the first place, it will, as in preceding years, have to take note of the 
Director's R~port. 

The Conference will also be called upon to set up a Committee of its members 
to consider the annual reports which, under Article 408 of the Treaty of Versailles, 
each Member undertakes to submit on the measures it has taken to give effect 
to the provisions of Conventions to which it is a party. The Governing Body has 
appointed a Technical Committee which will meet on 2 May in order to examioe 
the annual reports submitted for 1926. This Committee's report 'lll'ill be sub· 
mitted to the Governing Body for its consideration and will then be laid before 
the Conference together with the summary of the annual reports which is sub· 
mitted to the Conference by the Director. These reports wiil be considered 
by the Committee of the Corlerence to be appoir.ted at the Tenth Session. 

The Conference will also have to examine a number of proposed amendments 
to the Standing Orders which the Eighth Session referred to the Governing Body 
for consideration and report to the Conference. 

THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE AND NATIVE LABOUR 

The International Labour Office is called upon to study native labour q~ ~stions, 
in the first place in connection with the conditions of application of Conv~i. •ions, 

'· by countries which have ratified them, to their colonies, protectorates and posse~"'-
sions which are not fully self-governing in virtue of Article 421 of the Treaty of 
Versailles, and, in the second place in connection with conditions of labour in man· 
dated territories. Moreover, the Governing Body, at its Session of July 1922, 
specially considered the need for collecting and making available informations on 
native labour questions, and entrusted this task to the Diplomatic Division of the 
Office as the service concerned with the application of Article 42 I and labour ques· 
tions in countries under mandate. 

Since that time, the information collected, the experience gained in connection 
with the work of the representative of the International Labour Organisation on 
th~ Permanent Mandates Commission and on the Temporary Slavery Commission, 
the findings of the Temporary Slavery Commission, and, finally, the decision!~.< 
of the Sixth Assembly of the League of Nations thereon, combined to make it appear 
that the time was ripe for considering whether certain of the more serious problems 
of native labour should not be dealt with by the International Labour Conference. 

At its Thirty-second and Thirty-third Sessions in May and October 1926 the 
Governing Body, after considering the proposals submitted to it by the Director, 
drew up a list of experts whom it was suggested should be consulted. It was 
further decided that the expert• should be consulted on the questions of forced and 
contract labour. 
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• 
The names of the memtlfrs new designed are the foWowing : 

.. General Freire d'Andrade, former Governor-General of Mozambique, foi'IIl~r 
Mm1ster. of Foreign Aflaii'S, Portugal, Member of the Permanent Mandates Com· 
mission, Member of Temporary Commission on Slavery. 

Mr. Gohr, Director-General in the Ministry of the Colonies, Belgium, Member 
of the Temporary Commission on Slavery. 

Mr. Lejeune, of the Compagnie Nossiblenru d' b1dustries Agricoles (Madagas-
car). • 

Sir Selwyn Fremantle, C. S. S., C. I. E., India. 
• Rig'm"Hon. Sir Frederik Lugard, G. C. M.G., C. B., D. 0. S., former Governor· 

.General of Nigeria, Member of the Permanent Mandates Commission, Member of 
the Temporary Commission on Slavery. • • Mr. Merhn, Honorary Governor-General of the Colonies, former Governor· 
General of the French Congo, former Governor-General of French West Africa, 
former Governor-(:Jeneral of French Indo-China, Member of the Permanent Man· 
dates Commission. 

Commandant Ostini, ex-M. P., Head of the Colonial Schools Department at the 
General Emigration Commissariat, Rome. 

Mr. Saura del Pan, Spanish Consul at Oran, former Chief of the Section of Civil 
Colonial Affairs in the Department for Morocco and the Colonies. 

Freiherr von Rechenberg, former Governor-General of German East Africa. 
M. Van Rees, former Vice-President of the Council of the Dutch East Indies, 

former Secretary-General of the Dutch Colonial Institute, Vice President of the 
~ermaneq}: Mandates Commission, Member of the Temporary Commission on 
Slavery. 

Mr. H. M. Taberer, Chief of the Native Labour Recruiting Organisation of the 
Transvaal Chamber of Mines. • 

• Interest in the question of Nation Labour has also been shown by the Intern· 
ational Labour Conference, when on S June 1926, in the course of its Eighth Ses· 
sion, adopted a Resolution in the following terms relating to the decision of the 
Gove.rnin_g Body to appoint a Committee of Experts : 

The Conference welcomes the decision reached by the Governing Body 
~to undertak.: an enquiry into conditions of native labour, and expresses the hope 

that, as the result of the labours of the Committee of Experts which it is proposed 
to establish, it may be possible to pr-nt a preliminary report on tho matter to 
the Conference of 1927. 

CO-OPERATION WITH THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

During the month four meetings have taken. place in which the In:ernational 
Labour Organisation has directly co-operated w1th the League of Nat10ns. The 
first of these was the meeting of the Joint Commission of Experts on Health lnsu· 
ranee and Public Health Administration, held on II and 12 April. This Com· 
mission consists of members representing public health services selected by the 
Health Committee of the League and members representing health insurance org~
nisations selected by the Governing Body of the International Labour Orgam· 

I 

sation. 
The International Labour Office was represented at the Conference of Inter· 

national Student Organisations, held on II and 12 April, at the m_eeting of the 
Traffic in Women and Children Committee, which opened on 2~ Apnl, and at the 
meeting of the Child Welfare Committee, which began on 30 Apnl. 
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THE RATIFICATION OF DRAFT CONVENTIONS 
0 

On 31 May 1927 the total number of ratifications of Draft Conventions regi. 
stered with the Secretary-General of the League of Nations was 229. 

At the same date, the number qf Draft Conventions of which ratification had 
been authorised by the competent authority in the country concerned, but had not 
yet been registered with the Secretary-General of the League, was 26. 

TijE OPENING OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE 

The Tenth Session of the International Labour Conference opened in Geneva 

on 25 Hay 1927. 
Jl~r. Arthur Fontaine (Government Delegate, France) Chairman of the Govern· 

~~ody of the International Labour Office, in opening the Session, said that 
43 States were represented by 139 Delegates and 184 substitutes and advisers. 
The number of States represented out of the 55 Members of the Organisation was 
a normal one, if account were taken of the fact that States in which industrial orga· 
nisation was only slightly developed hat not a great practical interest in parti· 

cipating in the Conference. 
The Agenda contained three questions : 

(I) Sickness insurance; 
(2) Freeuom of association; 
(3) Minimum wage-fixing machinery. 

Of these questions, one only-sickness insurance-was intended to lead to the 
possible adoption of a Convention or a Recommendation. The other two questions 
were simply to be submitted to a general discussion, in accordance with the so· 
called "double discussion" procedure, the Conference being required at ~he end of 
the present Session to decide whether these questions should be subr~utted to _a 
subsequent Session for the adoption of Conventions or Recommendations. This 
new double discussion procedure was now being applied for the first time .. 

• 
Another new feature was the presentation of a report by the Committee set 

up to examine the reports submitted by Governments under Article 408 of the Treaty 
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f Peace on the measures tlfken by them t<r give effect~he Conventions they had 
0 

ri5;d. The Committee's analysis of these reports was destined to occupy an 
:creasingly large place in the Annual Report of the Dirtctor. On I April 1927 
there were 229 ratifications, compared with 194 on 31 March 1926, and these•figures 
did not include the 25 ratifications of the Berne Convention concerning _white 

phosphorus. . . . . . 
Slowly but surely continuous Improvement was bemg effected m the conditions 

of the workers through the efforts of the workers' organisations, enlightened em· 
ployers and Governments in touch with popular aspirations. Great p~ogress had 
been made in the last eighty years as regards limitation of hours of wor~:;;he pllll· 
tection of women and children, and the improvement of the purchasing power of 
wages. Parallel with this evolution might be noted a great increase in the number'· 
of organised workers and in the power of machinery. He was far from concluding 
that enough had been done for the workers. He desired only to draw the conclu· 
sion that no economic system rendered useless the persevering effort for the increase 
of the output of labour and the improvement of the conditions of the workers. 

The Conference proceeded to the election of its President. 
The name of Sir Atul Chatterjee, first delegate of India and High Commis· 

sioner for India in London, was suggested. 
Mr. Carlier (Employers, Belgium), Mr. Mertens (Workers, Belgium) and Mr. de 

Michelis (Government, Italy) cordially supported the nomination, on behalf of their 
respective groups, and, on a vote, Sir Atul Chatterjee was unanimously elected. 

The President said he recognised that in electing him to the Chair the Confe· 
renee had desired to pay a compliment to the country he represented. Relati01ts 
between the International Labour Organisation and India had been of the most 
cordial and intimate character from the very inception of the Organisation, and the 
decisions of successive Sessions of the Confe[ence had exercised a -great influence 
on the minds of the Indian people and Parliament in 'shaping legislation to meet 
the growing industrialisation of the country. 

A full account of the Conference will appear in the next issue of the Monthly 
Summary. . ,, 

THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 
AND THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE• 

. ~ 
In this issue~ of the Monthly Summary of the League of Nations a full ace~ 

appears of the proceedings of the International Economic Conference. It is the· 
refore unnecessary here to do more than draw attention to the fact that Mr. Arthur 
Fontaine, Chairman of the Governing Body, appointed a member of the Conference 
by the Council of the League, took part in it together with a number of admini· 
strators, employers, and workers closely connected with the work of the Interna· 
tional Labour Organisation. 

Mr. Arthur Fontaine delivered a speech at the Fifth Plenary Meeting of the 
Conference on 6 May, which included the following passages: 

_1he Council of the League of Natio111 was good enough to appoint the 
Cha~rman of the Governing Body of the Internlootional Labour Office a member 
of this Confere~ce, and on coming here I meet a large number of my colleagu~ 
at the International Labour Conferences who have been sent to this Conference 
~y. their Governments. This is becaus: the questions to be discussed here are 
m.t•mately con~ect~d with the work of the International Labour Organisation, 
With labour leg•slation and with social justice. 

Part XIII of the Treaties of Peace of 1919 which is the constituent Chartel' 
of the Int~r~tional Labour Organisation, sho~s clearly the connection between 
the Orgarusatlon and the Economic Conference. 
. We have the same end in view, namely peace real peace without the haunt· . 
mg fear f ' ' ' o war; peace secure and peace prosperous. There are two methods of 

• 
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• 
attaining this end.A~d two conditions of its meintenance, namely economic 
peace and social justice. ~ ... 

Economic peace and social justice I Industrial competition deptnds- on 
• production costs~ and production costs to a large extent depend on conditions 

of labour, such as hours of work, wages, social insurance and industrial hygiene. 
It is true that these conditions do not all tend to raise production costs, over 
an indefinite period, since, by the impulse which they give to the use of machinery, 
to the better employment of raw material and of hours of work by means of the 
increased health, strength and dexterity of the worker, and by the development 
of .his education, they create compensatory advantages and economies. It is 
nontl the less certain that during a period of ten or twenty years' development, 

~oduction costs tend to increase, and international competition has turned to 
the advantage of those who have established the strictest conditions of labour. 

• Mr. Arthur Fontaine then referred to the question of customs tarifft~ and quoted 
President Wilson's "Point" on economic barriers. Drawing attention to the 
contributiDn to the Conference of workers and co-operators, Mr. Fontaine said : 

I could also point to many employers and workers (no doubt with small 
variations of view, since each group has provisional interests to consider and spe· 
cia! interests to defend) to employers and workers agreed in contempla-ting 
international industrial agreements under public supervision, seeking some new 
and rational organisation of industry and commerce, and uniting in the under· 
standing of two important objects, namely, a high level of output under proper 
conditions of industrial hygiene, and spare time for recreation made possible 
by intensive production in a 48-hour week. This is an additional explanation 
of the ardent zeal of the International Labour Office in taking part in the prac· 
tical and theoretical work of the International Economic Conference. 
~ 

It may be recalled that the International Labour Office co-operated in the 
documentary preparation of the Conference by compiling the following reports : 

, .• 
Results of Certain of the Enquiriel· for Instituting Comparison betrveen the Retail 

Prices in Private Trade and those of Distributive Co-operative Societies. 
Report on Legislation concerning the Movement of Labour and Migration in Ge· 

neral. 
$cientific Management in Europe. 
The Part Played by Co-operative Organisations in the International Trad1 in 

• Wheat, Dairy Produce and Some Other Agricultural Products. 
Migration in its Various Forms. 
Reports on the Standard of Living of the Workers in Various Countries. 
The Relation of Labour Cost to Total Costs of Production in Agriculture. 

The texts of the conclusions and recommendations of the Conference will be 
found in the Monthly Summary of tlu League of Nations and, in part, in the Industrial 
and Labour Information. 

THE COMMITIEE ON ARTICLE 408 (APPLICATION 
OF CONVENTIONS) 

The Committee of Experts set up by the Governing Body of the International 
Labour Office, in pursuance of a resolution of the Eighth Session of the International 
'!:!abour Conference, met in Geneva on 2 May to consider the annual reports submitted 
by the States Members of the International Labour Organisation under Article 408 

of the Treaty of Versailles. 
Jt will be remembered that Article 4o8 provides that the States Members 

should each year make a report to the Office on the measures which have been taken 
to give effect to the provisions of Conventions to which they are a party. 

The duty of the Committee was to consider the reports submitted, to point 
out questions on which it would be desirable to require supplementary information, 

• 
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and to note if necessary a!y divergencieJ in the inte~Miation of the provisions of 
" . (4~ventions. p ; 

It will be remembered that the. following have beea appointed as memLen 
• 

of the Committee : ~ 

Professor H. W. C. Davis, Sir Selwyn Fremantle, Mr. Jules Gautier, Mr. Gini, 
Mr. von Nostiz, Mr. Quadrat, Professor Wjlliam Rappard, Mr. Tschoffen, and Pro• 
lessor Koszembar·Lyskowski (substitute· member). • 

All the regular memben of the Committee attended the meeting, with '!!tie excep· 
tion of Mr. Quadrat, who was replaced by Professor Koszembar-Lyskowski. 

Under the chairmanship of Mr. Tschoffen, the Committee sat during the week· 
2·6 May 1927, considered about r8o rePc)tts received by the Office, and approved 
the report submitted by its reporter, Mr. Jules Gautier. 

The report of the Committee was submitted to the Governing Bodyo of the In· 
temational Labour Office at its Session on 24 May. It was thereaftt:r submitted to 
the Tenth SC:ssion of the International Labour Conference as an annex to Part II 
of the Director's Report. 

Generally speaking, the Committee noted that, with the exception of certain 
cases on which observations are coritaioed in the report, the enforcement of Inter· 
national Labour Conventions was proceeding generally in a satisfactory manner. 
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On. August 31 the total humber gf {~ti~ations of Draft Conventions registered 
with the Secretary-General of the ~a!~·of Nltions was 230. 
• At the •same date, the number of . aft Conventions oJ. which-t-atification had 
been au~orised by the c9mpetent atlt o:iity.,..in the countPy concerned, but had 
not yet 'heen registered with the Secre~General of the League, was 36. .. 

The niost ·important information 'IIVi.a}. regard to ratifications that has come to . . ~ 

the attention of the .Office,during t~ ploalJlC?! August relates to le1islation in the 
Netherlands. Three Acts, dated 30 J1i.(.I9'21, approved the ratification Gf the 
Draft Opnventions concerning workme"'s" compensation for accidents, equality of 
treatment for nation\.! arul foreign worrJU, ,;· ~gards workmen's compensation for 
accident~ and the simplification of th~ WrW\;ti6n of emigrants on board ship. Ano· 
ther'Act promulgated on 2 July 1927•~eD to the Crown the right to ratify the 
Draft 'Conveq.tio; concerning workm~s_ttOmpensation for occ~ational diseas;s. . . . . . ' . 

:.. , 
MlNIMUM WACPJt.)XINC MACHINERY . . 

• • ·,The Internatio~atLabour Office.~):ntfo all the Covernments of the Sl:ates 
Members of the Organisation a 4uest~o,Pe~ry·with regard to miqj~JV~m wage·fixing 

. • .. ,I . . . 
machmery. · . • . ; . , : • .• 

It ·wifl be remembered. that thi,so l}uts~¢ .was ·piscussed for:the first time at 
thq fenth ¥s~·Q of

1 
~he -loternationa1·~~~~t-Conferer;J.ce, h,eld i~ Geneva iri May. 

and")une o.i tlis y~r. ~y ·a la~e nurjoJity,'\~e C®ference -df:et_!Jed 'to place Oil 

t~rmaa~ the fg~ Session' the qui~® bf minimum. ~-fix1n~ machinery,· 
.. itt · ~pted 'f&e q&estionrlaire~\vnicli .t~n~rnationat ~abour Offici pas just sent 
t~ tt.& Governments. This 'questioo.n_(i'~··,i!L 8n~ble them to commimica!'e their 
atii~de wi~ i viCIIW to tiis~St!io.n ~t tbe.1\f:-x(Session. . ,.. 

The booklet i'~ued by thct .Offico;eonbins, in addj~ion ~o .~h& Que.stjonnaire• 
-fbe ~e!1ort of ~ke Committee which s~rti~~~\:he Questionnalfi.~P 4!'~ Conference, 

a short sull_m~ry c1f_ the 'dfscussiohs whi. ~~-it~ place ~n t~e ltoporl m the Confe. 
renee; and some snort indications on tbe',i;Jope_ of the questiM. 

The Office has .ahi; published· in. ~ries' of Studies a~ Reports, under the 
titlie ai .'.'J4inibtuin Wage..Fixing Mac~?, a ~omparative study of the legislation 
a,n4 pra~tice: cX.a\tihg in dtfferent · c'o1J.1:1WJts. , The study was originally prepared 
for the .p11rpi>se of the initial · <;liscusS'ibti ~ tke q11estion at the last Session of the 
Conference. It was necessarily_ co~fined ~ t~se aspects of the problem which the 
Conference :w~ calle~upon te consider- \#ip1mum wage-fixing machinery in trades 
in which organisation of employers anQo'Workers is defective and where wagevani .. . 
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exceptionally low,' with special reference t4 the \omew?rking trades". It cons~
quently ignored certain questio~s whic~ would appe;u m a general report on m1· 
nimum wage legislation. m sp1te of this, however, th!! IKt,r.qy has been deemed to 
bt. -:~[sufficient importance to justify its inclusion in the series of Studies and Reports. 

; THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION 
AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS . 

T~ September numb,er of the Intenti.tional Labour Review contains an analysis 
of the rtsolutions adopted by the International Economic Conference from the 
point of view of the International Labour Organisation. · ., 

• The world of labour has long realised the close interdependence of..e~.ono~jc 
and social problems. At the Washington. Conference in I9I9 the workers' group 
raised the question of the international distribution •of raw lllaterials; in I920 thti · 
Governing Body of the Office decided m undertake an international enquiry intp 
production; in I92I and I922 the Inter£tional habour Conference discussed unem· 

'ployment and the work of the Genoa ~onomic Conference; more recegtly, it will 
be remembered, the International Labour Office took a direct and :lctive part in 
the work of the Preparatory Committee)or the Conference. These few instances 
show the sustained interest which .the. Organisation takes in imvortant economic 
problelllS, the solution of which may u;~~,ubtedly contribute to that of social pro· 
blems. This inter-connection was emp]ll&¥sedo.by lipeakers representing all groups 
at the last Session of the Internatiodfl. Labour Conference, which immediately 
followed the International Econqnri<;. Conference. There was general agreement 

• 
on the one hand that there could be no tid economic reconstructio'l except on a 
basis of social.,_;ustice, oand on the othet · nd that there could be no solid soci'\l 
reconstruction except on the basis &f e~nJmic justice. L 

~ . 
The close relation between the two _groups of problems is brought out by the 

analysis of the work of the recent Economic Conference. The resolutions which 
it adopted lay fhe foundation for the• co•oP'eration of the Intern.ational Labour 
Office in the international economic.act~ities initiated by the Conference . 

• 
THE INTERNATIONAL LA~OUR OFFICE AS~A WORLD 

CENTRE OF 'INFORMATION 

The scientifit: work of the Internati~fla.l Labour Office is now universallj know • • • and esteemed. 4t each Conference delegates of the ,countries represeated are 
unanimous .ill proclaiming its value, and fie States which are not members of the . . . 
Organisation also recognise the soundness, the objectivity, and the interest of the 
information in the posses~ion of the Offic;; The importanc: of the Office as a centre-
of informatioq iljtincreasing from year tO, year. · 

The requests r~ceived at Geneva in·i~6 may, be subdivided according to coun· 
tries as follows· (the figures for th& preceding. year are indicated in brackets) ) Great 
Britain.I37 (no), Germany 114 (94), S.Vitzerland 112 (68), Fran~ 92.. (78), United 

. States 43 (4I), 'Belgium 40 (25),. Italy 37 (33), Czechoslovakia 32. (25), Poland 2I 
(25): Nethe~lands I7 (I6), Austria I7 (I;a), Australia I4 (8), Sweden t3•(n), LUitem· 
burg I2 (8), ,India IO (4), Roumania. 9 (1 I), Japan 8 (7), Russill and Ukraine b 13J', 
Sp~in"6 (7); Norway 5 (5), Saar Territory 4 (2), Canada 4 (7), Argentina 3 (4},' Chile 
3 (I), China 3 (o), Finland 3 (I), Greece 3 (4) •. Hungary o3 ("4), .Irelan<! 3 (8), Serb· 

• Croat-S}ovene.Kipgdom 3 (3), Palestino 2 (I), Tur~ey 2 (o), Deflmark 2 (6), Lithua· 
nia 2 (o), Lat,yia '(4), South Afric~ I r3). Brazil I (I), Bul~aria I (o), Egypt:I (:t);> 
Estonia I (o): Now Zealand I (2), Persia.I(o). • · 

In additional IS• requests were received from international workers' organi· 
sations. , • I 

I 

Certain countries which are not metl\bers of the Iuternational· L¥>our Orga· 
nisation have applied to the Office for a:!!!istance more' frequently' than in the past. 
The number of requests receiv~d from J:he United States of America though only 
slightly higher for 1926 than for I9~5. were nearly double that for I9;4· . 

T~e request~ for information received in 1.926 may ~ further sub-divided 
· a.crordmg to the1r sources as follows : 
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,. 0 Governments . . . " . . •. 
Employers' organisations . . 
Workers' orgaptiolfs .. 
Co-operative ganisations . . 
Associations of disabled men. . 
Various bodies ;md individuals 

•· 

• 0 

.•. 
. 

0 •• 

Figures classified according to subject are given below : 

Social insuranc'! and industrial disabled. . . . 
Conditions of work . . . 
Industrial lfygiene and saf~ty·. : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
A.£!!'f~· aid working of the International Labour Organisa· 

'!_n. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 
Hours of work . . . . . . 

. to-operative questions. . . : : : : : : : : : : : · · 
Apprenticeship, vocational guidance, and education. 
Labour legislation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Migration. . . . 
Wages .. "': • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Employers' and workers' organisations, freedom of associa· 

tion, industrial disputes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Unemployment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pr11duction and general economic situation . . . . . . . . 
Protection of maternity, employment of women and children. 
Cost of living • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Agricultural questions . . . . . 
Scientific management. . . . . . . • . . 
Ratifications, interpretation of Conventions. 
~llective agreements . . . . . 
Native laljour. . . . . . . . . . 
Weekly rest and holidays with pay 
Workers' dwellings . . . • . 
Arbitration an~ conciliation . 
Family allowances. . •. 
Placing of refugees . 
Profit-sharing. . . 
Works councils . . . 
Out-workers . . . • 
Protectioa of labour. 
Welfare . . . • . . . 
Mariti!he questions . 
Utilisat1"11n of workers' spar.e time. 
Alcoholism . . . . • • . : . . . 
Night work in bakeries. 

., 

' 

• Organistion of labour ministries. . . . • . • . . . . , 
Miscellaneous subjects on each of which a single enquiry was 

received . . . 

69 
68 
68 

55 
38 
36 
36 
35 
35 
34 

34 
25 
23 
23 
20 

20 

16 
IS 

13 
12 
II 
II 

9 
7 
7 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 

58 

• 

' 

136 
42 

125 
25 
t6 

468 

74 
6s 
6o 

23 
21 
15 
34 
21 
21 
4~ 

» 
28 
8 

19 
2 

25 
Ill , 
21 
19 
II 

5 
12 
14 

» 

3 
5 , 
, 
9 
.. ~ 
5 
2 

58 

1!104 

42 
82 
13 

, 
14 
19 
q 
13 
16 

17 
13 

» 
II 

3 
8 

" 
" 
3 

" 
3 
7 

12 
» 

" 
10 

» 
2 

2 
» 

" 
() 

" 
5 
» 

62 

47 

• The figure given in the above table for the number of requests for information 
concerning hours of work includes only those dealing with that subject exclusively. 
If, however, account is taken of the fact that in every case whet~ information is 
asked for in regard to" conditions of work as a whole in a particular industry the 
question of hours of work is necessarily included, it may be asserted that the grea· 
test number of requests have concerned this subject, either separately or in con· 
junction with others, and that it therefore continues to be the one which most 
keenly interests the Office's correspondents. Similarly, requests for information 

•1!on:\erning wages rank as the next most numerous. 
The majority of the enquiries undertaken in 1926 at there quest of Govern· 

ments dealt, firstly, with conditions of labour including hours of work (23), secondly, 
questions of health and industrial safety (21), and, thirdly, social insurance (14). 

The requests emanating from employers' organisations concern, firstly, wages 
(9), and, secondly, scientific management (?) and conditions of labour (?)· 

Information has been asked for by workers' organisations, firstly, in regard to 
general labour conditions (18), secondly, social insurance (11), thirdly, labour legis· 
lation (9), fou"rthly, trade union questions (8), fifthly, industrial hygiene (7). 
Weekly rest and holidays with pay come next in numerical order. 
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If the scope and imp.ortance of the w~ re~esentecl ~y these fi~ures is to be 

I. d •t must be remembered that in'most cases.,what IS wanted 1s an account re;\lse , 1 . II . . . 
f th Osition as regards ;f particular question m a coun\:M~ or m a certam number 

o e p T f G h' of• ~ountries. This applies especially to .. requests rom overnments w 1ch are 
contemplating new labour legislation. ' " . 

When Governments request information, they frequently state that the par· 
ticulars are required with a view to the preparation of new national laws or admi· 
nistrative measures. In such cases, the Office enables Govern!!!ents to avoid 
undertaking special research, and contributes directly to the development of indu-

strial and labour legislation. " 

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF THE INTERN A TIONi'\L.o-'-,.. • 
LABOUR OFFICE . • 

In addition to its periodical publications, which include, among others, tp.e 
International Labour Review, the Industrial and Labour Information, the Official 
Bulletin, the Monthly Record of Migration, and the Industrial Safety $,urvey, the 
International Labour Office has recently published a number of important studies 
and reports. Special mention may be made of the following : 

"INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES" 

Under the above title, the Office has just published a report embodying 'the 
results of an investigati11n conducted by Mr. H. B. Butler, C.B., Deputy Director 
of the Office, in the United States on the subject of industrial relations. 

In view of the remarkable prosperity of the United States since the war, 
a great deal of curiosity has been aroused in other countries as to the industrial 
conditions which produced it. In particular, attempts at co-operation betwcvn 
employers and employed have evoked widespread interest. 

The report deals with this question in all its aspects. It explains why 
American conditions differ from those of other countries; it examines critically 
the economic eondition of the working classes, analyses the ai'ms of the Ame
rican trade unions and the policies of 'American employers, and describes the 
various experiments which have been attempted for creating better relations 
between employers and workpeople by means of works councils, stock holding, 
life insurance and systematic co-operation with the trade unions. 

In conclusion, some suggestions are made as to the lessons which may 
be derived by other countries from the American experience. 

"THE MEDICAL INSPECTION OF LABOUR" • 

Under the above title (1) the Office has published a volume of some "so pages 
containing i!t report of the meeting of Medical Inspectors of Factories in various 
countries held in Dusseldorf on 15 and 16 September I926 . 

• 
The meeting, in may be remembered, was called by Dr. Teleky, Prussian 

Medical Inspector of Labour, on behalf of the German Association of Medical 
Inspectors of Labour. It resulted in the presentation of a series of communi
cations on the organisation and activities of industrial medieal services in diffe· 
rent countries, and gave an opportunity for a valuable exchange of experiences 
and ideas. 

The volume now published comprises a report of the proceedings compiled 
by Dr. Teleky, this report being a fairly complete summary of the papers read 
and the addresses given to the conference. It includes also a declaration, adopted 
unanimously by the meeting, of the principles which should govern the organi
sation of medical factory inspection in all countries. 

"MIGRATION MOVEMENTS, I920· I924" 

This report is in continuation of that published by the International Llbou~ 
Office in I925 on migration movements from I920 to I923, as the outcome of the 
Recommendation concerning the collection of information on migration questions 
adopted by the International Labour Conference in I922. Every endeavour has 
been made to complete and improve the statistical tables the number of States 
for whic_h information is given having risen from 6o to 74. ' It may be of interest 
t? mentton that the number of individuals covered by the migration statistics uti· 
hsed for the purpose of this study, for the five-year period 1.,20 to 1!)24, is ro,040,475· 

., (I) Stu4U•....., R"*"'• Sorin F {lnduotrial Hygiene), No. 10. Price: 11. 6d. ; 40 cents. 
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• 
THE ELEVENTH SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL 

LABOUR CONFERENCE 

The C:overning Body, at its Berlin Session (October 1927), fixed 30 May 1928 
as the date of the opening of the Eleventh 'Session of the International Labour 
Conference, whlth will be held, as in )>revious years, at Geneva. 
. The Agenda of this Session of the Confefnce will consist of the two following 
Items : , 

I. Minimum wage· fixing machinery (fmat discussion); 
II. Prevention of industrial accidents, itluding accidents due to coupling on 

railways (first discussion). 

Th:1question of 1flinimum wage-fixing m chinery passed through the first stage 
of the double-discussion procedure at the Tenth Session of the Confetence. This 
~ession, in accordance with paragraph 5 of Article 6 of the Standing Orders of the 
Conference, adopted a Questionnaire on tiM: subject for communication to the 
Governments, and decided to place the question on the Agenda of the 1928 Session 
for completion of the second stage of the prqcedure, i.e. for a final discussion and 
decision by way of a Draft Convention or Recommendation. ~ · 

The question of the prevention of industrial accidents, on the other hand, appears 
on the Agenda of the Conference for the first time, and will therefore be the subject 
of a first discussion. 

PREPARATION OF TlfE AGENDA 

For facilitating the discussion of the Conference on the two items on its Agenda, 
t~ International Labour Office is required under Article 6 of the Standing Orders 
~f th\ Conference to carry out certain preparatory work. 

As regards the first item of the Agenda the Office duly submitted to'Govern· 
ments the Questionnaire on minimum wage-fixing machinery adopted by the Tenth 
Session of the Conference. The object of the Questionnaire is, in the usual way, 
to elicit the views of the Governments as to the different points on which the Confer· 
ence in 1928 should adopt final decisions anJ as to the form (Draft Convention or 
Recommendation) which those decisions should take. On the basis of the replies 
received from th,.e Governments the Office will proceed tp draw up the usual Blue 
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Re ort which will conta.i" ~civance proposals for a Draft ~onvention or Recommen
d~c.t ~hich may serve as a basis for discussion at the Conference. 

On the second itedt on the Agenda, the Office has preeared for communication 
to the Governments:.i preliminary Report (Grey Report) setting out the Jew arf 
practice on the subject of accident prevention in the d~fferent ~ountri~s an~ con
taiaing draft Questionnaires which may serve as a posstble bas1s for d1scuss1on at 
the Conference. Before it was put into final form, however, the 06ce, in view of 
the specially technical nature of the subject, consulted the Safety Sub-Committee 
of its Correspondence Committee on Industrial Hygiene and Safety on•the points 
which might be dealt with in the draft Questionnaires. 

ELECTION OF THE GovERNING Boov 

• 
Besides dealing with the two items on its Agenda, the 1928 Session of the Con· 

ference will have to proceed to the election of the Governing Body in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 20 of the Standing Orders. The last elec
tion took place at the Seventh Session of the Conference in 1925. 

In this connection reference may be made to the amendment to Article 393 
of the Treaty, which was adopted at the Fourth Session of the Conference and which 
provides for an increase in the number of members of the Governing Body. Now, 
as was pointed out in the Director's Report to this year's Session, a considerable 
number of ratifications is stiJI required under Article 422 of the Treaty to bring the 
amendment into operation for the elections of 1928. It is therefore important that 
those Members which have not yet deposited their ratifications, and which desiE 
that the amendment should be in force in 1928 and that its operation shotJid not be 
postponed to the following elections in: 1931, should communicate their ratifications 
to the Secretary-General of the League of N:\:ions as early as possi,ble and in any 
case before the opening of the Confer,ence in 1928. • 

' 
THE RATIFICATION FJF DRAFT CONVENTIONS 

• 
On 30 November the total numb~ of ratifications of Draft Conventionj regis-

tered with the Secretary-General of thy League of Nations was 248. 1 

At the same date, the number of Draft Conventions of which ratification had 
been authorised by the competent authority in the country concerned, but had not 
yet been registered with the Secretary-General of the League, was 29. • 

Four new ratifications have been registered during the month of November : 
the Convention concerning workmen's compensation for occupational diseases 
has been ratified by India, the Irish Free State, and Switzerland; the Convention 
concerning equality of treatment for national and foreign workers as regards work
men's compensation for accidents has been ratified by India. 

SUB-COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 

· The lnter~ational Labour Office has completed, as stated above, the preparation 
of ~he Report mtended to serve as a basis for the discussions of the next IfteP'- • 
natao~al ~hour Conference on the question of the prc;vention of accidents. Before 
estabhshmg t~e final text of its Report, the Office submitted it to the experts 
of t?e Safety Sub-Committee of the Correspondence Committee on Industrial 
Hygaene. 

The S~b-Committee was cstablish~d in accordance with a decision taken by 
~he Go;ernmg Body of the Office in January 1925. It is composed of experts on 
mduatnal aafety, in partic~lar factory. inspectors, directors of accident insura nee 

• 
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rbodies and directors of empif>yers' associations for a 1t prevention. It met at 
Genev~ from 3 to 5 *'i>;;;mber 1927. - \. 

In welcoming the members of the Committee, Mr. Pl. ert Thomas, Dir'rcl:or 
IW theelnternational Labour Office, referred to the condit1 s under which they 
Jere invited to express their opinion on the preliminary draft Report prepared by 
the Office on the question of accident prevention. He emphasised the great import
ance of this JMiOblem, the solution of which called for loyal efforts on the part of 
all persons interested in human solidarity and the protection of the workers. "The 
massacre M. human life on the field of labour", Mr. Albert Thomas concluded, "is 

"119 leas c~el than massacre in time of war. The League of Nations is eng~ed in 
the .ijlllintenance of peace in order to prevent the hecatombs of battle. It 1s our 

eduty to work with all ourmight and with all our intelligence to secure the realisation 
Qf pea~e and happiness in the field of labour". 

Sir Gerald Bellhouse was unanimously elected Chairman. The preliminary 
draft Report prepared by the Office on the problem of accident prevention as a 
whole was generally approved by the Sub-Committee, which, however, asked 
that certain modifications and additions should be made in the final text. In 
particular, the historical introduction will be preceded by a preface indicating 
briefly the importance of the problem of accident prevention. 

Sir Gerald Bellhouse submitted a definite programme for the national and 
international organisation of accident prevention. He pointed out the importance 
of giving attention not only to the technical but to the psychological aspects of the 
problem, and stressed the necessity of co-operation between 

1
the parties concerned. 

Jhe Sub-Committee expressed approval of this programme and suggested that the 
conclusi<Jil of the Report should lay greater emphasis on the importance of adequate 
national legislation and of an inspectorate well fitted for its work. 

The Sub,.Committee recognised. the necessity and the desirability of an inter
national Convention conc&rning t~!protection of workers employed in the loading 
and unloading of ships. The Committee was of opinion that this matter was suffi
ciently ripe from the technical standpoint for submission to the next International 
Labour Conference. 

Th~Sub-Committee expressed the sam~ opinion with regard to another question 
clos~l~ connected with the previous one, th indication of weight on heavy packages 
carneil, by water transport. 

The Sub-Committee did not examine the question of weights to be carried by 
the workers. This question, undoubtedly important, is connected with problems 
of industrial hygiene and will form the Subject of an early Report of the Industrial 
Hygiene Service of the International Labour Office. 

With regard to the question of automatic couplings on railways, the introduc
tion of which has been demanded by workers for some time, the Sub-Committee 
declared unanimously that it did not possess the special competence necessary to 
make a pronouncement on the technical aspect of the problem. 

At the Session which it held in May 1925, the Sub-Committee had decided to 
request some of its members to prepare monographs on certain important problems 
in the field of accident prevention. Two draft monographs were submitted to it 
in accordance with this decision, one on "Chains", by Mr. Deladriere, Director of 
the Belgian Industrial Association for the Prevention of Accidents the other on 

' ' ..,,~dro-Extractors ", by Mr. Massarelli, Director of the Italian Association of 
Manufacturers for the Prev~tion of Accidents. The Sub-Committee ~ressed its 
satisfaction with these two interesting reports. -

. Finally, the Sub-Committee considered how the Office could give information 
w1th regard to new inventions in the field of safety without appearing to advertis<' 
particular devices or manufacturers. The Sub-Committee was of opinion that if 
in principle, it was desirable not to name in the publications of the Office th~ 
manufacturers of safety appliances, the Office should not consider itself under an . . , 
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obligation not to designa~ their name the protectiv'b d~es which It considered ' 
it Ull..fl :~1 to describe. ~~ > • 

,-With regard to the programme of its future :work, tbe Sub-Committee con
sidered that it would."Je good to complete the report on ' 'Chains" by mono~raphl 
on "Hooks and Rings" and on "Cables". It recommended also t~at a s~udy shouiJ 
be undertaken of accidents due to non-insulated electric circuits. Messrs. Dela
driere and Massarelli respectively stated their willingness to und'ert~e to prepar~ 
monographs on these subjects. 

THE DEPUTY-DIRECTOR'S VISIT TO SOUTH AFRICA 
. v·' . 

• 
In response to an invitation from the Government of South Africa, Mr. H. B.• 

Butler, C. B., Deputy Director of the International Labour Office, is at present' 
visiting the four provinces of the Union. He is discussing with the authorities 
the ratification of the Conventions adopted by the International Labour Conference; 
and is having interviews with representatives of workers' and employers' 
organisations. 

The primary object of Mr. Butler's visit is to disseminate in the Union moPe 
precise information as to the International Labour Organisation, the principles on 
which it is based, and the activities in which it engages. 

THE THIRTY ..SEVENTH SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BODY 
• 

ERRATUM 

In the account of the thirty-seventh Sessf)n of the Governing· ~ody held in 
Berlin, O~tober 1927, which appeared in the Mondtty Summary of November (No. II), 
the passage relating to the appointment of workers' representatives on the Advisory 
Economic Committee of the League of Nations, should read as follows : 

The Assembly of the League of Natio~ had invited the International Laboar Ollie~ 
to propqse, in view of the constitution of !Jle Advisory Economic Committee tho names 
of three workers' members. The Governiqg Body took note of the fact that the flork
crs' Group had nominated for this purpose Mr. Moller (Germany), Mr. Jouhaux (F~ance) 
and Mr. Oudegeest (Netherlands). • . · ' 

ERRATA 

In the Monthly Summary, No., 7 (July 1927), 

Sth line from the bottom of p. 38, read 101 votes to o; 
4th line from bottom, sickness insurance instead of social insurance. 

Monthly Sum"mar,;, -No. 10 (October 1927), • 

last paragraph but one of p. 49, last line, to the list of countries add the 
Netherlands. 

• 


